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Space shuttle aerothermodynamic data, cOllected from a continuing series of 
wind tunnel tests, are permanently stored with the Data Management Services 
(DMS) system. Information pertaining to current baseline configuration defi-
nition is also stored. This report lists docume~tation of DMS processed data 
arranged sequentially and by space shuttle configuration. 
Purpose of this report is to provide an up-to-date record of all applicable 
aerothermodynamic data collected, processed, or summarized during the space 
shuttle program. Tables are designed to provide survey information to the 
various space shuttle managerial and technical levels. Table 1-1 summarizes 
the contents and purposes of report sections • 






















Summary data reports 
Data ~ile report digest 
Wind tunnel test/DMS 
data processing summary 
Space shuttle ~acility 
wind tunnel summary 
Table 1-1. Summary o~ Data Base Records 
Contents 
Space shuttle con~igurations designated 
as re~erence or baseline 
List of DMS reports presenting results 
o~ data analysis or re~inements 
Compilation o~ space shuttle tests into 
operational status and basic con~igura­
tion groups 
Table o~ space shuttle test data ~or 
which results have been incorporated 
into DMS data base 






Current baseline con~iguration' 
re~erence 
Index o~ space shuttle aerothermo 
design data reports 
In~ormation arranged by vehicle 
on tests DMS processed or has in 
process 
Re~erence o~ test data in DMS 
data base sequentially by data 
report number 
In~ormation arranged by facility on 











2. BASELINE CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS 
Configurations designated as baseline or reference configurations are in 
this report. Figure 2-1 shows the orbiter, figure 2-2 the launch vehicle, 
figure 2-3 the ET and SRB, and figure 2-4 the carrier. 
3. SUMMARY DATA REPORTS 
Summary data reports differentiate from data reports in that data reports 
present basic wind tunnel data as collected and summary reports contain 
data german~ to a particular design application of the basic aero thermo 
test data. Summary reports range from basic data reports of edited or 
refined data to reports presenting gleanings from basic data reports. 
The list of summary reports (table 3-1) contains DMS-generated documents. 
4. DATA FILE REPORT DIGEST 
Data file digest (table 4-1) compiles all information in the DATAMAN 
system into three categories: 
1) Recently published reports - current ·six-month :~eri(ld. 
2) Tests in process 
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Each 6~ction is subdivided into five configuration categories: 
1) Booster data 
2) Orbiter data 
3) Booster/orbiter data 
4) External tank data 
5) Car;rier data 
I~lformation on each test is as follows: 
1) DMS report number 
2) NASA series number 
3) NASA CR number 
4) NASA 'I'M X':' number 
5) Two-character test code 
6) Configuration (specific) 
7) Test number 
5. WIND TUNNEL TEST/DATAMAN DATA PROCESSING SUMMARY 
. 
SpaCl® Shuttle wind tunnel test data incorporated into the DATAMAN data base 
are listed by DMS report number in the processing summary (table 5-1). This 
summary collects test particulars so the reader can evaluate or categorize 
data. It contains the following information: 
1) Test facility 
2) Test identification 
3) Configurations tested 
4) Purpose of test 
5) Type ,of test 
6) Model scale 
-.. 
f 
xii : .... ) 
7) Test Mach number range 
8) Testing agency 
9) Oognizant test/DMS personnel 
10) Basic publication numbers 
6. SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
Numerous wind tunnel facilities test space shuttle configurations. Table 6-1 
collects info~tion on tests completed or in process, grouped by facility. 
!t contains the following information: 
1) Two-character test code 
2) Facility 
3) Tunnel 
4) Test number 
5. NASA series number 




TABLE 3-1. Summary Data Reports List 







































INDEX OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
uANUARY /uUNE 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFI GURA nON 
MOOEL 83-0 (0.04-SCALE) 
MODEL 60-0; LINES VL70-000140C 
81-0 HRSJ TILE PANEL 




HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V418-R4A 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-V2C 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC wiNO T 
UNNEL (UNIT ARYl 
464 
ARC 
1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
510-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
AEOC 
TRANSONIC PROPULSION WINO TUNNEL ( 
PWr-16T) 
TF645 
MODEL 125-0. AFRSI BONDED TO SUPPO ARC 






















INDEX OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
JANUARY /JUNE 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES eR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
2393 IH51A 167.679 OT FLAT PLATE 
V-OI 
2393 IH51A 167.680 OT FLAT PLATE 
V-02 
2393 IH51A 167.681 OT FLAT PLATE 
V-03 
2393 IH51A 167.682 OT FLAT PLATE 
V-04 
2461 IH51D 167.677 MODEL 58-0 






TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 3N 




































INDEX OF ~ORK IN PROCESS 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 














20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
456 
lARC 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
45B 
lARC 








22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
439 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
715 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
776 
ARC 


















































TUNNEL 8A uM 
1275 
LARC "'S 
lOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
214 
ARC ~C 




8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
764 
lARC KC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
776 
lARC K2 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
'30 
LTV FR 
HIGH SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
611 
lARC KM 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
804 
lARC KO 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
813 
lARC KU 
lOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
255 
t.-~~~;.tJ .. , ".)oJ" .. t: ". t, !!oo-, ~ '.~.!;.-,~",! 
.. !I!.~ ......... -. "C b ~~_J 











































INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 
ORBITER DATA 






HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
646 
LARC KX 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1270 
~C ~ 
"-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
436-2 
AFRSI SSV PRESSURE-LOADS MODEL 84- ARC 
o "-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
587-1 
AFRSI SSV PRESSURE-LOADS MODEL 84- LERC 
o 8 BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL -
046 
/LERC 
to BY to-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
074 
LTV OVt02-SSME ON HIGH SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
742 
AEDC ORBITER FOREBODY TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
PWT-t6Tt 
594 
MDDEL 127-0. AFRSI BONDED TO SUPPD ARC 
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INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
AFRSI BLANKET PANELS FORM-FITTED 0 
VER A TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF AN 
TEST NUMBER 
ARC 
9-FOQ,T BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
582-1 



















































INDEX OF WORK IN PROCESS 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
LAUNCH VEHICLE WITH INTERSTAGE FAI 
RINGS 












8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
676 
MSFC 1Y 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
655 
~C ~ 
"-FooT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
411-1.2.3 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARV) 
MSFC 
t4-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
658 
MSFC 
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NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2012 SA1F 120.090 
2025 Sl3F 128.'167 
2051 Sl5F 128.174 
2087 Sti0F 134.1,6 
2088 Sl2Fl 134. <:05 
Sl2FB 
~111 SA26F 134.435 
2142 FA4 134.402 
2150 SA25F 141.511 
2161 SA6F 134.422 
::.7 
~ 




,42-INCH DIAMETER SRB WITH' AND WIT 
HOUT STf~AKES 
BOOSTER MSFC MODEL NO.449 
SRB WITH VARIED SHROUD LENGTHS AND 
FLARE ANGLES 
142-INCH SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 
TEST NUMBER 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
554 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
565 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND rUNNEL 
572 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
578 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
655 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
662 
MODEL 449/CONF.NBREf. NBRE1A. NBRE MSFC 
1B. NBRE1S1ELT 1~-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
590/595 
TITAN II I C SRM 
SRB 
S9B-BODY ALONE 
.... :,:.tr."T .. ,...:~-. 
MSFC 
f4-INCH TR,ISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
587 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
108~ 
LERC 



































































INDEX llF PUBLI SHED DATA 
BOOSTER DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST MJfIIIBER 
MODEL 467, SR8 NOSE CONE ANO FORWA MSFC 
RD CYLINDRICAL BODY HIGH REYNDLDS NUMBER WINO TUNNEL 
033 
SRB LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1115 
ORB.WI ATTACH RING.AFT RING.W/ANO MSfC 
WIO PROTUBERANCES. NOSE CAP t4-INCH TRtSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
604 
146-INCH WITH AND WITHOUT PROTUBER MSFC 
ANCES 14-INCH TRISDNIC WINO TUNNEL 
603 
MODEL 461. 142-INCH DIA. WITHOUT P MSFC 
ROTUBERANCES HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER WIND TUNNEL 
034 
RIGHT-:-iANO SRB REENTRY CDNFIG. MSFC 
RIGHT-HAND SRB REENTRY CONFIG. 
CONF. 139 
SRB-WITH HEAT SHIELD(SOLIP) 






14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
640 
MSFC 
14-1~~H TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
64{; 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
620 
ARC 
1'-fOOT, 9-fOOT. 8-FOOT, UNITARY W 
IND TUNNEL 
074-1 
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INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
BOOSTER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
SRB-WITH HEAT SHIELD(SOLID) 
REENTRY CONFIG. WITH ALL MAJOR PRO 
TUBERANCES 
146-INCH SRB/TRUNCATEO NOSE (MODEL 
486) 
SRB REENTRV CONFIG. 
TEST NUMBER 
ARC 
"-FooT. 9-FooT. a-FOOT. UNITARY W 
IND TUNNEL 
074-1 
1,-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL CONI 
TARY) 
AEDC 




f4-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
645 
MSFC 























NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DM5-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2001 MAS 128.750 
2002 LA 1 12R.752 
2003 MA2 12B.754 
2004 MA1 120.0B2 
2005 OA1 120.070 
2007 OA4 128.760 
2COB MA4 128.751 
200B MA4 128,751 
R-01 
2009 OA3 128,761 
<''''' ~ 
-' 
:;T' .,.. " , 
INDEX ~F PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONF I GURATION 
NR A TP ORBITER 
NR PRR ORBITER 
NR ATP ORBITER 
MSC 040A ORBITER 
NR ATP BASELINE ORBITER 
NR SSV ORBITER 
NR ATP ORBITER 
NR ATP ORBITER 






UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1002 
LARC 
8-fOOT TRANS~NIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
626 
LARC 
22-JNCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
409 
LTV 




14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
555 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
147 
tARe 
CONTINUOUS-flOW Ii'iF'1:RSONIC TUNNEL 
89 
,tARe 
CONTINUDUS-FLOU HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
89 
ARC 
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INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 13 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NA~A NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUlleER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2014 OA7 128,753 NR PRR-SSY ORBITER LARe OV 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1007 
2016 OA2 120,092 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAD OF 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
689 
2017 OA5 123,851 NR ATP ORBITER NRLAO DG 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
690 
2019 OA6 128,756 ATP AND PRR ORBITER NRLAD 01 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 00 69. 
"'::tJ 
-2020 OA9 128,757 PRR ORBITER NRLAD O.J "0 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL O~ 
696 (J,) 
:.;; ;-
2021 OA45 128,758 -89A ORBITER NRLAD OL t'0 r1 
V-OI LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
699 <, 
. 
2021 OU5 128,758 -89A ORB.ITER NRLAD Ol 
Y-02 LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
699 
2022 OA10 128,759 RI -898 ORBITER NRLAD OK 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
698 
2023 LA2 128,763 LO- 100 ORBITER LARC OY 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
.It 
2029 OU7 128,765 2A ORB.ITER MSFC 84 
I.-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
568 













































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONF I GURA TI ON 
-89B ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL SPACE 
SHUTTLE ORBITER 
LO-1oo ORBITER 
LO- JOO ORB HER 
DOUBLE DELTA WING ORBITER 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
LARC lO-tOO ORBITER 
140AlB ORBITER 
NR ORBITER 
NAR 089-8-139 ORBITER 










TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
NRLAD OM 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
700 
LARC Ol 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
85 
LARC Pt 




22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
405 
ARC BU 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
158 
lARC P2 00 22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL ~::o 413 
.,,(5 
lTV FO 02 




lOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL » r· 
701 1" • .-
LARC P. ~ ~"~~ . .. 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
643 
lARC P5 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUNBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
2042 IA52 134.087 ORBITER ALONE 
2043 lA16 128.770 RSI TIlES.ORBITER 
2044 OA11A 128.786 SHUTTLE ORBITER 2A 
2045 OA18 128.779 ROCKWEll SSV C~:;>HER 
2046 l.,7 128.776 lARC lO-tOO ORBITER 
2047 lA31 134.086 040A SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
2049 OH40 128.771 NR 2A ORBITER 
2050 OA43 128.790 ROCKWEll SSV 2A ORBITER 
2052 LA10 128.791 LO-100 ORB(SHIPS) (BW2VFB) 
~~ iii "5-,;.~« ... ¥';i';4ir._,·";,;·,,, "':""",--,_;<;':·.·~-__ ~"i:cI.;"""*:·;"'- ~ 
TEST NUMBER 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
584 
lARe 




3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
157 
NRlAO 
lOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
704 
LARC 
S-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
648 
lARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
98 
LARC 
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INDEX OF PUBLISHED OATA 
ORBITER DATA 










NAR 089B-MOD NOSE + OMS 
--'rr-- -.,..- ~ 
t;t. .... '" 
" . -... 
TEST NUMBER 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
705 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
705 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1023/1034 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC wIND TUNNEL 
574 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC wiND TUNNEL 
574 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
574 
LARC 






















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER OATA 
CONFIGURATION 
NAR 089B-MOO NOSE 
ORBITER. MODIFIED 2A.3 
ORBITER NAR VL70-000134B CONFIG. 
ORBITER 2A 
ORBITER 3.A 
VL70-000147B (MODEL NO. 49-0) 
VL70-000139B (MODEL NO. 42-0) 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 089B-139 
TEST NUMBER 
LARC 
lOV-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
130/135 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN VIND TUNNEL 
1035 
LARC 
lOW-TURBULE~CE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
138 
ARC 
3.5-FDOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
160 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
163 
NRLAD 
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
276 
NRLAD 
7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
276 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
96 
128.117 0.025 SCALE MODEL OF SPACE SHUTTLE LARC 
ORBITER (24-0) FIN/RUDDER 26-INCH TRANSONIC SLOWDOWN TUNNEL 
544 
128.197 -89B(2A) ORBITER NRLAO 
LOW SPEED VIND TUNNEL 
708 
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,;:i; ;:: If 




































NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
134,074 PRR ORBITER 
128,799 MODEL 49-0. 
128.799 MODEL 32-0 
134,070 MODEL 42-0 OF THE VL70-000139B SSV 
ORBITER CONFIGURATION 3 
134.414 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C 
ONFIGURATION 








UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1031 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
168 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
168 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1043 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
709 
LARC 
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INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 19 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBEP NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2077 IA29 134,095 ARC EB 
V-OI OA63 6-FOOT 8Y 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL 
630 
2079 lA15 134,083- 089B-139B(MODIFIED NOSE) lARC PH 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
441 
2080 OA578 134,416 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C NRLAD OV 
V-OI ONFlGURATION LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
713 
2080 OA578 134,417 -89B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY C NRlAD DV 
V-02 ONFIGURATION LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
713 
2081 OA69 141,580 -140 _/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NRLAD DO a F~ 
"" ,,=-V-OI LOW SPEED WINo TUNNEL 
"'t" () 711 
0 
2081 OA69 141.581 -140 A/B SPACE SHUTTLE OR8ITER NRlAD DO r 
V-02 lOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL #..v 
711 r, 
2082 OA73 128,800 CONFIGURATION 3A ORBITER ARC 85 r 
3.5-FOOT tlYPl:QSONIC WIND TUNNEL t~ ~ 
167 
"" ""~ 
2083 OA20A 134.081 SSV 140A/B ORBITER LARC 02 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1057 
l 
2085 OHIO 167.344 ARC B9 
IH2 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
171 
2086 OA71C 134.078 -89B ORBITER NRlAD DU 
~~W SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
712 
"lI.Wr-:l[l n.~:r~·)1;~::~~""·-;;'-· ';;,-sM.~ .. ~;&[t":~.t~,~~. ~~~.;, lh ... ~:"~:~. ,~r; .'.~"jf' "'-I~.IIIQ f"1,¥" ';,_.~d "l.:>$ __ .*"," ... :. #.~'" "l.l~, ~~" ~ ,-iIII".~" 4<. .~ ,.;;.:; ... :":.i "'l,.' .l!. .....".,~.~!+t, 
Il<' 
1 INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 20 
I ORBITER DATA 
! 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBE~ NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2089 OA25 194.082 140A/B LARC 01 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
661 
2090 LA8C 134.080 089B-139B ORBITER CONFIGURATION LARC P6 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1040 
2091 LA7B 141.512 LO-1oo ORBITER LARC P5 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
657/660 
2092 OA72 71968 ORBITER 139B (34-0) LARe PT 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
415 
2094 OS1 134.073 BASIC WING AND 11 HZ INBD AND 13_5 LARC OT 
HZ OUTBD ELEVON ROTATIONAL FREQ 26-INCH TRANSONIC BLOWDOWN TUNNEL 
545 
2095 OA49 1:;-4.404 ORBITER MSFC 92 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
581 
2096 OH13 134. 101 B1OC507F4M3V5W87 LARC PO 
MACH 8 VARIABLE-DENSITY HYPERSONIC 
TUNNEL 
644 
2097 OA62A 134.102 140A/B SSV ORBITER NRLAO 0.., 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
715 
2100 OH3A 134.075 AEOC TM 
OH3B HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
VA289 








































OT+L +P 1+A 1+F 
(034)(T9)(S12)(PT4)(FR4) 
(034)(Tt4)(S12) 
140A/B SSV ORBITER 
140A/B SSV ORBITER 
089B ORB.W/MOD NOSE 
089B ORBITERW/MOD. NOSE 
147B CONFIGURATION ORBITER MODEL 
50-0) 







TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
tARC PA 





3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
175 
MSFC 94 
14-INCH TRISONJC WINO TUNNEL 
589 
TRtSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
MSFC 94 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
589 
TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
NRLAD DZ 
lOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
717 
NRlAD OX 
lOW SPEED wINO TUNNEL 
717 
LARC PG 
UNITARV PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1046/1049 
LARC PK 

























































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CmJFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
VL70-000139 LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TONNEL 
101 
B30 THRU B50C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
71S 
140A/B ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
176 
B19C7F5~59W107E23V7R5X20 + NACELLE NRLAD 
RAKES 7-FOOT T~ISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
278 
B22C7F5M4V7W111 LARC 




TASK CANCELLED. ~ULV.I975 
140A/8 ORBITER CONFIGURATION 
BODY ALONE (-140A/8) 
TASK CANCELLED, DEC .. 1976 
,..." .. \.,t 
","", 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
668 
LARC 
a-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
669 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONiC WINO TU~EL 
180 
LARC 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
422 
LARC 















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED OAT A 
ORBITER OATA 
CONFI GURA TI ON 




SSV 140A/B ORBITER 
SSV 4 140A/B ORBITER 
-089B W/MaD NOSE 
ORBITER 
ORBITER -140A/B CONFIG. 
TASK CANCELLED. AUGUST. 1974 






TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
LARC OU 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
102 
ARC E'" 
















HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B' 
48A 
LARC OK 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
107 
AEOC TN 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
VA474 
'. 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (e) 
... 
tARC PF 





NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2137 OA105 134.106 
V-02 
2139 OA118 134.407 
2140 OA37 134.408 
2141 OH11 141.538 
2147 OA20C 134,097 
2149 OA90 141.805 
2151 OH6 '41.815 
2152 OA81 134.423 
R-01 
2153 IH1 151.377 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER OATA 
CONF I GURA TI ON 
CONFIGURATION3. MODEL 32-0 
VL70-000140A/B. MODEL 43-0 
140 A/B SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 
MODEL NO. 29-0/VL70-000139 
140A/8 SSV ORBITER 
CONFIG. 4 '-140A/B) MODEL 72-0 
THERMOCOUPLE MODEL OF SSV ORB. 
VEHICLE ~ ORBITER (MODEL 51-0) 
TANK ALONE 
MODEL 29-0 







TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
LARC H2 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
109 
NI<lAD F6 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
724 
NRLAD F2 
LOW SPEEO WIND TUNNEL 
719 
AEDC T5 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
VA354 
LARC 02 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1057 
LARC 0'"' 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
110 
ARC EO 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
183 
AEDC TO 
HVPERVELOCITV WIND TUNNEL (F) 
VA489 
LARC 07 
UNITARV PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1071 
AEDC TT 










INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 25 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONF IGURATlO.l TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2155 OA11o 134.406 B61C11F12M51W124E4o NRLAD FS 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
721 
2157 IH19 141.822 ORBITER WITH EXTERNAL TANK LARC ot 
HYPERSONIC NITROGEN TUNW~EL 
28 
2159 OA59 134.410 140 A/B SSV ORBITER ARC ER 
V-01 6-FOOT BY 6-FoOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
709 
2159 OA59 134.412 140 A/B SSV ORBITER ARC ER 
V-02 6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
709 
2162 OA36 134.430 140 A/B. VEHICLE 4 ARC EP 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
187 
2163 OA208 134.403 140A/8 LARC 02 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1097 
2164 OH12 141.829 EXTERNAL TANI< CALSPAN - UG 
V-02 IH21 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
173- 100 
2167 OA98 141.550 140A/B ARC EO 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
190 
217t OH38 144.584 140C ORBITER ARC EZ 
V-Ot 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
198 













































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DA1'A 
CONF IGURA TI ON TEST NUMBER 
140C ORBITER ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
198 
140C ORBITER ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
198 
SSV ORBITER CONF. 2 (MODEL 21-0 OF LARC 
VL70-000f39) 60-FOOT VACUUM SPHERE VON KARMAN F 
ACIlITIES 
R3289 
lARC 139B ORBITER 22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
426 
ARC f40A/B SSv ORBITER 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
194 
140A/B ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
747 
SS ORBITER LOWER WING CARRY-THROllG ARC 
H STRUCTURE WITH A DU~Y PANEL. A II-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UN~ 
TARY) 
705 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
Ur-,'NEL ( UNITARY) 
089B/139 LARC 























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA ')7 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2184 LA4B 151.061 089B/140 LARC HI 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
680 
2185 OA53C 134.120 140A/B ARC EL 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
747 
2186 OA116 134.428 .015-SCALE ORBITER MODEL. CONFIGURA LARe HU 
TION 140A/8 (49-0) 8-fOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
686 
2187 OA 1 19A 134.421 140A/B SP"-CE SHUTTLE ORBITER INNER. NRLAD F8 
MOLD LINE ~ONFIGURATION. (MODEL LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
726 
2190 OA108 141. 537 0.Q04-SCALE ORBITER FORCt MODEL (7 MSFC 10 
4-0) f4-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
599 
2191 LA47 72661 140A/B LARC HH 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
104 
2'/93 OH26 151.380 SS ORB. 1406 MODEL (MODIFIED 22-0) ARC E2 ~, 
3.5-FOOT HVPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
• 199 
2195 OA82 134.442 ORBITER C~~FIG. 3 LARC HL 
CGNTINUOUS-FLOW HVPERSONIC TUNNEL 
113 
2196 OA79 141 .531 a~BITER 140A/B AEDC TW 




2198 OA115 141.534 ORBITER 140A/B AEDC TV 



















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
140A/B OUTER MOLD LINE CONFIGURATI NRLAD 
ON LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
731 
140C OUTER MOLD LINE CONFIGURATION NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
730 
RI SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER VEHICLE 4 LARC 
(MOOIFIED) CONFIGURATION 22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
431 
NRLAD 
MODEL 43-0 LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
736 
0.03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER) MOOEL TBCA 
TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER) MODEL TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCALE 45-0 (ORBITER' MODEL THCA 
TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
140C MOOIFIEO SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITE LARC 
R MODEL 74-0 HYPERSONIC NITROGEN TUNNEL 
30-31 
SSV ORBITER CONFIGURATION 140A/B-0 LTV 
.015 SCALE HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
512 
140C CONFIGURATION ORBITER (MODEL NRLAD 























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORB HER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
OMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION 
2222 OH49B 147.626 B25C1QM4Fl0E26R5V7W116 
V-01 
2222 OH49B 147.627 B25Cl0M4Fl0E26R5V7W116 
V-02 
2225 OH4C 141.~05 MODEL 21-0. LINES VL70-000139 
2229 OA~02 141.508 SSV 140A/B 
2232 OA131 1;41.521 MODEL 74-0. CONF. 4 
2233 LA 59 151.068 72-0TS (B26C9E44Fl0FL10/1tMt6N28/8 
6PS1-SR5S21T2.V8W116 
2234 OAtt3 141.547 ORBITER WITH ELEVON AND BODY :FLAP 
DEFLECTIONS 
2238 OA93 141.847 51-0 
2241 OH39 160.490 MODEL 60-3. VEH. 4 
V-Ol 
2241 OH39 160.491 MODEL 60-3. VEH. 4 
V-02 
!)' :':~:~;;;;:~;:::;~~~>:::~':_":;;:"::;;:;::'''''::''''~';:';-':::'~' :::., .. -"'.~,_-::::'", • ''-t '_"''''''''''~'-~~ . ..., ..... -~,~.~~~ .. 
TEST NUMBER 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
57A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
57A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (6) 
VA352 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
687 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
607 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
703 
CALSPAN -
48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
184-220 
CALSPAN -
48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
184-120 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
74A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
74A 


































































INDEX DF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONrIGURATION 
MeDEL 60-3, VEH. 4 
MODEL 60-3. VEH. 4 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ORBITER 140A 
/B (MODIFIED) 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ORBITER 140A 
/B (MODIFI EO) 
WING-BOOY WITH VARIATIONS 
MODEL 51-0 OF MODIFIED VEH. 4 ORB. 
(B26 C9 E26 F7 M7 N28 R5 V8 W116) 
15-0,FLAT PLATE MODEL 
MODEL 29-0/VL70-006139 
ORB.; 40( SEMISPAN; BODY FLUSH; LE 
AD. EDGE: TRANSITION;SEMISPAN WING 
~--... ~ 





HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
74A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
74A 
ARC 








12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
086 
AEDC 
HYPERVELOCITY WINO TUNNEL (F) 
28A 
ARC 
3.5-FDOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
182 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
VA353 
AEOC 



















OMS SERIES CR 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER 
2254 OA14B 144.619 
V-Ol OA14BP 
2254 OA148 144,620 
V-02 OA148P 
2254 OA148 144.621 
V-03 OA148P 
2254 OA148 144.622 
V-04 OA148P 
2254 OA148 144.623 
V-OS OA148P 
2254 OA148 144,624 
V-06 OA148P 
2254 OA148 144.625 
V-07 OA148P 







INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
TEST NUMBER 
ARC 




























l1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
073 



















NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2254 OA148 144.627 
V-09 OA148P 
2254 DA148 144.628 
V-10 DA148P 
2254 OA148 147,601 
V-11 OA148P 
2254 OA148 147.602 
V-12 OA148P 
2254 OA148 147,603 
V-13 OA148P 
2257 LA69 151,369 
2259 LA60A 





INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
VEHICLE 5 DRoITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
VEHICLE 5 ORBITER 
OUTER MOLD LINE MODEL 72-0TS 
TASK CANCELLED, MAY 1977 



























8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
714 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
704 
ARC 





































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 




40-FOOT BY 80-FOOT SUBSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL 
462 
140 C ORB (B62 C12 E52 FlO 10416 R19 AEDC 
VS W127) HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
BSA 
SSV ORBITeR 49-0 MODIFIED LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
717 
CONFIG 1 ORBITER WITH NOSE AND TAl ARC 
L RCS ~ETS 12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
078 
140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 F8 10416 N28 R5 LTV 
V8 W HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
552 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
ORBITER 47-0 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
118 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
118 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
118 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
118 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND rUNNEL 
1477 










































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 





140A/B/c=B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 
V8 W 
ORBITER WI INDEPENDENTLY-OPERATED 
LEFT,RIGHT ELEVON SURFACES 
MODEL 69-0 WITH FOREBODY RSI MODS 
48-0 (02, 04, 06, S1', An', ATX) 
48-0 (02, 04, 06, 51, ATV, ATX) 






TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
rBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
CALSPAN -
8-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
T18-103 
LARC 
UmrARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1118 
LARC 




HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
LTV 
HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
LTV 




































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
48-0 (02. 04. 06. S1. ATY. ,ATX) 
48-0 (02. 04. 06. S1. ATY. ATX) 
0.012S-SCALE 747 MODEL 
0.0125-SCALE 747 MODEL 
TEST CANCELLED. MAY 1976 
140A/B/C (B26 C9 E43 F8 M1G N28 R5 
V8 W) 
FLAT-PLATE MODEL WITH THIN-FILM H 
EAT FLUX GAGES 
BASELINE 
ORB ITER 089B 
82-0, WITH AND WITHOUT PROTUBERANC 
ES. 5~k FOREBODY MODELS 
TEST NUMBER 
LTV 
HIGH SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
559 
LTV 




14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
120 
ARC 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
120 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
219 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1151 
LTV 
HIGH SPEED wIND TUNNEL 
498 
ARC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
135-1 
LTV 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
422 
AEDC 





















NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2286 OA220 147.625 
2288 OH64 151.384 
2289 OA163 147.611 
V-01 
2289 OA163 147.612 
V-02 
2289 OA163 147.613 
V-03 
2289 OA163 147.614 
V-04 
2290 CA8 147.641 
V-01 
2290 CA8 147.642 
V-02 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
SSV ORBITER (MODEL 57-0) FOREBODY 
WITH TPS TILES ALONE 
BASE HEATING MODEL 25-0 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 140C 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 140C 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER t40C 








14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
150-1 
LERC 
SPACE POWER FACILITY 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
751 
NRlAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
751 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
751 
NRLAD 
lOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
751 
LARC 









































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURA nON 
140A/B SS ORBITER (MODEL 43-0' ORB 
ITER FERRY CONFIGURATION 
140A/B SS ORBITER (MODEL 43-0) ORB 
ITER FERRY CONFIGURATION 
.03614-SCALE ORBITER MODEL OF A 08 
9B CONFIGURATION WITH A 139B CONFI 
.03614-SCALE ORBITER MODEL OF A 08 
9B CONFIGURATION WITH A 1398 CONFI 
WING 
SSV ORBITER MODEL 69-0 
140A/B/C {B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 
V8 101) 
MODELS 82 - t. -3. -5. -8. - t 1. ALL 
50 PERCENT FOREBOOIES 
ORBITER VEHICLE 101 WITH TAIL CONE 





LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
752 
NRLAD 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
752 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
229 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
229 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1145 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
227 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
238 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
228 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
82A 
ARC 
40-FOOT BY 80-FOoT SUBSoNIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
479 


































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBl-TER DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
ORBITER VEHICLE 101 WITH TAIL CONE ARC 
40-FOOT BY 80-FOOT SUBSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
479 
MODELS 82-1. -4. 50 PERCENT FOREBO AEDC 
DIES HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
E3A 
ARC 
TAILCONE-ON 12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
180-1 
LTV B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W HIGH SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
573 
LTV B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
BOEING 747 CAM/ORBITER - ALT CONFI 
GURATIDN 
BOEING 747 CAM/ORBITER ~ ALT CONFI 
GURATION 
FOREBODY B1. B6. B7 
B58C5EI8F4R5V5W87-VEHICLE 2A (MODI 
FlED) 



















22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
446 


















~ \ ~ ~. ~ 
INDEX OF' PUBLISHED DATA 39 
'I ORBITER OI\TA il I, 
.' 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2314 OA176 151.406 LANDING NRLAD Fv 
LOW SPEED WINO rUNNEL 
754 
2317 OH53A 151.7S7 0.04-SCALE (S3-0JORBITER ARC NV 
3.5-FOOT H"rPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
216 
2318 LA75 147.646 ORBITER'140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 FS M16 LARC vH 
V-01 N2S R5 VS W UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
! 1173 2318 LA75 147,647 ORBITER,140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 FS M1G lARe vH 
I V-02 N28 R5 va w UNITARY PLAN ~INO TUNNEL 1173 232C OA169 151,390 ORBITER 0.D125 70-0T AEOC VV V-01 HYPERSONIC WIND rUNNEL (B) t D8A , 
2320 OA169 151,391 ORBITER 0.0125 70-DT AEoe VV 
4, V-02 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) tl ~ 08A 
I 2320 OA169 151.392 ORBITER 0.0125 70-)T AEoC VV V-03 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) ! 081'1 , 
! 2321 OH69 151.410 ORBITER VEHICLE FOREBoDY AEOC VM 
V-01 HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-::Q" 
2321 OH69 151.411 ORBITER VEHICLE FOREBOoy AEOC VM 
V-02 HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-E9A 
2322 OA228 160.847 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER VEHICLE 102 NRlAO FL 




5'~~~~" ,~.~.". ~"-.:; "'''~;·."C '" ",co",,'''''',,,,. ~ ..... "'>r="""' • ."..... ,"--"" 
• 1 
i INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 40 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2329 OA224 160.837 SSV ORBITER (MODEL 57-0) FOREBODY LARC .:IU 
W! ADP. FTP. AND AOP ,AND FTP 16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
312 
2330 OH52 147.637 CONF. 4. MOOEL 29-0 AEDC VO 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
524 
2332 CA13 151.373 ORBITER- TAILCONE ON. lC23. STING ARC NZ 
MOUNTED 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
t21 
2333 OA175 151.374 OHTC23'ALT' CONFIGURATION WITH TA ARC 2A 
V-Ot ILCONE It-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
187-1 
2333 OA175 1St .375 01+TC23'ALT' CONFIGURA~rON WITH TA ARC 2A 
V-02 !LCONE It-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
187-1 
2333 OAW5 151.376 01+TC23'ALT' CONFIGURATION WITH TA ARC 2A 
V-03 ILCONE 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
187-1 
2336 LA145 167.375 LARC .oOe8-SCALE CAST ALUMINUM LARC 7i't 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1345 
1390 
2337 OA235 151.786 FLIGHT TEST PROBE CALIBRATION NRLAO FM 
LOW SPEEO WIND TUNNEL 
759 
2340 OH98 160,501 O.0175-SCALE THIN-SKIN THERMOCOUPL AEOC VS 
































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
0.Ot75-SCALE THIN-SKIN THERMOCOUPL 
E SHUTTLE ORBITER 60-0 
MODEL 82-0. 50% FOREBODY 
ATP ORBITER 
ORB:TER-140A/B/C=B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 
N28 R5 VB W 
ORBITER-140A!B/C=B26 C9 E13 F8 M16 
N28 R5 V8 W 
747- tOo WITH CIIM TYPE H 1<,,;.$ 1I,7TA 
CHEO 
ORBITER B26. lC9E44F8:'~Mti<I~V8Wj 15 
140B ORB .• MODEL 90-0 
ORBITER 102 FOREBOOY 
, .... ':.A :. 7 .. ; ... 1!.:;:::~'::::;;;;:.- - :~~_"._~.':. - .. 
TEST NUMBER 
AEaC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
,J7A 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
82A 
LARC 
22-INCH HELIUM TUNNEL 
445 
ARC 








LO\; ~~HO WIND TUNNEL 
lIN" 
UW 
LOW SrlEO WINO TUNNEL 
1184 
,\.ARC 






























































WOEX OF PUBU ',,'~cI"f\ 04TA 
ORBITER ~~~"iJt 
CONF F".'?A TI ON 
ORBITER 140A/B/C B26C9E43F8M16N28 
R5V81f1 
AlT 
B17 C7 E22 F7 ",4 Wl04 
MODEL 83-0 (B60 Cl0) 
FORWARD 50 PERCENT FUSELAGE, MonEL 
83-0 
ROCKWEll VEHICLE 3 (MODIFIED) SHUT 
TlE ORBITER. MODEL 66-0 
ORBITER VEHICLE 102 FOREBOOY 





8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
758 
ARC 




SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
VA525/218A 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (g) 
B7A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
58A 
CAL SPAN -
96-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
131 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
119-1 




9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
119-1 





































~",. --:.~ .... ,;, u~· ~i .,,' ", .. ~"<.,~.:-; 
~ 
~-=h 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
SERIES CR TM-X 
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURA fIDN 
OA163B 151,370 B68C12E55Fl0M16N28R5V8W127X9 
OA163B 151.371 B68C12E55Fl0M16N28R5V8W127X9 
057 151.057 55-0 (FIN. RUDDER) 
OA145B 160.527 B75C16E64F16FD3FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N 
110Nl11R20V27VT10VTllVT12VT13VT14 
OA145B 160,528 B75C16E64F16F03FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N 
110Nll1R20V27VT10VT11VT12VT13VT14 
OA145B 160.529 B75C16E64F16FD3FR22HG1M52Nl0BN109N 
110Nll1R20V27VT10VT11VT12VT13VT14 
OS6 151.056 MODEL 54-0 
OH25B 151.063 140C J17C7E22F5M4R5V7Wl03 
OH57A/B 151.773 MODEL 91-0 ORBITER 102. DRWG VC-
70-0000028 
",;;:~,~,,,: .. ;:,,,"',:>"":;'''-'::''::~,f.<...i-..~' . .' ... "i,u.illi· 7" .:::;",.::-- ~.:;~:~,..!:._ .... .J."':&:~Q!'~t::'"'" ~,4. ", .. I.: 





TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
NRLAD FP 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
768 
NRLAO FP 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
768 
LARC HR 
TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL 
246 
ARC G2 












TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL 
246 
AEDC VY 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
41B-83A 
AEDC 4A 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) iq 
V41B-K3A 
I!!!I 
'::'-~ ~ .... -= 
.. _-4 
~ .. " ,. .1.';''1'»'' .llaD. .,. ~ I 
INDEX OF PUBLTSHED DATA 44 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTCR 
2368 OH51 151.058 MODELS 46-0. 64-0 90-0 LARC HD 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
112 
2370 OAI49B/C 151.790 B70C9E44F9M16N28R5V8WI16(ORBITER) ARC 2K 
V-Of 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
lINNEL (UNITARY) 
115-1 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
115-1 
2370 OAI49B/C 151.791 B70C9E44F9M16N28R5V8WI16(DRBITER) ARC 2K 
V-02 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
115-1 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
115-1 
2370 OAI49B/C 151.792 B70C9E44F9~16N28R5V8WI16(ORBITER) ARC 2K 
V-03 9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
115- 1 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
115-1 
2371 OH78 151.408 ORBITER VEHICLE 102 JSC GN 
56-10-76 
2373 LA99 160.821 LARC BUILT MODEL 201-0 0.030 SCALE LARC K9 
SSV ORBITER WITH REMOTE ELEVONS 8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
769 
2374 LAtl2 167.372 B20F4M16W87E19V5R5TC4 CALSPAN - UN 




."""" \.., '~'lO;.~ 
~-. ; ,1.·~ . ,.~:::.:'..:.~~::.-~:;:~.~ .. :!:~ .. ,:::,i:, .:':,;,)L; .!~.~~:l.:!-':'~~~':::""' •• ":ti~,f ::,;;..::.,JIIo. .; -













































INDEX OF PUBLTSHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
B75C16E64F16FD3FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N ARC 




IlON111R20V27VT1CMT11VTI2VTI3VTI4 II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARy) 
TEST CANCELLED SEPTEMBER 1978 
118-1 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
780 
MODEL 25-0 (VEH. 2A AFT OF STA. XO MSFC 
=1400 AND PROP. SIMULATION SYS.) NASA/MSFC IMPULSE BASE FLOW FACILI 
TY 
MODEL 53-0 (ELEVON/WING GAP) 
MODEL 53-0 (ELEVON/ELEVON GAP) 
TEST CANCELLED SEPTEMBER 1978 
MODEL 83-0 (0.04-SCAlE) 
B75C16E64F16F03FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N 
110Nl11R20V27VT10VT11VT12VT13VT14 
-'"-;;~ ...... -~.-- l~' 




3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
173 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
177 
LARC 
LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
246 
AEDC 
HVPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-R4A 
ARC 



















1 ... ·· 
I 

























































MODEL 44 0 SSV ORBITER WITH REMOTE 
CONTROllED ElEVONS 
MODEL 45-0 ORB. 140A/B CONF. (MOOI 
FIEO) 
MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POD) 
MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POOl 
MODEL 44-0 (SILTS POD) 













UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1194 
NRlAO 
lOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
775 
lARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
786 
lARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1212 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1217 
lERC 




lOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
766 
















NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
oMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2405 OA10l 151.756 
V-Ol 
2405 OA10l 151.757 
V-02 
2405 OA101 151.758 
V-03 
2405 OA101 151,759 
V-04 
2405 OA10l 151,760 
V-05 
2405 OA101 151.761 
V-·06 
2409 LA 115 160.842 
2410 OH56 151.777 




















12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
218-1 
ARC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
218-1 
ARC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
218-1 
ARC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
2·13-1 
.:lRC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
218-1 
ARC 
12-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL 
218-1 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
803 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-R3A 
AEDC 










































































SSV 102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION MODE 
L 105-0 
SSV 102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION MODE 
L 105-0 
93-0 FLAT PLATE 
SSV OV102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION 1040 
DEL 104-0 INSTRUMENTED ELEVONS 
MODEL 83-0 LINES V~70-000140C 
99-0 
99-0 
'~=1!l~"~-:-:~' ,..., --=~ 
TEST NUMBER 
AEDC 




SUPERSONIC ~IND TUNNEL (A) 
V4IB-P5A 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-P5A 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
235 
LARC 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
325 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-V2A 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
282-1 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOGT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
282-1 


























~;; n ~. 







NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2424 OA126A.B.C 160.506 
V-01 
2424 OA126A.B.C 160.507 
V-02 
2424 OAI26A.B.C 160.508 
V-03 
2426 LA124 TP f 186 
2427 OH103B 167.675 
2430 OA270A 160.817 
V-Ol 
2430 OA270A 160.818 
V-02 
2430 OA270A 160.819 
V-03 
... -"~ 





SSV 102 ORBITER CONFIGURATION 47-0 
14011/6 ORBITER 









It-FOOT. 9-FOOT. 8-FOOT. UNITARY W 
INO TUNNEL 
289-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
ARC 
II-FOOT. 9-FOOT. 8-FOOT. UNITARY W 
INO TUNNEL 
289-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
ARC 




UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1207 LG2 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-V2C 
LARC 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
326 
LARC 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
326 
LARC 











































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED OATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CllNFIGURATION 
OV102 (105-0) , 
TEST NUMBER 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1243 
0.02 SCALE ORBITER VEHICLE 102 (MD NSWC 
DEL 105-0), MODIFIED MODEL 89-0 1310 
ORBITER (47.01 OV102 WITH RIGID AN AEDC 
o FLEXIBLE TAIL TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
PWT-16Tl 
507 
65-0 SS ORBITER BASE HEATING MODEL ,",SC 
61-A-78 
R ARC SSV 14DA/B/C/R ORBITE 8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC ~IND T 
llNNEL (UNITARY) 
318-1 









HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
P4A 













-05 a :-'~ 
o :s 5A ;:u~ 
.0") 
3G c: . , 
1.-., f, 
r: r, 


























































140C ORBITER WITH SLAB SIDED VERTI 
CAL TAIL 
HRSI TILE PANEL 







CONTINUOUS-fLOW HYPERSONIC TONNEL 
114 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
41B-65 
ARC 
II-fOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
369-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
ARC 





HyPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-67 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
\/41B-67 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
\/418-67 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
\/41B-67 
862Ct2E52Fl0Mt6R18\/8Wlt6T38S26 (6 AEOC 


























































NUMBER NUMBER CONF IGURATlON 
167,674 81-0 HRSI TILE PANEL 
167.663 B75.C16.E64.FI6.M52.Nl08.Nl10.Nl11 
.R20.V27.W~31 




167.658 lRSI (THIN TILE) 
160.494 B75C16E64Ft6M52Wi31V29 
167.388 TPS TILE CAVITY FLOW FIElO MODEL 
, _< ./~j _,,,-:!,<:~~~:,~ol_"L~, .1 f> ... ,::,,::,~,: .:_ ~,,~.; :';~~:Ii!;i:":: .:....--.~~ :- t.s 





TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
ARC Au 




20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
6559 
LARC 7E 
20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (MACH 6) -
6559 
ARC 3R 












SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
V41B-65 
ARC 3T 

























































INDEX Of PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 








ORBITER - 470 
ORBITER, - 470 









20-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL (;t'F~;;;;'H 6') -
6546 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1299 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WiND TUNNEL 
1299 
LA~C 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1299 
ARC 





























~ ... ~ ., ___ ~~ .......... ,w.\..;£I"r~~r.!.:":i_~ .. _ , " 
~ 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
OMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2483 0549 167.357 
V-Of 
2483 OS49 167.358 
V-02 
2485 OS50 167.361 
OS50A 
2486 OA253 167.368 
V-Of 
2486 OA253 167.369 
V-02 




2488 OS3oo 160.835 
f,:-;;;''', 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORBITER DATA 
CONFI GURA TION TEST NUMBER 
AEDC 




TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
PWT-16T) 
TF-556 
CALIBRATION PAN~L ARC 









TRANSONIC PROPULSION WINO TUNNEL ( 
PWT-f6T) 
572 
HRSI TILED PANEL ARC 




AFRSI PANEL ARC 

















































































INOEX CF PUBLISHEO OATA 
ORBITER DATA 











HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V4IB-G9 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V4IB-G9 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V4IB-G9 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V4~B-G9 
60-0 AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-G9 
56-0 AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-G9 
B75C16E64F16F03FR22HGIM52Nl08Nl09N AEOC 
110NlllR20V27VT10VTltVT12VT13VT14V HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V~IB-HO 
B75CI6E64F16FD3FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N AEDC 
110Nll1R20V27VT10VT11VTI2VTI3VT14V HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V418-HO 
B75C16E64FI6FD3FR22HG1M52NI08Nl09N AEOC 
110Nl11R20V27VT10VT11VT12vT13VT14V HVPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
V41S-HO 



















ce 1;':""',,::::---, ~:'"' ~,~f 
IND~X OF PUBLISHED DATA 57 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2491 OA258 167.662 B75C16E64F16F03FR22HG1M52Nl0BN109N AEDC Tl 
V-04 110Nl11R20V27VT10VT11VT12VT13VT14V HVPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-HO 
2492 OH107 167.359 OV-l02 (RIGHT HAND WING AND TRUNCA AEOC T2 
TED AFT FUSELAGE) HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
V43B-17 
2493 OA259 167.665 B75. C16. E64. F 16 .M52.N108 .Nl09 .Nl10 AEDC T3 
V-Ol .Nl11.R20.V27.W131 HYPERSONIC ~INO TUNNEL {Bl 
V42B-145 
V43B-14 
2493 OA259 167.666 B7S.C16.E64.F16.M52.Nl0B.Nl09.NI 10 AEOC T3 
V-02 .Nl11.R20.V27.W131 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V42B- 145 
V43B-14 
2494 OH10S 167.360 OV-l02 ELEVON GAP ARC AH 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSO~rC WIND TUNNEL 
254 
2495 OH110 160.844 56-0 ARC AG 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
253 
2495 OH11O 160.844 60-0 ARC AG 
3.5-FOOT HVPERSONIC WIND '; .,-:IEL 
253 
2496 OHll1 167.380 0.0175-SCALE 56-0 AEOC T6 
V-Ol HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
V41B-1C 
2496 OH111 167.381 0.0175-SCALE 56-0 AEDC T6 
V-02 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
V4 113- lC 
:!l .( ,.r:~' .~._~~~ . ;~ ... ,~~._~1.,." .~':, .. ".j ;. ~, .:.-0 .~l~oJ""'~ \' ~ .. ~,""~+<~:: , _l:~ 
'-~ 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 58 
ORBITER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR Trol-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2496 OH111 167.382 0.017S-SCALE 56-0 AEDe i6 
V-03 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
V41B-1C 
2498 OA255 167.656 102 (PRELIMINARY) LARC 7B 
OA256 UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
13h 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNfL 
1358 
2499 OA164 160.836 B69CI4DT1E54F14FD1FD2FR12~A1HG1MI8 ARC NM 
N92N94Nl07PR1Rt8V23VT1VT2W129 4u-FOOT BY 80-FOOT SUBSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL 
473 
2500 OS301 160.848 115-0 AFRSI MATERIAL PANELS ARC AK 
2-FOOT BY 2-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TU 
NNEL 
467-; 
2501 OS304A 157.373 ARC AP 
II-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
501-1 
2502 OS304B ·167.378 ARC AO 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINo T 
UNNEL (UNnARY') 
501-1 
2503 OS53A 167.363 20A LARC 7C 
05538 8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
905,6,7,9 
2504 OS302B 167.379 ARC AO 


























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
ORB ITER DATA 
NASA NASA 
CR -n .. -x 
NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
167,376 AEDC 




1t-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
5oo.07.3t 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNH. (UNITARY) 
167.68:3 ORBITER MOD,". 106-0 ARC 
1 I-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
510-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
167,650 FIXTURE 96-0 ARC 
1,-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
548-1 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARV) 
167.654 FLAT PANEL W/FRCI-12 TILES ARC 
1t-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
549-1 
9-FOOT BV 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
167,651 ARC 
tt-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
548-t 














































MODEL 125-0. AFRSI BONDED TO SUPPO 
RT PLATE 

































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 61 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA DATASET 
CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
120,088 MSFC/NR PARAMETRIC LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC 77 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
556 
120.060 NR ATP ORBITER/TANK AND SRMS ON AN MSFC 72 
DOFF 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
545 
120,089 NR ATP ORBITER/EXTERNAL TANK AND S MSFC 78 
RBS 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
558 
128,762 SHUTTLE ORBITER/TANK SRM (N~040A) ARC BJ 
9-FOOT BY 7-FODT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
616 
120.091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR EOHT WITH S LTV DE 
INGLE BSRM HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
458 
120.091 NASA SSV ORBITER ON NR EOHT WITH S LTV DE 
INGLE BSRM HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
458 
128,755 ATP LAUNCH CONFIGURATION NRLAD DH 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
693 
128,766 040A SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI ARC BL 
CLE 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
686 
128.778 MCR 0074 BASELINE LAUNCH VEHICLE MSFC 81 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
566 













































INDEX OF PUBLISRED UATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
ORB. WITH ET AND 2 SRB'S 
ijOB. WI.TH. ET AND 2 SRB' S 
ORB. ~ITH 2 SRB'S 
MC~ 0074. QRBITER LAUNCH 




.'$; .... "' ........ ~~~~~_o;- t~ '~ .. > "~'>'t-_ .. 
TEST NUMBER 
MSFC 
14-1NCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
567 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
567 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
567 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONJC WIND TUNNEL 
570 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
570 
ARC 
11-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 




11-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNN.~L (U",I 
TARY) 
707 






















~ ;ti<: .. Ii , 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 63 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2032 IA9A.B.C 128.794 17-0TS ARC B-
V-03 OA12A.C 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 rA9A.B,C 128.794 17-0TS ARC B-
V-04 OA12A.C 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 00 
2032 IA9A.B,C 128,794 17-0TS ARC B- "T1;tt 




8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T ~' z:.::a 
UNNEL (UNITARY) cO-:r; 
707 c:: ;:.", 
~ (~~ 
2032 IA9A.B.C 128.794 17-0TS ARC B- F ... .; 
V-06 OA12A.C "-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI -:: ..: ,:; .. 
TARY) ~'~ ;..~:ii 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A.B,C 128.794 17-0TS ARC B-
V-07 OA12A.C 1 '-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
.... ~~-. " ... ,::=:~~,;r.:.::;:,~::""".~:~*+.,:->;;1 .. ~::..t:~.:-=~. -~'lW·W~,i., "'::'''~.;.';:~~":::'''::' .::::~,. :" __ ~n- .: . .. .;, ...... ,~ ~ *> ."',. .. '~3Ii. 
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II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
701 




It-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
701 




II-FOOT TRANSONI'C WIND TUNNEL {UNI 
TARY' 
707 




It-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TAR¥) 
101 




tt-FOor TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 















to "V c: :;,:) 
>t': C Q~J 





INDEX OF PUBLISHEO DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE OATA 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
2032 IA9A.B.C 128.794 17-0T5 ARC 
V-13 OA12A,C II-FOOT TR~NSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TAR") 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 rA9A.B.C 128.794 17-0TS ARC 
V-14 OA12A.C 1,-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A.B.C 128,794 17-0TS ARC 
V-15 OAI2A.C "-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 U9A.B.C 128.794 17-0TS ARC 
V-16 OAI2A.C II-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
707 
2032 IA9A.B.C 128.794 17-0TS ARC 
V-17 OA12A,C 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 




19}1 .eiil"' .• "" " ...... ,->~~ ... '_" .. -.--:,:,:,;-"._+ .. , .... .:..._ ~:.:,., 't'-,~ ·:~~~,;:.:.:... ... 1.-,~,l:.: ... ~~;t ~.<-" 'r-. :.!<l'Zt"':. ':;"~,;::;-






















INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 66 
INTEGRATED VEHlCLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONF 1 GURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2.0:t2 IA9A,B,C 1Z8,794 17-0TS ARC B-
V-18 OA12A,C 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
707 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNHARY) 
707 
2039 IA6A 134,071 MODEL 2A ORBITeR AND EXTERNAL TANK MSFC 85 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
571 
2042 U-52' 134,087 MFSC MODEL NO 453 MSFC 98 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
584 
2048 1A12.B 134,104 2A CONfIGURATION ARC BV 
9-FOOT ~Y 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARn 00 
710 "11:;0 
2062, IA,13 134,117 INTEGRATED vEHICLE CONFIG 3 (MODEL AEDC . TJ ."m 0-' 
'1.-01 32-0TS) SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL CA) 0 2 
VA323 ::OF 
2062 1A13 134,11a INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFlG. 3 (MODE AEDC TJ O":! 
'1.-02 L 32-0TS) SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL <A) C ~J »0 VA323 !: fl.., 
2062 lA13 INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONFIG. 3 (MODE 
.,..', C:"1""t 
141,,801 AEDC TJ ,1ll1:Q 
V-03, L 32-0TS) SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
VA323 
2063 lA37 128,788 INTEGRATED VEHICLE MSFC 88 
lA4P. 14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
579/580 
2064 IA:J6 14-1,814 INTEGRATED SSV 2A,3A MODIFIED CALSPAN - Uf 







~ ~iIit) "'~~-;t 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 67 
INTEGRATED VEHIC~E DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2064 IA36 141.816 INTEGRATED SSV 2A.3A MODIFIED CALSPAN - UF V-02 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND T~NNEL 
T14-053 
2065 IAf2C 141.518 2A CONFIGURATION ARC BZ V-Ol 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
710 
2065 IA120 141.519 2A CONFIGURATION ARC BZ V-02 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARy) 
710 
2065 IA12C 141,520 2A CONFIGURATION ARC BZ V-03 
B-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
710 
2070 LA23 128,787 ~SC 040A ORBITER WITH EHOT AND 2 S LARC PU 00 RM LOW-TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
"'ri ""r'< 141 "', 
"td:-:: 2072 1A31FC 134,072 PRR BASELINE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION MSFC 90 O~ MCR 0074 BASELINE MODEL ELE:MENTS 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL n ". 
573 « 
~':-
f •. 2077 IA29 134.095 140A/B ORB •• VEH. 4 ET. 2 S~B'S ARC EB V-Ot OA63 SHUTTLE ORBITER VENT PRESSURE MODE G-FOOT BY G-FOOT SUPERSONIC WlND T 
L 36-0TS UNNEL 
630 
"'"'" 
2077 1A29 134.099 140A/B ORB._ VEH. 4 ET. 2 SRB'S ARC EB V-02 











































tAt .. A 
IAt .. A 

















INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATEO VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
140A/B ORB •. VEH. 4 ET. 2 SRB'S ARC 
6-FOOT BY 6-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL 
630 
MODEL 32-0T WITH ORBITER. ET. SIMU ARC 
LATEO ENGINE PLUMES 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
169 
ARC SSV 140A/B LAUNCH It-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
716 
ARC SSV 140A/B LAUNCH ,'-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL tUNI 
TARY) 
716 
ARC SSV 140A/8 LAUNCH It-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
716 
ARC SSV 140A/S LAUNCH "-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
716 
ARC SSV 140AlB LAUNCH II-FOOT TRANsmnC WINO TUNNEL (ONI 
TARY) 
716 
































OMS SERIES CR 
OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBE~ 
2084 IA14A 143.449 
V-07 
2084 IA14A 143.450 
V-08 
2084 IA14A 141.501 
V-09 
2084 IA14A 141.502 
V-l0 
2084 IA14A 141.503 
V-II 
2085 ,':1HlO 167.344 
IH2 
2093 IA37B 134.090 
2098 IHf5 134.096 







INDEX OF PUBLISHFD DATA 
I~TEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
SSV 140A/8 LAUNCH 
SSV 140A/B LAUNCH 
SSV 140A/B LAUNCH 
SSV 140A/8 LAUNCH 
SSV 140A/8 LAUNCH 
SP~CE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHICLE P 
RE::iSLlRE MODEL 26-0TS 
EXTERNAL TANK. T9 


























3.5-FCW' R.Y~ERSONIC WIND ~t't. 
171 
MSFC 
14-IN~~'~~~ONIC WIND TUNNEL 
585 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPL~SONIC WINO TU~~EL 
172 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC "'INO ,(,:lINNEL (8) 
VA352 











ra~ "TJ~ ""O~ ,. p C .~" 
. -:t7 
"'" t. .:' 
























































INDEX 'OF PUBLISHED DATA 




ORB, (VL70-000139)/.ET (VL78-0004 f) 
AND ORB. ALONE 
RI ORBITER (VL70-000139) 
ORBITER + EXT~RNAl TANK. SSV MboEL 
41-0TS 




ORBITER CONFIGURATION 2A 
EXTERNAL TANK 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE (CONFIGURATION 
3) 
MATED INTEGRATED VEHICLE MODEL(67-
DrS) 
CONFIGURATION <I M"4TED SSV (67-0TS) 
TEST NUMBER 
AEoe 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA352 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA352 
A£DC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA289 
LARC 










SUPERSONIC WIND -;'<JNNEL (Il) 
VA422 
LARC 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
667 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1056/1073 
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (MODEL 67-0TS NRLAD 


























i ~ a .. ~ 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLf DATA 
N~$J\ NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TP/!-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFI GURAT ION 
2123 IA53 ;41.504 LAUNCH CONFIGURATION 
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION WITH STRUTS 
2129 IA14B 141.S22 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH 
V-Ol 
2129 1A14B 141.S23 SSV 140A/B LAUNCH 
V-02 
2136 IH3 141.514 B17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03 E22 V7 RS 
V-Ol TlO 
2136 IH3 141.515 B17 C7 M4 FS Wl03 E22 V7 RS 
V-02 Tl0 
2136 IH3 141.516 B17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03 E22 V7 R5 
V-03 Tl0 
2136 IH3 141.517 B17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03 E22 V7 R5 
V-04 Tl0 
2137 IA60 134.103 CONFlr,URATION 3. MODEL 32-0) 
V-Ol. R-Ol 
2138 IH4 144.608 O.010-~CALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
V-Ol 3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
'~_JL.~.:~6,~:::JI!:..~,>::] .~f.i~~ .;I", .":::;~:: " .. ,"':'-;-' ... ,':'~. __ .. " ~.;:::':':":..:':-.:k~::'"':l.-"'::""~'~~'; ::,.x.~. =cO' ":; • .<t' :~[".,,:!.:=t~~~~":l1 ~ t:: ]> .... ~"~~": 
TEST NUMBER 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
S88 
ARC 








3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.S-FDOT HypeRSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSON'C WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
108 
LARC 































NASA NASA NASA 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 
OMS-DR- NUMBER NUMSER NUMBER 
2138 IH4 144,609 
V-02 
2138 IH4 144.610 
V-03 
2138 IH4 144.,611 
V-04 
2143 IA61A 144,587 
2144 IA68 134,427 
2146 IS4 134.092 
2148 IH20 13.4,440 
V-01 
2148 .IH20 134 ,.441 
V-02 
2153 IH1 151,377 





INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
0.010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
0.010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 
0.010-SCALE VERSION OF THE VEHICLE 
3 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 














UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1059 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
105S 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1059 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
VA422 
NRLAD 
7-FDOT TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
281 
LARC 
26-INCH TRANSOl'iIC BLOWDDWr4 TUNr\EL 
547 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC ~IND TUNNEL 
185 
ARC 
3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
185 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1071 
AEDC 




























~ ~. ("f 
INDEX OF PUBLISHEO DATA 73 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DM~-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2156 IA 17A 141,798 ORBITER WITH ET SEPARATING AEDC TR 
V-02 ISOLATED ORBITER HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA422 
2156 lAnA 141,799 ORBITER WITH ET SEPARATING AEDC lR 
V-03 ISOLATED ORBITER HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
VA422 
2157 IH19 141,822 ORBITER LARC OE 
EXTERNAL TANK HYPERSONIC NITROGEN TUNNEL 
28 
l158 IS6A 147,64U 013, T9, S7 MSFC 1B 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
582 00 
2160 ES '"":0 IA18 134,413 52-0T ARC 
"'OS ET ALONE: 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC wIND TUNNEL o ~; 191 o L. ~j;:. 
2164 DH12 141,828 MOOEL 37-0T (CONFIG. 3 ORB AND ET) CALSPAN - UG ~ f"" 
V-Ol IH21 CONFIGURATION 3 ORBITER 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL q ~~3 
173-100 (.~ .c. J 
:i7. ~. ~ 
2164 OH12 141,829 MODEL 37-0T (CONFIG. 3 ORB AND ET) CALSPAN - UG r'~ , _;' fa ~ 
V-02 IH21 CONfIGURATION 3 ORBITER 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL <,j 173-100 
2164 OH12 141,830 MODEL 37-0T (CONFIG. 3 ORB AND ET) CALSPAN - UG 
V-03 IH21 CONFIGURATION 3 ORBITER 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
173-100 
2166 IH16 141,534 ORB.+ET+SRB LARC PO 
ET UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1041 
2168 LA32 71945 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM LARC 00 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
97 
j 
~ ~- ·li~ -:;,.:'", ';,,_,,} _ ..... ~,_:" .. ;.;j .... ;:,;:~-< .'-::~~~ .. :-:_.t - "...."lL,.:~ 2 ...• ':,_J::' ::. _. 
.1:11 
~ 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 74 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA Ni'i~:zf~ DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR Tf;~' t..:. 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUM~ti\ ~"';II!~:F IGURA TIDN TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2169 IA81A 141.836 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET 
V-01 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
019 
2169 lA81A 141.837 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET 
V-()2 "-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
019 
2169 IA81A 141.838 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET 
V-03 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
019 
2169 lA81A 141.839 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET 
v-oot 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
019 
2169. 111.8111.. 141.84.0 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET 




2169 IA81A ;41.841 lAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET -a "ffi 
V-06 II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI O~ TARY) 0"" 019 ~F 
2169 lA81A 141.842 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC ET.o~ 
V-07 II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI c: !'. 
TARV) ~C rll O~9 -=;,; 
2170 111.19 141.543 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
~t..: EU 








~ ,,~~~ • !l (~ '<C;; 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 75 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA· NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2170 IA19 141.544 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC EU 
V-02 "II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
014 
2170 IA19 141.545 LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC EU 
V-03 II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
014 
2173 lAB 134.107 6-0TS ARC Bt< 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
711 
2174 IA33 141.Bl1 VEHICLE 5 CONFIGURATION MSFC lC 
V-01 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
594 




V-02 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL V (~; 
594 C !cry 
2174 IA33 141.813 VEHICLE 5 CONFIGURATION MSFC IC 
l> ~~; 
V-03 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
~ :..~ .... 
594 ,,,,, .. , *;-; 
" 
2175 IA70 134.431 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATED VEHIC NRLAD F7 ,., 
V-Ol LE 7-FOOT TRISON!C WIND TUNNEL 
282 "" . 
-<;;. .. 
2175 IA70 134.432 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATEO VEHIC NRlAD F7 
V-02 LE 7-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
282 
2175 IA70 134.433 MODEL 49-0 + 67TS INTEGRATED VEHIC NRlAD F7 
V-03 LE 7-FDOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
282 
!)\_""_ .. "i,;'_~: ... :~ . .i:,;c.~~.:~~ ....... ~" ':,::,.,;".:~~~;,;:.:":~,~o<"._ •.. "". -':-~ •.. :':!'l!J:"~1i;.;;:~t ' •• _ec~ .. ... ~ tc 1 "" .... ~-.~lt.~.~,';1~ ... -,.:' .... , _~':"";'" ( . 
. '" :" .. 
NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR n.-x 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2180 IH28 147.615 
V-Ol 
2180 IH28 147.616 
V-02 
2189 IA 110 141.506 
2192 IA87 141.541 
V-Ol 
2192 1A87 141,542 
V-02 
2194 IA8tB 141.817 
V-Ol 
.2194 Ift81B 1111,818 
V-02 
2194 1A81B 141.819 
Y-03 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
SSV ORBITER (MODEL(5O-0) ARC 
SSV EXT. TA~IK (MODEL 41-T) 3.5-FODT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
195 
SSV ORBITER IMOoEL(50-0) ARC 
SSV EXT. TANK (MODEL 41-1) 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
195 
ORBITER 140A/B ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOoT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
05:2 
DIET; O/ET.SRB; SRB AEoC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
60A 
DIET; O/ET,SRB; SRB AEoC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
60A 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
019 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
9-FODT BY 7-FODT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
019 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
019 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ARC 
















































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
ORBITER: ET; SRB 
ORBITER-140A/B: SRB; ET: 
OTS, 140A/8 
• 
O.OIO-SCALE OUTER MOLD LINE MODEL 
OF THE 140A/B CONFIGURATION 
15'0 VIII (FLAT-PLATE CARRIER) 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
TEST NUMBER 
ARC 








B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
677 
LARC 
B-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
693 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
10BB/1119 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
200 
ARC 








II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNl 
TARY) 
023 























.o"7J c ,:, or-_, 
'"'~ 
"!>. t: ~.; 
















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
72-0T$ (ORB., ET. SRM) 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATIO 
N 3 MODEL 32-0TS 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER MODEL 52-0 
ORB./w/ET AND SRB 740TS: ORB. WIET 
AND SRB'S 770. 74TS 
'ORBITER-TANK MATED. MODEL 52-0T 
















NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
699 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
AEDC 




14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
610 
AEDe 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
VA422 
ARC 














11< "'tJG5 02 
0:;:-
::tI ,-
V3 .0 "(' 
C:~ ];lIF e: i~a 
























































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
LAUNCH VEHlCL.E 5 
SRB wlo HEAT SHIELD •. W/HEAT SHIELD 
ON SKIRT. W/HEAT SH1ELO ON NOZZLE 
60-0TS THERMOCOUPLE MODEL 
52-0TS 
52-0TS 
60 OTS SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 5 
37-0T SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER/EXTERN 
AL TANK- .01 SCALE 
77-0. 77-0TS 








14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
611 
AfOC 
SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (4) 
A4A 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
A3A 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
A3A 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
211 
CALSPAN -
48-INCt-¥ HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
185-131 
95-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
622 
ARC 
l1-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TAR,{) 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 






















(~~ ~,. \ ~ t • 
.. ,.-
-~ ~~) 
......... , ... 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED OATA .80 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2258 1A72 151.0~5 88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PlODS AND COL ARC NE 
V-01 D AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 51-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARV) 
072 
2258 lA72 151.046 88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL ARC NE 
V-02 o AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION II-fOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2258 IA72 151,047 88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL ARC NE 
V-03 o AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION 11-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2258 1472 151,048 88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL ARC iNE 
V-04 o AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2258 lA72 151.049 B8-0TS MODIFIED W/UMS PODS AND COL ARC NE 
V-05 o AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATIOfJ 1'-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2258 IA72 151,050. 88-0TS MODIFIED WjOMS PODS AND COL ARC NE 
V-06 o AIR MPS AND SRB PLUME SIMULATION !1-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2258 1472 151.051 88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND C~L ARC NE 
V-07 o AIR MPS ~NO SRB PLUME SIMUL~;ION 1 I-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
072 
2~58 lA72 151.052 88-0TS MODIFIED WjOMS PODS AND COL ARC NE 






:. (~ T'O< If' 

















_ .. ",.A'I"'" 
". 




























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NU~BER 
88-0TS MODIFIED W/OMS PODS AND COL ARC 




74-0TS. VEH. 5 (ASCENT CONFIG.) 
PLUME SIMULATION MODEL 19-0TS 
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUrTlf V(~!C~E 
84-0TS 
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
84-0TS 
MODEL 75-0TS (72-0 WING. 140C MOO. 




HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (B) 
C4A 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
C4A 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
600 
lERC 




9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSO~IC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
113 
II-FOOT TRANSONIC WWO TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
113 
1'-FOOTTRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
AECC 
SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL {A) 
KIA 


























OMS SERIES CR 
DMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER 
2295 IH41B 151.069 
V-Ol 
2295 IH41B 151,070 
V-02 
2295 IH41B 151.071 
V-03 
2295 IH41B 151.<>72 
V-04 
:2295 IH41B 151.·J73 
V-05 
2299 L~80 
2306 IAI35A/B/C 167.354 
V-Ol 
2306 IAI35A/B/c 167.355 
V-02 









INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFI GURA TI ON 
ET ALONE T34 
ORBITEQ ALONE B62CI2E52Fl0M16RlaV 
aW116 
ET ALONE T34 
ORin TER ALONE 862C12E52FIOMI6RI8V 
8\01116 
ET ALONE T34 
ORBITER ALONE B62C12E52Fl0M16R18V 
8W116 
ET ALONE T34 
ORBITER ALONE B62C12E52Fl0M16R18V 
8W116 
ET ALONE T34 
ORBITER ALONE 862C12E52Fl0M16R18V 
8wn6 
ORBITER/747 FERRY VEHICtE 
o - B26C9E44F9M16R5V8W116 
T - AT28AT29AT30AT31AT32AT128FLIOF 
LlIFRIOPT22PT23PT24PT25PT26PT27T~7 
o - B26C9E4~F9M16R5V8Wtt6 
T - AT28AT29AT30AT31AT32AT128FL10F 
Ll1FR10PT22PT23PT24PT25PT26PT27T37 
o - B26C9E44F9M16R5V8W116 











TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
AEDC VF 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
A4A 
AEOC VF 
SUPER$ONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
A4A 
AEOC VF 
SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
A4A 
AEDC VF 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
A4A 
AEDC Vf 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
A4A 
LARe ..IN 
HIGH SPEED 7 BY 10-FOOT TUNNEL 
999 00 
ARC NO "';n 
-II-FOOT, 9-FOOT. a-FOOT. UNITARY W "t'JG) 
IND TUNNEL 0-0 2 144-1 :a~ 
ARC NO 
.0"'0 II-FOOT, 9-FOOT. a-FOOT. UNI1ARY w C ;.> 
INa TUNNEL );lot-} 
144-1 r i·~ 
ARC NO ?lii 









'1 INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 83 
'L 
>0 INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA fI 
i' ii 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-Dr-- NUMBER NUMBER NU,,~gcR CONFIGURATIQN TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2308 IH5 147.636 19-0TS CALSPAN - UL 
48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
181 
n 2312 IH47 151.075 VEHICLE 5. TO INCLUDE SRB ALO~c AN AEOC VI V-Ol DOTS (SPIKE NOSE ET) SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
I v3A 
i I' 
I ~ 2312 IH47 151.076 VEH!CLE 5, TO INCLUDE SRB ALONE AN AEOC VI V-02 DOTS (SPIKE NOSE ET) SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) .v3A 
I 231: IA141 147.623 0.010-SCALE VL70-000140C INTEGRATE NRLAD FK 
I o SPACE SHUTTLE I.AUNCH VEHICLE 7-FOOT TRISONIC .IND TUNNEL I 297 I 
2316 lA137 147.622 FULL 331 INCH DIAMETER FOREBODY ARC NY 
AN 80% (264.8 INCH) OF FULL DIAMET 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL t') 0 
ER FOREBODY 143 '1 "11;:0 
2319 IH43 151.771 .01-SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE ORB/ET 59- CALSPAN - UM -on C ;; 
OT 48-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL o *~ 189 ;~ f#;J 
96-INCH HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL 
~ ~I~-
2323 lA94A 151.039 0.010-SCALE 72-0TS MODEL LARC .JK ... J;) UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL !: ~ 1152 
oc 
2324 IA94B 151.040 0.OI0-SCALE 72-0TS MODEL LARC VW 
<i.,) 
UNITARY PLAN WINO TUNNEL 
1177 
2326 IA93 151.037 0.010-SCALE 72-0TS MODEL LARC vv 
V-Ol 8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNN(l 
749 
2326 IA93 151.038 0.010-SCALE 72-0TS MODEL lARC .J.J 
V-02 8-FOOT TRANSON!C PRESSURE TUNNEL 
749 













































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
CONFIG. 102 ORBITER AND ET. DESIGN 
ATEo MODEL 70-0T 
CONFIG. 102 ORBITER AND ET. OESIGN 
AlEo MODEL 70-0T 
CONFIG. 102 ORBITER AND ET. OESIGN 
ATEo MODEL 70-0T 







MODEL 75-0TS (WING) 
MODEL 75-0TS (WING) 
r"'l t~ 
~ .... '~' _____ 4~ __ "_ '; 
TEST NUMBER 
AEDC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
o9A 
AEoC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (8) 
o9A 
AEOC 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
o9A 
LARC 
CONT!NUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
105 
MSFC 




SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
K1A 
AEOC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL fA) 
K1t. 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
KIA 
AEOC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
PBA 
AEDC 





























' .. " , 
~ 
NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER 
2354 IA143 151,403 
V-03 
2354 IA143 151,404 
V-04 
2357 IH68 167,655 
2372 IH72 160.843 
2377 IA144 167.342 
V-Ol 
2377 1A144 167.343 
V-02 
2378 !A19l 160,820 
2384 IA148 151.412 
V-Ol 
2384 IA148 151.413 
V-02 






~ ~ ~ 
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
MODEL 75-0TS (WING) 
MODEL 75-0TS (WING) 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE 
ORBITER PLUS TANK 
OTS 
TANK ALONE 
o - 140A/B/C/R 
SRB - MODIFIED VEHICLE 5 
o - 140A/B/C/R 
SRB - MODIFIED VEHICLE 5 
MODEL 112-T 
OV102 + ET (MODEL 70-0T) 
OV102 + ET (MODEL 70-0T) 




SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL CA) 
P8A 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
P8A 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
222 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL CA) 
V4fA-R2A 
ARC 












HVPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (B) 
TOA 
AEDC 















-U ~) 02 
0'-'" 
;{i ~,;". 
2N .n ~1 
"""; .' ... 



















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
OTS - SINGLE STING IN ORBITER 
OTS - ET AND SRB ON SEPERATE STING 
OT FLAT PLATE 
OT FLAT PLATE 
OT FLAT PLATE 
OT FUll PLATE 
o -140A/B/C/R 














TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
LARC KE 
8-FOOTTRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
779 
IIRC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYP~RSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
228-1 
ARC 20 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
-;l28-1 
ARC 20 
3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
228-1 
LARC KH 
8-FOOT TRANSONIC PRESSURE TUNNEL 
780 
AEOC 4B 
























2403 IA 156A 
V-03 




2404 IA 119 
V-03 




INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA 
CR TM-X 
NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION' TEST NUMBER 
151.395 1'-0TS (ORB. ET. 2SRB'S) ARC 
II-FOOT. 9-FOOT. B-FOOT. UNITAR\' W 
INO TUNNEL 
705-1 
160.515 B75C16E64F16FR22HG1M52Nl0BN109Nl10 AEDC 
Nl11R20U1V27V29VT10VT11VT14VT17W13 TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
1T39S27 PWT-16T) 
470 
160.516 B75CI6E64F16FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09Nl10 AEOC 
Nll1R20U1V27V29VT10VT11VT14VT17WI3 TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
1T39S27 PWT-16T) 
470 
160.517 B75C16E64F16FR22HG1M52Nl08Nl09Nll0 AEOC 
Nl11R20U1V27V29VT10VTllVTI4VT17WI3 TRANSONIC PROPULSION WINO TUNNEL ( 
1T39S27 PWT-16Tl 
470 
160.510 88-0TS-.02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATEO ARC 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
275-1 
160.511 88-0TS-.02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED ARC 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
275-1 
160.512 88-0TS-.02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATEO ARC 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
275-1 
160.513 88-0TS-.02 SCALE OF THE INTEGRATED ARC 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE II-FOOT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (UNI 
TARY) 
275-1 



















NASA NASA NASA 
OMS SERIES CR TM-X 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
2406 IA 181 167,348 
2407 IH73 167,374 
2408 IA1S6B 160.498 
V-01 
2408 IA IS6B 160,499 
V-02 
2408 IA 156B 160,500 
V-03 
2412 IH90 167,386 
V-Ol 
2412 IH90 167.387 
V-02 
2413 IA 10SB 160.858 
V-Ol 
2413 IA 105B 160.859 
V-02 
'-
INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 































TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
MSFC 10 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
649 
ARC 2V 
3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
233-1 
ARC 2T 












3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
234-1 
ARC 2W 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
234-1 
ARC 2U 









~ ".:::. f~' ~·1 
INDEX OF PUBLISHEO DATA 89 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
DMS SERIES CR TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
DMS-DR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2416 IA603 160.824 LBM MSFC 6C 
SSLV TRISONIC WIND TUNN~L 
668 
2418 IH100 151.414 WEDGE SHAPED MODEL TO HOLD DFI GAS ARC 3Z 
TEMP. PROBE 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUN"rJEL 
227 
2422 FH15 151.767 30/fO/40-0EGREE CONE OGIVE AEOC 4K 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-20 
242& IHll 160.523 84-0TS- .035 SCALE MOOEL OF THE IN LERC GI 
V-01 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY fO-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
045 00 
2428 IH 11 160.524 84 -O"';S- .035 SCALE MOOEL OF THE IN LERC GI '"!'lA] .-
V-02 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 ~Y 10-·FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN "Un 
EL o~ 
""" 045 o -:~1
::;.; Ii"" 
2428 IHl1 160.525 84-0TS- .035 SCALE MODEL OF THE IN LERC GI 
.0 
V-03 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY lO-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN ~~ 
EL ~;~ f 1 
045 b U ~ ~~ 
r.;: 
2428 IHfl 160.526 84-0TS- .035 SCALE MOOEL OF THE IN LERC GI .-.2. 
V-04 TEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 10 BY fO-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNN 
EL 
045 
2429 IH51B 167.353 OT FLAT PLATE ARC 3C 
580T"5 3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
239 
2431 IH85 151.793 OTS-T38S26B62C12M16W116E52V8R18F10 AEDC 41. 
V-Ol OT-T38B62C12M16W116E52V8Rf8Fl0 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 



















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER 
CTS-T38S26B62C12M16Wl16E52V8R18Fl0 AEDC 
OT-T3BB62CI2M16~116E52VeRI8Fl0 SUPERSONIC W1ND TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
OTS-T38S26B62C12M16Wl16E52V8R18Fl0 AEDC 
OT-T38B62C12M16W116E52V8R18Fl0 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
OTS-T3BS26B62C12M16W116E52V8R18Fl0 AEDC 
OT-T38B62C12M16Wl16E52V8R18Fl0 SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
OTS-T38S26B62C12M16W116E52V8R18Fl0 AEOC 
OT-T3BB62C12M16W116E52V8R18Fl0 SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
OTS-T38S26B62C12M16Wl16E52V8R18Fl0 AEDC 
OT-T3SB62C12M16W116E52VSR1SF10 SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
OTS-T38S26B62C12M16W116E52VSR18Fl0 AEDC 




INTEGRATED VEHICLE CONfIGURATICN 5 
MODEL 74-0TS 
MODEL 74-0TS WITH ORB. MOLD LINE C 





SUPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL (A) 
V41A-W5 
lERC 
























cO=" c: .<-i':l 
























TJ" c ..• ~ .. ',ii-


























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DA1-A 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
PROPOSED VEHICLE 5 
PROPOSED VEHICLE 5 
PROPOSED VEHICLE 5 
MODEL 47-0TS 






































3.5~FOOT HVPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
241 





























'" oj: • 











































INbEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONF I GURA TI ON TEST NUMBER 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
241 
EXTENAL OXYGEN HYDROGEN TANK FOREB AEOC 
ODY MODEL TRANSONIC PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL ( 
PWT-16T) 
SSV SRB NOSE 
19-0TS-B64,C16,E63,~14,M18,N92,N94 
,V23,Wt29.S22.Nl06,T33 
O.03-SCALE SHUT1LE INTEGRATED VEHI 
CLE 47-DTS 
0.03-SCALE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHI 
CLE 47-0TS 





















UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1267 
.ARC 




































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRA,ED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
ET FOREBOOY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C 
T FAIRING AND G02 LINE INSTALLED 
ET FOREBOOY (T 41)- LOUVERS OPEN, C 
T.FAIRING. AND G02 LINE REMOVED 
ET FOREBOOY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN. C 
T FAIRING AND G02 LINE INSTALLED 
ET FOREBODY (T41)- LOUVERS OPEN. C 




LAUNCH VEHICLE - 890TS 
ORBITER ALONE 
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (NO PROTUBERA 
NCES ON ET) 




9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEl (UNITARY) 
283-1 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WIND T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
ARC 
9-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
283-1 
8-FOOT BY 7-FOOT SUPERSONIC WINO T 
UNNEL (UNITARY) 
AEOC 
SUPERsmnC WINO TUNNEL fA) 
V41A-67 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT ~YPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
245 
tARC 
IS-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
34 t 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
656 
lARC 
16-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
342 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
250 
































~ OMS " ij OMS-DR-
FI ~ 
I 2481 2511 i V-Ol 























INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
OTS (MODEL 74) 









14-INCH TRISONIC WINO TUNNEL 
665 
ARC 






























































































• ~_ . .::".~, .,..-. ...~:: i /'" t".~ 
~:.~ 
III-TlEi OF PUBLISHED DATA 
'CARRIER DATA 
CONFIGURATIC<~ TEST NUMBER 
BOEING 747 CARRIER (MODEL TE 1065) UW 
lO~ SPEED WINO rUNNEL 
1136 
0.03-SCAt.E AX 1319 1-1 (CARRIER) loll TBCA 
OOEL TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCALE AX 1319 1-' (CARRIER) loll TBCA 
OOEL TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCAlE AX-1319 I-l(CARRIER) I0Il0 TBCA 
DEL TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT TaCA 
ER 140A/B TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
0.03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT 
ER 140A/B 
O.03-SCALE 45-0 MODIFIED SSV ORBIT 
ER 140A/B 
BOEING 747 MATEO WITH AN EXTERNAL 
TANK 
MODEL 48-o/AXI318I-l 0.0125 SCALE 
CARRIER WI ORB. ALONE. CARRIER ALO 
NE. MATED 747/0RBITER 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
TaCA 
TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1431 
UW 
LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
1f46 
ARC 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
080 
TeCA 
TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1472 


















INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 96 
CARRIER DATA 
NASA NASA NASA DATASET 
OMS SERIES C:R TM-X 2-CHARACTER 
OMS-OR- NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CONFIGURATION TEST NUMBER DESCRIPTOR 
2262 CAG 147,631 CARRIER wi ORB. ALONE. CARRIER ALO T8CA GP 
V-02 NE. MATED 747/0RBITER TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1472 
2268 CA9 151,Zg5 BOEING AX1319P-l CARRIER TBCA GO 
V-Ol CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
147-, 
2268 CA9 151,397 BOEING AX1319P 1 CARRIER TBCA GO 
V-02 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 
2268 CA9 151,39J BOEING AX1319P-l CARRIER TBCA GO 
V-03 CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1477 




2268 CA9 151,400 BOEING AX1319P-l CARRIEiR TBCA GO 02 
v-os CA9P TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL el=-
1477 :;Jc= 
,0 -r'l 
2273 CA26 144,612 AX131BI-1, 747/1.747/4 llV FE n;::" ~ ',-





2273 CA26 144,613 AXI31BI-1, 747/1, 747/4 LTV FE '" 
V-02 HIGH SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,614 AX13181-1, 747/1, 747/4 LTV FE 
V-03 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
2273 CA26 144,615 AXI31BI-1. 747/1. 747/4 LTV FE 

























































NUMBER CONF I GURA Tl ON TEST NUMBER 
AXI318I-l. 747/1. 747/4 LTV 
HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
559 
0.Ot25-SCALE SSV ORBITER ARC 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
120 
0.0125-SCALE SSV ORBITER ARC 
14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
120 
747/0RBITER-FERRV CONFIGURATION. 7 LARC 
47/0RBITER-ALT CONFIGURATlONS V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WIND TU 
NNEl 
129 
747/0RBITER-FERRY CONFIGURATION. 7 LARC 
47/0RBITER-ALT CONFIGURATIONS V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WINO TU 
NNEL 
129 
747/0RBITER-FERRV CONFIGURATION. 7 LARC 
47/0RBTTER-ALT CONFIGURATIONS V/STOL TRANSITION RESEARCH WINO TU 
NNEL 
129 
BOEING 747 CAM W/TYPE II MODIFICAT TBCA 
ION (MODEL TR-l007) TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
1496 
1497 
BOEING 747 CAM W/TYPE II MODIFICAT TBCA 
ION {MODEL TR-l007} TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1496 
1497 
ORBITER- TAILCONE OFF. TAILCONE ON ARC 
-TCI9. 14-FOOT TRANSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
121 















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
CARRIER DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
AXI322D-3.0RBITER MODEL 8-0 
747CAM/ORBITt:R 
.04 SCALE 747-100 
747-100 ALONE 
CARRIER B29BW45N5857M2526T14Q12AT 
115. 1106. IV9.1.3FTSI 





LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL 
1170 
TBCA 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
1490/1493 
UW 
LOW SF. WIND TUNNEL 
1173 
UW 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL 
1178 
UW 






































































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
EXTERNAL TANK DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
EXTERNAL TANK 
617 C7 M4 FS W103 E22 V7 R5 
617 C7 M4 F5 W103 E22 V7 RS TIO 
B17 C7 M4 F5 WI03 E22 V7 RS T10 
B17 C7 ",4 F5 W103 E22 V7 R5 Ti0 
EXTERNAL TANK WITH PROTUBERANCES 
EXTERNAL TANK WITHOUT PROTUBERANCE 
S 
SR6 ALONE 
EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TU6ERANCES.0.003 SCALE 




3.S-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
171 
LARC 
CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 
107 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HVPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
178 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
583 
LARC 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
1071 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 





































;; ~ 1 





















































INDEX OF PUBLISHED DATA 
EXTERNAL TANK DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
EXTERNAL TANK WITH MID WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES.0.OO3 SCALE 
EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES.0.OO3 SCALE 
EXTERNAL TANK WITH AND WITHOUT PRO 
TUBERANCES.0.003 SCALE 
EXTERNAL TANK 
ET MODEL MCR0200 
MODEL NO. 470 
MODEL NO. 470 
EXTERNAL TANK 
40-DEG NOSE-CLEAN(NO PROTUBERANCES 
) 
DOUBLE CONE(10-DEG-40-DEG)(NO PROT 
UBERANCES) 




~-:;..:-~ .... ' 
TEST NUMBER 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
596 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
196 
AEDC 
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL (F) 
VA291 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
609 
MSFC 
14-INCH TRISDNIC WIND TUNNEL 
609 
AEDC 
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL (F) 
25A 
AEDC 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL (A) 
El,.. 
ARC 














































INDEX OF PUBlISHEO DATA 
EXTERNAL TANK DATA 
CONFIGURATION 
.0275 SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 
TANK 
.0275 SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 
TANK 




3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
215 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
215 
ARC 
3.5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WINO TUNNEL 
237 
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·OR COl>1MENTS " REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
lARC - "AERODYNAMIC STABI*NR 
UPWT - .LITY AND CONTROL • 
1002 I·CHARACTERISTICS 0* 
MA5 ~F A .01925 SCALE • 
CR-128.750-MODEL NR ATP ORBI~ 
*TER AT MACH NUMBE* 





lARC - .RESULTS OF TRANSO'NR PRR ORBITER 
8TPT - .Nrc TESTS IN THE • 
626 I.NASA/LARC 8 FOOT • 
LA1 ~PRESSURE TUNNEL O' 
CR-128.752·N A 0.015 SCALE M. 
-OOEL NR-PRR SPACE* 
·SHUTTLE ORBITER 
" lARC - ·HYPERSONIC AEROOY.NR 
22HT - -NAMIC CHARACTERIS* 
409 I.TICS OF NR-ATP OR-
MA2 -SITER. ORBITER WI-
CR-128.754~TH EXTERNAL TANK,. 





-LITY AND CONTROL • 












-TICS OF NR ATP OR-
'BITER 
LTV - .LONGITUOINAL AERO-MSC 040A ORBITER 'ELEVON EFFECTIVEN'FORCE 
f520SWT - -DYNAMIC CHARACTER- -ESS AND ALT~RNATE~ 
S-081 I*ISTICS OF LOW ASP- .CONFIGURATION GE • 
MAl -ECT RATIO WING CO. TOMETRIES IN PRESE-
CR-120.082*NFIGURATIONS IN G* -NCE OF GROUND .EFF+ 
*ROUND EFFECT FOR • -ECT 


























W+J. E. VAUGHN 







f ·tARC I ·R. MENNELL. B. SP*DMS-DR-2oo2 
- LARC 'ENCER INR -MARCH. 1973 
-8-FOOT TRANSON·R. SINGELLTON 





I -G. C. ASHBY /LARC*OMS-OR-2oo3 
rJ. E. VAUGHN "APRIL. 1973 
-22-INCH HELIUM·-DMS .. 
-WNNEL 
.. 
I "MSC I -P. ROMERE /MSC ·DMS-OR-2004 
-LTV oJ. E. VAUGHN *NOV.. 1972 
-Is-rOOT BY 20'·W. M. HALE 
-FOOT SUBSONIC -·OMS 
-WINO TUNNEL .. 
.. 
.. 
a:". ""~'; t' ~ 
f ,) '< 
I 



















TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 
COGNIZANT 
TEST DMS 
PERSONNEL • REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
MSFC - -AERODYNAMIC STABI-NR ATP BASELINE 
14TWT - -LITV. CDNTRDL EFF'RBITER 
555 /*ECTIVENESS AND DR-
OA1 .AG CHARACTERISTIC-
CR-120.070oS OF A SHUTTLE OR' 
'BITER CONFIGURATI-
-ON AT MACH NUMBER· 
-S FROM 0.6 TO 4.9' 
'6 
O-AERODVNAMIC STABI-FORCE 




MSFC - .AEROOVNAMIC STATI*MSFC/NR PARAMETRI'PERFORMANCE. STAB-FORCE 
14TWT - -C STABILITY AND C-C LAUNCH VEHICLE '!LITY AND CONTROL-
556 /*ONTROL EFFECTIVEN' 'CHARACTERISTICS 
IA1A .ESS OF A PARAMETR-
CR-120.0SS oIC SHUTTLE LAUNCH' 
··CONFIGURATION 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST*NR SSV ORBITER 
3.5HWT - rIGATIONS ON A 0.0' 
147 1-15 SCALE MODEL NO-
OA4 ·RTH ANERI.CAN ROCK-
CR-128.760·WELL SPACE SHUTTLo 
*E ORBITER IN THE • 
• NASA/ARC 3.5 FOOT' 
• HVPERSONIC WIND 
"TUNNEL 
LARC - .STATIC STABILITY -NR ATP ORBITER 
CFHT - .ANO PERFORMANCE C· 
89 /'HARACTERI.STICS OF' 
MA4 -THE A.T.P. ORBIT * 
CR-128.751*ER AT M=10.3 
• 
• 
'STATIC ~TABILITY "FORCE 
-AND TRIM CAPABILI-
'TV. COMPONENT INC-




'LITY AND PERFORMA' 
-NCE AT HYPERSONIC' 








/ 'P. RAMSEY /MSFC 
«V. W. SPARKS 








LARC - -STATIC STABILITY °NR ATP ORBITER 'AERODYNAMIC STABI-FORCE -0.0075 / oLARC / °T. BLACKSTOCK /LAoDNS-DR-200S 
CF.HT - .AND PERFORMANCE C' -LITV AND PERFDRMAo '10.3 -
8.9 '/*HARACTERISTICS OF- -NCE AT HYPERSONIC' 
MA4 -THE A.T.P. ORBIT ~ 'MACH NO. OF 10 




"'-~ ~ ,~ 
*LARC °RC 
*CONTINUOUS-FLO·V. W. SPARKS 








-0 i!~ O~ .. 
0 '"'" "'~,~J iX~ 
!""t. ..... 
1""("$1 ~~ s: ~"~' 
J!:-- t.'"'! t: t~,j 
~~ ~ <~ 
~ 
L~l 
~ """" " ,I ~ '\..3 
-------------------------------.-----------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------
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TEST 







TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 








ARC - ·AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SHUTTLE ORBITER O*GEOMETRIC VARIATI*FORCE 
.ON, LONGITUDINAL * 66SWT - *CTERISTICS OF THE*A3 
650 I-ROCKWELL INTERNA * 
OA3 ·TIONAL ORBITER OA-
CR-128.761·3 AT MACH NUMBERS* 
'FROM 0.6 TO 2.0 ~ 
• 
.AND LATERAL-DIREC· 
.TIONAL STABILITY * 
*EFFECTS .. 
MSFC - *DETERMINATION OF -NR ATP ORBITER/TA~AERODvNAMrC CHARAoFORCE 
14TWT - ~THE AERODYNAMIC riNK AND SRMS ON AN~CTERISTICS DURING-
545 /-NTERFERENCE BETWE*O OFF -SEPARATION 
IA1B -EN THE SPACE SHUT* • 
CR-120,OSO*TLE ORBITER, EXTE~ ~ 
°RNAL TANK. AND SO- • 
oLIO ROCKET BOOSTE-
*R ON A 0.004 SCAL. 
*E ASCENT CONFIGUR* 
-ATION • 
MSFC - -SPACE SHUTTLE (AT*NR ATP 
14TWT - -P CONFIGURATION) *TERNAL 







TANK AND S.ON 
MSFC - -AERODYNAMIC CHARA*SRB(PRR) *DETERMINE STATIC -FORCE 
-AERODYNAMIC CHARA· 
*CTERISTICS OF 162-
--INCH DIAMETER SR· 
*B(PRR) WITH AND W· 
14TWT - -CTERISTICS OF A 1· 
554 /*62-INCH DIAMETER * 
SA1F ·SOLID ROCKET BOOS-
CR-120,090*TER WITH AND WITH* 



















/ *ARC I *B. CAMERON. ~. CA-DMS-DR-2009 
'ARC *MPBELL. T.PAINE/R*JUNE. 1973 
oS-FOOT BY 6-FO'r * 
*OT SUPERSONIC *B. ~. FRICKEN 















/ 'P. RAMSEY / MSFC *DMS-DR-2010 
.- R. BUCHHOLZ lLMaMAY. 1973 
TRISON'SC - E. ALLEN fRIa 
rUNNEL" v. OEHART/NSI • 
+V. W. SPARKS 
o~. R. ZILER 
o ·m.ls 
.. 
I ov. RAMPY INSI - K*OMS-DR-20tl 
*. BLACKWELL I MSF-APRIL. 1973 
TRISON*C - E. ALLEN /RI 
TUNNEL" I. FOSSLER/MSC * 
-v. W. SPARKS 
.~. R. ZILER • 
--OMS 
.. 
I '~OSH ~OHNSDN /MSFoDMS-DR-2012 
*C - W~ D. RADFORD-APRIL. 1973 
TRIS0N-!NSI . ~. RAMPY f· 
TUNNEL+NSI 
.v. W. SPARKS 
'v. R. ZIlER 
.. 
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- CONFIGURATIONS- TEST 
PURPOSE 






* PUBLI CA TI ONS 
-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE • TESTED TEST "MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
ARC - -EFFECT OF GASEOUS-SHUTTLE ORBITER/T.PLUME EFFECTS ON -FORCE 
97SWT - ·AND SOLID SmULA *ANK SRM (N-040A) 'STABILITY AND CON' 
616 I-TED JET PLUMES ON- .TROL CHARACTERlST* 
fA2 -AN 040A SPACE -ICS 
CR-128.762*SHUTTLE LAUNCH CO-
.NFIGURATION AT MA. .. 
*CH NUMBERS FROM 1-
*.6 TO 2.2 .. 
.. 
-LARC - .RESULTS OF SUPERStNR PRR-SSV 
UPWT - .ONIC TESTS IN THE*R 
1007 I.LARC UNITARY PLA • 
OA7 *N WIND TUNNEL ON • 
CA-128.753*A .015 SCALE MODE-














-LTV - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL-NASA SSV ORBITER -EFFECTS OF BSRM S.FORCE 
HSWT - *TS OF SEPARATION ·ON NR EOHT WITH S-EPARATION ON LONG-
458 /*TESTS IN THE VOUG,*INGLE BSRM -lTUDINAL AND LATE-
IA4 *HT AERONAUTICS 4X* -RAL-DIRECTIONAL S' 
CR-120.091*4FT HSWT ON A .00' -TABILITY AND CONT-
*75 SCALE ROCKWELLt -ROL CHARACTERISTI-
*INTERNATIONAl'~T • -CS 
*P SHUTTLE INU.GRA* 
*TED VEHICLE • 
*' 
LTV - "AERODYNAMIC RESUL'NASA SSV ORBITER -EFFECTS OF BSRM S-FORCE 
HSWT - *TS OF SEPARATION -ON NR EDHT WITH S'EPARATION ON LONG' 
458 /*TESTS ON THE VOUG.INGLE BSRM -ITUDINAL AND LATE;' 
IA4 *HT AERONAUTICS 4F* oRAL-OIRECTIONAL S-
CR-12a.091.T X 4FT HSWT ON A. -TABILITY AND CONT-
• .0075 SCALE ROCK .. -ROL CHARACTERISTI" 
-WELL INTERNATIONA* *CS 
.L-ATP SHUTTLE INT-





















I ·ARC I ·J.B.DODS.~R.,/ARC·DMS-DR-2013 
°ARC ./ET AL oFEB.. 1974 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO~V. W. SPARKS .. 
-OT SUPERSONIC °B. ~. FRICKEN 
-WIND TUNNEL (U"OMS 
oNITARY) 
/ -LARC / 
-LARC 
'8. SPENCER, R. 
oNNElL /NR 
-UNIT ARY PLAN WoJ. E. VAUGHN 
08. ~. FRICKEN 
<-OMS 
0IND TUNNEL 









"J. RILEY. ".5. 
WINtIGGE /ROCKWELL 
.J. E. VAUGHN 














-HIGH SPEED WIN·J. RILEY, ". 
-RIGGE/RI 
S. P-JULY, 1973 
00 TUNNEL 
.. 
'OJ. E. VAUGHN 























Itl. 1 : 
~-' 
... """ ~ ".' 
~~ ,.,., 
" IT 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ • ______ 4 ____________________ * ___ _ 
























------------------------------------------------------ -------------.-----------~-~-- .. ---------~-~----~----~---~-------.-.------~-~.~ 
NRLAD - .RESULTS OF INVEST·NR ATP ORBITER 'SUBSONIC AEROOYNA#FORCE 
-MIC CHARACTERISTI-LSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0-
689 '*405 SCALE MODEL A-
OA2 ~TP VERSION OF THE-
CR-120.092·N~-SSV ORBITER IN-
-THE NORTH AMERIC -
-AN AERONAUTICAL L-
~ABORATORY LOW SPE-
*ED WIND TUNNEL 
-CS 
• 
NRLAD -*RESULTS OF INVEST*NR ATP ORBITER -SUBSONIC AERODYNAoFORCE 
LSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0-
690 '.405 SCALE MODEL p. 
OA5 -RR VERSION OF THE. 
CR-123.B51*NR-SSV ORBITER IN~ 
.THE NORTH AMERIC 0 
·AN AERONAUTICAL L~ 
*ABDRATORV LOW SPE~ 




NRLAD - -CROSS WIND LOADS rATP LAUNCH CONFIG-CROSSWINO LOADS -FORCE 
LSWT - .INVESTIGATION OF -URATION 
693 I-A .01925 SCALE MO. 
IA3 -DEL OF THE ATP-SS· 
CR-128.755-V LAUNCH CONFIGUR-
-ATION 
-NRLAD - -LOW SPEEO LONGITU-ATP A~~ PRR 
LSWT - -DINAL AND LATERAL-ER 
694 '.STABILITY CHARAC • 
OA6 .TERISTICS OF APR· 
C~-'28. 756*PRR SHUTTLE ORBlT~ 
.ER CONFIGURATION 0 
., 
NRLAD - -LOW SPEED INVESTI-PRR ORBITF~ 
LSWT - -GATION OF lHE PRR-
696 I.PLANFORM WING BO -





.S TO IMPROVE 10UC-
·HDOWN LIFT 
-CAPABILITIES 
-OPTIMIZE PRR PLAN-FORCE 
'FORM WING IN ANa • 
'OUT OF GROUND EFF* 
"ECT 
"0.0405 / -NR I oR. MENNELL /NR 'OMS-0l~-2016 
-0.165- -NRLAO oR. SINGELLTON "APRIL. 1973 






-0.0405 , -NR I oR. KINGSLAND INR -OMS-OR-2017 
-0.165- "NRLAO oR. SINGELLTON ·APRIL. 1973 











-0.0405 l ·NR I 
-0.165- -NRLAO 




-0.0405 I ·NR I 
·0.t6 - ·NRLAD 
-0.26 ·1..0111 SPEED 
-lONNEL 
-L.S. KAlOW /RI 
"'T. L. MULKEY 













oR. B. KINGSlANO!R-OMS-OR-2019 
• OCKWELL -JUNE. 1973 
WINO.T. L. MULKEY 
-0 A. SARVER 
*-OMS • 
• 
*R. B. KINGSLANO. ·O~S-OR-2020 
-t. KATO~ /RI -vUNE. 1973 








,,~' _ .. 
~ .... cJj 
.. ~e-,-"_~"~A~~.:::lt. "to' .::~ •• .,.,,"\.."""' :""''Y; _+ ,';w~~~::-: -. .; u. n.:'I<........,: .. e .. s; ,t.: ::;t;. ;:::'1 ~ ~;;tt, _ ::::.~ A. ." , .. ., 
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CONFIGURATIONS ,. TEST 
PURPOSE 






REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
--------------------------~---~----------------------------------~--~-------~-~~-------------~--.-~-.---~-----.~-*--~~-*-~----~-- .. -
NRLAD -*PRE:SSURE LOADS AN·-S9A ORBITER 
LSWT - ~O AERODYNAMIC FOR. 
699 /~CE INF~RMATION FO. 
OA-45 'OR THE -S'9A 'SPACE • 
CR-12S.75S~SHUTTLE: ORBITER C-
"ONFIGURATION 
NRLAD - -PRESSURE LOADS AN*-S9A ORBITER 
lSWT - *0 AERODYNAMIC FOR-
699 /*CE INFORMATION FO" 
0445 *R THE -89A SPACE T 
CR-128.758*SHUTTLE ORBITER C· 
*ONFIGURATION 
NRLAD - *AE:ROOYNAMIC CHARA*RI -89B ORBITER 
LSWT - *CTERISTICS OF THE. 
698 I-ROCKWELL INTERNA * 




'PRESSURE LOADS DA*PRE:SSURE 
'TA IN GROUND EFFE:r 
'CT 
·PRESSURE LOADS DA-PRESSURE 































·R. MENNELL /ROCKWoOMS-OR·202f 
-ELL -VOLUME 01 







WINO-H. C. ZIMME:RL£ -OCT.. 1973 
• ~or"S 
oR. B. KINGSLAND /'OMS-OR*2022 
oRI ·~UNE. 1973 
WlND-T. L. MULKEY 
oS. W. BROWN • 
-·OMS • 
.. • 
LARe - '.STATIC AE:RODYNAMI-'LO-1oo ORBITER 
:22HT - "'C 'CHARACTERISTICS'" 
41'1 I-'ANO OIL FLOW AND * 
-OE:TERMINE HYPERSO~FORCE 
-NIC PERFORMANCE •• 
·STATIC STABILITY ~ 
··AND CONTROL 
"E:FFECTIVENESS AND. 
-EXAMINE FLOW ABO • 
·UT THE LO-l00 ORB-
"ITER 







I ·0. STONE flARC 
.V. W. SPARKS 





LA2 .ELECTRON BE:AM 
CR-l.28.763*RE5ULTS OF A 0 .. 00-
*5 SCALE MOOEL ~AN­
-GLEY CONCEPT SPAC· 
• E: SHUTTLE ORBITE:R* 
• (LO-l00) AT A MAC. 





'ARC - "WIND TUNNEL TE:5T "040A SPACE SHUTTL'STABILlTY AN;) COt~'FORCE ·0.01£' 
11TWT - "'OF THE 0.019 (040*E nrltEGRATED VEHI-TRDL DATA. WING P*PRESSURE ·n.9 
686 I-A) ~ET PLUME: SPAC-CL~ 'RESSURE AND NOZZL' ·'.2 
IA7 .. E SHUTTLE: INTEGRA. ·E PRE:SSURE DISTRI* 
CR-12S.766*TEO VEHICLE IN TH. -BUTIONS 
1 
t, 
'.ot . .-' 
"E ARC "-FOOT UNh' 






/ -ARC ! 'R. B. HAROIN /RI -OMS-OR-2024 
-ARC oT. L. MULKEV -AUGUST. 1973 
~lt·FO~T TRANSO·W. M. HALE 
-NIC WINO TUNNE:-·OMS 






O c .. '1';;l ;Jr 
,"d -;;l 
--:"" 
.... > L'~ r:: .1 
;;; <:3 
t~ 
~,_ .". __ L..I,....-__ ... -.. ... ~ ___ ~._~ ____ ._. 
-- .~ ~ 
':] 
-------------------------.---------------------------- ---------------------------------~"--------*~-------~~ .. -.----.----~~-.-~-.----












- CONFIGURATIONS y TEST 
PURPOSE 
• TYPE OF • SCAlE~ TESTING 
REPORT TITLE .- TESTEO TEST ·MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
-----------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------~-~---------~---~~------.-----*---~----~---.-
MSFC - -AERODYNAMIC CHARAof42-INCH DIAMETER-OETERMINATION OF 'FORCE 
14TWT - .CTERISTICS OF A 1*SRB WITH AND WIT -STATIC AERODYNAMI.-
565 /~42-INCH DIAMETER .HOUT STRAKES -C fORCES AND MOME" 
SA3F ·SOLID ROCKET *NTS WITH COMPONEN" 
CR-128.767-BOOSTER WITH AND" *T BUILD-UP 




MSFC - *ARODYNAMIC INVEST.MCR 0074 Bf;SELINE-DETERMINE THE EFF·FORCE 
14TWT - ~IGATIONS ON A O.O-LAUNCH VEHICLE -ECTS OF MODEL PAR-
566 /-04 SCALE MODEL MC. "A,.,ETRIC VARIATION-
IA31F*R 0074 ·S ON AERODYNAMIC. 
CR-128,778-BASELINE SPACE SHOo .STATIC STABILITY' 
*UTTLE LAUNCH VHf!. --CHARACTERISTCS 0'/' 
.ClE AT MACH NO. B- *ER A MACH NO. RAN-
-ETWEEN -GE OF 0.6 TO 4.96· 
-0.6 AND 4.96 .. 
• • 
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION rORB. WITH 
14TWT - ~IN THE NASA MSfC ~2 SRB'S 
567 /*14-INCH TRISONIC ~ 
IA32FB .WIND TlJl-11=L TO DE-
CR-141.807·TERMHIE THE PRESS. 
-URE DISTRIBUTION • 
-OVER THE COMPONEN-
-TS OF A 0.004 SCA-
·LE VERSION OF THE-
·ROCKWELL MCR 007 • 




ET A", .. "PRESSURI~ 
.. 
,. 
-0.00563 I *MSfC I .~OSH O. vOHNSDN ,-OMS-OR-2025 
-0.6 .MSFC 'NASA/MSFC "MAY. 1973 
"3.48 of4-INCH TRIS~N'WALTER D. RADFORO· 











.V. W. SPARKS .. 











I -PAUl, RAMSEY/MSFC -ONS-OR-2026 
.- M. K. ROBERTSON-SEPT.. 1973 
rRISGN'/NORTHROP .. 
TUNNEL.V. V. SPARKS .. 
I 








'14-INCH TRISON-V.V_ SPARKS rSEPT.. 1975 
























~~ ... Jt.~';'". - Y"!i 
~7 
------------~---------------------------------~---------------~------~------.--~------~--~--~-~.-----------~-----.--------~---~-
















REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- -OR COMMENTS 
---------------------------~----------------------------------------------~~------------~--------~--------------------.----~~~------
MSFC - .AN INVESTIGATION -ROB. WITH ET AND -DETERMINE PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
.E DISTRIBUTION OV-14TWT . ·IN THE NASA MSFC ~2 SRB'S 
567 /*14-INCH TRISGNIC * 
IA32FB .WINO TUNNEL TO DE~ 
CR-141 .• 808-TERMINE THE PRESS" 
'oURE DISTRIBUTION .. 
.. OVER THE COMPONEN* 
*TS OF A 0.004 SCAT 
*LE VERSION OF THE-
-ROCKWELL MCR 007 ~ 
-4 BASELINE SHUTTL* 
oE ASCENT CONFIGUR-
-ArrON (IA32F) 
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION -ORB. WITH 2 
14TWT - -IN THE NASA MSFC * 
~67 /-14-INCH TRISONIC .. 
IA32FB .WINo TUNNEL TO DE. 
CR-141.b~q·TERMINE THE PRESS. 
-' 
·URE DISTRIBUTION .. 
-OVER THE COMPONEN-
• rs OF A 0.004 SCA-
• LE VERSION OF THE-
-ROCKWELL MCR 007 -
-4 BASELINE SHUTTL-
oE ASCENT CONFIGURe 
-ArrON (IA32F) 
*ER ET. SRB. ORBIT-
-ER WING 
SRB'S*DETERMINE PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
*E DISTRIBUTION OV· 

























E. RAMSEY I MS*DMS-OR-2027 
-VOLUME 02 
TRISON-V. W. SPARKS 








,'!P. E. RAMSEY/MSFC-DMS-OR-:2027 
"'V. W. SPARKS .VOLUME 03 
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------------------------------------------------------ --------~------~--------------------~~---------------- ------------------------
TEST 






TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 







----------------- _____________________________________ _________________ k ________ ~ ____ ~ ____________________ • __ ~ __ ~ __________________ _ 
MSFC - ~TRIPLE BALANCE TE-MCR 0074 ORB~TER 
14TWT - *ST OF THE PRR BAS-LAUNCH 
570 !-ELINE SPACE SHUTT* 













.TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
oND MOMENT DArA FO-
oR THE MCR 0074 OR-
~BITER (PRR BASELI-
oNE), EXTERNAL TAN-
.K, AND SOLID ROCK-
'OET BOOSTER IN THE~ 
°LAUNCH CONFIGURA • 
-TION AND TO IDENl-
-IFY KEY SIMULATIO~ 
'N PARAMETERS TO B-
-E USED IN LAUNCH • 
-VEHICLE WIND TUNN-
*EL TESTS 
MSFC - -TRIPLE BALANCE TE~MCR 0074 ORBITER .TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
14TWT - "ST OF THE PRR BAS.LAUNCH -ND MOMENT DATA FO-
570 !.ELINE SPACE SHUTT. -R THE MCR 0074 OR. 
IA31FB 'OLE CONFIGURATION * oBITER (PRR BASELI~ 
CR-134,436.(TWT 570).. oNE), EXTERNAL TAN-
.. • -K, AND SOLID ROCK-








MSFC - ·RESULTS OF A STAT*2A ORBITER 
14TWT - ~IC STABILITY AND t2A ORBITER WITH 
568 !.CONTROL EFFECTIVE*YMETRICAL WING 
OA47 "NESS INVESTIGATIO'ORBITER BUILDUP 
CR-128,765*N OF A 0.004 SCALa 
*E 2A ORBITER IN T. 
tHE MARSHALL SPACE. 
·FLIGHT CENTER TR * 
*ISONIC WIND TUNNE* 
'OL (MACH=0.6-4.96)-
.LAUNCH CONFIGURA .. 
"TION AND TO IDENT-
-IFY KEY SIMULATIO~ 
'ON PARAMETERS TO Bo 
*E USED IN LAUNCH • 
-VEHICLE WINO TUNN* 
0fL TESTS 
.. 

























/ t",SfC / tP.RAMSEY!NASA -OMS-OR-2028 
·Msrc *T.DAVISINSI "VOLUME 01 
*14-INCH TRISON.V. W. SPARKS "DEC •• 1974 










I -MSFC / -P. RAMSEY/NASA 'DMS-OR-2028 
*MSFC .T. DAVIS!NSI -VOLUME 02 
*14-INCH TRISON-V. W, SPARKS -DEC •• 1974 





• .. .. 
.. .. 
" I "MSFC I .E. C. ALLEN. T. TU'OMS-OR-2029 
-MSFC oTTlE, T. FOSTER I-MAY. 1973 
*14-INCH TRISON-ROCKWELL 
'IC WIND TUNNELoJ. E • VAUGHN 



















.. CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 







REPORT TITLE .. TEST EO TEST "MACH RANGE- -OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - -AEROOYNAMIC CHARA*-89B ROCKWELL INT~AFT-END CONFIGURA'FORCE 
LSWT - *CTERISTICS OF VAR*ERNATIONAL SPACE ~TION EFFECTS ON L' 
700 I*IOUS AFT-END CONF*SHUTTLE ORBITER <1FT, ORAG AND PIT-
OA14 *IGURATIONS OF THE- *CHING MOMENT 
CR-128.768*ROCKWELl INTERNA ~ 
·TIONAl -89B SPACE-
-SHUTTLE ORBITER .. 
.. 
LARC - -HYPERSONIC PERFOR*LO-l00 ORBITER -ELEVON AND BODY F-rORCE 
CFHT - "MANCE. STABILITY' 
85 I~ANO CONTROL CHARA~ 
LA3 *CTERISTICS OF A 0-
CR-12S.769*.010 SCALE MOOEl -
"OF A LANGLEY CONC" 
-EPT SPACE SHUTTLE~ 
·ORBITER 
.. .. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .'7-0TS 
iiTWT - "OAI2 AND IA9 IN T-
701 I.HE AMES RESEARCH • 
81S,!!T - "C;ENTER UNITARY 
707 I.PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A,B.C 'ON AN 0.Q3Q-SCAL ~ 
OA12A.C *E MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128.794"ACE SHUTTLE 
·VEHICLE 2A TO DET-
"ER~lNE AEROOYNAMI* 
• C LOADS 
-ARC - "RESULTS OF TESTS *17-0TS 
11TWT - .0~12 ANp IA9 IN T· 
707 I'HE AMES RESEARCH • 
87SWT - ·CENTER UNITARY 
707 I"PLAN \I!.IND TUNNELS* 
1+9A,B.C -ON IN 0.030-SCAL , 
OA12A.C *E MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128.794·ACE SHUTTLE * 
-4', 
_. 
~VEHICLE 2A TO OET-
-ERMINE AEROOYNAMJ* 
*C LOADS • 
*' 
-lAP EFFECTIVENESS' 
-TO OBTAIN AEROD{N-fORCE 
-AMIC LOADS ON LAU-
-NCH VEHICLE 
*TO OBTAIN AEROOYN'FORCE 













I *NR f oR. B. KINGSLANO '-DMS-DR-:~ ~ 
*NRtAD 
-LOW SPEED 
-RI -AUGUST. ~13 
WINO"T. L. MULKEY 




I ·LARC I ·PETER 
-LARC .LARC 
~CONTINUOUS-FLO'V. W. 
*W HYPERSONIC T*S. W. 
*UNNEL '-OMS 
.. 




- 0.030 I ·ARC I *GILLEN~. SPANGLER.OMS-OR-2032 
.. 0.6· -ARC '/RI .VOLUME 01 




-NlC WIND TUNNE*-OMS • 
-l (UNITARY) 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO' 
'OT SUPERSONIC - • 




I ·ARC I ·GIlLENS. SPANGLER-OMS-OR-2032 
-ARC ./RI ·VOLUME 02 
'11-FOOT TRANSO-H. C_ ZIMMERLE 
.NIC WIND TUNNE.-OMS 
·NOV.. 1973 
*L (UNI1 ARYl .. 
~~-FOOT BY 7-FO-
'OT SUPERSONIC .. 









0 .. " :-,~ 
:;:;J t~' 





















.PUBL 1 C~~ T IONS 
.. OR COMMENTS 
TEST 
ID 
CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF - SCALE" TESTING 
AGENCY • REPORT TITLE • TESTED • TEST -MACH RANGE-
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -17-0TS 
11TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I.HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY • 
707 I. PLAN WIND TUNNELS* 
IA9A.B.C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL .. 
OA12A.C *E MODEL OF THE Spa 
CR-12S.794-ACE SHUTTLE .. 
• VEHICLE 2A TO DET-
.ERMINE AERODYNAMI. 
.C LOADS .. 
• 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS *17-0TS 
11TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I.HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY 
707 I.PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A.B.C .DN AN O.030-SCAL -
OA12A.~ *E MODEL OF THE SP" 
CR-12S.794*ACE SHUTTLE 




ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS '17-0TS 
11TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T-
707 I-HE AMES RESEARCH • 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY 
707 I-PLAN WIND TUNNELS. 
IA9A,B,C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL • 
OA12A.C .. E MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE • 




-TO OBTAIN AERODYNorORCE 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU' 
.NCH VEHICLE 
.TO OBTAIN AERODYN'PRESSURE 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU-
*NCH VEHICLE 
-TO OBTAIN AERODYN-PRESSURE 
oAMIC LOADS ON LAU' 
-NCH VEHICLE 
.. 
• 0.030 / -ARC I "GILLENS. SPANGLER-OMS-OR-2032 
.. 0.6 - -ARC '/RI .VOLUME 03 
".4 ·"-FOOT TRANSO'H. C. ZI~MERLE -OCT.. 1973 
*NIC WINO TUNNE'-OMS 
.L (UNITARY) * 







°OT SUPERSONIC " .. 





/ tARC I ·GILLENS. SPANGLERoOMS-OR-2032 
'ARC */RI 
o"-FOOT TRANSO·H. C. ZIMMERLE 
'NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS 
-L (UNITARY) 
oS-FOOT BY 7-rO-
'OT SUPERSONIC • 








I -ARC I "GILLENS, SPANGLER-OMS-OR-2032 
*ARC ./RI 
.tl-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE 
"NIC WINO TUNNE--DMS 
*L (UNITARY) • 
oS-FOOT BY 7-rO' 
-OT SUPERSONIC • 












":"·r-:-:;;.:.: ...... ......-~-· -. .. :~~;~-:: :. };."'* ;i,W "~.' 0-. :;;;-~.;:.;i~1.: ;;.. 
-....... ->\. ~ ... :iI,., 
e;7-

















.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .17-0TS 
llTWT - .OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I*HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - *CENTER UNITARY 
707 I-PLAN WIND~TUNNELS. 
IA9A,B,C -ON AN 0.030-SCAL .. 
OA12A,C .E'MODEL OF THE SP* 
CR-128,794.ACE SHUTTLE 
~VEHICLE 2A TO DET' 
.ERMINE AERODYNAMI* 
• C LOADS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *17-0TS 
11TWT - -OA12 ~ND IA9 IN T* 
707 I.HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
"87SWT - *CENTERUNITARY 
707 I.PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A.B.C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL • 
OA12A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* 
CR-12S.794*ACE SHUTTLE 




ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *17-DTS 
l1TWT - .OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I -HE'A"MES RESEARCH • 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY 
707 I.PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A,B,C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL • 








TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
*TO OBTAIN AERODYNoPRESSURE 
*AMIC LOADS ON LAU-
"NCH VEHICLE 
.. 
-TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 
-AMIC LOADS ON LAU' 
"NCH VEHICLE 
.. 
-TO OBTAIN AERODYN-PRESSURE 













I .ARC I "GILLENS. SPANGLER*OMS-OR-2032 
.ARC -fRI ·VDLUME 06 
~11-FOOT TRANSO.H. C. ZIMMERLE -DEC.. 1973 
-NIC WINO TUNNE*-DMS -
'L (UNITARY) .. 
"a-FOOT BY 7-FO* • 
tOT SUPERSONIC • .. 





* I -ARC I ·GILLENS. SPANGLER'DMS-DR-2032 
-ARC -/RJ 
'11-FOOT TRANSO'H. C. ZIMMERLE 
-NIC WIND TUNNE--OMS 
'L (UNITARY) 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO· 
tOT SUPERSONIC • 













• 0.030 I -ARC I -GILLENS, SPANGLER-DMS-DR-2032 
• 0.6 - -ARC -/RI .VOLUME 08 
-1-4 ·'1-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE oDEC.. 1973 
-Nrc WIND TUNNE*-OMS 
-L (UNITARY) 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO' 
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TYPE OF .. SCALE-







• PUB LI CA TI ONS 
.OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS .'7-0TS 
ltTWT - .OAI2 AND IA9 IN T-
707 I*HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - -CENTER UNITARY 
707 I.PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A,B,C -ON AN 0.030-SCAL • 
OAI2A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP· 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE 
.VEHICLE 2A TO DET-
-ERMINE AERODYNAMI-
·C LOADS 
-ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -17-0TS 
l1TWT - *OAI2 AND IA9 IN T-
707 I-HE AMES RESEARCH * 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY • 
707 I*PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A,B,C -ON AN 0.030-SCAL .. 
OA12A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128,794-ACE SHUTTLE 
-VEHICLE 2A TO DET· 
• ERMINE AERODYNAMI· 
• C LOADS 
" • ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS '17-0TS 
l1TWT - *OAI2 AND IA9 IN T· 
707 I.HE AMES RESEARCH • 
87SWT - ·CENTER UNITARY • 
707 I'PLAN WIND TUNNELS· 
IA9A,B,C -ON AN 0.030-SCAL -
OA12A,C .• E MODEL OF THE SP. 
CR-128,794*ACE SHUTTLE • 




*TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 




kTO OBTAIN AERODYN-PRESSURE 




-TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 


















I .. ARC I TGILLENS. SPANGLER-DMS-DR-2032 
-ARC */RI -VOLUME 09 
-II-FOOT TRANSO·H. C. ZIMMERLE .vAN.. 1974 
-NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS • 
*L (UNITARY) .. 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO* 
*OT SUPERSONIC -





I -ARC I -GIlLENS, SPANGLER+DM$-DR-2032 
'ARC */RI 
'I,-FOOT TRANSO'H. C. 1IMMERlE 
-NIC WIND TUNNE--DMS 
·l (UNITARY) 
·S-FOOT BY 7-FO' 
*OT SUPERSONIC .. 

















·'l-FOOT TRANSO*H. C. ZIMMERLE 
-NIC WINO TUNNE·-DMS 
*L (UNITARY) 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO· 
-OT SUPERSONIC .. 
-WIND TUNNEL (u* 
-NITARY) 




. ,.. ::a 






1''' :"' ;:.~·-:.-:;·~~,Zi::::-:4;;:~':""-;·'~-:Y;; t:~ .... ,!.-:1.'l,~ :t~r.·:7:::::. ~~- ... '::; ,:;1..t 
~ 
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.. TYPE OF .. SCALE' TESTING .. 






ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -17-0TS 
11TWT - .OAI2 AND IA9 IN T-
707 I-HE AMES RESEARCH -
87SWT - ~CENTER UNITARY 
707 I·PLAN WIND TUNNELS* 
IA9A.B.C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL * 
OAI2A.C TE MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128.794 oACE SHUTTLE 
·VEHICLE 2A TO DET* 
*ERMINE AERODYNAMI* 
'C LOADS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS o17-0TS 
I~TWT - ·OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I-HE AMES RESEARCH * 
87SWT - 'CENTER UNITARY 
707 I.RLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A.B.C ·DN AN 0.030-SCAL • 
OAI2A.C *E MODEL OF THE SP-
CR-128.794'ACE SHUTTLE 




ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS '17-0TS 
l1TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T' 
701 I-HE AMES RESEARCH' 
87SWT - 'CENTER UNITARY 
701, I "PLAN WIND TUNNELS* 
IA9A.B.C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL • 




-VEHICLE 2A TO DET" 
• ERMI.NE AEROOYNAMI' 
oC LOADS 
• 
.TO OBTAIN AERODYN*PRESSURE 







*TO OBTAIN AFRODYN'PRESSURE 




-TO OBTAIN AERODYN'PRESSURE 










I "ARC I -GILL ENS. SPANGLER'DMS-OR-2032 
'ARC '/RI *VOLUME 12 
'!I-FOOT TRANSO-H. C. ZIMMERLE .JAN.. 1974 
"NlC WIND TUNNE--DMS .. 
*L (UNITARY) .. 
oS-FOOT BY 7-FO- • 
.OT SUPERSONIC .. 
,WIND TUNNEL (u* .. 
'NITARY) .. 
.. 
• 0.030 I -ARC ! "GILLENS. SPANGLER-DMS-DR-2032 
.. 0.6 - *ARC '!RI -VOLUME 13 
*1.4 .It-FOOl TRANSO·H. C. ZIMMERLE 'MARCH. 1974 
'NIC WIND TUNNE--DMS .. 
'L (UNTTARY) 
·S-FOOT BY 7-FO' 





* 0.030 ! 'ARC I ·GILLENS. SPANGLER'DMS-DR-2032 
~ 0.6 - ~ARC -!RI -VOLUME 14 
-1.4 ~11-FOOT TRANSO-H. C. ZIMMERLE ·MARCH. 1974 
,NIC WIND TUNNEt.-DMS ~ 
'L (UNtrARY) ~ 
>S-FOOT BY 7-FO' 
'OT SUPERSONIC -
















u 7' '~"""' )~ ".J~: 1 
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• CONFIGURATIONS' TEST 
PURPOSE 







-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST "MACH RANGE-
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .17-0TS 
l1TWT - .OAI2 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 /*HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - -CENTER UNITARY .. 
707 /-PLAN WINO TUNNELS* 
IA9A.B.C .ON AN 0.030-SCAL -
OAI2A.C -E MODEL OF THE SP* 
CR-12S,794"ACE SHUTTLE .. 
.VEHICLE 2A TO DET~ 
"ERMINE AERODYNAMI-
*C LOADS 
ARC - .. RESULTS OF TESTS -17-0TS 
l1TWT - .OAI2 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 /.HE AMES RESEARCH • 
87SWT - ·CENTER UNITARY 
707 /-PLAN WINO TUNNELS-
IA9A.B.C "ON AN 0.030-SCAL -
OAI2A.C *E MODEL OF THE SP* 
CR-12S.794·ACE SHUTTLE 




ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS ~17-0TS 
l1TWT - *OAI2 AND IA9 IN T~ 
707 /-HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
87SWT - .CENTER UNITARY 
707 /·PLAN WIND TUNN.ELS. 
IA9A,B,C -ON AN 0.030-SCAL .. 
OA12A,C tE MODEL OF THE SP. 
CR-12S.794-ACE SHUTTLE 0 




"TO OBTAIN AERODVN-PRESSURE 
-AMIC LOADS ON LAU· 
-NCH VEHICLE 
.. 
°TO OBTAIN AERDoYN.PRESSURE 
-AMIC LOADS ON LAU-
*NCH VEHICLE 
.. 
oTO OBTAIN AEROoYN-PRESSURE 






_ ~,:..; , ' • c· 
















/ "ARC / -GILLENS. SPANGLER*oMS-oR-2032 
'ARC -/RI -VOLUME 15 
"II-FOOT TRANSO-H. C. ZIMMERLE .MARCH. 1974 
-NIC WIND TUNNE--oMS 
°L (UNITARY) -
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO' .. 
"OT SUPERSONIC .. .. 
·WIND TUNNEL CUo 
*NITARY) 
/ -ARC / -GILLENS. SPANGLER-oMS-oR-2032 
'ARC -/RI 
·11-FOOT TRANSO-H. C. ZIMMERLE 
-NIC WINO TUNNEo-oMS 
*L (UNITARY) 
-a-FOOT BY 7-FO-














·II-FOOT TRANSO-H. C. ZIMMERLE 
-NIC WIND TUNNE*-OMS 
*L (UNITARY) -
"S-FODT BY 7-FO* 
-OT SUPERSONIC .. 
























- ..-,-;:~-",::::;;; .. ~ 
-.< ~,..,~. -.-.-.. i • c ... :&. .. 
r=7 






.. CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 








.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TESTED * TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .'7-0TS 
11TWT - *OA12 AND IA9 IN T* 
707 I-HE AMES RESEARCH * 
~7SWT - *CENTER UNITARY 
707 I*PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
IA9A,B,C "ON AN 0.030-SCAL .. 
OA12A,C *E MODEL OF THE SP* 
CR-128,794+ACE SHUTTLE .. 





LARC - .SUPERSONIC STABILyLO-100 
UPWT - *ITY AND CONTROL C' 
995 I*HARACTERISTICS OF-
1014 I*A LANGLEY CONCEP • 
LA4 *T SPACE SHUTTLE O. 
CR-128.772*RBITER AT MACH 1 .• 




*TO OBTAIN AEROOY~>PRESSURE 








LARC - ~AEROOYNAMIC AND 'F.DOUBLE DELTA WING·LONGITUOINAL AND -FORCE 
'LATERAL-DIRECTION-22HT - -LOW VISUALIZATION.ORBITER 
405 I*STUOIES ON A SPA • 
LA22 -CE SHUTTLE CONCEP" 
CR-128.764*TWITH A DOUBLE 0* 
*ELTA WING ORBITER. 
*AT A MACH NUMBER .. 
*OF 20.3 .. 
• .. 
·AL CHARACTERISTIC-
·S, AND CONTROL EF' 
·FECTIVENESS AS WE-














-ARC - .THERMAL PROTECTIO".THERMAL PROTECTIO-TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS"'.0 
3.5HWT - -N SYSTEM GAP HEAT*N SYSTEM .AMIC HEATING RATE' -5.1 
158 I.INGRATES OF THE -- ·DATA IN AND AROU - *5.1 
OH2A .ROCKWELL INTERNAT· .ND GAPS AT THE .. 
OH2B "IONALFLAT PLATE" "TPS 





~, "\ ~ 
~,~ 
•. j ~ .. > 
I ·ARC I .GILLENS, SPANGLER*DMS-DR-2032 
.ARC "/RI .VOLUME 18 
'l'-FOOT TRANSOoH. C. ZIMMERLE .MAV. 1974 
.NIC WIND TUNNE*-DMS .. 
"L (UNITARY) .. 
.8-FOOT BY 7-FO* .. 
*OT SUPERSONIC • .. 




--I 'LARC / oO.R.STONE/LARC.B.*DMS-DR-2033 
·LARC 
-UNITARY PLAN 
.SPENCER/NR '-uULY, 1973 
W·R. SINGELLTON -
-IND TUNNEL ·-DMS 
• 
I .LARC / -W.C. WOODS. OAVID·OMS-DR-2034 
"LARC oR. STONE. uAMES "uULV _ 1973 
·22-INCH HELIUM'P. ARRINGTON /LAR" 
-TUNNEL'C .-
"u. E. VAUGHN 







I .ARC I -T. F. FOSTER. W. ·OMS-DR-2035 
"ARC '-u. GRIFALL/RI -APRIL. 1974 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER.W. K. LOCKMAN/ARC-
"SONlC WIND TUN"O. A. SARVER • 

















~" N ... .-
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------









r -MODEL .. 
.. TYPE OF • SCALE-
r TEST 'MACH RANGE' 
TESTING 
AGENCY 
LARC - .AERODYNAMIC AND F*LARC LO-l00 ORBIT·DEFINE THE EFFECT-FORCE .. .0040 / *LARC / 










.DAVID R. STONE /N.DMS-OR-2036 
"ASA LARC -AUGUST. 1973 
413 /*STUDIES ASSOCIAT - -AND WING lEAOING-* 
-
*22~INCH HELIUM-D. E. POUCHER .. 
LA5 -ED WITH VARIATION-
CR-128,775*S IN THE GEOMETRY. 
-OF THE FORWARD P • 
*ORTION OF IRREGUL* 
-AR PLANFORM WINGS-
-AT A MACH NUMBER .. 
*OF 20.3 
• 
LTV - -RESULTS OF INVEST-140A/B ORBITER 
HSWT - *IGATIONS ON A 0.0-140A/B ORBITER 
488 1-15-SCALE 140A/B C*THOUT VERTICAL 
OA84 .ONFIGURATION *Il 
CR-134,405·SPACE SHUTTLE VEH.,40A/B ORBITER 
*ICLE ORBITER MODE*THOUT VERTICAL 
*L (49-0) IN THE L-IL AND WING 
-TV 4 BY 4-FOOT .. 
*HIGH SPEED WIND T-
*UNNEl 
... 
-NRLAO - .RESULTS OF LOW SP-NR ORBITER 
LSWT - -EEO WIND TUNNEL T* 
701 /*ESTS ON A .0405 S* 
OA16 -CALE MODEL ROCKWE* 
CR-128,793.LL SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
-ORBITER TESTED BO· 
• TH IN FREE AIR AN. 
*0 IN THE PRESENCE-
-OF A GROUND PLAN .. 
*E 
.. • 
·EOGE SWEEP ANGLES· 
-AT HYPERSONIC SPE· 
-EOS 










.v. ESPARZA IROCK-D~S-OR-2037 





·0. A. SARVER 




*R. MENNELL. B. 
'MERON/ROCKWElL 
CA·OMS-OR-203a 
IN-FEB. • 1974 
WIND*TERNATIONAL 
oJ. E. VAUGHN 
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.. CONFIGURATIONS- TEST 
PURPOSE 






"OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST .MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
MSFC - .. RESULTS OF WIND T-MODEL 2A ORBITER .DETERMINE PROXIMI.FORCE 
14TWT - *UNNEL TESTS AT MA*AND EXTERNAL TANK*TY EFFECTS ON THE-
571 /"CH 5 ON THE .004 ~ .AERODYNAMIC FORC .. 
IAGA .SCALE MODEL 2A CO- -ES AND MDMENTS EX. 
CR-134.071+NFIGURATION SPACE. *PERIENCED BY VEHI* 
"SHUTTLE TO DETER • .CLE 2A CONFIGURAT-
.,MINE PROXIMITY EF-- -ION SHUTTLE ORBIT-
-FECTS AND ORBITER· ·ER AND EXTERNAL T* 
·CONTROL EFFECTIVE. .ANK DURING AND AB-
*NESS DURING ORBIT. .ORT SEPARATION 
"ER!EXTERNAL TANK 
.. ABORT SEPARATION .. 
• T 
LARC - .SURFACE ROUGHNESS*NAR 089-B-139 ORB-SURFACE ROUGHNESS-FORCE 
·EFFECTS ON TRANS -
~ONIC AERODYNAMICS-
8TPT - ~EFFECTS ON THE T *ITER 
643 /*RANSONIC AERODYNA* 




LARC - .. TRANSONIC AERODYN*LARC LO-l00 ORBIT-TRANSONIC AERODYN-FORCE 
*AMIC CHARACTERIST· 8TPT - *AMIC CHARACTERIST*ER (SHIPS) 
644 I-ICS ASSOCIATED WI* 
LA7A *TH VARIATIONS IN • 
CR-128.781*THE GEOMETRY OF T-
"HE FORWARD PORTIO· 




*TH VAR1ATIONS IN .. 
·THE GEOMETRY OF T* 
-HE FORWARD PORTIO • 
*N OF IRREGULAR PL-
*ANFORM WINGS 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF FLOW V'ORBITER ALONE -FLOW VISUALIZATIOtFORCE 
14TWT - .. ISUALIZATION STl.lD*MFSC MODEL NO 453.N STUDIES 
584 /*IES IN THE NASA/M· -
IA52-SFC 14 X 14 INCH - .. 
,CR-134.087"TRISONIC WIND TUN· 
-NEL ON A .004 SCAT 
*LE MODEL (34-0) S-
-PACE SHUTTLE ORBI- .. 
*TER AND INTEGRATE· * 
*0 VEHICLE 
'-
~ . .., .... ,-, -,-- , 
""" 













/ oW. P. GARTON IROC*OMS'OR~2039 
*KWELL ~MARCH_ 1974 
TRISONtu. E. VAUGHN 



















~LARC *NCER /LARC 
-8-FOOT TRANSON*V. W. SPARKS 
--IC PRESSURE TU-B. W. MYERS .. 
*NNEL '-OMS 
/ -LARC I 1BERNARD SPENCER.u-OMS-DR-2041 
*LARC *R. /NASA LARC ·OCT.. 1973 
--8-FOOT TRANSON-D. E. POUCHER 









/ oW. P. GARTON/RI 


























,rC;:;rl\. ~~ _ 'ltI 
~-·T (.) 






• CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






oOR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCY 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER OAT*RSI TILES.ORBITER.HEAT TRANSFER DAToHEAT-TRANS*1.00 / .LARC I .C. B. uOHNSON ILA*OMS-DR-2043 
8VOHT - *A TO CAVITIES BET- *A FOR RSI TILES ·8.0 -LARe *RC -JUNE. 1973 
624 I-WEEN SIMULATED RS* .. 
LA16 *1 TILES AT MACH 8. .. 
CR-128.770* .. 
* * 
ARC - -RESULTS OF INVEST*SHUTTLE ORBITER 2*DETERMINE LONGITU-FORCE 
*OINAl AND LATERAL' 
--DIRECTIONAL STAB' 
3.5HWT - -IGATIONS ON A O.O*A 
157 /·15-SCALE MOOEl 2A-
OA11A -CONFIGURATION OF .. 
CR-128.786*THE ROCKWELL INT .. 
-ERNATIONAL SPACE .. 
-SHUTTLE ORBITER I* 
*N THE NASA/AMES R* 
*ESEARCH CENTER 3 .• 
-5 FOOT HYPERSONIC* 
*WIP) TUNNEL 
• 
NRLAD - .RESULTS OF INVEST-ROCKWELL SSV 
LSWT - .IGATIDNS (OA18) O-TER 
704 ./oF A 0.0405 SCALE .. 
OA18 .MODEL OF THE 2A A· 
CR-128,779.NO 3 SPACE SHUTTL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU. 
·RATIONS IN THE NO. 
*RTH AMERICAN AERO· 
*NAUTICAl LABORATO* 
-RY LOW SPEED WIND-
-TUNNEL AT M = O. .. 
*26 AND 0.16 
.. 
LARC - .AERODYNAMIC STASI.LARe LO-IOO 
8TPT - -LITY AND CONTROL ~ER 
648 /-CHARACTERISTICS O. 
LA17 of A LANGLEY CONCE-
CR-128.?76*PT SPACE SHUTTLE -
-ORBITER (LO-IOO) .. 
*AT MACH NUMBERS 0-








ORBI-OBTAIN SIX CC~PON-FORCE 
• ENT FORCE DI\,r A AN' 




·A"U C PERFORMANCE." 
"STABILITY AND CON-
-TROL AND CONTROL • 
·EFFECTIVENESS 
















-MACH 8 VARIABL-W. M. HALE 
-E-DENSITY HYPE--OMS 
*RSONIC TUNNEL - .. 
.. 
/ "ARC I • ... ORRIS D. MIlAM/R·DMS~OR~2044 
-ARC -OCKWElL -OCT.. 1973 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-JACK A. MELlENTHI* 
-SONIC WIND TUN-N/NASA AMES 









'0. E. POUCHER 
WIND·-OMS 
°DMS~DR-2045 








I "lARC I +BERNARC SPENCER.~·OMS-OR-2046 
.LARC *R. /NASA LARC "AUGUST. 1973 
-S-Foor TRANSON·O. E. POUCHER 










~ ... ~: t;~ 
;i,'i i"" 




..."p" ~ > 
. . ~~ " 
<-~:::. i 
. .. , 
l~} ",. 
... _- -., ---- ----- ---- -----_ ... -- ---- ------ ------------ -_ ... ---_ ..... --- ---.~ -- - --...,. -"" "'" "" -_ ..... -----------------.............................. --_ ... _---_ .. _---------- .. --..... -... _-
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.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
---------------------------------------------------------~--------~---~----~---~-----~- ... --- ... ------------------ ... -------------~---~-~-
LARC - -EFFECT OF WALL TO*040A SPACE SHUTTLkiO -HEAT-TRANS· .006 
CFHT - *TOTAL TEMPERATUR -E CONFIGURATION .- • 
98 I.E RATIO VARIATION-· 
LA31 .ON HEAT TRANSFER * • 
CR-134.086" .. 
• • 
ARC - ·WINO TUNNEL TEST -2A CONFIGURATION ~TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
97SWT - "OF THE 0.019 (2A • -NO MOMH'T DATA. 'W'PRESSURE 
710 I.CONFIGURATION) JE- -ING PRESS. DIST •• " 
IA12B *T PLUME SPACE SHU· "ELEVON AND RUDDER· 
CR-134.104·TTLE INTEGRATED v- -BENOING MOMENTS 
·EHICLE IN THE ARC- -AND OETERMINE EFF' 
-9- BY 7-FOOT UNI • -ECT OF SRM AND ~~p. 
kTARY WIND TUNNEL - '·S PLUMES. SRM t~,D' 
- --ORB. NOZZLE GIMB -
.~~ ANGLES. AND SR-
-,.., SflROUDS OFF 
ot 
LARC - *AERODYNAMIC HEATI-NR 2A ORBITER 
8VDHT - ·NG OF A. SPACE SHU-
3619/3670/·TTLE DOUBLE DELTA· 
DH40 'WING ORBITER 
CR-128.771*AT MACH NUMBER 8.-
*0 
.. 
ARC - -WIND TUNNEL TEST "ROCKWELL SSV 2A 
66SWT - -OF THE 0.15-SCALE-RBITER 
706 /"ROCKWELL INTERNA .. 
0.43 -nONAL .sPACE SHUT" 




.ER IN THE AMES 6-· 
-BY 6-FOOT SUPERS • 
*ONIC WINO TUNNEL • 
.. 
-
-DETERMINATION OF ~FORCE 
-HEATING EFFECTS F-
"OR LAMINAR THROUG' 
-H TURBULENT FLIGH-
otT REGIMES DURING -
-REENTRY. 
.. 
O-LONGITUDINAL AND -FORCE 
·LATERAL-DIRECTION· 
-oAL CHARACTERISTIC-
.5. RUDDER AND ELE· 



























I-ARC I -R. B. HARDIN. R.·ONS-OR-2048 
! 
! 
·'ARC oR. BURROWS IROCK'W.vULV. 1974 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO·ELL .. 
.OT SUPERSONIC *L. R. GUIST IARC .. 







'lARe I -H. GOROWITZ!ROCKW*OMS-DR-2049 
-LARC -Ell .vUlY. 1973 
-MACH 8 VARIABL.R. WHITE/GAC 
-E-OENSITY HYPE.A. T. KAVANAUGH 
-RSONIC TUNNEL --OMS 
-.. 
.ARC / ·M. O. NILAM. T. v-OMS-OR-2050 
'ARC *. DZIUBALA /RI - -NOV.. 1973 
oS-FOOT BY 6-FO .. K. C. ENDICOTT lA-
-OT SUPERSONIC -RC - T. MCGRATH I-
·WINO TUNNEL .ARO .-
., 
.. 
-N. u. LANFRANCO 
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TEST 







TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 









MSFC - -AERODYNAMIC CHARA*BOOSTER MSFC 
14TWT - *CTERISTICS OF A 1'L NO.449 
572 /-42-INCH DIAMETER -
SA5F ~SOLID ROCKET BOOS. 
CR-128,774*TER (CONFIGURATIO. 
·NS 89B AND 139) • 
-.. ,. 
.. 
MODE"TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
-NO MOMENT DATA TO-
-INPUT IN COMPUTE -
-R PROGRAM TO OETE~ 
·RMINE THE RATE OF" 
'DECELERATION AND • 
'THE ATTITUOE OF 
-THE SRB'S DURING .. 
'FREE-FALL 
LARC - *SUPERSONIC AERODY'LO-1oo ORB(SHIPS)-EFFECTS OF GEOMET*FORCE 
UPWT - *NAMIC CHARACTERIS~\BW2VFB) -RY ON SUPERSONIC' 
1015 I.-TICS ASSOCIATED W* -AEROOYNAMIC CHARA-
LA10 *ITH VARIATIONS IN· *CTERISTICS ON PLA* 
CR-128,791-THE G~OMETRY OF T* 'NFORM WINGS 
-HE FORWARD PORTIO' -
oN OF IRREGULAR PL· -
*ANFORM WINGS .. 
NRLAD - .EXPERIMENTAL INVE*ORBITER 3 
LSWT - .STIGATIONS OF AN -
705 /*0.0405 SCALE SPAC. 
OA21B *E SHUTTLE .. 
CR-128.792*CONFIGURATION 3 0-






NRLAD - .EXPERIMENTAL INVE*ORBITER 3 
lSWT - oSTIGATIONS OF AN .. 
705 /*0.0405 SCALE SPAC-
0421B .E SHUTTLE 
CR-128,192~CONFIGURATION 3 0-
. .,,' ~" 4".f"" ,,, 
kRBITER TO DETERMI-






,."~ -_If'~:~:: ," ~ .• ~.J,t.:'-:::-, :, ~ ... 4"'1" .:...;.; 
·INVESTIGATE THE L.FORCE 
*ONGITUDINAL AND L. 
*ATERAL-DIRECTIONA* 
-L SUBSONIC AERODY* 
-NAMIC CHARACTERIS' 
-TICS OF THE RDCKw* 
"ELL INTERNATIONAL-
.PROPOSED PRR T 
·SPACE SHUTTLE ORB· 
'ITER 
-INVESTIGATE THE t*FORCE 
*ONGITUDINAL AND L-
'ATERAL-DIRECTIONA-
*L SUBSONIC AERODY* 
-NAMrc CHARACTERIS* 














.. 0.0405 / 
.. 
.. 
































-D. R. STONE. 
-PENCER/LARC 
W·V. W. SPARKS 










*B. W. CAMERON AND*OMS-OR-2053 
*A. v. RITSCHEl I ·VOLUME 01 
.. toW SPEED 
<rut-mEL 











*0. A. SARVER 




.B. W. CAMERON AND-OMS-DR-2053 
·A. J. RITSCHEL / -VOLUME 02 
WIND-ROCKWEll HHERNA "FEB.. 1974 
"TIONAl • 
'0. A. SARVER 
-B. W. MYERS .. 
"OMS 
• 







~4 .. , 
ti' .~".. 
.... ""'1 .~, 
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~MODEL .. 
TEST 





TYPE OF .. SCALE" TESTING 







LARC - ·SURFACE ROUGHNESS'NR ORBITER 
UPWT - *EFFECTSON THE SU .. 
1023/1034j.PERSONIC AERODYNA-
LABA -MICS OF THE ROCKW* 
LABB -WELL INTERNATIONA+ 
CR-128.796·L 089B-139 ORBITE-
·R 
'MSFC - -STATIC STABILITY -ORBITER 139 
~4TWT - *AND CONTROL EFFEC·ORBIT~R 139B 
574 I*TIVENESS OF MODEL. 
OA48 *S 12-0 AND 34-0 ~ 




M'S'FC - "STATIC STABILITY .ORBITER 139 
14TWt - -AND CONTROL EFFEC*ORBITER 139B 
~74 j*TIVENESS OF ~ODEL' 
OA48 "S 12-0 AND 34-0 
CR- 128. 780*OF THE VEHICLE 3 * 
-CONFIGURATIONS 
"" '. 
-(MSFC - -STATIC STABILITY .'ORBITER~39 
l~rwT - ~AND CONTROL EFFEC-ORBITER 139B 
'574 I·TIVENESS~OFMODEL. 
~A48 .S 12-0 ~ND 34-0 • 
'CR-128.780.0F THE VEHICLE 3 '" 
·CONFI GURA TI ONS 
• 
'" LARC - *SUR'FACE ROUGHNESS*NAR 089B-MOO 
L TPT - *EFFECTS ON THE S 'H O'MS 
130/135 I*UBSdNIC AERODYNAlHNAR 089B-MOD 
'LAg . '''ICS OF THE 
CR-128.782"'ROCKWELL INTERNAT" 
"". ; ... 
'~ 





*TO DETERMINE THE ·FORCE 
·EFFECTS OF SURFAC· 
*E ROUGHNESS ON TH* 
~E ORBITER 4ERODYN" 
.AMIC CHARACTERIST. 
.ICS OVER COMPLETE· 
*MACHRANGE .. 
.. 
-TO DETERMINE THE ·FORCE 
.STATIC STABILITY • 
*ANO CONTROL EFFEC' 
'TIVENESS OF MODEL' 
Q2-0 AND 34-0 
• 
.. ... 
WTO DETERMINE THE -tORCE 
'STATIC STAbILITY • 
~AND CONTROL EFFEC' 
'TIVENESS OF 'MODEL" 
·'2-0 AN[1 34-0 




"12-0 AND 3~-0 .. 
Jf .. 
~ . 






















1 ·LARC I -G.M. WARE • BERNA*OMS-DR-2054 
-LARC -RO SPENCER vR. It'NOV .• 1973 
·UNITARY PLAN W*ARC 
.. IIIID TUNNEL *J. £. VAUGHN 
·B. W. MYERS 
--OMS .. 
• 
/ "MSFC / -E.C. AU t'VROCKWE*OMS-OR-2055 
·..,SFC *LL 'VOLUME 01 
-t4-INCH TRISON*TERRY TUTTLE/ROCK-SEPT •• 1973 












*V. W. SPARKS 









*'V. W. SPARKS 
*B. v. FRICKEN 
--OMS 
• 
1 -E.C. AlLEN/ROCKWE-OMS-OR-2055 
*LL 'VOLUME 03 
TRISON*lERRV TUTTLE/ROCK-NOV.. 1973 
TUNNEL·WELL • 
-v. w. SPARKS • 
-B. J. FRICKEN -
'-OMS 
.. 
-LARC / -G. M. WARE AND BE-OMS-OR-2.056 
-LARC -RNARD SPENCER. vR.NOV.. 1973 
-LOW-TURBULENCE"./LARC .. 
.PRESSURE TUNN olli. O. MIl:AM/ROCKW-
°EL -ELL INTERNATIONAL" 
"v. E. VAUGHN .. 





































• REPORT TITLE .. TEST .MACH RANGE· .. -OR COMMENTS 
LARC - -RESULTS OF AN EXP-ORBITER. 
UPWT - *ERIMENTAL AERDOYN-2A.3 
1035 /-AMIC INVES1IGATIO-
OA44 '*N TO OBTAIN STATI. 
CR-134,411*C STABILITY AND C1 
.. ONTROl CHARACTERI~ 
*STICS OF THE SSV .. 
.CONFIGURATIONS 2A" 
*(VL70-000089B) MO-
-DEL 1 AND 3 (VL70· 
.-000139B) MODEL 2-
-ORBITERS AT MACH -
• NUMBERS OF 2.5. 3-
*.9. AND 4.6 IN THo 
*E NASA LARC 4X4-F-
*OOT UPWT (OA44) * 
.. 
MOOIFIEO.STAB.AND CONTROL -FORCE 
-CHARS. OF CONFIG .. 






LARC - -RESULTS OF THE O.·ORBITER NAR VL70-'OBTAIN GENERAL ST-FORCE 
LTPT - .015 SCALE SPACE S·000134B CONFIG. -ABILITY AND CONTRr 
138 I-HUTTLE VEHICLE OR~ .OL CHARACTERISTIC-
OA17 ·BITER TEST (OA17)- *S 





ARC - .INVESTIGATIONS OF-ORBITER 2A .DETERMINE THE FOR-FORCE 
-CEo MOMENT, AND Hr 
*INGE MOMENT CHARA* 
*CTERISTICS 
3.SHWT - -THE SPACE SHUTTL -
160 I-E ORBITER 2A CONF-
OA11B *IGURATION * 
CR-128,79S*0.015-SCALE MODEL* 
TI ._"_-1~" 
• IN THE NAS~ AMES .. 
*RESEARCH CENTER 
~3.5-FOOT 
-HYPERSONIC WINO T. 
• UNNEL AT MACH NUM* 
-BERS 5. 7 AND 10 .. 
.. .. 
... __ "~_ ~ ri_ 
""",:, .. t ... , .• . __ , . .i.2L::::::. ... .. 4,. .. ,,_ 
-OF CONFIGURATION • 
*2A SPACE SHUTTLE • 
.VEHICLE ORBITER A· 
·T MACH 
.NUMBERS 5, 7, AND-
-10 













































.LARC -R. AND JAMES ELLI.MARC~. 1974 
-LOW-TURBULENCE-SON /NASA LARC .. 
·PRESSURE TUNN *0. E. POUCHE~ .. 




I 'ARC 1 0 M. D. MILAM AND M-DMS-DR-2059 
-ARC *. E. NICHOLS/ROCK-JUNE, 1974 
O'3.5-FOOT HYPER.WF.LL INTERNATIONA-
·SONIC WIND TUN.l .. 
-NEL .J. A. MELLENT~IN .. 
• 
-AND v. CLEARY/HAS • 
.A!~MES RESEARCH C~ 
-ENTER 
















• -t::'l-.,~:;:r.= ... ,'~ .t'-::';'~ ';:,,'{, . ~ 
""""'~ 
[4 !. ~ilf .1il'im.l!i 





CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 





.. PUBLI CA TI ONS 
-OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE ~ TESTED ~ TEST -MACH RANGE-
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN AER*ORBITER 3.A 
3.SHWr - .ODYNAMIC FfRCE AN-
163 /-0 MOMENT INVESTIG-
OAS8 *ATION OF AN 0.015-
CR-134,091.-SCALE CONFIGURATA 
-ION 3 SPACE SHUTT. 
*LE ORBITER IN THE~ 
-NASA/ARC 3.5-FOO • 
*T HYPERSONIC WIND-
-TUNNEL (OAS8) 
'" NRLAD - -SUBSONIC, TRANSON*VL70-000139B 
7TWT - *IC. AND SUPERSONI-EL NO. 42-0) 
276 /.C STABILITY AND C.VL70-000147B 
OAG8 .ONTROl CHARACTER-*EL NO. 49-0) 
CR-128,789*ISTICS OF THE -14* 




-AhG CONTROL CHAR -





(MOD-STABILITY AND CON-FORCE 
-TROL CHARACTERIST-
(MOD-ICS 
AEDC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO-E CONFIG 3 
VA323 /*N EFFECTS TEST CO*32-0TS) 
IA13 *NDUCTEO IN THE .. 
VEHICL*SEPARATION TEST O' 
(MODEL-F SRB FROM ET AND-
*ET FROM ORB. USI • 
-NG CAPTIVE TRAJEC-
CR- 134. 117 *AEDC 40X 40 INCH • 
"'" 
·t 
-TUNNEL A FACILITY • 
• ON THE ROCKWELL 
·INTERNATIONAL 
-LAUNCH CONFIGURAT-

















/ -ARC / -T. J. DZIUBALA/RI*DMS-DR-2060 
-ARC ?J. w. CLEARV/NASA-JUNE, 1974 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER.ARC 








/ *R. C. MENNELL /RI*DMS-DR-2061 




/ -ROCKWELL/ -JACK CAMPBELL/RI -OMS-DR-2062 
*AEDC +J. E. VAUGHN -VOLUME 01 
-SUPERSONIC WIN*M. M. MOSER JR. -AUGUST. 1975 







to '-'~1J c:: 7'::) 
~ (', 
r k J ~ 





.~ ~·.Ji -_ ....... ->--
~ .- ~ 

















-OR COMMENTS * REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE-
AEDC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED VEHICL-SEPARATION TEST O-FORCE 
SWTA - "TS OF A SEPARATlO"E CONFIG. 3 (MODE*F:;RB FROM ET ANO* 
VA323 j*N EFFECTS TEST COol 32-0TS) *ET FROM ORB. USI -
IA13 *NOUCTEO IN THE AE- .NG CAPTIVE TRAJEC-
CR-134,118-0C 40 X 40 INCH T.. -TORY SYSTEM 
*UNNEL A FACILITY .. 
-ON THE ROCKWELL I· 
*NiERNATIONAL LAUN-
*CH CONFIGURATION y .-
-3 INTEGRATED VEHr* 
·CLE- .. 
-AEDC - .AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATED 
SWTA - -TS OF A SEPARATIO-E CONFIG. 
VA323 j*N EF~ECTS TEST COol 32-0TS) 
IA13 -NOUCTED IN THE AE; 
CR-141,801.DC 40 X 40 INCH T* 
*UNNEL A FACILITY .. 
·ON THE ROCKWELL 1* 
*NTERNATIONAL LAUN* 
*CH CONFIGURATION .. 
*3 INTEGRATED VEHI* 
·CLE 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -INTEGRATED 
14TWT - .IN THE MSFC 14X14*E 
579/580 j.INCH TRISONIC WI • 
IA37 -NO TUNNEL ON A .• 
IA48 *004 SCALE MODEL O. 
CR-128,78S-F THE ROCKWELL IN-
*TERNATIONAL SPACE-
·SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
·3, (INTEGRATED CO. 
-NFIGURATION) .. 
.. ,. 
VEHICL-SEPARATION TEST O-FORCE 
3 (MOOE*F SRB FROM ET AND-






-INTERFERENCE EFF • 
-ECTS 
.. 














'" .... S' 
J -ROCKWELLj -JACK CAMPBELLjRI 
-AEOC .J. E. VAUGHN 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-M. M. MOSER JR • 
*0 TUNNEL (A) --OMS 
.. 
.. 
j "ROCKWELLj "JACK CAMPBfLLjRI 
-AEOC oJ. E. VAUGHN 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-,.,. M. MOSER JR. 





















j -E. C. ALLEN. T. H'OMS-DR-2063 
_:~l :: .... .:" ~_ ~.~.4. 
-AMILTON jROCKWELL-NOV.. 1973 
TRISONtJ. E. VAUGHN 




































.OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
CALSPAN - *WIND TUNNEL TEST ·INTEGRATED SSV 
8TWT - -OF THE 0".019 SCAL-.3A MODIFIED 
T14-053 I*E SPACE SHUTTLE I-
IA36 *NTEGRATEO VEHICLE. 
CR-141.814-(MODEL 14-0TS) IN-
-THE CALSPAN a-FO -
"OT TRANSONIC WIND-
• TUNNEL (IA36) 
CALSPAN - .WING TUNNEL TEST >INTEGRATED SSV 
8TWT - -OF THE 0.019 SCAL".3A MODIFIED 
T14-053 I-E SPACE SHUTTLE 1-
IA36 -NTEGRATED VEHICLE-
CR-141.816.(MODEL 14-0TS),'~'" 
~THE CALSPAN 8-FO .. 
.OT TRANSONIC WIND~ 
"TUIIINEL (IA36) 
.. .. 
2A-MPS NOZZLE PRESSU-PRESSURE 





.YNAMIC STABILITY .. 
'AND CONTROL 
." 2A*MPS NOZZLE PRESSU-PRESSURE 
oRE LOADS. WING. E*FORCE 
-LEVON. AND RUDDER-
-HINGE MOMENTS. 
-WING PRESSURE DIS· 
*TRIBUTIONS. AEROD-
*YNAMIC STABILITY • 
-AND CONTROL 
ARC - .WIND TUNNEL TESTS*2A CONFIGURATION -DETERMINE EFFECTS-FORCE 
87SWT - -OF AN 0.019-SCAL .. 
7fO I*E SPACE SHUTTLE t-
IAt2C .NTEGRATED VEHICLE-
CR-1'41.51S*I'N THE NASA AMES -
• 8 X 7-FOOT UNITA -




A"RC - -MIND TUNNEL TESTS<-2A CONFIGURATION 
87SWT - -OF AN 0.019-SCAL .. 
7'10 I-E SPACE SHUTTLE I-
IAf20 <-NTEGRATEO VEHICLE. 
CR-14t.519*IN THE NASA AMES· 
*S X 1-FOOT UNITA -








-OF COLD JET GAS 'PRESSURE 
·PLUMES ON LONG. A' 
-NO LAT-OIR. CHAR.-
".EXPOSED WING HIN' 
-GE MOM .. WING PRE-
·SS. DIST .. ORBITE· 
oR MPS EXTERNAL PRo 
·ESS. OIST .• AND M* 
'ODEL BASE PRESSUR' 
-ES 
'DETERMINE EFFECTS-FORCE 
-OF COLD JET GAS -PRESSURE 
-PLUMES ON LONG. A* 
"NO LAT-DIR. CHAR.· 
".EXPOSED WING HIN* 
~GE MOM .• WING PRE-
-SS. oIST .• ORBITER-
.MPS EXTERNAL PRE • 

















I -CALSPAN / *R. B. HARDIN. R. *OMS-DR-2064 
*NR / -R. BURROWS /ROCKW*VOLUME 01 
*CALSPAN - -ELL - N. A. STRUZ·oEC.. 1975 
oS-FOOT TRANSON*YNSKI ICALSPAN 
-Ie WIND TUNNEL-D. A. SARVER 




/ *CALSPAN / -R. B. HARDIN. R. -OMS-OR-2064 
-NR j *R. BURROWS jROCKW-VOLUME 02 
*CALSPAN - .ELL - N. A. STRUZO'OEC.. 1975 
-S-FOOT TRANSON*YNSKI /CALSPAN • 
-IC WIND TUNNEL*D. A. SARVER • 




/ -ARC loR. B. HARDIN. R •• DMS-OR-2065 
.ARC .R. BURROWS IROCKW-VOLUME 01 
-8-FOOT BY 7-FO·ELL INTERNATIONAL-APRIL. 1975 
-OT SUPERSONIC -L. R. GUIST /NASA-
-WIND TUNNEL (U*AMES 











A-APRIL. 1975 ~8-FOOT BY 7-FO*L.R. GUIST/NASA 
*OT SUPERSONIC .MES 











'-,v );;;, r" 
rk 
-. 





~ ,t::::.', x.- J 
















"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
-----------------------------------------------~------ ------------------------------------------------------ ----------------~-------
ARC - .WIND TUNNEL TESTS~2A CONFIGURATION *DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE 
-OF COLD vET GAS -PRESSURE 
'PLUMES ON LONG. A* 
87SWT - .OF AN 0,019-SCAL .. 
710 /-E SPACE SHUTTLE I~ 
IA12C *NTEGRATED VEHICLE. 
CR-141.520*IN THE NASA AMES .. 
-S X 7-FOOT UNITA .. 
*RY WIND TUNNEL(IA. 
• 12C) .. 
.* 
• 
LARC - 'HYPERSONIC PERFOR"SPACE SHUTTLE 
CFHT - .MANCE. STABILITY -ITER 089B-139 
96 I*AND CONTROL CHARA* 
LAll *CTERISTICS OF A ,* 






• NO LAT-OJR. CHAR." 
..EXPOSED WING HIN-
-GE MOM., WING PRE-
-SS. DIS- •. ORBITER-
*MPS EXT~RNAL PRE • 
·SS. OIST .• AND MOD-
*EL BASE PRESSURES· 
ORB-TO DETERMINE HYPE-FORCE 
*RSONIC AERODYNAMI* 
'C CHARACTERISTICS' 









LARC - -FLUTTER TESTS (05*0.025 SCALE MODEL-ACQUISITION OF EX·STRUCT-OYN-0.025 
26TBT - *2) OF THE SHUTTLE.DF SPACE SHUTTLEoPERIMENTAL FLUTTE' -0.6 
544 I-ORBITER FIN/RUDO ·ORBITER (24-0) F oR BOUNDARY DATA I· *1.3 
OS2 *ER MODEL 24-0 .IN/RUODER oN THE TRANSONIC 
CR-12S.777- .. .FLIGHT REGION TO -




NRLAD - *EFFECTS OF THE AI·-89B(2A) 
LSWT - *R BREATHING PROPU* 
708 /*LSION SYSTEM ON S* 
OA71A ·PACE SHUTTLE ORBI~ 
CR-128,797.TER SU8S0NIC STAB· 





ORBITER -EFFECTS OF FERRY ·FORCE 
-ENGINE NACELLE GR. 








I ·ARC J "R.B. HAROIN. R.R.-OMS-DR-2065 
.ARC -BURROWS/RI -VOLUME 03 
.S-FOOT BY 7-fO-l.R.GUIST/NASA AM-APRIL, 1975 
·OT SUPERSONIC -ES .. 
·WINO TUNNEL (U-B. ~. FRICKEN 




/ *LARC I -R.W.POWELL/NASA L·DMS-DR-2066 
-LARC -ARC -NOV.. 1973 
*CONTINUOUS-FLO·T.A.BLACKSTOCK/NA~ 
*W HYPERSONIC T-SA LARC .. 
-UNNEL *v. E. VAUGHN 
'B. v. FRICKEN 
--OMS .. 
• 
/ *LARC I .~. W. FOUST/ROCKW*DMS-DR-2067 
*LARC -ELL -AUGUST, 1973 
*26-INCH TRANSO-A. T. KAVANAUGH 
-NIC BLOWDOWN T"-OMS 
*UNNEL 









-R. MENNELL /ROCKW-DMS-DR-2068 
-ELL -DEC.. 1973 
WIND&O. A. SARVER .. 

















• "" ~ ... 
" 
':ol:~ 
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.. REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE* AGENCY .. -OR COMMENTS 
LARC - .EFFECTS OF REACTI~PRR ORBITER 
UPWT - -ON CONTROL SYSTEM-
1031 /.~ET-FLOW FIELD I • 
MA7 *NTERACTIONS ON .. 
CR-134,074*A 0.015 SCALE MOD .. 
*EL SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
·ORBITER AERODVNAM-
*IC -








-FACTORS RESULTIN • 
·G FROM ~ET INTER-' 
'ACTION BETWEEN TH* 
oE RCS PLUMES AND • 
-THE EXTERNAL FLOW. 
-OVER THE VEHICLE -
LARe - 'EFFECT OF GASEOUS.~SC 040A ORBITER ~DETERMINE EFFECT 'FORCE 
LTPT - .AND SOLID S!MUL -WITH EHOT AND 2 S-OF PLUME-INDUCED • 
141 I-ATED ~ET PLUMES O-RM -FLOW SEPARATION A' 
LA23 *N AN 040A SPACE S* iND ASPIRATION EFF* 
CR-128,787~HUTTLE LAUNCH CO- -ECTS DUE TO OPERA-
.NFIGURATION AT MA- -TION OF BOTH THE .. 
-CH NUMBERS FROM h .ORBITER AND TJ-IE S-
•. 6 TO 2.2· -OLIO ROC~ET MOTOR-
• .. 
ARC --RESULTS OF TESTS '*MODEL 32-0 
3.5HWT - -OF 0.010- AND O.O-MODEL 49-0 
168 1 0 15-SCALE MODELS O' 
OA23 of SPACE SHUTTLE 0" 
CR-128.799*RBITER CONFIGURAT* 
• IONS 3 AND 3A IN • 
-THE AMES RESEARCH-
*CENTER 3.5-FOOT .. 





"OBTAIN STABILITY ~FORCE 
-AND CONTROL CHARA-
.CTERISTICS FOR TH' 
oE 3A BASELINE 
.VEHICLE CONFIGURA • 
-TION 
.. 
MSFC - .MISALIGNMENT STUD-PRR BASELINE LAUN'EFFECTS OF MODEL -FORCE 
1.-niH - 'IES ON SPACE SHUT-CH CONFIGURATION -ELEMENT MISALIGNM* 
573 110TLE INTEGRAT.ED VE-MCR 0074 BASELINE-ENT ON TEST RESUL-






































*LL ·JAN. • 1974 
W·W.v.MONTA/LARC 
~~. E. VAUGHN • 




~ .. .. 
I -LARC / .~. D. DOOS.~R .• J'OMS-OR-2070 
-LARC *. J. BROWNSON. O.·OCT.. 1973 
'LOW-TURBULENCE·L. KASSNER I ARC • 
'PRESSURE TUNN oK. L. BLACKWELL I. 
-EL -MSFC 
.. 
·V. W. SPARKS 






-ARC / 'T. J. DZIUBALA. MoOMS-OR-2071 
/ -ARC *. D. MILAM/ROCKWE'SEPT.. 1974 
'3.5-FOOT HYPER*LL INTERNATIONAL· 
-SONIC WIND TUN*J.W. CLEARY. J. A-
-NEL *. MELLENTHIN/NASA* 
.. -AMES • 
.. 
.. 







/ "P. RAMSEY /MSFC "DMS-DR~2072 




TRISON*VIS I NSI .. 
TUNNEL*V. W. SPARKS .. 







.0 "'~ C:':'J 
~ !i':~ 








.-~ .... ~l 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------













.. TYPE Of • SCALE· TESTING 







lARC - -EFFECTS OF REACTI*MODEL 42-0 OF THE-OBTAIN THE DETAIL.FORCE -0.015 / ·lARC I *J. J. DAILEDA. JQ·OMS-DR-2073 
UPWT - .ON CONTROL SYSTEM*VL70-000139B SSV -ED EFFECTS THAT R* .. -LARC "HN MARROQUIN -MARCH. 1974 
1043 /*JET SIMULATION 0 .ORBITER CONFIGLlR *CS JET FLOW INTER* 
-
-UNITARY PLAN W·J. E. VAUGHN .. 
OA70 *N THE STABILITY -ATION 3 -ACTIONS HAVE ON S-
-
-INO TUNNEL -A. T. KAVANAUGH 
CR-134.070*ANO CONTROL CHARA'" .UPERSONIC STABIlI* • --OMS .. 
"CTERISTICS OF A O. *T)' AND CONTROL CH'" 
-
-.015 SCALE SPACE" *ARACTERISTICS OF ,. .. 
-SHUTTLE MODEL ·THE SPACE SHUTTLE~ 
'" 
*TESTED IN THE LAN. ·VEHICLE-
-.GlEY RESEARCH CEN. .. 
*TER UNITARY PLAN ,. 
-
• 
.WINO TUNNEL • 




.. BRUCE W. CAMERON.~OMS-OR-2074 
LSWT - *R BREATHING ENGIN.E ORBITER FERRY C*RBITER WING PRESS·FORCE -0.165- ·JR. JRI -OCT.. 1974 
709 I*E PLUMES ON SSV O.ONFIGURATION *URE DISTRIBUTION • WINO"'R. B. lOWE 
OA57A *RBITER SUBSONIC W. -RESULTING FROM FI- "-OMS 
CR-134.414*ING PRESSURE OIST* *VE UNDER-WING ENG" *' 
'.RI8UTIONS *INE NACELLE PLUME-
.. 
·S * • 
-LARC - .INVESTIGATION OF -MODEL SS-H-00326-'AERODYNAMIC HEATI-HEAT-TRANS-0.00593 I -lARC ! tH. GOROWITZ/RI 
8VDHT - .CONFIGURATION EFF., 'NG INVESTIGATIONS' -7.9 -LARC tA. T. KAVANAUGH 
3778/ !*ECTS ON ENTRY HEA* -7.9 .MACH 8 VARIABl*-OMS 
3855 I-TING DI~TRIBUTION· .. oE-OENSITY HYPE. 
OH41 *S AT MACH = 8.0 (*.. .. °RSONIC TUNNEL -
CR-128.784*OH41) • - *' 







"' LARC - -INVESTIGATION OF -SS-H-00326-4 .. AERODYNAMIC HEATI-HEAT-TRANS-O.OOS93 *lARC I "'H. GOROWITZ/RI .OMS-OR-2076 
8VOHT - *CONFIGURATION EFF-SS-H-00326B-S.-6.*NG INVESTIGATIONS- ·0.006 / "lARC oR. WHITE. A. O'ER-OCT.. 1973 
4060/ I'ECTS ON ENTRY HEA--7 *7.9 -MACH 8 VARIABL'RICO/GRUMMAN .. 
4079 /*TING OISTRIBUTION .. NR 1100 -7.9 ·E-DENSITY HYPE-A. T. KAVANAUGH 
OH41A -S AT MACH NO = 8.* .. *RSONIC TUNNEL --OMS .. 
CR-128.78S*0 (OH41A) *' .. .. .. 
*' 
1!!!F" I." •. :~ . :......:,. .... #:~.:'.., .... ~ .. ~" ·":.~t.'!.;~.;:'':'''~':''~::i:~~. '-~·.,...i-.1tP~ai._..,~ A ' .... ~..: ... " r~~~:"'~;."- ~ ... 
00 
«j~ ~~1 
~. f"" (;~ , .. 
o ~; 














~t. Lf .. ..I!UmL.I!L •.... 

















"'OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TI.LE TEST ·MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
ARC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS .140A/B ORB .. VEH."TD DETERMINE LOCA-PRESSURE ·0.015 
66SWT - -OA63 AND IA29 ON .4 ET. 2 SRB'S 'L PRESSURE DISTRI. ·0.6 
630 I-AN 0.015-SCALE MD-SHUTTLE ORBITER V-BUT IONS ON THE OR· *2.0 
IA29 -DEL OF THE SPACE .ENT PRESSURE MODE-BITER FUSELAGE FO-
DA63 .SHUTTLE CONFIGURA*L 36-0TS .R ASCENT FLIGHT T* .. 
CR-134.09S-TION 140 A/B IN T- '0 SUPPORT VEHICLE- ., 
-HE NASA/ARC 6- BY. -VENTING STUDIES .. 
*6-FDOT TRANSONIC " 
• WIND TUNNEL 
.. • 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .1~OA/B ORB .. VEH.-TO DETERMINE LOCA-PRESSURE '0.015 
66SWT - ·OA63 AND IA29 ON .4 El. 2 SRB'S *L PRESSURE DIS1RI- -0.6 
630 I--AN 0.Ot5-SCALE MO. .BUTIDNS ON THE OR- *2.0 
IA29 .DEL OF THE SPACE .. -BITER FUSELAGE FO-
CR-t34.099*SHUTTLE CONFIGURA- oR ASCENT FLIGHT T-
-TION 140 A!B IN T- -0 SUPPORT VEHICLE. 
*HE NASAl ARC 6- BY' -VENTING STUDIES 
*6-FOOT TRANSONIC -
*WIND TUNNEL - • .. 
- -ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *t40A/B ORB .. VEH.*TO DETERMINE LOCA-PRESSURE -0.015 
66SWT - ~OA63 AND IA29 ON *4 ET. 2 SRB'S *L PRESSURE DISTRIT -0.6 
630 I-AN 0.Ot5-SCALE MO- -BU1IONS ON THE DR" >2.0 
OA63 -DEL OF THE SPACE .. 'BITER FUSELAGE FO. 
CR-134.100-SHUTTLE CONFIGURA- *R ASCENT FLIGHT T* 
*TION 140 AlB IN T- -0 SUPPORT VEHICLE' .. 
• HE NASA/ARC 6- BY. +STUDIES. • 
·6-FDDT TRANSONIC • .. 
·WIND TUNNEL .. • 
ARC - -WIND TUNNEL TEST "MODEL 32-0T WITH -EVALUATE BASIC HY-FORCE .. 0.010 
3.5HWT - -OF THE 0.010-SCAL-ORBITER. ET. SIMU'PERSONIC STABILIT* 
f69 I*E SPACE SHUTTLE I-LATED ENGINE PLUM*Y CHARACTERISTICS-
IA10 -NTEGRATED VEHICLE*ES -OF FIRST AND .. 
CR~128.795-IN THE NASA-AMES - .SECOND STAGE AND .. 
.3.5-FDDT HYPERSO - *TO DEFINE ORBITER- .. 
"NIC WIND TUNNEL (.. -PLUME EFF£CTS ON .• 
*IAtO) -AERO CHARACTERIS • .. 











tARC / "R.H. SPANGLER. D.-OMS-OR-2077 
"ARC -E. THORNTON. ROCK-VOLUME Ot 
'6-FOOT BY 6-FO'WELL INTERNATIONA*MAY. 1974 
tOT SUPERSONIC -L 
-WINO TUNNEL 'L.R. GUIST. CARL' 
·E. SUTTON. ARC -
• -B. U. FRICKEN .. 
.. --DMS .. 
• 
• 
oRC ! "R. H. SPANGLER •• OMS-DR-2077 
'ARC -D. E. THORNTON .R*VOLUME 02 
*6-FOOT BY 6-FO-OCKWELL INTERNATItMAY. 1974 
tOT SUPERSONIC ·ONAL • 
.WINO TUNNEL 'L. R. GUIST • CAR-
*L E. SUTTON. AMES' 




-ARC I *R. H. SPANGLER. D-OMS-OR-2077 
-ARC -. E. THORNTON/RI ~VOLUME 03 
'6-FOOT BY 6-FO-L. R. GUIST • CAR.MAY. 1974 
tOT SUPERSONIC *L E. SUTTON. AMES-








'ARC I of. F. FIZGERALD. *DMS-DR-2078 
-ARC ·M. T. PETROZZI! R*JAN.. f974 
'3.5-FOOT HYPER-OCKWELL INTERNATI' 
-SONIC WIND TUN-aNAL .-
-NEL tv. W. CLEARY. v ... 
- 'A. MELLENTHIN! NAt 
'SA/AMES RESEARCH .. 
-CENTER .. 







0 2 ::o~ 
.o"'tJ 
C~ 
"n (:'j i: i~j 




n ~~~- jIiIfIJIf" 't 9f 
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TYPE of - SCALE· TESTING 
.. REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
LARC - -EFFECTS OF SURFAC.089B-139B(MOOIF!E.EFFECTS OF TPS TI'FORCE 
20HT6 - .. E ROUGHNESS ON TH*O NOSE) oLE IRREGULARITIES. 
441 /"E AERODYNAMIC CHA* .EXPLORE POSSIBLE • 
LA15 *RACTERISTICS OF T'" 'BOUNOARY LAYER SE. 
CR-134.083-HE MODIFIED 089 B* 'PARATION HYSTEREI· 
"SHUTTLE ORBITER -S EFFECT 
"AT MACH 6 (LA15) .. 
.. .. 
NRLAO - .EFFECTS OF AIR BR·-89B SPACE SHUTTL*INVESTIGATE OR8IT·PRESSURE 
LSWT - *EATHING ENGINE PL*E ORBITER FERRY C'ER WING PRESSURE -FORCE 
713 /*UMES ON SSV ORBIT-ONFIGURATION -DISTRIBUTIONS RES-
OA57B *ER SUBSONIC WING" 'ULTING FROM NACEL* 
CR-134.4fS .. PRESSURE OISTRIBUo oLE PLUMES ABOVE Ao 
-TION .. °NO BELOW THE WING-
.. 
-NRLAO - .EFFECTS OF AIR BR--89B SPACE SHUTTLTINVESTIGATE ORBIT"PRESSURE 
LSWT - -EATHING ENGINE PL-E ORBITER FERRY C"ER WING PRESSURE -FORCE 
713 /-UMES ON SSV ORBIT*ONFIGURATION -DISTRIBUTIONS RES-
OA57B -ER SUBSONIC WING - 'ULTING FROM NACEL-
CR-134.417-PRESSURE OISTRIBU- -LE PLUMES ABOVE A-
-TION .. °NO BELOW THE WING' 
.. .. 
NRLAO - .. LANDING PRESSURE .-140 A/B SPACE 
LSWT - -LOADS OF THE -140-UTTLE ORBITER 
711 /~A/B SPACE SHUTTL * 
OA69 *E ORBITER DETER- • 
CR-141.580-MINEO IN T~E NRLA* 
• 0 LOW SPEED WINO -
.TUNNEL (OA69) 
• 
NRLAO - *L.bNDING PRESSURE --140 A/B SPACE 
LSWT - .LOAOS OF THE -140*UTTLE ORBITER 
711 /*A/B SPACE SHUTTL * 
OA69 .E ORBITER DETER- .. 
CR-141.5Bl.MINEO IN THE NRLA* 
·0 LOW SPEED WINO .. 
• TUNNEL (OA69) 
.. .. 
SH*PRESSURE LOADS OA-PRESSURE 




SH.PRESSURE LOADS OA-PRESSURE 
*TA IN GROUND EFFE-fORCE 
*CT 
• 






























.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - .EFFECTS OF REACTI*CONFIGURATION'3A -ASCERTAIN THE EFF*fORCE 
3,5HWT - *ON CONTROL SYSTEM~ORBITER 
167 /*~ET SIMULATION 0 .. 
OA73 *N THE STABILITY 
CR-128.800*AND CONTROL CHARA-
-CTERISTICS OF A O. 
.,015-SCALE SPACE .. 
'SHUTTLE ORBITER 
-MODEL IN THE AMES-
-RESEARCH CENTER 
*3.5-FOOT HVPERSON~ 
-IC WIND TUNNEL 
.. .. 
LARC - "RESULTS OF INVEST*SSV 140A/B 
UPWT - *IGATIONS (OA20) OoR 
1057 /wN A 0.015-SCALE 1. 
OA20A *40 A/B 
CR-134.081*CONFIGURATION SPA-
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
-E ORBITER MODEL I-
-N THE 
-NASA/LANGLEY RESET 
.. ARCH CENTER UNITA' 
*RY PLAN WIND TUNN* 
*EL 
.. .. 
-ECTS OF RCS vET F-
-LOW FIELD INTERAC-
-TIONS WITH THE LO· 
-CAL FLOW FIELD ON-
-THE HVPERSONIC A ~ 
-ERODVNAMIC AND ST-
-ABILITY AND CDNTR· 
'OL CHARACTERISTIC' 
*S OF THE ORBITER ~ 
-CURING RE-ENTRY. -
ORBITE.TO DETERMINE SUPE-FORCE 
·RSONIC TRIM AND S' 
-TABILITY CHARACTE· 
oRISTICS FOR THE 
'140A/B ORBITER. 
.. 
·ARC - -AIRLOADS INVESTIG-SSV 140A/B LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
11TWT - .ATIONS OF AN 0,03' *ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
716 'I'O-SCALE MODEL OF - *NTEGRATEO LAUNCH .. 
IA14A .THE SpACE SHUTTLE- -VEHICLE; TO OBTAI-




*N (MODEL 47-0TS) .. 
-IN THE ARC "-FOO- .. 
-T UNITARY PLAN WI-
-NO TUNNEL FOR MAC· 




















I 'ARC I -T.v. DZIUBALA 
"ARC *CKWELL 
*3.5-FOOT HVPER-J. MARROQUIN 
-SONIC WIND TUN-CKWELL 




























I "ARC I *R. L. GILLINS. 
~~Re *CHEE/RI 
.11-FOOT TRANSO-D. A. SARVER 
*NIC WIND TUNNE.v.T.DAVIET 




























~ ,c .. ,.:"=-.., iT n 
------------------------------------------------~-----------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------












TVPE OF • SCALE' 
TEST .MACH RANGE-
TESTING 








ARC - ·AIRLOAOS INVESTIG-SSV 140A/B LAUNCH. OBTAIN PRESSURE O'PRESSURE 
*ISTRIBUTIONS ON I.FORCE 
.NTEGRATED LAUNCH • 
~VEHICLE; TO OBTAI. 
11TWT ~ .ATIONS OF AN 0.03. 
716 I-O-SCAlE MODEL OF ~ 
IA14A .THE SPACE SHUTTLE. 
CR-134.444-VEHIClE 140A/B LA' 
-UNCH CONFIGURATIO. 
oN (MODEL 47-0TS) ~ 
.IN THE ARC "-FOO. 
°T UNITARY PLAN WI' 
'NO TtlNNEl FOR MAC· 
*H RANGE 0.6 TO 1.-
*4 (IA14A} 
• 
ARC - *AIRlOAOS INVESTIG*SSV 
11TWT - .ATIONS OF AN 0.03-
716 I.O-SCALE MODEL OF • 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE· 
CR-143,445-VEHICLE 140A/B L • 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI-
-ON (MODEL 47-0TS)-
'IN THE ARC 11-FO • 
-aT UNITARY PLAN W-
-INO TUNNEL FOR MA* 
• CH RANGE 0.6 TO ,-
•• 4 (IA14A) 
• 





140A/B LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
eISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
-NTEGRATED LAUNCH -
-VEHICLE; TO OBTAI-
·N FORCE DATA 
.. 
ARC - .AIRLOAOS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
·ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
-NTEGRATEO LAUNCH -
·VEHICLE; TO OBTAI-
11TWT - -ATIONS OF AN 0.03-
716 I.O-SCALE MODEL OF • 
IA14A .THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
CR-143.446-VEHICLE 140A/B L • 
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI' 
• ON (MODEL 47-0TS). 
-IN THE ARC 1'-FO -
*OT UNITARY PLAN W. 
-INO TUNNEL FOR MA. 
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1-
-.4 (IA14A) 
-N FORCE DATA 
• 



















I .ARC I -R. L. GILLINS. 
*ARC .CHEE/RI 
.,,-FOOT TRANSO-O. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND TUNNE*".T.OAVIET 




I 'ARC I oR. L. GILLINS. 
"ARC -CHEE/RI 
- 1 t·· FOOT TRANSO-O. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND TUNNE"".T.DAVIET 
-L (UNITARY) ·-OMS 
,. 
I -ARC ! oR. L. GILLINS. 
-ARC -CHEE/RI 
·t1-FOOT TRANSO-O. A. SARVER 
-NIC WINO TUNNE-".T.OAVIET 






.. ~;~~:r.. .. ·Y. 
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• .. *MODEl 
TEST 
ID " 
- CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALF- TESTING 
COGNIZANT 
TEST OMS 
PERSONNEL REPORT TITLE TESTEO TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
ARC - -AIRLOADS INVESTIG-SSV 
flTWT - .ATIONS OF AN 0.03-
716 I-O-SCALE MODEL OF • 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLEr 
CR-143.447-VEHICLE 140A/B L -
-AUNCH CONFIGURATI-
-ON (MODEL 47-0TS)-
-IN THE ARC ff-FO • 
*DT UNITARY PLAN W' 
-IND TUNNEL FOR MAo 
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1-
*.4 (IA14A) 
.. 
140A/B LAUNCH'OBTAIN PRESSURE D'PRESSURE 
°rSTRIBUTIONS ON I'FORCE 
'NTEGRATED LAUNCH ° 
-VEHICLE: TO OBTAI· 
·N FORCE DATA 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG-SSV 140A/B LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
°lSTRIBUTIONS ON I~FORCE 
-NTEGRATEO LAUNCH • 
l1TWT - *ATIDNSOF AN 0.03-
716 I*O-SCALE MODEL OF .. 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE. 
CR-143.448*VEHICLE lCOA/B L -
·AUNCH CONFIGURATI" 
*ON (MODEL 47-0TS)· 
'*IN THE ARC l'-FO ~ 
*OT UNITARY PLAN w~ 
*IND TUNNEL FOR MAe 
*<:H RANGE 0.6 TO 1· 
*.4 (IA14A) 
~RC - *AIRLOAOS INVESTIG*SSV 
l1TWT - -ATIONS OF AN 0.03-
716 I.O-SCALE MODEL OF • 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE-





-IN THE ARC l'-FO 0 
-OT UNITARY PLAN W' 
-IND TUNNEL FOR MAe 
·CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1* 
*.4 (IA14A) .. 
-VEHICLE: TO OBTAI-
-N FORCf DATA 
l40A/B LAUNCHoOBTAIN PRESSURE O'PRESSURE 
-ISTRIBUTIONS DN I·FORCE 
-NTEGRATEO LAUP~C'"i • 
-VEHICLE; TO OBTAl~ 


















I ~ARC loR. L. GILtINS. 
oARC oCHEE/RI 
-If-FOOT TRANSO-O. A. SARVER 
-NIC W1NO TUNNE·...r.T.OAVIET 
·L (UNITARY) -'OMS 
,. 
/ ·ARC ! oR. L. GILlINS. 
-ARC *CHEE/Rl 
-11-FOOT TRANSOoO. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND TUNNEoo.T.OAVIET 





I .ARC I -R. L. GILLINS. 
-ARC -CHEE/IH 
."-FOOT TRANSO·O. A. SARVER 
































.:_~ _.ILt·.t..:.:.· .. =ift._1.. ... ~,.~~w.~~ 
,,~. t~ <it 
,,~ • 1 ;t. 
~, t1 
---------------------------------~-----------------------------~------------~-------~------------~~ -p-----*----~----------.----~-~-
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TYPE OF - SCALE· TESTING 











ARC - .AIRLOADS INVESTIG.SSV 140A/8 
ttTWT - *ATIONS OF AN 0.03. 
716 I-O-SCALE MODEL OF ~ 
lA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
CR-143,450"VEHICLE 140A/8 L -
*AUNCH CONFIGURATI* 
·ON (MODEL 47-0TS)· 
-IN THE ARC 1'-FO .. 
-OT UNITARY PLAN W* 
~IND TUNNEL FOR MA~ 
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1. 
*.4 (IA14A) 
.. 
ARC - *IARLOADS INVESTIG-SSV 140A/B 
11TWT - -ATIONS OF AN 0.03· 
716 I*O-SCALE MODEL OF .. 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
CR-141,501·VEHICLE 140A/8 L * 
*AUNCH CONFIGURA,I-
.. ON (MODEL 47-0TS)~ 
• IN THE ARC 1'-Fe -
.OT UNITARY PLAN W. 
·IND TUNNEL FOR lolA· 
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1-
-.4 (tAI4A) 
~ 
ARC - *AIRLOAOS INVESTIG-SSV 140A/B 
11TWT - .ATIONS OF AN 0.03. 
716 ItO-SCALE MODEL OF .. 
IA14A -THE SPACE SHUTTLE" 
CR-t4t,502*VEHICLE 140A/8 L .. 
-AUNCH CONFIGURATI-
-ON (MODEL 47-0TS)-
-IN THE ARC tl-FO -
• OT UNITARY PLAN W· 
*IND TUNNEL FOR lolA .. 
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1-
•. 4 (IAI4A) • 
.. • 
LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE D-PRESSURE 
*rSTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
*NTEGRATED LAUNCH ~ 
-VEHICLE: TO 08TAI. 
jN FORCE DATA • 
.. 
.. 
LAUNCH·08TAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
"ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
*NTEGRATEO LAUNCH • 
"VEHICLE; TO 08TAI' 
-N FORCE DATA 
.. 
• .. 
LAUNCH.OBTAIN PRESSURE O·PRESSURE 
-ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
·Nr~GRATEO LAUNCH .. 
·VEHICLE; TO 08TAI-


















I 'RAe loR. L. GILLINS. 
/ 
·ARC -CHEE/RI 
-11'FOOT TRANSO.O. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND TU~~E·~.T.OAVIET 




-ARC I oR L. GILLINS. 
-ARC -CHEE/RI 
-II-FOOT TRANSO-O. A. SARVER 
.NIC WINO TUNNE-~.T.OAVIET 





/ -ARC / *R. L, GILLINS. 
-ARC *CHEE!RI 
.'f-FOOT TRANSO-D. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND TUNNF*v,T.DAVIET 

















'" o c;,) 
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.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG~SSV 140A/S LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE D.PR~SSURE 
11TWT - .. ATI0NS OF AN 0.03. 
716 I.O-SCALE MODEL OF .. 
IA14A *THE SPACE SHU'TLE-
CR-141.503-VEHICLE 140A/B L • 
~AUNCH CONFIGURATI* 
-ON (MODEL 47-0TS)-
-IN THE ARC 1'-FO .. 
-OT UNITARY PLAN W-
"UJD TUNNEL FOR MA-
*CH RANGE 0.6 TO 1-
".4 (lA14A) 
-ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORtE 
;NTEGRATEO L~UNCH -
-VEHICLE; TO OBTAI-




ARC - -REPORT OF PRESSUR-SPACE SHUTTLE INT-TO OBTAIN HYPERSO-PRESSURE 
3.5HWT - *E DISTRIBUTION TEoEGRATED VEHICLE P*NIC SURFACE PRESS-
171 /~STS OF THE O.010-'RESSURE MODEL 26-+URES ON THE MODEL-
OH10 -SCALE SPACE SHUTT-OTS -TO CORRELATE AER • 
IH2 *LE VEHICLE MODEL - -ODYNAMIC HEATING -
CR-167.344*(26-0TS) IN THE N* -DATA AND VERIFY L-
<ASA/ARC 3.5-FOOT • -OADS PREDICTIONS • 
·HYPERSONIC WINO 
-TUNNEL (TESTS OH1. 
*0 AND IH2) ~ 
NRLAD - -F-FFECTS OF THE SI*-89B ORBITER 
LSWT - ~x ENGIN~ AIR BREA-SPACE SHUTTLE 
712 I-THING PROPULSION -ITERiET 
QA71C 'SYSTEM ON SPACE .. 
CR-134.07S*SHUTTLE ORBITER S' 
-UBSONIC STABILITY-





<OPTIMTZE AIR BREA'FORCE 
ORB'THING PROPULSION -
~SYSTEM NACELLE CO-
.~L-INLET DESIGN • 
'AND DETERMINE THE' 
"EFFECT OF THIS 0 • 
'ESIGN ON THE oP~t· 



















J -ARC I ·P.L. GILLINS, 
'ARC *CHEE/RI 
'11-FOOT TRANSO*D. A. SARVER 
-NIC WIND IUNNE·~.T.DAVIET 





-ARC- I oW. H. DYE. R. B. *DMS-OR-20S5 
I -~RC 'KINGSlAND IROCKWE"~AN.. 1982 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER'll 
-SONIC WINO TUN-D. A. SARVER 







/ 'NRLAD / 'R.C. MENNElL AND 'DMS-OR-2086 
-NRLAD 'T. SOARD I ROCKWE·FEB.. 1974 
-LOW SPEED WIND*Ll 
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-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE'" AGENCY 
MSFC - ·EFFECT OF ENGINE .SRB WITH VARIED S'DETERMINE EFFECTS-FORCE 
14TWT - 'SHROUD CONFIGURAT.HROUD LENGTHS AND.OF ENGINE SHROUD • 
578 /-ION ON THE STATIC· FLARE ANGLES "SIZE AND SHAPE 0 • 
SA10F *AERODYNAMIC *SRB WITH VARIED SoN AERODYNAMIC 
CR-134,116*CHARACTERISTICS O.HROUD MOUNTED STR-CHARACTERISTICS O' 
*F A 0.00563 SCALE'AKES AND TVC BOTToF THE SRB 
.'42-INCH DIAMETE -+-LES .-
*R SOLID ROCKET • 
• BOOSTER T 
.. .. 
LARC - -AERODYNAMIC CHARA*142-INCH SOLID RO'AERDDYNAMICS OF S*FORCE 
STPT - -CTERISTICS OF A 1.CKET BOOSTER oRB DURING FREE-FA. 




- ·SOLID ROCKET .-
/-BOOSTER (CDNFIGUR* 




LARC - .RESULTS OF INVEST*140A/B 
STPT - .IGATIONS ON AN 0.· 
661 /.015-SCALE CDNFIGU* 
0425 .RATION 140A/B SPA. 
CR-134.082·CE SHUTTLE ORBITE-
'R MODEL (49-0) IN. 
--THE NASA/LANGLEY .. 
--RESEARCH CENTER 
·8-FOOT TRANSONIC .-







*B ORBITER. DETERM' 
*INE SURFACE DEFLE* 
'CTION EFFECTS ON • 
"VEHICLE PERFORMAN· 
-CEo AND TO DETERM* 
oINE COMPONENT BUI-
"LDUP EFFECTS ~ 
LARC - ·SUPERSONIC PERFDR"089B-139B ORBITER-TO STUDY THE SUPE'FORCE 
UPWT - -MANCE, STABILITY .CONFIGURATION *RSONIC AERODYNAMI' 
1040 /*ANO CONTROL CHARA* 'C CHARACTERISTICS-




·ORBITER CONFIGUR • 
-ATION (LA8C) 
.. .. 
-0.00563 / 'MSFC / 
I 




















'FC -SEPT.. 1974 
,w.r. BRAODOCK / N. 
TRISON-SI 
TUNNEL-V. ~. S~ARKS 
;-V. W. SPARKS 
'-DMS 
;-
-LARC / .~.D.~OHNSON/MSFC 
'LARC ·W.O.RADFORD/NSI 
-8-FOOT TRANSON-~. E. VAUGHN 
'Ie PRESSURE TU-A. T. KAVANAUGH 
.NNEL +--DMS 
-8-FOOT TRANSON • 






+-LARC / -~. H. CAMPBELL II-OMS-OR-2089 
*LARC -AND M. E. NICHOL -APRIL. 1974 
-8-FOOT TRANSON*S/ROCKWELL INTERN" 
-IC PRESSURE TU-ATIDNAL 
'NNEL ·W. P. PHILLIPS/LA-






































.. CONFIGURATIONS' TEST 
PURPOSE 







'OR CO~ENTS REPORT TITLE 
- TESTED TEST .MACH RANGE-
LARC - -SUBSONIC AND TRAN~LO-100 ORBITER -EFFECTS OF WING-FtFORCE 
8TPT - *SONIC AERODYNAMIC. 
657/660 I-CHARACTERISTICS 
lA7B *ASSOCIATED WITH V. 







·GEOMETRY OF THE F' 
*ORWARD PORTION OF-
-IRREGULAR PLANFO .. 
·RM WINGS ON A .01* 
*875 SCALE LO-100 .. 
-LANGLEY CONCEPT S* 
,PACE SHUTTLE ORBT-
.TER IN THE LANGLE-
.y 8-FOOT TPT (LA7-
*B)' 
• 
- 'HYPERSONIC STABIL*ORBITER 
- -ITY AND CONTROL CoO) 
!*HARACTERISTICS OF' 
*A 0.004 SCALE -
*MODEL (34-0) RDCK' 
'WELL INTERNATIONA~ 
~L SPACE SHUTTLE 0* 














-TRIM. AND STATIC • 
-STABILITY AND CON-
-TROL ANO DETERMIN. 




MSFC - *EFFECT OF EXTERNA*EXTERNAL TANK. T9-TD INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE 
14TWT - -L TANK NOSE SHAPE-EXTERNAL TANK. Tl*E EFFECT ON THE I' 
585 I*ON THE ROCKWELL *1 wNTEGRATED VEHlCLE* 
IA37B 'INTERNATIONAL SPA-EXTERNAL TANK. T1'AERODYNAMIC CHAR • 
CR-134,090-CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-5 -ACTERISTICS OF SE-
~ '''') 
~ 
*E 3, (INTEGRATED .SRB, S12 -VERAL TANK NOSE S' 
.CONFIGURATION (IA' *HAPES 











-LARC / 'B. SPENCER /NASA 

















/ -DAVID R. STONE/LA*DMS-DR-2092 
oRC .NOV.. 1974 
HELIUM-ROBERT MULFINGER/* 
*RI 



























"""" ~, ,!:;;:::" " ~, 
















TYPE OF • SCALE. TESTING 
.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGe- AGENCY 
LARC - -FLUTTER TESTS (OS-BASIC WING AND 11~ACOUIRE EXPERIMEN·STRUCT-DVN~O.55 -
26TBT ~ .,) OF THE O.D2-SC.HZ INBD AND 13.5 -TAL FLUTTER BOUND- .'.3 
545 I.ALE ORBITER WING -HZ OUTBO ELEVON ~ARY DATA IN THE T-
OS1 <ELEVDN SEMI-SPAN -ROTATIONAL FREQ .RANSDNIC FLIGHT 
CR-134.073*MOOEL 23-0 -BASIC WING AND II-REGIME TO SUPPORT-
-HZ INBD ANa 11 H 'ANALYTICAL FLUTT • 
*Z'OUTBOARO ELEVON*ER PREDICTIONS 
.. ·ROTATIONAL FREO 
" 
• 
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION 'ORBITER 
14TWT - .OF THE STABILITY -
581 /-AND CONTROL CHARA* 
OA49 *CTEnISTICS 




oVERIFY THE STABIL*FORCE 
"ITY AND CONTROL C-
oHARACTERISTICS OF" 





LARC - «HEAT TRANSFER TES*Bl0C5D7F4M3V5W87 -OBTAHf ORBITER ENoHEAT-TRANS·0.006 
8VDHT - *TS OF AN O.006-SC-
644 I.ALE THIN SKIN SPA-
OH13 oCE SHUTTLE THERMO-
CR-134.101·COUPLE MODEL (41-· 
·0) IN THE LANGLEY. 
-RESEARCH CENTER 
.VARIABLE DENSITY • 
~TUNNEL AT M=B 
., 
-TRY HEATING DISTR* '8.0 
-IBUTIONS AND C- 4S.0 
*ORRELATE PHASE CHo 
*ANGE PAINT DATA W· • 
*ITH THERMOCOUPLE .. 
·OATA 
.,. 
+LARC I -MICHAEL A. KOTCH 'DMS-DR~2094 
.LARC *A. T. KAVANAUGH ~MARCH. 1974 
-26-INCH TRANSO~-DMS 









! oR. MULFING(R I R*OMS-OR-2095 
·G~KWELl INTERNATI*SEPT .• 1974 
TRISON*ONAL ,. 
TUNNEL-D. A. SARVER 
oM. M. M~NN .. 
*-OMS 
I °LARC I '0. G. WALSTAD/ROC+OMS-OR-2096 
"LARC .KWELl INTERNATION*AUGUST. 1974 
-MACH B VARIABL*Al 
-E-DENSITY HYPE-P. LAWING/NASA 








_ .-;--__ .... c _:~~!,::l.,~: .~,.': ~_:-~:t~~t:.'": ~~:_;.,~_~" .... < .~': A ~ :'1".:- _:"::~~.."C:::':.:!.:,iJt:iL?' - t:;;;m:.~,;:,', ,_~ J 1. <~-.:::'-,,\-~~-;' • ..... ~,-«~.J- ~ r' ,-" .. -~~-,..~--"-, .... .:-.... "~.,, ..... ,,.:~ 
00 
I.d ~ ~ 







• _ :5' 
















TYPE OF - SCALE" rESTING 
AGENCY REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- ,. 
NRLAO - -CONTINUED INVESTI,,40A/B 
LSWT - ~GATIONS IN THE NA*R 
715 I*AL LOW SPEED WINO-
OA62A -TUNNEL INTO THE 
CR-134.102-EFFECTS OF THE AI-
*R BREATHING PROPU. 
*LSION SYSTEM ON 0* 
• RBITER SUBSONIC 










SSV ORBITE"CONTINUE STUDIES >FORCE 
"'INITIATED ON TEST. 
·S OA16. OA71A. AN-
-0 OA71C FOR OPTIM-
0IZING THE AIR BR~' 
·ATHING PROPULSION-
'SYSTEM (ABPS) AN • 
*0 INVESTIGATE THE-
-AERODYNAMIC EFFEC' 
-TS OF VARIOUS NAC' 
*ELLE NUMBER/LOCAT-
oION CONFIG. ON TH' 
°E ORBITER STABILl-







ARC - -HEAT TRANSFER TES.B10CSD7F4M3VSWB7 <PARAMETRICALLY IN.HEAT-TRANS·0.006 
3.SHWT - *TS OF A 0.006-SC.B10C5D7F4M3V5WB7T.VESTIGATE THE ASC- 4S.3 
172 I-ALE THIN-SKIN SPA-S -ENT HEATING OF TH" oS.3 
IHIS *CE SHUTTLE MODEL -Bl0CSD7F4M3VSWS7T*E INTEGRATED VEHI' 
CR-134.096.(41-0TS} IN THE A-SS6 -CLE 
• MES 3.S-FOOT HWT *TS 
*AT M=5.3 .. 
-
AEDC - -DATA REPORT FOR T.22-0T 
HWTB - *ESTS ON THE HEAT .. 
VA352 I*TRANSFER EFfECTS • 
OH4B *OF THE 0.0175-SCA. 
CR-134.419*LE ROCKWELL INTER~ 
~-::-..!lh ~ ) 
"'-" 
.NATIONAL SPACE SH~ 
*UTTLE VEHICLE MOD* 
*EL 22-0T IN THE A* 
~EDC 50-INCH B WIN. 
*0 TUNNEL * 
.. ~ 
___ ~<,_.",",.~~ ____ .~'A", •• ______ .... _ •• ,.,..,~ 











eLL INTERNATIONAL -JUNE. 1974 
.. 
.. 








I °ARC I -D. G. WALSTAD AND-OMS-DR-2098 
9ARC -W. u. GRIFALLI R -OCT.. 1974 
*3.S-FOOT HYPER<OCKWELL INTERNATI· 
-SONIC WIND TUN-ONAL .. 
• NEL oT. L. LOCKMAN/ARC> 
°T. L. MULKEY .. 
"B. W. MYERS 
.. o-OMS 
.. 
/ -AEOC / oT. F. FOSTER. W •• DMS-DR-2099 
-AEOC. -J. GRIFALL /ROCKW-VOLUME 01 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-ELL -FEB.. 1975 
-0 TUNNEL (B) 00. A. SARVER .. 















• .1' "'." ~ "lur_t=.l .• ~.'L: . '\ 
~ ~ ~ 
-------------------------~---------------~~--------------------------~---~-------------------.--------------------------------------
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'" • -MODEL TEST 
ID 
.. • CONFIGURATIONS' TEST 
PURPOSE 







- REPORT TITLE • TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
AEOC - .OATA REPORT FOR T*22-0T -HEAT TRANSFER EFF-HEAT-TRANS.0.0175 
HWTB - -ESTS ON THE HEAT • 
VA352 /~TRANSFER EFFECTS .. 
OH4B .OF THE O.0175-SCA. 
CR-134,43S-LE ROCKWELL INTER~ 
*NATIONAL SPACE SH-
-UTTLE VEHICLE MOD' 
*EL 22-0T IN THE A-
'EOC 50-INCH WINO .. 
.TUNNEL 
.. 







AEOC - -DATA REPORT FOR T*22-0T -HEAT TRANSFER EFr-HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
HWTB - *ESTS ON THE HEAT ~ 
VA352 /.TRANSFER EFFECTS 0 
OH4B .OF THE O.0175-SCA-
CR-134,439*LE ROCKWELL INTER-
·NATIONAL SPACE SH* 
*UTTLE VEHICLE MOD. 
.EL 22-0T IN THE A* 








AEOC - -PHASE CHANGE PAIN*ORB.(VL70-000139)-OETERMINE INTERFE*HEAT-TRANS-O.0175 
HWTB - *T TESTS ON ROCKWE*/ET (VL7S-00041) "RENCE EFFECTS ANO· -S.O 
VA289 /.LL ORBITER/TANK A-AND ORB. ALONE "HEATING RATES ON .. -8.0 
OH3A 'NO ORBITER ALONE 'RI ORBITER (VL70-*AN ORBITER/TANK 
OH3B .CONFIGURATIONS *000139) -CONFIGURATIO~ AND" 
CR-134,075. "ON AN ORBITER AL -
- .. -ONE,WITH AND WITH-
- -OUT TPS TILE SIMU· 
.. *LATION. 
,* 
/ *AEOC / *T. F. FOSTER. W. -OMS-OR-2099 
*AEOC *u. GRIFALL/ROCKWE-VOLUME 02 
.HYPERSONIC WIN*LL ·FEB. , 1975 
-0 TUNNEL (B) +0. A. SARVER • 
-B. .J . FRICKEN 
"-OMS .. 






/ *AEOC / -T. F. FOSTER. W. *OMS-OR-2099 
*AEOC *u. GRIFALL/ROCKWE'VOLUME 03 
-HYPERSONIC WIN*LL *FEB •• 1975 
*0 TUNNEL (B) ·0. A. SARVER 







/ -AEOC oM.QUAN,C.CRAIG/RI.OMS-OR-2100 
-HYPERSONIC WIN*M. M. MOSER .JR. ..JUNE, 1974 















































TYPE OF • SCALE* TESTING 








LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER PHA.B17C7M4F5Wl03E22V-DETERMINE THE EFF'HEAT-TRANS- 0.00593/ -LARC / "R • ..lONES, T. CREE*OMS-OR-2101 
SVDHT - .SE CHANGE PAINT T.7R5 'ECIS OF VARIOUS W- -8.0 -LARC -L, P. LAWING/NASA.vAN.. 1974 
4080/4105/"EST (OH-42) OF A ~B17C7M4F5Wl04E22V'ING/UNDERBOOY CON- '8.0 -MACH 8 VARIABL*"'_ QUAN, W. DVE, .. 
4130/4193/*RDCKWELL *7R5 -FIGURATIONS ON -E-DENSITY HYPE-v. CUMMINGS, H. G-
OH42A .INTERNATIONAL SSV'B17C7M4F5Wl06E22V~THE AERODYNAMIC *RSONIC TUNNEL -OROWITZ. C. CRAIG-
OH42B .ORBITER IN THE N *7R5H16 -HEATING RATES AND' -, G. RICH/RI 
OH42C .• ASA/LRC MACH 8 VA*B17C7M4F5Wl06E22V.BOUNDARYlAYER T .. "0. A. SARVER • 
CR-134.076*RIABLE DENSITY *7R5H17 'RANSITION DURING - 'G. G. MCDONALD 
-WIND TUNNEL" -SIMULATED ENTRY C' .-DMS 






ARC - .RESULTS OF INVEST*OT+L+P1+Al+F 
3.5HWT - 'IGATIONS ON A 0.0" 
175 l.tO-SCALE MOOEL OF-
-EFFECTS OF VARIOU*FORCE 
'S ELEVON, RUODER,' 
-ATTACHING STRUCT' 




I -ARC / oM. T. PETROZZI, 
.ARC *. D. MILAM /RI 





CR-134,089*CDNFIGURATION 3 S' 
*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI-
*TER AND EXTERNAL .. 
~TANK IN THE NASA/* 
·AMES RESEARCH CEN' 
·TER 3.5-FOOT HYPE-
*RSONIC WINO TUNNE-
*L (IA15) • 
-AND MAIN PROPULSr, 






MSFC - .WIND TUNNEL TEST *(034)(T9)(S12)(PT*DETERMINE EFFECT 'FnRCE 
14TWT -,"RESULTS OF FAIRIN*4)(FR4) 'OF FULL LENGTH OR' 
589 I*GS ON A 0.004 SCA*(034)(T14){S12) +BITER/EXTERNAL TA~ 
TWT - 'LE MODEL ROCKWELL' *NK FAIRING ON 
IA62F -SPACE SHUTTLE INT. -AXIAL FORCE 
CR-134,094*EGRATEO VEHICLE A* 
-ERDDYNAMIC CHARAC· .. 
*TERISTICS AT MACH· 
*NUMBERS FROM 0.6 -








-SONIC WIND TUN~ARC 
-NEL -D. A. SARVER 







0.004. -ROCKWELL/ -E.C. ALLEN/ROCKWE'DMS-DR-2103 
• 0.004 I ·MSFC °LL INTERNATIONAL -APRIL. 1974 
"0.6 -14-INCH TRISON.TOM HAMILTON/ROCK. 
-5.0 *IC WIND TUNNEL-WELL INTERNATIONA-
.. *TRISONIC WINO +L SPACE DIVISION .. 
~ .TUNNEL ·v. E. VAUGHN .. 










0'-" ~ 0-;--~ i;;' 
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.. 









.. TESTED .. 
TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALE. TESTING 
AGENCY 
.. 
.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE. 
NRLAD - -INVESTIGATION OF *140A/B SSV ORBITE-ESTABLISH BASIC L.FORCE 
LSWT - -SPACE SHUTTLE ORBoR *ONGITUDINAL STABI. 
717 /.ITER SUBSONIC STA. *LITY CHARACTERIST* 
OA62B -BILITY AND CONTRO' .rcs IN AND OUT OF· 
CR-134,112*L CHARACTERISTICS- 'GROUND EFFECT AN .. 
-IN THE NAAL LOW 
-
*0 LATERAL-DIRECTI. 
.SPEED WIND TUNNEL. -ONAL STABILITY CH* 




-0.0405 I *NR I 
*0.12 - .NRLAD 







oR. MENNELL/RI SPA'DMS-DR-2104 
tCE DIVISION -VOLUME 01 
WIND·T. HUGHES/RI SPAC-~ULY, 1974 
°E DIVISION 
"M. M. MANN 
--OMS .. 
.. 
NRLAD - -INVESTIGATION OF -140A/B SSV ORBITE-ESTABLISH BASIC L-FORCE • 0.0405 / -NR I oR. MENNElL I RDCK-DMS-DR-2104 
'WElL INTERNATIONA-VOLUME 02 LSWT - -SPACE SHUTTLE ORB-R -ONGITUOINAL STABI- -0.12 -
717 I-ITER SUBSONIC STA- -LITY CHARACTERIST-· -0.26 
OA62B *SILITY AND .. rICS IN AND OUT 
CR-134,113-CONTROl CHARACTER- -OF GROUND EfFECT .. 
" 
*ISTICS IN THE NAA* -AND LATERAl-DIREC· 
-l LOW SPEED WIND • -TIDNAl STABILITY .. 
*TUNNEL (OA62B) • -CHARACTERISTICS 
-
-IN FREE AIR. 
" 
.. • .. 
LARC - -TRANSITION HEATIN-ORBITER + EXTERNA-TO INVESTIGATE AS*HEAT-TRANs-a.O 
8VDHT - -G RATES OBTAINED *L TANK, SSV MODEL.CENT HEATING OF T- *8.0 
646/647 I-ON A MATEO AND IS-41-0TS -HE COMBINED TANK .. 
IH17 .0lATED 0.006 SCAl"EXTERNAl TANK ALO-AND ORBITER 
CR-144,594.E MODEL (41-0T) S.NE, SSV MDOEl 41-· 
-PACE SHUTTLE ORBI-OTS .. 
*TER AND EXTERNAL -ORBITER ALONE, SS' .. 
-TANK IN THE NASA/-V MODEL 41-0TS , 
-LARC VARIABLE DEN* 
*SITY HYPERSONIC T-
*UNNEl .. _ 
.. 
-LARC - ·SUPERSONIC OYNAMI-OB9B ORB.W/Mon 
UPWT - -C STABILITY OERIV*SE 
1046/1049/*ATIVES OF A MODIF* 
LA14A -lED 089B 





;~,::t~~, .. ,:~:'."'1x.,,7:i:~~, :, . ""-_ ::::::;:0-
NO-MEASURE DYNAMIC S.FORCE 
*TABILITY OERIVATI* 
*VES 
'(SEE ALSO LA-20 F-
·OR LOW MACH NO.DA* 
.TA) 
.. .. 





-LOW SPEED WIND-L I SPACE DIVISIO*AUGUST, 1974 
-TUNNEL +N • 
-T. HUGHES I ROCK-
-WELL INTERNATIONA* 
*L I SPACE DIVISIO* 
*N 
~M. M. MANN 
·-OMS 
• 
-LARC I .~_ CUMMINGS/RI 
~lARC "D. A. SARVER 
-OMS-OR-2105 
·SEPT. _ 1976 
-MACH 8 VARIIIBL-J. E. VAUGHN 
'E-OENSITY HYPE'-D~S 





I-LARC I "D.C. FREEMAN, R.P*OMS-DR-2106 
"LA~C *. BOYDEN. E.E. DA.vAN.. 1975 
-UNITARY PLAN ""'VENPORI/LARC 
*IND TUNNEL .~. E. VAUGHN 
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- .SUBSONIC AND TRANTQ8 Q B ORBITERW/MOD-MEASURE DYNAMIC S*FORCE 
- -SONIC DYNAMIC STA •. NOSE *TABILITY DERIVATI· 
I*BILITY DERIVATIVE- -VES 
*S OF A '(SEE ALSO LA-14 T* 
-MODIFIED 089B SHU- *EST RESULTS FOR H-
-TTLE ORBITER -rGHER MACH NO. DA. 
-" ;.TA) 
.. 
LARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -B26C9E26F8M7N2SRS-OBTAIN LOCAL PRFS'FORCE 
UPWT - -(OA64 AND IA35) 0-N116 -SURE DISTRIBUTION-
1063 I*F AN O.OlS-SCALE -B26C9E26F8M7N2SRS-S ON ORBITER FUSE-
IA3S .MODEL (36-0TS) OF*N116S12T12 'LAGE TO SUPPORT v-
OA64 -THE SPACE SHUTTL - -ENTING STUDIES AN~ 
CR-134.084+E CONFIGURATION 1. *D TO DETERMINE EF* 
*40A/B IN THE NASA- -FECT OF ELEVON DE-
-/LARC UNITARY PLA- *FLECTIONS IN THE • 
-N WIND TUNNEL -AFT PORTION OF TH-









LARC - -ENTRY HEAT TRANSF'147B CONFIGURATIO.TO DETERMINE THE -HEAT-TRANS-G.O 
CF4 - -ER TESTS OF THE O-N ORBITER MODEL (~EFFECTS OF THE LO- -6.0 
121-137 1-.OO6-SCALE SPACE -50-0) -W FREON SPECIFIC' 
OH45 'SHUTTLE (-147B) 0* -HEAT RATIO ON THE-
CR-141.S27.RBITER MODEL (SO-- 'HEATING DISTRIBUT-
"0) IN THE LANGLEY. -IONS AND TO DETER-
-RESEARCH CENTER ... ·MINE TH~ IMPINGEM-
-FREON TUNNEL AT M' *ENT OF THE ORBITE-
-ACH 6 (OH4S) oR BOW SHOCK ON TH-








,-LARC I *0. C. FREEMAN/NAS+OMS-OR-2107 
-LARC -A-LARC -MARCH. 1975 
<MACH 8 VARIABL""v. E. VAUGHN .. 
*E-OENSITY HYPE~J. E. VAUGHN 













'0. E. THDRNTON AN"DMS-OR-2108 
'0 R. H. SPANGLER/*MAY, 1974 
W·ROCKWELL INTERNAT-
-rONAL • 
+S. W. MYERS * 
*-DMS .. 
.. 
oJ. W. FOUST_RI -OMS-OR-2109 
+R. E. MIDOEN.LARc+vAN.. 1976 
"oJ. E. VAUGHN 
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TYPE OF • SCALE· TESTING 
REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC - ·HEAT TRANSFER TES·ORBITER CONFIGURA·TO OBTAIN ASCENT .HEAT-TRANS+6.0 ·LARC I 
'LARC 
*D.G. WALSTAOI ROoOMS-OR-2110 
.CKWELlINTERNATIO*JAN.. 1976 CF4 - *TS OF AN O.OO6-SC-TION 2A -HEATING OATA AT C- • 
97-118 /.ALE THIN-SKIN SPA-EXTERNAL TANK .ONDITIONS SIMULAT· -FREON TUNNEL -NAL .. 
IH18 aCE SHUTTLE ... ING REAL GAS • oJ. E. VAUGHN * 
oM. M. MANN CR-144.589*THERMOCOUPLE MODE. -EFFECTS AT HYPERS-
.L (41-0T) IN THE • .0NIe MACH NUMBERS' 
-LANGLEY RESEARCH - .. 
.CENTER FREON 
*TUNNEL AT M = 6 Co .. 
oIHI8) .. • 
-MSFC - .REENTRY AEROOYNAM-MODEL 449/CONF.NB*TD EVALUATE STATI-FORCE 
14TWT - .IC CHARACTERISTIC-REI. NBRE1A. NBRE~C AERODYNAMIC STA-
590/595 I*S OF A SPACE SHUT.1B, NBRE1S1ELT -BILITY OF AN SRB.-
SA26F *TLE SOLID ROCKET • .. 
CR-134,435*BOOSTER MODEL 449* * 
-TESTED IN MSFC 1 * 
*4 X 14 INCH TWT • 
-
o o .. 
AEDC - -AERODYNAMIC RESULoINTEGRATED VEHICL*DETERMINE PROXIMI*FORCE 
SWTA - *TS OF WIND TUNNEL*E (CONF1GURATJON -TY FORCE AND MOME-
VA422 I.SEPARATION TESTS *3) .N1S FOR ORB.AND E* 
lA57 -ON A 0.01-SCALE *.T. AND SRB 
CR-134.401*MODEL (32-0TS) SP- -WaND w/O SEPARAT-
~ACE SHUTTLE INTEG- -ION ROCKETS FIRIN' 
oRATED VEHICLE (IA* -G. 
-57) 
-lARC - -EFFECTS OF REACTI-VL70-000139 
CFHT - .ON CONTROL SYSTEM-
101 I-JET ~LOW FIELD I .-
OA85 oNTERACTIONS ON THo 
CR-134,111-E AEROOYNAMIC CHA* 
.RACTERISTICS OF A-
.0.010 SCALE SPAC -
• *E SHUTTLE ORBITER-
·MODEL IN THE LAN -
-GLEY RESEARCH CEN-




-OBTAIN OETAl_EO E-FORCE 
°FFECTS ON SSV HYP-
-ERSONIC AERODYNAM" 
·IC AND STABILITY .. 
-AND CONTROL CHARA. 
-CTERISTICS OF RSC. 
-JET FLOW FIELD I .. 
°NTERACTION WITH T-
'HE LOCAL VEHICLE • 
-FLOW FIELD. .. 
.. 











-0.563 I *LARC I oJ. D. JOHNSON oOMS-DP.-2flt 
-0.6 -MSFC -W. F. BRADDOCK/NS-NOV.. 1974 
-4.96 -14-INCH TRISON*I 
-





I -ROCKWELLI oJ.d. OAIlEDA/RI -OMS-OR-2112 
-AEOC oJ. E. VAUGHN -NOV.. 1974 
-SUPERSONIC WINoJ. E. VAUGHN 
• *D TUNNEL (A) ° -OMS 
.. .. 
" 
.. .. .. 
• • 
• 0.010 I oLARC I -T. A. BLACKSTOCK ·OMS-DR-2113 
-10.3 - -LARC ~/LARC - oJ. U. DAI*OCT.-. 1974 
~fO.3 -CONTINUOUS-FLO-LEOA. J. MARROQUI-
.W HYPERSONIC ToN IRI • 
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REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - -AERODVNAMIC INVES*B30 THRU BSOC9M7F'INVESTIGATION OF 'FORCE 
LSWT - *TIGATIONS INTO VA.8W116E26V8RSX9 "VARIOUS BASE DRAG. 
716 /*RIOUS LOW SPEED L- "REDUCTION TECHNI • 
OA86 */0 IMPROVEMENT "OUES IN AN 
CR-134,098*DEVICES ON THE 14- 'ATTEMPT TO IMPROV-
-OA/6 SPACE SHUTTL- -E LID RATIOS AND • 
~E ORBITER CONFIGU- *TO CALCULATE STIN-
-RATION IN THE RI ~ -G INTERFERENCE 
+NAAL WIND TUNNEL - -EFFECTS 
-(OA86) 
ARC - -RESULTS OF INVEST~140A/B 'VERIFY SUPERSONIC' FORCE 
-STABILITY AND CO • 
+NTROL CHARACTERIS' 
-TICS, VERIFY CONT~ 
3.SHWT - 'IGATIONS ON A 0.0-
176 /*lS-SCALE MODEL (4-
OA87 +9-0) OF THE SPACE-
CR-134,08S*SHUTTLE ORBITER -ROL SURFACE EFFEC-
*IN THE NASA/AMES -
*3.S-FOOT HVPERSON* 





NRLAD - *EFFECT OF THE SIX-B19C7FSJS9Wl07E23'EFFECT OF THREE A-FORCE 
7TWT - 'ENGINE AIR BREAT *V7RSX20 + NACELLE-IR BREATHING PROP. 
278 /*HING PROPULSION S*RAKES -ULSION SYSTEM FER-
OA91 ·YSTEM ON SPACE -RY/FLIGHT TEST 
CR-134,888*SHUTTLE ORBITER S' -CONFIGURATIONS ON-
-
*UBSONIC AND TRANS- 'TRANSONIC DRAG R • 
tONIC STABILITY AN" *ISE, ELEVON EFFEC' 
*0 CONTROL -TIVENESS, 
-CHARACTERISTICS (. -LONG. STABILITY, -
.OA91) -AND LAT-DIR STAB· 
·OF THE -139B SHUT-
*TLE ORBITER 
* 
>_~,_,_""O ... :.;" ~.' .... 
," 
'" ~:>< 





oR. C. MENNELL/RI -OMS-DR-2114 










WIND-C. G. MCDONALD 
-TUNNEL --OMS 
• 
I -ARC / oM. T. PETROZZI AN.OMS-OR-2115 
-ARC '0 M. O. MILAM/ROC-MARCH, 1974 
-3.5-FOOT HYPERtKWELl INTERNATION* 
-SONIC WIND TUN-AL 
-NEL -J. A. MElLENTHIN/' 
.AMES RESEARCH CEN" 
-TER 







I -H. C. SMITH /RI -OMS-DR-211G 
.. 
<-
-D. A. SARVER 


















~ IJ"::::~ ~ 












TYPE Of « SCALE- TESTING 









LARC -.TRANSITION HEATIN*S22C7F5M4V7Wl11 'PERFORMED 10 DETE*HEAT-TRANS" .006 I ·LARC I -J. CUMMINGS!ROCKW*DMS-DR'2117 
8VDHT - *G RATES DETERMINE· *RMINE TRANSITION ,. *8.0 -LARC -ELL INTERNATIONAL·SEPT.. f976 
648 /*0 ON A 0.006 SCAL. .HEATING RATES usr- *8.0 "MACH 8 VARIABL*R. RAPAREllI/ROCK" 
OH14 °E SPACE SHUTTLE 
CR-147.617*ORBITER MODEL (NO* 
to 50-0) IN THE NA· 
·SA/LARC MACH 8 VA. 
tRIABLE DENSITY • 
"WIND TUNNEL TEST ,. 
"(OH14) 
~ 
-NG THIN SKIN .. 
·THERMOCOUPLES. 
~ 
LARC - ·RESULTS OF 7RANSO'MATED INTEGRATED -LONG. AND LAT.-Dr·FORCE 
8TPT - *NIC WIND TUNNEL T"VEHIClE MODEL(67-'RECT STAB. CHAR .• 
667 j-ESTS ON AN 0.015 ~OTSI ·DURING CONFIG Bur. 
IA41 *SCALE SPACE .LO-UP. 
CR-134.10S-SHUTTLE MATED VEH. -(SEE ALSO IA42A/B' 
·JClE MOOEL(67-0TS. ~TEsr RESULTS FOR • 
-) IN TPoE LARC a-F· .. HIGHER MACH NO. 
·OOT TPT (IM1) "DATA} 
LARC - 'SUPERSONIC TESTS -CONFIGURATION 4 M-TO OBTAIN AERODYNoFORCE 
UPWT - "OF AN 0.015-SCAlE.ATEO SSV (67-0TS)"AMIC FORCE DATA .. 
1056/1073/*SPACE SHUT'rLE lolA • 
IA42A -TEO VEHICLE MODEL. 
IA42B -(67-0TS) IN THE 
CR-134 .109.lARC UPWT TO OBTA-
-IN AERODVNAMIC FO" .. 
-RCE DATA .. 
'. LARC - ·WIND TUNNEL TESTS-ORBITER 
8TPT - -OF AN 0.015-SCAL • 
668 I-E CONFIGURATION ,. 
0.11.106 -40A/B SPACE SHUTT~ 
CR-134.426-LE ORBITER MODEL .. 
*(67-0) IN THE NAS. 
*A/LRC 8-FOOT TPT « 
"TO OBTAIN TRANSON* 
-IC AERODVNAMIC FO' 
·ReE DATA (OA10S} .. 
• 
,. 
-EFFECT OF SPEEDBR.FORCE 








*E-DENSITY HYPE~WELl INTERNATIONA* 
+RSONIC TUNNEL +L 
.. 







.. 0.015 ! ·ROCKWELLI oR. HARDINI R. BUR*DMS-DR-2118 
"0.6 -tARC 'ROW$- ROCKWELL ·AUGUST. 1974 
'1.20 ·8-FOOT TRANSON*J. E. VAUGHN 





00.015 I .. ROCKWELL! OR. HARDIN, R. BUR-DMS-OR-2119 
'1.6 "LARC 'ROWS/RI 
-4,6 "UNITARY PLAN WoO. A. SARVER 




~. 0.015 / .. R .1. I 'V. W. SPARKS 
-0,35 - ·tARe 6M. M. MOSER uR. 
~ 1.2 -8-FOOT TRANSON*-DMS 
















"'::'1 "'~., -::1 (;, .' 











."~- 'e"'''''-'' ~- ... - - }" ''f_:'L.:d;Lt~'r~.1f,:::::.rr:.:·::~~::,''':; ';;:lIt;~:s.+: .. ......... , __ ~.!._ .... ~i.:. 
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- ·TRANSONIC AERODYN-TASK CANCELLED, u-TEST CANCELLED, u-FORCE 
- -AMIC INVESTIGATIO-ULY, 
I-N OF CONFIGURATIO-
.N MODIFICATIONS 
-TO RI-140A/B FOR' 
~EXTENDING CENTER -
.OF GRAVITY RANGE • 
.. 
1975 -ULY 1975 
• 
NRLAD - 'INVESTIGATION OF .LAUNCH CONFIGURAT*OUALIFY A NEW EXT·PRESSURE 
7TWT - -SPACE SHUTTLE LAU-ION (MODEL 67-0TSTERNAL TANK NOSE C.FORCE 
280 I.NCH VEHICLE EXTER-) -ONFIGURATION 
IA69 -NAL TANK NOSE CON-
CR-134,424*FIGURATION EFFECT-
*S (MODEL 67-0TS) -
-IN THE ROCkWELL 10 
-NTERNATIONAL 7- B' .. 
• y 7-FOOT TRISONIC. 
~WIND TUNNEL (IAE .. 
*9) 
.. ~ 
MSFC - .~RESULTS FROM INVE*lAUNCH CONFIGURAT-DETERMINE EFFECT .PRESSURE 
1.TWT ~ *STIGATIONS IN THE~ION "'OF GAS SUPPLY STR.FORCE 
588 /*NASA!MSFC TWT ON -LAUNCH CONFIGURAT"*UT CONFIGURATIONS-
IA53 *A 0.004 SCALE MO -ION WITH STRUTS -ON AFT AND 
CR-141.504"'DEL SPACE SHUTTLE*LAUNCH CONFIGURAr,.BASE PRESSURE ENV. 
,"""" 
~LAUNCH VEHICLE ( -ION WITH ORBITER -IRONMENTS OF SPAC· 
~MODEL 13P-OTS) To*1 ET GAS SUPPLY F~E SHUTTLE LAUNCH -
-OETERMINE GAS SU *AIRINGS ·VEHICLE 
*PPLY STRUT EFFECT· 
-ON MODEL PRESSUR '. 






- t. 2 
-0.015 









! .LARC I ~W.P. pHILLIPS ·OMS-OR-:212t 
u~.·TASK 
.CANCELLED 
-lARC -D.C. FREEMAN. 
'8~FOOT TRANSON-V. W. SPARKS 













I -R.L. ROGGE I ROCK-OMS-DR-2122 
-WELL INTERNATIONA-OEC.. 1974 
TRISONI*L • 
TUNNEL -0. A. SARVER 









low. GARTON I ROCKW·OMS-DR-:2123 
-ELL INTERNATIONAL*dAN.. 1975 
TRISON-V. W. SPARKS 



























/~ ~\ , 
\' 
-------------------------------~-----------~----------.-------------------------~------~~---------~-----------------------------.--~ 















REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
-------~.-------. ".---------------------------------------------------- ---------------~----~~--~-----------------------------~-----.-
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *140A/B ORBITER CO-DETERMINE SURFACE-PRESSURE 
3.5HWT - .OA26 AND IA16 IN oNFIGURATTON 'STATIC PRESSURE 
180 /*THE NASA/ARC 3.5-·VEHIClE 4 EXTERNA-DISTRIBUTIONS ON • 
IA16 *FOOT HYPERSONIC -L TANK PLUS 140A/*THE ORBITER FUSEL* 
OA26 -WIND TUNNEL ON A *B ORBITER ·AGE. FOR BOTti THE-
CR-134.093*0.015 SCALE MOOEL- -ASCENT AND ENTRY 0 
·(36-0TS) OF THE -FLIGHT PHASES. E • 
-SPACE CONFIGURATI- *0 SUPPORT ORBITER-
·ON 140A/B TO OBTA. ~VENTrNG STUDIES 
-IN PRESSURES FOR ; 
-VENTING AN~LYSIS ,.. 
lARC - .HYPERSONIC STABIL~BODY ALONE (-140AoTO DETERMINE HYPE-FORCE 
°RSONIC STABILITY -22HT - -ITY AND CONTROL Co/B) 




'-140 A/B ORBITER· 
OA88 *0 REYNOLDS NUMBER-
CR-134.409-EFFECTS OF THE RO. 
*CKWELL SSV 140 A/-














- ~ON CONTROL SYSTEM.EC .. 1976 TECEMBER 1976 
I·JET SIMULATION 0 • 
oN THE HYPERSONIC -
.PERFORMANCE. STAB. 
.1 LI TV AND CONTROL-
-CHARACTERISTICS 
·OF A .01 SCALE 
~ROCKWELL INTERNAT. 
*IONAL 139B DRBITE' 
.R CONFIGURATION " 
*" *" 
-REYNOLDS NUMBER E*-:39 B ORBITER WI-EFFECT OF 
- *FFECTS AT MACH NU*TH VARIOUS CONTRO*S NUMBER 
/~MBER 10.3 ON AERO-L DEFLECTIONS °ER AERO. 
-DYNAMIC *RISTICS 
.CHARACTERISTICS 00 

























f -ARC oR. H. SPANGLER AN·OMS~OR-2t24 
*3.5-FOOT HYPERoD O. E. THORNTON/-MAY. 1974 









I oR/I / °DAVIO R. STONE /No nMS-DR-2125 
"LARC oASA-lARC -SEPT.. 1974 
-22-1NCH HELJUM~P. HAWTHORNE /RI ... 
-TeNNEl *~. E. VAUGHN 
°u. E. VAUGHN 
'-OMS 
" ,. 
/ *lARC °TOM BLACKSTOCK 
·CONTINUQUS-FLO-ASA-lARC 
oW HYPERSONIC T-v. E. VAUGHN 





/ ·LARC / '-PETER T. BERNOT 
-LARC oJ. E. VAUGHN 
-CONTINUOUS-FLO-v. E. VAUGHN 










































~ CONFIGURATIONS" TEST 
PURPOSE 






.. REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST 'MACH RANGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - 'INVESTIGATIONS ON.140A/B 
11TWT - -AN O.030-SCALE S • 
747 /·PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* 
OA53A "ClE CONFIGURATImJ·' 
CR-134.114·140A/B ORBITER MO-
·DEL IN THE AMES R-
-ESEARCH CENTERll-. 
·BY1'-FOOT SUPER- .. 





ARC ·INVESTIGATIONS ON-140A/B 
11TWT - "ANO.030-SCAlE S • 
747 I-PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* 
OA53A "ClE CONFIGURATiON-
CR-'34.115.'40A/B ORBITER MO. 
"DEL IN THE AMES R-






ARC - *AIRLOADS INVESTIG*SSV 140A/B 
97SWT - *ATION OF AN 0.030' 
716 I--SCALE MODEL OF T-
IAt4B -HE SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
CR-~4l.522~VEHIClE l40A/B LAo 
-
*UNCH CONFIGURATIO* 
*N (MOOEL 47-0TS) ~ 
-IN THE ARC 9- BY .. 
-7-FOOT UNITARY Pl-
-AN WIND TUNNEL FO-
-R MACH 1.55 AND 2-
*.2 (IA14B) .. 
-
-THE PRIMARY TEST'FORCE 
'OBvECTIVES ARE T .. 
*0 OBTAIN CONFIGUR. 
"ATION 140 A/B 




*r.ONTROL SURFACE H* 
°INGE MOMENTS. AND-
-VERTICAL TAIL PA .. 
-NEL LOADS . 
~T~ PRIMARY TEST -FORCE 
'~?~ECTIVES ARE T -




-ICS. CONTROL SURF' 
-ACE EFFECTIVENESS-
-CONTROL SURFACE H-
.• I NGE MOMENTS. AND -
-VERTICAL TAIL PAN-
"EL LOADS . 
LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
*ISTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
*NTEGRATED LAUNCH' 
-VEHICLE. FORCE OA' 











I ·ARC ! oR. l. GIU.E~;S ,: l1>~t'MS-OR-2l29 
.ARC 'OCKWELL -VOLUME 01 
*9-FOOT BY 7-Flloe. CHEE 1 ~~l:"'H.""MAY. t975 
-OT SUPERSONIC -L • 
'WIND TUNNEL (U-O. A. ~~~~~: • 
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-OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE- AGENCY .. 
ARC - -AIRLOAOS INVESTIG"SSV 140A/6 LAUNCH-OBTAIN PRESSURE D-PRESSURE 
91SWT - .ATION OF AN 0.030* -rSTRIBUTIONS ON I-FORCE 
716 I"-SCALE MODEL OF T" .NTEGRATED LAUNCH ~ 
lA14B -HE SPACE SHUTTLE • ·~rlICLE. FORCE OAo 
CR-141.523-VEHICLE 140A/B LA- 0TA WERE TAKEN ALS* 
*UNCH CONFIGURATIO- -0. 
oN (MOD;" 47-0TS) • .. -
-IN THE ARC 9- BY .. 
*7-FOOT UNITARY PL-
-AN WIND TUNNEL FO-
oR MACH i.55 AND 2' 
0.2 (IA14B) • 
.. 
-ARC - -AIRLOADS INVESTIG·SSV 140A/B 
11TWT - -ATION OF AN 0.030*R 
716 I--SCALE MODEL OF T* 
OA22A -HE SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
CR-141,529.VEHICLE 140A/B OR-
• BITER CONFIGURATl-
-ON (MODEL 47-0) I-
*N THE ARC 1'-FOOT. 
-UNITARY PLAN WIN .. 
*0 TUNNEL FOR MACH-




ORBITE-OBTAIN PRESSURE O.FORCE 
.ISTRIBUTIONS ON O-PRESSURE 
.RBITER ALONE. FO-
-RCE DATA WERE .. 
-ALSO TAKEN . 
ARC - -AIRLOAOS INVESTIG-SSV 4 140A/B ORBI~06TAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
-ISTRIBUTIONS ON O'FORCE 97SWT - -ATION OF AN 0.030-TER 
716 I--SCALE MODEL OF T. 
OA22B -HE SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
CR-14'.530·'40A/B ORBITER CO-
*NFIGURATION (MOOE" 
-L 47-0) IN THE AR* 
*C 9- BY 7-FOOT UN" 
-ITARY PLAN WIND T* 
*UNNEL FOR MACH 1.-
























/ -ARC lOR. L. GILLINS I R-OMS-OR-2129 
-ARC *OCKWELL -VOLUME 02 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO-E. CHEE I ROCKWEL-MAY. 1975 
-OT SUPERSONIC -L 
·~INO TUNNEL (U-D. A. SARVER • 






'*' I 'ARC I -R. L. GILLENS / R*DMS-OR-2130 
-ARC 'OCKWELL -MAY. 1975 
~11-FOOT TRANSO*F. CHEE I ROCKWEL* 
-NIC WIND TUNNEoL 








I -ARC I *R. L. GILLENS I Ro OMS-OR-213f 
oARC -OCKWELL -MAY. 1975 
~9-FOOT BY 7-FO*F. CHEE / ROCKW~L· 
oOT SUPERSONIC *L 



















"" t . 





















.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF DYNAMlo-OS9B W/MOD NOSE 9HVPERSONIC DY' .MI.FORCE 
HWTB - *C STABILITY TESTS* -C STABILITY 
4SA I.CONDUCTED ON A . -
LA42 *012 SCALE MODIFIE* 
CR-141.535*D OS9 B SHUTTLE 0-
-RBITER IN THE AEO* • 
*C-VKF TUNNEL BAT' 
oA MACH NUMBER OF 0 
*S.O (LA42) • 
" LARC - *RESULTS OF TE~TS -ORBITER 
CFHT - -IN THE NASA/LARC -EXTERNAL TANK 
'OBTAIN HYPERSONIC-FORCE 
'STABILITY DATA 0 • 
107 1*31-INCH CFHT ON A. 
11.58 oN 0.010-SCALE MOD-
CR-134, 110-EL (32-0T) OF THEw 
.SPACE SHUTTLE CO -
*NFIGURATION 3 TO 0 
'OBTAIN HYPERSONIC-
-AERODYNAMIC CHAR • 
*ACTERISTICS FOR S-
*ECOND STAGE OPERA-
'OTION DURING NOMINt 
*AL BOOST AND THE • 
'ABORT RTLS MODE 
.. 
AEOC - ~RESULTS OF INVEST-ORBITER ~~TB - .iGATIONS (OA77 AN-ONFIG. 
\!A474 /*0 9A78) ON AN 0.0-
HWTC - .15-SCALE 140A/B C. 
DA11 .ONFIGURATION SPAC' 
OA78 .E sHUTTLE VEHICLE' 
CR-134,429.0RBITER MODEL 49 .. 
) 
-
.-0 IN THE AEDC VK. 
of BAND C WIND TU' 
"NNELS .. 
.. • 
tN ORBITER - EXTER' 
-NAL TANK WITH AND-




-140A/B C-HYPERSONIC STABIL-rORCE 
-ITY AND CONTROL 











I °LARC I -DELMAR FREEMAN/LA o OMS-OR-2132 
-AEDC oRe .MAY. 1915 
"~PERSONIC WINoJ_ E. VAUGHN ., 




'0.010 ! oLARC I -D. E. THORNTON/RI'OMS-OR-2133 
-10.3 - -LARC -T. BLACKSTOCK I N.~ULY. 1974 




-W HYPERSONIC T-O, A. Sf.~VER 








I -ROCKWELL! -R.L. GILLINS/ROCK.DMS-OR-£134 
-AEDC -WELL *REVISICN 01 
'HYPERSONIC WIN·J. E. VAUGHN -JAN.. 1975 
-0 TUNNEL !B) ·M. M. 'MOSER JR. 
-HYPERSONIC WIN'-D~S • 























.,.,..,"", .. c 
~ ""'" ~ 't-
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* TESTED • 
TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
-------------------------------------------------~---- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC - .. .TASK CANCELLED. A-TEST CANCELLED. A-FORCE ·10.3 -








ARC - -RESULTS OF HEAT ToB17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03*TO OBTAIN HEAT RA-HEAT-TRANS.0.017S 
3.5HWT - -RANSFER TESTS OF *E22 V7 RS -TE DATA FOR THE F' *S.3 
178 /-AN 0.Ot7S-SCALE SoTl0 *IRST AND SECOND S* *!O.3 
IH3 -PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*BI7 C7 M4 FS Wl03'TAGE VEHICLES AND* 
CR-14t.SI4*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 RS -TO INVESTIGATE I .. 
~IN THE NASA-AMES ~B17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03'NTERFERENCE HEATI' 
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSON'E22 V7 RS TtO S8 'NG EFFECTS • 




ARC - "RESULTS OF HEAT T*BI7 C7 M4 FS Wl03-YO OBfAIN HEAT RAoHEAT-TRANS'0.0175 
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS OF -'E22 V7 R5 -TE DATA FOR THE F~ --5 .. 3 
178 /"AN 0.Ot7S-SCALE S*Tl0 *IRST AND SECOND S' *S.3 
IH3 .PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*BI7 C7 1044 FS Wl03"TAGE VEHICLES AND" 
CR-141.51S.CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 R5 TIO -TO INVESTIGATE I 
· 
.IN THE NASA-AMES .. *NTERFERENCE HEATI' 
*3.5-FOOT HYPERSON* *NG EFFECTS 
"IC WIND TUNNEL * 
*(IH3) 't 
.. .. t-
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T.BI7 C7 1044 FS Wl03-*TO OBTAIN HEAT RA'HEAT-TRANS·O.017S 
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS OF *E22 V7 RS *TE D4TA FOR THE F' ·S.3 
178 /-AN 0.Ot7S-SCALE S*Tl0 *IRST AND SECOND S· "S.3 
IH3 *PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*BI7 C7 M4 FS Wl03-TAGE VEHICLES AND' .. 
CR-141.S16*CLE MODEL 22 OTS .E22 V7 RS TIO -TO INVESTIGATE J 
· 
'IN THE NASA-AMES oB17 C7 M4 FS Wl03'NTERFERENCE HEATI" 
*3.S-FOOT HYPERSON*E22 V7 R5 TIO S8 "NG EFFECTS .. 
.IC WIND TUNNEL 0 
*(IH3) .. 
.-




-CANCELLED -CONTINUOUS-fLO'v. E. VAUGHN 
.W HYPERSONIC T·v. E. VAUGHN -AUGUST. 1974 
-UNNEL .-OMS ., 
.. 
/ -ARC I 'T.F. FOSTER.W.H. *DMS-CR-2136 
-ARC 'OVE/RI .VOLUME 01 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER-W.K. LOCKMAN.H.L.'MAY. 1975 










/ -ARC / -T.F. FOSTER.W.H. *OMS-DR-2136 
"ARC oDYE!RI -VOLUME 02 
. "3.S-FOOT HYPER-W.K. LOCKMAN.H.L.-MAY. 1975 
-SONIC WIND TUN-SEEGMILLER/NASA 
-NEL "AMES .. 
.. 




/ *ARC / oT.F. FOSTER.W.H. *OMS-OR-2t36 
-ARC 'OVE/RI *VDLUME 03 
*3.S-FOOT HYPER-W.K. LOCKMAN.H.L.*MAV. 1975 
·SONIC WIND TUN-SEEGMILLER/NASA 
'NEL *AMES 





c'l :, 'i 
-r ~·i 






;" 1: ) 
t. 
-~ c--~ <J.:..J 
"'_>~~'-.J 
~ 







• CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 








-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE .. 
ARC - ·RESULTS OF HEAT T*B17 C7 M4 F5 Wl03'TO OBTAIN HEAT RA'HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
3.5HWT - ~RANSFER TESTS OF -E22 V7 R5 .TE DATA FOR THE F~ *S.3 
178 I-AN 0.0175-SCALE S-Tl0 -IRST AND SECOND S- ~5.3 
IH3 *PACE SHUTTLE VEHI*S17 C7 M4 
CR-141,517*CLE MODEL 22 OTS *E22 V7 R5 
*IN THE NASA-AMES -B17 C7 M4 
~3.5-FOOT HVPERSON«E22 V7 R5 
-IC WIND TUNNEL 
*(IH3) ... 
" 
F5 Wl03*TAGE VEHICLES AND-
Tl0 'TD INVESTIGATE I ~ 
F5 Wl03'NTERFERENCE HEATI-
TtO S8 *NG EFFECTS 
LARC - "RESULTS OF TESTS .CONFIGURATION 3. -DETERMINE EFFECTS-FORCE 
CFHT - -IN THE NASA/LARC .MODEL 32-0) 
108 !*31-INCH CFHT ON A* 
IA'GO .. O.Ol-SCALE 
CR-134,103-MODEL (32-0T) OF .. 
-THE SPACE SHUTTLE' 
*CONFIGURATIDN 3 -
*TO DETERMINE THE ' 
·RCS JET FLOWFIELD" 




"ME 1 OF 2 .... 
... .. 
LARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -CONFIGURATION3, 
CFHT - -IN THE NASA/LARC "ODEL 32-0 
109 1*31-INCH CFHT ON A. 
~A'OS .. O.OI-SCALE • 






'TO DETERMINE THE .. 
-RCS JET FLOWFIELO' 
*INTERACTION EFFE • 




-OF RCS vET FLOW 
-FIELD ON HYPERSON' 





'OF RCS JET FLOW .. 
-FIELD ON HYPERSON. 













.. 0 •. 01 
·10.33-
·10.33 
/ -ARC / *T.F. FOSTER.W.H. oOMS-OR-2136 
-ARC "OYE/RI -VOLUME 04 
'3.S-FOOT HYPER·W.K. LOCKMAN.H.L.*MARCH. 197G 
-SONIC WIND TUN-SEEGMILLER/NASA 
'NEL -AMES 
~ 
·8. J. FRICKEN 
o-OMS 
.. 
I 'NASA/NR / 'O.E. THORNTON 
















/ ·NASA/r~R / +0. E. THORNTON /RI·OMS-OR-2137 
·-LARC '0. E. POUCHER "VOLUME 02 
-CONTINUOUS-FLO.-OMS -JULY. 1974 





• .. 00 
.. • "":::0 
.. 
-oGl 0-
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--~---------------------------------
WIND TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 







TYPE OF * SCALE· TESTING 
.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE> AGENCY 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS'OO.010-SCALE VERSI-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
UPWT - -URE) CHARACTERrST*ON OF THE VEHI~LE.E MEASUREMENTS ON· 
1059 I.rcs OF A 0.010-SC.3 SPACE SHUTTLE -THE LAUNCH CONFI • 
IH4 -ALE VERSION OF TH'OCONFIGURATION -GURATION,ORBITER-
CR-144,60a-E VEHICLE 3 SPACE. -ALONE.EXTERNAL TA. 
-SHUTTLE CONFIGUR .. 0NK ALONE.AND SOLI* 
*ATION(26-0TS) IN * *0 ROCKET BOOSTER' 
*THE LANGLEY RESEA* -ALONE; ALSO TO OB' 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* -TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* 
-WIND TUNNEL(IH4) • 'R DATA 
* 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS-O.Ol0-SCALE VERST-TO OBTAIN PRESSURapRESSURE 
UPWT - .URE) CHARACTERIST-ON OF THE VEHICLE-E MEASUREMENTS ON-
1059 I.ICS OF A O.010-SC.3 SPACE SHUTTLE .THE LAUNCH CONFI • 
IH4 . -ALE VERSION OF TH-CONFIGURATION -GURATION.ORBITER. 
CR-144.609*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE> 'ALONE. EXTERNAL TA' 
-SHUTTLE CONFIGUR .. -NK ALONE.AND SOLI-
.ATION(26-0TS) IN * -0 RO~~ET BOOSTER • 
-THE LANGLEY RESEA* >ALONE; ALSO TO OB' 
-RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* -TAIN HEAT TRANSFEo 
-WIND TUNNEL(IH4) - -R DATA .. 
• .. 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS.0.Ol0-SCALE VERsr .. TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE 
UPWT - *URE) CHARACTERIST*ON OF THE VEHICLE-E MEASUREMENTS ON-
1059 I-rcs OF A O.010-SC>3 SPACE SHUTTLE -THE LfJ~CH CONFI • 
IH4 -ALE VERSION OF TH.CONFIGURATION -GURATION.ORBITER" 
CR-144.610*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE* -ALONE.EXTERNAL TAo 
-SHUTTLE CONFIGUR - *NK ALONE.AND SOLI"' 
*ATION(26-0TS) IN .. '0 ROCKET BOOSTER • 
.THE LANGLEY RESEA* -ALONE; ALSO TO OBo 
*RCH CENTER 4-FOOT* -TAIN HEAT TRANSFE* 
.WIND TUNNEL(IH4) • *R DATA 
.. .. 
'* 













































-RC. R.B. KINGSLAN*VOLUME 01 
W*D/RI -MAY. 1976 







-RC. R.B. KINGSLAN·VOLUME 02 
w*D/RI *JULV. 1976 









oRC, R.B. KINGSLAN*VOLUME 03 
w*D/RI *JUL Y. 1976 
























rJL -r T 
1 ~ 
. ~L{.i. liRl'l'r Ilil_ 
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-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE rEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
LARC - *AEROHEATING(PRESS'O.010-SCALE VERSl~TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
UPWT - *URE) CHARACTERIST*ON OF THE VEHICLE'E MEASUREMENTS ON. 
1059 I*ICS OF A 0.010-SC*3 SPACE SHUTTLE -THE LAUNCH CONFI ~ 
IH4 .ALE VERSION OF TH'CONFIGURATION *GURATION.ORBITER"' 
CR-144.611*E VEHICLE 3 SPACE- -ALONE. EXTERNAL TA' 
.SHUTTLE CONFIGUR .. *NK ALONE.AND SOLI· 
*ATION( 26-0TS) IN .. *0 ROCKET BOOSTER .. 
• THE LANGLEY RESEA* .ALONE; ALSO TO OB' 
• RCH CENTER 4-FOOT" .TAIN HEAT TRANSFE' 
.WIND TUNNEL(IH4) .. oR DATA 
.. • 
NRLAD - .EFFECT OF ELEVON *VL70-000140A/B. 
LSWT - .. GAP CONFIGURATION-OOEL 43-0 
724 I*S ON THE LONGITUD* 
OAtla *INAL AND LATERAL/. 
CR-134,407*DIRECTIONAL STABI* 
-LITY AND CONTROL ~ 
.EFFECTIVENESS OF -




NRLAD - *INVESTIGATION OF *140 A/B SPACE 
LSWT - .SP~CE SHUTTLE ORBtTTLE ORBITER 
719 I.ITER SUBSONIC STA* 
OA37 *BIlITY AND .. 
CR-134.408*CONTROL CHARACTER' 
_.' 
*ISTICS AND DETERM~ 
*INATION OF CONTRO· 
*L SURFACE HINGE .. 
'MOMENTS IN THE RO-
-CKWELL INTERNATIO-
*NAL LOW SPEED WIN-
*D TUNNEL (OA37) 
.. ,. 
M*ESTABLISH EFFECT -FORCE 
'OF NEW ELEVON GAP' 
oCONFIG. ON lONGI • 
'TUOINAL AND lAT/ • 
-OIRECT STABILITY" 
.AND CONTROL EFFEC' 








/*LARC / *B. SPENCER.uR./LA·DMS-DR-2138 
·RC. R.B. KINGSLAN*VOLUME 04 
.. 
" 






W·D/RI .. JULY. 1976 






-TERRANCE HUGHES /*OMS-OR-2139 














*OCKWELL INTERNATr*SEPT.. 1974 
WIND-aNAL 
'W.M. ZEMAN/ROCKWE~ 
*LL INTERNATIONAL .. 
*D. A. SARVER .. 


















I"~:::;:;" ~~ , 
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.. PUB LI CA TI DNS 
-OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE-
AEDC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS .MODEL NO. 29-0/VL*TO DETERMINE MACH·HEAT-TR~NS-0.017S 
HWTB - .OF A ROCKWELL INT*70-0oo139 "NUMBER EFFECTS A • 010.S -
VA354 I*ERNATIONAL SPACE .. .ND TO OBTAIN OVER. *14 
OHll ·SHUTTLE ORBITER (. 
CR-141.S38*-139 CONFIGURATIO* 
.N) 0.017S-SCALE M~ 
·ODEL (NO.29-0) IN. 
"THE AEDC TUNNEL. -
·F TO DETERMINE HY" 
.PERSONIC HEATING .. 
·EFFECTS (OH11) .. 
.. +< 
-ALL HEATING RATE -
oDATA AT MACH NUMB-





MSFC - -DETERMINATION OF -TITAN III C SRM -STATIC STABILITY -FORCE 
·AND DRAG ON TITAN-14TWT - "AERODYNAMIC STABI· 
587 I-LITY AND DRAG OF .. *SRM AT HIGH ANGL .. 
FA4 ,.THE TITAN SRM .. 
-ES OF ATTACK 
CR-134.402*DURING ENTRY .. 
.. 
AEOC - .AERODYNAMIC RESUL*INTEGRATEO VEHICL.PROXIMITY EFFECTS-FORCE 
SWTA - -TS OF WIND TUNNELoE- CONFIGURATION oW AND wlO SEPARA • 
VA422 I"TESTS ON AN 0.01 *3 LINES -TION ROCKETS FIRI" 
IA61A "O-SCALE MODEL (32* *NG 
CR-144.S87.-0TS) SPACE SHUTTo & 
oLE INTEGRATED VEH" 
• ICLE IN THE AEDC • * 
·VKF 40-INCH SUPER-
·SONIC WIND TUNNEL· * 
.. 
NRLAO - .AN INVESTIGATION .LAUNCH 
7TWT - -OF THE SUPPORT INoION 
281 joTERFERENCE EFFECT. 
IA68 *S OF THE SSV .. 
CR-t34.427 0 MODEL t3P-OTS IN * 
-THE TRANSONIC AND'" 






.IC AND SUPERSONIC· FORCE 
~CHARACTERISTICS 
-OF MODEL t3P-OTS « 
"SUPPORT INTERFERE· 












I "AEDC J oM. QUAN/RI ~D"'S-DR-2141 
"AEDC *4. BOUDREAUX/ARO .~UNE. 1975 
.HYPERSONIC WIN-W. B. MEINDERS 





I "NASA I -PAUL RAMSEY/ 
*MSFC o,.,SFC 
*t4-INCH TRISON*V. W. SPARKS 




I -AEoe I -~.OAILEOAI RI 
tAEDC .~. £. 
·SUPERSONIC WINov. £. 


























I oR.L. ROGGE / ROCK-OMS-OR-2f44 




TUNNEL -D. A. SARVER 
'V. W. SPARKS 
·-OMS 
" ,. 
~ ... -2.;::~~,_~~ .. -,';'--~-j ...... ,L:l ~>::} £":: ::-':= .jf,Jil.;~'::. -. - -.:": ....:.~~~ "~~,;;. --~.- ' ~' .. -~ '- -."... 
00 
""tlAJ 






























-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE~ 
MSFC - 'AN INVESTIGATION .EXTERNAL TANK WIT-OBTAIN FORCE AND 'FORCE 
14TWT - *TO DETERMINE THE 'H PROTUBERANCES "MOMENT STATIC 5TA-
583 I'STATIC STABILITY -EXTERNAL TANK WIT*BILITY DATA FOR T" 
TA1F 'DURING RE-ENTRY 'HOUT PROTUBERANCE-HE EXTERNAL TANK. 
CR-134,420*OF THE 0.003-SCAL*S .AT RE-ENTRY CONDI-
*E MCR 0200 BASELI- -TIONS 
-NE SPACE SHUTTLE • 











I *M.K. ROBERTSON / *OMS-OR-2145 
I -NORTHROP SERVICES.OCT.. 1974 
-INC. • 
TRISON-P.E. RAMSEY I NAS* 
TUNNEL-A-MSFC ,. 
-V. W. SPARKS ,. 
-V. W. SPARKS 
·-OMS -
,. 
LARC - -FLUTTER TESTS (IS 0 30-0TS *TO ISOLATE THE EF*STRUCT-OYN* 0.0125 / *LARC I -M.A. KOTCH /RI - oOMS·OR-2146 
.APRIL, 1974 26TBT - *4) OF THE 0.0125-' 
547 /*SCALE SHUTTLE REF-
IS4 *LECTION PLANE MOD' 
CR-134,092*EL 30-0TS IN THE. 
-LANGLEY RESEARCH • 
.CENTER 26-INCH TR' 
*ANSONIC BLOWDOWN ,. 
-TUNNEL TEST NO. 5* 
*47 • 
LARC - .RESULTS OF INVEST-140A/B 
UPWT - *IGATIONS (OA20C) oR 
1057 I*ON AN O.OIS-SCALE· 
OA20C "CONFIGURATION 
CR-134,097*140A/B SPACE SHUT. 
~' '-, 
. -
*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT' 
-ER MODEL (49-0) I-
*N THE -
'NASA/LANGLEY RESE* 
-ARCH CENTER UNITA* 
*RY ~lAN WIND TUNN* 
*El • 
-FECTS OF INTERFER' *0.6 -LARC -R.W. HESS /lARC 
*ING AERODYNAMICS' ".45 -26-INCH TRANSO*O. A. SARVER 
-GENERATED BY THE • ,. "NIC SLOWDOWN ToM. M. MOSER JR. .. 
-ORBITER. TANK. AN" - ~UNNEL --OMS 
*0 SRB ON THE WING- -
"FLUTTER BOUNDARY • 
.. 
.. 
SSV ORBITE"DEFINE ADDITIONAL'FORCE 









*L CHARACTERISTICS- -IND TUNNEL 
-FOR THE UPDATED S-
-SV CONFIGURATION' 




*OCKWELL INTERNATI*MAY. 1974 
W'ONAL * 
-S.SPENCER / NASA .. 
'LARC • 
































~, ~ \ 















TYPE OF • SCALE· TESTING 
AGENCY *' REPORT TITLE .. TEST oMACH RANGE' 
ARC - -HYPERSONIC AEROHE*22-0TS 
3.SHWT - *ATING TEST OF SPA. 
18S loCE SHUTTLE VEHICL-
IH20 -E CONFIGURATION 3-
CR-t34.440 o (MOoEL 22-0TS) I .. 
"N THE NASA-AMES 3. 
~.5-FOOT HYPERSONI~ 
*C WIND TUNNEL( IH-· 
*20) .. 
ARC - *HYPERSONIC AEROHE~22-0TS 
3.SHWT - "ATING TEST OF SPA-
t8S I*CE SHUTTLE VEHICLo 
IH20 *E CONFIGURATION 3-
CR-134.441 o(MOoEL 22-0TS) I ° 
*N THE NASA-AMES 3* 
*.S-FOOT HYPERSONI* 











LARC - -RESULTS OF INVEST-CONFIG. 4 (-140A/oHYPERSONIC STABIL-FORCE 
CFHT - -IGATIONS ON A O.O*B) MODEL 72-0 .. ITV AND CONTROL 
t10 I-tO-SCALE 140A/B C· 
OA90 *ONFIGURATION SPAC. 
CR-'41.~OS·E SHUTTLE VEHICLE- .. 
oDRBITER MODEL 72 -
·-0 IN THE NASA/LAO 
*NGLEV RESEARCH CEo .. 
*NTER CONTINUOUS F* 
.LOW HYPERSONIC TU· 
·NNEL (OA90) 
.. 
LARC - -AN INVESTIGATION *SRB 
UPWT - -OF HIGH MACH NUMB' 
t087 I-ER STATIC STABILI" 
SA2SF -TV CHARACTERISTIC-
CR-141.511'S FOR A LARGE SCA-
-LE SOLID ROCKET B* 
-OOSTER 
-
.OBTAIN HIGH MACH oFORCE 
-NUMBER STATIC STA" 
°BILITY DATA ON A • 
"LARGE SCALE SRB 
• 
I 'ARC loR. B. KINGSLANO.R-oMS-OR-2148 
"ARC 00CKWELL -VOLUME 01 
.3.S-FOOT HYPERoW. K. LOCKMAN.AMEouUNE. 1975 
.SoNIC WIND TUN*S .. 






I "ARC / oR. B. KINGSLANo.R ooMS-DR-2148 
·ARC oOCKWELL -VOLUME 02 
*3_S-FOOT HVPER'W. K. LOCKMAN.AME*uUNE. 1975 
'SONIC WIND TUN-S 
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REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE· AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AERODY~THERMOCOUPLE MODE-TO OBTAIN HEAT TR-HEAT-TRANS-7_3 
3.5HWT - *NAMIC HEAT TRANSF*L OF SSV ORB. 139*ANSFER DATA UNDER- 47.3 
183 j*ER TESTS OF A 0.* -SIMULATED ENTRY 
OH6 *0175-SCALE MODEL - -CONDITIONS 
CR-141,815*OF THE ROCKWELL I~ 
*NTERNATIONAL SPAC~ 
°E SHUTTLE ORBITER~ 






oR 22-0) IN THE NA~ 
*SA/AMES 3.5-FOOT -
"HYPERSONIC WIND T. 
*UNNEL (TEST OH6) • 
'" 
- ·RESULTS OF AN rNV·VEHICLE 4 ORBITER-HYPERSONIC STABIL·FORCE 
- *ESTIGATION OF HY.(MODEL 51-0) 'ITY AND CONTROL 
/*PERSONIC VISCOUS * • 
-INTERACTION EFFEC-
~13'TS ON AN 0.01 SCAt 
*LE SPACE SHUTTLE • 
*ORBITER Sl-0 MODE-
*L IN THE AEoC-VKF. 
*HYPERVELOCITY WI • 





"ARC / 'W. H. OYE/R! .OMS-OR-2151 
.ARC .W. K. LOCKMAN/ARC-NOV.. 1975 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-D. A. SARVER 






I ·AEoC -ED ALLEN! ROCKWEloDMS-DR-2152 
.HYPERVElOCITY "l. HUNTSVIllE OFF'REVISION 01 
oWINo TUNNEL (ForCE -JAN.. 1976 
.) oJ. E. VAUGHN 




LARC - -INVESTIGATION OF -ORBITER ALONE 'TO OBTAIN HEAT TR·HEAT-TRANS· 0.0175 I oR.I. j °R.B. KINGSLAND I oDMS-OR-2153 
UPWT - -THE HEAT TRANSFER-TANK ALONE 
1071 /.EFFECTS ON THE 2 -SRB ALONE 
IHl *2-0TS 0.0175-
CR-151.377.SCA~E THIN SKIN T* 
-" 
*HERMOCOUPLE MOOEL. 
·(VEHICLE 3 CONFI .. 
*GURATION) .. 
°ANSFER RATE DATA • ~2.36 - -lARe -ROCKWEll INTERNAT-OCT., 1977 
-ON THE ORBITER. E- -3.7 -UNITARY PLAN W-IONAl 
-XTERNAL TANK. -IND TUNNEL ·V. W. SPARKS 
-ANO SOLID ROCKET • ~ ~M. M. MOSER JR. 
-BOOSTERS --OMS 
• 















~ <'~ ~ ~-;~~ 
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WINO TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 163 
-----------------------------------------------~--------------------------------~-----~.------~----~-.-*-------------------.---.~-.~ 
TEST 







.. TYPE OF - SCALE* TESTING 










AEDC - -HEAT TRANSFER TES*MDOEL 29-0 
HWTB - ~TS OF A 0.0175-SC* 
VA352 I-ALE SPACE SHUTTLE-
OH4A ~ORBITER MODEL (2 * 
CR-134,437*9-0) TO DETERMINE-
-THE EFFECT OF SU .. 
-RFACE TEMPERATURE" 
-ON BOUNDARY LAVE .. 
-R TRANSITION AT M* 
*ACH 8.0 IN THE AE· 
·OC VKF TUNNEL B (. 
*TEST OH4A) 
.. 
·TO DETERMINE EFFE-FORCE 
oCT OF WALL TEMPER-
-ATURE ON THE POIN-





NRLAO - -STABILITY AND CON*B61C11F12M51W124E-ESTABLISH BASIC L*FORCE 
LSWT - -TROL CHARACTERIST*40 ~ONGITUOINAL AND L-
721 I-ICS FOR THE INNER. -ATERAL-OIRECTIONA-
OAll0 *MOLO LINE - 'L STABILITY AND 
CR-134.406.CONFIGURATION OF .. -CONTROL FOR THE 1-
'SPACE SHUTTLE ORS' *ML ORBITER 
·ITER(O~110) 
-AEDC - .RESULTS OF AN EXT-ORBITER WITH ET 
HWTB - oERNAL TANK SEPARA*EPARATING 
VA422 loTION TEST IN THE -ISOLATED ORBITER 
lA17A -AEDC/VKF TUNNEL B-ISOLATEO ET 
CR-141,797*ON AN 0.010 SCALE-
-REPLICA OF THE S -
.PACE SHUTTLE VEHI. 
-CLE (MODEL 52-0T). 
oIA17A 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF AN EXT-ORBITER WITH ET 
HWTB - *ERNAL TANK SEPARA~EPARATING 
VA422 I·TING TEST IN THE 'ISOLATEO ORBITER 
IA17A -AEOc/vKF TUNNEL B-ISOLATEO ET 
CR-141,79S o 0N AN 0.010 SCALE-
.REPLICA OF THE S .. 
.PACE SHUTTLE VEHI. 



































!:. ,;. ,{\ .~.':~'1: 
-AEOC / ·M. OUAN AND d. W.oOMS-OR-2154 
*AEOC * FOUST/RI -vAN.. 1975 
-HYPERSONIC WIN*W. R. MARTINDALE/· 
·0 TUNNEL (B) -ARO .. 












·TERRANCE HUGHES A*OMS-DR-2155 
'NO ROBERT ROGGE I-SEPT.. 1974 
WIND-RI 






-ROCKWELLI °R.H. SPANGLERI ROoOMS-OR-2156 
.. VOLUME 01 *AEOC oCKWELL 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-v.v. OAIlEDA / RO*AUGUST. 1975 
-0 TUNNEL (B) -CKWELL 
'.1. E. VAUGHN 
°v.T.DAVIET .. 
·-OMS .. 
'ROCKWELLI oR.H. SPANGLER/ ROoOMS-DR-2t56 
·VOLUME 02 -AEDC *CKWEll 
'HYPERSONIC WIN-v.d. DAILEOA 
·0 TUNNEL (8) 'CKWELL 
• .1. E. VAUGHN 
ov.T.OAVIET 
o-m .. s 
























.PUBl I CATIONS 
*OR COMNIEfHS REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
AEOC ->RESULTS OF AN EXT"ORBITER WITH ET S-DETERr.llNE EFFECTS-FORCE 
HWTB - *ERNAL TANK SEPARA*EPARATING -OF EXTERNAL TANK • 
VA422 /.TION TEST IN THE *ISOLATED ORBITER *SEPARATING FROM • 
IAt7A .AEDC/VKF TUNNEL B*lSOlATED ET -ORBITER 
CR-141.799~ON AN 0.010 SCALE. 
~REPLICA OF THE S • 
*PACE SHUTTLE VEHI. 





LARC - ·HEAT TRANSFER TES-ORBITER WITH EXTEoORBITER/EXTERNAL oHEAT-TRANS·19.8 . 
HNT - °TS OF AN 0.OD6-SC-RNAl TANK 
28 I-ALE THIN SKIN SPA'ORBITER 
IH19 ·CE SHUTTLE MODEL -EXTERNAL TANK 
CR-141.S22-( 50-0, 41-T ) IN" 
-THE LANGLEY RESE -
~ARCH CENTER NITRO-
-GEN TUNNEL AT MAC-
*H 19 
MSFC - ·FLOW VISUALIZATIO-013. T9. S7 
14TWT - oN TESTS OF A 0.00-
582 /*4-SCALE SPACE SHU· 
IS6A 'TTLE VEHICLE 2A M* 
CR-147.640*00EL (NO. 13-0TS)-
-
.IN THE MSFC 14-1 -
-NCH TRISONIC WINO. 
·TUNNEL 
.. 





°TO OBTAIN FLOW VI·STRUCT-DYNo.6 
'SUALIZATION PHOTO' '3.48 











'HYPERSONIC WINod.d. OAIlEOA 
-u TUNNEL (B) 'CKWELL 
I RO·AUGUST. 1975 
'" 
• 







-NASA / ·O.G. WALSTAO/R.I.·OMS-OR-2157 
-LARe °0. A. SARVER oDEC.. 1975 
-HYPERSONIC NIT oW. B. MEINDERS 





'P. d. HAWTHORNE/R-OMS-DR-2158 
.< 
.. I -OCT. • 1976 
TRISON-G. STREBV/NSI • 
TUNNEl-n. A. SARVER .. 




















;~.'I ~ <II 
~. 
-------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------~~-----------------------~-----------~~--






















ARC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*140 
66SWT - -TS OF SUPPORT SYS-ER 
709 /-TEM EFFECTS TESTS-
OA59 -CONDUCTED IN 
CR-134.410*NASA/ARC 6-BY 6FO* 
-OT SUPERSONIC WIN-
*0 TUNNEL USING A • 
-0.015-SCALE • 
-MODEL OF THE CONF-
*!GURAfION 140A/B • 
-SSV ORBITER (OA59· 
0) 
ARC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*140 
66SWT - *TS OF SUPPORT SYS*ER 
709 I*TEM EFFECTS TESTS' 
OA59 -CONDUCTED IN 
CR-134~412*NASA/ARC 6-BY-6 F* 
-OOT SUPERSONIC WI-
·ND TUNNEL USING A~ 
-0.015 -SCALE ~ 
-MODEL OF THE CONF* 
*IGURATION 140A/B -
·SSV ORBITER (OA59. 
0) 
AlB SSV ORBIT·DETERMINE EFFECTS*FORCE 
-OF STING BASE MO • 
'UNTING WITH AND W' 




AID SSV ORBIT-DETERMINE EFFECTS-FORCE 
'OF STING BASE MO ~ 
*UNTING WITH AND W' 
'ITHOUT MPS NOZZLE-
-S 
ARC - -WIND TUNNEL TESTS-52-0T *TO EVALUAIE BASIC-FORCE 
oHYPERSONr~ STAB I .. 
.LITY CHAR. OF ORB-
-ITER ATTACHED RIG· 
3.5HWT - -OF THE 0.010-SCA -ET ALONE 
191 /-LE SPACE SHUTTLE -
IA18 -INTEGRATED VEHICLe 
CR-134.413-E IN THE NASA/AME-
-S 3.5 FOOT HYPERS~ 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL • 
-(IA18) 


















*ROCKWELL/ -~OHN H. CAMPBELL.·O~S-DR-2159 
oARC -RI.ANO WILLARD R.*VOLUME 01 
-6-FOOT BY 6-FO*EMBURV. RI -OCT.. 1974 
-OT SUPERSONIC -D. A. SARVER 
-WIND TUNNEL -G. G. MCOONALD .. 






-ROCKWELL! ·~OHN H. CAMPBELL.·OMS-DR-2159 
-ARC °RI. AND WILLARD .VOLUME 02 
*6-FOOT BY 6-FOoR. EMBURY. RI -OCT.. 1974 
'OT SUPERSONIC -~. A. SARVER .. 








/ -ARC I -V. ESPARZA. E CH-OMS-OR-2160 
INTER·MARCH. 1975 -ARC oEE/ROCKWElL 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER-NATIONAL 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------~-~---------------------------~--------------
'MODEL .. .. 
TEST 
ID 
•. CONFIGURATIONS· TEST 
PURPOSE 








.OR COMMENTS REPORl "'n:"E .. TESTED TEST ~MACH RANGE' 
LERC - ~AERODYNAMIC CHARA.SRB-BOOY ALONE .STATIC STABILITY ~FORCE 
10SWT - *CTERISTICS OF FSF*SRB-BODY WITH PRO.AND CONTROL DURIN+ 
035 /*e MODEL <154 OF TH-TURBANCFS *G TUMBLINC RE-ENT< 
SA6F *f 142 INCH SuLlO • ·~Y 
CR-134.422 o ROCKET BOOSTER TE • 
• STEO IN THE LERC •. 
.10-FOOT SWT AT MAo * -
·CH NU~i3ERS OF 2.. O. 
-AND 2.7 (SA6f) 
.. 
ARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST*140 A/B. VEHICLE 
3.5HWT - -IGATIDNS ON AN 0 •• 4 
187 /~015-SCALE 140A/B .. 
OA36 ·CONFIGURATION OF ~ 
CR-134.430*THE ROCKWELL INTE* 
*RNATIGNAL SPACE 5* 
• HUTTLE ORBITER IN· 
~THE NASA/AMES RE .. 
• SEARCH CENTER 3.5. 
~-FOOT HYPERSONIC .. 
·WIND TUNN~L (OA36* 
*) 
LARC - .AERODYNAMIC RESUL.140A/B 
UPWT - .TS OF A SUPPORT S* 
10g7 ;*YSTEM INTERFERENC" 
OA20S -E EFFECTS TEST CO-
CR-134.403*NDUCTED AT NASA/Lo 
*ARC UPWT USING AN* 
oO.015-5CALE MODE • 
-L OF THE CONFIGUR" 
.ATION t40A/B SSV ~ 
-ORBITER (OA20B) • 
° 
-TO VERTFY SUPERSO*FORCE 
-NIC STABIL!TY AND-
'CONTROL CHAR. OF ~ 
*VEHICLE 4. ANALY • 
*ZE AERODYNAMIC PR* 
-OBLEM AREAS, CONT' 
°ROL SURFACE ~FFEC' 
oTIVENESS, AND REY. 
°NOLDS NUMBER EFFE" 
oCT 1NCLUDING SEPA* 
'RATION AND INTERF. 
*ERENCES 
-THE PRIMARY OBJEC-FORCE 
-TIVE OF THIS TEST-
+WAS TO DETER~lNE ~ 
.THE EXTENT 
"AERODYNAMIC SI~UL' 
-ATION IS AFFECTED· 
.ev BASE MOUNTING • 
rAN ORBITER MOOEl * 
-WITHOUT MPS NOZZL' 
oES. ON A STRAIGHT' 
·STING. 
r"'" y .~ 
~?-
-0.0211 I -LERC / ·OUANE RAOFORO/NSI-OMS~DR-2f61 
~2.0 ·LERC "PAUL RAMSEY/NASA--FEB.. 1975 
.2.7 y10 BY 10-FDOT -MSFC 
ySUPERSONIC WIN·.... E. VAUGHN .. 







I .ARC / oM. O. MILAM. R. L.OMS-OR-2162 
'ARC *. GILLINS/ROCKWELoNOV.. 1974 
-10.3 o3.5-FOOT HYPER*L INTERNATIONAL 
-SONIC WIND rUN-B ..... FRICKEN 








r 0.015 / .LARC I • .... H. CAMPBELL I R·DMS-OR-2l63 
-2.5 "LARC·I ·SEPT.. 1974 
>4.63 -UNITARY PLAN _.W.R. EMBURY / R. 
-IND TUNNEL *1 
-M. M. MANN ~ 













~_, ., ___ .'._~. __ ~ ...,."'_ ..... , •••• "' .... ~ -fr ~-"' .......... ,. "_ •.• _. 
m ~ Ii; ~~ 

















.. TYPE OF " SCALE- TESTP~G 
.. REPORT TITLE TEST ~MACH RANGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
CAlSPAN - .HEAT TRANSFER TES-MODEL 37-0T (CO>.JF~TO DETERMINE ASCE*HEAT '·r~ANS·O.01 
48HST - *TS ON A 0.01-SCAL'IG. ~ ORB AND ET)*NT AND ENTRY HEAT.. 06.95 -
1';3-100 I"E ROCKWELL CONFrG*CONFiGURATION 3 O~TRANSFEI? RATES 0 • -19.5 
OH12 *URATION 3 SPACE S*P-CITER *VER A RANGE OF M~" .. 
IH21 -HUTTlE ORBITER AN-eXTERNAL TANK *CH NO. AND REYNOl' ,. 
CR-141.62S*O TANK (37-0T}!N • -OS NO. OF PAP-TICU-
~TH£ CAL SPAN 48-IN* tLAR INTEREST WAS -
*CH HYPt~SONIC SH .. 'ORBITER WING LEAD' 
"OCK TUNNEL (uH12/* *ING EDGE HEATING .. 
*IH21) 'DURING ENTRY 
CALSPAN - 'HEAT TRANSFER TES-MODEL 37-0T (CONF*TO DETERMINE ASCE·HEAT-TRANS*6.95 -
48HST - 'TS ON A O.Ol-SCAL~IG. 3 ORB AND ET)-NT AND ENTRY HEAT- '19.5 
173-100 J'E ROCKWELL CONFIG-CONF!GURATION 3 a-TRANSFER RATES 0 • 
OH12 *URATION 3 SPACE S~RBITER .VER A RANGE OF MA-
IH21 -HUTTLE ORBITER AN-EXTERNAL TANK -CH NO. AND REYNOl· 
CR-141.829*D TANK (37-0TJIN • .DS NO. OF PARTICU· 
*THE CALSPAN 48-IN* -lAR INTEREST WAS • 
'CH HYPERSONIC SH " .ORBITER WING LEAD-
-OCK TUNNEL (OH12/· -ING EDGE HEATING -
*IH21) ¢DURING ENTRY 
• 
CALSPAN - -HEAT TRANSFER TES-MODEl 37-0T (CONF*TO DETERMINE ASCE-HEAT-TRANS'001 
48HST - *TS ON A O.01-SCAl-IG. 3 ORB AND ET}-NT AND ENTRY HEAT- -6.95 -
173-100 /*E ROCKWELL CONFIG'CONFIGURATION 3 O-TRANSFER RATES 0 • *19.5 
OH12 *URATION 3 SPACE S*R8ITER -VER A RANGE OF MA* 
iH21 "HUTTlE ORBITER AN-EXTERNAL TAN~ *CH NO. AND REYNOL' 
CR-141.230*D TANK (37-0T)IN * -os NO. OF PARTICU' .. 
*THE CALSPAN 48-IN* *LAR INTEREST WAS .. 
*CH HYPERSONIC SH, * -ORBITER WING LEAD-
*OCK TUNNEL (OH12!* -ING EDGE HEATING .. 
*IH21) -DURING ENTRY .. 
.. 
" 
I ~ROCKWELLI *ED HEUSTIS/CALSPA'DMS-DR-2164 
tCALSPAN - oN CORP. *VOLUME 01 
*48-INCH HYPERS.M. KOTCH/ R. I. -dAN.. 1976 
-ONIC SHOCK TUN*D. A. SARVER 





-ROCKWELL! 'ED HEU5TIS/CAlSPA'OMS-DR-2164 
'CALSPAN - *N CORP. *VOLUME 02 
o48-INCH HYP~RS'M. KOTCH! R. I. -JAN.. 1976 
*ONIC SHOCK ,~N.W. B. MEINOERS 
-NEL .-O~S • 
• 
• 
I -ROCKWELLI -ED HEUSTIS/{'IILSPA-OMS-DR-2164 
'CALSPAN - *N CORP. ·VOLUME 03 
'48-INCH HYPEii':oi·'M. KOTl;H/ R. 1. .-DEC.. 1975 
.ONIC SHOCK TUN-D. A. SARIi£R 











-:;, 1:1 if 
C"J ' 








_J?',~ ,>'-~j :~~~:" . .-~:if:~~~:·._-,.,,~:-~~3-~.~--:' ,;'~:':;~::;: .i_,~~v::"'~ r"_~ _~~ ~.:~~_:l~ ::' ':.:,4. " . .• -;A'-o~ ~"',,=.».:4:~::~~:!:.. ... 1.X_~Mt .. ." i ::- t. ..d~ _ ~ t;o'~ .,,~..m :r::..~;:; ~_!4 _ .... , .x :- ~ l' ."!. ~.,.~ 
P'7 
WIND TUNNEL TEST! OMS I)ATA PROC;:ESSHJG 
• * '" ~""ODEL 
TEST 





TYPE OF ~ SCALE' TESTING 
TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
MSFC - .RESULTS OF AN INV-EXTERNAL TANK WIT-DETERMINE STATIC ~PRESSURE 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO'PRESSURE DISTRIBU-
596 /*0.003-SCALE SPI.CE"'TUBERANCES.0.OO3 -nONS ON MODIFIED' 
T-A2F "SHUTTLE EXTERNAL ~SCALE 'MCR 0200 .. 
CR-141,823*TANK (MSFC NODEL • 'EXTERNAL TANK 
.460) IN THE NASA!" 
*MSFC 14 X 14-1NCH~ 
*TRISONIC WIND TU • 






MSFC - *RESULTS OF AN INV'EXTERNAL TANK WIT'DETERMINE STATIC ,PRESSURE 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN 'H AND WITHOUT PRO-PRESSURE DISTRIBUf 
596 1.0.003-SCAlE SPACE'TUBERANCES.O.003 .TIONS ON MODIFIED-
TA2F -SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -SCALE "MCR 0200 
CR-141.824 1 TANK (MSFC MODEL' 'EXTERNAL TANK 
,_liP' 
*460) IN THE NASA!-
'MSFC 14 X 14-INCH' 
*TRISONIC WIND TU • 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE" 
.STATIC PRESSURE 
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU- .. 
*RING REENTRY (TA2-
*F) 








































TYPE OF w SCALE-











MSFC - ·RESULTS OF AN INV-EXTERNAL TANK WIT·DETERMINE STATIC -PRESSURE 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO-PRESSURE OISTRIBU' 
596 /1<O.OO3-SCALE SPACE·TUBERAr~CES,O.003 "TIONS ON MODIFIED* 
TA2F .SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -SCALE -MeR 0200 
CR-141.825*TANK (MSFC MODEL.. "EXTERNAL TANK 
"'460) IN THE NASh/' .. 
*MSFC 14 X 14-INCH" .. .. 




~RING REENTRY (TA2' 
.F) '" 
.. .. • 
MSFC - .RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT'DETERMINE STATIC -PRESSURE 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN -H AND WITHOUT PRO-PRESSURE DISTRIBU. 
596 /*0.OO3-SCALE SPACE-TUBERANCES.0.003 *TIONS ON MODIFIED· 
TA2F -SHUTTLE EXTERNAL ·SCALE -MCR 0200 
CR-141.826-TANK (MSFC MODEL - -EXTERNAL TANK 
*460) IN THE NASA!-
*MSFC 14 X 14-INCH-
~TRISONIC WIND TU • 
*NNEL TO DETERMINE- • 
*STATIC PRESSURE 
• DISTRIBUTiONS DU-
























~ .. ~. _ ~::,,~~~:~r-.. 1-1-, .... "~ -~ :::;.; ':!~:t.:-;.-.:;-:..:2 -4 A.~ .. \' "!' ~~." 4 i.<- _" ~...:_ ~.rt: ",; ~_ 
I °P.E. RAMSEY I MSF-OMS-OR-2165 
*C .VOLUME 03 
TRISON.G.W. WINKLER / NS'OEC.. 1S?5 
TUNNEL-I • 
'V. W. SPARKS 












.V. W. SPARKS 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* * • -MODEL TEST 
10 
• - CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






*OR COMMENTS ,. REPORT TITLE 
- TESTED .. TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
MSFC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*EXTERNAL TANK WIT.DETERMINE STATIC ~PRESSURE 
14TWT - *ESTIGATION OF AN *H AND WITHOUT PRO-PRESSURE DISTR!BU-
S96 /*0.OO3-SCALE SPACE-TUBERANCES.0.003 -TIONS ON MODIFIEO-
'TA2F *SHUTTLE EXTERNAL .SCALE -MCR 0200 .. 
CR-141.827';'TANK (MSFC MODEL .. -EXTERNAL TANK .. 
*460) IN THE NASA/~ .. .. 
*MSFC 14 X 14-HJCH* .. • 
*TRISONIC WIND TU .. .. 
-NNEL TO DETERMINE. * 
·STATIC PRESSURE - .. 
*DISTRIBUTIONS DU- .. .. 
·P.ING REENTRY (TA2* .. ~ 
*F) • .. 
* * 
.. .. 
LARC - *HEAT TRANSFER TES-ORB.+ET+5RB *TO INVESTIGATE PA·HEAT-TRANS. 3.7 -
UPWT - *TS OF AN 0.006 SC-ET 
1041 /*ALE THIN-SKIN SPA~SRB 
IH1S *CE SHUTTLE THERMO-ORB 
CR-141.S34*COUPLE MODEL (41-. 
*OTS) IN THE LANGL* 
*EY RESEARCH CENTE· 
*R UNITARY PLAN WI. 
*NO TUNNEL AT M=3 .• 
-7 (IH16) .. 
.. 
-ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV~140A/B 
3.SHWT - *ESTIGATION ON AN • 
190 /*O.OlS-SCALE MODEL. 
OA98 *(49-0) OF THE ROC-
CR-141.550*KWELL INTERNATION. 
*AL SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
*ORBITER IN THE NA. 
*SA AMES RESEARCH • 
• CENTER 3.5-FOOT H* 
*YPERSONIC WIND TU· 
*NNEL (OA98) .. 
* 
.. 
*RAMETRICALLY THE" • 3.7 
• ASCENT HEATING OF- .. 










-L DATA ON THE EFF. 
-ECTS OF A STING M' 
.OUNT ON BASE PRES-
.SURES AND FORCEA. 
-NO MOMENT DATA WI. 
.TH VARIOUS SURFAC* 


























/ -P.E. RAMSEY / MSF~OMS-OR-2165 
-C .VOLUME 05 











































-ROCKWELL/ .M. D. MILAM AND R.D~S-DR-2167 
-ARC .'. L. GILLINS/ROCK-AUGUST. 1975 
.3.5-FOOT HYPER-WELL INTERNATIONA. 
-SONIC WINO TUN-L • 







-D. A. SARVER 



























-------------------------------------~~ ... ---p.,--~----------------------------------------~- ---------------------------------.------























- CONFIGURATIr,~S ~ 
• TESTED • 
TEST 
PURP!lSE 
• TYPE OF " SCALE- TESTING 
- REPORT TITLE " TEST .~ACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
" 
- ·HEAT TRANSFER TO -THERMAL PROTECTIO*rO BETTER DEFINE ~HEAT-TRANS"'.0 
- -SURFACE AND GAPS *N SYSTEM *THE HEATING WHICH. *10.3 -
I-OF RSI TILE ARRAY· .THE TILE SURFACE· *10.3 
*S IN TURBULENT FL" .AND GAP WALLS WI " 
·OW AT MACH 10.3 " *LL EXPERIENCE; TI- • 
- " *LES ARE PART OF T- " 




- o.RESULTS OF A PRES.LAUNCH 'ir:~ICLE 5 *TO OBTA,IN PRESSUR*PRESSURE ·0.03 
- -SURE LOADS INVEST. .E DISTRIBUTIONS. -FORCE ·0.6 
/*IGATION ON A 0.03- "FORCE DATA, AND H" ·2.5 
-O-SCALE MODEL (47* -INGE MOMENTS .. .. 
I ·LARC / *DAVID A. THROCKMO-OMS-OR-2168 
/ 
.LARC .RTON/LARC -MAY, 1974 
·CONTINUOUS-FLO.M. M. MOSER JR. ,. 









-ARC I ·T. J. DZIUBAlA. E*OMS-DR-2169 
.ARC *. CHEE. M. o. Mil-VOLUME Of 
.'1-FOOT TRANSO-AM/RI >JAN.. 1976 
~NIC WIND TUNNE'O. A. SARVER • 
CR-14i.836*-OTS) OF THE INTE. .ON THE INTEGRATED~ 'L (UNITARY) ·M. M. MANN 
*GRATED ~PACE SHUT. -LAUNCH VEHICLE 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI. 
*GURATION 5 IN THE- .. 
*~ASA AMES RESfARC- • 
-H CENTER 11 X 11 .. .. .. 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U« .. 
-NITARY PLAN WINO « 
" 
-TUNNEL (IAB1A) VO" • 





- -RESULTS OF A PRES .. I._,M.lNCH VEHICLE 5 .TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURiE 
1 trWT - -SURE LOADS INVEST« -E DISTRIBUTIONS. -FORCE 
019 /-IGATION ON A 0.03. ·FORCE OATA. AND H* 
lAS 14 -O-SCALE MODEL (47- *INGE MOMENTS 
CR-141,837*-OTS) OF THE INTE* .ON THE INTEGRATED" 




-GURATION 5 IN THE~ .. 
*~ASA AMES RESEARC* 
·H CENTER 11 X 11 * .. .. 
.FOOT LEG OF THE U* 
-
• 
.NITARY PLAN WINO - • 
.TUNNEL (IA8tA) va .. .. .. 































-ARC I -T. d. OZIUBALA. E.OMS-OR-2169 
--ARC ... CHEE. M. D. MIL·VOLUME 02 
·11-FOOT TRANSO.AM/RI "dAN.. 1976 
-NIC ~lND TUNNE-D. A. SARVER " 
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-OR COMMENTS * REPORT TITLE TEST "MACH RANGE. 
-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES~LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
1tTWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST-
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03~ 
iA81A *O-SCALE MODEL (47-
CR-14t.838*-OTS) OF THE INTE* 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT-
*TLE VEHICLE CDNFI~ 
*GURATION 5 IN THE'" 
*NASA AMES RESEARC* 
·H CENTER 11 X 11 • 
*FOOT LEG OF THE U. 
*NITARY PLAN WIND -
*TUNNEL (IA81A) VO* 
*LUME 3 OF 7 -
* 
A'RC - "RESULTS OF A PRES~LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST~ 
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03-
IA81A -O-SCALE MODEL (47-




*GRATED SPACE SHUT~ 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI-
*GU~ATION 5 IN THE-
*NASA AMES RESEARC* 
*H CENTER 11 X 11 -
-FOOT LEG OF THE U~ 
*NITARY PLAN WIND ,. 
-TUNNEL (IAB1A) va. 
.LuME 4 OF 7 .. 
• 
,... 
"'TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
*E OISTRIBUTIONS. -FORCE 
"'FORCE DATA. AND H* 
*INGE MOMENTS 






-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR·PRESSURE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. "FORCE 
*FORCE DATA. AND Ht 
>tINGE MOMENTS 























I -ARC / .T. J. OZIUBALA. E-OMS-OR-2169 
"'ARC *. CHEE. M. O. MIL.VOlUME 03 
-1'-FOOT TRANSO-AM/RI -JAN.. 1976 
-NIC WINO TUNNE-D. A. SARVER 






I 'ARC / *T. J. OZIUBALA. E-OMS-OR-2169 
-ARC •. CHEE. M. D. MIL*,vOI.UME 04 
'II-FOOT TRANSO'A~/RI -JAN.. 1976 
·NIC WIND TUNNE-O. ~. SARVER 










































"' CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 







"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE ,. TESTED 
"' 
TEST ·MACH RANGE· 
---------------------------------------------~-------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------~----
ARC - -RESULTS OF A PRES-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 °TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRESSURE 
11TWT - -SURE LOADS INVEST" 
019 j*lGATION ON A 0.03~ 
IA81A *O-SCALE MODEL (47* 
CR-141.840.-0TS) OF THE INTE. 
*GRATEO SPACE SHUT' 
rTLE VEHICLE CONFI. 
*GURATION 5 IN THE· 
• NASA AMES RESEARC. 
-H CENTER 11 X 11 ~ 
-FOOT LEG OF THE U~ 
*NITARY PLAN WIND • 
*TUNNEL (IA8IA) VD-
-LUME 5 OF 7 
.. ,. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - .SURE LOADS INVEST* 
019 j.IGATION ON A 0.03. 
IA81A ·O-SCALE MODEL (47-
CR-141.841*-OTS) OF THE INTE* 
-GRATED SPACE SHUT-
~TLE VEHICLE CONFI-
·GURATION 5 IN THE-
-NASA AMES RESEARC* 
-H CENTER 11 X 11 -
-FOOT LEG OF THE U-
*NITARY PLAN WIND .. 
·TUNNEL (IA81A) VO. 
• LUME 6 OF 7 ,. 
• 
0E DISTRIBUTIONS, -FORCE 
-FORCE DATA. AND H* 







-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE 
'E DISTRIBUTIONS. -FORCE 
"FORCE DATA. ANO H" 
·INGE MOMENTS 












I -ARC I oT. ~. DZIUBALA, E-DMS-DR-2169 
oARC >. CHEf. M. D. MIL-VOLUME 05 
.11-FOOT TRANSO>AM/RI .~AN.. 1976 
*NIC WIND TUNNE*O. A. SARVER 










/ -ARC / -T. ~. OZIUBALA. E'DMS-DR-2169 
.ARC '. CHEE. M. D. MIL-VOLUME 06 
~11-FOOT TRANSO-AM/RI .~AN_. 1976 
"Nrc WINO TUNNE-D. A. SARVEP 






















!'i"~-··,,,,,,~,'l_:"'." .... "':f'W'!'.t."*":", L.t. .O!..~ 
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'0 PUBLI CAnONS 
"OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A PRES*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - "SURE LOADS INVEST-
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03* 
IA81A ~O-SCALE MODEL (47* 
CR-141,842*-OTSJ OF THE INTE~ 
'GRATED SPACE SHUT· 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFl* 
*GURATION 5 IN THE. 
·NASA AMES RESEARC* 
+H CENTER 11 X 11 .. 
~FOOT LEG OF THE U* 
• NITARY PLAN WIND ~ 
·TUNNEL (lABIA) VO. 
.LUME 7 OF 7 
+ .. 
ARC - .RESULTS OF A JET 'LAUNC~ VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - .. PLUME EFFECTS TES-
01~ /kT ON THE ROCKWELL-
IA19 -INTERNATIONAL IN -
CR-141,543*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
<"'"..'t.'.\ ... , 
I 
--
~UTTLE VEHICLE USI. 
*NG A VEHiCLE 5 CO* 
*NF1GURATION 0.'02-" 
·SCALE 'MODEL (88-0* 
~TSJ IN THE 11 X 1-
"1 FOOT LEG OF THE-
'"'NASA/AMES RESEAR '" 
*CH CENTER. UNITAR,Y" 
"'PL'AN WIND TUNNEL .. 
- (HI'19) 
.. 
TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
°TO OBTAIN PRESSURrpRESSURE 
~E DISTRIBUTIONS, ~fORCE 
~FORCE DATA, AND Hr 
'INGE MOMENTS • 
-ON THE INTEGRATED· 
-LAUNCH VEHICLE 
.. 
-TO OBTAIN ELEVON -FORCE 
-HINGE MOMENTS AND-PRESSURE 
.INCREMENTAL EFFE • 
-CTS DF JET PLUMES-
-ON PRfSSURf DISTR-
-JBUTIONS 













I -ARC I .. T. J. DZIUBALA, E*DPIIS-OR-2169 
.ARC •• CHEE, M. O. MIL-VOLUME 07 
-1'-FOOT TRANSO-AM/RI .vAN.. 1976 
.. NIC WIND TUNNE-D. A. SARVER 






I -ARC I -S.L.TREON/AMES 
-ARC ·SEARCH CENTER 
-11-FOOT TRANSO-M.E. NICHOLS/ 
-NIC WIND TUNNE~I. 
0L (UNITARY) -D. A. SARVER 






























-_____________________________________________________ _________________________ ~ ______________ .M ___________________________________ _ 






CONFIGURATIDNS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 







·OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED • ~ TEST .MACH RANGE~ 
ARC - -RESULTS OF A JET -LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ~TO OBTAIN ELEVON -FORCE 
·HINGE MOMENTS AND-PRESSURE 
-INCREMENTAL EFFE -
11TWT - -PLUME EFFECTS TES-
014 /*T ON THE ROCKWELL-
lA19 "INTERNATIONAL IN .. 
CR-141,544*TEGRATED SPACE SH* 
.UTTLE VEHICLE USI-
~NG A VEHICLE 5 CO· 
*NFIGURATI0N 0.02-& 
*SCALE MODEL (SS-O. 
*TS) IN THE 11 X 1-
*1 FOOT LEG OF THE· 
~N~~A/AMES RESEAR .. 
'CH CENTER UNITARY-
"PLAN WIND TUNNEL .. 
*(IA19) 
-ARC - -RESULTS OF A JET 'LAUNCH 
11TWT - ~PLUME EFFECTS TES-
014 /*T ON THE ROCKWELL· 
1A19 -INTERNATIONAL IN .. 
CR-141,545*TEGRATEO SPACE SH-
.UTTLE VEHICLE USI' 
*NG A VEHICLE 5 CO· 
*NFIGURATION 0.02-' 
·SCALE MODEL (SS~O. 
.TS) IN THE 11 X 1-
., FOOT LEG OF THE-
-NASA/AMES RESEAR • 
*CH CENTER UNITARY-
·PLAN WIND TUNNEL * 
*(IA19) 





VEHICLE 5 -TO OBTAIN ELEVON -FORCE 
-HINGE MOMENTS AND-PRESSURE 
~INCREMENTAL EFFE • 
-CTS OF JET PLUMES-











I ·ARC / .S.l. TREON/AMES R-OMS-DR-2170 
'ARC *ESEARCH CENTER .VOLUME 02 
'1'-FOOT TRANSO-M.E. NICHOLS! R •• JUNE. 1975 
-Nrc WIND TUNNE·r. ~ 
*L (UNITARY) *0. A. SARVER • 
~ 
., 
·W. B. MEINDERS 
--OMS 
/ -ARC / -S.L. TREON/AMES 
-ARC -ESEARCH CENTER 
'Il-FOOT TRANSO-M.E. NICHOLS/R. 
-NIC WINO TUNNE'. 
*L (UNITARY) -D. A. SARVER 




R-OMS -OR-~ 170 
-vOLUME 03 


















~ •. f;I 
c: 
... 








.... "'1 ~ ".. 
------ __________________________________________________ ~~_~ __________ ~ ______ ~ _____ ~ ______________________ w ________________________ _ 












CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALE. TESTING 
REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - .RESULTS OF PRESSU*140C ORBITER 
3.5HWT - *RE DISTRIBUTION T. 
198 /*ESTS OF A 0.010-S. 
OH38 .CALE SPACE SHUTTL~ 
CR-144,584"E ORBITER MODEL (0 
+61-0) IN THE NAS.~ 
·/ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP~ 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN. 
*EL ( OH38 ) 
ARC - -RESULTS OF PRESSU'140C ORBITER 
3.5HWT - -RE DISTRIBUTION T' 
198 /-ESTS OF A 0.010-S-
OH38 *CALE SPACE SHUTTl-
CR-144,585+E ORBITER MODEL (. 
~61-0) IN THE NASA-
*/ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP. 
*ERSONIC WINO TUNN-
*EL ( OH38 ) 
*' ARC - *RESULTS OF PRESSU"40C ORBITER 
3.5HWT - *RE DISTRIBUTION T* 
198 /*ESTS OF A 0.010-5. 
OH38 .CALE SP~CE SHUTTL~ 
CR-144.586*E ORBITER MOOEL (. 
*61-0) IN THE NASA-
~/ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP. 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* 
-EL ( OH38 ) 
.. 
~OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE -0.01 
-ISTRIBUTIONS AT H~ -7.4 
*IGH HEATING LOCAT- -10.4 
-IONS FOR HIGH ANG" 
*LES OF ATTACK AT ~ 




'OBTAIN PRESSURE O-PRESSURE 
*ISTRI3UTIONS AT H~ 
~IGH HEATING LOCAT-
'IONS FOR HIGH ANG-
-LES OF ATTACK AT ~ 
-MACH NUMBERS 7 AN' 
-0 to 
-OBTAIN PRESSURE O'PR~SSURE 
tJSTRIBUTlONS AT H' 
'IGH HEATING LOCAT" 
-IONS FOR HIGH ANG' 
-LES OF ATTACK AT • 












LARC - .RESULTS OF REACTi-SSV ORBITER CONF.'TO DETERMINE Res -HEAT-TRANS·0.0175 
60VS - -ON CONTROL SVSTEM'2 (MOOEL 21-0 OF -DIRECT IMPINGEMEN- -3.4 
R3289 I-ON-ORBIT vET USI .VL70-000139) *T EFFECTS ON SSV • 
OA99·NG AN 0.0175-SCAL· -OURING ON-ORBIT .. 
CR-134,415·E CONFIGURATION 3* .. 
.SPACE SHUTTLE OR • 
-BITER MODEL (21-0-
.) IN THE LARC 60-. 














'ARC 'vOE MARVIN/ARC 
T3.5-FOOT HVPER'O. A. SARVER 
'SONIC WIND TUN·W. B. MEINDERS 
-NEL >-OMS 
-
*ARC I oW. H. OYE!RI 
-ARC .vOE MARVIN/ARC 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-D. A. SARVER 
-SONIC WIND TUN·W. B. MEINDERS 
-NEL --OMS 
-ARC I oW. H. OYE/RI 
-ARC 'vOE MARVIN/ARC 
+3.5-FOOT HYPER"D. A. SARVER 

















/ °RI I "IRA E. TILLEY III.OMS-OR-2f72 
-lARC -fLARC 'OCT., 1974 
-60-FOOT VACUUM'vOHN MARROQUIN/RI* 










c: ~:. ~~, 
1: ~'i 






















" 1 , ~ +, ,lfI 
n -;-~ ~ ..:; ;.;~''.f 
----- __________________________________________ ~ _______________________________________ ~_~~w __ ~ __ ._· ______ M __ ~ _________ ~ ___ ~ _______ _ 
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"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE" 
ARC - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL-6-0TS 
14-TWT - -TS OF AN ABORT SE-
711 /-PARATION EFFECTS' 
IA8 ~TEST (lAB) CONDUC-
CR-134.107*TED IN THE NASA/L~ 
-ARC 14-FOOT TRANS~ 
.ONIC WIND TUNNEL -
'ON A MODEL (6-0TS-
0) OF THE ROCKWELL-
"INTERNATIONAL LA -
~UNCH CONFIGURATIO-
'N INTEGRATED VEHI' 
*CLE 
MSFC - oAN INVESTIGATION -VEHICLE 5 
14TWT - .IN THE MSFC 14-IN-RATION 
594 loCH TWT TO DETERMI-
IA33 oNE THE STATIC STA' 
CR-141,811*BILITY CHARACTERI~ 
·STICS OF THE 0.00-
o4-SCA!.E MODEL (74-
*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT· 
oLE VEHICLE 5 CONF* 







CONFIGU-TO DETERMINE THE .FORCE 
-STATIC STABILITY • 
-CHARACTERISTICS O' 
of THE SHUTTLE VEH' 
-ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT-
-ION: TO DETERMINE-
~THE EFFECT ON TH • 
-E VEHICLE 5 AEROD-
'YNAMIC CHARACTERI-
-STICS OF ET ANO S· 
oRB NOSE SHAPE.SRB-
-NOZZLE SHROUD FL • 
~ARE ANGLE. ORBlTE'" 
<R TO TANK FAIRING-
*. AND STING LOCAT· 
-ION 








/ -lARC ! ·~_H. CAMPBEl!..II/·OMS-DR-2173 
-ARC .oR! ·~UlY. 1974 
.t4-FO~T iRANSO-J. E. VAUGHN w 
















I °E.C> AlLEN/RI 
·V. W. SPARKS 





















"'" .. , 
'" j ~ , 









."1"'t l' 'l'f 1 Tii, W. * 
-----------------------------~---------~---------~----~------~-------~---~----------- .. -------~--*----~~----~----~-------~--~~~.~---










TYPE OF • SCALE~ TESTING 
COGNIZANT 
TEST OMS 
PERSONNEL ,. REPORT TITLE 
MSFC - .. AN INVESTIGATION .VEHICLE 5 
14TWT - ~IN THE ~SFC 14-IN-RATION 
594 /*CH TWT TO OETERMI-
IA33 *NE THE STATIC STA-
CR-141.812~BILITY CHARACTERI-
-STICS OF THE 0.00. 
*4-SCALE MODEL (74~ 
.-OTS) SPACE SHUTT-
*LE VEHICLE 5 CONF* 








MSFC - .AN INVESTIGATION ~VEHICLE 5 
14TWT - ~IN THE MSFC 14-IN.RATION 
594' j-C'" TWT TO DETERMI' 
IA33 ~NE THE STATIC STA* 
CR-141.813·BILITY CHARACTERI-
':..-
.STICS OF THE 0.00-
.4-SCALE MODEL (74~ 
*-OTS) SPACE SHUTT. 
*LE VEHICLE 5 CONF' 








TEST 'MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
CONFIGU*TO DE1ERMINE THE -FORCE 
'STATIC STABILITY • 
~CHARACTERISTIC~ 0-
of THE SHUTTLE VEH-
*ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT-
-ION: TO DETERMINE. 
-THE EFFECT ON TH • 
-E VEHICLE 5 AEROD-
-YNAMIC CHARACTER!· 
-STICS OF THE ET A, 
-NO SRB NOSE SHAPE-
" SRB NOZZLE SHRO~ 
-UD FLARE ANGLE. O' 
-RBITER TO TANK FA-
"IRING. AND STING -
·LOCATION 
CONfIGU-TO DETERMINE THE -FORCE 
-STATIC STABILITY • 
-CHARACTERISTICS 0-
·r THE SPACE SHUTT~ 
-LE VEHICLE 5 CONF-
*IGURATION; TO DET-
-ERMINE THE EFfECT-
-ON THE VEHICLE 5 • 
·AERODYNAMIC CHARA+ 
·CTER]STICS OF THE-
-ET AND SRB NOSE 
-SHAPE, SRB NOZZLE' 
~SHROUD FLARE ANGL* 
'E. ORBITER TO TA~' 
oK FAIRING. AND sr-























/ -E.C. ALLENfRI 
-V. W. SPARKS 





I -E.C. ALLEN/RI 
+V. W. SPARKS 



















.. 0 ~~;) 




~-.,.) '" f 
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TEST 







TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 








NRLAD - -SUBSONIC AND TRAN-MODEL 49-0 
7TWT - -SONIC HINGE MOMEN*INTEGRATED 
282 I*T AND WING BENDIN-LE 
IA70 *G/TORS!CN 
CR-134.431-CHARACTERISTICS F.' 
*OR THE -140A/B IN. 
·TEGRATED SPACE SH-
*UTTLE VEHICLE • 
-(IA70) VOLUME 1 0-
-F 3 
• 
+ 67TS-OBTAIN ORBITER WI-FORCE 
VEHIC *NG BENDING LOADS ·PRESSURE 
-AND TO DEFIM£ ELE-
-VON AND BODY FLAP-
-HINGE MO~'ENTS 1IIHI· 




NRLAD - -SUBSONIC AND TRAN-MODEl 49-0 + 67TS'OBTAIN ORBITER WI-FORCE 
7TIIIT - -SONIC HINGE MOMEN.INTEGP4TED VEHIC 'NG BENDING LOADS-PRESSURE 
282 /-r AND WING BENDIN*LE -AND TO DEFlNE ELE~ 
IA70 *G/TORSION - -VON AND BODY FLAP' 
CR-134.432-CHARACTERISTICS F* 'HINGE MOMENTS WHI' 
-OR THE -140A/B iN* oLE IN THE SSV INT~ 
·TEGRATED SPACE SH' -EGRA TED CONFIGURA' 
-UTTLE V~HICLE ·TION 
-(IA70) VOLUME 2 0-
-F 3 .. 
.. 
NRlAD - -SUBSONIC AND TRANt MODEL 4~-V 
7TWT - -SONIC HINGE MOMEN-INTEGRATEO 
282 I*T AND WING BENOINtLE 
IA70 ·G/TORSION 
CR-134.433*CHARACTERISTICS F* 
-OR THE -140A/B IN-
·TEGRATED SPACE SH-
-UTTLE VEHICLE 




+ SirS-OBTAIN ORBITER WI-FORCE 
\l'€'HIC -NG BENDING LOADS "PRESSURE 
~AND TO DEFINE ELE-
·VON AND BODY FLAP-
-HINGE MOMENTS WHI-


















I ·NRlAO ! -M.T. HUGHES.R.C. 
*NRLAD -to1ENNElL I R. I. 
• 7-FOOT TRISONI·O. E. POUCHER 





I +NRLAD I ~"'.T. HUGHES.R.C. 
'NRLAO "MENNELL /R. 1. 
o7-FOOT TRISONI~O. E. POUCHER 





l -NRLAO I *M.T. HUGHES.R.C • 
-NRtAO -MENNELl fR.l 
-7·FOOT TRISONI*D. E. POUCHtR 









































~_~ _________________________________________________________ ~ _________________________________ '"_M. _________________________________ _ 





















- -SPACE SHUTTLE ORB' 13gB ORBITER 'DETERMINE THE EFF-FORCE 
'ECT OF SEVERAL FO. 
-REBODY. WING-FILL' 
72"61 
- 'ITER TRIMMED CENTa 
/'ER OF GRAVITY EXT-
-ENSION STUDY VOLU' 
"ME IV - EFFECTS O. 
*F CONFIGURATION M-
*OOIFICATIONS ON T' 
'HE AERODYNAMICS O' 
-F THE 139B ORBITE" 
*R AT MACH 20.3 
• 
ARC - -RESULTS OF INVEST t 140A/B 
3.SHWT - *IGATIONS ON AN O."R 
194 1-015-SCALE CONFIGU' 
OAB3 . -RATION 140A/B SPA· 
CR-141.510·CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-
*E ORBITER REACTIO' 
oN CONTROL SYSTEM -
'PLUME-IMPINGEMENT-
-MODEL 36-0 IN TH • 
*E NASA/AMES RESEA-
*RCH CENTER 3.5-FO* 
.or HYPERSONIC ~IN' 
*0 TUNNEL (OA83) 
AR~ - *INVESTIGATIONS ON-140A/B 
97SWT - -AN 0.030-SCALE S • 
747 I-PACE SHUTTLE VEHI* 
OA53B ~CLE CONFIGURATION-
CR-134.119+140A/B ORBITER MO' 
'-'" 
-OEL IN THE AMES R" 
*ESEARCH CENTER 9-' 
--BY 7-FOOI SUPER- .. 
-SONIC WIND TUNNEL-
• (OA53B) ; 
• 
,. 
'ET. AND CANARD MO-
-OIFICATIONS ON TH' 
°E ORBITER LONGITU-
-OINAL CENTER OF P-
'RESSURE LOCATIONS-
SSV ORBITE-TO INVESTIGATE IN-FORCE 
'CREMENTAL SURFACE-PRESSURE 
-PRESSURE EFFECTS • 
-OF RCS PITCH ENG • 
-INE OPERATION 
• 
-THE PRIMARY TEST ·rORCE 
-OBJECTIVES ARE TO' 
-OBTAIN CONFIGURA • 






tINGE MOMENTS. AND' 


















I -w. I. SCALLION/ N-DMS-DR-2176 
-ASA LARe ·MAY. 1978 
• 
-












I °Rl I tM. E. NICHOLS/RI *OMS-DR-2177 
-ARC oT. E. POLEK/ARC -MARCH. 1975 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-R. B. LOWE 




/ 'ARC I -MARK 
-ARC oRI 
E. NICHOLS I-D~S-OR-2178 
-AUGUST. 1974 
'9-fOOT BY 7-fO·M. M. 















... -:~ ~ 
al(ia~ 
t .• Il\.-, 
~ ..... ' ~/ 














TYPE OF • SCALE· TESTING 










-----------------------------------------------.------ --------------------~----------------------~---------- ---------. --------------
ARC - ·RESULTS OF AN INV.SS ORBITER LOWER -TO INVESTIGATE TP·STRUCT~DYN.,.0 
11TWT - *ESTIGATION OF THE*WING CARRY-THROUG.S TILE SENSITIVIT* -0.60 -
705 /-ACOUSTIC ANO VIB *H STRUCTURE WITH .y TO EXTREME PRES' 2.S 
97SWT - ·RATIONAL ENVIRONM-A DUMMY PANEL • A-SURE GRAOIENTS AN-
OS8A/B 'ENT OF A FULL SCA-RIGIO PANEL. OR A*O VIBRATION AND T-
CR-151.37B-LE SPACE SHUTTLE .N ELASTIC PANEL -0 DEFINE THE TPS' 
-ORBITER STRUCTURA' -AEROOYNAMIC ENVI • 
-L TEST PANEL WITHT 'ROMENT' 
<SIMULATED TPS IN .. 
·THE AMES UNITARY • 
TPLAN WINO TUNNEL -
·(MODEL B1-0,TEST .. 
.OSBA AND B) • 
ARC - -HEAT TRANSFER TES*SSV ORBITER 
3.5HWT - *1 OF AN 0.OQ6-SCA-L(50-0) 
(MODE-OBTAIN AERODYNAMI*HEAT-TRANS' 5.22-
'C HEATING DATA UN· • 5.30 
195 /-LE THIN-SKIN THER.SSV EXT. TANK (MO~DER SIMULATED RET-
-URN-TO-LAUNCH-SIT-IH28 -MOCOUPLE SPACE SH-DEL 41-T) 
CR-147,615'UTTLE MODEL (50-0> 
-,41T) IN THE NASA. 
--AMES RESEARCH CE-
*NTER 3.S-FOOT HYP' 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN-
-EL AT MACH 5.3 (1* 
'H-2B) 
ARC - -HEAT TRANSFER TES'SSV ORBITER 
3.SHWT - -T OF AN 0.OQ6·SCA*L(50-0) 
-E ABORT CONDrTION~ 
~S 
(MODE'OBTAIN AERODYN~MI'HEAT-TRANS' 5.22-
-C HEATING DATA i;N- • 5.30 
195 /*LE THIN-SKIN THER-SSV EXT. TANK (MO-DER SIMULATED ~cT~ 
·URN~TO-LAUNCH-SIT-IH28 ~MDCOUPLE SPACE SH.DEL 41-T} 
CR-147,616-UTTLE MODEL (50-0-
-,41T) IN THE NASA-
·-AMES RESEARCH CE-
-NTER 3.5-FOOT HYP' 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN~ 





/ -ARC / oR. B. KINGSLAND/R-OMS-OR-2179 
"ARC q -NOV. • 1977 
·11-FOOT TRANSO*R. B. LOWE 
~NIC WIND TUNNE'-DMS 
"L (UNITARY) 
T9-FOOT BY 7-FOo 







-ARC oJ. W. C~MMINGS. T'DMS-OR-2180 
'3.5-FOOT HYPER-. F. FOSTER/RI -VOLUME 01 
'SONIC WIND TUN*W. K. LOCKMAN/ARC-SEPT., 1976 
"NEL 00. A. SARVER 





oARC oJ. W. CUMMINGS. r-DMS-DR-2180 
~3.5-FOOT HYPER·. F. FOSTER/RI *VOLUME 02 
-SONIC WIND TUN-W. K. LOCKMAN/ARC-SEPT.. 1976 
-NEL '0. A. SARVER 
oR. B. LOWE 
--OMS 
c'::' ~'j ~:J 






















CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 










- REPORT TITLE .. TESTED 
ARC - *A HYPERSONIC FORC"EXTERNAL TANK 
3.5HWT - *E AND MOMENT TEST. 
196 !-OF A 0.006 SCALE • 
TA9F .MOOEL OF THE 
CR-134.425*330.2 INCH OIAMET~ 
·ER EXTERNAL TANK ~ 
-IN THE AMES RESEA* 
*RCH CENTER 3.5 ~ 
·FT. HYPERSONIC WI' 
*ND TUNNEL (TA9F) .. 
.. 
LARC - ·SUPERSONIC CONTRo-oa9B/l39 
UPWT - *L EFFECTIVENESS F-
1101 I-DR FULL AND PARTI· 
LA49 -AL SPAN ELEVON CO. 









.. 0.0165 SCALE MO .. 
-DEL SPACE SHUTTLE* 
-ORBITER TESTED I • 
-N THE LARC UNITAR* 
*Y PLAN WIND TUNNE-
·L 
.. 
- "SPACE SHUTTLE ORB·140A/B 
- -ITER TRIMMED CENT-
/*ER-OF-GRAVITY EXT· 
.ENSIDN STUDY: VOL. 
·UME II-EFFECTS OF" 
.CONFIGURATION MO -
*DIFICATIONS ON TH* 
~E AERODYNAMIC CHAo 
*RACTERISTICS OF To 
·HE 140A/B ORBITER-
-AT TRANSONIC SP" 
-EEOS 
, " 
TEST -MACH RANGE- .. 
.TO INVESTIGATE TH-FORCE 
*E EFFECTS OF PROT· 
-UBERANCES AND REV-
-NOLDS NUMBER ON 
-THE FORCE AND MOM' 




.TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE 
~CTS OF FUSELAGE N' 
*OSE AND WING FILL-
*ET MODS ON TRANSD-
*NIC AERO. CHARACT .. 
















/ *MSFC I ·PAUL RAMSEY/~ft5A ·DMS-~R-2181 
"ARC .TOMMY DAVIS/ NSI -NOV.. 1974 
-3.5'FOOT HYPER·~. E. VAUGHN 









·~R./LARC -APRIL. 1977 
w .. ~. E. VAUGHN 
'-OMS 
• 
* I °LARC I ·W. P. ~HILLIPS 
"LARC oJ. W. BALL 
-8-FDOT fRANSON-O.B. WATSON 


















.0 .~ c: ."'J ~~ 
t"" !,l 
-. .u~ t'''''.~ 
.-'.;, .; '\ 
,~ 
",,1.1 
f} ~~ ....... ,--~ ~~ .. 
------------------------------------------------~----- ------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------~ 















-OR COMM!:NTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE-
LARC - ~TRANSONIC CONTROL-OS9B/140 
8TPT - ~EFFECTIVENESS FO -
680 I-R FULL AND PARTIA-
LA48 *l SPAN ELEVON CO-
CR-!S1,061~NFIGURATIONS ON A-
-0.0165 SCALE MOO -
-EL SPACE ~HUTTLE ~ 
-ORBITER T~STED IN-
-THE LARG S-FOOT T-
• RANSONrc PRESSURE-
·TUNNEL 
ARC - i<INVESTIr.:,ATIONS ON.140A/B 
87SWT - -AN 0.030-SCALE S .. 
747 I-PACE SHUTTLE VEHI-
OA53C -CLE CONfIGURATION-
CR-134,120·'40A/B ORBITER MO-
-DEL IN THE AMES R* 
-ESEARCH CENTER UN-





-TO DETERMINE LONG-FORCE 
-lTUDINAl/LATERAL .. 
-CONTROL EFFECTIVE-
-NESS ON COMBINATI* 
-ONS OF INBOARD, 0-
'UTBOARD, FULL SPA-
oN WING TRAILING E* 
~DGE CONTROLS 
-THE PRIMARY TEST -FORCE 
-OBJECTIVES ARE TO-
·DBlAIN CONFIGURA .. 
-lION 140A/B 






-VERTICAL TAIL PA -
-NEL LOADS. 
.. 
LARC - -RESULTS OF DIFFER-.015-SCALE ORBIlE-DETERMINE TRANSON-FORCF 
8TPT - *ENTIAL ELEVON/AILoR MDDEL,CONFIGURA-IC DIFFERENTIAL E* 
686 /"ERON DEFLECTION F-TION 140A/B (49-0*LEVON/AILERON LAT-
OA116 -OR LATERAL CONTRO-) *ERAl CONTROL OPTI-
CR-134,42S-L OPTIMIZATION AN- -MIZATION,TRANSONI' 
. *0 ELEVON HINGE MO- -C ELEVON HINGE MO· 
-MENT INVESTIGATIO- *MENTS,TRANSONIC E" 
*NS ON AN 0.015-SC- *FFECTS OF NEW BAS" 
*ALE MODEL(49-0) 0- .ELINE 6-INCH ELEV-
~F THE SPACE SHUTT- 'ON/ELEVON AND ELE· 
-LE ORBITER IN THE- 'VON/FUSELAGE GAPS-
-NASA/LANGLEY RES' ",AND TRANSONIC EF* 
.. EARCH CENTER 8-FO- -FECTS OF THF NEW • 
.OT TRANSONIC PRES- .SHORT(VL70-00S410-
.SURE TUNNEL. >, OMS PODS 
~.:~;~ ii' ... " .. :.-':'.~~,,':~.+, .. _ .. ;,,~.:.. :-r;..... -~lt •. 
, , 

















I ·LARC / >BERNARD SPENCER.J·DMS-DR-2184 
.LARC -R.!lARC 'APRIL, 1977 
• a-fOOT TRANSo.llJ,*"'. E. VAUGHN .. 







I wARC I -MARK E. NICHOLS /-OMS-OR-2f85 
"ARC 0RI ·SEPT., 1974 
"S-FDOT BY 7-FO-M. M. MANN 









/ °LARC ! "A.I. LINOSEY.M_D.·DMS-DR-2t86 
"lARC -MILAM/RI ""'AN., 1975 
'a-FOOT TRANSONiR. H. LINDAHL * 






.. o ~~ 
.. C) t5 
.. ;J \'-, 







< • $:0-. f ~ 
'. ~ 
I;'~.-. \_:...1 
.H ....... .ti,+ ~ l ... L""±;~~:"f'-:::.t2 ","r '": 
" '''~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------~-------------
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.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE~ AGENCV 
NRLAD - ·EFFECTS OF WING/E~140A/B SPACE SHUT"TO DEFINE ORBITER-FORCE 
LSWT - ·LEVON GAP SEALING*TLE ORBITER INNER'ELEVON EFFECTIVE ~ 
726 I~FLAPPER DOORS ON oMOLD LINE CONFIG ·NESS WITH THE NEW-
OAl19A *ORBITER ELEVON E oURATION. (MODEL 1'6 INCH ELEVON GA • 
CR-134.421#FFECTIVENESS (OAl o6-0) 'PS SEALING FLAPPE' 







LA39 .. .. 
.. 
ARC - .RESULTS OF INVEST.ORBITER 140A/B 
97SWT - *IGATION IA110 ON * 
052 /*A 0.015-SCALE INT' 
lA110 *EGRATED CONFIGURA-
CR-141.506*TION OF THE SPACE' 
-SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
*IN THE ARC 9X7 SU-
-PERSONIC WIND 
·TUNNEL USING MODE-
*LS 67-TS AND 49~0* 
.. 
-FORCE 
'TO INVESTIGATE OR-FORCE 
-BITER WING BENDIN' 
'G. ELEVON PANEL L' 
'OADS. AND ELEVON • 
'EFFECTIVENESS 
.' 
MSFC - "INVESTIGATION IN 00.004-SCALE ORBIT-TO VERIFY STABILI-FORCE 
14TWT - .. THE MSFC TWT TO V'ER FORCE MODEL (7-TV AND CONTROL CH' 
599 /-ERIFY THE STATIC -4-0) *ARACTERrSTICS 
OA108 -STABILITY AND CON-
CR-141.537+TROL EFFECTIVENES' 
·S OF THE 0.OO4-SC* 
-ALE MODEL (74-0) • 
·OF THE SHUTTLE 5 ' 















OR. C. MENNELL /RI'OMS-DR-2;;:i7 
oR. B. LOWE -NOV.. 1974 
WIND"-OMS 
-*LARe I °D.B. WATSON 
'LARC --OMS 
'UNITARY PLAN W-
"IND TUNNEL .. 
'ARC / 'E. CHEE/ROCKWELL 
-ARC .M. M. MANN 













I -E. C. ALLEN I RI *DMS-DR-2190 
• 14- INCH 
"IC WIND 










:0 r ..... 
.o-U 
C7·; 
~ t,;;. C ~-.. J 
...! 'C v--<k~ 
~ ~ 
----------------------------------------------------.- ------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
WIND TUNNEL TEST! OMS DATA PROCESSING 1t\5 
.. 





.. CONFIGURATIONS" TEST 
PURPOSE 














- -SPACE SHUTTLE ORB·'40A/B 
- *ITER TRIMMED CENT-
/*ER OF GRAVITY EXT· 
-ENSION STUDY: VO· 
·LUME 1--EFFECTS O~ 
*F CONFIGURATIONS • 
.ON THE AEROOYNAMI-
·C CHARACTERISTICS· 
·OF THE 140 A/B 0 .. 
• RBITER AT MACH 10-
*.3 
.. 
AEDC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*O/ET; 
SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*RB 
60A j*N EFFECTS TEST (l~ 
1A87 "A87) ON A O.01-SC. 
CR-141.541*ALE MODEL (52-0TS· 
*) OF THE INTEGRAT· 
*EO SSV IN THE AED. 
*C!VKF 40-BY-40 IN~ 
-CH SUPERSONIC WIN" 
*0 TUNNEL A 
-C. G. EXTENSION S*FORCE 




O/ET.SRB; S'STATIC FORCE TEST'fORCE 
-OF SRB SEPARATIO .. 
'N EFFECTS FOR A R* 
*ANGE OF SSV ATTIT~ 
·UOES 
AEOC - ·AEROOYNAMIC RESUL*O/ET; O/ET.SRB; S'STATIC FORCE TEST,FORCE 
-OF SRB SEPARATIO • SWTA - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*RB 
60A !*N EFFECTS TEST (1-
IA87 *A87) ON A O.Ol-SC-
CR-141.542-ALE MODEL (52-0TS* 
.) OF THE INTEGRAT-
-ED SSV IN THE AEO-
-C/VKF 40-BY-40 IN' 
'N EFFECTS FOR A R-












/ .LARC / 'P. T. BERNOT/NASA oOMS-OR-2191 
.LARC .!LARC ·uUlV. 1975 
·CONTINUOUS-FLO*u. E. VAUGHN .. 






/ oRI I *u.H. CAMPBELL. C*DMS-DR-2192 
'A,EOC -ARL KNUDSEN. PAU*ViJLUME Ot 
'SUPERSONIC WIN*L PEARSON/R. I. *uULY. 1915 
.0 TUNNEL (A) ·ROBERT BURT/ARO 








/ *RI / *u.H. CAMPBELL. C*OMS-OR-.2192 
*AEDC -ARL KNUOSEN. PAU·VOLUME 02 
'SUPERSONIC ~IN.L PEARSON/R.I. -uULY. 1975 
·0 TUNNEL (A) ·ROBERT BURT/ARO 
-0. A. SARVER 
-O.B. WATSON .. 
--OMS 
.. 
*CH SUPERSONIC WIN· 





... ,_ ._. __ , ...... ~m--r<~;.~ • .-.I.: ~~-~.:.. ..... ~ ':_R ;t. ~ !...;"'} _ ,: . ..$t'"~ .. !.,::t_r-::... ~~ ~"- -C':~t~::.., . ~ "- ~;~ .... ~ . 
-a0 




















~ REPORT TITLE 

















.. PUB 1I CA TI ONS 
-OR COMMENTS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
ARC - -RESULTS O~ HEAT T*SS ORB. 140B MODE'TO OBTAIN AERO HE-HEAT-TRANS'0.0175 
3.5HWT - .RANSFER TEST OF A*L {MODIFIED 22-0)*ATING DATA ON ORB* * 7.32-
199 ;*0.0175-SCALE SPA - -ITER UNDER SIMULA' • 7.32 
OH26 .CE SHUTTLE ORBITE· -TED ENTRY CONDITI· .. 
CR-151.3BO-R 1408 MODEL (MOD· .ONS • 
·IFIED 22-0) IN TH-
*E NASA-AMES RESEA· .. 
*RCH CENTER 3.5-FD* 
.OT HYPERSONIC WIN· .. 
*0 TUNNEL 
ARC - $RESULTS OF A PRES·LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
97SWT - -SURE LOADS INVEST-
019 !-IGATION ON A 0.03* 
lA81B -O-SCALE MODEL (47-
CR-141.817*-OTS) OF THE INTE-
-GRATED SPACE SHUT* 
·TLE VEHICLE CONFI* 
-GURATION 5 IN THE-
-NASA AMES RESEARC* 
-H CENTER 9 X 7 FO* 
·OT LEG OF THE UNI-
·TARY PLAN WIND TU' 
-NNEL (IA81B) VOLU* 
-ME 1 OF 5 
-ARC - RESULTS OF A PRES.LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
97SWT - .SURE LOADS INVEST-
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03-
IAS1B .O-SCALE MODEL (47-






-GURATION 5 IN THE-
-NASA AMES RESEARCr 
-H CENTER 9 X 7 FO-
~OT LEG OF THE UNI* 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* 
.NNEL (IA81B) VOLU' 
-ME 2 OF 5 
.. 
.. 
-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'PRE~SURE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. *FORCf 
-FORCE DATA. AND H* 
-INGE MOMENTS ON T-
'HE INTEGRATED LAU' 
-NCH VEHICLE 
* 
-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*PRESSURE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. -FORCE 
-FORCE DATA. AND H* 
*INGE MOMENTS ON T* 












! -ROCKWELL! "W. H. DVE!RI -DMS-DR-2193 
*ARC .~. E. VAUGHN -OCT.. 1977 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-M. M. MOSER ~R. 






! 'ROCKWELL! oT. ~. D2IUBALA. E*DMS-DR-2194 
'ARC -. CHEE. M. D. MIL*VOLUME 01 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO-AM!RI -NOV.. 1975 
·OT SUPERSONIC -D.W.HERSEY .. 






! -ROCKWELL! -T. ~. DZIUBALA. E.DMS-DR-2194 
·ARC *. CHEE. M. O. MIL'*VOLUME 02 
'9-FOOT B¥ 7-FO*AM/RI -DEC.. 1975 
-OT SUPERSONIC 'D.W.HERSEY 
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-
-MODEL .. .. 
TEST 
ID -
CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 









REPORT TITLE TESTED .. TEST -MACH RANGE-
ARC - -RESULTS OF A PRES-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
97SWT - *SURE LOADS INVEST* 
019 /-IGATION ON A 0.03· 
IA81B -O-SCALE MODEL (47* 
CR-141,819*-OTS) OF THE I~rE· 
*GRATED SPACE SHUT~ 
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* 
-GURATION 5 IN THE· 
-NASA AMES RESEARC* 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 FO. 
-OT LEG OF THE UNI. 
*TARV PLAN WIND TU· 
-NNEL (IA81B) VOLU-
-ME 3 OF 5 
ARC - .RESULTS OF A PRES-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
97SWT - .SURE LOADS INVEST· 
019 /.IGATION ON A 0.03. 
lAS1S -O-SCALE MODEL (47-
CR-141,820*-OTS) OF THE INTE-
-GRATED SPACE SHUT-
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI* 
*GURATION 5 IN THE-
.NASA AMES RESEARC* 
-H CENTER 9 X 7 FO· 
.OT LEG OF THE UNI. 
-TARV PLAN WIND TU-
-NNEL (IAS1B) OVLU* 
-ME 4 OF 5 -
.. • 
*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE 
-E DISTRIBUTIONS, -FORCE 
.FORCE DATA, AND H* 
*INGE MOMENTS ON T* 
*HE INTEGRATED LAU* 
*NCH VEHICLE -
,. 
-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR·PRESSURE 
-E DISTRIBUTIONS, -FORCE 
.FORCE DATA, AND H-
~INGE MOMENTS ON T-
-HE INTEGRATED LAU-






















.ROCKWELL/ -T. U. OZIUBALA. E-OMS-OR-2t94 
.ARC *. CHEE. M. O. MIL.VOLUME 03 
.9-FOOT BY 7-FO.AM/RI -DEC.. 1975 
-OT SUPERSONIC -O.W.HERSEY 











-ROCKWELL/ -T. U. OZIUBALA, E.OMS-OR-2194 
-ARC *. CHEE. M. O. MIL-VOLUME 04 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO-AM/RI -DEC.. 1975 
.OT SUPERSONIC -D.W.HERSEY 
-WINO TUNNEL (U-G. W. KLUG 
















O "~ ," 0' 






"" .,..,,;~ .. 
'. "''"":i t:::~"~~=---" -:" ..... ,.;!:.-.:..: ... :£"y::::::-.~=:;:::~ .. -;~::::: ,~. __ ::Q>~~~\ni:;q- :t't""' ",,,-t- .~ U':"r::o.~'l:""'·"1¥~:r: -::''$;,~;; ;r 
''l. ~:~~a.,"" "~ 
.... :- __ .ll :RllL[ \~~... • \ 
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• CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS '" REPORT TITLE • TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
ARC - -RESULTS OF A PRES-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
97SWT - -SURE LOADS INVEST-
019 /*IGATION ON A 0.03-
IA81B .O-SCALE MODEL (47-
CR-141,82t.-OTS) OF THE INTE* 
-GRATED SPACE SHUT-
*TLE VEHICLE CONFI-
*GURATION 5 IN THE-
*NASA AMES RESEARC· 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 FO-
*OT LEG OF THE UNI* 
*TARY PLAN WIND TU* 
-NNEL (lA81B) VDLU* 
-ME 5 OF 5 
-LARC - -RESULTS OF TEST O·ORBITER CDNFIG. 
CFHT - ·A82 IN THE NASA/L· 
113 /*RC 31-INCH CFHT 0* 
OA82 -N AN O.OtO-SCALE ,. 
CR~134,442·MOOEL(32-0) OF TH. 
*E SPACE SHUTTLE C-
*ONFIGURATION 3 TO-
*OETERMINE Res 
*~ET FLOW FIELD IN-
*TERACTrON AND TO ,. 
-INVESTIGATE RT RE-
• AL GAS EFFECTS ,. 
'" • 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF INVEST-ORBITER 140A/S 
HWTB - *lGATIONS OF AN 0.-
71A /*015 SCALE SPACE ~o 




-OMS PODS AND ELE ,. 
-VONS IN THE AEOC -







*TO OBTAIN PRESSURoPRESSURE 
°E DISTRIBUTIONS, 'FORCE 
-FORCE DATA, AND Ho 
.oINGE MOMENTS ON .. , 
-HE INTEGRATED LAU· 
·NCH VEHICLE • 
• 
3-TO DETERMINE RCS -FORCE 





*RT (GAS CONSTANT * 
~T1MES TEMP.) 
'SCALING EFFECTS 0-
oN THE RCS SIMILIT-
°UDE 
-
°TO DETERMINE EFFE*FORCE 
°CTS OF SURFACE D' 
*EFLECTIONS ELEVON+ 
*, RUDDER. SPEED 
·BRAKE. AND BODY F' 
'LAP CONFIGURATION-
QAT MACH 8. ANGLE • 
'OF ATTACK RANGE 
'OF 150 TO 450, AN-
'0 ANGLE OF SIDESL' 















/ 'ROCKWELLI ·T. U. DZIUBALA. E.DMS-nR-2194 
'ARC *. CHEE. M. D. MIL*VOLUME 05 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO'AM/RI ~OEC.. 1975 
-OT SUPERSONIC -O.W.HERSEY • 












/ -ROCKWELL/ ~O.E. THORNTON/RI'DMS-DR-2195 









'ROCKWELL/ ·V. ESPARZA IROCKW'OMS-DR-2196 
-AEOC -ELL INTERNATIONlL·MAY. 1975 
-HYPERSONIC wrN-A. I. LINOAY /ROC-























~,. F~'- ';:;t' ,1 \: .,; 
WIND TUNNEL ,EST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 1B9 









TYPE OF • SCALE-









AEDC - .PRESSURE AND HEAT*ET MODEL MCR0200 
HWTF - .-FLUX RESULTS FRO. 
VA291 /*M THE SPACE SHUTTT 
FH10 *LE/EXTERNAL FUEL * 
CR-134.41S.TANK INTERACTION * 
*TEST AT MACH NUMB· 
*ERS 16 AND 19 (FHR 
*10) 
.. 
AEDC - -DIFFERENTIAL ELEV-DRBITER 140A/B 
SWTA - ·ON EFFECTIVENESS • 
71A /~LATERAL CONTROL 0-
OA115 *PTIMIZATION AND .. 









·NT INVESTIGATION • 
• ON A 0.015-SCALE -
*SPACE SHUTTLE 
·ORBITER MODEL (14-
• 0 A/B/C MODIFIEO)-
.IN THE AEOC VKF 




- ·SUPERSONIC DYNAMI*ORBITER; 
- .C-STABILITY DERIV-
I-ATIVES OF THE SPA· 





*TO MEASURE INTERA*HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
-CTION HEATING RAT- .16 
-ES ON ET MATED TO. *19 
-ORBITER UNDER LA .. -










-ERSONIC ELEVON HI" 
*NGE MOMENTS. SUPE* 
'RSONIC EFFECTS 
-OF NEW BASELINE 6' 
o-INCH ELEVON!ELEV' 
'ON AND ELEVON/FUS' 
~ELAGE GAPS. AND 
"SUPERSONIC EFfECT-
*S OF THE NEW SHOR-
*T OMS PODS. 
*TO DETERMINE DYNA*FORCE 
"MIC-STABILITY CHA-










! .MSFC / oE. B. BREWER. MSF-DMS-DR-2191 
·AEDC.C -OCT _. 1914 
*HYPERVELOCITY -D. R. HABERMAN. A" 
.WIND TUNNEL (FoRO 
.) .V. W. SPARKS 




-ROCKWELL! *V. ESPARZA I RoDMS-DR-219B 
.AEDC "OCKWELL INTERNATI "vUl.Y. 1975 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-ONAL .. 
-0 TUNNEL tA) aA.!. LINDSAt I R· 
.. 
• 












oR. P. BOYOEN. D. -DMS~DR-2199 
-C. fREEMAN. "R ••• OCT.. 1976 
WoE. E. DAVENPORT/La 
·ARC 
-v. W. BALL 
oR. H. LINIJAHL 
"'-OMS 





O ~· , . , 






• /~ f~ 
- ,-, ... !~ 
£.'} ",. 
---------------------------------------~----------------------------~~---------~---------------~~-----~---------.----~-----~---.----
























- ·SUBSONIC AND TRAN*PRBITER-140A/B: 
- *SONIC DYNAMIC-STA.RB; ET: 
/*BILITY CHARACTERl-
-STICS OF THE SPAC. 






-N TESTS; MEASURED~ 
~WERE PITCH. ROLL -
*. YAW DAMPING. NO· 
-RMAL FORCE DUE TO-
-PIrCH RATE. CROS -
*S DERIVATIVES. YA~ 
~WING MOMENT DUE T~ 
·0 ROll RATE. ROLL-





- .MATED CARRIER AER~BOEING 747 CARRIE-TO PROVIDE AERODY-FORCE 
- ·ODYNAMIC CHARACTE·R (MODEL TE 1065)~NA"'IC CHARACTERIS~ 
/*RISTICS INVESTIGA-SS ORBITER (MODEL~TICS FOR DEVELOPM-
CA3 .TION FOR 0.04-SCA*43-0) 
CR-160.854*lE MODEL BOEING 7*747 CARRIER/ET 
*47 CARRIER (MODEL-OOEL 1280-72) 
• TE 1065)/SS ORBI -
,~" 
*TER (MODEL 43-0) * 
.AND 747 CARRIER/E-
*T (MODEL 1284-72)-
• COMBINATIONS IN 
-THE U. OF 'WASH. A-
-ERONAUTICAL LABOR-




·ENT OF THE 747 AI-
(M-RCRAFT FOR ORBITE-
·R FERRY AND LAUNC' 
-H • TO PROVIDE TR' 
*ADE DATA FOR STAB' 
*ILIZER SIZE AND L' 
*OCATION.EFFECTS •• 
~ANO TO PROVIDE DR-
-AG AND STABILITY -
-CHARACTERISTICS F' 
-OR THE AIRPLANE A-














·ROCKWElL! -D. C. FREEMAN. vR"DMS-DR-2200 
"lARC • •• R. P. BOYDEN. "OCT.. 1976 
oS-FOOT TRANSON-G. E. DAVENPORl/L* 
"IC PRESSURE TU-ARC 
"NNEL 'u. Ii. BALL 

















-,J. E. VAUGHN 











































~ TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 
REPORT TITLE .. TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY .. 
NRLAD - .SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*140A/S OUTER MOLD'TO OEFINE FERRY C*FORCE 
LSWT - .ICLE FERRY C~NFIG.LINE CDNFIGURATI -ONFIGURATION AFTE' 
731 /*URATION AFTERBODY*ON -RBODY FAIRING EFF-
OA123 *FAIRING EFFECTS -ECTS ON ORBITER S. 
CR-141.526·0N 140A/8 ORBITER- -TABILITY AND CONT-
*AERODYNAMIC CHAR * tROL CHARACTERISTI-
*ACTERISTICS USING· -CS AND TO SUBSTAN* 
'AN .0405-SCALE M - tTIATE WIND TUNNEL-
·ODEL ORBITER (43-* 'RESULTS OBTAINED .. 
*0) IN THE ROCKWEL~ -AT BOEING AEROSP • 
*L INTERNATIONAL 7p "ACE COMPANY 
·.75 X 11 FT LOW S-
-PEED WIND TUNNEL- .. 
*(OA123) .. 
.. 
NRLAD - -RESULTS OF AN INV*140C OUTER MOLD L*TO DEFINE ORBITER-FORCE 
LSWT - *ESTIGATION OF ELEoINE CONFIGURATION'LOW SPEED ELEVON -
730 /.VON HINGE MOMENTS" */A!LERON EFFECTIV-
OA119B .AND DUAL PANEL E - -ENESS AND TO MEAS" 
CR-141.524~LEVON EFFECTIVENE~ 'URE INDIVIDUAL EL' 
-SS USING AN .0405. -EVON PANEL HINGE • 
--SCALE MODEL (16-- "MOMENTS FOR THE C-
-0) OF THE CONFIGU. -U~RENi 6 INCH EL. 
-RATION 140C SPACE" -EVON/ELEVON AND E-
-SHUTTLE ORBITER -LEVaN FUSELAGE GA-
-IN THE ROCKWELL 1* *PS WITH WING/ELEV-
*NTERNATIONAL NAAL* -ON GAP SEALING FL-
·LOW SPEED WIND TU- -APPER DOORS 
·NNEL (OA119B) 
LARC - .RESULTS OF TRANSO-OTS.140A/B 'TO DETERMINE EFFE-FORCE 
aCTS OF CONF. BUlL-
-OUP. EFFECTS OF p. 
*RoTUBERANCE5. ET/-
-ORBITER FAIRINGS -
8TPT - -NIC WIND TUNNEL T* 
693 /*ESTS ON AN 0.010--
IA43 .SCALE SPACE SHUTT. 
CR-141.525*LE MATED VEHICLE· 
-MODEL 72-0T5 IN r* 
-HE LARC S-FOOT TP-
*T (IA43) 
.. 
•. 1" .... .: ~ 
-AND ATTACH STRUCT· 
·URE . ELEVON DEFL-
-ECTION EFFECTS ON-
~WING BENDING MOM 0 
-ENT 
• 


























oR. C. MENNElL/RI -oMS-DR-2202 
oR. H. LINDAHL .APRIL. 1975 


















I -ROCKWELL! ·M. T. PETROZZI. ~'OMS-OR-2204 
-LARC ~. D. MILAN/ROCKWE.MAY. 1975 
- 1.2 -S-FOOT TRANSON*Ll 




































TYPE OF - SCALE' TESTING 









LARC - -RESULTS OF A O.OO*RI SPACE SHUTTLE .TO fivTERMINE STAB-fORCE 
221-iT - *4-SCALE 140C MODI 'ORBITER VEHICLE 4. I Un- ~':n CONTROL· 
431 /-FIEO CONFIGURATIO-(MODIFIEO) CONFI 'CHARA(..(i'."~STICS 
CiA 109 -N SPACE SHUTTLE V.GURATION oAT M=.'2>!:' 
CR-141.532*EHICLE ORBITER MO.NFIGURATION 
-DEL (74-0) IN THE-
-NASA/LANGLEY RES - ~ 
-EARCH CENTER HYPE' -
*RSONIC HELIUM TUN' 
-NEL (OA109) 
-LARC - *RESULTS OF INVEST'O.010-SCAlE OUTER.TO OBTAI~ SIX-COM-FORCE 
UPWT - *IGATIONS ON AN O.-MOLD LINE MODEL *PONENT FORCE ANO ~ 
1088/1119/$010-SCALE 140A/B .OF THE 140A/B CON· MOMENT DATA FOR T. 
IA44 -CONFIGURATION (MO.FIGURATION -HE MATEO VEHICLE • 
CR-141.528*DEL 720TS) OF THE- 'AT SUBSONIC AND T-
... -:;P' 
'ROCKWELL JNTERNA .. -RANSONIC CONDITIO-
.TIONAL SPACE SHUT* -NS;EFFECTS OF CON-
-TLE ORBITER IN TH' 'FIGURATION BUILD-' 
-E NASA/LANGLEY RE~ 'UP:EFFECTS OF PRO-
·SEARCH CENTER UNI. tTURBERANCES.ET/OR-
*TARY PLAN WIND TU. -BITER FAIRINGS AN-
*NNEL (IA44) -0 ATTACK STRUCTURo 
*ES;ElEVON DEFLECT-



























8 "-~l ~~ '\, f 




CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 







REPORT TITlE TEST EO ~ TEST -MACH RANGE- -OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - *AN INVESTIG~TION -MODEL 467. SRB NO-TO DETERMINE THE 'PRESSURE -0.4 
HRWT - .TO OETERMINE THE -SE CONF AND FORWA-PRESSURE OISTRIBU' -0.6 
033 I-PRESSURE DISTRIBU'RD CYLINDRICAL BO-TION OVER THE FOR-
SA29F .TION ON THE 0.013·OY oE-SECTION OF THE • 
CR-147.608~7 SCALE SOLIO ROC· '146-INCH OIA. SRB-
-KET BOOSTER FORES. 
-ODY (MSFC MODEL 4-
*67) AT HIGH ANGLE! 
·S OF ATTACK AT OR~ 
-NEAR 90 DEGREES • 
'AND HIGH REYNOLDS' 
'NUMBERS IN THE M • 
-SFC HIGH REYNOLDS-
-NUMBER WIND TUNN • 
-EL 
-
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION -MODEL NO. 470 
14TWT - 'OF THE 0.OO91SCAL-
609 I'E EXTERNAL TANK 0-
TA3F .GIVE NOSE (MSFC M. 
CR-144.590*DDEL 470) IN THE' 
-MSFC 14 INCH TWT • 
. *TO DETERMINE THE • 
-PRESSURE DISTRIBU-
ITION AROUND THE E* 
-XTERNAL TANK NOSE' 
.. 
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION -MODEL NO. 470 
14TWT - -OF THE 0.0091SCAL-
609 I.E EXTERNAL TANK O' 
TA3F -GIVE NOSE (MSFC M-
CR-144,591'ODEL 470) IN THE· 
-MSFC 14 INCH TWT • 
.TO DETERMINE THE .. 
·PRESSURE DISTRIBU' 
.TION AROUND THE E* 
'XTERNAL TANK NOSE' 
-
'TO DETERMINE THE -PRESSURE 
'PRESSURE OISTRIBU' 
-TION AROUND THE N-
'OSE CAP 
-TO DETERMINE THE -PRESSURE 
'PRESSURE DISTRIBU' 









*MSFC lop. E. RAMSEY/MSFC-OMS-OR-2207 
*MSFC *V. W. SPARKS -JUlV. 1976 















I ~P. E. RAMSEY/MSFC~nMS-OR-2208 
-G. W. WINI(lER. T. "VOLU~E 01 
TRISON~C. OAVIS/NSr .vAN.. 1976 
TUNNEL-V. W. SPARKS 
-M. M. MOSER vR. 
"-OMS ,. 
.. 
I -P. E. RAMSEV/MSFC·OMS-OR-2208 
-G. W. WINKLER. T.·VOLUME 02 
TRISON-C, DAVIS/NSf *v~N.. 1976 
TUNNEL*V. W. SPARKS 
'M. M. MOSER JR. 
·-OMS 
.' 





























-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
NRLAD - ~RESULTS OF A SPAC*MODEL 
LSWT - *E SHUTTLE VEHICLE' 
736 I·FERRY CONFIGURAT _ 
OA124 -ION AFTERBODY FAI' 
CR-141.536*RING OPTIMIZATION-
-STUDY USING A 14 -
'OA!B 0.0405-SCALE-
·MODEL ORBITER (4 • 
-3-0) IN THE ROCKW-
-ELL INTERNATIONAL-
*7.75 X 11.0 FT L -
-OW SPEED WINO TUN. 
-NEL (OAI24) 









ARC - ·CONNECTIVE HEAT-T-15-0 
3.SHWT - -RANSFER TEST RESU'LATE 
200 I*LiS FOR A GAP. CY· 
VIII (FLAT-P-TO DETERMINE EfFE-HEAT-TRANS-5<22 
CARRIER) aCTS OF SURFACE PRo .5.24 
-OTUBERANCES AND S-
IH27 'LINDRICAL-PROTUBE- 'HOCK IMPINGEMENT • 
CR-1Sl.372*RANCE. AND SHOCK-- 'ON SURFACE HEATIN-
'IMPINGEMENT FLAT-o 
-PLATE MODEL IN THo 
oE NASA-AMES 3.5-f-
'OOT HYPERSONIC wr· 
oNO TUNNEL (TEST r-
oH27. MODEL 15-0 V-
-III) 
*G AND HEATING IN -
'SIMULATEO TPS TIL-
°E GAPS 
TBCA - -RESULTS OF A 0.03-0.03-SCALE AX 131-0ETERMINE PERFORM-FORCE 
BTWT - ·-SCALE AEROOYNAMI-9 1-1 (CARRIER) M-ANCE.STABILI1Y.AN-
1431 laC CHARACTERISTICS-OOEL -0 CONTROL CHARACT. 
CAS -INVESTIGATION OF -0.03-SCALf 45-0 (-ERISTICS Of VARIO-
CR-141.800-A BOEING 747 CARR-ORBITER) MODEL -US CARRIER AtRCRA-
oIER(MODEl NO. AX • 'FT CONFIGURATIONS-
"3'9 !-1) MATED W* *;INVfSTIGATE AERO-
o ITH A SPACE SHUTT· 'O','NAMIC CHARACTER-
*LE ORBITER (MODEL' -ISTICS OF THE CAR-
*45-0) CONDUCTED .. kRIER MATED WITH T-
·IN THE BOEING TRA~ -HE ORBITER. CARRI-
*NSONIC WINO TUNNE* 'ER ALONE. AND 












.R. C. MENNEL,F. F-OMS~OR-2'-OS 
•. FITZGERAlO/ROCK~u~NE. 1975 
WIND-WELL 




'ROCKWElll -T. F. FOSTER. W. -OMS-DR-22tO 
'ARC -H. OVE/RI -JUNE. 1979 
~3.5'FOOT HYPER-W. K. lOCK MAN .. 
-SONIC WINO TUN-O.W.HERSEY 








·R.O. KNUDSEN, J. -OMS-OR-221t 
-AUGUSTYN. E. OICK'VOlUME 01 
WIND'SON/BOEING CO. -SEPT.. 1915 
-D. A. SARVER 




.,,(5 Oz 0~ ;Or-
.o-;s 






































-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· 
TBCA - -RESULTS OF A 0.03*0.03-SCALE AX 131-0ETERMINE PERFORM· FORCE 
BTWT - ·-SCALE AERODYNAMIo9 I-t (CARRIER) MoANCE.STABILITY.AN° 
1431 /-C CHARACTERISTICS-OOEL ~O CONTROL CHARACT. 
CA5 'INVESTIGATION OF 00.03-SCALE 45-0 {*ERISTICS OF VARIO' 
CR-141.803·LE ORBITER (MODEL-ORBITER) MODEL -US CARRIER AIRCRA' 
*45-0) CONDUCTEO oFT CONFIGURATIONS' 
• IN THE BOEING TRAo-:INVESTIGATE AERO' 
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE- -DYNAMIC CHARACTER' 
*L (CA5) 'ISTICS OF THE CAR-
*RIER MATED WITH T-
- °HE ORBITER.CARRIE-
-R ALONF.A~D ORBIT' 
·ER ALONE 
TBCA - -RESULiS OF A 0.03-0.03-SCALE AX-131'DETERMINE PERFORM' FORCE 
BTWT - --SCALE AERODYNAMI*9 1-1(CARRIER) MO*ANCE.STABILITY.AN' 
1431 I~C CHARACTERISTICS-DEL '0 CONTROL CHARACT' 
CA5 -INVESTIGATION OF ·0.03-SCALE 45-0 (-ERISTICS OF VARIO' 
CR-141.804 e A BOEING 747 CARR-OR8ITER) MODEL 'US CARRIER AIRCRA' 
*IER(MODEL NO. AX-- ·FT CONFIGURATIONS' 
*1319 1-1) MATED W' *;INVESTIGATE AERO' 
*ITH A SPACE SHUTT· .DYNAMIC CHARACTER' 
-LE ORBITER (MODEL' -ISTICS OF THE CAR-
*45-0j CONDUCTED *RIER MATEO WITH To 
-IN THE BOEING TRA* -HE ORBITER.CARRIE-
*NSONIC WIND TUNNE- oR ALONE.AND ORBIT' 
*L (CA5). *ER ALONE 
.. 
ARC - -INVESTIGATIONS OF-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 .DETERMINE INTEGRA-fORCE 
~TED VEHICLE SURFA'PRESSURE 
-CE-PRESSURE DISTRo 
·IBUTIONS. ELEVON .. 
l1TWT - -THE 0.020-SCALE .. 
023 /*S8-0TS INTEGRATED-
IASO 'SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
CR-147.632'VEHICLE vET-PLUME-
-MODEL IN THE NAS 0 
'A/AM~S RESEARCH Co 





~~.t"},_~.-.~,..;..!;:l,,.;t;~, • .:,;!:~,)::...~.,~ .. _~,~,'~.~._ ........ >, ... .,.~.'" ..t"". e':~~~]"'~;~~~" 
-AND RUDDER HINGE • 
-MOMENTS. AND WING-
-AND VERTICAL-TAl' 
-L ROOT BENDING 
-AND TORSIONAL MOM-
-ENTS DUE TO MPS At 
-NO SRB PLUME JNTE-
tRACTIONS 

























-R.O. KNUDSEN. d. -OMS-OR-22ft 
-AUGUSTYN. E. OICK~VQLUME 02 
WIND-SON/BOEING CO. -SEPT.. 1975 
-D. A. SARVER • 






-R.D. KNUDSEN. J. ·DMS-DR-221t 
-AUGUSTYN, E. DICK-VOLUME 03 
WIND-SON/BOEING CO. -SEPT.. 1975 
00. A. SARVER 







I 'ROCKWiLL! oM. E. NICHOLS/RI 'tDMS-OR-2212 
'ARC .C. R. EDWARDS -VOLUME 01 
* It-FOOT TRANSO. -OMS -OCT. ° 1976 
















~ ~ :,...,; .. ~ 














• TVPE OF ' SCALE' 












- ~INVESTIGATIONS OF-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 ~DETERMINE INTEGRA-FORCE 
11TWT 
- ·THE 0.020-SCALE -TED VEHICLE SURFA·PRESSURE 
023 /*88-0TS INTEGRATED- 'CE-PRESSURE DISTR' 
lA80 ·SPACE SHUTTLE ·IBUTlONS. ELEVON -
CR-147.633·VEHICLE JET-PLUME- *ANO RUDDER HINGE -
-MODEL IN THE NAS • -MOMENTS. AND WING' 
• A/AMES RESEARCH C- -AND VERTICAL-TAl 
-
.ENTER 11Xl1-FOOT - -L ROOT BENDING 
·UNITARY PLAN wIND. -AND TORSIONAL MOM' 
• TUNNEL (IA80) -ENTS DUE TO MPS A-
-NO SRB PLUME INTE' 
-RACTIONS 
,. 
ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS OF'LAUNCH VEHICLE S -DETERMINE INTEGRA-FORCE 
11TWT - *THE 0.020-SCALE -TED VEHICLE SURFA-PRESSURE 
023 /.88-0TS INTEGRATED- 'CE-PRESSURE DISTR-
IA80 *SPACE SHUTTLE .IBUTIONS. ELEVON • 
CR-147.634-VEHICLE JET-PLUME- -AND RUDDER HINGE • 
• MODEL IN THE NAS - -MOMENTS. AND WING-
• A/AMES RESEARCH C- -AND VERTICAL-TAl 
-
·ENTER l1Xll-FOOT .. 'L ROOT BENDING 
-UNITARY PLAN WINO- -AND TO~SIONAL MOM-
*TUNNEL (lA80) -ENTS DUE TO MPS A-




- *INVESTIGATIONS OF-LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 -DETERMINE INTEGRA-FORCE 
11TWT - ·THE 0.020-SCALE .. 
023 /*88-0TS INTEGRATED-





-MODEL IN THE NAS • 
-A/AMES RESEARCH C' 






-TED VEHICLE SURFA.PRESSURE 
·CE-PRESSURE DISTR-
-IBUTIONS. ELEVON -
-AND RUDDER HINGE • 
-MOMENTS. AND WING-
*ANO VERTICAL-TAl • 
*L ROOT BENDING 
-AND TORSIONAL MOM-
-ENTS DUE TO MPS AT 





-0.020 I 'ROCKWELL/ ,,"" E. 
'0.6 "ARC .(.. .. R. 
*1.4 .11-FOOT TRANSO·-DMS 
-NIC WIND TUNNE* 
-L (Ur-HTARY) 






"0.020 I -ROCKWELL/ oM. E. 
'0.6 ·ARC -C. R. 










-0.020 / -ROCKWELL/ +M. E. 
-0.6 -ARC .. c. R. 
• 1.4 .11-FOOT TRANSO--DMS 




















EDWARDS -VOLUME 04 













,',#~~ .......... 't 
C) r ..... 11 












~YPE OF " SCALE. TESTING 








LARC - ·RESULTS OF INVEST*140C MODIFIED SPA-OBTAIN HVPERSONIC~FORCE 
HNT - "IGATIONS ON AM O. aCE SHUTTLE OR6ITE-LONGITUDINAL AND '" 
30-31 /-OO4-SCALE 140C MO-R MODEL 74-0 *LATERAL-DIRECTIO • 
OA89 -OIFIED CONFIGURAT- -NAL STABILITY AND-
CR-141.513*ION SPACE SHUTTLE. .CONTROL CHARACTER' 
• VEHICLE ORBITER • *ISTICS OF THE UPD* 
·MODEL {74-0) IN T· "ATED SSV CONFlGUR> 
-HE NASA/LANGLEV R* -ATION IN AN INITI-
·ESEARCH CENTER HY* -ALLY DIATOMIC MED-
*PERSONIC NITROGEN. -IUM 
·TUNNEL (OA89) .. • 
.. .. 
lTV - .UPPER WING SURFAC'SSV ORBITER CONF1*TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE 
HSWT - *E BOUNDARY LAYER *GURATION 140A/B-O~E NATURE OF THE O· 
51~ /*MEASUREMENTS AND *.015 SCALE -RBITER BOUNDARY L* 
LA58 .STATIC AERODYNAMI* -AVER CHARACTERIST' 
CR-t44.592-C DATA OBTAINED 0- orcs AT ANGLES OF • 
*N AN O.015-SCALE • -ATTACK FROM -4 TO· 
-MODEL OF THE SSV .. *32 DEGREES AT A 
·OPBITER CONFIGURA* -MACH NUMBER OF 4.-
*TION 140A/B IN TH* -6.THE EFFECT OF L' 
~E LTV ASWT AT A M' -ARGE GRIT WERE IN' 
.ACH NUMBER OF 4.6* .VESTIGATED PLUS E-
.(LA58). -HEeTS OF LARGE N' 
• .. -EGATIVE' ELEVON DE" 
• -FLECTION ON LEE-S· 











LARC - -RESULTS OF AEROTH*SRB -OBTAIN AEROOYNAMI·HEAT-TRANS·0.013 
UPWT - *ERMOOYNAMI.C HEATI" 
1115 /*NG TEST ON A 0.01. 
SHt2F *3 SCALE MODEL SOL. 
CR-141,802+IO ROCKET BOOSTER' 
.IN THE NASA/LARC .. 
*UNIT4RY PLAN WIN .. 
*0 TUNNEL (SH12F) " 
~ • 






I .ROCKWELLI ·P.J. HAWTHORNE/RI oOMS-OR-2214 
-LARC ·W.C. WOGDS/LARe ·APRIL. 1975 
'HYPERSONIC NIT-G. G. MCOONALD 














- •• R.L. STALLINGS.*FEB.. 1976 
WIN·JR .• lARC~T.C. POP· 
·E.LTV • 






.. "'n ;;J 
.. 




-0 ~" o !;:3 
O'~ 
~J 
-f. B. BREWER/MSFC*OMS-OR-2216 CJ " 
"".T.DAVIET .AUGUST. 1975!£~.' 
W·-DMS ,', !.. 
.. 
.. 
~>J .. "' 
~,. 
.. ;-: -": ... .,-,--:.".-
. --.:w't(-:-;-~., ''''~--:'' - L ~"": ... '';:j:.;'~---:' 'r~" ....... ,:I!jf;;:': "'~~~:.)* ..... , .. ,_ ... , _, . .J;"iNIi~~I..r'.;_~.,;._ ~/ ... ""........d ..... ~~ __ ~~~,..-;.~.~ -i-~'.~~---.' 
3Jr..~;:A. 










TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 
TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
TBCA - *AERODYNAMIC RESUL*0.03-SCALE 45-0 M-ORBITER CONFIGURA-FORCE • 0.003 • ·BOEING I 
*R 0.003 I -TBCA BTWT - .TS OF A SEPARATIO*ODIFIED SSV ORBIT'TIDN 140A/B AND 7~ 
1431 /~N TEST{CA20) CONO-ER 140A/B -47 CARRIER MODELS' 
CA20 *UCTED AT THE BOEI.0.03-SCALE 747 CA.WERE TESTED TO P .. 
CR-141,844*NG TRANSONIC WIND'RRIER MODEL ~ROVIDE SIX-COMPON-
>TUNNEL USING 0.0 .. -ENT FORCE AND MOM-
*30-SCALE MODELS 0- 'ENT DATA FOR EACH' 
-F THE CONFIGURATI* -VEHICLE IN PROXI • 
·ON 140A/B (MODIFI' 'MITY TO THE OTHER-
-ED) SSV ORBITER (0 ~AT A MATRIX OF T -
-MODEL NO. 45-0) A+ -EST CONDITIONS AN-
·ND THE BEOING 747' *0 TO DETERMINE OR-
·CARRIER (MODEL NO· 'BITER TARE EFFECT-




TBCA - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL'O.03-SCALE 45-0 loll-ORBITER CONFIGURA' FORCE 
BTWT - -TS OF A SEPARATIO-ODIFIEO SSV ORBIT-TION 140A/B AND 7-
1431 /*N TEST(CA20) COND.ER 140A/B '47 CARRIER MODELS' 
CA20 *UCTED AT THE BOEI*0.03-SCALE 747 CA*WERE TESTED TO P • 
CR-141.845*NG TRANSONIC WINO-RRIER MODEL -ROVIDE SIX-COMPON-
1 
';",~-
• TUNNEL USING 0.0 - -ENT FORCE AND MOM' 
-30-SCALE MODELS 0- -ENT DATA FOR EACH-
*F THE CONFIGURATI- -VEHICLE IN PROXI • 
*ON 140A/B (MODH I- °MITY TO THE OTHER' 
*ED) SSV ORBITER (. -AT A MATRIX OF T -
'MODEL NO. 45-0) A- -EST CONDITIONS AN-
-NO THE BEOING 747- '0 TO DETERMINE OR-
-CARRIER (MODEL NO- -BITER TARE EFFECT-
AX 1319 1-1) 'S TO OBTAIN SUPPO' 
.. oRT-FREE AERODYNAM' 
• * -Ies. 
/'-"'" \ 
w"',.< 






.. 0.003 .'BOEING / 
-R 0.003 / -TBCA 











"T. DZIUBALA.V. ES-DMS-OR-2217 
*PARZA.R. L. GILLI*VOLUME 01 
WIND'NS.M. PETROZZI.RI*JAN.. 1976 
tC. R. MULLEN.BOEI-
-NG AEROSPACE .. 
-D. A. SARVER 







aT. DZIUBALA.V. ES*OMS-OR-2217 
°PARZA.R. L. GILLI*VOLUME 02 
WINDoNS.M. PETROZZI.RI*JAN.. 1976 
-C. R. MULLEN.BOEI* 
~NG AEROSPACE .. 
+D. A. SARVER 
























.. CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
TBCA - .AERODYNAMIC RESUL*0.03-SCALE 45-0 M*ORBITER CONFIGURA·FORCE 
STWT - *TS OF A SEPARATIO*ODIFIED SSV ORBIT-TION 140A/B AND 7-
1431 /*N TEST(CA20) COND-ER 140A/B -47 CARRIER MODELS-
CA20 -UCTEO AT THE BOEI*0.03-SCALE 747 CA*WERE TESTED TO P -
CR-141.846-NG TRANSONIC WIND*RRIER MODEL -ROVIDE SIX-COMPON-
-TUNNEL USING 0.0 - -ENT FORCE AND MOM-
*30-SCALE MODELS 0* -ENT DATA FOR EACH~ 
*F THE CONFIGURATI· -VEHICLE IN PROXI • 
eON 140A/B (MODIFI* *MITY TO THE OTHER~ 
*ED) SSV ORBITER (+ *AT A MATRIX OF T • 
-MODEL NO. 45-0) A- -EST CONDITfe!'JS AN-
oND THE BEOING 747- -0 TO DETERMINE OR-
·CARRIER (MODEL NO- -BITER TARE EFFECT-
.. AX 1319 1-1) -S TO 03TAIN suppa-
* -RT-FREE AERODYNAM-










AEOC - .PRESSURE AND HEAT-EXTERNAL TANK -TO OBTAIN BASIC H-HEAT-TRANS-0.38 -
HWTF - .TRANSFER TESTS R 0 
2SA /-ESULTS ON THE SP-
THIF .ACE SHUTTLE 0.015-
CR-151.367~-SCALE EXTERNAL T-
-ANK AT MACH 16 IN-
*AEDC TUNNEL F 
-EATING ANO PRESSU- ".'0 
-RE DISTRIBUTION 0+ 
-ATA ON ~T .. 
* 
• 




-T. DZIUBALA.V. ES'DMS-OR-2217 
*PARZA.R. L. GILLI*VOLUME 03 
WIND-NS,M. PETROZZI,Rr-JAN.. 1976 
-C. R. MULLEN.BOEI-
*NG AEROSPACE 
-D. A. SARVER • 










-MSFC / *L. G. SILER. A. H-DMS-DR-2218 
-AEDC -. BOUDREAU/ARO -SEPT •• 1977 
*HYPERVELOCITY -H. R. CARROLL/~C-
-WIND TUNNEL (F-J. E. VAUGHN .. 















:!'r1":'='~_H "",,.~~~.-,; .. 't ... ': ,,4 ; .......... :.,,:4.!!.:..;;'~ .. ~a~_~ :r.::- .-~ 1 r .: .. 't.-;z ~::~ .. :~ 
~ 
WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS DATA PROCESSING 200 




* .. CONFIGURATIONS· TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE • TESTED 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
87SWT - *ESTIGATION OF vET. 
044 /-PLUME EFFECTS ON .. 
IA82C *AN O.OtO-SCALE .. 
CR-144.597"MODEL (75-0TS) OF-
*THE SPACE SHUTTL .. 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* 
-CLE IN THE 8- BY .. 
*7-FODT LEG OF THE-
*NASA/AMES UNITAR -









ARC - "RESULTS OF AN INV*LAUNCH VEHICLE 5 
87SWT - *ESTIGATION OF vET. 
044 /*PLUME EFFECTS ON .. 
IA82C *AN 0.010-SCALE 








·THE SPACE SHUTTL .. 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* 
-CLE IN THE 8- BY • 
*7-FOOT LEG OF THE* 
*NASA/AMES UNITAR .. 















TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
-DEFINE THE BASE P-fORCE 
.RESSURE ENVIRONME-PRESSURE 
·NT OF THE FIRST A· 
·ND SECOND STAGE 
-MATED VEHICLE IN .. 
*A SUPERSONIC FLOW-
-FIELD FROM MACH 
*2.50 THROUGH 3.50' 
·WITH SIMULATED RO. 
'CKET ENGINE EXHAU' 
*ST PLUMES. DETERM' 
wINE PRESSURE fNVI. 
-RONMENT OF THE OR' 
• BITER AT VARIOUS • 
-VENT PORT LOCATIO-
·NS . 
-DEFINE THE BASE poFORCE 
-RESSURE ENVIRONMEopRESSURE 
.NT OF THE FIRST A-
-NO SECOND STAGE 
-MATED VEHICLE IN 0 
*A SUPERSONIC FLOW-
.FIELD FROM MACH 
*2.50 THROUGH 3.50' 




*RONMENT OF THE OR' 



















/ "'ROCKWELL/ ·P. v. 
"ARC *1 
.S-FOOT BY 7-FO*M. M. 
*OT SUPERSONIC *-OMS 





/ • ROCKWEI. L/ ·P. v. 
oARC .. I 
-8-FOOT BY 7-FO-M. M. 





HAWTHORNE/R t OMS-OR-2219 
-VOLUME 01 





















~LARC : "O.B. WATSON • =f......., *OMS-OR-2220..::; tiL? 
"LARC o-OMS *TO LRC 
--20-INCH HVPERSo • 
-ONlC TUNNEL (M~ • 




~~ ,~ ~ " V 




• CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 









.. REPORT TITLE TEST EO '" TEST 'MACH RANGE. -OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - ~INVESTIGATION OF .140C CONFIGURATIO*TO DEFINE ORBITER-PRESSURE 
LSWT - ·SPACE SHUTTLE VEH.N ORBITER ( MODEL*WHEEL WELL PRESS • 
737 /.{CLE 140C CONFIGU*16-0 ) *URE LOADING AND r-
OA143 *RATIDN ORBITER *TS EFFECT ON LAND-
CR-141.54S*(MODEL 16-0) WHEE- ~ING GEAR THERMAL .. 
"L WELL PRESSURE L* *INSULATION: TO IN· 
*OADS IN THE RDCKW* *VESTIGATE THE PRE-
-ELL INTERNATIONAL· ~SSURE ENVIRONMENT. 
*7.75 X 11 FOOT W .. .FOR THE HORIZONTA' 
*IND TUNNEL ( OA14* 'L FLIGHT NOSE PRO· 
*3 ) .. "BE AND AIR VENT D· 









AEOC - -RESULTS FROM A CO*B25CiOM4F10E26R5V*RE'ENTRY CONVECTI-HEAT-TRANS"0.0175 
HWTB - -NVECTIVE HEAT-TRA*7W116 ·VE HEAT TRANSFER" ·S.O 
57A !*NSFER-RATE DISTRI* ~RATES ON THE ORBI· +S.O 
OH49B .BUTION TEST ON A .. *TER 
CR-147.626*O.0115 SCALE MODE. -
*L(22-0) OF THE RO-" • 
*CKWELl INTERNATIO* 
*NAL VEHICLE 4 SPAt 
*CE SHUTTLE CONFIG* 
-URATION IN THE AE* 






AEDC - -RESULTS FROM A CO*B25C10M4F10E26R5V*RE-ENTRY CONVECTI.HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
HWTB - *NVECTIVE HEAT-TRA*7W116 ~VE HEAT TRANSFER· *S.O 
57A /*NSFER-RATE DISTRI- ·RATES ON THE ORBI- ~8.0 
OH49B -BUTION TEST ON A • .TER • 
CR-147.627*O.0175 SCALE MODE. 
*L(22-0) OF THE RO* 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO. 
.NAL VEHICLE 4 SPA· 
-CE SHUTTLE CONFIG* 
• URATION IN THE AE* 















·R.B.RUSSELLI R. I·DMS~DR-2221 
". .vULY, 1915 
WINO-R.C. MENNElL/ R .. 
·1. .. 
+0. A. SARVER .. 








I ·ROCKWELL/ .B • ..I. HERRERA!ROCK.DMS-OR-2222 
·AEDC -WEll INTERNATIONA*VOlUME 01 
.HYPERSONIC WIN*L -OCT.. 1976 






.. .. .. 
+ 
/ -ROCKWELL/ -B • ..I. HERRERA/ROCK-OMS-DR-2222 
-AEOC 'WELL INTERNATIONA*VOlUME 02 
-HYPERSONIC WIN·l *NOV.. 1976 
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TYPE OF - SCALE' TESTING 
AGENCY 
• PUBLICATIONS 
-OR COMMENTS ,. REPORT TITLE .. T~ST -MACH RANGE-
MSFC - .REENTRY STATIC ST.ORB.~/ ATTACH RIN'TO ESTABLISH STAT·FORCE 
14TWT - ~ABIlITY CHARACTER*G.AFT RING.W/AND -IC STABILITY CHAR-
604 /.ISTICS OF A .0054*W/0 PROTUSERANCES*ACTERISTICS OF SR" 
SASF ·79 SCALE ~OOEL 14-. NOSE CAP -S DURING ~EENTRY • 
CR-141.549*6-INCH SOLID ROCK.ORB.W/ ALL PROTUB' 
*ET BOOSTER TESTEO-ERANCES; 
-IN THE NASA/MSFC -ORB.W/O HEAT SHIE" 
-14X14 INCH TWT 'OLD 
-LARC - *RESULTS OF A DRAG·72-0TS (ORB .• 
LARC - -REDUCTIoN INVEST *SRM) 
;699 I*IGATED ON AN 0.01" 
BTPT - *P-SCALE MODEL OF • 
LA56 "THE SPA.CE SHUTTLE-
CR-147.650*VEHIClE 72-0TS L .. 
·AUNCH CONFIGURATI-
"ON TESTED HI THE • 
"l'A~C 8-FOOT TRANS-
.ONIC PRESSURE T~N· 
-NEL,FOR THE,~ACH .. 
"RANGE OF 0.35 TO .-
·1.20 (LA56) 
• 
ET.·INVESTIGATION OF ·FORCE 
·SPACE SHUTTLE LAU' 
-NCH VEHICLE DRAG • 
-REDUCTION AT MACH' 












AEOC - .PHASE CHANGE PA:IN*MOOEL 21-0. LINES-TO EVALUATE AEROD-HEAT-TRANS"0.0175 
HWTB - -T TESTS TO JNVEST-VL70-000139 *YNAMIC HEATING EF~ '8 
VA352 /*IGATE EFFECTS OF • -FECTS OF TILES IN' *S 
OH4C *lPS TILES ON HEAT- -THE TPS. TILE GA -
CR-141.505-ING ,RATES OF THE. .p .DEPTH AND ORIEN~ ., 
"ROCKWELL SPACE SH'O *TA'FION TO THE FLO-
*UTTLE ORBITER (TE- ~w WERE INVESTIGAT* 












I .J. D. vDHNSOr-:/MSF·OMS-DR-2223 
O'C "vULY. 1975 
TRISON-S. C.PRAHARAv. W· 
TUNNEL'. F. BRAOOOCK!NSI* 
-R. B. LOWE 
--OMS -
"LARC I -BERNARD SPENCER.v'DMS-DR-2224 
tLARC ·R./LARC -MARCH. 1978 
'NASA LANGLEY R*GEORGE M. WARE/LA' 
"ESEARCH CENTER*RC 
-S-FOOT TRANSON-v. W. BALL • 
.. IC PRESSURE TU-G. G. ~COONALO .. 








/ *RI I .~. QUAN.C. W. CRA.OMS-DR-2225 
'AEOC • IG/RI "MARCH. ~975 
.HYPERSONIC WIN·D. A. SARVER 












C:: '~ ..... 
~Ii"\ 













fl -= ~."', --~\ ~ .. l 

















.. REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE- .. -DR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF FLOW V-SPACE SHUTTLE VEH~OIL FLOW VISUALIZ*FORCE 
SWTA - -ISUALIZATION TEST*ICLE CONFIGURATIO'ATION 
VA422 /*S OF O.01O-SCALE -N 3 MODEL 32-0TS • 
21AA /*SPACE SHUTTLE .SPACE SHUTTLE ORB~ 
IA61B -MODELS 32-0TS AND.ITER MODEL 52-0 .. 
CR-141.507*52-0 IN THE AEDC .. 
*VKF TUNNEL A (IA * 
*61B) • 
• .. 
MSFC - ·RESULTS OF EXPERI·ORB'/W/ET AND SRB'EFFECTIVENESS OF "'FORCE 
14TWT - -MENTAL TESTS IN T-740TS; ORB. WIET ·SEVERAL LOAD RELI* 
610 I*HE MSFC 14X14 INC-AND SRB'S 770. 7 *EF SCHEMES ON WIN" 
IA71 -H TRISONIC TUNNEL-4TS -G TORSIONAL AND B· 
CR-141.B06*ON A .004 SCALE M- -ENDING MOMENTS AT-
.. ODEL SPACE SHUTTL* .SUBSONIC + SUPER -
*E INTEGRATED VEHI' .SONIC MACH NO'S E. 
"CLE 5 (MODEL 77-0. *NCOUNTEREO DURING· 
*. 74-TS) TO RELIE* -LAUNCH 
*VE WING LOADS OUR- .. 
·ING ASCENT (lA711)* 
* 
LARC 










LARC - .RESULTS OF FLOW-V"SSV 140A/B 
8TPT - *ISUALIZATION INVE* 
687 !*STIGATIONS ON A 0* 
OA102 -.015-SCALE MOOIFI-
CR-141.50B.EO CONFIGURATION .. 
.,40A/B SPACE SHUT. 
*TLE VEHICLE ORBIT. 
*ER (MOOEL 36-0) 1* 
*N THE LANGLEY RES. 







-TO DETERMINE SEPA·FORCE 
-RATION ZONES. FLO· 
*W-RECIRCULATION R* 
*EGIONS. AND POTEN-





















*RI I ·J.u.DAILEDA/ROCKW*OMS-DR-2226 
"AEOC "ELL -FEB. • 1975 
-SUPERSONIC WIN'W.R.MARTlNOAlE/AR-
*0 TUNNEL (A) *0. INC. 
'0. A. SARVER 







l -E. C. ALLEN/R. 1.-DMS-OR-2227 







-lARC I *0.8. WATSON 
*LARC '-OMS 



















I .ROCKWElL/ oM. E. NICHOLS/RI -OMS-OR-2229 
.. 
.. 
*LARC *0. A. SARVER -FEB.. 1975 
oS-FOOT TRANSON-G. G. MCDONALD .. 











-C r-s Q2 
~! 7? 
~*" ,..*' 
11.'7:, r ~ 
e,.; 
.,.,., ~ i; , 
~;;:!II~ 
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- REPORT TITLE nST -MACH RANGE' ,AGENCY 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF OIL FL.ORBITER-T~NK MATE-ro INVESTIGATE AE-FORCE 
HWTB - -ow VISUALIZATIONS*O. MODEL 52-0T -RODYNAMIC FLOW PA' 
VA422 /-TESTS OF AN 0.01 • -TTERNS USING OIL • 
IA 17B *O-SCALE MODEL (52* -FLOW TECHNIQUES 
CR-141.509--0T) OF THE SPACE' .. 
·SHUTTlE ORBITER- • 
.TANK MATEO AND OR. 
-BlTER CONFIGURATI-
-ONS IN THE AEDC V-
*KF TUNNEL B (IA17~ 
*B) 
.. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INVtLAUNCH 
97SWT - .ESTIGATION OF JET-
044 /.PLUME EFFECTS ON • 
IA82B -AN 0.Oi0-SCALE • 
CR-144.601.MODEL (75-0TS) OF-
·THE SPACE SHUTTL • 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI-
*CLE IN THE 9- BY • 
*7-FOOT LEG OF THE-
.NASA/AMES UNITAR -
*Y WIND TUNNEL (lA-
.82C) 
* 
ARC - .RESULTS OF AN INV-LAUNCH 
97SWT -*ESTIGATIO~ OF ·~ET. 
044 I-PLUME EFFECTS ON .. 
IA82B -AN 0.010-SCALE '* 
CR-144.602-MOOEL (75-0TS) OF· 
,- 4~~ 
--
.THE SPACE SHUTTL .. 
*E INTEGRATED VEHI* 
·CLE IN THE 9- BY • 
-7-FOOT LEG OF THE-
*NASA/AMES UNITAR .. 





VEHICLE 5 ~OEFINE 1.IE BASE P·FORCE 
.RESSURE ENVIRONME'PRESSURE 
-NT OF THE FIRST A-
-NO SECOND STAGE 
-MATED VEHICLE IN • 
0A SUPERsnNIC FLOW-
-FIELD FROM MACH 
·'.55 THROUGH 2.20' 
* 
VEHICLE 5 -DEFINE THE BASE P-FORCE 
*RESSURE ENVIRONME-PRESSURE 
-NT OF THE FIRST Ar 
-NO SECOND STAGE 
-MATED VEHICLE IN • 
-A SUPERSONIC FLOW-
-FIELD FROM MACH 


















I ·ROCKWELLI .~. u. OAILEDA/RI -OMS-OR-2230 
I 
I 
-AfDC . -D. A. SARVER *FEB.. 1975 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-G. G. MCDONAI.D • 





·ROCKWELLI -P. ~_ HAWTHORNE/R*OMS-OR-223t 
'ARC -I -VOLUME 01 
A9-FOOT BY 7-FOtM. M. MANN ~APRIL. t976 







-ROCKWELLI -P. ~. HAWTHORNE/R'DMS-m~-2231 
-ARC -I -VOLUME 02 
-9-FOOT SY 7-FO'M. M. MANN -APRIL. .976 
-OT SUPERSONIC --OMS ~ 


















:r" !'( 1"'" ,.j 
:;~ ~ ~, 
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-OR COMY.ENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY ., 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF INVEST-MOOEL 74-0. 
14TWT - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*4 
607 /*.004-SCALE MODEL .. 
OA131 *74-0 OF THE CONFI* 
CR-t4t.52t-GURATION 4 (MODIF. 
-lED) SPACE SHUTTL* 
*E VEHICLE ORBITER-
*IN THE NASA/M5FC -




CONF.-TO DETERMINE BOUN'FORCE 
-DARY-LAYER SEPARA' 
·TION AND REGIONS • 
*Of POTENTIAL APU • 
-EXHAUST RECIRCULA-
·TION DURING TRANS· 




LARC - -RESULTS OF A DRAG.72-0TS CB26C9E44F-TO DETERMINE EFFE'FORCE 
STPT - .REDUCTION INVEST *10FL10/11M16N28/S*CTS OF VARIO~S co-
703 /*IGATION ON AN 0.0*6PS1-SR5S2tT2.VSW-NFIGURAT!ONAL COM-
LA59 *10-SCALE MODEL OF*t16 *PONENTS ON TOTAL. 
CR-151.06S*THE SPACE SHUTTLE· -DRAG OF VEH. 5 
.VEHIClE 72-0T5 l .. '" 
-AUNCH CONFIGURATI. -
-ON TESTEO IN THE "'. 
*LARC 8-FOOT TRANS-
-ONIC PRESSURE TUN· 
*NEl FOR THE MACH .. .. 




CALSPAN - *WIND TUNNEL TEST .ORBITER WITH ElEV-OSTAIN VlSCOUS I~·FORCE 
48HST - *OA113 OF THE 0.01-0N AND BODY FLAP -TERACTION EFFECTS" 
184-220 /*O-SCAlE SPACE SHU'OEFlEC~IONS -ON STABILITY OER -
OA113 -TTLE ORBITER MODE- -IVATIVES OVER THE. 
CR-141.547*l 51-0 IN THE CAL- -RE-ENTRY MACH SPE-
*SPAN HYPERSONIC S* -CTRUM TOGETHER WI. 
-HOCK TUNNEL (48-1* *TH SCHLIEREN PHOT-
-NCH LEG). -OS AND PRESSURE 0* 
- ·ATA UTILIZED TO E* 
* .. -VALUATE FLOW SEPA-
.. *RATION PHENOMENA • 
.. .. 0" 

















*14. E. NICHOLS/RI -OMS-OR-2232 
-D. A. SARVER -,JIJ.'.!E. 1975 




·LARC I "8. SPENCER. uR •• 
-LARe >G. M. WARE/I.A~C 
-S-FOOT TRANSON·u. E. VAUGHN 




























I 'ROCKWELL/ -RlCK BURROWS.uOHN·OMS-DR-2~34 
• 
.~_4;.rl'';;':::--:.~~ 
'CALSPAN - -MARROQUIN/R.I. -UULY. 1975 
~48-INCH HYPERS*C. E. ROGERS/CALS" 
*ONIC SHOCK TUN-PAN CORP. 
*NEL ·0. A. SARVER .. 







"U5 o .'~'J 
o ~;~ ;oF 





,: ...... ,It~ 
-----------------------~--------------------~.-.--~------------~--~~------- .. ~---------~------~---.-----~---~---.~-~---~~------------
TEST 
ID REPORT TITLE 







TYPE OF .. ~.(.AL!:" TESTING 







-OR COMMENTS ---------____________________________________________ • _______________ ~ft ___________________ ~_. ___ ~~~ _________ ~~ __ ~. ______ ~ ________ ~._ 
MSFC - °REENTRY AERODYNAM·SRB W/O HEAT SHIE'TO DETERMINE AERO-FORCE 
14TWT - ·IC FORCES AND MOM-LO. W/HEAT SHIELD-DYNAMIC FORCES AN-
611 /-ENTS ON THE ENGINiON SKIRT. W/HEAT -0 MOMENTS IMPOSED-
SA30F 'E NOZZLE OF THE l'SHIELD ON NOZZLE -ON SRB NOZZLE DU-
C~-141.810-46-INCH SOLID ROC. 'RING REENTRY 
-KET BOOSTER NODEL-
-473 IN MSFC 14 X .. 
-14 INCH TRISONIC -
-WIND TUNNEL (SA30' 
-F) 
.. 
UW .. -MATED AERODYNAMIC. BOEING 747 MATED 
LSWT - -CHARACTERISTICS .. WITH AN EXTERNAL 
1146 /·INVESTIGATION FOR-TANK 
CA11 -0.04-SCALE MODEL .. BOEING 747 ALONE 
CR-141.835-BO~tNG 747 CAM/EX. 
*T~~AL TANK (MODE~ 
-L AX1284 E-5) COM" 




oK. KIRSTEN WIND T-
-UNNEL (CA11) 
CALSPAN - -Rl,'!L TS OF W!ND T*51-0 
48HST - -UNNEL RCS INTERAC" 
184-120 loTION TESTS ON A O. 
OA93 -.010-SCALE SPACE. 
CR-141.847*SHUTTLE ORBITER M* 
,'~ 
-'" 







-TO DETERMINE AIRL-rORCE 
-DADS FOR SELECTED' 
-CONFIGURATIONS A -
-NO DETERMINE EFFE* 
*CTIVENESS OF ET p. 
-OSITION. ET INCIO-
·ENCE. SUPPORT STR-
"UCTURE AND 747 VE-
'RTICAL STABILIZIN-





-TO DETERMINE EFFE-FORCE 
-CTS OF RCS uET/FL-
-OW FIELD INTERACT-
-IONS ON SSV AERO.-
-STABILITY AND CON-
-TROL CHARACTERIST-

























I ·v. D. vOHNSON/MSf·ONS-OR~2235 
-C -NOV. _ • 1975 
TRISON-W. F. BRADOOCK/NS' 
TUNNEL-! • 
-V. W. SPARKS 




.. .. .. 
I -BOEING I 
-UII 
oR.D.KNUDSEN/BOEIN-OMS-OR-2236 







-D. A. SARVER • 







/ -ROCKWElll ov. J. DAllEOA. J.*O"~-OR-2238 
.CALSPAN - -MARROOUIN/RI -NOV.. 1976 
*48-INCH HYPERS'C. E. ROGERS/CALS-
.ONIC SHOCK TUN-PAN CORP. .. 
-NEL -V. W. SPARKS .. 
.. -V. W. SPARKS • 










""" ...,,; <'~ 






























TYPE OF * SCALE· TESTING 
COGNIZANT 
TEST OMS 
PERSONNEL REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCY 
LARC - • -FORCE 
STPT • 676 !-- .. .. 
LA38B 
-.. .. 
AEDC - "RESULTS OF AN INV*60-0TS THERMOCOUP*TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS'2.5 
SWTA - -ESTIGATION OF THE*LE MODEL *ANSFER DATA ON SS. >4.5 
A4A I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN .. -INTEGRATED VEHIC .. 
IH41A -TEGRATED VEHICLE • -LE OURIN5 ASCENT .. 
CR-151,054*AERODYNAMIC HEATI- -OF FLIGHT PROFILE~ 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC' .. 
-S OBTAINED USING • .. 
-THE ~.0175-SCALE .. 
-MODEL 60-0TS IN T-
-HE AEDC TUNNEL 4 • .. ... 
-DURING TESTS IH41*" -
-AND IH414 .. 
-
.. .. 
-LARC I '..J • E. VAUGHN 
-tARC *o.B. WATSON 
·S-fOOT TRANSON··OMS 
-IC PRESSURE TU. 
*NNEL .. 
-ROCKWELL! *J. W. CUMMINGS. 
-AEDC *. H. OYE/RI 
-SUPERSONIC wlN*D. A. SARVER 




















AEOC - -AN INVESTIGAT!ON ·MODEl 60-3. VEH .• TO INVESTIGATE EN-HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 I .ROCKWELLI *B. ~. HERRERA!RI *OMS~OR-2241 
HWTB" - *OF ENTRY HEATING *4 -TRY HEATING "8.0 "AEOC *..J. E. VAUGHN ·VOLUII4E 01 
74AI.0N THE 0.0175 SCA-
-HYPERSONIC WIN-G. R. LUTZ -..JULY. 1980 
OH39 -LE SPACE SHUTTLE - *0 TUNNEL (B) ·-OMS ... 
CR-160,490·0RBITER (MODEL 60* .. .. 
.-0) IN THE AEOC U"~ .. 
*KF TUNNEL B .. 
... .. 
AEOC - "AN INVESTIGATION *MODEL 60-3, VEH. -TO INVESTIGATE EN.HEAT-TRANS·0.0175 I .ROCKWELLI .B . ..J. HERRERA/RI -OMS-OR-2241 
HWTB - -OF ENTRY HEATING "4 -TRY HEATING -8.0 -AEDC oJ. E. VAUGHN -VOLUME 02 
74A I-ON THE 0.0175 SCA- -HYPERSONIC WIN"'G. R. LUTZ -..JULY. 1980 
OH39 oLE SPACE SHUTTLE .. *0 TUNNEL (B) --OMS 
CR-160,491*ORBITER (MODEL 60. • 
'" 
.. 
--D) IN THE AEOC U* • .. 










~ .. ...., 
..... ! ~~ 
-.~ 
;-.ry tr 
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'MOOEL 
TEST 















AEOC - ~AN INVESTIGATION 'MODEL 
HWTB - ·OF ENTRY HEATING.4 
74A I-ON THE 0.0175 SCA' 
OH39 ~LE SPACE SHUTTLE • 
CR-160.492·ORBITER (MODEL 60.-
'--0) IN THE AEDC U-
• K~ TUNNEL B 
.. 
AEOC - -AN INVESTIGATION .MODEL 
HWTB - ~OF ENTRY HEATING .4 
74A I-ON THE 0.0175 SCA' 
OH39 ·LE SPACE SHUTTLE • 
CR-160,493-0RBITER (MODEL 60· 
*-0) IN THE AEDC U. 
.KF TUNNEL B .. 
" • AEOC - ·AERODYNAMIC RESUL*52-0TS 
SWTA - -TS OF A SEPARATIO· 
A3A /oN EFFECTS TEST ON-
IAll1 ·A 0.010-SCALE MO .. 
CR-141,831*DEL (52-0TS) OF T* 
·HE INTEGRATED SSv, 
-IN THE AEOC/VKF .. 
*40-BY-40 INCH SUP-
*ERSONIC WINO TUNN. 
*EL A (IAlfl) 
.. .. 
AEOC - -AERODYNAMIC RESUL*52-0TS 
SWTA - -TS OF A SEPARATIO. 
A3A /.N EFFECTS TEST ON. 
IAlll *A 0.010-SCALE MO .. 
CR-144.588*OEL (52-0TS) OF T. 
1 
",-
-HE INTEGRATED SSV. 
.IN THE AEDC/VKF 
·40-BY-40 INCH SUP. 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN. 
*EL A (IA111) 
• • 
60-3. VEH. ·TO INVESTIGATE EN-HEAT-TRANS·0.Of75 
60-3. VEH. 
"TRY HEATING -8.0 
.. 




'TO OBTAIN DATA WI-FORCE 
°TH THE SRB IN PRO-
'XIMITY TO THE OlE" 
*T OVER A LARGE 01-
*ET INITIAL ANGLE -
'OF ATTACK ANO StO-
-ESLIP 
• 
~TO OBTAIN DATA WI.FORCE 
-TH THE SRB IN PRO--
'XIMITY TO THE O/E~ 
'T OVER A LARGE 01-
*ET INITIAL ANGLE • 
.OF ATTACK AND SID-
-ESLIP 
r.JI:,,,.. 






/ -ROCKWELL/ -B. d. HERRERA/RI -OMS-OR-224t 
-AEOC -..,. E. VAUGHN .VOLUME 03 
'HYPERSONIC WIN-G. R. LUTZ -..,ULY. 1980 
.0 TUNNEL (B) --OMS 
.. 
" 
.- ' . 
/ -ROCKWELL/ ·B . ..,. HERRERA/RI *OMS-DR-2241 
'AEOC *..,. E. VAUGHN 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-G. R. LUTZ 
-0 TUNNEL (B) ··DMS 
• 
I -ROCKWELL/ -E. CHEE/RI 
-AEOC -R. BURT/ARO 
-SUPERSONIC WINr.J. E. VAUGHN 
-0 TUNNEL CA) -~. M. MOSER ~R. 
··OMS 
"VOLUME 04 



















ID REPORT TITLE 
.ct-:;:::--' 






TYPE OF • SCALE-







ARC - -RESULTS OF AN AER-MODEL 48-o/AXI318-FORCE AND MOMENT -FORCE 
14-TWT - -ODYNAMIC INVESTIG-I-1 0.0125 SCALE -DATA WERE OBTAINE* 
080 I-ATION OF A SPACE ~ -0 FOR THE CARRIER. 
CA23A ~SHUTTLE ORBITER/7* 'AND ORBITER SEPA .. 
CR-144.583-47 CARRIER VEHICL* -RATELY AND MATED -
*E CONFIGURATION T* *FOR PRE-LAUNCH ANy 
'0 ESTABLISH A FRE- "0 FREE AIR DATA B-
-E-STREAM DATA BAS' 'ASE FOR PLANNED ST 
oE FOR ALT SEPARAT« 'EPARATION TESTS 0-
-ION INVESTIGATION* 'F THE CARRIER ALT-
-S UTILIZING A 0.0' -CONFIGURATION. 
TI25-SCALE MODEL (0 
~48-loAXI318I-l) 1-
*N THE ARC 14-FOOT-
~WIND TUNNEL (CA2 • 
*3A) ., 
MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION -146-INCH WITH AND-TO OBTAIN STATIC -PRESSURE 
14TWT - .TO DETERMINE THE -WITHOUT PROTUBER -PRESSURE OISTRIBU' 
603 I-STATIC PRESSURE O'ANCES -TIONS FOR THE SRB' 
SA28F .ISTRIBUTION OF TH* -AT REENTRY ATTIT « 
CR-151.082 o E 0.00548 SCALE S- -UDES AND FLIGHT C' 
• PACE SHUTTLE SOLI- *ONOITIONS 
-0 ROCKET BOOSTER « .. 
.(MSFC MODEL NUMBE-
-R 468) DURING REE-
-NTRy IN THE NASAl-
-MSFC 14 INCH TRIS' -
-ONIC WIND TUNNEL ., 
« .. 
.~_ ~~~ ...... l- ,'i ,;..- ._ - -I,'. ~:!';.- :~~:-.L~"",.-~.~_~.i';:raa~~:..t .. .. ,.~ . 
-, 
.. 0.0125 I -ROCKWELL! .",. E. 
·0.3 -ARC -R. H. 
-0.7 -14-FOOT TRANSO.-DMS 







'.40 -"'SFC / ·W. F. 
.. . 45 -MSFC 
-
. D • 
.14-INCH TRIJON~V. W. 
.. 






















































CONFIGURATIONS ,. TEST 
PURPOSE 







-OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST .MACH RANGE' .. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV+SPACE SHUTTLE VEH-TO DETERMINE LOCA+FORCE 
11,97,87- *ESTIGATION TO DET-rCLE ORBITER 140A"'L TOTAL ANO STAn. 
094 I-ERMINE LOCAL FLOW~/B (MODIFIED) *C PRESSURE ENVIRO* 
·NMENTS FOR THE AI+ 
"'R DATA PROBE lOCA* 
-T10NS AND RElATIV* 
*E EFFECTIVENESS o· 
·F ALTERNATE FLIGH* 
-T TEST PROBE CONF-
·IGURATIONS 
OAI61A/B/C.CHARACTERISTICS • 
CR-147.618.AT THE AIR DATA P* 
.ROBE LOCATIONS US-
*ING AN 0.030-SCAL~ 





.THE NASA AMES RES' 
.EARCH CENTER UNIT. 
*ARV PLAN WIND TUN. 
·NEl ( ) .. 
• .. 
- ,. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH*TO DETERMINE LOCA"'FORCE 
11,97,87- ·ESTIGATION TO OET'ICLE ORBITER 140A-l TOTAL AND STATI· 
094 I*ERMINE LOCAL FlOW-/B (MODIFIED) ·C PRESSURE ENVIRO* 
OAI61A/B/C.CHARACTERISTICS 0NMENTS FOR THE AI-
CR-147,619T AT THE AIR DATA p. oR DATA PROBE LOCA' 
.. , 
~ _. 
• ROBE LOCATIONS US· -TIONS AND RElATIV. 
*ING AN 0.030-SC~l~ *E EFFECTIVENESS O. 
+E MODEL (45-0) OF~ *F ALTERNATE FlIGH-
·THE SPACE SHUTTLE. -T TEST PROBE CONF' 
• VEHIClE ORBITER • -IGURATIONS 
.CONFIGURATION 140-
+A/B (MODIFIED) IN-
-THE NASA AMES RES. 
-EARCH CENTER UNIT' 
*ARY PLAN WINO TUN-





















·M.R.NICHOLS I R.I-OMS-DR-2245 
-VOLUME 01 
I ARC"SEPT. _ 1976 ·"-FOOT. 9-rOO-J.C.MONFORT 
oT, a-FOOT. UNI'D.W.HERSEY 















/ -ROCKWELll *M.R.NICHDLS / R.I"OMS-OR-2245 
-ARC· -VOLUME 02 
."-FOOT. 9-FOO-J.C.MONFORT / ARC-OCT_. 1976 
.T. a-FOOT. UNI-D.W.HERSEY ~ 
°TARY WINO TUNN'~. B. MEINDERS .. 
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-.. 








CONFIGURATIONS "' TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF .. SCALE- TESTING 
AGENCY REPORT TITLE TESTEO * TEST ~MACH RANGE* 
ARC - *LOW SUBSONIC AERO'WING-BODY WITH 
12PT - "DYNAMIC CHARACTER~RIATIONS 
086 /*ISTICS OF FIVE IR* 
LA6S *REGULAR PLANFORM ; 
CR-144.600*WINGS WITH SYSTEM-
*ATICALLY VARYING " 
-WING FILLET GEOME* 




VA-EFFECT OF PLANFOR*FORCE 
oM ON FORCE + MOME* 
*NT CHARACTERISTIC· 




AEOC - >RESULTS OF AN INV-MODEL 51-0 OF MODwTO DETERMINE HYPE'FORCE 
HWTF - *ESTIGATION OF HYP*IFfEO VEH. 4 ORB.kRSONIC VISCOUS IN. 
28A !*ERSONIC VISCOUS I*(B26 C9 E26 F7 M *TERACTION EFFECTS-
OA160 *NTERACTION EFFECT*7 N28 R5 V8 Wl16)-
CR-141.834*S OF THE SPACE SH. > 
-UTTLE ORBITER USI· 
*NG A 0.01/ SCALE .. 














ARC - .RESULTS OF HEAT T'60 OTS SPACE SHUT-TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS OF *TLE 
211 /-A 0.0175-SCALE SP· 
IH48 *ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* 
CR-144.599*LE 5 MODEL (60-0T-
*S) IN THE NASA-AM' 
*ES RESEARCH CENTE. 
*R 3.5-FOOT HYPERS" 
cONIC WIND TUNNEL • 
*(TEST IH48) .. 
* 
-
VEHICLE 5 °AMIC INTERFERENCE- '5.2 
"HEATING OATA ON .5.3 
-THE EXTERNAL TANK~ 
"IN THE TANK ALONE-








*LARC / oGEORGE WARE/NASA 'OMS-DR-2246 
-ARC "LANGLEY • ..JULY. 1976 
*12-FOOT PRESSU*BERNARO SPENCER/N. 
*RE TUNNEL -ASA LANGLEY 
-O.B. WATSON .. 
.. ·-DMS 
-ROCKWELLI 00 . ..J. ELOER/RI 
°AEDC *..J. E. VAUGHN 
·HVPERVELOCITY >-DMS 
















I >ROCKWELL! 'W. H. OYE/RI *OMS-OR-2248 
·ARC oW. K. LOCKMAN/ARC·APRIL. 1976 
·3.5-FOOT HYPER.R. B. LOWE .. 









~jII .. ,.. 
r. ~ '" 






T~~ :::: ... :.-..~.: ....... .l<. •.••• ,."~. __ •••• . :~'~:::-":;:~::~~:~ ... JA.,,~.!:';::~~.::: 1;.::;::.~':: ... ~~~~ l.lnWfil". -~"'.,. . ;-~ .~ .. " ... ~. ~~~.u..;: :~L..., v' ,A.~,~_..,. 
" '~.s; 















-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGET AGENCY 
CALSPAN - *RESULTS OF SPACE *37-0T SPACE SHUTT-TO DETERMINE. AT .HEAT-TRANS· .01 
48HST - .SHUTTLE HEAT TRAN*lE ORBITER/EXTERN*HIGH MACH NUMBERS- .. 5.5-
185-131 !*SFER TESTS USING -AL TANK- .01 SCAL-.(l)AEROOYNAMIC H' - 24.0 
96HST - *A O.Ol-SCALE MODE*E -EATING RATES ON T~ 
IH33 *L (37-0T) IN THE - -HE ORBITER/TANK r· 
CR-151,775+CALSPAN HYPERSONI* 'NTERFACE AND SUpp· 
-C SHOCK TUNNEL (T* .ORT STRUCTURE AND' 
.. eST IH33)" -(2)THE HEATING E .. 
• .. -FFECT OF A BLUNT -
- - .NOSE CAP ON THE E· 
.. -XTERNAL TANK NOSE. 
- -SECTION. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF CONVEC.15-0,FLAT PLATE M-TO INVESTIGATE AE-HEAT-TRANS-l.0 
3.5HWT - -TIVE HEATING TEST.ODEl 
182 /*S DF A LONGITUDIN-
OH43 -Al GAP ON THE ROC-
CR-141,539*KWELL FLAT PLATE .. 
*MODEL (15-0, INSE+ 
*RT VII) IN THE NAT 
·SA/AMES 3.5 FOOT -
-HYPERSONIC WINO T* 
*UNNEL (TEST OH43)* 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .MODEl 
HWTB - 'ON A ROCKWELL INT-06139 
VA353 /*ERNA,TIONAL SPACE • 




*N) 0.0!75-SCALE M' 
-ODEL (NO. 29-0) yO' 
*N AEDC TUNNEL B T* 
*0 DETERMINE BOUND* 
*ARY LAYER CHARACr· 
*ERISTICS .,. 
• 
·RODYNAMIC HEATING' -5.1 
-RATES IN TPS GAp· *5.1 
*S AT VARIOUS DEPT-
'MS, WIDTHS. LENGT' 
-HS, AND ORIENTATI-
-ONS TO THE FLOW. • 
• 
29-0/VL70-0-TO DETERMINE BOUN.HEAT-TRANS-S.O 
·DARY LAYER CHARAC' +S.O 
·TERISTICS OVER A • -
"LOWER SURFACE OF .. 
-AN ORBITER 
• .. 
C~' '., \, " ~ .... ' 
j -ROCKWElLI *H.R. BRUES+LEjRI ·OMS-DR-2249 
*CALSPAN - *C.E. WITTLIFFjCAL-JUNE. 1979 
.48-INCH HVPERS*SPAN 
-ONIC SHOCK TUN-v. E. VAUGHN 
-NEL --OMS 
-96-INCH HVPERS' 




j <ROCKWELL/ -M. QUAN/RI -OMS-OR-2250 
'ARC oW. K. LOCKMAN/ARC*vULY. 1975 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER'M. M. MOSER JR. 




-ROCKWELL/ oM. QUAN/RI -OMS-DR-225t 
'AEDC ·W. MARTINDALE/ARO*JUNE. 1975 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-D. A. SARVER .. 















OJ:; :u ,:;sa 
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TYPE OF • SCALE~ TESTING 
* REPORT TITLE * TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
AEOC - -HEAT TRANSFER PHA~ORB.; 40( SEMISPA~TO INVESTIGATE PL~HEAT-TRANS·0.0175 
HWTB - .SE CHANGE PAINT T*N; BODY FLUSH; LE*ANFORM AREA REOUC· *S.O 
83A /*ESTS OF 0.0175-SC*AO. EDGE; TRANSIT~TION CROSSFLOW EF* *8.0 
OH25A .• ALE MODELS (NOS. *ION;SEMISPAN WING-FECTS ON VEHICLE .. 
CR-141,546*21-0 AND 46-0) OF' *3 ORBITER CONFIGU' 
"'THE ROCKWELL INT .. -RATIONS TO SET THo. 
-ERNATIONAL SPACE· *E OPTIMUM MODELSIo 
-SHUTTLE ORBITER r* -ZE FOR LATER TEST-
oN THE AEDC TUNNEL- *S EXAMINING SHOCK-
*B HYPERSONIC WIN * '-WING LEADING EDG-
*0 TUNNEL (TEST OH* oE INTERFERENCE EFT 
-25A) -FECTS. 
MSFC - .AN INVESTIGATION *77-0. 77-0TS 
14TWT - *IN THE MSFC TNT T* 
622 /*0 DETERMINE SPOIL* 
IA125 *ER EFFECTS ON WIN' 
CR-144.833*G LOADS AND ELEVa. 
-N HINGE MOMENTS U' 
'TILIZING 0.004-SC-
.ALE MODELS (77-0 .. 
• AND 74-0TS) OF TH* 
*E SHUTTLE VEHICLE' 
*5 CONFIGURATION * 
.TD EVALUATE MIO-SoFORCE 
'PAN ELEVON FLIPPE* 
'R DOOR (USED AS A. 
-SPOILER) EFFECTS -
'ON WING BENDING/T* 
TORSION AND ELEVON-









I -ROCKWELL/ oW. H. OYE!RI 
-AEDC >0. A. SARVER 
.HVPERSONIC ~IN-M. M. MOSER JR. 





































ARC - *TERMINAl AREA ENE-VEHICLE 5 ORBITER"TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE -0.030 I "ROCKWt:LL! ·P.J.HAWTHORNE/ RI-OMS-DR-2254 
11TWT - -RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATID* 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0-
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL" 
CR-144.619*(47-0) OF THE SPA-
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
.RATION 140A/B/C/R' 
*IN THE AMES RESE .. 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC' 
'WIND TUNNEL (OAl r 
'48) 
.. 
°E DISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
*0 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
'AND RUDDER HINGE .. 
"MOMENTS. BODY FL • 
*AP AND ELEVON LOA-
"OS IN THE TERMINA* 
*L AREA ENERGY MAN-
*AGEMENT (TAEM) AN. 









"Nrc WlND TUNNE·W. B. MEINDERS 
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·OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE 
ARC - *TERMINAl AREA ENE.VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE' 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0-
OAt48P *.030-SCALE MODEL ~ 
CR-144.620*(47-0) OF THE SPA~ 
oCE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU' 
'RATION 140A/B/C/R* 
·IN THE AMES RESE • 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC-
-WIND TUNNEL (oAl • 
*48) 
ARC - .TERMINAl AREA ENE*VEHIClE 5 
11TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 !*GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 .NS UTILIZING AN 0-
OA148P •. 030-SCALE MODEL • 
CR-144.621·(47-0) OF THE SPA. 
-
.".-.> •• 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL' 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
.RATION 140A/B/C/R" 
.IN THE AMES RESE • 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X .. 
·,1 FOOT TRANSONIC* 
-WINO TUNNEL (OAI -
*48) 
.. 
TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ORBITER-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FoRCE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. ,PRESSURE 
'VEHICLE FORCES AN' 
'0 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
-AND RUOOER HINGE • 
'MOMENTS. BODY FL • 
-AP AND ELEVoN LOA· 
-OS IN THE lERMINA. 
-L AREA ENERGY MAN-
'AGEMENT (TAEM) AN* 
*0 APPROACH OF FLI* 
~GHT 
ORBITER'TO OBTAIN PRcSSUR-FORCE 
-E DISTRIBUTIONS •• PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
-0 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
'ANO RUDDER HINGE • 
-MOMENTS. eOOY FL • 
'AP AND ~lEVON LOA-
-OS IN THE TERMINA-
-l AREA ENERGY MAN-
*AGEMENT HAEM) AN-

















'NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B. MEINDERS 















-NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B. MEINDERS 














.. 0-O~ .. 
;0 i"'" 
tO~ 
f'" -. lIr-'1 
....... 









(.'l .';::;'~ ~ 











.. -MODEL .. 
TYPE OF • SCALE. TESTING 








ARC - -TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLE 5 
1HWT - -RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 I-GINE INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 *N$ UYILIZING AN O. 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL. 
CR-144.622-(47-0) OF THE SPA· 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU~ 
-RATION 140A/B/c/R~ 
-IN THE AMES RESE .. 
*ARCH CENTEg 11 X .. 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC~ 
*WIND TUNNEL (OAf • 
*48) .. 
.. .. 
ARC -'''TERMINAL AREA ENE*VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE~ 
073 j.GIME INVESTIGATIO. 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN O. 
OA148P •. 030-SCALE MODEL ~ 
CR-144.623*(47-0) OF THE SPA-
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU. 
*RATION 140A/B/c/R. 
·IN THE AMES RESE • 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X .. 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC. 
·WINO TUNNEL (OA1 ~ 
*48) • 
.. .... 
ORBITER*TO OBTAIN PRESSUR·FORCE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
*0 MOMENTS. ELEVON. 
·AND RUDDER HINGE • 
·MOMENTS. BODY FL • 
tAP AND ELEVON LOA-
oDS IN THE TERMINA~ 
*L AREA ENERGY MAN-
*AGEMENT (TAEM) AN-





ORBITER-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FORCE 
-E DISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE 
·VEHICLE FORCES AN' 
*0 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
-AND RUDDER HINGE • 
.~OMENTS. BODY FL • 
*AP AND ELEVON LOA-
oOS IN THE TERMINA-
-l AREA ENERGY MAN· 
-AGEMENT (TAEM) AN-




















-P.J HAWTHORNEI RI*OMS-OR-2254 
+11-FOOT TRANSO·S.L.TREON! 
-NIC WIND TUNNE.W. B. MEINDERS 












I 'ROCKWELLI *P.v.HAWTHORNE! RI~DMS-OR-2254 
·ARC 
·11-FOOT TRANSO-S.L.TREON/ 
*NIC WINO TUNNE'*W. B. MEINDERS 















-n ~ ~ 
';:::"'lII-:~),,~,; 
,t ;'~ .............. 
--------------------------------------------------~----------~------~---~-~---------------------~~--------------------------------~-
TEST 
10 • REPORT TITLE 






TViPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 








ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE'VEHIClE 5 ORBITER-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR'FORC,E '0.030 
'0.6 
-1.4 
/ 'ROCKWELL! .P.~.HAWTHORNE! RI-OMS-OR-2254 
11TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 !*GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL. 
CR-144,624*(47-0) OF THE SPA-
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL. 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU~ 
·RATION 140A/B/C/Ro 
'IN THE AMES RESE -
-ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC-
'WIND TUNNEL (OAl • 
*48) 
*' 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLE 
llTWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0-
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL' 
CR-144,625*(47-0) OF THE SPA· 
-:",'-' 
..... / 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL~ 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU. 
-RATION 140A/B/C/R· 
.IN THE AMES RESE • 
• ARCH CENTER 11 X -
.,1 FOOT TRANSONIC· 
,*WINO TUNNEL (OAl • 
*48) *' 
.. 
*E OISTRIBUTIONS, -PRESSURE 
*VEHICLE FORCES AN-
-0 MOMENTS, ELEVON-
*AND RUDDER HINGE • 
'MOMENTS. BODY FL .. 
*AP AND ELEVON LOA-
.OS IN THE TERMINA* 
*L AREA ENERGY MAN~ 
*AGEMENT (TAEM) AN-
*0 APPROACH OF FLI' 
-GHT 
5 ORBITER'TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FORCE 
'E DISTRIBUTIONS, 'PRESSURE 
·VEHICLE FORCES AN-
*0 MOMENTS, elEVON-
-AND RUDDER HINGE • 
-MOMENTS, BODY FL • 
*AP AND ELEVON LOA~ 
'OS IN THE TERMINA' 
'L AREA ENERGY MAN' 
'A~EMENT (TAEM) AN-














-ARC -VOLUME 06 
."-FOOT TRANSO.S.L.TREON/ -AUGUST. 1976 
·NIC WIND TUNNE*W. B. MEINDERS 










-ROCKWElL/ ·P.~.HAWTHORNE/ Rl o OMS-OR-2254 
-ARC • -VOLUME 07 
·ii-fOOT TRANSO*S.l.TREON/ .AUGUST. 1976 
+Nrc WIND TUNNE*W. B. MEINDERS-





























n /= .... 
.r-', 
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.. .. ~ 
-MODEL .. .. 
TEST 
ID -
CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 









REPORT TITLE .. TESTED .. TEST -MACH RANGE~ 
ARC - *TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLE 5 
l1TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATID* 
OA148 tNS UTILIZING AN O~ 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MDDEL .-
CR-144,626*(47-0) DF THE SPA· 
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CDNFIGU* 
·RATION 140A/B/C/R* 
·IN THE AMES RESE • 
*ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
*11 FODT TRANSONIC-
·WIND TUNNEL (DAI • 
*48) 
ARC - -TERMINAL AREA ENE~VEHICLE 5 
l1TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE-
073 /-GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA~48 -NS UTILIZING AN O' 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL .. 
CR-144,627*(47-0) OF THE SPAt 
,-j":~ .. ".: 
aCE SHUTTLE VEHIGL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU. 
*RATION 140A/B/C/R* 
-IN THE AMES RESE -
·ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC· 




:.::--,:'=~~.""i;~' .;., ,.,. -"J..,_::~\_:;. ~:_ti~_"., ::,:.: - ... ":"" .. ,, 
ORBITER~TO OBTAIN PRESSUR.FORCE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. ·PRESSURE 
.VEHICLE FORCES AN· 
*D MOMENTS, ELEVON-
·AND RUODER HINGE -
·MOMENTS. BODY FL ~ 
*AP AND ELEVON LOA· 
-OS IN THE TERMINA* 
-L AREA ENERGY MAN-
*AGEMENT (TAEM) AN' 
-D APPRDACH DF FLr~ 
*GHT 
ORBITER-.TD OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE 
~E DISTRIBUTIONS. ·PRESSURE 
·VEHICLE FDRCES AN-
*0 MDMENTS. ELEVDN" 
-AND RUDDER HINGE • 
'MOMENTS. BDDY FL • 
~AP AND ELEVON LOA-
.OS IN THE TERM INA-
*L AREA ENERGY MAN' 
-AGEMENT (TAEM) AN-



















-NIC WIND TUNNE~W. B. MEINDERS 



















! -ROCKWELL/ .P.J.HAWTHORNE! RI.OMS-DR-2254 
"ARC • . "V~LUNE 09 
-II-FOOT TRAN50·S.l.TREONj -SEPT •• 1976 
-NIC WINO TUNNE*W. B. MEINDERS .-
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-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACI-! RANGE' AGENCY 
ARC - .. TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLE 5 
11TWT - .RGY MANAGEMENT RE-
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO-
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0* 
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL .. 
CR-144,62S-(47-0) OF THE SPA-
-CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-
• E ORBITER CONFIGU-
-RATION 140A/B/C/R-
.IN THE AMES RESE .. 
-ARCH CENTER 11 X • 
·,1 FOOT TRANSONIC-
-WINO TUNNEL (OAl -
*48) 
ORBITER·TO OBTAIN PRESSURoFORCE 
*e DISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
-0 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
-AND RUDDER HINGE .. 
-MOMENTS. BODY FL -
*AP AND ELEVON LOA-
-OS IN THE lERMINA-
*L AREA ENERGY MAN-
*AGEMENT (TAEM) AN~ 











-. ...... .. 
ARC - -TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHICLEjI ORBITER-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FORCE -0.030 
l1TWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* :P *E OISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE -0.6 
073 /*GIME INVESTIGATIO- -VEHICLE FORCES AN- "'1.4 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN O' 00 MOMENTS. ELEVON-
OA148P ".030-SCALE MODEL· -AND RUDDER HrtJGE-
CR-147,601-(47-0) OF THE SPA· -MOMENTS. BODY FL -
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL- -AP AND ELEVDN LOA· 
'E ORBITER CONFIGU- ·OS IN THE TERMINA-
oRATION 140A/B/C/R* -L AREA ENEr,GV MAN-
-IN THE AMES RESE - -AGEMENT (~AEM) AN' 
-ARCH CENTER 1 t X .. ·0 APPRO"';H OF FLI· 
-11 FOOT TRANSONIC- -GHT .. 
-WIND TUNNEL (OAI --
*48) -
.. 
I -ROCKWElLI .P.J.HAWTHORNE/ RI-OMS-OR-2254 
-ARC .. • .VOlU~E 10 
O'1'-FOOT TRANSO-S.l.TREON/ --SEPT., 1976 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-W. B. MEINDERS 
















/ -ROCKWELLI .P.~.HAWTHORNE/ RI'D~S-DR-2254 
·~RC • *VOlUME 11 
-11-FOOT TRANSO·S. L. TREON! ·SEPT.. 1976 
-NIC WIND TUNNE---W. B. MEINDERS • 
























... ~' c~ 
_""""'-T S4*"~:, 'l:::;"Z:;}r.;1'-.1!f':t"" ... -. 























oOR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TES~ .MACH RANGE- AGENCY .. 
ARC - -TERMINAL AREA ENE.VEHICLE 
11TWT - -RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 I ·GIME INVESTIGATIO-
OA148 ·NS UTILIZING AN 0* 
OA14BP ·.030-SCALE MODEL .. 
CR-147.602*(47-0) OF THE SPA-
·CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
-E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
-RATION 140A/B/C/R* 
-IN THE AMES RESE .. 
-ARCH CENTER 11 X .. 
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC-
~WIND TUNNEL <OAt -
*48) 
ARC - -TERMINAL AREA ENE-VEHIClE 
1HWT - *RGY MANAGEMENT RE* 
073 I-GIME INVESTIGATIO* 
OA148 *NS UTILIZING AN 0-
OA148P *.030-SCALE MODEL .. 
CR-147.603-(47-0) OF THE SPA-
-eE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E ORBITER CONFIGU* 
-RATION 140A/B!C/R* 
*IN THE AMES RESE .. 
-ARCH CENTER 11 X -
*11 FOOT TRANSONIC-
-WIND TUNNEL (OA1 -
048) 
5 ORBITER.TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS. ·PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
*0 MOMENTS. ELEVDN· 
..AND RUDDER HINGE « 
-MOMENTS. BOOY FL .. 
*AP AND ELEVON U]:· 
-OS IN THE TERMINA* 
*L I.,~EA ENERGY MAN-
-AGEM(NT (TAEM) AN-




5 ORBITER-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR*FORCE 
-E DISTRIBUTIONS. -PRESSURE 
-VEHICLE FORCES AN-
*0 MOMENTS. ELEVON" 
-AND RUDDER HINGE .. 
-MOMENTS. BODY FL -
-AP AND ELEVON LOA-
-OS IN THE TERMINA-
-L AREA ENERGY MAN-
-AGEMENT (TAEM) AN-








- ·SHADOWGR~~HS OF A*SERIES-BURN. PARA·TO IGENTIFY AND L'FORCE 
62.444 
- oiR FLOW OVER PROS*LLEL'-BURN; 2 CANO-OCATE REGIONS OF -
- -PECTIVE SPACE SHU*PY CONFIGURATIONS-SIGNIFICANT TURBU-
-TTLE CONFIGURATIO*; *LENCE 
-NS AT MACH NUMBER. 





















-ROCKWEtl/ oP.J.HAWTHORNE/ RI .. nMS-OR~2254 
-ARC ~ • .VOLUME 12 
·'1-FOOT TRANSO-S.L.TREON! -SEPT.. 1976 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-W. B. MEINDERS .. 
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-ROCKWELL/ -P.J.HAWTHQRNE/ RI·OMS-OR-2254 
*ARC .. _ -VOLUME 13 
"11-FOOT TRANSO-S.L.TREON/ -SEpT.. 1976 
-NIC WINO TUNNE-W. B. MEiNOERS ,. 










-ARC I .J. B. DODS.JR •• RoOMS-DR-225S 
-ARC *. O. HANLY. J. H.-,JULY. 1975 
.'l-FOOT TRANSO*EFTING/ARC 
-NIC WINO TUNNE-O.W.HERSEY 
.t (UNITARY) -M. M. MOSER JR. 
a9-FOOT BY 7-FO·-OMS -
-OT SUPERSONIC .. 
·WINO TUNNEL (U • 
-NITARY) .. 
.. 
~-'I~· •• -_ •• -c·~··· 
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CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 






"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST ·MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
---------~--------------------~----------------~---------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------
LARC - ~RESULTS OF A DRAG*OUTER MOLD LINE M-DETERMINE EFFECTS· FORCE 
'OF VARIOUS CONFI .. STPT - *REDUCTION INVEST 'ODEL 72-0TS 
714 !*IGATION ON AN 0.0. *G. COMPONENTS ON • 
~TOTAL .DRAG OF VEH-LA69 ~10-SCALE MODEL OF" 
CR-151.369-THE SPACE SHUTTLE· *. 5: PRIMARY ATTE· 
-NTION ON DRAG REO· 
*UCTION FOR ET AND-
·MODS TO ORB. AND • 
*VEHICLE (72-0TS) * 
*LAUNCH CONFIGURA • 
• TION TESTED IN TH~ 
*E LARC S-FODT TRA* 
*NSONIC PRESSURE T~ 
"UNNEL FOR THE .MAC· 
*H RANGE OF 0.35 T~ 




ARC - -INVESTIGATIONS ON.SS-OTS MODIFIED W-TO DETERMINE WING~PRESSURE 
11TWT - *A 0.020-SCALE uE -jOMS PODS AND COL*AND VERTICAL TAJ • 
072 ;*T PLUME MODEL (SS*D AIR MPS AND SRB~L ROOT BENDING MO-
lA72 .-OTS) OF THE ROCK-PLUME SIMULATION -MENTS. RUDDER AND-
CR-151.045*VELL INTERNATIONA* *ELEVON HINGE MOME' 
*L INTEGRATEO SSV * -NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA* 
·CONFIGURATION 140* 'L MOMENTS. AND SU-
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
.HE i1-FOOT TRANSO* "OFILES ON THE ORB-
*NIC WIND TUNNEL .. -ITER. ET. SRB; ro-
• "DETfRMINE ET BAS • 
.. • *E COOLING RATES .• 
• .. 
ARC - .INVESTIGATIONS ON·SS-OTS MODIFIED W*TO DETERMINE WING-PRESSVRE 
111I11T - *A 0.020-SCALE uE -jOMS PODS AND COL'AND VERTICAL TAl ... 
072 joT PLUME MODEL (SS*D AIR MPS AND SRS-L ROOT BENDING MO' 
1A72 o+<-OTS) OF THE ROCK.PLUME SIMULATION .MENTS. RUDDER AND· 
CR-151.046·WELL INTERNATIONA· -ELEVON HINGE MOME-
-
·L INTEGRATED SSV ,. -NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA* 
*CONFIGURATION 140. *L MOMENTS. AND SUo 
oC (MODIFIED) IN T. *RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
.HE 1'-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB-
-NIC WINO TUNNEL oITER, ET. SRB; TO-
• ·DETERMINE ET BAS • 


















I "LARC / .S. SPENCER. JR •• ·OMS-DR-2257 
-lARe eG. M. WARE/LARC -SEPT.. 1977 
-S-FOOT TRANSON~J. E. VAUGHN 














I -ROCKWELL! .R. H. LINDAHL 
"ARC '-OMS 
·"-FOOT TRANSO* 
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REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· 
ARC - .INVESTIGATIONS ON-B8-0TS MODIFIED WoTO DETERMINE ~ING'PRESSURE 
11TWT - *A 0.020-SCALE JE */DMS PODS AND COL "AND VERTICAL TAl' 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (8S.D AIR MPS AND ~~B-L ROOT BENDING MO· 
IA72 --OTS) OF THE RDCK"PLUME SIMULATION -MENTS. RUDDER AIJD~ 
CR-151.047*WELL INTERNATIONA' .ELEVON HINGE MOME-
*L INTEGRATED SSV - "NTS. NOZZLE GIMSA' 
"CONFIGURATION 140* *L MO~IENTS. AND SU' 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T~ -RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
·HE 1 I-FOOT TRANSO* *OFILES ON THE ORB-
*NIC WIND TUNNEL 'ITER. ~T. SRB: TO-
• -DETERMINE ET BAS • 




ARC - *INVESTIGATIONS ON-SS-OTS MODIFIED W*TD OETERMINE WING-PRESSURE 
11TWT - *A 0.020-SCALE JE ./OMS PODS AND COL"AND VERTICAL TAl .. 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88·0 AIR MPS AND SRB-L ROOT BENDING 11.']' 
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK-PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS. RUDDER AND* 
CR-151.04S*WELL INTERNATIONA- *£LEVON HIN~E MOME* 
*L INTEGRATED SSV • ~NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA" 
-CONFIGURATION 14D*'L MOMENTS. AND SUo 
·C (MODIFIED) IN T. *RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
·HE 1f-FOOT TRANSO- -OFILES ON THE ORB' 
aNIC WIND TUNNEL .. -ITER. ET. SRB; TO" 
• .. -OETERMINE ET BAS • 
.. -E COOLING RATES .• 
.. .. 
ARC - .INVESTIGATIONS ON-8S-0TS MODIFIED ~'TO DETERMINE WING-PRESSURE 
11TW. -·A 0.020-SCALE JE ./OMS PODS AND COL-AND VERTICAL TAl· 
072 /*T PLU~E MODEL (88·0 AIR ~PS AND SRB*L ROOT BENDING MO-
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK*PLUME SIMULATION aMENTS. RUDDER AND" 
CR-151.049'WELL INTERNATIDNA* "ELEVON HINGE "10"1£-
*L INTEGRATEO SSV .. .NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA'" 
• CONFIGURATION 140- °L MOMENTS. AND SU' 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* *RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
·HE 1'-FOOT TRANSO- 'OFILES ON THE ORB" 
oNIC WIND TUNNEL ·ITER. ET. SRB; TO' 
-DETERMINE ET BAS • 
.. -E '::OOLING RATES. -
• 
-







/ -ROCKWElLI oR. H. LINDAHL 
-ARC .. -OMS 
""-FOOT TRANSO-







































.. 0 " 1 

































FERSONNEL REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - -INVESTIGATIONS ON-SS-OTS MODIFIED WoTO DETERMINE WING-PRESSURE 
11TWT - *A 0.020-SCALE uE '/OMS PODS AND COL.AND VERTICAL T~I • 
072 /oT PLUME MODEL (S8'D AIR MPS AND SRB-L ROOT BENDING MO-
IA72 '-OTS) OF THE ROCK-PLUME SIMULATION oMENTS. RUDOER AND' 
CR-151.050-WELL INTERNATIONA- 0ELEVON HINGE MOME' 
-l INTEGRATED SSV - oNTS. NOZZLE GIMBA" 
-CONFIGURATION 1~O~ -L MOMENTS. AND SU-
wC (MODIFIED) IN To -RFACE PRESSURE PR-
-HE 11-FDOT TRANSO' -OFI lES ON THE ORB' 
.NIC WIND TUNNEL 'ITER. ET. SRB; TO-
• -DETERMINE ET BAS • 
·e COOLING RATES .• 
ARC - -INVESTIGATIONS ON"SS-OTS MODIFIED WoTO DETERMINE WING'PRESSURE 
11TWT - *A 0.020-SCALE uE */OMS PODS AND COL-AND VERTICAL TAl' 
072 / .. T PLUME MODEL (8S.0 AIR MPS AND SRBol ROOT BENDING MO-
IA72 ---OTS) OF THE ROCK.PlUME SIMULATION ·MENTS. RUDDER AND-
CR-151.051·WELL INTERNATIONA* °ELEVON HINGE MOME' 
'L INTEGRAT~O SSV - -NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA-
-CONFIGURATION 140- 'L MO~'ENTS. AND SU-
.C (MODIFIED) IN T9 oRFACE PRESSURE PR-
-HE 11-FOOT TRANSO- oOfILES ON THE ORB' 
--NIC WIND TUNNEL ·ITER. ET. SRB; TO-
'DETERMINE ET BAS • 
.. • °E COOLING RATES. ~ 
ARC - 'INVESTIGATIONS ON'S8-0TS MODIFIED W-TO DETERMINE WING-PRESSURE 
11TWT -'A 0.020-SCAlE uE "/OMS PODS AND COL-ANO VERTICAL TAl ° 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (8S ... D AIR MPS AND SRB'L ROOT BENOING ~O-
IA72 *-OTS) OF THE ROCK.PLUME SIMULATION 'MENTS. RUDDER AND' 
CR-151.052'WELL INTERNATIONA- °ELEVON HINGE MOME-
*L INTEGRATED SSV • *NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA+ 
--CONFIGURATION 140- -L MOMENTS. ANO SU-
.C (MODIFIED) IN To .RFACE PRESSURE PRo 
·HE 11-FO~T TRANSO- wOFIlES ON THE ORB-
-NIC WINO TUNNEL -ITER. ET. SRB; TO-
- • .DETERMINE ET BAS • 




























-ROCKWELLI -R. H. 
~ARC --OMS 
·ff-FOOT TRANSO' 
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* CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALE· TESTING .. 
COGNIZANT 
TEST OMS 
PERSONNEL REPORT TITLE TESTED .. TEST -MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
ARC - .INVESTIGATIONS ON*SS-OTS MODIFIED W-TO DETERMINE WING-PRESSURE 
l1TWT - *A O.020-SCALE JE */OMS PODS AND COL-AND VEQTICAL TA! .. 
072 /*T PLUME MODEL (88*0 AIR MPS AND SRB-L ROOT BENDING MO* 
IA72 .-OTS) OF THE ROCK-PLUME SIMULATION *MENTS. RUDDER ANO-





*L INTEGRATED SSV .. *NTS. NOZZLE GIMBA* 
'CONFIGURATION 140- ~l MOMENTS. AND SU* 
*C (MODIFIED) IN T* -RFACE PRESSURE PR-
.HE tl-FOOT TRANSO* 'OFILES ON THE ORB-
·NIC WIND TUNNEL -ITER. ET. SRB; TO-









• -E COOLING RATES .• 
" 







ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER VEHICLE t*OBTAIN;(I)BASIC I-FORCE 
40SWT - -USING A 0.36-SCAL-Ol WITHOUT TAILCO*NFLfGHT AERO DATA-PRESSURE 
462 /·E MOOEL(76-0) OF *NE 'WITH SIM. TPS; (2) -
OA100 -THE SPACE SHUTTLE- -SUBSONIC VEH.5 AE* 
CR-t67.364-VEHICLE ORBITER .. -RO;(3)ELEVON. RUDe 
'IN THE NASA/AMES ~ -DER/SPDBRK, AND B-
.RESEARCH CENTER 4* ·ODYFLAP EFFECT. w-
*0 BY 80-FOOT SUBS. 'ITn VEH.l01 SEALS-
tONIC WIND TUNNEL" -AND GAPS;(4)RUDD .. 
.(OAtOO)" 'ER/SPDBRK AND BOD. 
• ~YFLAP HINGE MOM. .. 
.. .. .WITH SEALS;(5)FLI' 
• • *GHT TEST AND SIDE' 
.. .. ·AIR DATA PROBE C * 
.. .. ·ALIB; (6)EVALUATE .. 
* -RN EFFECTS. 
• 
~"l-,.~ ,;:. ~. 'I: !::.~~ .... , :..·1:-;:~<;:t _ .~.x-"';;: .<IIIiU'.;:" 
-0.020 / -ROCKWELL/ "R. H. LINDAHL 
-0.90 - "'ARC *-OMS 
"1.40 -tl-FOOT TRANSO" 
.. 
·NIC WIND TUNN~* 







*LARC I • ..1. E. VAUGHN 
·LARC ·-OMS 
-S-FOOT TR~~SQN • 
.. 
-IC PRESSURE TU" 
*NNEl .. 
• .. 
.0.36 / ·ROCKWELl/ oR. L. MAKI/ ARC 
·0.112- ·ARC -T J. OZIUBAUI. 
·0.256 *40-FODT BY SO-·R. BURROWS/RI 
·FOOT SUBSONIC 'S. R, HOULIHAN 







































' . "t1 f:) 
.. (~ ~·5 











ID .. REPORT TITLE 






TYPE OF SCALE' TESTING 
TEST 'MACH RANGE- AGENCY 











40SWT - ·USING A 0.36-SCAL-01 WITHOUT TAILCO'NFLIGHT AERO DATA· PRESSURE -0.112- -ARC .T.v. DZIUBALA. R.·VOLUME 02 
462 /·E MOOEL(76-0) OF -NE .WITH SIM.TPS;(2) ~ 
OA1oo -THE SPACE SHUTTLE- -SL3S0NIC VEH.5 AE~ 
CR-167.3G5*VEHICLE ORBITER -RO;(3)ELEVON, RUO-
*IN THE NASA/AMES - -OER/SP08RK. AND 8' 
~RESEARCH CENTER 4* 'OOYFLAP EFFECT. W. 
*0 BY aO-FOOT SUBS- *ITH VEH.l01 SEALS-
~ONIC WINO TUNNEL. -AND GAPS; (4)RUDO • 
·(OAloo) *ER/SPOBRK AND BOO' 
'YFLAP HINGE MOM. • 
-WITH SEALS;(5)FLI' 
'GHT TEST AND SIDE' 
• ·AIR DATA PROBE C • 
.. 'ALlB;(G)EVALUATE • 
*RN EFFECTS. 
o· 
TBCA - -RESULTS OF A CARR-CARRIER W/ ORB. A-TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
BTWT - *IER AIRCRAFT VERI-LONE. CARRIER ALO-ND MOMENT DATA ON' 
1472 /*FICATION TEST IN ·NE. MATED 747/0RB'EACH VEHICLE. MA • 
CAG *THE BOEING a x 1 -ITER *TED AND SEPARATED' 
CR-147.G30.2 FOOT TRANSONIC - *; TO INVESTIGATE' 
• TUNNEL USING A 0.- -EFFECTS OF ORBITE-
.03-SCALE 747 CAM/' .R INCIDENCE. TAIL-
·ORBITER MODEL 45-- -CONE. STRUT FAIR' 
*0 .. * INGS. ELEVON. AND. 
• ,. ·BODY FLAP SETTIN .. 
-GS • 
,. .. 
TBCA - 'RESULTS OF A CARR*CARRIER W/ ORB. A-TO OBTAIN FORCE A-FORCE 
BTWT - *IER AIRCRAFT VERI-LONE. CARRIER ALO-NO MOMENT DATA ON' 
1472 !*FICATION TEST IN 'ONE. MATED 747/0RB-EACH VEHICLE. MA -
CA6 .THE BOEING B X 1 'OITER *TED AND SEPARATED-
CR-147.631-2 FOOT TRANSONIC· -; TO INVESTIGATE -
,~> 
',-
• TUNNEL USING A 0.+ ·EFFECTS OF ORBITE-
• 03-SCALE 747 CAM!- *R INCIDENCE. TAIL· 
'ORBITER MODEL 45-- -CONE. STRUT FAIR -
.0 ·INGS. ELEVON. AND-















'40-FOOT BY BO-·R. BURROWS!RI ·vULY. 19B2 
'FOOT SUBSONIC -S. R. HOULIHAN 










! <ROCKWELL! • .1. R. CORNELIUS. ~DMS-DR-2262 
-rBCA *A. R. WOLFLA/TBC ·VOLUME 01 


















































~ ,:.:::;;;;~ .... ,\ " . ~ ~.;cT 






" TESTEO ~ 
TEST 
PURPOSE 







REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· • -OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - "RESULTS OF HEAT T*140 C ORB (B62 Cl-TO DETERMINE ENTR-HEAT-TRANS-O.0175 
HWTB - *RANSFER TESTS ON *2 E52 FlO M16 R19"Y AERODYNAMIC HEA· -S.O 
B8A /*A 0.0175-SCALE SP-V8 W127) -TING RATES ON ORB" +S.O 
OH74 "ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT' 
CR-144,596·ER MODEL (56-0) 1° 
*N THE AEDC VKF 'B· 
.' HYPERSONIC WIND-
• TUNNEL (OH74) 
.. 
LARC - *TRANSONIC STABILI'SSV ORBITER 49-0 
8TPT - -TV ANO CONTROL CH-MODIFIED 
717 /-ARACTERISTICS OF .. 
LA62 'A O.OlS-SCALE (RET 
CR-141,843*MOTELY CONTROLLED. 
*ELEVON) MODEL 49 .. 
--0 OF THE SPACE S* 
-HUTTLE ORBITER TE. 
*STED IN THE NASA/-
"LARC 8-FOOT TPT ( .. 
*LA62) 
.. 
FUSELAGE SIDE • 
.. 
" 
-TO GENERATE A DET-FORCE 
'AILED AEROOYNAMIC~ 
.BASE TO SUB STANT " 
~lATE THE DESIGN O' 
.ATA ON THE CURREN-
°T ORBITER CONFIGU* 
-RATION .. 
.. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS 'CONFIG 1 ORBITER -ASSESS EFFECTS OF·FORCE 
12PT - -USING A 0.030-SCA*WITH NOSE AND TAI"RCS ORIFICES lOC -
078 /*LE MODEL (45-0) O*L RCS JETS -ATED ON ORBITER N* 
OA159 *F THE SPACE SHUTT'CONFIG 2 ORBITER -OSE, EFFECTS OF M' 
CR-141.832-LE VEHICLE ORBITE-WITH AFT CARRIER .ODIFIEO OMS PODS .. 
-R IN THE NASA/ARC-ATTACHMENT ·AND MODIFIED ELEV-
*12-FuOT PRESSURE *CONFIG 3 ORBITER -ONS ON THE 6-COMP' 
-TUNNEL (OA159) -WITH GROUND PLANE-ONENT FORCE DATA.' 
*CONFIG 4 ORBITER .. .. 
.. -WITH SIMULATED BA-
-LANCE SUPPORTS US-













J -ROCKWELL/ -E. C. ALLEN. 
-AEDC ~. DYE/RI 
W. H-DMS-OR-2263 
-MARCH. 1216 
·HYPER5;::::':C WIN.E KNOX/AEOC 








·LARC I -J. GAMBLE. M. BUH·OMS-DR-2264 
-LARC "L. ~R./JSC; B. SP.OEC.. 1975 
-8-FOOT TRANSON-ENCER. G. WARE/LA-
·rc PRESSURE TU'RC 
*NNEL *H. PARRELL/RI 
.~. W. BALL -





/ -ROCKWELL/ oJ. J. MARROQUIN/R-OMS-DR-2265 
-ARC .1 .JAN.. 1976 
'12-FOOT PRESSU.D.B. WATSON .. 























" .. ,.~ '"~~<_'G""Y",-""""' _»::j;i;;:;:O~~f-+,.,,..1..~ __ ~.r.;:·:--:-:,=.~;::·.~" ... '~A;b:.'M."r" (If I ~ •.. ·::;'.U::'"':A",:~· -';."",~ - . :..:., ."!4.~ , '>. - :~,th 
















"OR CO~MENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE' 
LTV - -TRANSONIC-SUPERSO-140A/B/c=B26 C9 E*TO GENERATE A OET-FORCE 
HSWT : *NIC HIGH REYNOLOS*43 F8 M16 N28 R5 -AILED AERODYNAMIC' 
552 I*NUMBER STABILITY .VB W 'OATA BASE WHICH .. 
LA67 *AND CONTROL CHAR ' -CAN BE USED TO SUo 
CR-144,607*ACTERISTICS OF A ' *BSTANTIATE THE AE' 
·O.015-SCALE (REMO* -ROOYNAMIC DATA DE' 
·rELY CONTROLLED E* -SIGN DATA BOOK FO-
-LEVON) MODEL 44-0- oR THE CURRENT ORB' 
-OF THE SPACE SHU - ~ITER DESIGN. 
·TTLE ORBITER TEST. • 
-ED IN THE VSD HIG* 
*H SPEED WIND TUNN' 
*EL 
" LARC - *RESULTS OF TEST M*REACTION CONTROL 
CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/L*SY.STEM 
118 I.ARC 31-INCH CFHT -
MA22 'ON AN 0.010-SCALE-




.HE SPACE SHUTTLE • 
*CONFIGURATION 3 T* 
*0 DETERMINE RCS -
*JET FLOW FIELD IN* 
*TERACTION AND TO, -
'INVESTIGATE RT RE-





-TO STUDY TUNNEL R*FORCE 
-EPEATABILITY AND ~ 
-EFFECT ON vET INT' 
*ERACTION DATA. TO-
-DETERMINE EFFECTS-
'OF MODEL HEATING • 
-, ELEVON, BODYFLA' 
'P DEFLECTIONS ON • 
'vET INTERACTION, • 
-STUDY MULTIPLE vE' 
-T FIRING EFFECTS," 
-INVESTIGATE AREA • 

















I "LARC / 'G. WARE, B. SPENC-OMS-DR-2266 
'LTV ·ER. JR./LARC ·uULY, 1976 
-HIGH SPEED 
"0 TUNNEL 
WIN-T. C. POPE/VSO .. 








/ *MSC / -O.B. KANIPE/uSC 
-LARC • .1. W. BALL 
-CONTINUOUS-FLO-G. W. KLUG 






























.... .-!II, ,,",' 
-u f:"" 















REPORT TITLE .. 
~~ 
d 




















LARC - *RESULTS OF TEST M·REACTION CONTROL "TO STUDY TUNNEL R*FORCE -0.0100 / 'MSC / -O.B. KANIPE/uSC .OMS-OR-2267 
CFHT - *A22 IN THE NASA/L*SYSTEM *EPEATABILITY AND ~ "'10.3 - *lARC o..J. W. BALL -VOLUME 02 
118 /"'ARC 31-INCH CFHT • -EFFECT ON uET INT- "10.3 *CONTINUOUS-FLO·G. W. KLUG .. ..JUNE. 1976 
MA22 .ON AN 0.010-SCALE- ·ERACTION DATA. TO. 'W HYPERSONIC T*-OMS 
CR-147.605.MOOEl (32-0) OF T* 
-DETERMINE EFFECTS' ·UNNEl ~ 
-HE SPACE SHUTTLE • -OF MODEL HEATING -
* • 
·CONFIGURATION 3 T~ .. ELEVON. BOOYFLA* .. 
~O DETERMINE RCS .. *P DEFLECTIONS ON .. .. .. ,. 
.uET FLOW FIELD IN~ *uET INTERACTION. . .. 
"'TERACTION AND TO • .STUDY MULTIPLE ..JE* • .-
·INVESTIGATE RT RE* .T FIRING EFFECTS.- .. 
-Al GAS EFFECTS .. -INVESTIGATE AREA • .-
·RA TIO EFfECTS. ST-
• .. 'UDY SUPER POSITIO* .. .. 




'" lARC - .RESUlTS OF TEST M.REACTION CONTROL *TO STUOY TUNNEL R.FORCE -0.0100 / oMSC / *O.B. KANIPE/uSC .OMS-OR-2267 
CFHT - .A22 IN THE NASA/L*SYSTEM *EPEATABILITY AND .. -10.3 • "LARC o..J. W. BAtL ·VOLUME 03 
118 /-ARC 31-INCH CFHT .. -EFFECT ON ..JET INT' 010.3 ·CONTINUOUS-FlO·G. W. KLUG ·vUNE. 1976 
MA22 -ON AN 0.010-SCALE. .ERACTION DATA. TO- • -w HYPERSONIC T'-OMS 
CR-147.606*MOOEL (32-0) OF T* 'OETERMINE EFFECTS- *UNNEL .. 
·HE SPACE SHUTTLE .. -OF MODEL HEATING • ... 
·CONFIGURATION 3 T. * ElEVON. BODYFLA* .. ... • 
*0 DETERMINE RCS ,. .p DEFLECTIUNS ON • ~ .. • 
" *vET FLOW FIELD IN* "'vET INTERACTION. • • • \ $ 




·INVESTIGATE RT RE- *T FIRING EFFECTS.' . 





• -RATIO EFFECTS. ST· • * ~ .. 
.. 'UDY SUPER POSITIO' .. 
,. oN EFFECTS .. .. 
.. * 
,. 
.. .. • • 











CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






·OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TESTED .. TEST .MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
LARC - -RESULTS OF TEST M-REACTION CONTROL 
CFHT - ·A22 IN THE NASA/L.SYSTEM 
118 I-ARC 31-INCH CFHT • 
MA22 *ON AN 0.010-SCALE-
CR-147,607-MODEL (32-0) OF T-
*HE SPACE SHUTTLE ~ 
• CONFIGURATION 3 T* 
-0 DETERMINE RCS .. 
-JET FLOW FIELD IN-
-TERACTION AND TO .. 
·INVESTIGATE RT RE-





TBCA - ·RESULTS OF AN INV-BOEING AX1319P-1 
BT~T - -ESTIGATION OF AER.CARRIER 
1477 I*ODYNAMIC FORCES, ~ORBITER 47-0 
CA9 .MOMENTS, AND PRES. 
CA9P -SURES ON 0.03-SCA* 
CR-151,396*LE MODELS OF THE .. 
I :::>'1 
"-
• MATED SPACE SHUTT-
*LE ORBITER AND CA· 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (Mo 
.ODEL NUMBERS AXi3-
·!9P-l AND 47-0) 1* 
*N THE BOEING TRAN-
-SONIC WIND TUNNEL· 
-(CA9) .. 
1 , 
·TO STUDY TUNNEL R*FORCE 
*EPEATABILITV AND .. 
.EFFECT ON JET INT-
*ERACTION DATA, TO-
-DETERMINE EFFECTS-
-OF MODEL HEATING -
", ELEVDN, BODYFLA' 
~P DEFLECTIONS ON • 
.vET INTERACTION, .. 
"STUDY MULTIPLE JE-
*T FIRING EFFECTS.' 





-CE AND MOMENT DAT*PRESSURE 
-A WERE MEASURED 0-
-N.THE TOTAL VEHIC' 
*LE AND ON THE ORB-
-ITER TAILCONE. THo 
·REE-COMPO~ENT FOR-
·CE AND MOMENT OAT-
·A WERE MEASURED O' 
oN THE CARRIER RIG-
-HT TIP FIN. ORBIT-
-ER ELEVON HINGE M-

















/ -MSC I *D.B. KANIPE/JSC -DMS-DR-2267 
.VOLUME 04 
I 
.LARC oJ. W. BALL 
.CONTINUOUS-FLO-G. W. KLUG 

























WIND-S.lUTFI.S.L. OLLM-JUNE. 1979 
*ANN/RI 













O~ O:r.-> ~F' 
to "t" 
C:~ 








WIND TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 





• REPORT TITLE 




TYPE OF • SCALE· TESTING 
• TEST 'MACH RANGE~ .AGENCY 
TBCA - .RESULTS OF AN INV-BOEING AX1319P-1 
BrWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER·CARRIER 
1477 I*ODYNAMIC FORCES, -ORBITER 47-0 
CA9 -MOMENTS, AND PRES. 
CA9P ~SURES ON 0.03-SCA' 
CR-151,397*LE MOOELS OF THE -
",MATED SPACE SHUTT* 
*LE ORBITER AND CA· 
·R.RIER AIRCRAFT (M. 
·ODEL NUMBERS AX13* 
*19P-1 AND 47-0) I. 
ON THE BOEING TRAN' 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL. 
·(CA9) 
TBCA - .RESULTS OF AN INV·BOEING AX1319P-1 
BTWT - .ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER 
1477 I·ODYNAMIC FORCES, .ORBITER 47-0 
CA9 *MOMENTS, AND PRES. 
CA9P -SURES ON 0.03-SCA* 
CR-151,398*LE MODELS OF THE. 
.MATED SPACE SHUTT. 
• lE ORBITER AND CA-
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M* 
*ODEl NUMBERS AX13* 
*19P-1 AND 47-0) I-
*N THE BOEING TRAN. 




*CE AND MOMENT DAT·PRESSURE 
*A WERE MEASURED 0* 
*N THE TOTAL VEHIC* 
*LE AND ON THE ORB' 
-ITER TAILCONE. THe 
·REE-COMPONENT FOR· 
'CE AND MOMENT OAT' 
*A WERE MEASURED O' 
~N THE CARRIER RIG· 
~HT TIP FIN. ORBIT· 
*ER ELEVON HINGE M-




*CE ANO MOMENT OAT-PRESSURE 
*A WERE MEASURED O. 
-N THE TOTAL VEHIC* 
'LE ANO ON THE ORB· 
-ITER TAILCONE. TH-
*REE-COMPONENT FOR. 
'CE AND MOMENT OAT. 
-A WERE MEASURED O' 
eN THE CARRIER RIG-
-HT TIP FIN. ORBIT-
*ER ELEVON HINGE M-












































*EING, H.SEXTON.H.*VOLUME 02 
WIND'S.LUTFI.S.L. OLLM*JUNE. 1979 
'ANN/RI .. 








*EING. H.SEXTON.H •• VOLUME 03 
WINO'S.LUTFI.S.L. OlLM'JUNE. 1979 
*ANN/RI .. 















·", ... ,!Lt 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------.-------------~------------ ------------------------
TEST 
ID REPORT TITLE 






TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 









TBCA - *R~SULTS OF AN INV'BOEING AX1319P-l 
BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER 
1477 /*ODYNAMIC FORCES. -ORBITER 47-0 
CA9 *MOMENTS, ANO PRES-
CA9P *SURES ON 0.03-SCA-
CR-151,399.LE OODELS OF THE -
-MATED SPACE SHUTT-
-LE ORBITER AND CAy 
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M· 
-OOEL NUMBERS AX13* 
~19P-l AND 47-0) 1* 
*N THE BOEING TRAN. 
*SONIC WIND TUNNEL-
-(CA9) 
* TBCA - *RESUlTS OF AN INV-BOEING AX1319P-l 
BTWT - *ESTIGATION OF AER*CARRIER 
1477 !*ODYNAMIC FORCES. -ORBITER 47-0 
CA9' *MOMENTS. AND PRES-
CA9P *SURES ON 0.03-SCA-
CR-151,400*LE MODELS OF THE ... 
,~ 
.MATED SPACE SHUTT-
oLE ORBITER AND CA-
*RRIER AIRCRAFT (M-
• 0DEl NUMBERS AX13-
.'9P-1 AND 47-0) I-





*CE AND MOMENT OAT-PRESSURE 
-A WERE ~EASURED 0-
-N THE TOTAL VEHIC-
olE ANO ON THE ORB-
-ITER TAIlCONE. TH. 
-REE-COMPONENT FOR' 
.CE AND MOMENT OAT' 
*A WERE MEASURED O· 
-N THE CARRIER RIG' 
-HT TIP FIN. ORBIT-
'ER ELEVON HINGE M' 
-OMENTS WERE ALSO • 
>MEASURED. 
-SIX-COMPONENT FOR-FORCE 
.CE AND MOMENT DAT·PRESSURE 
.A WERE MEASURED 0-
'N THE TOTAL VEHIC' 
'LE ANO ON THE ORB-
-ITER TAILCONE. TH-
'REE-COMPONENT FOR-
-CE ANO MOMENT OAT' 
'A WERE MEASURED O' 
oN THE CARRIER RIG-
-HT TIP FIN. ORBIT' 
-ER ElEVON HINGE M~ 


























-EING. H.SEXTON,H.·VOLUME 04 
WIND'S.LUTFI.S.L. OLlM-JUNE, 1979 
"ANN/RI 










'EING, H.SEXTON.H.o.VOLUME 05 
WIND-S.LUTFI.S.l. OLLM-JUNE. 1979 
'ANN/RI 
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CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSI: 






'OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE " TESTED ~ TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
CALSPAN - *TRANSONIC HIGH RE*140AjBjC=B26 C9 E*TO OBTAIN BASIC S~FORCE 
8TWT - -YNOLDS NUMBER STA*43 F8 M16 11128 R5 'HUTTLE AERO DATA • 
T18-103 !*BILITY AND CONTRO·V8 W -THROUGH A FULL RA-
LA70 *L CHARACTERISTICS· *NGE OF ELEVON AND" 
CR-147.624-0F A 0.015-SCALE • -AILERON DEFLECTID' 
"REMOTELY CONTROlL- -NS. VERIFICATION' 
*ED ELEVON MODEL (0 -OF DATA OBTAINED' 
~44-0) OF THE SPAC- -AT OTHER FACILITI· 
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER~ -ES, AND EFFECTS O· 
-TESTED IN THE CA " -F REYNOLDS NUMBER' 
*LSPAN 8-FODT TWT " 
" LARC - -LOW SUPERSONIC ST-ORBITER W/ INDEPE*TO GENERATE A DET-FORCE 
UPWT - "ABILITY AND CONTR-NDENTLY-OPERATED -AILED AERODYNAMIC-
1118 I-OL CHARACTERISTIC-LEFT. RIGHT ELEVON"DATA BASE FOR TH • 
LA63A *S OF A 0.015-SCAL.SURFACES "E CURRENT ORBITER-
CR-144,579*E REMOTELY CONTRO- -CONFIGURATION .. 
*LLED ELEVON MODEL" 
"(49-0) OF THE SP .. 
-ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT-
*ER (LA63A) .. 
LARC - ·SUPERSDNIC STABIL*MODEL 69-0 WITH F.TO DETERMINE SUPE'FORCE 
UPWT - -ITY AND CONTROL C*OREBODY RSI MODS *RSONIC AERDDYNAMI* 
1147 /*HARACTERISTICS OF- *CS EFFECTS OF RSI-
1132 /*A 0.015 SCALE MO • -REDUCTION ON FOR -
LA71A/B "DEL 69-0 OF THE S·.EBODY 
CR-151.044*PACE SHUTTLE ORBI~ ~ 
*TER WITH FOREBODVr 
*RSI MODIFICATION • 
-S IN THE NASA/LAR· • 
*C 4-FOOT UPWT (lE* 

















I "LARe I -H. PARRELL/RI 
-CALSPAN - ·v. D. GAMBLE/uSC 
-8-FOOT TRANSON*R. H. LINDAHL 
















I "v. D. GAMBLE/uSC "DMS-DR-2270 
-DEC.. 1975 




'" / ·LARC I 
·LARC 
-UNITARY PLAN 
oW. P. PHILLIPS/LA.OMS-DR-2271 
°RC -FEB.. 1977 
w*v. E. VAUGHN 
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-----------~------------------~------- _______ ~ _______ ." ____________ ~ ________ ~~-~ __ ~ ______ • ___ .~~~~g_~." ______ --~_.~w_~~ ___________ ~_ 
TEST 






TYPE OF • SCALE" TESTING 








AEDC - ·RESULTS OF AN INV'SSV 3 
HWTB - ~ESTIGATION OF EXTT 
C4A j*ERNAL TANK SEPARAy 
IA114 ·TION EFFECTS USIN' 
CR-151.077*G AN O.010-SCALE k 
-MOOEL (52-0T) SPA-
·CE SHUTTLE VEHICt· 
*E IN THE ARNOLD E~ 
*NGINEERING DEVELO* 




AEDC - .RESULTS OF AN INV*SSV 3 
HWTB - .ESTIGATION OF EXT-
C4A !*ERNAL TANK SEPARA* 
IA114 ·TION EFFECTS USIN' 
CR-151.078-G AN 0.010-SCALE • 
". " j 
t.ot....v 
·MODEL (52-0~) SPA-
*CE SHUTTLE VEHICL* 
*E IN THE ARNOLD E* 
*NGINEERING DEVELO· 
*PMENT CENTER VON • 
-KARMAN FACILITY T* 
-UNNEL B 
-
-ro INVESTIGATE AE:"FORCE 
*RODVNAMIC INTERACT 
-TIONS BETWEEN ET • 
-ANO ORBITER DURIN. 




.. TO INVESTIGATE AE'FORCE 
-ROOYNAMIC INTERAC-
~TIONS BETWEEN ET • 
"AND ORBITER DURIN-


















>ROCKWELL! 4E. CHEE. J. OAILE-OMS-OR-2272 
"AEPC·OA/JSC .VOLUME 01 
*HVPERSONIC WIN~u. E. VAUGHN *JUNE. 1977 











-HYPERSONIC WIN-J. E. VAUGHN 





























'It ... ' 




.. CONFIGURATIONS" TEST 
PURPOSE 









.. OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE 
- TESTED TEST .MAC» RANGE-
lTV - ·RESUlTS OF AN AER*AX13181-1, 747/1,-TO PRESENT THE PR-f'ORCE 
HSWT - ·ODYNAMIC INVESTIG.747/4 *OXIMITY EFFECTS a-PRESSURE 
559 !-ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02, 04, 06,-F EACH VE»ICLE ON-
CA26 -SHUTTLE ORBITER!7.S1, ATY. ATX) -THE OTHER AT SEP • 
CR-144.612·47 CARRIER FLIGHT- *ARATION DISTANCES· 
*TEST CONFIGURATI .. ,,( FROM THE MATED 
-ON TO DETERMINE S* ·CONFIGURATION) RA-
-EPARATION CHARACT· -NGING FROM 1.5 FE-
*ERISTICS UTILIZI* 'ET TO 75 FEET. 
-NG 0.0125-SCALE ,... 
AOOElS (48-0/AX131. 
'8I-1) IN THE lTV· 
-4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* 
-ED WIND TUNNEL (C· 
-A26) 
LTV - -RESULTS OF AN AER·AX1~",b'i-i, 
HSWT - *ODYNAMIC INVESTIG.747i4 
.. 
747/1.-TO PRESENT THE PR'FORCE 
~oxrMITV EFFECTS O-PRESSURE 
559 !-ATION OF A SPAC~ ~48-0 (02. 04, 
CA26 . -SHUTTLE ORBITER!7*S1. ATY. ATX) 
OS.-1i EACH VEHICLE ON' 
CR-144,613·47 CARRIER FLIGHT-
*TEST CONFIGURATI .. 





*8I-1) IN THE lTV· 
-4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE. 
-ED WINO TUNNEL (C. 
*A26) • 
.THE OTHER AT SEP • 
*ARATION DISTANCES-
o( FROM THE lolATED 
·CONFIGURATION) RA-
-NGING FROM 1.5 FE-
-ET TO 75 FEET, 
.. 
• 














." ....... - ~ 
/ -ROCKWElL/ -R.L. GILLINS. V.E oOMS-OR-2273 
-LTV *SPARZA/RI .VOLUME 01 
-HIGH SPEED WIN*CARL ZIEGLER/GAS .MAY. 1976 
.D TUNNEL -DYNAMICS LAB .. 




















-D. A. SARVER 





























... ". .... ~ - ... ~ E ;,-.:~ 
........... , 
---------------- __________________ ~ ________________________ ._.M _____ ~ ______ ~ _______ ~~_.~ __ "~ __ *"~ __ "_~~ ______________ ~_~ __ • __ ~.~_*_ 
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TEST 






TYPE OF - SCAlf· TESTJNG 








LTV - "RESULTS OF AN AER·AX1318I-l. 747/1."TO PRESENT THE PRoFDRCE 
HSWT - .OOYN~MIC INVESTIG*747!4 *OXIMITY EFFECTS a-PRESSURE 
559 !-ATION OF A SPACE ~48-0 (02. 04. 06.·F EACH VEHICLE ON' 
CA26 *SHUTTLE ORBITER!7"SI. ATt. ATX) <THE OTHER AT SEP' 
CR-144.614.47 CARRIER FLIG~T~ *ARATION DISTANCES-
-TEST CONFIGURATI • '(FROM THE MATED 
"ON TO DETERMINE S- "CONfIGURATION) RAo 
*EPARATION CHARACT* 'NGING FROM 1.5 FE' 
~ERISTICS UTILIZI' 'ET TO 75 FEET. 
-NG 0.0125-SCALE M+ 
-OOELS (48-0/AXI31' 
*81-1) IN THE LTV -
-4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE' 
·EO WIND TUNNEL (C' 
*A26) 
.. .. 
LTV - -RESULTS OF AN AER*AXI318I-l. 747/1.-10 PRESENT THE PR-fORCE 
·OXIMITY EFFECTS O-PRESSURE HSWT - -ODYNAMIC INVESTIG*747!4 
559 !-ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02. 04. 





-TEST CONFIGURATI ~ 
-ON TO DETeRMINE S· 
*EPARATION CHARACT* 
*ERISTICS UTILIZ1* 
·NG 0.0125-SCALE M* 
·ODELS (48-0/AXI31. 
·81-1) IN THE LTV -
*4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* 
-ED WIND TUNNEL (C* 
*A26) 
.. 
OG.oF EACH VEHiCLE ON' 
-THE 01HER ~T SEP * 
'~R~TION DIS'~NCES. 
-(FROM THE MATEO 
-CONFIGURATION) Rh-
*NGING FROM 1.5 FE-


















·R L. GILLINS. V.E·DMS~DR-2273 
-S')ARZA/RI -VOLUME 03 
WIN-CARL ZIEGLER/GAS -JUNE. 1976 
'OYN~MICS LAB 
+0. A. S~RVER 









i +ROCKWElll -R.l. GILLINS. V.E-DMS-DR-2273 
.VOlUME 04 
·vUNE. 1976 
*t TV * SPARZA/RI 
-HIGH SPEED WIN' CARL 2IEGlER/G~S 
-0 TUNNEL -DYNAMICS LAB 
-D. A. SARYER 
.. 


























~ ""'~.....,.. ~. 
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-












TYPE OF .. SCALE· TESTING 
REPORT TITLE TEST -~ACH RANGE· AGENCY 
"" LTV - "RESULTS OF AN AER-AX1318I-1. 7,47/1."TO PRESENT THE PR·FORCE 
HSWT - -aDYNAMIC INVESTIG-747/4 -OXIMITY EFFECTS O~PRESSURE 
559 !-ATION OF A SPACE *48-0 (02. 04. 06.*F EACH VEHICLE ON· 
CA26 -SHUTTLE ORBITER!7*S1. ATV. ATX) -THE OTHER ~T SEP .. 
CR-144.616*47 CARRIER FLIGHT- -ARATION DISTANCES-
-TEST CONFIGURATl '" '(FROM THE MATED 
-ON TO DETERMINE S. -CONFIGURATION) RA~ 
*EPARATION CHARACT'" -NGING FROM 1.5 FE-
-ERISTICS UTIlIZI* *ET TO 75 FEET. 
-NG 0.0125-SCALE M* 
-OOElS (48-Q!AX131- • 
-81-1) IN THE LTV ,. .. 
-4X4-FOOT HIGH SPE* 
-ED WIND TUNNEL (C. -
-A26).. .. 
.. 
-MSFC - -AN INVESTIGATION -74-0TS. VEH. 5 (A-TO DETERMINE STAT*FORCE 
14TWl - -OF DRAG REDUCTION-SCENT CONFIG.1 -IC STABiLITY ANO -
600 I-FAIRINGS ON THE -ORAG ON A 0.004-5-
FA14 "SPACE SHUTTL.E VEH* -CALE MODEL OF THE' 
CR-144.593*ICLE 5 CONFIGURAT* -SHUTTLE AS CENT C. 
-ION (MODEL 74-0T- -ONFIGURATION 
oS) If\;. ~rHE MSFC 14- .. 
·-INCH TRISONIC WI* .. 
-NO TUNNEL -
-;;~i; - "RESULTS OF AN EXP-0.0125-SCALE SSV 
,:~ c"hiT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI -ORBITER 
';'~,,, !*GATION TO DETERMI *0.0125-SCALE 747 
CA23~ -NE SEPARATION CHA-MODEL 
CR-144.603-RACTERISTICS FOR -
. -THE ORBITER/747 U' 
-SING A 0.0125-SCA~ 
-LE MODEL (48-0 AX-
·'3181-1 747) IN T. 
-HE AMES RESEARCH .. 




-RAL AND NORMAL SEe 
-PARATION INCREMEN-
-TS WERE OBTAINED .. 
-FOR FIX~D 747 ANG. 
-LES OF ATTACK OF ~ 
-0.2.4 DEGREES WHI* 
*LE VARYING ORBITE· 



























.R.L. GILLINS. V.E.DMS-DR~2273 
*SPARZA/RI -VOLUME 05 
WIN-CARL ZIEGLER/GAS -~UNE. 1976 
*DVN4MICS tAB .. 
*0. A. SARVER .. 















I -P. E. RAMSEV!MSFC.PMS-DR-2274 
.. 
-V. W. SPARKS .FEB.. 1976 






• 0.0125 ! '~~~~ELLI -V. ESPARZA.RI.~. -DMS-DR-2275 
i!:' ~~I "$;';;'':' <BROWNSON.D. PENA.*VOLUME 01 
'i' ~6 ~~1:'FOOT TRANSO*ARC ·MAY. 1976 
-Ni," WINO TUNNE-R. H. LINDAHL '* 



























'Wl! ;,::-..;..;t.:,':":::-.r'~::=~~,,~::;-"""'~""', -<:!: !: .i':" :..~ ,::':';"'''''C--:'7:, ~ , \, .:.~ 
~~~,-, 
.. -- .. 
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~PUBLI CA TI ONS 
"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE rEST -MACH R.A.~.GE· AGENCY 
---------;--------------------------------------~----~. ------------~----------------------------------------- -----------------------
ARC - .. RESULTS OF AN EXP-0.0125-SCALE SSV 
14-TWT - "ERIMENTAL INVESYItORBITER 
120 I*GATION TO OETERMI-0.0125-SCALE 747 
CA23B oNE SEPARATION CHA-MODEL 
CR-144.604*RACTERISTICS FOR' 
-THE ORBITER/747 U' 
"SING A 0.0125-SCA· 
·LE MODEL (48-0 AX~ 
·13181-1 747) IN T* 
*HE AMES RESEARCH .. 
·CENTER 14-FOOT WI· 
°ND TUNNEL (CA23B)· 
.. 
·LONGITUDINAL.LATE-FORCE 
.RAL ANO NORMAL SE· 
*PARATION INCREMEN-
• TS WERE OBTAINED • 
~FOR FIX~D 747 ANG-
oLES OF ATTACK OF * 
00.2.4 DEGREES WHI* 
*LE VARYING ORBITE' 
oR ANGLE·OF ATTACK-
.. 0.0125 I 
•• 3 
*.6 
AEOC - -HEAT TRANSFER AND-40-DEG NOSE-CLEAN-DETERMINE THE INF-HEAT-TRANS-2.5 
S~TA - .SURFACE PRESSURE -(NO PROTUBERANCES~LUENCE OF A NEW V· ·5.5 
E1A I-DATA OBTAINED ON *) -ENT CAP/LIGHTNING-
FH13 *A .0429 SCALE MO "DOUBLE CONE(10'DEoROD CONFIGURATIO -
CR-151.055+DEL SSV EXTERNAL -G-40-DEG)(NO PROT-N WHICH FORMS THE-
• TANK NOSE SECTION*UBERANCES} -NOSE TIP ON THE 
• AT MACti NUMBERS .DOUBLE CONE WITH -SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -
·FROM 2.5 TO 5.5 ·PROTUBERANCES ~TANK. 
*(FH13) ; 
• ROCKWELL/ -V. ESPARZA,RI,J. "DMS-DR-2275 
~ARC -BROWNSON.D. PENA.*VOLUME 02 
.14-FOOT TRANSO*ARC "MAY. 1976 
'NIC WIND TUNNE*R. H. LINDAHL .. 














0MSFC / ·H. R. CARROLL/MMC*DMS-DR-2276 
~AEDC .J. E. VAUGHN -JUNE. 1977 
-SUPERSONIC WIN oM. M. MANN 










MSFC - ·FORCE TEST OF A O-MODEL 461. 142-IN-TO OBTAIN AERODYN-FORCE 










034 /*142-INCH DIAMETE *ROTUBERANCES oVER A LARGE RANGE-
SA13F *R SOLIO ROCKET BO* -OF REYNOLDS NUMB. 
CR-144.579*OSTER (MSFC MODEL- -ERS 
::t::r ... 
-..-/' 
.NUMBER 461) IN T -
*HE NASA/MSFC HIGH· 
-REYNOLDS NUMBER 





'HIGH REYNOLOS ·G. W. 



















);::l • . 











~ .. """'" ~ 




'" REPORT TITLE 






TYPE OF T SCALE- TESTING 












- ~LOW-SUBSONIC STAB"'TEST CANCELLED. M-TEST CANCELLED. M-FORCE 
0AY 1976 
0.015 I *LARC / -B. SPENCER. dR./L-OMS-OR-2278 
- *ILITY AND CONTROL-AY 1976 00 06 - *LARC -ARC .TASK 
I-CHARACTERISTICS • 
-OF A 0.010-SCALE T 
*REMOTELY CONTROLl-
*ED ELEVON MODEL (-
*49-0) OF THE SPAC-
*E SHUTTLE ORBITER-








LARC - -HIGH SUPERSONIC S-140A/B/C (826 C9 7TO GEN~RATE A DET-FORCE 
UPWT -*TABILITY AND CONT*E43 FB M16 N2B R5-AILED AERODYNAMIC-
1151 /*ROL CHARACTERISTI*V8 W) -DATA RASE FOR cu -
LA63B -CS OF A 0.015-SCA' *RRENT SS ORB. CON~ 
CR-144.606-LE (REMOTELY CONT- -F. • 
",ROLLED ELEVDN) MO* 
"'DEL 49-0 OF THE S* • 
·PACE SHUTTLE ORBI-
~TER TESTED IN THE. 
"'NASA/LARC 4-FOOT -








LTV - "'HEAT-FLUX GAGE ME-FLAT-PLATE MODEL-~TO DETERMINE FEAS-HEAT-TRANS.l.0 
HSWT - -ASUREMENTS ON A F.WITH THIN-FILM H*IBILITY OF USING' -4.6 
498 I-LAT PLATE AT A MA-EAT FLUX GAGES oTHIN-FILM HEAT-FL- 04.6 
LA28 *CH NUMBER OF 4.6 - .UX GAGES TO DEFIN* 
CR-144.582-IN THE VSD HIGH S* -E BOUNDARY LAYER .. 
·PEED WINO TUNNEL-. -CHARACTERISTICS Ao .. 
--A FEASIBILITY TE. 0T SUPERSONIC SPEE-
~ST (LA2B) 'D~ 
* • 










-S. SPENCER. dR .. *OMS-DR-2279 
-G. WARE. R. FOURN*dUNE. 1976 
-UNITARY PLAN W-IER/LARC 
-IND TUNNEL 
.. 






-d. GANBLE/dSC .. 
-d. W. BALL .. 







oS. SPENCER. dR •• 00MS-DR-2280 




oM. M . 
·-OMS 
POPE / LTV * 
BALL 
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--'--------------- ___________ ~ _________________________ ~ ____________________________________ • ______ ~ ___ ~ _____ ~_w~ ___________________ _ 
,. 
-MODEL .. BASIC 
TEST 
ID 
CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 




.. PUBL I CA II ONS 
.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE " TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENC( .. 
------------------------------------------------------ ----~---------------------------~------~-------------- ------------------------
ARC - *SUBSONIC 5TABILIT*BASELINE 
12PT -.y AND CONTROL CHA* 
135-1 /*RACTERISTICS OF A' 
LAG6 '0.015-SCALE (REM .. 
CR-147,621-0TELY CONTROLLED .. 
-ELEVON) MODEL 44-* 
-0 OF THE SPACE SH-
-UTTLE ORBITER TES-
oTED IN THE NASA/A-
-RC 12-FOOT PRESSU* 
*RE TUNNEL (LA66) * 
.. 
LERC - -BASE PRESSURE AND-PLUME SIMULATION 
10SWT - 'HEAT TRANSFER TE 'MODEL 19-0TS 
038 /*ST5 OF THE 0.0225-
IH34 --SCALE SPACE SHUT* 
CR-151,407 oTLE PLUME SIMULAT* 
*ION MODEL 19-0TS .. 
-IN THE NASA-LEWIS" 
-10X10 FOOT SWT • 
.. 
.. 
LTV - -A LOW SPEED WIND *ORBITER 
LSWT - -TUNNEL TEST OF A • 
422 ;-0.050 SCALE MODEL-
MA14 -OF SHUTTLE ORBIT -
CR-147,649*ER (MODEL 089B) T-
-0 INVESTIGATE THE-
"LONGITUDINAL AND .. 
_LATERAL DIRECTIO • 
*NAL EFFECTS OF CA-
"'NARD AND TAIL CON .. 
'FIGURATIONAL MODI* 
*FICArIONS IN THE -




"AERODYNAMIC CHAR • 
*ACTERISTICS UTILI-
-ZING SMALL INCREM* 
*ENTS IN ALPHA. BE-
"TA, AND ELEVON 
• 0.015 I -LARC I -J.M. UNOERWOOO/JS*OMS-OR-2281 
00.22 - -ARC .C -SEPT.. 1976 
-0.29 • 12-FOOT PRESSU*H. PARRELL/ROCKWE* 
.. oRE TUNNEL *LL INTERNATIONAL -






6tiSTAIN SASE DATA 'HEAT-TRANS-0.0225 / -ROCKWELL/ *J.W.FOUST/RI -OMS-OR-2282 
"APRIL. 1978 tAT LOWER ALTITUDE- '2.2 
-S THAN PREVIOUSLY' -3.5 
-TESTED OBTAIN BA • 
-SE DATA ABOUT SSM' 
-E PARALLEL POSITI-
*ON VERIFY PREVIOU-
*S BASE DATA OBTAI-
oN GAS RECOVERY TE .. 
-MPERATURE DATA 
·CONFIGURATIONAL E.FORCE 
*FFECTS STUDY FOR • 
kG CANARDS AND TWO-
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.. CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 







·OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE .. TESTED 
ARC - .. AERODYNAMIC NOISE-INTEGRATED SPACE 
97SWT - -OF THE 0.035-SCA *SHUTrLE VEHICLE 
113 /*LE INTEGRATED 5PA*84-0T5 
11TWT - *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL' 
IS2A/B *E MODEL (84-0TS) .. 
CR-1S1,035*IN THE NASA-AMES .-
*RESEARCH CENTER U. 
*NITARY PLAN WIND • 






ARC - *AERODYNAMIC NOISE. INTEGRATED SPACE 
97SWT - -OF THE 0.03S-SCA -SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
113 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA.84-0TS 
11TWT - *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-
IS2A/8 .E MODEL (84-0TS) .. 
CR-1S1,036*IN THE NASA-AMES .. 
*RESEARCH CENTER U. 
*NITARY PLAN WIND -







TEST -MACH RANGE· 
*TO MEASURE AERODY~STRUCT-DYN-0.035 
·NAMIC NOISE ON T1i· 
*E INTEGRATED SHUT. 
·TLE, TO MEASURE F-
*LUCTUATING PRESSU* 
-RES IN THE ORBITE-
*R PAYLOAD BAY DUE-
'TO AERODYNAMIC 
-FLOW ACR05S THE V-
*ENT SYSTEM HOLES,-
-TO DEFINE FORE A .. 
·ND AFT BUFFET LOA· 
-OS ON THE VERTICA" 






.TO MEASURE AERODY*SlRUCT-DYN-0.035 
*NAMIC NOISE ON TH* -0.65 -
-E INTEGRATED SHUT- *2.S 
.TLE, TO MEASURE F* 
*LUCTUATING PRESSU· .. 
-RES IN THE ORBITE-
·R PAYLOAD BAY DUE-
*TO AERODYNAMIC 
--FLOW ACROSS THE v- .-
*ENT SYSTEM HOLES,· 
*TO DEFINE FORE A * .-
--NO AFT BUFFET LOA-
-OS ON THE VERTICA* • 
*L TAIL 
.. 
I -ROCKWELL/ .~_ W. FOUST/RI -DMS-DR-2284 
.ARC -D. L. KASSNER/ARC-VOLUME 01 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO.W. B. MEINDERS .M4Y. 1977 
-OT SUPERSONIC ·-OMS 
.WIND TUNNEL (U- • 
+NITARY) * .. 
·"-FOOT TRANSO' • 




.. .. .. 
• .. 
I -ROCKWELL/ -~. W. FOUST/RI -OMS-DR-2284 
-ARC *0. L. KASSNER/ARC-VOLUME 02 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO.W. B. MEINDERS .MAY. 1977 
-OT SUPERSONIC .-OMS • 
-WIND TUNNEL (U· • 
*NITARY) 
-1'-FOOT TRANSO- -









AEDC - .RESULTS OF TESTS *82-0, WITH AND WI-TO DETERMINE AERO.HEAT-TRANS·0.04 
HWTB - *USING THE PHASE C*THOUT PROTUBERANC--OYNAMIC AERODYNAM. *8.0 
/ ·ROCKWELL! oM. QUAN/RI 
·AEDC *0. A. SARVER 
·OMS-OR-2285 
.APRIL, 1976· 
VAS26/21B/*HANGE PAINT TECHN'ES, SO% FOREBODY -IC HEATING RATES" +8.0 
OHSOA .IQUE ON 0.04 SCAL-MODELS -DUE TO VARIOUS PRo 
CR-144,595*E 50 PERCENT FORE* *OTUBERANCES AND R· 
"'BODY MODELS (82-0* *ECESSIONS .. 
• ) OF THE ROCKWELL-
-SPACE SHUTTLE OR .. 
·BITER .. 
* • 
~ ... ,~:;_,...,.J.,"'.* .• ",...,"" ~~~:..,! < ~£:;:':-:::~"~,,_7 ..':';:;"1'1-' --:~~;.J. .... 
-HYPERSONIC WIN*M. M. MOSER ~R. 






























REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF A~ AIR*SSV ORBITER (MODE-TO MEASURE PROBE 'FORCE 
14-TWT - -PROBE INVESTIGAT 'L 57-0) FOREBOOY -STATIC PRESSURE E-
150-1 j*ION UTILIZING A O-WITH TPS TILES Al*RROR, TO OETERMIN' 
OA220 ~.10 SCALE ORBITER-ONE -E lOCAL ANGLE OF * 
CR-147,625-(MOOEL 57-0) FOR *SSV ORBITER (MODE-ATTACK, AND TO DE' 
-EBODY IN THE AMES*L 57-0) FOREBODY -TERMINE THE INFlU' 
*RESEARCH CENTER 'WITH TPS TILES IN~ENCE OF THE AIR v-
*14 FOOT WIND TUNN*MOOIFIED CONFIG. -ENT ODOR. TWO ALT' 
'EL (OA220) .SSV ORBITER (MOOE-ERNATE AIR DATA S· 
-l 57-0) FORESODY ·YSTEMS WIll ALSO • 
',TPS, WITH AOP AN-BE EVAlUATED,NAME· 
-0 THE ORBITER ADP-lY, A FLUSH PORT. 
',FLIGHTTEST NOSE -SYSTEM IN THE FOR' 
-BOOM WITH MOOIFIE'WARO FUSELAGE, AN-
-0 TPS AND TPS FlI*O INSTRUMENTED IN-
~GHT CONFIGURATION-THE RCS CHAMBERS • 
'0.4 
01.2 
LERC - 'RESULTS OF BASE HoBASE HEATING 
SPF - -EATING INVESTIGAToL 25-0 
MODE-DETERMINE GAS REC·HEAT-TRANS-0.04 
-OVERY TEMPERATURE' 





-ORBITER BASE (MOD. 
°EL 25-0) IN THE N-
>ASA/LARC SPACE PO, 
*WER FACILITY .. 
.. o 
.. • 
'S PRESSURE OISTR' 
'ISUTIONS, BASE HE-
-ATING RATES DURIN-
-G 2ND STAGE ASCEN-
'T RESULTING FROM' 
-PLUME RECIRCULATI' 




-ROCKWELL! ·V. ESPARZA!ROCKWE*DMS-DR-2286 
'ARC -LL O.L THORNTO"OCT.. 1976 
'14-FOOT TRANSO-N!ROCKWELL • 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-H. AUGUST!ROCKWEL~ 















'.J. E. VAUGHN 


































TYPE OF " SCALE' TESTING 
TEST 'MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND~SPACE SHUTTLE 
LSWT - "*ING LOADS TEST US-ITER 140C 
751 /*ING A 0.0405-SCAL~ 
OA163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF. 
CR-147,611-THE SPACE SHUTTL ~ 
·E ORBITER IN THE .. 
·ROCKWELL INTERNAT' 







NRLAD - -RESULTS OF A LAND*SPACE 
LSWT - *rNG LOADS TEST US. ITER 
751 /-ING ~ 0.0405-SCAL-
OA163 "'E MODEL (16-0) OF-
CR-147.612*THE SPACE SHUTTL ~ 
-E ORBITER IN THE .. 
-ROCKWELL INTERNAT-

















ORB*TO DEFINE THE ORB"FORCE 
"ITER LANDING GEAR-PRESSURE 
-SYSTEM PRESSURE 
.LOADING. TO RECOR' 
-D LANDING GEAR DO" 
-OR AND STRUT HINGo 
-E MOMENT LEVELS ... 
oTO RECORD AERDDYN* 
'AMIC INFLUENCE OF-
• LANDING GEAR ON .. 
-ORBITER FORCE DAT-
*A AND TO INVESTIG" 
-ATE 40X80 ARC TUN-
-NEL 5TRUT SIMULAT-
-ION EFFECTS . 
ORB-TO DEFINE THE ORB-FORCE 
-ITER LANDING GEAR-PRESSURE 
-SYSTEM PRESSURE 
-LOADING. TO RECOR-
-0 LANDING GEAR DO' 
.OR AND STRUT HING" 
·E MOMENT LEVELS. • 
oTO RECORD AERODYN" 
-AMIC INFLUENCE OF' 
*LANDIN~ GEAR ON 
°DRBITER FORCE OAT-
0. AND TO INVESTIG* 
.ATE 40X80 ARC TUN. 
-NEL STRUT SIMULAT* 









































































WIND TUNNEL TEST I DMS DATA PROCESSING 
-MODEL 
TEST 
10 "" REPORT TITLE 




TYPE OF ~ SCALE- TESTING 
TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
NRLAD - -RESULTS OF A LAND-SPACE SHUTTLE 
LSWT - -ING LOADS TEST US-ITER 140C 
751 /-ING A 0.0405-SCAL-
OA163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF-
CR-147.613«THE SPACE SHUTTL • 
*E ORBITER IN THE .. 
-ROCKWELL INTERNAT* 
-IONAL NAAL WIND TT 
-UNNEL (OA163) 
-
NRLAD - -RESULTS OF A LAND-SPACE SHUTTLE 
LSWT - -ING LOADS TEST US-ITER 140C 
751 I-ING A 0.0405-SCAL* 
OA163 *E MODEL (16-0) OF" 
CR-147.614-THE SPACE SHUTTL • 
-r-;';<I 
'-' 
-E ORBITER IN THE .. 
-ROCKWELL INTERNAT-







ORBATO DEFINE THE ORB'FORCE 
~ITER LANDING GEAR·PRESSURE 
.SYSTEM PRESSURE 
·LOADING. TO RECOR-
*0 LANDING GEAR 00-
.OR AND STRUT HING' 
*E MDMENT LEVELS. .. 
'TO RECORD AERODVN* 
*AMIC INFLUENCE OF-
-LANDING GEAR ON 
'ORBITER FORCE OAT' 
*A AND TO INVESTIG* 
-ATE 40X80 ARC TUN' 
·NEL STRUT SIMULAT* 
.ION EFFECTS. 
ORB-TO DEFINE THE ORB.rORCE 
-ITER LANDING GEAR-PRESSURE 
·SVSTEM PRESSURE 
-LOADING. TO RECOR' 
-0 LANDING GEAR DO* 
·OR AND STRUT HING* 
*E MOMENT LEVELS •• 
-TO RECORD AERODYN* 
*AMIC INFLUENCE OF* 
'LANDING GEAR ON .. 
-ORBITER FORCE OAT • 
*A AND TO INVESTIG-
-ATE 40X80 ARC TUN-
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CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST '~ACH RANGEr AGENCY .. -OR COMMENTS 
LARC - -MATED AEROOVNAMIC*747 ALONE -TO INVESTIGATE TH~FORCE 
V/STOL - *CHARACTERISTICS *747/0RBITER-FERRY.E EFFECTS OF FLAP' 
129 I.INVESTIGATION FOR-CONFIGURATION. 7 -SETTING. STABILI -
CAS *THE 0.04 SCALE *47/0RBITER-AlT CO'ZER ANGLE. AND 
CR-147.641-747 CAM AND THE O-NFIGURATIONS -GROUND PROXIMITY" 
*.0405 SCALE SPACE- -ON THE CONFIGURAT-
·SHUTTLE ORBITER * .IONS TESTED. 
-IN THE NASA LANGL* 
-EY V/STOL TRANSIT- • * 
-ION RESEARCH WIND. 
-TUNNEL 
.. 
LARC - .MATEO AEROOYNAMIC*747 ALONE -TO INVESTIG~TE TH*FORCE 
V/STOL - -CHARACTERISTICS -747/0RBITER-FERRY*E EFFECTS OF FLAP-
129 /-INVESTIGATION FOR-CONFIGURATION. 7 -SETTING. STA~ILI .. 
CAB *THE 0.04 SCALE *47/0RBITER-ALT CO*ZER ANGLE. AND 
CR-147.642*747 CAM AND THE O*NFIGURATIONS 'GRDUND PROXIMITY -
*.0405 SCALE SPACE- -ON THE CONFIGURAT-
·SHUTTLE ORBITER .. .IONS TESTED. 
*IN THE NASA LANGL* 




LARC - -MATED AEROOYNAMIC*747 ALONE ·TO INVESTIGATE TH*FORCE 
V/STOL - -CHARACTERISTICS -747/0RBITER-FERRY.E EFFECTS OF FLAP' 
129 I-INVESTIGATION FOR*CONFIGURATION. 7 .SETTING. STABILI .. 
CAS -THE 0.04 SCALE -47/0RBITER-ALT CO*ZER ANGLE. AND 
CR-147.643*747 CAM AND THE O-NFIGURATIONS -GROUND PROXIMITY" 
*.0405 SCALE SPACE- -ON THE CONFIGURAT-
*SHUTTLE ORBITER .. -IONS TESTED. 
-IN THE NASA LANGL* .. 
*EY V/STOL TRANSIT- • 




















-BOEING I ·R.D. KNUDSEN/THE -OMS-OR-2290 
I -LARC -BOEING CO. 'VOLUME 01 
.V/STOL TRANSIT-J.LOUISSE AND J.H*NOV.. 1976 
.ION RESEARCH W-.WALTER/THE BOEIN~ 
-IND TUNNEL -G CO. 
~ *0. A. SARVER ~ 




• -BOEING / -R.O. KNUDSEN/THE .OMS-OR-2290 
/ 'LARC -aOEING CO. -VOLUME 02 
/ 
.V/STOL TRANSIT-J.LOUrSSE AND J.H*NOV.. 1976 
-ION RESEARCH W·.WALTER/THE BOEIN-
-IND TUNNEL *G CO. 
• -0. A • SARVER .. 





'BOEING I -R.O. KNUDSEN/THE -OMS-OR-2290 
-LARC -BOEING CO. .VOLUME 03 
-V/STOL TRANSIT·~.lOUISSE ANO ~.H-NOV.. 1976 
-roN RESEARCH W·.WALTER/THE BOEIN-
.IND TUNNEL -G CO. 
• -D. A. SARVER 
• G. W. KlUG 





























TYPE OF - SCALE. TESTING 
















AEOC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .MODEL 75-0T5 (72- o TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE 
SWTA - .USING A 0.010-SCA*O WING, 140C MOD.oTV FORCE AND MOME-
KIll /oLE SSV MODEL 75-0*FUSELIIGE. ET. SR °NT OIlTA FOR ET liN' 
11140 *TS IN THE IIEDC VKoB) .0 SRB WITH SRB 5E~ 
CR-151.381*F TUNNEL A * oPIIRIITION MOTOR PL-
• oUME EFFECTS 
-
.. 
NRLAO - *RESULTS OF TESTS *1401l/B SS ORBITERoTO DEFINE AND VER'FORCE 
LSWT - ~OF A SPACE SHUTTL"(MODEL 43-0) ORB .IFY ORBITER STABI-PRESSURE 
752 I.E ORBITER FERRY C-ITER FERRY CONFIG-LITV AND CONTROL -
01'.172 *ONFIGURATION USIN*URATION .CHARACTERISTICS .• 
CR-160.822*G A 140A/8 0.0405' 'BOTH IN AND OUT 0 0 
• -SCALE MODEL (43-. -F THE PRESENCE OF" 
"'0) IN THE ROCKWEL< "THE GROUND. WITH· 
*L INTERNATIONAL 7- 'THE FERRY CONFIG • 
*.75 X 11 FOOT LOW· 0URATION AFTERBODY. 
"SPEED WIND TUNNE "' • INSTALLED 
*L (OAI72) * 
.. 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF TESTS *140A/B 55 ORBITER-TO DEFINE AND VER'FORCE 
LSWT - "OF A SPACE SHUTTL*(MOOEL 43-0) ORB dFY OR8ITER STA8I*PRESSURE 
752 '~E ORBITER FERRY C-ITER FERRY CONFIG*LITY AND CONTROL' 
OA172 .ONFIGURATION USIN*URATION .CHARACTERISTICS .• 
CR-160,823~G A "',40A/8 0.0405* 'BOTH IN AND OUT O' 
·-SCALE MODEL (43-* *F THE PRESENCE OF" 
-0) IN THE ROCKWEL* -THE GROUND. WITH • 




"4 .. 5 
,. 
·LARC I ·o.B. WATSON 
·LARC "-OMS 
• LOW-TURBULENce-
·PRESSURE TUNN .. 
*EL 
/ .ROCKWELLI .~. ~. OAILEDA. 
• AEOC ·,..ARROQUIN/RI 
-SUPERSONIC WIN.J. E. VAUGHN 
00 TUNNEL (A) oM. M. MOSER ~R. 
--OMS 
• 0.0405 I -ROCKWELL! oM. T. HUGHES/RI 
'0.13 - -NRLAo -o.W.HERSEY 
.. 0.26 ·LOW SPEEO WIND-G. W. KLUG 
-TUNNEL --OMS 
.. 









".75 X 11 FOOT LOW. -URATIOfl: AFTERBODY' .. 
·SPEED WINO TUNNE .. -INSTALLED 
*L (OAI72) .. 
.. 



















































WIND TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 245 
• • ~MODEL .. 
TEST 
10 
• CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED .. ~ TEST .MACH RANGE- AGENCY • 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF AN INV-ET ALONE T34 *A THIN-SKIN THERM·HEAT-TRANS'0.0175 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE-ORBITER ALONE B6-0COUPLE TEST WAS - -3.01 
A4A I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN -2C12E52Fl0M16R18V*CONDUCTED TO OBTA' '4.01 
IH41B -TEGRATED VEHICLE *8Wl16 .IN HEAT-TRANSFER. 
CR-151,069-AERODYNAMIC HEAT I-ORBITER + TANK B6o.DATA ON THE SPACE- .. 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC*2C12E52F1OM16R185.SHUTTLE INTEGRAT .. 
'* 
*S OBTAINED USING *23T34V8W116 -ED VEHICLE DURING-
'THE 0.0175-SCALE * "THE ASCENT PHASE • 
-MODEL 60-0TS IN A* -OF ITS FLIGHT PRO-
*EDC TUNNEL A OURI" "FILE .. 
-NG TESTS IH41B 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF AN INV-ET ALONE T34 -A THIN-SKIN THERM-HEAT-TRANS'0.0175 
SWTA - "ESTIGATION OF THE'ORBITER ALONE B6*OCOUPLE TEST WAS - -3.01 -
A4A I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN -2C12E52F10M16R18V'CONOUCTED TO OBTA- -4.01 
iH41B -TEGRATED VEHICLE -8W116 'IN HEAT-TRANSFER .. 
CR-151.070*AERODYNAMIC HEATlo.ORBITER + TANK B6-DATA ON THE SPACE" 
-NG CHARACTERISTIC-2C12E52F10M16R185-SHUTTLE INTEGRAT .. 
-S OBTAINED USING *23T34V8W116 -ED VEHICLE DURING- .. 
·THE 0.0175-SCALE - -THE ASCENT PHASE • 
-MOOEL 60-0TS IN A* 'OF ITS FLIGHT PRO-
-EDC TUNNEL A DURI* -FILE 
-NG TESTS IH41B .. 
J -ROCKWELL/ ·W.H_ OYE/ROCKWELL*DMS-OR-2295 
-AEDC "INTERNATIONAL .VOLUME ~1 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-K.W. NUTl/ARD INC-SEPT.. 1277 
*0 TUNNEL (A) .. 
-D. A. SARVER .. 





/ -ROCKWELLI i"W.H. DYE/ROCKWElL*OMS-DR-2295 
-AEOC -INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 02 
-SUPERSONIC WIN·K.W. NUTT/ARO INC~SEPT.. 1977 
-0 TUNNEL (AJ 
.. 
.. 
-D. A. SARVER 








I 'ROCKWELL! ·W.H. OYE/ROCKWELL:OMS-OR-2295 g ~.~ 
*AEOC • INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 03 ~; ~~ 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF AN INV·ET ALONE T34. .A THIN-SKIN THERM·HEAT-TRANS.0.0175 
SWTA - -ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6'OCOUPLE TEST WAS • .3.01 
A4A I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2C12E52Fl0M16R18V.CONDUCTED TO OBTA· -4.01 
IH41B ·TEGRATED VEHICLE .8W1!6 ·IN HEAT-TRANSFER' .. 
CR-151,071·AEROOYNAMIC HEATl'ORBITER + TANK B6.DATA ON THE SPACE· 
OoNG CHARACTERISTIC.2C12E52F10M16R185'SHUTTLE INTEGRAT • 
-5 OBTAINED USING *23T34V8W116 -ED VEHICLE DURING· 
·THE 0.0175-SCALE • 'THE ASCENT PHASE • 
'MOOEL 60-0TS IN A" ·OF ITS FLIGHT PRO-
·EOC TUNNEL A OURI- 'FILE 
-NG TESTS IH41B 
·SUPERSONIC WIN'K.W. NUTT/ARO INC-SEPT., 1977·~· 




*0. A. SARVER" (., 
"G. W. KLUG ~~ 




. ~:'!r' _,.~:~~:'~t_~~:: ..... ::::. _~.,".::,~,~':'.j.,;.~H_~~~~Af!jf ... 7 ~ ,;;;;saw __ ~ ... ._><: 1:-,:., _l<~::-.~J;j;=J .:.r • -! : .. : 
'" -\: 
-J If'" 
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TVPE OF ~ SCALE~ TESTING 
AGENCY 
.. PUBLICATIONS 
.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE~ • 
-----------------------------------------------~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV.ET ALONE T34 ~A THIN-SKIN THERM.HEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE-ORBITER ALONE B6'OCOUPLE TEST WAS • -3.01 
A4A /*SPACE SHUTTLE IN *2CI2E52Fl0tJII6RI8V~CONDUCTED TO OBTA· -4.01 
IH41B *TEGRATED VEHICLE -aW116 *IN HEAT-TRANSFER T 
CR-151,072*AERODYNAMIC HEATI-ORBITER + TANK 86-DATA ON THE SPACE-
-NG CHARACTERISTIC-2C12E52FI0MI6R1SS-SHUTTLE INTEGRAT ~ 
·S OBTAINED USING -23T34V8W116 -EO VEHICLE DURING-
-THE 0.0175-SCALE • -THE ASCENT PHASE • • 
-MODEL 60-0TS IN A. -OF ITS FLIGHT PRO" 
*EDC TUNNEL A DURI- -FILE .. 
"NG TESTS IH41B 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF AN INV-ET ALONE T34 tA THIN-SKIN THERM+HFAT-TRANS-0.0175 
SWTA - -ESTIGATION OF THE*ORBITER ALONE B6*OCOUPlE TEST WAS • -3.0t -
A4A I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN -2Ct2E52Fl0MI6R1BV~CONDUCTED TO OBTA-
IH41B .TEGRAT~O VEHICLE -SW116 ~IN HEAT-TRANSFER • 
CR-151,073-AERODYNAMIC HEATI-ORBITER + TANK B6.DATA ON THE SPACE. 
*NG CHARACTERISTIC.2C12F52F10M16R18S~SHUTTLE INTEGRAT -
-S OBTAINED USING ·23T34V8W116 ~ED VEHICLE DURING-
·THE 0.0175-SCALE • -THE ASCENT PHASE * 
-MODEL 60-0TS IN A* -OF ITS FLIGHT PRO-
·EDC TUNNEL A DURI~ -FILE 
·NG TESTS IH4tB 
,. 
lARC - -SHUTTLE MODEL TAI*.03614-SCAlE ORBI-TO DETERMINE THE -PRESSURE 
LTPT - *LCONE PRESSURE OI*TER MODEL OF A OS·SENSITIVITY OF TH-
229 ./*STRIBUTION AT lOW-9B CONFIGURATION *E TAIlCONE TO CHA* 
LA81 -SUBSONIC SPEEDS ~WITH A 139B CONFI.NGES IN REYNOLDS .. 
CR-147,609*OF A 0.03614-SCAL·GURATION NOSE FOR.NUMBER,DETERMINE • 
~1(, l' l, 
'''-''' 
*E MODEL IN THE NA*WARD OF F.S. 500.-THE PRES5URE OIST~ 
-SA/lARC lOW TURBU· .RIBUTION OVER THE-
-LENCE PRESSURE TU- -TAILCONE FOR STR -
*NNEL (lABt) 'UCTURAl DESIGN PUt 
,. *RPOSES,AND TO DET-
~ERMINE THE INTERF-
• -ERENCE EFFECTS OF-
.THREE TYPES OF WI-
-NO TUNNEL MOUNTIN* 














/ 'ROCKWElll .W.H. OYEIROCKWElL.OMS-DR·2295 
*AEDC" INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 04 
.SUPERSONIC WIN*K.W. NUlT/ARO INC.OCT.. 1977 
-0 TUNNEL (A) 
.. 
,. 
-D. A. SARVER 





I -ROCKWELL! *W.H. OYE/ROCKWElL*OMS-OR-2295 
I 
*AEDC '>INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 05 
·SUPERSONIC WINtK.W. NUTT/ARO INC-OCT._ 1977 
*0 TUNNEL CA) *. 
*0. A. SARVER 








"LA~C I -BERNARD SPENCER.G.OMS-OR-2296 
-LARC ·EORGE M. WARE/lAR.VOLUME 01 
• LOW-TURBUlENCE.C .AUGUST. 1976 






































CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 






*OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE "' TESTED TEST.MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
LARC - .SHUTTlE MODEL TAI*.03614-SCALE ORBI-TO DETERMINE THE 'PRESSURE 
LTPT - *LCONE PRESSURE DI*TER MODEL OF A OS.SENSITIVITY OF TH* 
229 /*STRIBUTION AT LOW*9B CONFIGURATION ~E TAILCONE TO CHA* 
LAS1 .SUBSONIC SPEEDS .WITH A 139B CONFr*NGES IN REYNOLDS • 
CR-147.610·0F A 0.03614-SCAL~GURATION NOSE FOR'NUMBER.DETERMINE • 
*E MOOEL IN THE NA*WARD OF F.S. 500.-THE PRESSURE oIST· 
·SA/LARC LOW TURBU· -RIBUTION OVER THE~ 
·LENCE PRESSURE TU" <TAILCONE FOR STR '" 
*NNEL (LA81) ·UCTURAL DESIGN PU· 
* ,. -RPOSES ,AND TO oET' 
·ERMINE THE INTERF* 
,. -ERENeE EFFECTS OF' 
-THREE TYPES OF WI-
.. *' -NO TUNNEL "mUNTIN' 
-G TECHNIQUES ON T-
.. .. "HE 1 AI LeONE 
.. 
LARC - "HIGH SUPERSONIC A·WING 
UPWT - *ERODYNAMIC CHARAC*FILLET SWEEP 
1145 /*TERISTICS OF FIVE-
LA45A/B .IRREGULAR PLANFO .. 
CR-147,628+RM WINGS WITH SYS" 
-TEMATICALL Y VARY! .. 
*NG WING FILLET GE. 
*OMETRY TESTED IN • 
·THE NASA/LARC 4-F* 
*OOT UPWT (LEG 2) * 
-(LA45A/B) 
"ESTABLISH GUIDLIN'FORCE 
·ES FOR LINEARIZAT' 




... 03614 / ·LARC I .BERNARo SPENCER.G*oMS-oR-2296 
*,20 ·LARC -EORGE M. WARE/tAR-VOLUME 02 
*,30 *LOW-TURBULENCE.C ·AUGUST. 1976 
.. .PRESS~RE TUNN +R, H. tINDAHL 














I ·tARC I -GEO. WARE. B. 
-LARe eNCER/LARC 
-UNITARY PLAN W.d. W. BALL 


































.... - ... " 












CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS ~EPORT TITLE TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
LARC - -LOW SPEED STABILI*SSV ORBITER 
LTPT - ~TY AND CONTROL CH'69-0 
Z~7 /~~RACTERISTICS OF ~ 
LiPT -,~ 0.015 SCALE MOO' 
238 /*EL 69-0 OF THE SP-
LA73A 'ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT' 













- -DYNAMIC STABILITY.ORBITER/747 
- -CHARACTERISTICS -VEHICLE 
/*OF THE COMBINATIO* 
-N SPACE SHUTTLE 0-





MODEL-TO DETERMINE LOW-"FORCE 
~SPEED STABILITY A* 
-NO CONTROL CHARAC~ 
*TERISTICS OF THE -
·SPACE SHUTTLE ORB-
"ITER WITH FOREBOD-
'Y RSI MODIFICATIO' 
-NS ' 
,. 
FERRY-TO MEASURE PITCH.-FORce 
-YAW. ROLL DAMPIN • 
-G. NORMAL FORCE 0" 
-UE TO PITCH RATE." 
"AND YAWING MOMENT-
-DUE TO ROLL RATE • 
-AND ROLLING "lOME • 
'NT OUE TO YAW RAT-
~E 
LARC - ·LOW-SUBSONIC STAB' 140A/B/C (B26 C9 -TO GENERATE A DET-FORCE 
LTPT - -IlITY AND CONTROL-E43 Fa MiS N28 RS"AILED AERODYNAMIC-
228 I.CHARACTERISTICS -V8 W) -D~TA BASE FOR CU -
LA61B ·OF A O.015-SCALE - °RRENT SS CONFIGUR* 
C~-147.629.REMDTELY CONTROLL~ *ATION 
~ 
-' 
~ED ELEVON MODEL (~ 
+44-0) OF THE SPAC-
-E SHUTTLE ORBITER-
-IN THE LANGLEY R • 
-ESEARCH CENTER LO-
















I -LARC I -BERNARD SPENCER/l-DMS-DR~2298 
-t ARC -ARC -MAY. 1978 
·LOW·TURBUlENCE~~. W. BALL 
-PRESSURE TUNN oM. M. MANN 
eEL --OMS 
·lOW-TURBULENCE-
·PRESSURE TUNN '* .. 




/ "LARC I -D. C. F~EEMAN. ~R·OMS-OR-2299 
-LARC * •• R. P. BOYOEN/L.~UNE. 1977 
-HIGH SPEED 7 B-ARC .. 





/ -LARC I -B. SPENCER, ~R •• -OMS-OR-2300 
*LARC -G. WARE/LARC -OCT.. 1976 
*lOW-TURBULENCE-W. B. MEINDERS -





















~ "- ~ ~ " 
------------------------------------------------------ --~------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
WINO TUNNEL TEST! OMS DATA PROCESSING 249 
* *MODEL .. 
TEST 
ID 
CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPtlSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TESTEO TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
------------,----------------------------------------- --------------------~-----------------------~--------------------------------_. 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF PHASE -MODELS 82-1. -3. -TO DETERMINE THE ·HEAT-TRAN~-0.040 
HWTB - *CHANGE PAINT HEAT·-5. -8, -11. ALL ~EFFECTS OF VARIOU· -7.93 -
82A !-TRANSFER TESTS U ~50 PERCENT FOREBO-S ROUGHNESS ELEME" .8.00 
OH54A *TILIZING 0.040 SC'OIES ·NTS ON BOUNDARY L* 
CR-144.60S-ALE 50 PERCENT FO- -AYER T.AMSITION • 
·REBOOY MODELS (NO-
,e. 82-0) OF THE RO-
*CKWELl INTERNATIO. 
*NAL SPACE SHUTTLE- • 




ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS .ORBITER 
40SWT - 'USING A 0.36-SCAL'01 WITH 
479 I-E MOoEL(76-0) OF -ORBITER 
OA174 -THE SPACE SHUTTLE-01 WITH 
CR-167.340-0RBITER VEHICLE -CONE 
-101 IN THE NASA/A-
'MES RESEARCH CENT-
• ER'S 40 X 80 SUBS-







VEHICLE 1.0BTAIN STABILITY -FORCE 
TAIL CONE-AND CONTROL FORCE-PRESSURE 
VEHICLE 1-, MOMENT AND CONT-
OUT TAIL -RDL SURFACE HINGE· 
-MOMENT DATA; VER • 
*IFY AND MEASURE Lw 
wANOING GEAR STRUT· 
-AND DOOR PRESSUR ~ 
-ES; OBTAIN TAIL C-
-ONE PRESSURE DIST-
.RI8UTIONS; CALIBR' 






I <ROCKWELL! ·W. H. OYE!RI -DMS-OR-2301 
·AEDC oK. HUBE, O. CARVE"MAY. 1976 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-R/ARO 
·0 TUNN~L (B) -0. A. SARVER 










I -ROCKWELL! -R.L.MAKI/~RC ·OMS-OR-2302 
-ARC 'T.J.DZIUBALA/R.I.-VOLUME 01 
·40-FOOT BY 80--S. R. HOULIHAN -MAY. 1982 
·FOOT SUBSONIC -C. R. EOWARDS 























~:y-",~,~ :A;:~~~$:--K:' ~~.,.~'" :.."~ ... ';-:1: ';;;:;;c;J::":~".~; ": :. .... ;f!:: ~~ .' .~ .. 
lP~· 
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CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 
AGENCY 
.. 
.. .. REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE. 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER VEHICLE 1*OBTAIN STABIL1TY -FORCE -0936 
40SWT - *USING A 0.36-SCAL-01 WITH TAIL CONE-AND CONTROL FORCE-PRESSURE -0.114-
479 I*E MODEL(76-0) OF -ORBITER VEHICLE 1~. MOMENT kND CONT~ *0.264 
OA174 *THE SPACE SHUTTLE-01 WITH OUT TAIL -ROL SURFACE HIN~Er .. 
CR-167.341·0RBITER VEHICLE -CONE -MOMENT DATA; VER .. 
-..101 IN THE NASA/A * ~ I FY AND MEASURE L' 
*MES RESEARCH CErn- .ANDING GEAR STRUT-
·ER'S 40 X 80 SUBS' '~ND DOOR PRESSUR • .. 
·ONIC WIND TUNNEL' ·£5; OBTAIN TAIL C-
*(OA174) *ONE PRESSURE DIST~ ., 
.. -RIBUTiONS; CALIBR- .. 
* *ATE BASELINE AND • 
.. -ALTERNATE AIR OAT. 
.. -A SYSTEMS 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF FHASE -MODELS 82-1. -4. -TO DETERMINE THE 9HEAT-TRANS'0.030 
HWTB - *CHANGE PAINT TEST-50 PERCENT FOREBO"EFFECTS OF SIMULA" -8 
E3A /*5 OF 0.040 SCALE -DIES -TED RCS NOZZLES. - '8 
OH75 *50 PERCENT FOREBO~ -PROTUBERANCES, AN-
CR-144,618*DY MODELS (82-0) .. °D PENETRATIONS ON-
·OF THE SPACE SHUT- -AERODYNAMIC HEAT • 
*TLE ORBITER IN THo - ING RATES DURING -
*E AEDC VKF 'B' HY· -SIMULATED ENTRY C-
~PERSONIC WIND TUN- *ONDITIONS 
-NEL 
-ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *TAILCONE-ON 
12PT - *TO EVALUATE ARC 4-
1BO-1 /-OX80-FOOT TUNNEL .. 
OA173 .SUPPORT STRUT TAR-





*TH TAIL CONE USIN-
• G A 0.03-SCALE MO-
-DEL (45-0) IN THE-
oNASA/ARC 12-FOOT -





-TO EVALVATE MODEL-FORCE 
·SUPPORT SYSTEM T -PRESSURE 
-ARES FOR TEST OA1-
*74; THIS TEST IS • 
-WITH 40X80 FOOT S· 
'TRUTS AND WINDSHI-
-EtDS IN AND OUT T' 
-0 DETERMINE THEIR-
-EFFECT ON THE ORB-









/ -ROCKWELL/ -R.L.MAKI/ARC oDMS-OR-2302 
-ARC -T.J.DZIUBALA/R.I.oVOLUME 02 
*40-FODT BY 80--5. R. HOULIHAN -MAY. 1982 
~FOOT SUBSONIC -c. R. EDWARDS .. 








I -ROCKWELL/ ·W. H. DYE/RI -DMS-OR-2303 
-AEDC -L. CARTER/ARO 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-D. A. SARVER 








*' I .ROCKWELL! oR. L. GtLLENS, T.-OMS-DR-2304 
.ARC ·u. OZIUBALA. R •• NOV.. 1981 
·12-FOOT PRESSU·H. MULFINGER!RI 












o :..~ .. AiF 
.0-0 
.. C):';: 
):) h~ c: i·d 
~~.~ t::1 
f4J 







" {! L 
o 
• !: .. 
'¢~t ~ \: 






















LTV - .HIGH REYNOLDS NUM~B26C9E43FBMI6N28R.TO OBTAIN HIGH RE* 
HSWT - *BER TRANSONIC STA~5VBW 'YNOLDS NUMBER TRA-
573 I.BILITY AND CONTRO- .NSONIC AERODYNAMIo 
LA7G *L CHARACTERISTICS" -C DATA ON CONTROL-
CR-151.059*OF A 0.015 SCALE(* -SURFACE LINEARITY-
*REMOTELY CONTROLL- -AND SENSITIVITY 
-ED ELEVON) MODEL T' 0TO MACH NUMBER FO' 
*44-0 OF THE SPACE. oR FINE-CUT SPEED -
-SHUTTLE ORBITER Tw -BRAKE. BODY FLAP .. 
-ESTED IN THE VSD ... -AND RUDOER DEFLEC· 
-HIGH SPEED TUNNEL* ~TIONS: TO INVESTr-
-(LA7G) .GATE THE INTER-
* .. 'ACTIVE EFFECTS OF-




• ~ .. 
LTV - .HIGH REYNOLDS NUM-B26C9E43FBMI6N2BRoTO OBTAIN HIGH RE-
HSWT - -BER TRANSONIC STA*SV8W .YNOLOS NUMBER TRA-
573 I*BILITY AND CONTRD- .NSONIC AERODYNAMI-
LA76 *L CHARACTERISTICS" -C DATA ON CONTROL-
CR-151.0GO*OF A 0.015 SCALE(o. -SURFACE LINEARITY-
-REMOTELY CONTROLL- oAND SENSITIVITY .. 
-ED ELEVON) MaDEL • -TO MACH NUMBER FO-
*44-0 OF THE SPACE- -R FINE-CUT SPEED .. 
-SHUTTLE ORBITER T* 'BRAKE. BODY FLAP .. 
·ESTED IN THE VSD - .. AND RUDDER DEFlEC· 
·HIGH SPEED TUNNEL- 'TIONS; TO INVESTI-
-(LA76) oGATE THE INTER-
-ACTIVE EFFECTS OF-
.. - -MUTUAL CONTROL S • 






OMS D~TA PROCESSING 
-MODEL 
TYPE OF • SCALE" TESTING 







































































-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS '0 - B26C9E44F9M16-THE PURPOSE OF TH'rORCE 
11.97.S7- *ON THE SPACE SHUT*R5VSW116 'IS TEST WAS TO OB-PRESSURE 
144-1 /*TLE LAUNCH CONFIG~T - AT2SAT29AT30A'TAIN PRESSURE DIS-
IA135A/B/C~URATION USING THE*T31AT32ATI28FL10F<TRIBUTIONS. INDIV' 
CR-167.354 r O.03 SCALE MODEL *LllFR10PT22PT23PT-IDUAL COMPONENT L' 
'47-0TS IN THE NA *24PT25PT26PT27T37-0ADS. AND WING/EL' 
-SA/AMES UNITARY P.S - N86S21PS13PS1.EVDN LOADS. PRESS-
*LAN WIND TUNNEL (*6PS20PS21PS22PS23·URE. FORCE AND MO-
*IAI35A/B/C) *PS24PS25PS26 .MENT DATA WERE DB-
-TAINED. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -0 - B26C9E44F9MI6-THE PURPOSE OF THo FORCE 
11.97.S7- -ON THE SPACE SHUT*R5V8WI16 -IS TEST WAS TO DB-PRESSURE 
144-1 /*TLE LAUNCH CONFIG-T - AT28AT29AT30A*TAIN PRESSURE OIS' 
IA135A/B/C'URATION USING THE*T31AT32ATI28FL10F.TRIBUTIONS. INDIV· 
CR-167.355*0.03 SCALE MODEL -Ll1FR10PT22PT23PT'IDUAL COMPONENT L* 
*47-0TS IN THE NA *24PT25PT26PT27T37'OADS. AND WING/EL' 
-SA/AMES UNITARY P*S - NS6S2iPSI3PS1-EVON LOADS. PRESS' 
-LAN WIND TUNNEL (*6PS20PS21PS22PS23*URE. FORCE AND MO-
*IAI35A/B/C) *PS24PS25PS26 -MENT DATA WERE OB' 
• * -TAINED. 
* 
*. 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS '0 - B26C9E44F9MI6*THE PURPOSE OF TH'FORCE 
11.97.87- -ON THE SPACE SHUT*R5V8W116 *]S TEST WAS TO OB-PRESSURE 
144-1 /*TLE LAUNCH CONFIG'T - AT28AT29AT30A-TAIN PRESSURE DIS-
IA135A/a/C*URATION USING THE*T31AT32ATI28FL10F*TRIBUTIONS. INOIV' 
CR-167.356*0.03 SCALE MODEL *Ll1FR10PT22P,23PT*IOUAL COMPONENT L* 
\~. 
*47-0TS IN THE NA *24PT25PT26PT27T37*OAOS. AND WING/EL* 
-SA/AMES UNITARY P.S - NS6S21PS13PS1*EVON LOADS. PRESS' 
*LAN WIND TUNNEL (*6PS20PS21PS22PS23'URE. FORCE AND MD-
*IA135A/B/C) .P~24PS25PS26 -MENT DATA WERE OS-


















'ROCKWELL! ·P.V. HAWTHORNE. R+OMS-OR-2306 
~ARC ·.R. BURROWS, M.E.-VOLUME 01 
~11-FOOT. 9-FOO'NICHOLS JRI -MAY. 1982 
-T. 8-FOOT. UNI·O.L. KASSNER. J.v-
~TARY WINO TUNN·. BROWNSON /ARe • 
·EL '0. A. SARVER 




-ROCKWELL/ ·P.V. HAWTHORNE. R'DMS-DR-2306 
.ARC -.R. BURROWS. M.E.-VOLUME 02 
'II-FOOT. 9-FOO'NICHOLS /RI .MAY. 1982 
<T. 8-FOOT. UNI'D.L. KASSNER. J.v* 
*TARY WIND TUNN'. BROWNSON !ARC 
+EL '0. A. SARVER * 





! "ROCKWELL/ -P.V. HAWTHORNE. R'DMS-DR-2306 
-ARC '.R. BURROWS. M.E .• VOLUME 03 
-II-FOOT. 9-FOO-NICHOLS /RI -MAY. 1982 
-T. 8-FOOT, UNI"D.L. KASSNER. v.v· 
.. TARY WIND TUNN'. BROWNSON /ARC .. 
.EL +0. A. SARVER • 
.. 'G. W. KLUG 




















.. REPORT TITLE 
CONFIGURe.TIDNS ~ 





TYPE OF .. SCALE-
TEST -MACH RANGE" 
TESTING 
AGENCY 








BTWT - "MENTAL AERODYNAMI*TYPE II MOOIFICAT-47 CAM W/TYPE II -
1496 /-C INVESTIGATION O.ION (MODEL TR-10-MODIFICATION. AND-
1497 /*N A 0.03 SCALE *07) -FERRY AND ALT 
CA14A .. MODEL BOEING 747 *BOEING 747 CAM/OR-CONFIGURATION WIT-
CR-160.840-CAM WITH SPACE SH-BITER - ALT CONFI-H ORBITER TATLCON. 
*UTTLE ORBITER IN *GURATION 0E ON. 
-THE BOEING -BOEING 747 CAM/OR-
*8X12 FOOT TRANSON.BITER - FERRY CON-
• IC WIND TUNNEL (C*FIGURAT10N 
~A14A) ·ORBITER ALONE LES. 
-S TAILCONE (MODE-
*L 45-0) .. 
" TBCA - "RESULTS OF EXPER!*BOEING 747 CAM W/.VERIFICATION OF 7-FORCE 
BTWT - .MENTAL AERODYNAMI*TYPE II MDDIFICAT*47 CAM W/l.PE IT .. 
1496 /*C INVESTIGATION D.ION (MODEL TR-10'MODIFICATION. AND-
1497 /*N A 0.03 SCALE '07) -FERRY AND ALT 
CA14A *MODEL BOEING 747 -BOEING 747 CAM/OR-CONFIGURATION WIT' 
CR-160.841-CAM WITH SPACE SH*BITER - ALT CONFI-H ORBITER TAILCON· 
*UTTLE ORBITER IN *GURATION -E ON. 
-THE BOEING -BOEING 747 CAM/op~ 
-8X12 FOOT TRANSON*BITER - FERRY CON· 
-IC WINO TUNNEL (C*FIGURATION t 
*A14A) .ORBITER ALONE LES* 
*S TAILCONE (MODE-






























-ING "VOLUME 01 
WIND"J. E. VAUGHN -SEPT., 1981 







*ING -VOLUME 02 
WIND·..,. E. VAUGHN -SEPT. • 1981 







"11. o ~ .. 
C' 
::J 
tC', ~. C 
l"? r C l-~ 
~t; 













TYPE OF • SCALE~ TESTING 







CALSPAN - *AN EXPERIMENTAL D~19-0TS 
48HST - ·ETERMINATION IN T* 
181 /*HE CALSPAN LUDWIE' 
IH5 ~G TUBE ~F THE BAS~ 
CR-147,636~E ENVIRONMENT OF -
-THE INTEGRATED SP-
-ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC-
*LE AT SIMULATED M-
*ACH 4.5 FLIGHT co· 
*NDITIONS (TEST IH* 
*5 OF MODEL 19-0TS-
*) 
.. 
* LARC - .TRANSONIC STABILI-FOREBODY Bl, B6, 
STPT - -TV AND CONTROL CH*B7 
740 /*ARACTERISTICS OF • 
LA72 -A 0.015 SCALE MOD-
CR-147,644-EL 69-0 OF THE SP· 
, "') 
'-
-ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT' 
'ER WITH FOREBODY • 
'RSI MODIFICATION -




'TO DETERMINE HEAT-PRESSURE 
'TRANSFER AND PRE • 
·SSURE DISTRIBUTIO' 
*NS IN BASE OF SS • 
-VEHICLE DURING SI' 
'MULATED LAUNCH TR' 
'AJECTORY CONDITIO' 
oNS OF MACH 4.5 AN-
"0 PRESSURE ALTITU' 
'DES BETWEEN 90,00-
'0 AND 210,000 FEE-
-T 6066. HOURS--l," 
*152 
"TO DETERMINE POSS-FORCE 
~IBLE ADVERSE AERO-
'DYNAMIC EFFECTS O' 
'F SLIGHT REDUCTIO· 
-N IN THE THICKNES-
-S OF THE REUSABLE-
-SURFACE INSULATI • 
'ON IRSI) LOCATED -
·ALONG THE SIDES O' 
.F THE SPACE SHUTT' 
oLE ORBITER FUSELA' 
°GE FOREBODY 









/ 'ROCKWElL! *R. F_ ORZEWIECKI/-OMS-DR-2308 
-CALSPAN - *CAlSPAN -OCT.. 1976 
*48-1NCH HYPERS-J. W. FOUST!RI 
-ONIC SHOCK TUNoO. ~. SARVER • 









/ -LARC I ·W.P.PHILLIPS/LARC·DMS-DR-2309 
-LARC -C. R. EDWARDS -NOV., 1976 
oS-FOOT TRANSON.-DMS -







0 2 :ufE: 
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CONFIGURATIONS " TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALE. 
REPORT TITLE TESTED ... .. TEST -MACH RANGE· 
MSFC - "REENTRY STATIC ST-RIGHT-HAND SRB 
14TWT - *ABILITY CHARACTER*ENTRY CONFIG. 
640 /*ISTICS OF A 0.005" 
SA14FB *48 SCALE MOOEL OF* 
CR-151,083*A RIGHT HAND 146-~ 
·INCH DIAMETER SOL· 
*10 ROCKET BOOSTER' 
~(MSFC MODEL 486) • 
·REENTRY CONFIGURA" 
*TIDN AS DETERMINE. 
*0 FROM TESTS IN T* 




MSFC - -REENTRY STATIC ST-RIGHT-HAND SRB 
14TWT - .ABILITY CHARACTER-ENTRY CONFIG. 
640 /*ISTICS OF A 0.005-
SA14FB *48 SCALE MODEL DF* 
CR-151.084*A RIGHT HAND 146--
*INCH D.IAMETER SOL. 
*10 ROCKET BOOSTER. 
*(MSFC MOOEL 486) .. 
.REENTRY CONFIGURA' 
.TION AS DETERMINE-
*0 FROM TESTS IN T* 




RE*TO DETERMINE AERO' FORCE 
'DYNAMIC STATIC ST-
-ABILITY CHARACTER* 
*IST[CS OF SRB REE-
.NTRY CONFIGURATIO* 
-N 
RE~TO DETERMINE AERO~FORCE 
'DYNAMIC STATIC ST-
.ABILITY CHARACTER' 






__ 4-<";;' ,. ~ 













STREBV/NSr .AUGUST, 1977 
SPARKS .. 










S7REByjNSI .AUGUST, 1977 
SPARKS '" 

































~OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
LARC - *RESULTS FROM INVE*B5SC5E18F4R5V5W87.TO INVESTIGATE TH~PRESSURE 
CF4 - *STIGATIONS IN THR*-VEHIClE 2A (MODloE REAL GAS EFFECT' 
267-26S /*EE NASA/lARC HYPE.FIED) oS USING A 0.004 S' 
22HT - *RSDNIC WINO TUNNEo 'CALE MODEL OF 3 
446 10LS ON A 0.004-SCA* -THE SPACE SHUTTLE~ 
LA78 oLE MODEL SPACE SH* -ORBITER 
LAB7 -UTTLE ORBITER (MOo 
LASS 'DEL l3P-0)TO DET • • 
CR-147,620*ERMINE REAL GAS E* 





AEDC - *RESULTS OF AN INV*VEHICLE 5, TO INCoTO OBTAIN HEAT TRoHEAT-TRANS-0.0175 
SWTA - *ESTIGATION OF THE-LUDE SRB ALONE AN'ANSFER DATA ON THo 3.0 
v3A /.SPACE SHUTTLE SO "DOTS (SPIKE NOSEoE SPACE SHUTTLE S. 0 4.0 
IH47 *LIO ReCKET BOOSTE-ET) -OLIO ROCKET BOOST. 
CR-15l,075-R AEROOYNAMIC HEA- -ER. BOTH ISOLATEO· 
'TING CrlARACTERIST- .ANO IN THE PRESE • 
~ICS OBTAINEO USIN- oNCE OF THE ORBITf' 
*G THE 0.0175-SCAL- oR ANO EXTERNAL TA-
*E MOOEL 60-0TS IN. "NK. DURING THE AS' 
*AEoe TUNNEL A DU * -CENT PHASE OF ITS· 
-RING TESTS IH47 * -FLIGHT PROFILE 
• 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF AN INV*VEHICLE 5, TO INC-TO OBTAIN HEAT TRoHEAT-TRANS*0.0175 
SWTA - .ESTIGATION OF THE"LUDE SRB ALONE AN-ANSFER DATA ON THe 3.0 
v3A I-SPACE SHUTTLE SO *D OTS (SPIKE NOSE~E SPACE SHUTTLE S' * 4.0 
IH47 -LID ROCKET BOOSTE-ET) -OLIO ROCKET BOOST-
CR-15l.076-R AERODYNAMIC HEA. -ER. BOTH ISOLATED' 
'TING CHARACTERIST* -AND IN THE PRESE • 
*ICS OBTAINED USIN* -NCE OF THE ORBITE" 
*G THE O.0175-SCAL~ *R AND EXTERNAL TA" 
oE MODEL 60-0TS IN. -NK. DURING THE AS-
-AEDC TUNNEL A DU • -CENT PHASE OF ITS' 
-RING TESTS IH47 'FLIGHT PROFILE 
.. 
, ,. 
'''"''b Ii 1 
-' "'->" 
I *LARC / -JAMES C. ELLISON/*OMS-OR-2311 
-LARC .LARC ·AUGUST. 1976 
-FREON TUNNEL *v. W. BALL • 
*22-INCH HELIUM-G. W. KLUG 
-TUNNEL --OMS 
I "ROCKWELLI ·W. H. OYE/RI -OMS-OR-2312 
+AEDC *K. W. NUTT/ARO.IN-VOLUME 01 
'SUPERSONIC WIN-C. *uUNE. 1977 
-0 TUNNEL (A) *0. A. SARVER 
-C. R_ EDWARDS 
·-DMS 
-
I -ROCKWELLI oW. H. DYE/RI *OMS-OR-2312 
*AEDC oK. W. NUTT/ARO.IN-VOLUME 02 
.SUPERSONIC WIN-C. .vULY. 1977 
-0 TUNNEL (A) ·0. A. SARVER 
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.. CONFIGURATIONS· TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF - SCALE· TESTING .. 
'" 
REPORT TITLE .. TESTEO rEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T*.0275 SCALE SPACE-TO VERIFY THE THE·HEAT-TRANS~.0275 
3.5HWT - .UNNEL TESTS TO DE.SHUTTLE EXTERNAL 'ORETICAL PREDICTI- .5.2 
215 /*TERMINE HEAT TRAN'TANK 'ONS USEO IN THE Gt 05.3 
FH14 *SFER RATES ON A .~ "ENERATION OF THE" .. 
CR-151.041*0275 SCALE SPACE. 'THERMAL ENVIRONME* 
.SHUTTLE EXTERNAL ~ #NTS FOR THE l02 T· 
*TANK WITH A 10 DE'" -ANK AND TO MORE A. 
*G/40 DEG DOUBLE C* *CCURATELY DEFINE • .. 
*DNE-OGIVE NOSE IN~ -THE RECOVERY FACT. 
*THE NASA/ARC 3.5 .- 'ORS, FOR REDUCING· -
·HYPERSONIC TUNNE • "THE HEAT TRANSFER- .. 
*L "DATA FROM FH13 
-ARC - -RESULTS OF WIND T*.0275 SCALE SPACE.-TO VERIFY THE THEoHEAT-TRANS-.0275 
3.5HWT - *UNNEL TESTS TO DE-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL "ORETICAl PREDICTI- 05.2 
215 /.TERMINE HEAT TRAN-TANK -ONS USED IN THE G4 05.3 
FH14 *SFER RATES ON A .• -ENERATION OF THE· 
CR-151,042*0275 SCALE SPACE * -THERMAL ENVIRONME' .. 
·SHUTTLE EXTERNAL * oNTS FOR THE l02 Tt 
'TANK WITH A 10 DE* *ANK AND TO MORE A-
*G/40 DEG OOUBLE C· -CCURATELY DEFINE -
'ONE-OGIVE NOSE IN" ·THE RECOVERY FACT-
"THE NASA/ARC 3.5 • -ORS FOR REDUCING' 
*HYPERSONIC TUNNE • "THE HEAT TRANSFER-
--L .. -DATA FROM FH13 
• 
ARC - *RESULTS OF WIND T •. 0275 SCALE SPACE-TO VERIFY THE THE-HEAT-TRANS-.0275 
3.5HWT - .UNNEl TESTS TO DE-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -ORETICAL PREDICTI- >5.2 
215 /.TERMINE HEAT TRAN-TANK -ONS USED IN THE G- '5.3 
FH14 *SFER RATES ON A .• -ENERATION OF THE -
CR-1S1.043.0275 SCALE SPACE» -THERMAL ENVIRDNME' 
-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL - -NTS FOR THE l02 To • 
·TANK WITH A 10 DE- -ANK AND TO MORE A* 
*G/40 DEG DOUBLE C* -CCURATElY DEFINE .. 
*ONE-OGIVE NOSE IN* -THE RECOVERY FACTo 
'THE NASA/ARC 3.5 .. -ORS FOR REDUCING -
·HYPERSONIC TUNNE .. -THE HEAT TRANSFER-
I 'MSFC I -WILLIAM K. lOCKMA*OMS-OR-2313 
-ARC oN/ARC. -VOLUME 01 
*3.5·FOOT HYPER·HARRY CARROLl/MMA~"'ARCH. 1977 











/ °SFC / -WILLIAM K. LOCKMA*OMS-OR-2313 
-ARC oN/ARC. .VOLUME 02 
"3.5-FOOT HYPER*HARRY CARROLL/MMA*MARCH. 1977 
-SONIC WIND TUN"R. H. LINDAHL • 











/ ·SFC I -WILLIAM K. lOCKMA*OMS-OR-2313 
"ARC -N/ARC. -VOLUME 03 
'3.5-FOOT HYPER-HARRY CARROlL/MMA-MARCH, 1977 















*L .. "DATA FROM FH13 ,,. ~, 
.. 
"",,' 
~::~" "'~<-', " ... ~ .... .t ;.~ .... '~:>:;;~;"':~ .• ""';'~ • .:l:."4~" " :::''::'"11"",---_ _,l~ 






CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






"OR COMMENTS * REPORT TITLE TESTED • TEST +MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
NRLAD - ~INVESTIGATION OF -LANDING wDETERMINATION OF -FORCE 
-EFFECTS OF VARIOU' LSWT - -SUPPORT SYSTEM EF-
754 jTFECTS ON DRBIrER « -S TUNNEL MOUNT CO, 
OA176 -LOW SPEED AEORDYN* -NFIGURATIONS ON T' 
CR-151,406*AMIC CHARACTERIST- -HE FORCE COEFFICI* 
'ICS USING 0_0405-~ 
*SCALE MODEL 43-0 -
'IN THE NAAL LOW S' 
'PEED WIND TUNNEL • 
,. 
'" 
-ENTS AND PRESSURE+ 
'S ON THE AFT TAIL-
-CONE OF THE ORBI • 
+TER IN THE LANDIN-
~G CONFIGURATION 
NRLAD - .RESULTS OF AN INV*Q.010-SCALE VL70- o TO OBTAIN REYNDLD'FORCE 
7TWT - *ESTIGATION OF REY.000140C INTEGRATE-S NUMBER EFFECTS' 
297 !*NOLDS NUMBER EFFE*O SPACE SHUTTLE LoON ORBITER ELEVDN' 
IA141 *CTS ON INTEGRATED-AUNCH VEHICLE -HINGE MOMENTS AN • 
CR-147,623*VEHICLE ELEVON HI· -0 WING BENDING/TO' 
*NGE MOMENTS AND W- -RSIONAL MOMENTS 
-ING PANEL LOADS 0- • 
·BTAINED WITH 0.01- ~ 
-O-SCALE MODEL 72-- .• 
~OTS IN THE ROCKWE~ 
*LL TRISONIC WINO • 
-TUNNEL 
• 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST I-FULL 331 INCH DIA'TO EXAMINE THE FE-FORCE 
14-TWT - *A137 IN THE NASA/*METER FOREBODY oASIBILITY OF THE -PRESSURE 
143-1 j-ARC 14 FOOT TRANS-AN 80% (264.8 INC-AUXILIARY AERODVN* 
IA137 .ONIC WIND TUNNEL oH) OF FULL DIAMET*AMIC DATA SYSTEM' 
CR-14 7 .622*OF THE 0.07 SCALEoER FOREBODY -(AADS) FOR DETERM" 
.EXTERNAL TANK FO -SICONIC NOSE PROB'ING ANGLES OF ATT-
*REBODY (MODEL 68-*E -ACK AND SIDESLIP • 
*T) TO DETERMINE -DURING BOOST FLIG-
*AUXILIARY AERODYN* -HT 
*AMIC DATA SYSTEM -
*FEASIBILITY 
" 












*M. T. HUGHES/RI 
·S. R. HOULIHAN 





oR. H. LINDAHL 
TRISONI"-DMS -7-FOOT 














-0.07 / -ROCKWELL! ·D.E. THORNTON!ROC-DMS-DR-2316 
-0.55 - -ARC oKWELL INTERNATIONoSEPT.. 1976 
'1.15 014-FOOT TRANSO"AL 
~NrC WIND TUNNE·P.K. MILLER! ROCKo 
'L -WELL INTERNATIONA* 
+L • 
00. A. SARVER 





















,. REPORT TITLE 
~~ 














ARC - ·RESUlTS OF TESTS ·0.04-SCALE (83-0)-TO OETERMINE RCS -HEAT-TRANS.0.04 I "ROCKWEll/ *W.H. DYE/RI 
3.5HWT - -TO DETERMINE REAC*ORBITER -NOZZLE EFFECTS ON- .5.2 
216 /*TION CONTROL SYS •• 
·THE ORBITER FORE • ·5.3 
OH53A .EM (RCS) NOZZLE E* -SODY ASCENT AEROD-
CR-f51.787+FFECTS ON THE ORB- *YNAMIC HEATING RA-
.ITER FOREBOOY ASC~ 
*ENT AERODYNAMIC H" 
sEATING RATES USIN. 
*G A 0.04-SCALE MO. 
·OEl (83-0) IN THE-
*AMES RESEARCH CE ' 
*NrER 3.5 FOOT HYP-






LARC - ·HIGH SUPERSONIC S*ORBITER-f40A/B/C=+DETERMINATION OF -FORCE 
UPWT - -TABILITY AND CONT-B26 C9 E43 F8 Mt6~CONTROL SURFACE E· 
1173 /-ROL CHARACTERISTI*N2a R5 va W "FFECTlVENESS AT H-
LA75 *CS OF A 0.015-SCA~ *IGH SUPERSONIC MA-
CR-147.646*LE (REMOTELY CONT~ ·CH NUMBERS 
*ROLLED ELEVON) MO~ 
-DEL 44-0 SPACE SH' 
*UTTLE ORBITER TES· 
*TED IN THE NASA/L. 
-ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (* .. 
-LEG 2) (LA75) .. 
.. 
LARC - "HIGH SUPERSONIC S*ORBITER-140A/B/C=-DETERMINATION OF -FORCE 
UPWT - *TABILITY AND CONT-B2S C9 E43 Fa MIS-CONTROL SURFACE E* 
1173 /-ROL CHARACTERISTI·~28 R5 VB W -FFECTIVENESS AT H" 
LA75 *CS OF A 0.015-SCA* -rGH SUPERSONIC MA-
CR-147,647*LE (REMOTELY CONT- ·CH NUMBERS 
,~ ~.- . ~ 
- -.-.l.,J! 1 ,,_ •• _.~. ",. •• 
If'" 
-ROLLED ELEVON) MO· .. 
-DEL 44-0 SPACE SH-
*UTTlE ORBITER TES· 
-TED IN THE NASA/L-
-ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (-
-LEG 2) (LA75) • 
,. 




... ~ .. I. .: ( .:~! ~ 
-ARC *R. H. lINDAHL 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER.-m~s 
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TEST 






TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 








CALSPAN - .HEAT TRANSFER AND-.Ot-SCALE SPACE S~TO DETERMINE ASCE·HEAT-TRANS •• 01 I -ROCKWELL! ·P.R.CARROLL/RI. C-OMS-OR-2319 
4BHST - «PRESSURI TESTS 0 .HUTTLE ORB/ET 59-<NT HYPERSONIC HEA- '7.5 *CALSPAN - -.E. WITTLlff/CALS·vUNE. 1919 
IB9 I*N A O.Ol-SCALE SP'OT --TING R.UES ANO PRo '20.0 '48-1NCH HVPERS'PAN 
96HST - .ACE SHUTTLE MODEL' -ESSURE DISTRIBUTI- -ONIC SHOCK TUN-O.W.HERSEY ,. 
IH43 '(59-0T) IN THE C • 'ONS ON AN UPDATED- -NEL ·R. H. LINDAHL ,. 
CR-151,771*ALSPAN HYPERVELOC. 'CONFIGURATION (M • -96'INCH HYPERS··OMS 
HTY SHOCK TUNNELS. ~CR 500) OF THE OR' -ONle SHOCK TUNk 
*(IH43) -BITER/EXTERNAL TA- • -NEL 
,. <NK • 
AEDC - ~RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER 0.0125 70-TO OBTAIN INTl:RAC'FORCE 
'TION EF!ECTS OF T· 
• 0.Ot25 ! >ROCKWELL/ -J.J. DAILEDA. V. *OMS-OR-2320 
HWTB - -USING A 0.0125-SC·-OT 
DBA I'ALE MODEL(70-0T)0' 
OA169 *F THE SPACE SHUTT~ 
CR-151.390*LE VEHICLE ORBITE' 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* 
-TUNNEL B (OA169) * 
AEDC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER 0.0125 
HWTB - *USING A 0.0125-SC--0' 
DBA I*ALE MODEL(70-0T)O' 
OA169 of ";"-iE SPACE SHUTT-
CR-151,391*LE VEHICLE ORBITE· 
*R IN THE AEOC VKF· 
*TUNNEL B (OAt69) • 
.. 
* AEDC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS 'ORBITER 0.0125 
HWTB - 'USING A 0.Ot25-SC'-OT 
DBA I.ALE MODEL(70-0T)O' 
OAt69 of THE SPACE SHUTT-
CR-151,392-LE VEHICLE ORBITE· 
oR IN THE AEDC VKF* 
'TUNNEL B (OA169) • 
.. 
-HE RCS THRUSTER ~-




'RT FLIGHT PHASE 
70-TO OBTAIN INTERAC'FORCE 
-TION EFFECTS OF T-
-HE RCS THRUSTER ~. 




'RT FLIGHT PHASE 
70'TO OBTAIN INTERAC·FORCE 
'TION EFFECTS OF T' 
"HE RCS THRUSTER ~-




-RT FLIGHT PHASE 
J-. ~ 
'.",-" 
-5.9 -AEDC 'MARROQUIN!RI -VOLUME 01 
'5.9 'H~PERSONIC WIN.R, H. LINDAHL ·FEB •• 1978 




• 0.0125 I -ROCKWElLI 'J.J. OAILEOA, J. 'DMS-OR-2320 
'5.9 
-5.9 
- 0.0125 i 
-5.9 
·5 .. 9 
• 
-AEDC 'MARROOUIN!RI 
-HVPFRSONIC WlN*R. H. LINDAHL 
-D TUNNE L ( B ) .oJ. E. VAUGHN 
-'OMS 
-ROCKWELL! ·v.v. OAILEOA. 
-AEOC *MARROOUIN/RI 
-HVPERSONIC WIN·R. H. LINDAHL 
-0 TUNNEL (8) ·v. E. VAUGHN 
-'OMS 
.VOLUME 02 











O =-..;; g? 
1:J"t"l 
s: --~'~ 
,;.;:; t ,; 
!:' ti J 





~ ,~ ~) \' 
























AEDC - *RESULTS OF TEST O-ORBITER VEHICLE 
HWTB - *H69 OBTAINED IN T-OREBODY 
V41B-E9A I-HE AEDC VKF HYPER~ 
OH69 -SONIC TUNNEL BUS. 
CR-151.410*ING THE INFRARED -
-SCANNING METHOD T* 
-0 OBTAIN HEAT TRA-
-NSFER DATA ON THE-
-0.040 SCALE MODE • 
-L 82-0 OF THE SPA· 
*CE SHUTTLE FORESO' 
*DY 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TEST O-ORBITER VEHICLE 
HWTB - *H69 OBTAINED IN T-OREBODY 
V41B-E9A I-HE AEDC VKF HYPER-
OH69 -SONIC TUNNEL BUS-
CR-151.41'-ING THE INFRARED -
·SCANNING METHOD T* 
.0 OBTAIN HEAT TRA' 
*NSFER DATA ON THE~ 
*0.040 SCALE MODE -
*L 82-0 OF THE SPA-
*CE S'~UT"i"LE FORESO" 
-DY 
.. 
F-TD DETERMINE THE +HEAT-TRANS-0.040 
·INFLUENCE OF THER' -8.0 
-MAL PROTECTION TI' '8.0 
*LE ROUGHNESS ON W' 





FrTO OETERMINE THE "HEAT-TRANS-0.040 
-INfLUENCE OF ~HER" -8.0 
-MAL PROTECTION TI- -8.0 





NRLAD - -RESULTS OF TEST O-SPACE SHUTTLE ORB-TO RESOLVE DIFFER-FORCE '.18 0-
'.25 1 
.. 
LSWT - *A228 USING THE SS-ITER VEHICLE 102 -ENCES IN AIR OATA-
757 j-v VEHICLE 102 0.1· .PROBE AND FLIGHT .. 
OA228 *0 SCALE FOREBODY - -TEST PROBE PRESS -
CR-160.847.MODEL NO. 57-0 IN~ -URE DATA OBTAINED' 
.THE NAAL LOW SPE .,. -DURING WIND TUNN • 
~ED WIND TUNNEL -EL TESTS OA174 AN' 
- -0 OA224 
-
I -ROCKWELLI .~. C. MARTINEZ + ·DMS~DR~2321 
·AEOC .W. H. DYE/RI -VOLUME 01 
-HYPERSONIC WIN.v. E. VAUGHN -AUGUST. 1978 







I -ROCKWELL/ .~. C. MARTINEZ + -OMS-OR-232t 
-AEoe oW. H. OYE/RI -VOLUME 02 
-HYPERSONIC WIN'u. E. VAUGHN -AUGUST. 1978 










'OR. C. MENNElL. 
-t.. MENA. R. B. 
WIND-USSELl I RI 





R -NOV.. 1981 
... 




C ~::;,., ~ 























REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
----------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------~--------.----.------.~-------------~-----------
LARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST-O.OIO-SCALE 
UPWT - ~IGATIONS CONOUCTE·S MODEL 
1152 1.0 IN THE LARC 4-F-
lA94A *OOT UNITA~Y PLAN • 
CR-f51.039-WIND TUNNEL LEG 
*NO. 1 USING THE 0-
-.010-SCALE 72-0TS~ 
-MODEL OF THE SPA • 
·CE SHUTTLE INTEGR* 
• ATED VEHICLE 
.. 
lARC - -RESULTS OF INVES' -'1 'llO-SCALE 
UPWT - ~1GATIOtJS CONDUC "' :,. .•• 'DEL 
1177 1-0 IN THE lARC 4 ~~ 
1A94B • *OOT UNITARY PLA.' ., 
CR-151.040·WIND TUNNEL LEG ~ 
"NO.2 USING THE ~ 
·.010-SCAlE 72-0TS-
• MODEL OF THE SPA • 
"CE SHUTTLE INTEGR-
• ATED VEHICLE .. 
.. 
MSFC - .AERODYNAMIC CHARA·CONF. 139 
14TWT - *CTERISTICS OF A 0-
620 1~.00563 SCALE 142--
SA14FA .INCH DIAMETER SOL .. 
CR-147.645-Io ROCKET BOOSTER-
"~,. 
.(MSfC MODEL 449 
~AND 480) WITH SID. 
*E MOUNTED STINGS .. 
·IN THE NA$A/MSFC ~ 




'IGATIONS ON THE U' 
.PDATED CONFIGURAT-
*ION-5 SPACE SHUTT; 
.lE;FULl SIMUlATIO' 
oN OF UPDATED VEHI' 
-CLE PROTUBERANCES~ 
-AND ATTACH HARDW -
'ARE WAS USED. 
72-0T~AERO-LOADS INVEST-FORCE 
-IGATIONS ON THE U' 
-PDATED CONFIGURAT-
*IDN-5 SPACE SHUTT-
~LE LAUNCH VEHICLE~ 
.: FULL SIMULATION-
~OF UPDATED VEHIC -
oLE PROTUBERANCES • 
.AND ATTACH HA~DWA· 
~RE WAS USED. 
-TO DETERMINE THE -FORCE 
°ENTRY SlATIC STAB-
































I *ROCKWElt! -M.E. NICHOlS.P.~.-DMS-OR-2324 
-lARC -HAWTHORNE.v.T. H -FEB.. 1977 
-UNITARY PLAN W-AMIlTON.P.K. MILL' 
-IND TUNNEL -ER/RI • 
.. -D.C. FREEMAN/LARe· 















































~ ~ 4-. ~ ~l 
~ ~ ~~ 
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• * CONFiGURATIONS" TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE .. TESTED .- TESi 'MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
LARC - .RESULTS OF lNVE5T~O.010-SCAlE 
8TPT - .. rCATIONS CONDUCTE~S MODEL 
749 1*0 IN THE LARC 8-F-
1A93 *OOT TRANSONIC PRE* 
CR-151.037*SSURE TUNNEL USIN* 
-G THE 0.010-SCALE-
*72-0TS MODEL OF 
·THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
-INTEGRATED VEHIC ~ 
*LE ' .. 
.. 
tARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST-0.010-SCALE 
8TPT - *ICATIONS CONDUCTE*S MODEL 
749 I~o I~ THE LARC a-F. 
11.913 *ODT TRANSONIC PRE. 
CR-151.038*SSURE TUNNEL USIN* 
·G THE 0.010-SCALE* 
*72-0TS MODEL OF • 
• THE SPACE SHUTTLE* 




*IGATION ON THE UP .. 
-DATED CGNFIGURATI· 
*ON-5 SPACE SHUTTL. 
·E~ FULL SIMULATIO* 
*N OF UPDATED VEHI· 
'CLE PROTUBERANCES-
-AND ATTACH HARDW • 




*IGATION ON THE UP-
.DATED CONFIGURATI-
'ON-5 SPACE SHUTTL' 
·E: FULL SIMULATIO* 
oN OF UPDATED VEHI* 
'CLE PROTUBERANCES. 
"AND ATTACH HARDW • 
oARE wERE USED. -
AEDC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -CONFIG. 102 ORBIT-TO OBTAIN INTERACoFORCE 
HWTB - .USING 0.0125-SCAL-ER AND ET. DESIGN.TION EFFECTS OF R* 
09A I.E MODEL (70-0T) O.ATED MODEL 70-0r -CS THRUSTER ~ET p* 
1~22 of THE SPACE SHUTT- -LUMES ON SSV AERO* 
CR-151.079*LE VEHICLE ORBITE. -
*~ IN THE AEOC VKF* 
-TUNNEL B .. 0 
*' 
,. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -CONFIG. 102 ORBIT-TO OBTAIN INTERAC-FORCE 
HWTB - -USING 0.0125-SCAL*ER AND ET. DESIGN-TION EFFECTS OF R* 
091. I.E MODEL (70-0T) O-ATED MODEL 70-0T *CS THRUSTER vET p. 
IA22 of THE SPACE SHUTT. ".LUMES ON SSV AERO" 
CR-i51,·080*LE VEHICLE ORBITE* ,. 
*R IN THE AEDC VKF* .. 




. __ ~,~ .... ...; .. ~ ~<; ... ~~ .. "~,,, \~ ~-:;.~ .~:4':;~"'.$.;';;~':=': ............... , .. ,~~~~ 
"'0.010 
-0.6 



















. .1~ .. "'~~'--
I 
I 
.ROC~WELLI -M.E.NICHOLS.P.J. *DMS-OR-2326 
-LARC ·HAWTHORNE.J.T. HA*VOLU:'IE 01 
oS-FOOT TRANSONoMIlTON.9.K. MILLE-JAN.. 1977 
ole PR~SSURE TU-R/RI 
*NNEL -D.C. FRf.EMAN/LARC* 







oROCK\JElL/ 'M.E.NICHOLS.P.v. ",a~~'OR'~326 
*LARC *HAWTHORNE • .1. T. !-!,~;,.':r,k,U1'-( 02 
"S-FOOT TRANSON.mLTON P.K. MILLtsf"tB.. 1977 
·le PRESSURE TU-R/RI 
*NNEL °D.C. FREEMAN!LARC« 








• ROCKWELL! *L. l. TRIMMER/ARO~Q(v.,> t'·1l·:';';:J':7 
"AEDC -.1 .... DAILfR ..... v.'"''<;:}~1£ ::t r 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-MARROQUIN, n. $.'~ .. ~'_ ,,:;n 
*0 TUNNEL (B) ·ORESSERf~~ 
.J. E. 'f;:;"r.;J~'1~ 1: 
.. oM. M. ~-SER ~~. 
- -0'.,3 
.. 
I-j:;:,)<'".w!,..!./ "L. L. ';~,~'II!:t:ItP.:.<!~fo<--~<s~;;.i.!t-.:.327 
··i'.r<.l>:k ~;j:. v. e;<A\l~~s., -..t. "VOL~c 02 
~f"i-{,u\"'i;':;..,,"'NIC wn;<"'r;",RROQt>lN. H. S. "'AUGUST. 1977 
*1':' '!iuNNi!L (B) -ORESSER/RI • 
.. 
.". E. vP<.-:::-~ .. 
*M. M. MCi~i;;~ JR. • 
--OMS • 
• 






























.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE~ 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF TESTS .CONFIG !02 ORBIT~TO OBTAIN IN.ERAC*FORCE 
HWTB - "USING 0.012S-SCAL'ER AND ET. D;:~,IGN-TION EFFECTS OF R. 
D9A I'E MODEL (70-0T) OoATED M~~EL 70-0T *CS THRUSTER uET p .. 
!A22 *F THE SPACE SHUTT- -LUMES ON SSV AERO-
CR-151,081-LE VEHICLE ORBITE. 









- ~EFFECT OF A SURFA*REUSA8LE SURFACE 'TO DETERMINE EFFE*HEAT-TRANS·'.O 
- ·CE-fG-GhP TEMPERA-INSULATION TILE G'CT OF A SURFACE-To -10.3 -
105 "TURE DISCGNTINUlr.APS 'O-WALL TEMPERATUR-
.Y ON THE HEAT TRA. 'E DISCONTINUITY Q. LA34 
TND-8233 *NSFER TO REUSABLE- -N THE HEAT TRANSF' • 
.SURFACE INSUlATI *- 'ER WITHIN SPACE S- .. 
'ON TILE GAPS -HUTTLE, RSI, TILE-
*' -GAPS SUBMERGED r .. 
~ *N A THICK TURBULE' 
*' -NT BOUNDARY LAVER' 
.. .. 
LARC - ~~ALBIRATION RESUL*SSV ORBITER (MODE-TO PROVIDE CALIBR'FORCE 
16TT - oTS OF THE BASELIN*L 57-01 FOREBODV 'ATION OF THE AIR • 
312 I*E AIR DATA PROBES-WI ADP, FTP, AND >DATA PROBES 
OA224 -AT THE LANGLEY 1 -ADP AND FTP 
CR-160,837*6-FOOT TRANSON1C -
-WiNO TUNNEL USING- ~ .. 
*A 0.10 SCALE ORB -
-ITER FOREBODY MOD- • 







AEDC - *RESULTS OF A FLOW*CONF. 4. MODEL 29'TO SIMULATE ATMOS~HEAT-TRANS*0.0175 
HWTB - .FIELD SURVEY CON --0 
524 I-DUCTED USING THE * 
OH52 *0.0175 SCALE ORBI. 
CR-147,637~TER MODEL 29-0 IN· 
0_ 
-THE AEDC VKF TUN .. 
*NEl B DURING TEST-
~OH52 
* 
»PHERIC ENTRY BY Ie *7.82 -
-NVESTIGATING SHOC. 
*K AND BOUNDARY LA' • 
wYERS ON LOWER DRB~ • 




-ROCKWELL I *L. L. TRIMMER/ARO'OMS-DR-2327 
*AEDC .v. U. OAILERA. d.·VOLUME 03 
-HYPERSONIC WIN.MARROQUIN, H. S. -AUGUST, 1977 
*0 TUNNEL (8) *DRESSER/RI 
.J. E. VAUGHN 
*M. M. MOSER uR. * 
~ >-OMS 
.. 
I *lARC I *0. A. THROCKMORTOoDMS-OR-2328 
·lARC . oN/LARC .AUGUST. 1976 
-CONTINUOUS·FLO·u. W. BALL 










• ROCKWELLI oOV. ESPARZA, -OMS-DR-2329 
°lARC D.E. THORN -AUGUST, 1981 
.'6-FOOT TRANSOoTONfROCKWELL .. 
-NIC TUNNEL tHo AUGUST/RO~WWELt 
.. *L • 
·S. R . HOULIHAN 
.. 





I -ROCKWELL/ oB. v. HERRERA/RI *OMS-DR-2330 
-AEDC ·L. D. CARTER. W .• OCT.. 1976 
-HYPERSONIC WINoOR. ~ARTINDALE. C.-
00 TUNNEL (S) oE. kAUL/ARO * 


























~ p~ '1 ~:\ ~ 0.' 
WIND TUNNEL TEST I DMS DATA PRDCESSING 265 
.. 
-MODEL - BASIC 
TEST 
ID 
• • CONFIGURATIONS' TEST 
PURPOSE 





R~'~nRT TITLE • TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE.. AGENCY 
-
*OQ COMMENTS 
~RC - .STATIC STABILITY ~SRB-WITH HEAT SHI*TO DETERMINE THE -FORCE 
11.97.87- -AND PRESSURE OATA*ELO(SOLID) .AERODYNAMIC STABr.PRESSURE 
074-1 I*FROM WIND TUNNEL *SRB-W/o HEAT SHIETLITY CHARACTERIST4 
1tTWT - *TESTS OF A .028- ~LD 'ICS AND PRESSURE' 
SA11F -SCALE (MSFC MODEL-SRB-WITH HEAT SHE-DISTRIBUTION OF T* 
CR-160.838*483) SPACE SHUTT -ILD (FLEXIBLE) -HE SRB RENTRY CONo 
*LE SRB AT REENTRY' -FIGURATION 
·ATTITUDES IN THE • ~ 
-NASA/ARC UNITARY « 
-PLAN WIND TUNNELS· .. 
*(SAliF) 
ARC - .STATIC STABILITY 'SRB-WITH HEAT SHI+TO DETERMINE THE 'FORCF 
11.91.87- *AND PRESSURE DATA*ELD(SOLID) -AERODYNAMIC STABI'PRESSURE 
074-1 I*FROM WIND TUNNEL *SRB-W/O HEAT SHIE*LITY CHARACTERIST* 
ltTWT - 'TESTS OF A .028- olD 0ICS AND PRESSURE' 
SAttF .SCALE (MSFC MODEL'SRB-~ITH HEAT SHE-DISTRIBUTION OF T-
CR-160.839-483) SPACE SHUTT wILD jFLEXIBlE) "HE SRB RENTRY CON" 
*LE SRB AT REENTRY- oFIGURATION 
vATTITUOES IN THE * • 
·NASA/ARC UNITARY • 
·PLAN WIND TUNNELS-
* (SA 11 F) * 
• .. 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AERODY'ORBITER- TAllCONE-TO FORM A PRE-LAU-FORCE 
14-TWT - *NAMIC FORCE AND M-OFF. TAIlCONE ON "NCH AND FREE AIR .. 
121 !.OMENT TESTS OF 0.--TCI9. "DATA BASE FOR PLA-
CA13 ·03-SCALE MODELS ('ORBITER- TAILCONE*NNEO SEPARATION T-
CR-151.373*AXI3191-3 AND 45--0N. TC13. STING -ESTS OF THE CARRI-
*0) OF THE SPACE S*MOUNTEO . *ER ALT CONFIGURAT' 
-HUTTLE ORBITER AN'747/t -ION. 
*0 CARRIER IN THE -747/1 + SI-12 (SP- • 
'NASA/ARC t4-FOOT .EED 8RAKE OEPLOYE' 
"TRANSONIC WIND TU-O) « 





















I +MSFC I .W.F.BRADOOCK. G.O-OMS-OR-2331 
-ARC -.STREBY/NORTHROP .VOLUME 01 
o11-FOOT. 9-FOO*SERVICES -OCT.. 1981 
-T. 8~FOOT. UNI.J.O.JOHNSON/NASA-* 
'TARY WIND TUNN'MFSC * 
-EL ·v. E. VAUGHN • 
."-FOOT TRANSO·G. W. KLUG 
omc WIND TUNNE--DMS .. 
-L (UNITARY) ~ .. 
.. 
* 
I -MSFC I ·W.F.BRAOOOCK. G.0*OMS-OR-2331 
'ARC -.STREBY/NORTHROP -VOLUME 02 
·11-FOOT. 9-FOO*SERVICES -OCT.. 1981 
"T. 8-FOOT. UNI*J.O.JOHNSON/NASA--
"TARY WIND TUNN'MFSC .. 
-EL .J. E. VAUGHN .. 
-II-FOOT TRANSO'G. W. KLUG 




I 'ROC~WELll 'R.L.GILlINS/ROCKW*OMS-OR-2332 
-ARC 'ELL -OCT.. 1977 
'14-FOOT TRANSO'V.ESPARZA/RDCKWEL* 





.0. A. SARVER 
















- , ~..,. l. ... 
-=.""" l--'" ~\!;; 
'-.:.;;[ ~ ~_,-':1:. ,.: ... 1 :::;;~~< .. ; .. ~ ..;~~~~<:, - ,._ ......... ;;.;.:,!.~,'~~;,~~.:;_~ __ *. -..i-~.:rvt .. ~t..."!.i;jt_!'.z:'":~:5':~.-:·_ -<;:-. . , .• .liiNIii!~' J {~ ~:~:n.t.:.~="-' -Iljll ,~ ... 




CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 




PERSONNEL REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE-
~RC - -WIND TUNNEL TEST *OI+TC23'AlT' CONF*VERIFY ALT VEHICL~FORCE 
11TWT - -OA175 OF THE 0.03*]GURATION WITH TAoE STABILITY AND C.PRESSURE 
187-1 I-a-SCALE SSV ORBIT'IlCONE 'ONTROl CHARACTERI-
OA175 *ER MODEL (47-0) -01+TC23+GI9 'ALT"STICS WJTH TAIL- • 
CR-151.374·IN THE 11 X l1-FO·WITH lANDING GEA oCONE ON. DETERMINt 
.. aT LEG OF THE NAS'R DEPLOYED °E ELEVON. RUDDER/~ 
~A/ARC UNITARY PLA·Ol 'ALT' WITHOUT ·SPEEDBRAKE. AND B. 
*N WIND TUNNEL lOA~TAILCONE -ODY FLAP HINGE 
'175) -01 = AT132 - PRI 'MOMENTS WITH SEAL-
"102' REENTRY CON'ED HINGELINES. EF. 
-FIGURATION -FECTS OF RN/L AND' 
'DEPLOYED lANDING' 
.. "GEAR/DOORS ON VEHt 
* * °ICLE STABILITY AN-
• '0 CONTROL. TAILCO' 
• oNE PRESSURES 
ARC - 'WIND TUNNEL TEST *01+TC23'ALT' CONF+VERIFY ALT VEHICL*FORCE 
l1TWT - 'OA175 OF THE 0.03"IGURATION WITH TA'E STABILITY AND C'PRESSURE 
187:1 ItO-SCALE SSV ORBIT*ILCONE -ONTROL CHARACTERI-
OA175 *ER MODEL (47-0) '01+TC23+GI9 'ALT'-STICS WITH TAIL- • 
CR~151.375*IN THE 11 X l1-FO'WITH LANDING GEA oCONE ON. DETERMIN-
.. ~"" 
*OT LEG OF THE NAS*R DEPLOYED -E ElEVON. RUDDER/-
"/ARC UNITARY PLA-Ol 'ALT' WITHOUT 'SPEEDBRAKE. AND C' 
'N WIND TUNNEL (OA*TAILCONE ~ODY FLAP HINGE 
'175) *01 = AT132 - PRI 'MOMENTS WITH SEAL-
.. 0'102' REENTRY CON-ED HINGELINES. EF-
-FIGURATION 'FECTS OF RN/L AND-
• 'DEPLDYED LANDING , 
.. -GEAR/DOORS ON VEH* 
'ICLE STABILITY AN-














/ -ROCKWELl/ -T.u.OZlUBALA/RI 
-ARC -R.R.BURROWS/RI 
*11-FOOT TRANSO·M. M. MANN 







/ 'ROCKWELL/ ·T.u.DZIUBALA/RI 
~ARC -R.R.BURROWS/RI 
·ll-FOOT TRANSO·M. M. MANN 




























'-.1 '" :::Or 





n ~~ A"\ ~--.-';l 



















-OR COMMENTS • REpORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE~ .. 
ARC - *WIND TUNNEL TEST *01+TC23'ALT' CONF*VERIFY ALT VEHICL'FORCE 
11TWT - *OA175 OF THE 0.03*IGURATIDN WITH TA*E STABILITY AND C*PRESSURE 
187-1 /.O-SCALE SSV ORBIT*ILCONE -ONTROL CHARACTERI~ 
OA175 'ER MODEL (47-0) *0'+TC23+G1g 'ALT"STICS WITH TAIL- • 
CR-151.376*IN THE 11 X 11-FO'WITH LANDING GEA ·CONE ON. DETERMIN' 
• OT LEG OF THE NAS~R DEPLOYED *E ELEVON. RUDDER/-
~A/ARC UNITARY PLA'01 'ALT' WI1HOUT *SPEEDBRAKE. AND B* 
*N WIND TUNNEL (OA*TAILCONE -OOY FLAP HINGE 
*175) -01 : AT132 - PR1 -MOMENTS WITH SEAL' 
* *'102' REENTRY CON-ED HINGELINcS. EF-
.. -FIGURATION ~FECTS OF RN/L AND-
- -DEPLOYED LANDING • 
.. ·GEAR!DOORS ON VEH· 
.. -rCLE STABILITY AN· 
,. -0 CONTROL. TAILCO' 
.. - 'NE PRESSURES 
.* ., +c 
AEDC - -AN INVESTIGATION 'REENTRY CONFIG. W'TO D£TERMINE ENTR*FORCE 
PWT4T - *OF THE AERODYNAMI*ITH ALL ~A~OR PRO'Y STATIC STABILIT* 
E3A /-C CHARACTERISTICS*TUBERANCES .y OF SRB 
SA16F *OF A 0.00548 SCA .. .. 
CR-147.648*LE MODEL (MODEL N* 
*0. 486) OF THE SP-
-ACE SHUTTLE 146-1- • 
*NCH DIAMETER SOLI- ~ 
-0 ROCKET BOOSTER • 
-AT ANGLES OF ATTA' .. 
*CK FROM 113 TO 18* • 
*0 DEGREES IN THE .. 
*AEOC PWT 4-FOOT T* 





























-Ii-FOOT TRANSO-M. M. MANN 





















'MSFC I 'P. E. RAMSEV/MSFC.OMS-DR-2334 
-AEOC 'V. W. SPARKS *NOV.. 1976 













































* CONFIGUR-AT1~NS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 







-OR CCMMEM"fS REPORT TITLE '" TESn,':;:' TEST 'MACH RANGE· 
MSFC - 'RESULTS OF EXPERI*VEHICLE 5 
14TWT - 'MENTAL INVESTIGAT-MODEl 74-0TS 
641 /'IONS IN THE MSFC * 
646 /*TWT TO DETERMINE * 
IA140A/B -EFFECTS OF A MULT-
CR-151.783·IPLE STING SUPPOR. 
*T SYSTEM ON THE M* 
·ATED VEHICLE AERO-
·DYNAMICS UTIlIZIN* 
-G A 0.004 SCALE (* 
074-DTS. 77-0) SHU. 
-TTLE VEHICLE 5 (1+ 
%A140 A/B) 
• 
LARe - -INVESTIGATION OF 'LARC 
UPWT - -THE HIGH ANGLE OPC;\ST 
13~5 /.ATTACK A[RODYNAM * 
1390 I·ICS OF A SPACE SHo 
LA145 -UTTLE ORBITER(LAR* 
CR-167.375-C .0098 SCALE MOD. 
-EL) IN THE LARC Ui 
·PWT AT MACH NUMBE* 




.. fA"~,<; PURPOSE OF rHo FORCE 
-15 TEST WAS TO OB-
-TAIN INFORMATION • 
'ON STING/BODY INT-
*ERFERENCE. VERlFY· 
·STING ASSEMBLY D • 
-ESIGN. DETERMINE • 
-EFFECT OF VERTICA* 
-L SEPARATION ON A-
.ERO CHARACTERISTI' 
'CS OF ET PLUS SRB* 
°AND ORBITER AND 
-EFFECTS OF STING • 
-ON ELEVON HINGE M* 
-OMENTS 
-TO OBTAIN ORBITER,F0RCE 
-AERO CHARACTERIS • 
-TICS AT ANGLES OF~ 
-ATTACK FROM 25 T * 
00 60 DEGREES 
.. 
NRLAD - -A VERIFICATiGN ~l.FLIGHT TEST 
LSWT - -UDY OF THREE AMES.CALIBRATION 
PROBE-TO VERIFY THE CAL-PRESSURE 
·IBRATION DATA OBT* 
759 i·RESEARCH CENTER .. 
OA236 -PITOT-STATIC PROB-
CR-151.786·ES IN THE ROCKWEL* 
-,' 
*L INTERNATIONAL N-
*AAL LOW SPEED WIN. 
-0 TUNNEL .. 
• 
























TRISONo.J. E. VAUGHN 
























.",. E. VAUGHN 




.",. G. LEFEVRE!RI 
·D.W.HERSEY 























t; f~' #::::-.. ~-' 




.. REPORT TITLE 
.. " 
.. CONFIGURATIONS" 






TYPE OF .. SCALE" 













UW - "RESULTS OF THE LO*AX1322D-3.0RBITER*TO ASSES POTENTIA*STRUCT-DYN*0.046 
LSWT - *W SPEED AEROELAST.MODEL 8-0 .L BUFFET PROBLEMS. 
1170 I-IC BUFFET TEST WI. *RESULTING FROM 0 .. 
CS3 *TH A 0.046-SCALE .. .RBITER WAKE CHARA* 
CR-147.639-MODEL (747-AX1322* *CTERISTICS WITH T. 
-D-3/0RBITER 8-0) • -AILCONE OFF. TO p. 
-OF THE 747 CAM/OR~ *ROVIDE DESIGN LOA-
-BITER IN THE UNIV- -DS AND ACCELERATI" 
-ERSITY OF WASHING- -ON ENVIRONMENTS. -
-TON WIND TUNNEL -TO DEVELOP BUFFET-
.. .SENSITIVITY DATA .. 
* • -TO VARIOUS AEROD • 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -0.0175-SCALE THIN*1)SPANWISE HEATIN*HEAT-TRANS.0.0175 
HWTB - ·ON A 0.0175-SCALE*-SKIN THERMOCOUPL*G ON UPPER WING S* '7.90 
v7A /·~mDEL (60-0) OF *E SHUTTLE ORBITER*URFACE. 2)EFFECT • -S.OO 
OH98 ·lHE SPACE SHUTTLE.60-0 .OF HAT BAND PROTU* .. 
CR-160.501"ORBITER TO DETER" -BERANCES AND LH2 • 
-MINE RE-ENTRY MOD- .COOLING LINES ON • 
tE CONVECTIVE HEAT- ~SSME NOZZLE ~EATI' 
-TRANSFER RATES 0 • eNG. AND 3)UPDATE ~ .. 
-N THE UPPER WING.. -CLEAN NOZZLE HEAT" 
• SURFACE AND SSME - *ING WITH BODY FLA. 
-NOZZLES IN THE AE* *P AND ELEVON DEFL* 
·DC VKF 'B' HYPERS* *ECTIONS" 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL .. • 
·(OH98) .. 
/ -BOEING I "R. L. GILLENS/RI *DMS-OR-2338 
.uw +D. A. SARVER .NOV.. 1976 
-LOW SPEEO WIND.M. M. MOSER vR. .. 












I *ROCKWELL/ ·C.L. BERTHOLD. v.*OMS-DR·2340 
*AEOC *MARROQUIN!RI -VOLUME 01 
-HYPERSONIC WIN"D.W.HERSEY *SEPT., 1980 






















.0 ~ .. : 
c: :- " ~ 
r 3 y."", 
..... !LA 














WIND TUNNEl TEST i OMS DATA PROCESSING 270 
----------------------------------------~---~-------------#------------------------~-~---~----- -~~-------~-------------------------
















REPORT TITLE • TEST -MACH RANGE~ 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS '0.0175-SCALE THIN*l)SPANWISE HEATIN'HEAT-TRANS'0.0175 
HWTB - .ON A 0.0175-SCALE"-SKIN THERMOCOUPLoG ON UPPER WING S- -7.90 
~7A /-MODEL (60-0) OF *E SHUTTLE ORBITER-URFACE. 2)EFFECT * *8.00 
OH98 ·THE SPACE SHUTTLE'60-0 .OF HAT BANO PROTUy 
CR-160.502*ORBITER TO DETER - -BERANCES AND LH2 ~ 
'MINE RE-ENTRY MODo -COOLING LINES ON * 
*E CONVECTIVE HEAT· -SSME NOZZLE HEATI' 
-TRANSFER RATES 0 .. >NG. AND 3)UPDATE • 
*N THE UPPER WING .. 'CLEAN NOZZLE HEAT' 
·SURFACE AND SSME - -ING WITH BODY FLA-
-NOZZLES IN THE AE- *P AND ELEVON DEFL" 
-DC VKF 'B' HYPERS~ *ECTIONS 
*ONIC WINO TUNNEL .. 
"(OH98) - .. .. 
.. 
TBCA - -RESULTS OF TESTS *747CAM/ORBITER +TO OBTAIN DYNAMI'STRUCT-DYN-0.03 
BTWT - ·CS4 AND CS5 TO IN' 
1490/1493/·VESTIGATE DYNAMIC· 
CS4/5 -LOADS AND PRESSU .. 
CR-147,638*RES ON 0.03-SCALE-
·MODELS (AX1319-3 .. 
>/4 AND 45-0) OF M* 
-ATED 747 CAM AND • 
-SPACE SHUTTLE ORB-
-ITER IN THE BOEIN-
*G TRANSONIC WIND .. 
*TUNNEL • 
* AEOC - ·RESULTS OF PHASE -MODEL 82-0. 
HWTB - "-CHANGE PAINT HEAT*OREBODY 
82A /.TRANSFER TEST UT -
OH54B *ILIZING 0.040 SCA. 
CR-151,074*LE 50 PERCENT FOR" 
~:""':" .. 
-' 
·EBOOY MODELS (NO .• 
• 82-0) OF THE ROC * 
*KWELL INTERNATION* 
-AL SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
"ORBITER IN THE AE. 
"DC VKF HYPERSONIC· 
• TUNNEL B -
.. .. 
*c LOADS, PRESSURE~ "0.15 -
", EMPENNAGE FLOW" +0.70 







50% F*TO INVESTIGATE SU-HEAT·TRANS"0.040 
*RFACE ROUGHNESS E" *8 
*FFECTS ON BOUNDAR· 
.. y LAYER TRANSITIO* 
,;r?' 
L 
.- --,---~- ._,-" .. .,....-.-
.. ' .. 
I tROCKWELL/ ·C.L. BERTHOLD. ~.·DMS-DR-2340 
'AEDC -MARROQUIN/RI -VOLUME 02 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-D.W.HERSEY -SEPT.. 1980 















-C. A. LUNDER. W. -OMS-DR-2341 
-D. BURGGRAF. W. R*QCT.. 1976 
WIND'. COVINGTON/TBC 
·0. A. SARVER ~ 







I '-ROCKWELL/ +W. H. DVE!Rl .OMS-OR-2342 
-AfOC *l. l. iRIMMER/ARO+vUNE. 1977 
-HVPERSONIC WTN*M. M. MOSER ~R. .. 
-0 TUNNEL (B) ·-OMS • 
.. .. 
00 .. ~;;:, .. 
.. "'DE) 








...... r:::::· ~ 
















"OR COMMENTS - REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE· 
LARC - *PITOT PRESSURE SU-ATP ORBITER 
22HT - *RVEYS ON THE LEEW~ 
445 I*ARD SURFACE OF A ~ 
LAB5 .0.OO45-SCALE MODE· 
CR-160,849-L ATP SHUTTLE ORB-
·ITER AT 30 DEGREE-
-S ANGLE OF ATTACK-
-At,;!) MACH 20 IN T • 
• HE LARC 22 INCH H-
~ELIUM TUNNEL(lAB5. 
*) 
~TO MEASURE TOTAL -PRESSURE 
-PRESSURES IN THE " 
-lEE SIDE FLOW FIE' 
-LD OF THE ORBITER-
*AT MACH 20 AND 3 ~ 
·0 DEGREES ANGLE 0* 
*F ATTACK 
• 
ARC - -TRANSONIC STABILI*ORBITER-140A/8/c=*TO OBTAIN TRANSON~FORCE 
11TWT - -TY AND CONTROL CH-B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6-IC AERODYNAMIC DA* 
200-1 I*ARACTERISTICS OF *N28 R5 V8 W ~TA ~N CONTROL SUR' 
LA77 .A O.OlS-SCALE (RE- -FACE LINEARITY AN' 
CR-151,78B*MOTELY CONTROLLEO- *0 SENSITIVITY TO • 
·ELEVON) MODEL 44 - 'MACH NUMBER FOR F" 
*-0 OF THE SPACE S* °INE-CUT SPEEOBRAK* 
*HUTTLE ORBITER TE- «E, BODY FLAP, AND-
.STED IN THL NASAl- -RUDDER OEFLECTION" 
*ARC 1'-FOOT TRANS. "S AND TO INVESTIG' 
*DNIC WIND TUNNEL" ·ATE THE INTERACTI-
*(LA77) *VE EFFECTS OF MUT-



















I 'GEORGE C. ASHBY,u'OMS-DR-2343 
*R. - LARC -DEC.. 1981 
HELIUM"~. E. VAUGHN • 













>uAN.. 1980 'It-FOOT TRANSO*HARRY PARRELL/RI 
-NlC WIND TUNNE*u. W. BALL 












~ ,~ J 
-::;.liP Cl I"l'-~ 
C 















CONFIGURATIONS T TEST 
PURPOSE 







REPORT TITLE " TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *TRANSONIC STABILI-ORBITER-140A/B/C=*TO OBTAIN TRANSON+FORCE 
11TWT - *TV AND CONTROL CH-B26 C9 E43 F8 M16-rC AERODYNAMIC DA-
200-1 !*ARACTERISTICS OF *N:l8 R5 V8 W -TA ON CONTROL SUR-
LA77 *A 0.015-SCALE (RE* -FACE LINEARITY AN« 







·ELEVON) MODEL 44 T *MACH NUMBER FOR Fr 
0-0 O~ THE SPACE S'- .INE-CUT SPEEDBRAK~ 
-HUTTLE ORBITER TE- >E, BODY FLAP, AND. 
*STED IN THE NASA!- -RUDDER ~EFLECTION· 
-ARC 11-FOOT TRANS- *S AND TO INVESTIG* 
"ONIC WItJD TUNNEL" .ATE THE INTERACTI* 
-(LA77) eVE EFFECTS OF MUT-
e 'OVAL CONTROL SURFA-
- "CE DEFLECTIONS 
-
- *AERODYNAMIC ROLL -146-INCH SRB/TRUN-TO STUDY ROLL CHA*FORCE 
- ·CHARACTERISTICS O-CATED NOSE (MODEL*RACTERISTICS (TO -
/*F A 0.00548 SCALE-486) -OBTAIN IMPROVED A* 
*146-INCH SOLID R * .ND MORE ACCURATE -
·OCKET BOOSTER REE. -ROLLING MOMENT DA* 
*NTRY CONFIGURATIO* °TA ON SRB BY USIN* 
·N (MSFC MODEL NUM. -G A SENSITIVE SIN-
-BER 486) OVER A p. -GLE COMPONENT ROL* 
*ORTION OF THE REE. *L BALANCE--NO. 24-
·NTRY FLIGHT REG!M" -7 
*E IN THE NASA!MSF* 
-C 14-INCH TRISONI* 
*C WIND TUNNEL 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF SRB SE-75-0TS -TO OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE 
°TV FORCE AND MOME-SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US-
K1A /'I~G THE 0.010-SCA-
IA142 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0. 
CR-151,385'TS IN THE AEDC VK-
-F TUNNEL A 
-NT DATA FOR ORB/E-
*T AND SRB WlTH BO-
-OSTER SEPARATION ~ 














/ *LARC I -v. GAMBLE, v. UND-OMS-OR-2344 
-ARC ~ERWOOD/vsc ~VOLUME 02 
*11-FOOT TRANSO*HARRV PARRELL/RI "vAN.. 1980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-J. W. BALL 









/ ·P. E. 
·v. W. 
RAMSEV/MSFC-OMS-DR-2345 












! .ROCKWELL/ .v. J. OAILEOA, 
-AEDC -MARROQUIN/RI 
'SUPERSONIC WIN.J. E. VAUGHN 
·0 TUNNEL (A) -oM. M. MOSER JR. 














c:: ';~ ):;. i/) 
r iu.l 
-i! "" < £'1 






o ~ A~ ,.c,l 












• PUBLICA TIDNS 
-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY .. 
AEDC - .RESUlTS DF SRB SE'75-DTS 
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS US~ 
K1A /*ING THE 0.010-SCA. 
IA142 *LE SSV MDDEL 75-0* 
CR-151,3S6*TS IN THE AEDC VK* 




AEDC - ~RESULTS OF SRB SE-75-0TS 
SWTA - -PARATION TESTS US. 
K1A /-ING THE 0.010-SCA-
IA142 *LE SSV MODEL 75-0-
CR-151,387-TS IN THE AEDC VK* 




*TD DBTAIN PRDXIMr*FORCE 
.TY FDRCE AND MOME~ 
~NT DATA FOR DRB/E· 
-T AND SRB WITH BOT 
~OSTER SEPARATION • 
"MOTOR PLUME EFFEC' 
-TS 
.TD OBTAIN PROXIMI*FORCE 
TTY FORCE AND MOME* 
-NT DATA FOR ORB/E-
-T AND SRB WITH BO' 
·eSTER SEPARATION • 
-MOTOR PLUME EFFEC' 
-TS 
... 
UW - *MAT~D AERDDYNAMIC*.04 SCALE 747-1OO-TO PROVIDE A DATA.FORCE 
LSWT - -CHARACTERISTICS *747 CAM/ORBITER-FTBASE TO DEFINE A -
1173 ,*INVESTIGATION FOR*ERRY CONF *ERODYNAMIC CHARAC· 
CA15A ·0.04-SCALE MODEL *747 CAM/ORBITER-A.TERISTICS IN PITC· 
CR-160,482-BOEING 747 CAM/D *LT CONF *H AND YAW FOR ADD-
",. .. 
*RBITER (MODEL AX1' TITIONAL ORBITER 1* 
*284 E-6) CDMBINAT* *NCIDENCE ANGLES. -
*IDN IN THE UNIVER· .FLAP SETTINGS AND· 
*SITY OF WASHINGTO* -TO DEFINE GROUND T 
*N AERONAUTICAL LA· -PROXIMITY EFFECT .. 





--..... ~ ...... 
.. 
















/ ·ROCKWELL/ *.J. u. DAIlI: '. u.·OMS-CR-2346 
*AEOC *MARROQUIN/Rl -VOLUME 02 
*SUPERSONIC WIN*~. E. VAUGHN "JAN. , 1978 




/ -ROCKWELL/ ~.J. J. OAILEOA. J.*OMS-OR-234G 
·AEDC ·MARROQUIN/RI -VOLUME 03 
'SUPERSONIC WIN-v. E. VAUGHN "'JAN .• 1978 
.D TUNNEL fA) 
.. 
• 
/ ·BOEING / 
-uW' 
*114. M. MOSER .JR. 
'-OMS 
.. 
*R.D. KNUDSEN • .J. M.OMS-OR-2347 
To BEll.G. E. VEDE-VOLUME 01 
-LOW SPEED WINO-ROFF/TBC "JUNE. 1980 
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* -MODEL '" TEST 
10 
CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE • TESTED TEST *MACH RANGE* AGENCY 
UW - -MATED AERODVNAMIC'747-100 ALONE ~TO SUPPLEMENT IN ~FORCE 
LSWT - ·CHARACTERISTICS 1'747-100 WITH CAM "GROUND EFFECT ON ~ 
1178 {-INVESTIGATION FOR~TYPE II KITS ATTA-THE MATED ALT CONT 
CA15B "'O.04-SCALE MODEL TCHED -FIGURATIONS. AND· 
CR-160.483-BOEING 747 CAM/aR~747-100 WITH 43-0.0BTAIN DATA IN FR· 
*eITER (MODEL AX12'ATTACHED TO THE 'EE ~IR ON, THE 747-
T84 E-7) COMBINATI*747 CAM'WITH CAM TYPE II • 
'ON IN THE UNIVERS--- -MODIFICATIONS AN • 
-ITV OF WASHINGTON- -0 ON THE MATED CO-
-AERONAUTICAL LAB • *NFIGURAIION FOR 4' 
'ORATORY F.K. KIRS' • 5 DEG. INCIDENCE' 
-TEN WIND TUNNEL.(-
-CA15B) 
uW - ~RESULTS OF TEST C-CARRIER B29BW45N-THIS TEST WAS PAR-FORCE 
LSWT - *A17 CONDUCTED IN .S8S7M2526T14Q12AT*T II OF THE CARRI-
1184 I*THE UWAL LOW SPEE*115.1106.1V9.1.3F*ER AIRCRAFT MDDIF-
CA17 -0 WIND TUNNEL -TS1 -ICATION PROGRAM 
CR-1S1,379*USING THE MATED O-ORBITER B26.1C9E-(CAM). EFFECTS OF-
*.04-SCALE 747 MOD*44F8M16R5V8W116 -FLAP, STABILIZER -
-EL AX1284 AND 0.0· " RUDDER, SPOILER-
*405 SPACE SHUTTLE- '. AILERON. ELEvON-
-ORBITER MODEL 43-. '.AND INCIDENC~ AN-
*0 'GLES. TAILCONE AN-
to GROUND PROXIMIT-
>Y ON BOTH LONGI- -
*TUDINAL AND LATER-
... .AL-DIRECTIONAL CH-
... -ARACTERISTICS AT T 
·MACH 0.15 . 
• 
LARe - -RESULTS DF PHASE '140B ORB .• MODEL *TO OBTAIN THERMAL-HEAT-TRANS-O.006 
8VOHT - -CHANGE PAINT THER*90-0 -CONTOURS -8.0 
4502-4601/-MAL MAPPING TEST • -S.O 
OH46 -OH46 USING THE 0.* 
CR-151.06S*OO6-SCALE MODEL 9-
-0-0 IN THE NASA L. 








I -ROCKWELL! oJ. W_ CUMMINGS, W-OMS-OR-2350 
*lARC •• H. OYE/RI -APRIL, 1977 
·~ACH 8 VARIABL·O. A. SARVER 
tE-OENSITY H)PE-M. M. MOSER JR 
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-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY 
NRlAD - *RESUlTS OF TEST O*ORBITER 102 
lSWT - *A238 USING THE SS'ODY 
76~ /.V VEHICLE 102 0.1~ 
OA238 to-SCALE FOREBODY • 
CR-160.853*MOOEl NO. 99-0 IN-
-THE NAAL LOW SPE ~ 
~ED WINO TUNNEL TO· 
·INVESTIGATE AIR .. 








FOREB*TO OBTAIN LOW SPE*FORCE 
-EO AIR DATA SY5TE*· 
"M SIDE PROBE AND 8 
-FLIGHT TEST PROBE-
-PRESSURE DATA ON • 
-THE OML FOREBODY • 
-MODEL 99-0. ALSO .. 
*TO INVESTIGATE MO· 
·DEL BLOCKAGE AND .. 
.THE EFFECTS OF PRo 
*OBE POSITION, PRO" 
-BE SCALE ANO PROB-




lARC - *A STUDY OF TRANSO*OR8ITER t40Ai8/C .THIS REPORT PRESE*FORCE 
-NTS THE RESULTS O' BTPT - *NIC 8ETA HYSTERES'826C9E43F8MI6N28 
758 /*IS OF AN 0.015 SC-R5VeW 
LA91 -ALE MODEL 44-0 .. 
CR-151,3B3*(SPACE SHUTTLE OR" 
.$BITER TESTED IN T-
.HE NASA/lARC 8-FO-
tOT TRANSONIC) .. 
·PRESSURE TUNNEL (* 
-LA91) • 
ARC - .SUBSONIC STABILIT*ALT 
l1TWT - *Y AND CONTROL CHA' 
213-1 /*RACTERISTICS OF A. 
lA89 -0.030-SCALE SPAC .. 
CR-160.827*E SHUTTLE ORBITER-
.WITH TAILCONE (M * 
-OOEl ~01) TESTED * 
'IN THE NASA/ARC I-
·1-FOOT TRANSONIC .. 
*WINO TUNNEL (LA89* 
.) 
.. 
~F AN INVESTIGATIO" 
'N IN THE NASAl 
-lARC 8-FOOT TRANS-
·ONIC PRESSURE TUN-
-NEL OF THE BETA H. 
'YSTERESIS EFFECT .. 
-OF AN 0.Ot5 SCALE" 
-SSV ORBITER -
-TO EVALUATE THE S .. FO'R:::e 
·TABIlITY AND CONT' 
°ROl CHARACTERISTI' 




















-R.R.BURROWSI R.I.-vAN.. t982 
















.7- -LARC -R.t LARC 
1.2 -8"FOOT TRANSON-GEORGE M. WARE/ 








·NNEl -". III. BALl. 












/ ... tARe I 'G. M. WARE. B. SP'OMS-OR-2353 
"ARC ·ENCER. uR./tARC ·VUNE. 1981 
..tt-FOOT TRANSO-u. UNDERWOOD. P ... 
-NIC WINO TUt~NE·RO"'ERE. uSC .. 
"L (UNITARV)·S. R. HOULIHAN 
.. .B. v. BURST 










0':' (-; ~ ~ 
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,O~ COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE 
AEOC - "'RESULTS OF SRB SE-MOOEL 75-0TS 
SWTA - -PARATrON TESTS US~G) 
P8A /-ING THE 0.010 SCA-
IA143 -LE SSV MOOEL 75-0-
CR-151.401-TS IN THE AEDC VK. 
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143' 
... ) 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF SRB SE·MODEL 75-0TS 
SWTA - ·PARATION TESTS US-G) 
PSA /oING THE 0.010 SCA-
IA143 -LE SSV MODEL 75-0' 
CR-151.402-TS IN THE AEDC VK-
TM-X *F TUNNEL A (IA143-
2 *) 
• 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF SRB SE-MODEL 75-0T5 
SWTA - *PARATION TESTS U~'~6) 
P8A /.ING THE 0.010 SC~~ 
IA143 ·LE SSV MODEL 75-0~ 
CR-151.403·TS IN THE AEDC VKt 
TM-X of TUNNEL A (IA143 6 
3.) ... 
.. 
AEDC - ·RESULTS OF SRB SE·MDDE~ 15-01S 
SWTA - .PARATION TESTS US*G~ 
P8A /'ING THE 0.010 SCA-
!A143 .LE 5SV MODEL 75-0' 
CR-151.404.TS IN THE AEOC vK* 




TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
{WIN-TO COMPLETE DATA -FORCE 
oVOIDS IN THE SRB -
-SEPARATION AERO 0-
-ATA BASE FOR BOTH-
'PLUME-ON AND PLU -
-ME-OFF CONDITIONS' 
(WIN4JO COMPLETE DATA .FORCE 
·VOIDS IN THE SRB • 
'SePARATION AERO 0* 
'ATA, BASE FOR BOTH. 
'PLUME-ON AND PLU • 
*ME-OFF CONDITIONS' 
(WIN°TO COMPLETE DATA -FORCE 
-VOIDS IN THE SRB -
-SEPARATION AERO Q. 
~ATA BASE FOR B01H' 
-PLUME-ON AND PLU • 
-ME-OFF CONDITIONS-
(WIN-TO COMPLETE DATA 'FOR~t 
'VOIDS IN THE SRB • 
'SEPARATION AERO D-
"ATA BASE FOR BOTH' 
















.. ROCKWELL/ oJ. J. DA1LEDA. R'DMS~DR-2354 
-AEoe '. H. SPANGLER /RI'VOlUME 01 
-SUPERSONIC WIN·J. E. VAUGHN *FEB., 1978 
'0 TUNNEL (A) ·G. G. MCOONALD 
--OMS 
-ROCKWELL! oJ. J. DAILEDA. R'OMS-DR-2354 
-AEOC *, H. SPANGLER jRI.VOLUME 02 
-SUPERSONIC WIN.v, E. VAUGHN ·FEB.. 1978 




-ROCKWELLI oJ. J. OAllEDA. R'DMS-DR-2354 
'AEDC *, H. SPANGLER /RloVOlUME 03 
'SUPERSO'HC WIN-",. E. VAUGHN oFEB., 1978 
-0 TUNNEL (A) oG. G. MCDONALD 
"OMS 
-ROCKWELll .v."'. DAILEDA. RoDMS-DR-2354 
-AEOC *. H. SPANGLER /RloVOLUME 04 
-SUPERSONIC WIN·v. E. VAUGHN *fEB., 1978 

















ID • REPORT TITLE 
~, 






















AEOC - ·RESULTS OF TEST 0-B17 C7 E22 F7 M4 
SWTA - *H49A OF THE .0175-W104 
VA525/218/~-SCALE SPACE SHUT· 
OH49A .TLE ORBITER MODEL-
CR-151,066*22-0 CONDUCTED IN~ 
-THE AEDC VKF TUN * 
*NEL B TO DETERMIN* 
-E AERO HEATING CH-
*ARACTERISTICS 
-TO INVESTIGATE AE-HEAT-TRANS-7.9 
*ROOYNAMIC HEATING- 'S.O 
-EFFECTS DURING E • 
-NTRY 
.. 
-ROCKWElLI oW. ~. GRIFALL/RI -DMS-OR-2355 
-AEOC -W. R. MARTrNOAlE ,.<JUNE. 1977 
.SUPERSONIC WIN-C. E. KAUL/ARO .. 





AEDC - ·AERODYNAMIC HEATI-MODEL 83-0 (B60 C'TO INVESTIGATE EF-HEAT-TRANS'u.040 / -ROCKWELll *8. ~. HERRERA/RI 'DMS'OR-~356 
HWTB - *NG RESULTS OBTAIN·~O) -FECTS OF PROTUBER" .7.90 -
B7A /*ED DURING TEST OH* .ANCES ON ".iRODYNA* -S,O 
OH60 *60 CONDUCTED IN T- "MIC HEATING ON THo 
CR-151.064*HE AEDC VKF TUNNE- "E SS ORBITER FUSEr 
*L B USING THE 0.0- 'lAGE NOSE, CANOPY. 
*40-SCALE MODEL 83- -. AND SlUE WALLS' 
*-0 Of THE SPAce s. 
*HUTTLE ORBITER FO. 
*RWARD FIFTY PERCE- • 
"NT FUSELAGE 
.. 
ARC - ~RESULTS OF ASCENT-INTEGRATED VEHICL.TO OBTAIN AERODYNoHEAT-TRANS' 0.0175 I 
3.5HWT - .AERODYNAMIC HEAT -E oAMIC HEAT TRANSFE" 05.3 
222 I*ING TESTS ON THE -ORBITER PLUS TANK·R DATA ON THE SSV- -7.4 
IH68 'SPACE SHUTTLE ASC-ORBITER. TANK. AN-VEHICLE 5 CONFIG .. 
CR-167,655*ENT VE~ICLE. AT MoD SRB ALONE ~URATIDN 
*ACH 5.3 AND 7.4 1* 
-N THE NASA/AMES 3· 
*.5-FOOT HWT. USIN. 
*G THE O.0175-SCALo 
*E MODEL 60 OTS (I-
*H68) 
-
oAf DC ·0. A. SARVER -MAY. 1977 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-N. M. 






.RDCKWELLI oW. H. DYE/RI 
TARC oS. R. HOULIHAN 
o3.5-FOOT HYPER-G. W. KlUG 













































~ . .' 














REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - *AEROOVNAMIC HEATI-FORWARD 50 PERCEN-TO INVESTIGATE EF*HEAT-TRANS·0.040 
HWTB - *NG RESULTS OBTAIN-T FUSELAGE. MODEL-FECTS OF PROTUBER* '7.90 
seA ,'OED DURING ,EST OH*83-0 *ANCES ON AERO. HE- '8.00 
OH50B *50B CONDUCTED IN - 'ATING ON NOSE, CA-
CR-151.067-THE AEDC VKF TUNN- 'NOPY. SIDE WALLS' 
-EL B USING THE O.T 
-040-SCALE 83-0 OF· 
*THE SPACE SHUTTL • 
*E ORBITER FORWARO' 
'FIFTY PERCENT FU * 
'SELAGE 
... 
CALSPAN - -RESULTS OF HEAT T-RCCKWELL VEHICLE 'OBTAIN SPANWISE H-HEAT·TRANS'0.025 
96HST - *RANSFER TESTING 0*3 (MODIFIED) SHUT-EAT TRANSFER RATE' -9.88 
131 I-F AN 0.02S-SCALE -TLE ORBITER. MOD-DISTRIBUTIONS ON - -10.0 
OH66 -MOOEL (66-0) OF ·EL 66-0 'THE LEADING EDGE • 




-ORBITER CONFIGUR • ·WING. ESPECIALLY • 
'ATION 140B IN THE- 'SHOCK INTERFERENC' 
'CALSPAN HYPER- -f.: PEAKS. OBTAIN' 
-SONIC SHOCK TUNNE' ~HEAT TRANSFER DIS' 
*L (OH66) -TRIBUTIONS NORMAL. 
• 'TO A LEAOING EOG .. 




I 'ROCKWELLI 'W. H. OYE/RI 
*AEDC -D. A. SARVER 
'HYPERSONIC WIN''''. M. MOSER ~R. 









I -ROCKWELL! -C.L.eERTHOL/ROCKW·OMS-OR-2359 
.CALSPAN - -eLL -MARCH. 1978 
~Sfi' INCH H\'PERS;~LGOROWlTZlROCKWE· 
-ONiC SHOCK TUN'LL • 
"NEL 
.. 



























TYPE OF • SCAtE. TESTING 







ARC - .CALIBRATIoN TESTS-ORBITER VEHICLE 
97SWT - *OF THE SPACE SHU '02 FOREBOoy 
119-1 /*TTlE ORBITER PRIM~ 
87SWT - *ARY AND ALTERNATE~ 
119 /ftAIR DATA SYSTEMS * 
OA221B/C' -USING A 0.10-SCA • 
CR-160.521·LE ORBITER FOREBO* 
*DY MODEL (99-0) 1* 
*N THE NASA AMES R* 
*ESEARCH CENTER 9 • 
*X 7 AND B X 7-FOO· 
*T LEGS OF THE UNI. 
~TARY PLAN WIND TU· 




ARC - -CALIBRATION TESTS· ORBITER VEHICLE 
97SWT - .OF THE SPACE SHU '02 FOREBODY 
119-1 I-TTlE ORBITER PRIM-
87SWT - *ARY AND ALTERNATE-
119 /"AIR DATA SYSTEMS .. 
OA221B/C ·USING A 0.10-SCA -
CR-t60.522*LE ORBITER fOREBO-
eOV MODEL (99-0) I-
-N THE NASA AMES R* 
*ESEAR~H CENTER 9 .. 
*X 7 AND 8 X 7-FOO. 
*T LEGS Of THE UNI-
*TARV PLAN WIND TU-




l'MEASURE AIR DATA -FORCE 
-SYSTEM PROBE PITO-
*T ANO STATIC PRES' 
-SURE ERRORS;OETER-
"MINE PROBE SCALE • 
-EFFECT ON THE STA· 




·TION OF BOTH FLUS' 
-H PORT AND INSTRU-
*MENTED REACTION C* 
*ONTROl SYSTEM THR' 
'USTER AIR OATA Sy. 
-STEMS 
t*MEASURE AIR OAT A .FORCE 
·SYSTEM PROBE PITa-
-T AND STATIC PRES' 
-SURE ERRORS;DETER-
-MINE PROBE SCALE • 
-EFFECT ON THE STA-
'TIC PRESSURE CALI" 
·BRATION;CALIBRATE* 
-THE ANGLE-OF-ATTA-
*CK SENSOR; EVALUA* 
"TION OF BOTH FLUS-
-H PORT AND INSTRU' 
'MENTED REACTION C-
-ONTROl SYSTEM THR* 












I -ROCKWELL! +A.R.GROSS/ARC 'OMS-DR-2360 
.ARC -T.J.DZIUBALA/R.I •• VOLUME 01 
o9-FOOT BY 7-FO.W. B. MEINDERS -DEC.. 1980 
'OT SUPERSONIC ~-OMS .. 
-WIND TUNNEL (Uo 
*NITARY) '" * 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FOk 
·OT SUPERSONIC • 










/ .ROCKWELll -A.R.GROSS/ARC -OMS-DR-2360 
'ARC -r.J.OZIUBALA!R.I.-VOLUME 02 
o9-FOOT BY 7-FO-W. B. MEINDERS ·DEC.. 1980 
'OT SUPERSONIC --OMS 
-WINO TUNNEL (U' .. 
'NITARY)" • 
'B-FODT BY 7-FO- .. 
























'.~I c ... ' ___ ... .,. " o",,;c_ . .;;;. . . c __ ....... - .... :;0;,; __ 'v .... 



















REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
NRLAD - *RESULTS OF A LAND'B6SCI2E55Fl0MI6N2~THE PRIMARY TEST -FORCE 
LSWT - .ING GEAR LOADS TE-SR5V8W127X9 ·OB0ECTIVE WAS TO ·PRESSURE 
768 loST USING A 0.0405* .VERIFY ORBITER LA. 
OA163B --SCALE MODEL (16-- -NDING GEAR SYSTEM-
CR-151,370·0) OF THE SPACE S~ -PRESSURE LOADING' 
*HUTTLE ORBITER IN- -AND HINGE MOMENT • 
• THE ROCKWELL INT • .LEVELS OBTAINED 
*ERNATIONAL NAAL W' -DURING THE TEST p. 
-IND TUNNEL (OAI63* -ERIOO OA163. 
*B) • 
• 
NRLAD - -RESULTS OF A LAND*B6SCI2E55FIOMI6N2'THE PRIMARY TEST -FORCE 
LSWT - .ING GEAR LOADS TE*SR5VSWI27X9 'OB0ECTIVE WAS TO .PRESSURE 
768 loST USING A 0.0405* ,VERIFY ORBITER LA-
OA163B ~-SCALE MODEL (16-* -NDING GEAR SYSTEM· 
CR-151,371-0) OF tHE SPACE S- -PRESSURE LOADING' 
-HUTTLE ORBITER IN- -AND HINGE MOMENT • 
-THE ROCKWELL INT. -LEVELS OBTAINED 
-ERNATIONAL NAAL W- -OURING THE TEST p. 
-IND TUNNEL (OAI63. -ERIOD OA163. 
*B) 
• 
LARC - -RESULTS OF FLUTTE.55-0 (FIN, RUDDER'TO INVESTIGATE FL*STRUCT-DYN*0.14 
TDT - -R TEST OS7 OBTAIN') -UTTER BOUNDA~IES • ·095 
246 /.ED USING THE 0.14* • 1911 
OS7 '-SCALE SPACE SHUT· ,. 
CR-151.057*TlE ORBITER FIN!R' 
-UDDER MODEL NUMBE~ 
·R 55-0 IN THE NAS· 
~A LARC 16-FOOT TR. 
*ANSONIC DYNAMICS • 





I *ROCKWELL! ~C. L. BERTHOLD/RloDMS-DR-2363 
'LARC -F. RAUCH. G. COMM-APRIL. 1977 
-TRANSONIC DYNA-ERFORD. T. FOLEY!· 
'MICS TUNNEL -GRUMMAN • 
*0. A. SARVER -






0 2 ::o~ 
g~ 
;:.:.~ 




~ ~'~ ~ 





CONFIGURATIONS .., TEST 
PURPOSE 






.OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TESTED .. TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - .RESULTS OF AN INV.B7SC16E64F16F03FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE '1.5 
97SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HG1MS2Nl08Nl09N0HICLE 102 AEROOYN'PRESSURE -2.5 
118-1 /.IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*110Nll1R20V27vTl0*AMIC CHAR WITH REt • 
OA14SB *ER VEHICLE 102 .VT11VT12VTI3VT14 *GARD TO: (1)BASIC-- ~ 
CR-160,S27*AERO CHARACTERIST'VT15VT16VT17W131 -STABILITY ANO CON- • 
>!<ICS UTILIZING AN .. "TROL(2)CONTROL SU- .. 
·.OS-SCAlE HI-FIDE. *RFACE HINGE NOMEN-
·LITY REMOTE <TS(3 )REYNOLDS 
·CONTROl MODEL (39* ·NUMBER EFFECTS(4) • 
• -0) IN THE AMES R* -HYSTERESIS AND CO~ 
.ESEARCH CENTER UN- °NTROl SURFACE INT· 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL* -ERACTIONS(S) 
.(OA14SB) -PROPOSED INBOARO/· 
.. .. ~OUTBOARD ELEVON I.. .. 
.. .. *NTERACTION MATH M- .. 
• • -OOEL 
* 
.. 
ARC - .RESULTS OF AN INV*B7SC16E64FI6FD3FR-VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE ·'.S 
97SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HG1MS2Nl08Nl09N'HICLE'102 AEROOYN*PRESSURE *2.S 
118-1 I-IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*110Nl11R20V27VT10*AMIC CHAR WITH RE- .. 
OA145B *ER VEHICLE 102 *VT11VTI2VTI3VTI4 'GARD TO: (l)BASIC· 
CR-160,528*AERO CHARACTERIST*VT15VT16VTI7W131 "STABILITY AND CON- .. 
-Ies UTILIZING AN - 'TROl(2)CONTROL SU-
o ,05-SCAlE HI-FIDE- '*RFACE HINGE MOMEN' ..-
-LITY REMOTE" -TS(3)REYNOLOS 
*CONTROl MODEL (39' -NUMBER EFFECTS(4)-
• -O} IN THE AMES R* -HYSTERESIS AND CO, 
-ESEARCH CENTER UN. *NTROL SURFACE INT-
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL. *ERACTIONS(5) • 
.(OAI45B) -PROPOSEO INBOARD/-
* .. "OUTBOARD ELEVON 1" 
.. *NTERACTI0N MATH M-
* "OOEL • 
. .. 
*ROCKWEll! <R. H. MULFINGER/R~DMS-OR-2364 
·ARC *OCKWELL INTERNATI.VOlUME Ot 
·9-FOOT BY 7-FO*ONAl SPACE OIVISI*FEB.. 1981 
.OT SUPERSONIC *ON 
-WINO TUNNEL (U"~.!. M. MANN .. 











-ROCKWELL/ 'R. H. MULFINGER/R*OMS-DR-2364 
*ARC *OCKWEll INTERNATI-VOlUME 02 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO-ONAL SPACE OIVISI*MARCH, 1981 
-OT SUPERSONIC ·ON ~ 
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CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 
REPORT TI TLE * TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCY 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV*B75C16E64F16FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE-FORCt .1.5 
97SWT - -ESTIGATION TO VER-22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N0HICLE t02 AEROOVNtPRESSURE -2.5 
118-1 / *IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT> 110Nl11R20V27VT lO .. At.nC CHAR WiTH REO 
OA145B -ER VEHICLE 102 -VT11VT12VT13VT14 *GARD TO: (l)BASIC. 
CR-'160.S29~AERO CHARACTERIST*.VT1SVT16VT17W131 "STABILITY AND CON-
-ICS UTILIZING AN - oTROL(2)CONTRDL SU-
-.OS-SCALE HI-FIDE- .RFACE HINGE MOMEN~ 
*LITY REMOTE tTS(3)REYNOLOS 
-CONTROL MODEL (39- "NUMBER EFfECTS(4)' 
~-O) IN THE AMES R* "HYSTERESIS AND CO-
'ESEARCH CENTER UN" °NTROL SURFACE INT= 
·ITARY WIND TUNNEL- °ERACTIONS(S) 
-(OA14SB) -PROPOSED INBOARD!" 
·OUTBOARo ELEVON I-
• ·NTERACTIO~ MATH M~ 
.. "OoEL ,. 
.. 
LARC - -RESULTS OF FLUTTE-MODEL 54-0 *TO OETERMINE fLUToSTRUCT-oYNtO.14 
TOT - *R TEST 056 UBTAIN-
246 I*ED USING THE 0.14-
056 .-SCALE WING/ELEVO-
CR-151.056-N MODEL (54-0) IN-
*THE N~SA LARC 16 -
*-FOOT TRANSONIC 0* 




.TER. BUFFET. AND" "0.3 




AEOC - *HEAT TRANSFER PHA.140C (B17C7E22F5M*TO INVESTIGATE EN"HEAT-TRANS-O.0175 
HWTB - ·SE CHANGE PAINT T*4R5V7Wl03 *TRY AERODYNAMIC H' *7.88 -
418-83A /*ESTS OF 0.0175-SC" 'EATING EFFECTS *8.0 
OH25B -ALE MODEL (NO. 56-
CR-151.063*-O) OF THE ROCKVE* 
*LL INTERNATIONAL .. ~ 
-SPACE SHUTTLE OR- .. 
-BITER IN THE AEDC· 
-TUNNEL B HYPERSO .. .. 








~ROCKWELL/ *R. H. MULFINGER/R*OMS-OR-2364 
-ARC .OCKWELl INTERNATI*VOLUME 03 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO.ONAl SPACE OIVISI*FEB.. 1981 
-OT SUPERSONIC -ON 











/ -LARC I -G. SPEN~ER. ~R_/L.OMS-OR-2365 
'LARC -ARC -APRIL. 1977 
-TRANSONIC OYNA-M. M. MOSER ~R. .. 
*MICS TUNNEL >-OMS 
.. 
/ -ROCKWELL/ oW. H. 
*AEDC -L. L. 
-HYPERSONIC VIN*O. A. 























~ ,~~J.:;:" ...... 






* CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 
.. -MODEL" 
TYPE OF ... SCALE· TESTING 
.. REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST .MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
AEDC - ·RESULTS Of A HIGH*MODEL 91-0 ORBI.OBTAIN STATIC PRE-HEAT-TRANS' 0.0175 / -ROCKWEll/ 






'"J. L. GLYNN 
V41B-K3A /-AERO HEATING PRES*70-000002B 
OH57A/B -SURE TEST ON A 0.* 
CR-151.773*0175-SCALE MODEL * 
• ND LOWER WING SUR- -8.0 -HYPERSONIC WIN·J . E. VAUGHN 
*(92-0) OF THE OV-. 
*102 CONFIGURATION. 
• SPACE SHUTTLE OR -
*BITER IN THE AEDC-




-FACES AND VERT. .. 
-TAIL FOR FLOW FIE* 






























LARC - -RESULTS OF PHASE ·MODELS 46-0. 64-D.-TO INVESTIGATE PH·HEAT-TRANS·O.006 -ROCKWELL! .J. W. CUMMINGS/RI.OMS-OR-2368 
CFHT - .CHANGE HEAT TRANS. 90-0 
112 I*FER TEST OH51 USI-
OH51 *NG 0.006-SCALE SP* 
CR-151.058*ACE SHUTTLE DRBIT* 
*ER MODELS 46-0 AN-
*0 90-0 AND PARTIA-
*L WING 0.0175-SCA-
*LE MODEL 64-0 IN .. 
*THE LARC 31-INCH -
*CFHT 
* • MSFC - *AN AERODYNAMIC ST-SRB REENTRY 
HRWT - *ATIC STABILITY WI-G. 
039 /-ND TUNNEL TEST OF-
SA31F *A 0.00856 SCALE ~ 
CR-167.345*MODEL OF THE SPAC-
-E SHUTTLE 146 INC-
·H DIAMETER SOLID -
*ROCKET BOOSTER RE* 
.ENTRY CONFIGURATI-
·ON (MSFC MODEL 48-
*7) IN THE NASA/MS. 





*ASE CHANGE PAINT .. -0.0175 
-HEATING EFFECTS 0* *10 
-N ORBITER AND PAR-
-TIAL WING; WING T' .. 
"ESTED WITH SHOCK .. .. 
.GENERATOR AT VARI* • 






CONFI*TO OBTAIN AERO. F*FORCE 
-ORCE DATA OF SRB .. 





















I "LARe .D.W.HERSEY .APRIL, 1977 
*caNTINUOUS-FLO·M. M. MOSER JR. .. 

















-MSFC ·V. W. 
-HIGH REYNOLDS oM. M. 
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* 
tMODEL • BASIC 
TEST 
ID 
CONFIGURATIONS ., TEST 
PURPOSE 





oaR COMMENTS * REPORT TITLE TESTED ., TEST .MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U'B70C9E44F9M16N28R~DETERMINE FORCE/P-FORCE 
97SWT - 'SING A 0.030-SCAL o5V8WI16{ORBITER) ~RESSURE DATA AT H-PRESSURE 
115-1 /*E PRESSURE LOAOS - *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO. 
87SWT - *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB' -MBINATIONS FOR 
115-1 /-ITER MODEL (47-0)- -MACH RANGE 1.6 TOo 
OA149B/C *IN THE NASA/ARC • .3.5 • 










ARC - .RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44F9M16N28R*OETERMINE FORCE/p.FORCE ".6 
97SWT - .SING A O.030-SCAL-5V8WI16(ORBITER) -RESSURE DATA AT H*PRESSURE *3.5 
115-1 /*E PRESSURE LOADS· *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO, 
87SWT - --SPACE SHUTTLE ORB- *MBINATIONS FOR 
115-1 I--ITER MODEL (47-0)- *MACH RANGE 1.6 TO* 
OA149B/C "IN THE NASA/ARC '3.5 




ARC - *RESULTS OF TEST U-B70C9E44F9M16N28R-OETERMINE FORCE/P-FORCE -l.G 
97SWT - -SING A O.030-SCAL*SV8W116(ORBITER) tRESSURE DATA AT H"PRESSURE -3.5 
115-1 I.E PRESSURE LOADS' -IGH ALPHA/BETA CO, 
87SWT - "SPACE SHUTTLE ORB- ·MBINATIONS FOR 
115-1 I"ITER MODEL (47-0)- -MACH RANGE 1.6 TO' 
OA149B/c .IN THE NASA/ARC • *3.5 










• ROCKWEl.L! .e. CHEE!ROCKWElL 'OMS-DR-2370 
'ARC *INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 01 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO-v. MARROQUIN/ROCK'APRIL. 1980 
-aT SUPERSONIC -WELL INTERNATIONA* 
-WIND TUNNEL (U-L 
*NITARY) oM. ~. MANN 
-S-FOOT BY 7'FO--DMS ,. 
oaT SUPERSONIC • • 
·WIND TUNNEL (U· • 
-NlTARY) 
-ROCKWELL/ -E. CHEE/ROCKWELL .DMS-DR-2370 
oARC 'INTERNATIONAL 'VOLUME 02 
o9-FOOT BY 7-FO'<,L MARROOUIN/ROCK*,APRIL. 1980 
oOT SUPERSONIC -WELL INTERNATIONA* 
-WIND TUNNEL (UoL 
oNITARY) oM. M. MANN 
k8-FOOT BY 7-FO*-DMS 
'OT SUPERSONIC • 
'WIND TUNNEL (U· ,. 
"NlTARY) • 
+ 
·ROCKWELL/ +E. CHEE/ROCKWELL *DMS-DR-2370 
"ARC • INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 03 
<9-FOOT BY 7·FO'~. MARROQUIN/ROCK-MAY. 1980 
·OT SUPERSONIC 'WELL INTERNATIONA-
-WIND TUNNEL IUoL 
*NITARY) oM. M. MANN 
*8-FOOT BY 7-FO--DMS .. 






0 2 ::o~ 
D"tJ 
c~ 




8 ~ ~ q ~ 
----------~-----------------------------~------~-~------------~-------------------~----------------~-------------~,----------------~-
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~OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE~ AGENCY ~ 
uSC - *RESULTS OF BASE H-ORBITER VEHICLE t-TD MEASURE HEAT T-HEAT-TR~NS.0.04 
56-A-76 I*EATING TESTS ON A-02 *RANSFER RATES AND· * 
OH78 *0.04 SCALE SPACE • .PRES~URE DISTRIB - .. 
CR-151.408*SHUTTLE ORBITER 
• BASE (MODEL 65-0)-
-IN THE NASA/uSC 
*UTIONS ABOUT THE • 
-BASE OF THE ORBIT-
-ER VEHICLE DURING-
-THERMAL VACUUM CH· ·SECOND STAGE ASC • • 
-AMBER A -ENT 
.. 
AEDC - ~RESULTS OF HEAT T-OT.S -TO OBTAIN ET AND .HEAT-TRANS-3.01 -
SWTA - *RANSFER TESTS OF -TANK ALONE -SRB AERODYNAMIC H' 64.02 
V4tA-R2A /*A 0.0175-SCALE SP-LEFT SRB ALONE 
IH72 *ACE SHUTTLE INTEG-RIGHT SRB ALONE 
CR-160.843-RATED VEHICLE MOD. 
.EL 60-0TS IN THE • 




.ON THE SPACE SHU • 




LARC - .EFFECT OF TAILCON-LARC BUILT MODEL -VERIFY MONLINEARI-FORCE 
8TPT -.E CUT-OFF AND STI-20t-O 0.030 SCALE-TIES AND DETERMIN* 
769 /-NG CONFIGURATION -SSV ORBITER WITH ~E REASON DIFFEREN' 
LA99 -ON THE AERODYNAMI-REMOTE ELEVONS -CES NOTED BETWEEN' 
CR-160.821·C CHARACTERISTICS. -DATA OF TESTS DA1' 
-OF A 0.030 SCALE • *75 AND LA89. RUDD* 
• (REMOTELY CONTROL- °ER AND BODYFLAP C' 
-lEO ELEVON. BODYF- ·ONTROl EFFECTIVEN-
• lAP AND RUDDER) M* .. ESS FOR AL T CONO r. 
·ODEL 201-0 AlT OR- 'TIONS WERE DETERMk 
·BITER TESTED IN T- -INEO AS WELL AS C' 
*HE NASA/LARC a-FO- ·ONTROl DEFLECTION-







/ -ROCKWELLI .W. P. GARTON/RI "OMS-OR-2371 







-ROCKWELl/ "101. H. DYE /RI -D~S-DR-2372 
yAEDC "E. C. ALLEN -NOV •• 1981 
-SUPERSONIC WH~.S. R. HOULIHAN 





-LARe ! -BERNARD SPENCER, ~OMS-DR-2373 
-lARC *uR.! NASA tARC -MARCH. 1981 
oS-FOOT TRANSOiJ*GEORGE M. WARE/NA" 
-IC PRESSURE TU·SA!lARC 
*NNEl ~G. G. MCDONALD 





.. ~ .. 




-'lH,) Oz o ,,~ ::0 ,,.. 
.-
O~ 




v ~ '-. 
rr 
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., 
* * 








• CONFIGURATIONS ~ 
TESTED 
TEST TYPE OF ~ SCALE~ ,ESTING 
REPORT TITLE PURPOSE TEST'MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
CALSPAN - *INVESTIGATIONS IN.B20F4M!6w87E19VSR*TO DETERMINE STIN·FORCE 
8TWT - -THE CALSPAN 8-FO *STC4 .G-TARE EFFECTS FO-
T18-111 I*OT TRANSONIC WINDy ~R THE ORBITER WIT-
T18-113 I-TUNNEL TO DETERM • *H TAILCONE 
LA82 *INE STING-TARE EF* 
LA103 ~FECTS ON A MODIFI* 
CR-167.372+ED 0.0165-SCALE S* 
.PACE SHUTTLE ORBI-
·TER MODEL WITH A ~ 
*TAILCONE (LA82/LA* 
*103) • 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AIR DA"ORBITER VEHICLE 1*OBTAIN ORBITER AI-FORCE 
40SWT - *TA SYSTEM CALIBRA*02 FOREBODY oR DATA SYSTEM LOW· 
500 ,-TION TEST USING T- --SPEED CALIBRATIO* 
OA237 *HE 0.10-SCALE SPA. -N; DEMONSTATE THA-
CR-160.530*CE SHUTTLE ORBITE- *T FOREBODY MODEL' 
-R VEHICLE 102 FOR- -WILL PROVIDE FULL" 
-EBOOY MODEL 99-0 • -ORBITE FLOW FIEL -
-IN THE NASA 40 X ., "0 ~IMULATION AT T-
• SO-FOOT SUBSONIC • -HE AIR DATA PROBE* 
-WIND TUNNEL (OA23' oS: DEMONSTRATE TH-
-7) oAT PREDICTED BLOC-
• • -KAGE INFLUENCE ON-
* .PROBE FOR THE NA • 




ARC - -RESULTS OF TEST U-B70C9E44F9M16N2SRoDETERMINE FORCE/P*FORCE 
l1TWT - ·SING A 0.030-SCAL-SV8W116(ORBITERl ~RESSURE DATA AT H-PRESSURE 
115 /*E PRESSURE LOADS· *IGH ALPHA/BETA CO-
OA149A -SPACE SHUTTLE ORB- ~MBINATIONS FOR 
CR-151.779.ITER MODEL (47-0)+ -MACH RANGE 0.6 TO· 


















I -LARC I '8. SPENCER/tARe 
·CAlSPAN • >G.M. WARE/tARC 
.S-FOOT TRANSON·J. E. VAUGHN 








.40-FOOT BY SO-oW. B. MEINDERS 



















-ROCKWELLI -E. CHEE/ROCKWELL -OMS-OR-2376 
-ARC -INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 01 
.! I-FOOT ·TRANSO'u. MARROOUIN'ROCK.~AN.. 1980 
-Nrc WIND TUNNE-WELL INTERNATIONA* 
-L (UNITARY) -L 
"T. L. MULKEY 




























• CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR CCMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TESTED • + TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
------------------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------~------
ARC - .RESULTS OF TEST U*B70C9E44F9M16N28R.DETER~INE FORCE/P.FORCE 
11TWT - .SING A 0,030-SCAL*5V8W116(ORBITER) 'RESSURE DATA AT H'PRESSUI~E 
115 /-E PRESSURE LOADS .. °IGH ALPHA/BETA CO-
OA149A .SPACE SHUTTLE ORBr. ~MBINATIDNS FOR 
CR-151,780*ITER MODEL (47-0)* -MACH RANGE 0.6 TO* 
HN THE NASA/ARC .1.4 
.UNITARY PLAN WIND- • .. 
-TUNNEL ~ 
.. 
'" ARC - .RESULTS OF TEST U*S70C9E44f9MI6N28R'DETERMINE FDRCE/P·FORCE 
11TWT - "SING A 0.030-SCAL*5V8WI16(ORBITER} 'RESSURE OATA AT H·PRESSURE 
115 /-E PRESSURE LOADS" 'IGH ALPHA/BETA CO-
OA 149A *SPACE SHUTTLE ORB" ·MBINATIONS FOR 
CR-151,781"'ITER MODEL (47-0)* "MACH RANGE 0.6 TO-
"IN THE NASA/ARC .. -I :4 .. 
·UNITARY PLAN WIND- • 
"TUNNEL 
• • 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .0 - 140A/B/c/R 
11TWT - .OF THE 0.010 SCAL*SRB - MODIFIED 
"THE TEST DBJECTIV-FORCE 
VE"ES WERE TO OBTAIN-
·INDIVIDUAL COMPO· 228-1 I-E SPACE SHUTTLE I.HICLE 5 
IA144 *NTEGRATED VE~ICLE·T - MODIFIED 
CR-167,342.IN THE NASA/AMES "CLE 5 
*RESEARCH CENTER 
.,IXl1 FOOT TRANSO-





oN HINGE MOMENT OA* 
"lA.AND THE EFFECT* 
~S OF SEALING THE .. 
~METRIC WING GAP O' 
oN COMPONENT LOADS. 
• 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS to - 140A/B/C/R 
llTWT - ·OF THE 0.010 SCAL*SRB - MODIFIED 
"THE TEST OBJECTIV-FORCE 
VE-ES WERE TO O~AIN· 
·INDIVIDUAL COMPO .. 228-1 /-E SPACE SHUTTLE I.HICLE 5 
IA144 -NTEGRATEO VEHICLE-T - MODIFIED 
CR-iG7.343*IN THE NASA/AMES-CLE 5 
-RESEARCH CENTER 
·11X11 FOOT TRANSO. 




VEHI'NENT LOADS. ELEVO· 
"N HINGE MOMENT OA· 
"TA.AND THE ~FFECT* 
-S OF SEALING THE .. 
-METRIC WING GAP O· 
oN COMPONENT LOADS. 

























.ROCKWELLI ·E. CHEE/ROCKWELl -OMS-DR-2376 
-ARC • INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 02 
.'f-FOOT TRANSO.u. MARROOUIN/ROCK"uAN.. 198& 
-NIC WINO TUNNE"WELl INTERNATIONA. 
*L (UNITARY) ·L * 
~ *T. L. MULKEY ., 
~M. M. MANN 
·-OMS ~-
+ • 
~ROCKWELL/ *E. CHEf/ROCKWELL -OMS-OR-2376 
-ARC -INTERNATIONAL -VOLUME 03 
.11-FQDT TRANSO-J. MARROOUIN/RDCK·vAN.. 1980 
·NIC WINO TUNNE-WELL INTERNATIONA* 
"l (UNITARY) ·L .. 
.T. L. MULKEY ~ 
"M. M. MANN "' 
"-OMS 
,. 
·ROCKWELl/ ·P.J. HAWTHORNE. R.OMS-DR-2377 
-ARC *. SPANGLER fRI -VOLUME 01 
·'1-FOOT TRANSO'J.v. BROWNSON JAR-APRll. 2982 
·Nrc WIND TUNNE*C 
*L (UNITARY) -D.W.HERSEY .. 







·ROCKWELL! ·P.J. HAWTHORNE. R.DMS-OR-2377 
.ARC e. SPANGLER /RI -VOLUME 02 
·,t-FODT TRANSO·~.u. BROWNSON fAR.APRIL. 1982 
·NIC WINO TUNNE"C .. 0 0 
·L (UNITARY) -0. W .HERSEY" ."T1 :tJ 
.. .G. W. KLUG -0 G5 
.. "-OMS * 0 -
.. * ~ 













--------_________________________________________ ~. _____ ~_~~ ___ .. __ .~ __ .-~~.~~ ______ ~,~_~_._. ___ ~~ __ ~_H._~_~~_.~~ __ ~ ___ ~~~_*~._ .• __ ~_ 
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TEST 






TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 







'OR COMMENTS -------- _________________________________ • _____________ ~ __________ ~. ______ ~ _________ ~ _____________ ~M _____ ~ _______ • ______ * __________ _ 
ARC - *RESUlTS OF AN INV"MOOEl 112-T 
llTWT - *ESTIGATION OF STA-
412-1 /-TIC AND DYNAMIC p* 
IA191 -RESSURE DISTRIBUT" 
CR-160.820*IONS ON EXTERNAL -
*TANK PROTUBERAtlCE· 
*5 IN THE 1'-FOOT -
-lEG OF THE NASA/A' 
*RC UNITARY PLAN W* 







• OETERMINE PRESSUR'fORCf 
-ES ON AN ARRAY OF.PRESSURE 
-ROllND AND RECTAN -
-GULAR PIPES IN THo 
>E PRESENCE OF A F· 
'lAT PLATE REPRESE-
·NTING l02 FEEDLIN-
·E. GD2 PRESSURE l* 
oINE.L02 ANTIGEYSE-
oR LINE AND CABLE -
-TRAY AT VARIOUS C+ 
-ROSS FLOW ANGLES·-
-TO ALSO DETERMIN • 
°E DYNAMIC ENVIRON-
-MENT AROUND THE S-






ARC - .RESUlTS OF AN INV*B7SC16E64F16FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FCRCE -0.6 
11TWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER-22HG1M52N10BN109N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE .'.4 
118-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT-110N111R20V27VT10'AMIC CHAR WITH RE~ 
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VT11VT12VT13VT14 -GARO TO: (l)BASIC-
CR-151.801·AERO CHARACTERIST*VT15VT16VT17W131 'STABILITY AND CON-
·Ies UTILIZING AN .. -TROL(2)CONTROL SUo 
".OS-SCALE HI-FIDE- -RFACE HINGE MOMEN-
-LITY REMOTE *TS(3)REYNOLDS 
-CONTROL MODEL (39- "NUMBER EFFECTS(4)-
·-0) IN THE AMES R· -HYSTeRESIS AND CO-
*ESEARCH CENTER UN- aNTROl SURfACE. INT· 
~ITARV WIND TUNNEL. -ERACTIONS(S) 
··COA145A -PROPOSED INBOARD/· 
~ ·OUTBOARD ELEVON I' 





-ROCKWElLI -R.H.SPANGlER. ~.M-OMS·DR~2378 
-ARC -ARROQUIN. M.E.NrC-MARCH. 193t 
-"-FODT TRANSO"HOLS/R.I. 
.NIC WINO TUNNE.~.C.MONFORT. R.R.* 
-l (UNITARY) -ELLINGTON/ARC .. 
'5. R. HOULIHAN 










-ROCKWELll oR. H. MUlFINGER/R.OMS-DR-2380 
-ARC *OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 01 
·"-FOOT TRANSO-CNAl SPACE DIVISI-DEC.. 1980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-ON 





















c> ):> (.'l 





.... ,.~ .. 
~ 
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.. 
• 








CONFIGURATIONS • JEST 
PURPOSE 
'nPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 
REPORT TITLE .. TESTED .. TEST ~MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV~B75C16E64F16FD3FR·VERIFV OR8ITER VEoFORCE *0.6 
11TWY - *ESTIGATION TO VER*22HG1M52Nl08NI09N*HIClE 102 AERODYNtPRESSURE *1.4 
118-1 j*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT.11ON11IR20V27VTW"AMIC CHAR WITH REt 
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VTI tVT12VTI3VTI4 ·GARD TO (I)BASIC" .. 
CR-151.802~AERO CHARACTERIST*VTI5VTI6VTI7WI31 ·STA8ILITY AND CON-
-ICS UTILIZING AN .. ~TROU 2)CONTROL SU· 
·.05-SCAlE HI-FIDE" -RFACE HINGE MOMEN" 
"LITY REMOTE * 'YS(3)REYNOLDS 
-CONTROL MODEL (39. -NUMBER EFFECTS(4)-
·-0) IN THE AMES R. -HYSTERESIS AND CO-
-ESEARCH CENTER UN. *NTROL SURFACE INT· 
"'ITARY WINO TUNNEL· --ERACnONS(51 
"(OA145A -PROPOSED INBOARD!-
• ·OUIBOARD ELEVON I· 
.. "NTERACTION MATH M· ~ 





- -RESULTS OF AN INV.B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE-FORCE 
- -ESTIGATION TO VER-22HG1M52NIOSN109N-HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE 
I-IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*110NlflR20V27VTtO'AMlC CHAR WITH RE~ 
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 "VT11VTI2VTI3VTI4 
CR-151.S03·AERO CHARACTERIST.VTI5VT16VTI7WI31 











-ROCKWEll! oR. H. MUlfINGERiR*OMS-OR-2380 
~ARC oOCKWELL INTERNATI*VOlUME Q2 
+11-FOOT TRANSO-ONAL SPACE DIVISI-OEC.. 1980 
*NIC WINO TUNNE-ON 















• ROCKWElll oR. H. MULFINGER/R-OMS-OR-2380 
-ARC -OCKWELL INTERNATI*VOLUME 03 
-11-FOOT TRANSO-ONAL SPACE DIVISI-OEC.. .9S0 
·NIC WIND TUNNE·ON * 





"Ti ~"! ~~, 





·STABILITY AND CON· 
*TROL(2)CONTROL SU· 
oRFACE HINGE MOM EN-
*1S(3 )REYNOLDS 
*NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* 
"HYSTERESIS AND CO· 
*NTROl SURFACE INT' 
*ERACTIONS(5) 
.PROPOSED INBOARD!. 
-OUT80ARO ELEVON II 




























..... '1· ". 
WiND TUNNEL TEST I D~S DATA PROCESSING 2S0 --------~ ______________ ~ ___________________________ •• w.~ ____ ~ ____ .• w_~_~ __________ ~_~.~~_· M~.~. ____ ~.~. _________ w ___ ~ ____________ ~_ 










TYPE OF • SCALE' TESTING 
REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - "RESULTS OF AN INV-B75C16E64F16Fo3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE-FORCE -0.6 
11TWT - -ESTIGATION TO VER.22HG1M52Nl08Nl0SN4HIClE 102 AERODYN-PRESSURE .1.4 
118-1 /.IfY SHUTTLE ORBIT·,ION111R20V27VT10·AMIC CHAR WITH RE 
OA145A "ER VEHICLE 102 -VT11VTf2VT13VTI4 °GARD TO; (1)BASIC- .. 
CR-151,804-AERO CHARACTERIST·VTI5VTtuVT17WI31 -STABILITY AND CON" 
-ICS UTILIZING AN - "TROL(2)CONTROl SUo .. 
·.05-SCAlE HI-FIDE- .RFACE HINGE MOMEN° 
-lITY REMOTE oTS(3)REYNOLDS 
-CONTROL MODEL (19- °NUMBER EFFECTS(4)' 
*-0) IN THE AMES R* -HYSTERESIS ANO CO, 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN° -NTROl SURFACE INT-
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL· -ERACTIONS(5) 
-(OAI45A -PROPOSED INBOARD;' 
.. -OUTBOARD ElEVON I~ 
• -NTERACTION MATH M* 
.. 'ODEl 
ARC - 'RESUlTS OF AN lNV.B75C16E64F16FD3FRoVERlfY ORBITER VEoFORCE 
;ITWT - -ESTIGATIDN TO VER*22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N-HICLE 102 AERODYN'PRESSURE 
118-1 /-lfY SHUTTLE ORBIT.,10N11IR20V27VT10oAMrc CHAR WITH RE-
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 oVT11VT12VTI3VT14 °GARD TO: (l)BASIC' 
CR-151.805~AERO CHARACTERISToVT15VT16VT17W131 'STABILITY AND CON" 
-ICS UTILIZING AN • -TROL(2}CONTRDl SUo 
-.05-SCALE HI-FIDE. -RFACE HINGE MOMENo 
-LITY REMOTE - °TS(3)REYNOlOS 
·CONTROL MODEL (39* °NUMBER EFFECTS(4)* 
--0) IN THE AMES R- ~HYSTERESIS AND CO· 
·ESEARCH CENTER UN· -NTROL SURfACE INT" 
*ITARY ~IND TUNNEL- °ERACTIONS(5) 
*(OAI45A -PROPOSED INBOARD/-
-OUTBOARD ElEVON 1° 
.. .. 
,. 







"RGCKWEll/ oR_ H. MULFINGER/R"OMS-OR-2380 
-ARC ~OCKWEll INTERNATI*VotUME 04 
-II-fOOT TRANSO-ONAl SPACE OIVISI-oEC.. 1980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE.oN 
-l (UNITARY) ·M. M. MANN 












-~ROCK~Ell/ oR. H. MULFINGER/R.OMS-OR-2380 
.ARC .OCKWEll INTERNATI*VOLUME 05 
'Il-FOOT TRANSO+ON~l SPACE DIVISloDEC.. 1980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-ON 
























ID ;. REPORT 1 ITLE 
~'" 
I 






• TYPE OF - SCALE' 










- PUBLICA TI ONS 
-OR COMMENTS 
ARC • "RESULTS OF AN INV-B7SC16E64FI6F03FR*vERIFY ORBITER VE·FORCE -0 6 
11TWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER-22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N.HICLE 102 AEROOYW·PRESSURE +!.4 
-ROCKWELLI ·R. H. MULfINGER!R*OMS-OQ-23BO 
11B-l I*IFY SHUTTLE ORBITol10Nl11R20V27VT10-AMIC CHAR WITH RE-
OA145A *ER VEHICLE 102 *VT11VT12VT13VT14 0GARD TO; (l)BASIC· 





*ICS UTILIZING AN • ~TROL(2)CONTROL SU- ~ 
*.OS-SCALE HI-FIDE' 'RFACE HINGE MOMEN. 
-LITY REMOTE *TS(3)REYNOLDS 
-CONTROL MODEL (39- -NUMBER EFFECTS(4)· 
--0) IN THE AMES R* "HYSTERESIS AND CO, 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN- "'NTROL SURFACE INT" 
-ITARY WiND TUNNEL" -ERACTIONS(S) 
• (OAI45A - 'PROPOSED INBOARD/-
·OUTBOARO ELEVON 1* 
,. .. -NTERACTION MATH M-
* -ODEL 
* -TEST CANCELLEO SE~TEST CANCELLED SE·FORCE 




-MSFC ~ ·RESULTS OF EXPERI-MOOEL 25-0 (VEH. ·TO DETERMINE 2NO -HEAT-TRANS-O.04 
IPBF - ~MENTAL TESTS IN T*2A AFT OF STA. XO-STAGE ASCENT BASE-
027 /~HE NASA/MSFC IMPUo=f400 AND PROP. S-HEATING RATES AN -
OHB *lSE B~SE FLOW FAC-IMULATION SYS.) -0 PRESSURE OISTRI-
IA109 *IlITY ON A SPACE * .BUTIONS RESULTING-
CR-151.382*SHUTTLE .04 SCALE- ~FROM ENGINE PLUM ., 
-ORBITER (MODEL 2 * 0E RECIRCULATION A* 
05-0) TO DETERMINE- -NO DIRECT PLUME r- .. 
~SECONO STAGE ASC .. *MPINGEMENT 
-ENT BASE HEATING • 
-RATES AND PRESSUR· 
*E DISTRIBUTION 
-ARC -OCKWELL INTERNATI -VOLUME ~6 
-l'-FOOT TRANSO·ONAL SPACE 0IVISI+DEC.. !980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-ON 








-LARC / ~G. G. MCDONALD 
-LARC .'OMS 
-S-FOOT TRANSON' 
-IC PRESSURE TU· 
-NNEL 
/ '~lSFC / ·W. P. GARTON/RI 
*MSFC ',J. E. VAUGHN 
'NASA/MSFC ~MPU·M. M. MOSER vR. 
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.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST-MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF RCS JE-OV102 + ET 
HWTB - °T PLUME INTERACTI*70-0T) 
TOA I-ON TESTS USING A • 
1A148 -0_0125-SCALE MODE-
CR-151.412*L (70-0T) OF THE -
*SPACE SHUTTLE VEH-
*ICLE ORBITER IN T-
.HE AEDC VKF TUNNE-
*L %8% (IA148) .. 
.. 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF RCS uE'OV102 + ET 
HWTB - *T PLUME INTERACTI"70-0T) 
TOA loON TESTS USING A 0 
IA148 . *0.0125-SCALE MODEo 
CR-151.413 o L (70-0T) OF THE .. 
-SPACE SHUTTLE VEH-
*ICLE ORBITER IN T-
-HE AEDC VKF TUNNE-
'L %B% (IAI48) 
(MODEL'TO OBTAIN INTERAC-FORCE 
'TION EFFECTS OF R-
-CS THRUSTER JET p. 
-LUMES ON SSV AERO-
-DYNAMICS DURING S-
-TAGING TO SIMULAT· 
'E A RETURN-TO-LAU-
°NCH SITE (RTLS) A-
-BORT MISSION 
(MODEL'TO OBTAiN INTERAC-FORCE 
°TION EFFECTS OF R' 
-CS THRUSTER JET p. 
-LUMES ON SSV AERO-
-DYNAMICS DURING S' 
-TAGING TO SJMULAT-
°E A RETURN-TO'LAU' 






ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .MOOEL 53-0 (ELEVOoTO EVALUATE EFFEC-HEAT-iRANS o O.l11 
3.5HWT - -ON A 0.111-SCALE oN/WING GAP) °T OF ELEVON DEFLE" 05.1 
173 I-SPACE SHUTTLE VE* -CTION. GAP GEOMET- -5.1 
OHI5 -HICLE SIMULATED E* -RV. AND BOUNDARY -
CR-151.366*LEVON/WING GAP HE- -LAYER STATE ON EL-
*AT TRANSFER MODEL" -EVON/WING GAP H£A-
*(53-0) IN THE AM • oTING 
°ES RESEARCH CENTE· 
"R 3_5-FOOT HWT 
• 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .MOOEL 53-0 (ELEVO-TO EVALUATE EFFEC·HEAT-TRANS·O.111 
3.5HWT - -ON A 0.111~SCALE °N/ELEVON GAP) *T OF ELEVON OEfLEo 05.1 
177 I-SPACE SHUTTLE VEHo -CTION. GAP GEOMETo 05.1 
OH44 0ICLE SIMULATED EL- "RY. AND BOUNDARY" 
CR-151.368*EVON/ELEVON GAP Ho 
,t"':~I"~, 
--'" 
-EAT TRANSFER MOOE' 













I .ROCKWELL! ou.u.OAILEDA + v.M oOMS-OR-2384 
~AEOC -ARROQUIN/RI -VOLUME 01 
.HVPERSO~IC WINoJ. E. VAUGHN -SEPT.. 1978 
60 TUNNEL (B) --OMS 
• 
.. 
/ -ROCKWEIL/ -u.u.DAILEDA + u.MoDMS-OR-2384 
-AEOC -ARROQUIN/RI -VOLUME 02 
-HYPERSONIC WIN"v. E. VAUGHN -SEPT.. 1978 
-0 TUNNFL (B) ··OMS 
• 
I -ROCKWELL! -C. L. BERTHOLO/RI-OMS-OR-2385 
-ARC -O.W.HERSEY -SEPT.. 1977 
-3.5-FOOT HYPERoM. M. MOSER JR. 





! -ROCKWELL! -C. L. BERTHOLO!RI.OMS-OR-2386 
-ARC oO.W.HfRSEY -SEPT.. 1977 
-3_5-FOOT HYPERoM. M. MOSER JR. • 







0 2 ::of: 
0" Cl:' 
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• TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING ,. 
" 
"" REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
LARC ~TEST CANCELLED SE-TEST CANCELLED SE*FORCE 
LTPT - .. ·PTEMBER 1978 "PTEMBER 1978 .. .. 







AEDC - *RESULTS OF WIND T-MOOEL 83-0 (0.04-*1)DETERMINE ORBIT·HEAT-TRANS'0.04 
HWTB - -UNNEL TESTS OF TH*SCALE) *ER (60-0)WINDWARD- -0.0175 
V41B-R4A /-IN-SKIN THERMOCOUoMODEL 60-0 (0.017·SURFACE HEATING "7.90 -
OH84A .PLE MODELS 83-0 (o5-SCALE) -OF TURBULENT 08.0 
CR-167,676*0.04-SCALE) AND 6-
·o-a (0.0175-SCALE-
.J OF THE SPACE SH. 
-UTTLE ORBITER IN .. 
-THE AEDC VKF HYPE. 
-FLO~ ORIGINATING' 
·IN THE AREA OF TH-
°E NOSE RCC/RSI IN-
-TERFACE 
-2)DETERMINE ORBIT* 
-RSONIC WIND TUNNE* -ER (83-0) LEESIDE* .. 
-L B (OH84A) 
.. 
-
"HEATING IN SAME 
-AREA 
.. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV*B75C16E64F16FD3FR*VERIFY ORBITER VE*FORCE 02.45 -
87SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER-22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE *3.5 
118-1 /*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT*110Nll1R20V27VT10*AMIC CHAR WITH RE. .. 
OA145C *ER VEHICLE 102 *VT11VT12VT13VT14 oGARD TO: (1)BASIC- -
CR-160,810*AERO CHARACTERIST*VT15VT16VT17W131 -STABILITY AND CON' 
-ICS UTILIZING AN - *TROL(2)CONTROL SU~ 
·.05-SCALE HI-FlOE- -RFACE HINGE MDMEN~ -
*LITY REMOTE -TS(3)REYNOlDS 0 
*CONTROL MODEL (39* .NUMBER EFFECTS(4)· 
--O} IN THE AMES R- -HYSTERESIS AND CO, 
*ESEARCH CENTER UN- -NTROL SURFACE INT· 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL· 'ERACTIONSl~) 
.-(OAt45C) - -PROPOSED INBOARD' 
-ELEVON INTERACTIO· 
* .. oN MATH MODEL 
.. 
. ~ l (' ... 
-LARC / .",. W. 
"LARC -G. G. 
·LOW-TURBULENCE*-DMS 
-PRESSURE TUNN .. 
-EL .. 
-.-
-ROCKWELL! ·P. L. 
/ ~AEDC oJ. E. 
-HYPERSONIC WIN"G. R. 


















-ROCKWEll/ ·R. H. MULFINGER/R-OM$-DR-2389 
~ARC 'OCKWELL INTERNATI.VOLUME 01 
'8-FOOT BY 7-FO'ONAL SPACE DIVISI*JUNE. 1981 
'OT SUPERSONIC "ON • 








.. .. "'l1:.tJ 
.. "'O~ O-=' ";;>
"' 
c.0 ' .'~ 
,. :o~ 
to"r:Y t:..: : 'j 
» !~~ C ~'! 
:!i~ 
~,.~~.t.~ • ..R.,.:;.,.'"' .. <H7""''''\,,.., .... ~<_"'". ~~~';::'~<~~_;J.~<_,~·,,!iL.:~"';'L::Hj,-,~. f"CI",7,.;::-...c. ..... l!.: .. ::;_ ~,-r-~ _.JiiIi:I!If~" , . .~'.~~ .'-'r. ··a41 ,,- ~ ... 
::7" or 














• REPORT TI TLE TEST *MACH RANGE- AGENCY .. -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - .RESULTS OF AN INV*B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR.VERIFY ORBITER VE-FORCE 02.45 -
87SWT - *ESTIGATION TO VER.22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE 03.5 
118-1 j.IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT.l10Nll1R20V27VT10*AMIC CHAR WITH RE* 
OA145C ~ER VEHICLE 102 oVTllVT12VT13VT14 °GARO TO: (I)BASIC* 
CR-160.811-AERO CHARACTERIST-VT15VT16VT17W131 -STABILITY ANa CON' 
~ICS UTILIZING AN • *TROL(2)CONTROL SUo 
o.05-SCALE HI-FIDE- *RFACE HINGE MOMENo .. 
-LITY REMOTE. *TS(3)REYNOLDS • 
-CONTROL MODEL (39- *NUMBER EFFECTS(4l o 
--0) IN THE AMES R* -HYSTERESIS AND CO" 
-ESEARCH CENTER UNo *NTROL SURFACE INT~ 
*ITARY WIND TUNNEL" -ERACTIONS(5) 
-(OA145C) -PROPOSED INBOARD • 
" -ELEVON INTERACTIO-
• .. "N MATH MODEL 
• 0" 
ARC - "RESULTS OF ANINV*B75C16E64F 16FD3FR"VERIFY ORBITER VE·FORCE *2.45 -
87SWT - ~ESTIGATION TO VER.22HG1M52N108Nl09N*HICLE 102 AERODYN*PRESSURE .3.5 
118-1 f*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT'110Nl11R20V27VT10-AMIC CHAR WITH RE* 
OA145C -ER VEHICLE 102 *VT11VT12VT13VT14 -GARD TO: (1)BASIC' 
CR-160.812*AERO CHARACTERIST.VT15VT16VT17W131 -STABILITY AND CON" 
·ICS UTILIZING AN • *TROL(2)CONTROL SU-
".05-SCALE HI-FIDE" "RFACE HINGE MOMEN· 
1'LITY REMOTE ·TS(3)REYNOLDS 
·CONTROL MODEL (39' -NUMBER EFFECTS(4)' 
--0) IN THE AMES R* ·HYSTERESIS AND CO-
-ESE ARCH CENTER UN- 'NTROL SURFACE INT. 
*ITARY WINO TUNNEL· ·ERACTIONS(5) 
*(OA145C)" ·PROPOSED INBOARD' 
'ELEVON INTERACTIO' " 
- .. *N MATH MODEL .. 
.. .. • 
." '~" "7"" 
-
"1." 
• ROCKWELL! oR. H. MULFINGER!R*DMS-OR-2389 
oARC *OCKWELl INTERNATI*VOLUME 02 
.8-FDOT BY 7-FO.ONAL SPACE DIVISI*JUNE. 1981 
.OT SUPERSONIC -ON .. 













-ROCKWELLI oR. H. MULFINGER/R"D~S-DR-2389 
°ARC *OCKWELL INTERNATI-VOLUME 03 
·8-FOOT BY 7-FO-ONAL SPACE DIVISI-JUNE. 1981 
'OT SUPERSONIC ·ON 






































• CONFIGURATIONS * 
.. TESTED ,. 
TEST 
PURPOSE 






.. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
LARC - .LOW SUPERSONIC ST-MODEL 44 0 SSV OR-OBTAIN LOW SUPERS-FORCE 
UPWT - .ABILITY AND CDNTR-BITER WITH REMOTE-ONIC DATA ON CONT· 
1194 /-OL CHARACTERISTIC·CONTROLLED ELEVO .ROL SURF.ACE LINEA· 
LA101 -S OF A 0.OO15-SCA*NS *RITY AND SENSITIV* 
CR-160.481*LE (REMOTELY CONT* .. ITY TO MACH NUMBE* 
-ROLLED ELEVON) MO- oR FOR FINE CUT SP· 
-DEL 44-0 SPACE SH- -EED BRAKE. BODY F* 
*UTTLE ORBITER TES- -LAP AND RUDDER DE" 
*TED IN THE NASA!L* .FLECTIONS. INVEST· 
·ARC 4 FOOT UPWT (T -IGATE INTERACTIVE. 
-LEG 1) (LA101) -EFFECTS OF MUTUA .. 
.. *L CONTROL SURFACE· 
-DEFLECTIONS. AND ~ 
-OBTAIN OTHER CONT" 
- -RDL SURFACE DATA • 
-LARC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS ~OTS - SINGLE STIN-THE OBJECTIVESOF -FORCE 
8TPT - ·OF THE 0.10 SCALE*G IN ORBITER -THIS TEST WAS TO ,. 
779 I-SPACE SHUTTLE IN .OTS - ET AND SRB -OBTAIN DRBITER/ETo 
IA244 *TEGRATED VEHICLE .DN SEPERATE STING-ATTACH STRUCTURE • 
CR-167 .346-IN THE LANGLEY RE-01S - ATTACH STRU*LOADS AND TO OET • 
-SEARCH CENTER 8-F·CTURE ON TANK ONL-ERMINE THE EFFECT" 
*OOT TRANSONIC PRE*Y -OF REYNOLDS NUMB ~ 
*SSURE TUNNEL. MOD- *ER ON ELEVON HING* 
*EL 72-0TS TEST IA* -E MOMENTS. 
"~4.. ,. 
-NRLAD - -GROUND PROXIMITY .MODEl 
LSWT - *TESTS OF THE 0.03-40A/B 
775 !--SCALE MODEL (45--FIED) 
OA250 -0) SPACE SHUTTLE * 
CR- '151. 389*ORBITER IN THE RO .. 
*CKWELL INTERNATIO-
-NAL NAAL LOW SPEE-
·0 WINO TUNNEL 
.. 
.. 
* • 45-0 ORB. 1*TO DEFINE ORB. LA·FORCE 
CONF. (MODI-T.-DIRECT. STABIL* 
.ITY CHARACTERISTI* 
-CS IN GROUND PROX-
*IMITY: TO INVESTI* 
*GATE DISCREPANCIE-
*S IN LAT.-DIRECT.· 
-DATA OBTAINED IN ,. 
·OTHER NAAL TESTS ,. 
,. 
.. 

















/ ·LARC / °BERNARD SPENCER, ·DMS-DR~2390 
°LARC oJR'/LARC ·.JUNE, 1980 
~UNITARY PLAN WoGEORGE M. WARE/NA~ 
·INO TUNNEL ·SA • 
• .J. W. BALL 








/ -ROCKWEll./ .P.J. HAWTHORNE. R'OMS-DR-2391 
-LARC ·.SPANGLER /RI -MARCH. 19S2 
oS-FOOT TRANSON-OELMA C. FREEMAN • 

















'.J. E. VAUGHN 
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• .. ·MOOEL· .. 
TEST 





TYPE OF .. SCALE* TESTING 







ARC - -RESULTS OF SSV IN.OT FLAT PLATE 
3.5HWT - *TERFERENCE HEATINf 
228-1 /~G TESTS ON A 0.04-
IH51A --SCALE THIN-SKIN * 
CR-167.679*THERMOCOUPLE MODE. 
-L (58-0T) UTILIZI. 
*NG A SIMULATED EX. 
*TERNAl TANK & ORB. 
·ITER FOREBOOY IN • 
*THE NASA/ARC 3.5--
-FOOT HYPERSONIC W-
-IND TUNNEL (IH51A* 
-) 
.. 
ARC - .RESULTS OF SSV IN.OT FLAT PLATE 
3.5HWT - *TERFERENCE HEAT IN· 
228-1 /*G TESTS ON A 0.04. 




*L (58-0T) UTILIZI* 
*NG A SIMULATED EX. 
eTERNAL TANK & ORB. 
-ITER FOREBODY IN .. 
-THE NASA/ARC 3.5-. 
-FOOT HYPERSONIC W* 
-IND TUNNEL (IH51A. 
-) 
.. 
.TO OBTAIN AERODYN<HEAT-TRANS· 0.04 
• AMIC INTERFERENCE. 5.3 
-HEATING EFFECTS 
-ON THE UPPER PORT. • 
-ION OF THE SPACE - .. 
-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -
-TANK (ET) IN THE -
-PRESENCE OF THE 0* 
.RBITER FOREBODY &. 





-TO OBTAIN AERODYN·HEAT-TRANS. 0.04 
*AMIC INTERFERENCE' 5.3 
.HEATING EFFECTS 
.ON THE UPPER PORT· 
• ION OF THE SPACE • 
-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -
-TANK (ET) IN THE. 
-PRESENCE OF THE O' 
-RBITER FOREBODY S- .. 







/ .ROCKWELL! -C. l. 
-ARC .P. L . 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER-T. L. 








lEMOINE/RI -VOLUME 01 







I ·ROCKWELLI ·C. L. BERTHOLD!RI*OMS-OR-2393 
"ARC .P. L. LEMOINE/RI "VOLUME 02 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER-T. L. MULKEY -FEB.. 1984 
·SONIC WINO TUN-G. W. KLUG • 







• • .. 00 
-rw:u 
~i5 0-






"': "'::.;~ I 
--:1.·· .. -
o 
..- .fI::=-~ o 
-----------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------









.. CONFiGURATIONS· TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 
- REPORT TITLE TESTED ., TEST .. MACH RANGE- AGENCY .. -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF SSV IN-OT FLAT PLATE *TO OBTAIN AERODYN-HEAT-TRANS* 0.04 
5.3 3,5HWT - *TERFERENCE HEATIN-
228-1 /*G TESTS ON A 0.04-
IH51A --SCALE THIN-SKIN -
CR-167.681-THERMOCOUPLE MODE" 
*L (58-DT) UTILIZI* 
*NG A SIMULATED EX· 
-TERNAL TANK & ORS. 
-ITER FOREBODY IN .. 
"THE NASA/ARC 3.5-. 
·FOOT HYPERSONIC W· 
*IND TUNNEL (IH51A* 
. ) .. 
• • 
.AMIC INTERFERENCE- • 
-HEATING EFFECTS .. 
-ON THE UPPER PORT· • 
*ION OF THE SPACE .. 
-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL -
.TANK (ET) IN THE· 
.PRESENCE OF THE O· 
'ORBITER FOREBODY &. , 
-FORWARD ATTACH H • 
"AROWARE 
.. .. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF SSV IN-OT FLAT PLATE .TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS- 0.04 
~AMIC INTERFERENCE- 5.3 
-HEATING EFFECTS • 
3.5HWT - *TERFERENCE HEATIN* 
228-1 /*G TESTS ON A 0.04-
IH51A ·-SCALE THIN-SKIN -
CR-167.682*THERMOCOUPLE MODE· 
.L (58-0T) UTILIZI* 
*NG A SIMULATED EX-
-TERNAL TANK & ORS* 
-ITER FORE BODY IN -






LARC - .EFFECT OF SILTS P*MODEL 
8TPT - *00 ON THE TRANSON*POD) 
786 /*IC AERODYNAMIC CH* 
LA111 ·ARACTERISTICS OF -
CR-151.394*A 0.015-SCALE SHU* 
*TTLE ORBITER MODE-
-L (44-0) TESTED I. 
*N THE NASA/LARC 8-
*-FOOT TPT -
* 
·ON THE UPPER PORT· 
-ION OF THE SPACE .. • 
-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL • .-
-TANK (ET) IN THE" .. 
-PRESENCE OF THE 0- • 
-RBITER FOREBODY &-
.FORWARD ATTACH H " 
*ARDWARE 
-
44-0 (SILTS-TO DETERMINE EFFE'OFORCE 
oCT OF AERO. CHARA* 
-CTERISTICS OF ORB-
-ITER RESULTING FR-
-OM ADDITION OF SI-






/ -ROCKWELL/ ~C. L. 
-ARC -P. L. 
BERTHOLD/RI·DMS-DR-2393 
LEMOINE/RI -VOLUME 03 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-T. L. MULKEY "FEB.. 1984 
















I -ROCKWELL/ ·C. L. BERTHOLD/RI-OMS-DR-2393 
-ARC .-p. L. LEMOINE/RI -VOLUME 04 
*3.5-FOOT ~YPER.T. L. MULKEY -FEB.. 1984 








* I -LARC I ·G. WARE. B. SPENC-OMS-OR-2395 
-lARC .ER. ~R./RI .~AN.. 1978 
.9·FOOT TRANSON-G. G. MCDONALD 












-UQ 02 o~ ::0,., 






















., CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS ., REPORT TITLE ,. TESTED TEST ·MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
-------------------------------------------------------------~--------~-----~--~---------------~------~--------~--------------------
LARC - -EFFECT OF SILTS P*MODEL 
UPWT - *00 ON THE LOW SUP~POD) 
1212 J*ERSONIC AERODYNAM* 
LA110 -IC CHARACTERISTIC-
CR-151.393*S OF A 0.015-SCAL-
.F. SHUTTLE ORBITER-
*MODEL (44-0) TES 0 
-TED IN THE NASA/Lo 
·ARC 4-FOOT UPWT (-
·LEG 1) ,. 
-
44-0 (SILTS~TO DETERMINE EFFE-FORCE 
*CT OF AERO. CHARA' 
*CTERISTICS OF ORB-
-ITER RESULTING FR-
~OM ADDITION OF SI~ 
-LTS POD TO VERTIC~ 
-AL TAIL 
-.. 
LARC - -RESULTS OF WIND T-O -f40A/B/C/R -THE PURPOSE or TH'FORCE 
8TPT - *UNNEL TESTS ON A .T -MOOIFIED VEHIC*IS TEST WAS TO VE' 
780 /*0.010 SCALE MODEL-LE 5 *RIFYRESULTS OF E* 
LA113 *(72-0TS) ROCKWEL .S -MODIFIED VEHIC*ARLIER TESTS ~IA2' 
CR-167.347*L SPACE SHUTTLE V*LE 5 *44) OF H'E 72-0TS" 
*EHICLE IN THE LAR~ ·MODEL IN THE SAM .. 















AEOC - .RESULTS OF TESTS .B62C9E64W13~M16N2·TO OBTAIN AERODYN·FORCE -0.03 
PWT16T - .USING A 0.03 SCAL*SN112R5VSFD3F9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL-PRESSURE -0.6 
470 I.E MODEL (47-0TS) -T39 -VEHICLE ELEMENTS· -1.55 
IA 105A -OF THE SPACE SHUT-S27 .BY PRESSURE INTE· 
CR-160.850-TLE INTEGRATED VE~ -GRATION AND MEASU* 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC- *RE LOADS DIRECTLY'" .. 
.,~ FOOT TRANSONI .. -ON WING VERTICAL • .. 
*C PROPULSION WIND- -TAIL AND ELEVON 
-TUNNEL (IA105A) .. 'HINGE MOMENTS. .. 
* • 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -B62C9E64W131M16N2*TO OBTAIN AERODYN·FORCE 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.03 SCAL'-SNl12R5VSF03F9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL ""PRESSURE 
470 /·E MODEL (47-0TS) -T39 -VEHICLE ELEMENTS • 
IA105A .OF THE SPACE SHUT-S27 -BY PRESSURE INTE • 




*HICLE IN THE AEDC. *RE LOADS DIRECTLY' 
- 16 FOOT TRANSONI - "ON WING VERTICAL .. 
·C PROPULSION WIND- .. TAIL ANO ELEVON .. 









I -LARC / .G. WARE. B. SPENC-OMS-OR-2396 
"LARC 
-UNITARY PLAN 
-ER. JR./LARC ~OEC.. 1977 














/ ·LARC I ~DELMA C. FREEMAN.·OMS-OR-2397 
.LARC -W.I. SCALLION IL .APRIL. 1982 
oS-FOOT TRANSON*ARC ., 
"IC PRESSURE TU*J. W. BALL 






/ ~ROCKWELL/ 'R.H.SPANGLER/RI 
.AEOC -L.P.lEBLANC/RI 
-TRANSONIC PROP*S. R. HOULIHAN 




I .. ROCKWELL! *R.H.SPANGLER!RI 
*AEDC -L.P.LEBLANC/RI 
-TRANSONIC PROP.S. R. HOULIHAN 
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CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 
- TYPE OF ~ SCALE. TESTING 
- REPORT TITLE ,. TESTED * TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - -r.ESULTS OF TESTS .S62C9E64W131MI6N2*TO OBTAIN AERODVN~FORCE .0.03 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.03 SCAL*SN112R5VSF03F9 *AMIC LOADS ON ALL-PRESSURE -0.6 
470 I.E MODEL (47-0TS) *T39 -VEHICLE ELEMENTS'" ".55 
IA105A *OF THf. SPACE SHUT-S27 -BY PRESSURE INTE ~ 
CR-160.S52*TLE INTEGRATED VE~ -GRATION AND MEASU~ 
·HICLE IN THE AEDC- *RE LOADS DIRECTLY-
*16 FOOT TRANSONI - .ON WING VERTICAL' 
.C PROPULSION WIND- -TAIL AND ELEVON 
*TUNNEL (IA105A) -HINGE MOMENTS. 
,. 
". 
LARC - .EFFECT OF SILTS P-MODEL 44-0 
UPWT - *00 ON THE HIGH SU.POD) 
1217 /*PERSONIC AERODYNA* 
LA114 .MIC CHARACTERISTI-
CR-151.3SS-CS OF A 0.015-SCA-
*LE SHUTTLE ORBITE-
*R MODEL (44-0) TE-
• STED IN THE NASAl-
-LARC 4-FOOT UPWT -
-(LEG 2) 
• 
(SILTS.TO DETERMINE EFFE-FORCE 
oCT OF AERO. CHARA* 
·CTERIsTICS OF ORB-
-ITER RESULTING FR-
-OM ADDITION OF 51-
-LTs POD TO VERTIC-




LERC - -RESULTS OF SSV OR-ORBITER VEHICLE I-OBTAIN CALIBRATIO*FORCE 
*NS OF 0.1 AND 0.2* 
--SCALE ROSEMOUNT ,. 
10SWT - -BITER AIR DATA SY*02 FOREBODV 
042 I-STEM CALIBRATION -
OA234 -TEST USING THE 0.* 
CR-160.51S*10-SCALE ORBITER -
-FOREBODY MODEL 99-
--0 IN THE NASA/LE* 
-WIs 10 X i0-FOOT -
-SUPERSONIC WINO T* 
*UNNEL (OA234) ,. 
-
,. 
·AIR DATA SYSTEM p. 
*ROBES;MEASURE FOR. 
-EBODY FLUSH SURFA* 
*CE TAP PRESSURE 0* 























-TRANSONIC PROP~S. R. HOULIHAN 














·G. WARE. B. sPENC*DMS-OR-2399 
*ER.JR./LARC .NOV.. 1977 







































c: ~ 1 
).:;l " r ~ ~ 
~u 
.;!;,.,:"" _"".4._;:...: ..... '.-" .... ,,_ C","~', ~ .• ,." ~~; .. ,:::.~. 1.A._ .r::;' ~:'" .C";:;:::~::. ~;:~ A.;.......tJ:::'WIQiI'jillfPH. ~,M~_~~:t>·{., .• :: .... " l't_ ,. ~Ir 
~~ '-.,. 
















.OR COMMENTS .. REPOl?r TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
ARC - *AERONOISE TEST RE."-0TS (ORB. ET. *TO MEASURE FLUCTU~PRESSURE 
-ATING PRESSURE (A+ 11.97.87- ~SULTS USING A 0.0.2 SRB'S) 
70S-1 /*40-SCALE SPACE SH~ -ERONOISE) ENVIRON* 
IS1A/B/C *UTTLE VEHICLE CON- °MENT ON LAUNCH VE. 
~HICLE OURING TRAN. 
*SONIC/SUPERSONIC • 
-ASCENT ANO ORBITE-
.R DURING SUPERSON' 
'IC ENTRY 
053 *FIGURATION 2A MOD-
CR-1S1.39S oEL (1'-0TS) IN TH-
oE AMES RESEARCH C' 
·ENTER UNITARY PLA~ 
*N WINO TUNNELS • 
• 
NRLAO - 'SYSTEM CHECKOUT 0.S7SCI6F64FI6FD3FR-CHECKOUT OF ALL tII·FORCE 
LSWT - *F THE O.OS-SCALE ~~2HG1M52Nl08Nl09N'ODEL CONTROL SURP 
766 !.SPACE SHUTTLE VEH'110Nl11R20V27VT10'ACE AND PRESSURE .. 
OA223 -ICLE ORBITER 102 "VT11VTI2VT13VTI4 "SYSTEMS AND • 
CR-151.763*MODEL (39-0) IN T*VT15VTI6VTI7WI31 *ESTABLISH THE OPE. 
-HE NAAL LOW SPEED- .RATIONAL STATUS 0-





AEOC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *B7SC16E64FI6FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'FORCE 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.02-SCAL*G1MS2Nl08Nl09NltO-ND MOMENT DATA ONv 
470 I-E MODEL (89-0TS) *Nl11R20U1V27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM • 
IA156A .OF THE SPACE SHUT*10VT11VTI4VT17WI3*ENTS (ORBITER. EX.-
CR-160,515*TLE INTEGRATED V€~IT39S27 0TERNAL TANK, AND -
", ... , 
'-
*HICLE IN THE AEDC. tEACH SOLIO ROCKET' 
• '6-FOOT TRANSONI - -BOOSTER). WING A • 
*C PROPULSION WINO"-NO VERTICAL TAIL' 
·TUNNEL (JAI56A), - -LOAO INDICATORS ... 
*' -ELEVON AND RUOOER .. 
• -HINGE MOMENTS, A • 
* • ·NO BASE-BODYFLAP .. 


























-ROCKWELL/ >8. V. HERRERA. C.*OMS-OR-2401 
'ARC .t. STEVENS!RI ·vAN.. 1978 
·"-FOOT, 9-fOO*0.W.HERSEY 
-T. 8-fOOT. UNI"M. M. MOSER JR. .. 







oR. C. MENNELL!ROC.OMS-OR-2402 
>KWElL INTERNATION.NOV.. 1978 
WIND"aL • 
-D.W.HERSEY -








-ROCKWELL! .v. v. OAILEDA AND-OMS-OR-2403 
·AEOC ·v. MARROQUIN/ROC .VOLUME 01 
"TRANSONIC PROP*KWELl INTERNATION*JAN.. 1981 
'ULSION WIND TU-AL .. 






















8 /~ ~-~1 ,. 
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TVPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 
- REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY • -OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS -B75CI6E64FI6FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A.FORCE 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.02-SCAl*G1M52Nt08Nl09N110*ND MOMENT DATA ON-
470 /-E MODEL (89-DTS) .Nl11R20U1V27V:':9VT"ALL VEHICLE ELEM ~ 
IA 156A .OF THE SPACE 'SHUT" tOVTf 1VTt4VT1TioII3*ENTS (ORBITER. EX* 
CR-160,516*TLE INTEGRATED VE.1T39S27 *TERNAL TANK. AND .. 
-HICLE IN THE AEDC- .EACH SOLID ROCKET..-
·'6-FOOT TRANSDNI - -BOOSTER). WING A .. 
*C PROPULSION WINO- -NO VERTICAL TAIL -
-TUNNEL (1.AI56A) "LOAD INDICATORS ... 
.. 'ELEVON AND RUDDER-
.. -HINGE MOMENTS, A .. 
- -NO BASE-BODYFLAP .. 




AEOC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *B75CI6E64FI6FR22H-TO OBTAIN FORCE A"FORCE 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.02-SCAL-G1M52Nl08Nl09NltO+ND MOMENT DATA ON-
470 /-E MODEL (89-0TS) *Nl11R20UtV27V29VT-ALL VEHICLE ELEM .. 
IA156A -OF THE SPACE SHUT.tOVT11VTI4VTI7Wt3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX-
CR-160.517*TLE INTEGRATED VE*IT39S27 -TERNAL TANK. AND * 
*HICLE IN THE AEDC· -EACH SOLID ROCKET-
.. 16-fOOT TRANSONI .. -BOOSTER). WING A .. 
*C PROPULSION WINO- -NO VERTICAL TAIL .. 
• TUNNEL (IAI56A) - -LOAD INDICATORS ... 
.. • -ELEVON AND RUDDER-
-HINGE MD~ENTS. A .. 
• -NO BASE-BODYflAP 
• -PRESSURE DATA -
- -
• 
ARC - -RESULTS Of TESTS *88-0TS-.02 SCRLE -TO DETERMINE THE -fORCE 
llTWT - -USING A 0.020-SCA*Of THE INTEGRATED-EffECTS OF THE MA-PRESSURE 
275-1 /-LE MODEL (88-0TS).SPACE SHUTTLE VE -IN PROPULSION SYS-
IA119 -Of THE SPACE SHU ·HIClE -TEM (MPS) AND SDL~ 
CR-160.510-TTLE INTEGRATED V* -10 ROCKET BOOSTER-
*EHICLE JET PLUME - -(SRB) PLUMES ON 
-IN THE NASA/ARC U· -VEHICLE PRESSURE-
*PWT 11 X II-FOOT - ·DISTRIBUTIONS. WI· 
·LEC (TEST IA 119) - '*NG BENDING AND TO-
•• ~RSIor,: LOADS ANO E* 







































-ROCKWELLI oJ. J. DAIlEDA AND-OMS-DR-2403 
-AEDC ·u. MARROQUIN/ROC .VOLUME 02 
-TRANSONIC PROP-KVELL INTERNATION*uAN.. 198t 
*UlSION WINO TU*AL .. 











-ROCKWELll -J. v. DAIlEOA AND-DMS-DR-2403 
-AEOC oJ. MARROQUIN/ROC -VOLUME 03 
.TRANSONIC PRDP-KWELL INTERNATION*JAN.. 1981 
.ULSION WIND TU-Al -
















-ROCKWELL! or u. DZIUBALA.J. -DMS-DR-2404 
-ARC *STONE/RI -VOLUME 01 
ot1-FDOT TRANSO*S. R. HOULIHAN ·OCT.. 1980 
-NIC WINO TUNNE*B. J. BURST 

























,]- ,,""" ~7~ 
---------------~----------------------------~--~-------~----~---~.~~~---~-~-~---~--- ----~~-~----~.---------------~-----~---~-~--~~-





co CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






.. REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST 'MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMT>4ENTS 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS *88-0TS-.02 SCALE -TO DETERMINE THE ·FORCE * .020 
11TWT - "USING A 0.020-SCA-OF THE INTEGRATED-EFFECTS OF THE MA'PRESSURE *.6 
275-1 /"LE MODEL (S8-0TS)*SPACE SHUTTLE VE "IN P~OPULSION SYS" -t.40 
IA119 *OF THE SPACE SHU *HICLE *TEM (MPS) AND SOL~ 
CR-160.511·TTLE INTEGRATED v- *lD ROCKET BOOSTER-
-EHIcLE JET PLUME" *(SRB) PLUMES ON 
·IN THE NASA/ARC U* ·VEHICLE PRESSURE .. 
*PWT 11 X ii-FOOT" -DISTRIBUTIONS. WI-
*LEC (TEST IA119) • *NG BENDING AND TO-
~ 'RSION LOADS AND E* 
·LEVON HINGE MOMEN- ~ 
.. 
-TS . 
ARC - "RESULTS OF TESTS *88-0TS-.02 SCALE .TO OETERMINE THE -FORCE ... 020 
11TWT - "USING A 0.020-SCA-OF THE INTEGRATEO.EFFECTS Dr THE MA-PRESSURE +.6 
275-1 /*LE MODEL (88-~TS)-SPACE SHUTTLE VE -IN PROPULSION SYS* '1.40 
IA 119 -OF THE SPACE SHU -HICLE .TEM (fliPS) AND SOL- .. 
CR-160.512*TTLE INTEGRATED V.. "10 ROCKET BOOST ER-
-EHICLE JET PLUME - .. (SRB) PLUMES ON 
-IN THE NASA/ARC U- .VEHICLE PRESSURE • 
.PWT 11 X it-FOOT - "DISTRIBUTIONS. WI-
-LEC (TEST IA119) • "NG BENDING AND TO' 
- *RSION LOADS AND E* ~ 
- -LEVON HINGE MOMEN' 
• "TS . 
-ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS *88-0TS- .02 SCALE-TO DETER~lINE THE-FORCE •. 020 
11TWT - .USING A 0.020-SCA-OF THE INTEGRATED-EFFECTS OF THE MA*PRESSURE -.6 
275-1 /-LE MODEL (88-0TS)*SPACE SHUTTLE VE -IN PROPULSION SYS- . ".40 
Ut19 -OF THE SPACE SHU ·HICLE -TEM (MPS) AND SOL-
CR-160.513*TTLE INTEGRATED V· *IO ROCKET BOOSTER' 
'-
-EHICLE JET PLUME - • (SRB) PLUMES ON 
-IN THE NASA/ARC U* -VEHICLE PRESSURE .. 
.PWT 11 X tt-FOOT .. "OISTRIBUTIONS. WI-
-LEC (TEST IA119) • -NG BENDING AND TO-
O' 'RSION LOADS AND E-
* "LEVON HINGE MOMEN-
"TS. 
.. .. 
I -ROCKWELLI .T. u . OZIUBALA.u. *OMS-OR-2404 
-ARC *STONE/RI .VOLUME 02 
.,t-FOOT TRANSO·S. R. HOULIHAN -OCT.. 1980 
"NIC WIND TUNNE"B. v. BURST 








/ -ROCKWELLI -T.v. OZIUBALA.v. oOMS-DR-2404 
-ARC -STONE/RI ·VOLUME 03 
'11-FOOT TRANSO-S. R. HOULIHAN -OCT.. 1980 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-S. V. BURST .. 







-/ -ROCKWELll -T.v. DZIUBALA.J. -OMS-OR-24Q4 
·ARC *STONE/RI ·VOLUME 04 
"t,-FOOT TRANSO·S. R. HOULIHAN "OCT.. 1980 
-NrC WINO TUNNE-B. J. BURST 
















e ~~ ~ 
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... CONFIGURATIONS * TEST 
PURPOSE 






..OR COMMENTS ... REPORT TITLE .. TEstED TEST *MACH RANGE. AGENCY .. 
ARC - ·RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 
12PT - -SPEED APPROACH AN. 
218-1 1-0 LANDING EXPERIM* 
OA101 ·ENTAL INVESTIGA- -
CR-151.756·TION OF A O.Q~O-S~ 
-CALE SPACE SHOTTL-
-E ORBITER MODEL (-
-39-0) IN THE NASA* 
-JAMES RESEARCH CE* 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR. 








ARC - -RESULTS OF A LOW .OV102 
12PT - -SPEED APPROACH AN. 
218-1 /*0 LANDING EXPERIM* 
OA101 -ENTAL INVf~lGA- * 
CR-151.757*TION OF £ 0.u50-S-
-CALE SPACE SHUTTL. 
-E ORBITER MODEL (. 
-39-0) IN THE NASA-
-lAMES RESEARCH CE* 
.NTER'S 12-FOOT PRo 
·ESSURE WINO TUNNE* 









.TO OBTAIN BASIC S*FORCE 
-TABILITV AND CONT-PRESSURE 
-ROL DATA FOR DV10~ 
-2 ORBITER. DETERM~ 
°INE INDIVIDUAL PA-
*NEL HINGE MOMENTS' 
*. OBTAIN GROUND t" 
aFFECTS ON PITCH A* 
~NO LATERAL DIRECT-
-IONAl STABILITY A' 
.NO CONTROL WITH L* 
-ANDING GEAR DEPlO· 
"YEO, AND CALIBRAT* 




TO OBTAIN BASIC S.FORCE 
,TABILITY AND CONT-PRESSURE 
.ROL DATA FOR OV10* 
·2 ORBITER. DETERM~ 
*INE INDIVIDUAL PA" 
.NEl HINGE MOMENTS-
*. OBTAIN GROUND E' 
-FFECTS ON PITCH A' 
-NO LATERAL DIRECT-
-IONAL STABILITY A* 
-NO CONTROL WITH L" 
*ANDING GEAR DEPLO* 
-YEO. AND CALI8RAT-
-E THE OV102 AIR 0-
·ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH-
·STATIC TAPS) 
~. .~.:_;. _I ... : ~ ... ~ .,~ 'I, ~,,;'":: :".:::: ~__ ,*,-M;i" ~ ~ At....;il '.., 
• 0.050! -ROCKWELL! ~W.M. ZEMAN/RI. R •• OMS-OR-2405 
-0. 25 ~ -ARC "H. MULFINGERllh ,·VOLUME ot 
-0 • .40 -12-FOOT PRESSU·R.R. BURROWS/RI "SEPT.. 1978 
*RE TUNNEL .~.J. BROWNSON/NAS* 
.~ -A-ARC. C.O. Al.LEN .. 
~ ·'NASA-ARC 
• '" -O.W.HERSEV 


















-ARC .H. ~~LFINGER/RI. -VOLUME 02 
-12-FOOT PRESSU·R .R. BURROWS/Rr·SEPT.. 1918 






















- . .,., 
r" 
... - . 
-
-<: .... -. 
" ~_._"-_......,.Jl. 
1tlI.,..~ 





-CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






.OR COM!o'IENTS REPORT TITLE TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
----------------------------------------------------------------------.---------.-----_ .. _----------------"-----~--------------------
ARC - .. RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 
12PT - -SPEED APPROACH AN .. 
218-1 /*0 LANDING EXPERIM" 
OA101 -ENTAL INVESTIGA- .. 
CR-151.758*TION OF A 0.050-S-
-CAlE SPACE SHUTTL-
*E ORBITER MODEL (. 
*39-0) IN THE NASA. 
-JAMES RESEARCH eE* 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR-






ARC - -RESULTS OF A lOW *OV102 
12PT - -SPEED APPROACH AN-
218-1 /*0 lANDING EXPERIM. 
OA101 *ENTAl INVESTIGA- .. 
CR-151.759*TION OF A 0.050-5-
'-' 
.CALE SPACE SHUTTL* 
*E ORBITER MODEL (-
*39-0) IN THE NASA-
·/AMES RESEARCH CE-
-NTER'S 12-FOOT PR-
-ESSURE WINO TUNNE. 








*TO OBTAIN BASIC S-FORC£ 
-TABIlITY AND CONT·PRESSURE 




"'. OBTAIN GROUND E* 
aFFECTS ON PITCH A* 
-NO lATERAL DIRECT-
-IONAl STABILITY A-
'NO CONTROL WITH L-
-ANDING GEAR OEPLO-
'VEO, AND CALIBRAT' 
°E THE OV102 AIR D' 
-ATA SVSTEM (FLUSH' 
-STATIC TAPS) 
*TO OBTAIN BASIC S*FORCE 
-TABIlITY AND CONT-PRESSURE 
-ROl DATA FOR OVIO-
*2 ORBITER. DETERM* 
-INE INDIVIDUAL PA* 
-NEl HINGE MOMENTS-
•• OBTAIN GROUND E-
*FFECTS ON PITCH A. 
-NO LATERAt DIRECT-
.rONAl STABILITY A' 
"NO CONTROL WITH L~ 
_ANDING GEAR OEPlO' 
-VEO. AND CALIBRAT-
-E THE OV102 AIR Oa 



















-ROCKWELL/ .W.M. ZEMAN/RI. R •• OMS-DR-2405 
-ARC -H. MULrINGER/RI. ·VOlUME 03 
*12-FOOT PRESSU-R.R. BURROWS/RI -SEPT.. 1978 












-ROCKWElll ·W.M. ZEMAN/RI. R. aDMS-DR-,2405 
-ARC *H. MULFINGERjRI. -VOLUME 1.:'4 
*12-FOOT PRESSU*R.R. BURROWS/RI 'SEPT.. 1978 
~RE TUNNEL .v.v. BROWNSON/NAS' 
·A-ARC. C.O. ALLEN' 
"/NASA-"RC 
.. "O.W.HERSEY" 
-G. W. KLUG .. 













0 2 ;o~ 
















.. CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 








.OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE 
ARC - .. RESULTS OF A LOW *OV102 
12PT - -SPEED APPROACH AN'" 
218-1 /-0 LANDING EXPERIM* 
OA101 "'ENTAL INVESTIGA- .. 
CR-151.760*TION OF A 0.050-S-
·CALE SPACE SHUTTL* 
*E ORBITER MODEL ( .. 
*39-0) IN THE NASA-
"'/AMES RESEARCH CE-
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* 
*ESSURE WIND TUNNE* 








ARC - "RESULTS OF A LOW "OV102 
12PT - *SPEEO APPROACH AN* 
218-1 /*0 LANDING EXPERIM* 
OA101 . *ENTAL INVESTIGA- .. 
CR-151.161·TION OF A 0.050-S-
.CALE SPACE SHUTTL" 
-E ORBITER MODEL (* 
"39-0) IN THE NASA'" 
./AMES RESEARCH CE* 
*NTER'S 12-FOOT PR* 











TESTED TEST *MA\,;H RANGE", AGENCY 
*TO OBTAIN BASIC S.FORCE 
*TABILITY AND CONT-PRESSURE 
.ROl DATA FOR OV10· 
*2 ORBITER. DETERM' 
*INE INDIVIDUAL PA' 
-NEL HINGE MOMENTS. 
*. OBTAIN GROUND E* 
~FFECTS ON PITCH A* 
.ND LATERAL DIRECT· 
'IONAL STABILITY A* 
-NO CONTROL WITH L* 
-ANDING GEAR DEPLO' 
-YEO. AND CALIBRAT-
*E THE OV102 AIR 0* 
·ATA SYSTEM (FLUSH-
'STATIC TAPS) .. 
• 
*TO OBTAIN BASIC S-FORCE 
·TABILITY AND CONT-PRESSURE 
-ROL OATA FOR OVIO-
-2 ORBITER. DETERM* 
*INE INDIVIDUAL PA* 
*NEl HINGE MOMENTS' 
"'. OBTAIN GROUND E-
·FFECTS ON PITCH A* 
-NO LATERAL DIRECT-
-IONAL STABILITY A. 
-NO CONTROL WITH L* 
-ANDING GEAR DEPLO* 
-YEO. AND CALIBRAT-
*e THE OV102 AIR D • 
















-ROCKWELL/ .W.M. ZEMAN/RI. R .• DMS-OR-2405 
·ARC ·H. MULFINGER/RI •• VOLUME 05 
.'2-FOOT PRESSU*R.R. BURROWS/RI -SEPT.. 1978 
*RE TUNNEL *J.J. BROWNSON/NAS* 



















*ROCKWELl/ ·W.M. ZEMAN/RI. R.·DMS-DR-2405 
·ARC *H. NUlFINGER/RI •• VOtU~E 06 
·12-FOOT PRESSU*R.R. BURROWS/RI .OCT., 1~78 
.RE TUNNEL -J.J. BROWNSON/NAS. 
-A-ARC. C.O. ALLEN· 
... -/NASA-ARC" 
·D.W.HERSEY 
-G. W. KLUG .. 





























~ CONFIGURATIONS' TEST 
PURPOSE 





PERSONNEL .. REPORT TITlE ~ TESTEO TEST -MACH RANGE~ 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF AN EXP-B62.CI2.E62.Fl0.MoTO OBTAIN PRESSUR.FORCE 
14TWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI'16.N28.R5.V8.WI27~E DATA IN THE NOS~ 
649 I'GATION IN THE NAS~AT16.ATI7.AT18.FLtE REGION OF THE E. 
IA181 *A!MSFC 14-INCH TR*5.FL6.FL9.FR6.PT1~XTERNAL TANK 
CR-167.34S*ISONIC WIND TUNNE+3.PTI4.PT20.T20 
+L ON A .OO4-SCALEoPS7.S25 
-MODEL (74-0TS) S • 
.SLV TO DETERMINE .. 
.INFLUENCE OF ORB[' 
-TER AND SRB'S ON • 
*TEH EXTERNAL TANK-
*NOSE PRESSURE 01 • 







ARC - $RESULTS OF M=5.3 .B22C7F5M4V7Wl11 
3.5HWT - .HEAT TRANSFER TES*T8 
233-1 I.TS ON THE SECOND -
*TO OBTAIN HYPERSO*HEAT-TRANS·0.006 
-Nrc HEATING DATA • 5.3 
°TO VER[FY ORBITER. 





-AT RTLS ABORT MIS* 
·SION PROFILE COND-
*ITIONS USING THE * 
*0.006 SCALE MODEL-
*50-0 & 41-T IN T • 
-HE N.~SA!ARC 3.5-F. 
~OOT HWT (IH73) • 
-!ET HEATING PREOI-
-CTIONS FOR THE AS' 










I °ROCKWELL! -W.P. GARTON/RI 
'MSFC ,- .. .,. E. VAUGHN 
° 14-INCH TRISON·G. W. KLUG 




I -ROCKWELLI ·P.L. LEMa~NE/RI 
-ARC 'C.L. BER1HOLO/RI 
>3.5-FOOT HYPER-D.W.HERS~Y 



















































CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 
.. TYPE OF .. SCALE. TESTING 
"' REPORT TITLE • TESTED ~ TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCV 
ARC - .RESUlTS OF TESTS *S75C16E64FI6FR22H"TO OBTAIN FORCE A-PRESSURE .'.55-
97SWT - *USING A O.02-SCAL-GIM52NI08NI09NI10'ND MOMENT DA~ ON-fORCE .2.5 
272 I*E MODEL (89-0TS) O'N111R2OU1V27V29VT-ALL VEHICLE ELEM • .. 
IA1568 .Of THE SPACE SHUTO',0VT11VTI4VT17WI3*ENTS (ORBITER, EX. .. 
CR-160,498*TLE INTEGRATED VE*IT39S27 *TERNAL TANK. AND' 
*HICLE IN THE NASA. .EACH SOLID ROCKET. 
.IAMES RESEARCH CEO' .BOOSTER). WING A .. .. 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP- -NO VERTICAL TAIL .. .. 
*ERSONIC WINO TUNN. -LOAD INDICATORS, • • 
*El (IAI56B)" ~ELEVON AND RUDDER-
*' • .HINGE MOMENTS. A .. .. 
*' • ·NO BASE-BODYfLAP • 
.. * -PRESSURE DATA" • 
*' • 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS -S75CI6E64FI6FR22H-TO OBTAIN FORCE A-PRESSURE 
97SWT - .USING A 0.02-SCAL#G1M52N108Nl09NIIO-NO MOMENT DATA ON-FORCE 
272 I-E MODEL (B9-0rS) O'N111R2OU1V27V29VT-ALL VEHICLE ELEM " 
IA156B -OF THE SPACE SHUT"10VT11VT14VT17WI~"'ENTS (ORBITER. EX" 
CR-160.499*TLE INTEGRATED VEO',T39S27 *TERNAL TANK. AND .. 
*HICLE IN THE NASA- "'EACH SOLID ROCKET· 
-/AMES RESEARCH ce.. .BOOSTER). WING II • 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP. -NO VERTICAL TAIL .. 
. *ERSONIC WIND TUNN* .LOAD INDICATORS. ~ 
*EL (lAI56B).. -ELEVON AND RUDDER-
.. "'HINGE MOMENTS. A--
.. " "NO BASE-BOOVfLAP 0-
.. '* "'PRESSURE DATA -














.ROCKWELL! .. ~. U. DAILEDA AND-OMS-DR-2408 
-ARC .. ~. MARROQUIN/ROC -VOLUME 01 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO"KWELL INTERNATION*uULV. 1980 
-OT SUPERSONiC -AL 





















• ROCKWElL/ .v. v. OAILEDA ANQ.OMS-OR-2408 
.ARC tv. MARROQUIN/ROC *VOLUME ~~ 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO.KWELL INTERNATION.~:LV. 19BO 
·OT SUPERSONIC .AL 
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CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






.OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TESTED .. TEST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
. ARC -,.RESULTS OF TESTS *B75C16E64F16FR22H*TO OBTAIN FORCE A'PRESSURE >1.55-
97SWT - -USING A 0.02-SCAl-G1M52Nl08Nl09Nll0*ND MOMENT DATA ON-FORCE *2.5 
272 I*E MODEL (89-0TS) *Nl11R20U1V27V29VT*ALL VEHICLE ELEM • 
IA156B .OF THE SPACE SHUT*10VT11VT14VT17W13-ENTS (ORBITER. EX' 
CR-160.500 oTLE INTEGRATED VE*1T39S27 *TERNAL TANK. AND" .-
·HICLE IN THE NASA- -EACH SOLID ROCKET- * 
• /AMES RESEARCH CEo 'BOOSTER). WING A -
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP. .ND VERTICAL TAIL .-
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* .LOAD INDICATORS ... 
*EL (IA156B) .ELEVON AND RUDDER> 
.. 'H!NGE MOMENTS. A • 
.ND BASE-BODYFLAP .. * 
.. -PRESSURE DATA 
-LARC - -ADDITIONAL TRANSOtORBITER 
SlPT - -NIC STABILITY AND-
S03 I-CONTROL CHARACTE -
LA11S -RISTICS OF A 0.01. 
CR-160.S42.5 SCALE(REMOTELY .. 
-CONTROLLED ELEVON-
-) MODEL 44 -0 SPAC" 
·E SHUTTLE ORBITER* 





AEDC - -RESULTS OF THE NA-ORBITER WING TIP 
HWTB ~ .SA/RI ORBITER WIN*(MODEl 91-0) 
V41B-R3A /-G TIP HEATING TES. 
OH56 .T WITH TH[ O.OS-S-
CR-151.777·CALE ORBITER WING-
',-
·MODEL (91-0) IN 
-THE AEDC VKF B HY* 
'OPERSDNIC WIND T 
'OUNNEl (OH56) 
.. .. 
-VERIFY STABILITY -FORCE 
tAND CONTROL INCRE' 
-MENTS DERIVED FRO. 
"M PREVIOUS TESTS • 
"'SUBvECTEO TO UNKN-
-OWN BLOCKAGE AND -
-SHOCK REFLECTION • 












*AMIC HEATING TO T- ·S.O 
-HE ORBITER WING L- .. 












. . C·'· 
.RDCKWELLI *v. V. DAILEDA ANDoDMS-DR-240S 
.ARC *v. MARROQUIN/ROC -VOLUME 03 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO*KWELL INTERNATION-vUlY. 1980 
*OT SUPERSONIC 'AL 


















-/ -LARC I -B. SPENCER.uR .• G.*DMS-DR-2409 
-LARC -M. WARE,LARC -SEPT., 1981 
.8-FOOT TRANSON*v. UNDERWOOD. vSC. 











"'v. W. fOUST/RI 
-D.W.HERSEY 
-HYPERSONIC WIN*v. E. VAUGHN 
























0 2 ::o1! 













.. CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 






REPORT TITLE ... TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF HEAT T.60-0TS (B62CI2E5"TO OBTAIN HEAT-TR*HEAT-TRANS' 
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS ON *2F1OMI6RI8V8WI16T-ANSFER RATE OISTR' -
234-1 /*THE SPACE SHUTTLE*38S26) +IBUTIONS ON THE S* 
IH90 ~INTEGRATEO VEHIC .. -PACE SHUTTLE INTE' 
CR-167,386*LE, UNDER ASCENT - ~GRATED VEHICLE OU-
·CONDITIONS, USING. "RING SIMULATED Fl. .. 
-THE 0.0175-SCALE • *RST-STAGE CONDITI~ • 
*60-0TS MODEL IN -ONS FOR INTERMEDI* 
-THE NASA/ARC 3.5-- -ATE FLIGHT ATTITU- • 
*FOOT HWT (IH-90) • -DES 
ARC - -RESULTS OF HEAT T-60-0TS (B62C12ES-TO OBTAIN HEAT-TR·HEAT-TRANS-
3.5HWT - *RANSFER TESTS ON *2Fl0MI6RI8V8WI16T*ANSFER RATE 01STR* 
234-1 /-THE SPACE SHUTTLE*38S26) 'IBUTIONS ON THE S' 
IH90 *INTEGRATEO VEHIC .. .PACE SHUTTLE INTE. 
CR-167,387""LE, UNDER ASCENT - -GRATED VEHICLE OU-
*CONDITIONS. USING- -RING SIMULATED Fl' .. 
-THE 0.0175-SCALE - -RST-STAGE CONDITI-
*60-0TS MODEL IN -ONS FOR INTERMEDI-
·THE NASA/ARC 3.5-. -ATE FLIGHT ATTITU-








.ROCKWELL! ~J.W. CUMMINGS. AR.OMS-OR-2412 
"'ARC *r OKUNO !RI -VOLUME Ot 
·3.5-FOOT HYPER*R.R. WATANABE/RI -DEC.. 1982 
'SONIC WIND TUN.S. R. HOULIHAN ~ 









-ROCKWELL/ ·J.W. CUMMINGS. AR*OMS-OR-2412 
-ARC *T OKUNO /RI "VOLUME 02 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER.R.R. WATANABE/RI -DEC.. 1982 
-SONIC WIND TUN·S. R. HOULIHAN .. 













ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -B62C9E64WI31MI6N2*THE OBJECTIVES WE-FORCE .. 0.03/ *NRlAO! .R.H.SPANGLER/RI ·OMS-OR-2413 
"VOLUME 01 97SWT - -USING A 0.03 SCAL'8R5V8FD3F9 -RE TO OBTAIN AERO~ 
242-1 /*E MODEL (47-0TS) -T39S27 -DYNAMIC LOADS ON • 
IA105B -OF THE SPACE SHUT- -ALL VEHICLE ELEME-
CR-160,858*TLE INTEGRATED VE* *NTS (O.T.S) BY PR* 
·HICLE IN THE NASA* *ESSURE INTEGRATIO-
-/ARC 9X7 FOOT SUP* *N AND TO MEASURE -
-ERSONIC WINO TUNN- -LOADS DIRECTLY BY' 
*EL (IA105B). -LOAD INDICATORS 
• -ON THE WING. VERT-
~ICAL TAIL AND ELE-
.. • -VONS 
~ 
~, 
.. 1.55- *ARC *L.P.LEBlANC/RI 
.. 2.50 ~9-FOOT BY 7-FO.S. R. HOULIHAN 
.. -OT SUPERSONIC "G. W. KLUG 
-WIND TUNNEL (U*-OMS 
.. 'NITARY) ~ 
.. .. 






























• . ' If/'" 
------~ __ ~~~ ____________________________________ • _____ ~ ___ M_~ __ ~_~ ________ ~. ______ • __ ~_ - .. ___ • ____ •• __ ~ __ ~_._~ ______ ~~ _____ _ 















REPORT TItLE TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS oS62C9E64W131M16N2*THE OBJfCTIVES WE-FORCE 
97SWT - .USING A 0.03 SCAL-SR5V8FD3F9 oRE TO OBTAIN AERO-
242-1 I*E MODEL (47-0TS) oT39S27 oDYNAMIC LOADS ON .. 
IA105B 'OF THE SPACE SHUT· -ALL VEHICLE ELEME-
CR-160.859*TLE INTEGRATED VE- *NTS (O.T.S) 8Y PRo 
oHICLE IN THE NASA. 0ESSURE INTEGRATIO' 
·/ARC 9X7 FOOT SUP' oN AND TO MEASURE • 
rERSONIC WIND TUNN' -LOADS DIRECTLY BY' 
-EL (IA105B) -LOAD INDICATORS 
.ON THE WING. VERT. 
-ICAl TAIL AND ELf-
• VONS 
.. 
AEDC - *CALIBRATION TESTS'B74CI6NI08PR4PR7P-TO PROVIDE A CAlI'FORCE 
PWT16T - *OF THE SPACE SHU °R8PRI4VTI8VTI9 -BRATION OF THE 51-
431 /*TTlE AIR DATA SYS*99-0 °DE'MOUNTED AIR DA· 
OA232 "TEM USING A 0.10-~ -TA PRD8ES AND 
CR-160.484 wSCALE ORBITER FOR- -THE NOSE 800M·MDU-
·E80DY MODEL (99-0' .NTED FT PROBE. I.-
*) IN THE AEDe 16T' oE. DETERMINE LOCA-
-PROPULSION WIND .L ANGLE OF ATTACKo 
• TUNNEL (OA232) 7. MEASURE PROBE S-
o. -TATIC PRESSURE ER-
o -ROR. AND DETERMIN-
- oE EFFECT OF PRD8E' 
• ~SCALE 
.. .. 
IEOC - .CALIBRATION TESTS*B74CI6Nl08PR4PR7P*TO PROVIDE A CALI'FORCE 
PWT16T - .OF THE SPACE SHU -RBPRI4VTI8VTI9 -BRATTON OF THE 51-
431 I.TTLE AIR DATA SYS.99-0 oDE-MOUNTEO AIR DA· 
OA232 .TEM USING A 0.10-. -TA PR08ES AND 




*EBODY MODEL (99-0' *NTED FT PROBE. I.-
.) IN THE AEDC 16T- .E. DETERMINE LOCA-
·PROPULSION WIND *L ANGLE OF ATTACK-
*TUNNEL (OA232) *. MEASURE PROBE S. 
'" oTATIC PRESSURE ERo 
.ROR. AND DETER~IN-




0.03/ ~NRLAO / ~R.H.SPANGLER/RI 
• 1.55- 'ARC -L.P.LEBLANC/RI 
oOMS-DR-2413 
-VOLUME 02 
.. 2.50 .9-FOOT BY 7-FO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
.OT SUPERSONIC "G. W. KLUG 












0.10/ -NRLAO / ~W.E.WHITE/ARO.INC.OMS-DR-2414 
'0.2 iAEOC *'. AEDC DIVISION .VOLUME 01 
01.55 'TRANSONIC PROP·T.J.OZIUBALA AND oMAY. 1980 















0010/ °NRLAD / *W.E.wHI'E/ARO.INCoOMS-DR-2414 
-AEDC ·0 AEDC DIVISION .VOLUM~ 02 
°TRANSONIC PROP-T .J.DZIUBALA AND -MAY. 19S0 
·ULSlON WIND TUoR.R.BURROWS/ RI 
~NNEL (PWT'16T)"D.W.HERSEY 








0 2 ::o~ 
.0"0 C l;') :r;.n 
r- ~", 










WINO TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 3' 1 
• • -MODEL 
TEST 
10 










-OR CO"MENTS '" REPORT TITLE ~ TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENC~ 
AEOC 
- ·RESUlTS DF TESTS -SSV 102 ORBITER C'OBTAIN FORCE AND -FORCE 
SWTA - ·USING A 0.02-SCAL*ONFlGURATlON MODE'MOMENT DATA TO VEt 
°RIFY THE ORBITER • 
-STABILITY AND CON' 
V41B-P5A /-E MODEL (105-0) O·l 105-0 
OA208/209 -F THE SF~C~ SHUTT~ 
CR-151,784-lE VEHICLE ORBITE'" 
oR IN THE ARNOLD E-
*NGINEERING DEVElO. 
'PMENT CENTER VON • 
• KARMAN FACILITY S-
*UPERSONIC TUNNEL ... 
-A (OA209) AND HYP, 





~rcs IN PITCH AND ~ 
.YAW, AND VERIFY C. 
-ONTROl EFFECTIVEN" 
"ES5 AND TRIM LIMl. 
'TS IN THE MACH NU· 






AEOC - ·RESUlTS OF TESTS .SSV 102 ORBITER CoOBTAIN FORCE AND -FORCE 
S\rlTA - -USING A 0.C2-SCAL o ONFlG'JRATION MODE-MOMENT DATA TO VE-
V41A-P5A /-e MODEL (105-0) O*L 105-0 *RIFY THE ORBITER ~ 
OA208/209 *F THE SPACE SHUTT* *STABILITY AND CONy 
CR-151,785"'lE VEHICLE ORBITE· -TROl CHARACTERIST-
*R IN THE ARNOLD E' *IC5 IN PITCH AND' 
*NGINEERING DEVElO* "'YAW. AND VERIFY C' 
*PMENT CENTER VON .. .0NTROl EFFECTIVEN. 
-KARMAN FACILITY S" ·E55 AND TRIM LIM!" 
*UPERSONIC TUNNEL " *TS IN THE MACH NU* 
"A (OA209) AND HYP* .r-mER RANGE FROM 2. 
*ERSONIC TUNNEL B ~ .TO 8 

















·ROCKWEll/ >v. ". DAILEOA/ROCKW"OMS-DR-2415 
*AEOC .. ELL .VOlUME 01 
-SUPERSONIC WIN·v.l.uORDAN/ARO.IN*"AN.. 1980 
*D TUNNEL (A) *C 
.. 
.. 






.AEDC -ELL *VOLUME 02 
.SUPERSONIC WIN-u.L.vORDAN/ARO.IN*uAN.. 1980 
*0 TUNNEL CAl *C 
.. 
• 
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CONFIGURATIONS .. TEST 
PURPOSE 






REPORT TITLE ,. TESTED TEST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
MSFC - 'RESULTS OF TESTS -LBM 
TWT - "IN THE NASA/MSFC .SSLV 
668 {*14- INCH TRISONIC "ORBITER 
IA603 .WIND TUNNEL ON A .SRB 
CR-160.824*.OO4 SCALE MODEL .. 
-(74-DTS) THRUST A~ 









*TO OBTAIN 6-COMPO-FORCE 
-NENT FORCE & MOME-
-NT DATA OF ELEMEN' 
*TS LBM.O.SRB FOR .. 
-INTERFACE STRUCTU' 
-RES ANALYSIS OF E* 
oT/LBM. O/ET. SRB!' 
oCT & OF TOTAL VEH' 
'ICLE FOR ASSESS IN' 
°G LBM INFLUENCE O' 
oN SSLV FOREBODY C' 
-OEFFS: TO OBTAIN' 
-WING & ELEVON FOR-
oCE AND MOMENT OAT' 





ARC - "RESULTS OF AEROTH-93-0 FLAT PLATE 
3.5HWT - .ERMODYNAMIC HEAT -
·TO MEASURE DETAIL*HEAT-TRANS·0.04 
-ED ELEVON/ELEVON -PRESSURE '0.03 
235 /-TRANSFER TESTS ON· TGAP + FUSELAGE/EL' .7.3 
OH58 *A 0.03-SCALE MOD -
CR-151.770-EL (93-0) SIMULAT-
*ING THE ELEVON/ELk 
-EVON GAP AND ELEV-
·ON/FUSELAGE INTE,R-
-FACE REGIONS OF T-
-HE SS ORBITER IN -
·THE ARC 3.5HWT. 
·EVON INTERFACE HE· 
tATING DISTRIBUTIO' 
*N TO VERIFV DESIG. 
'N HEATING RATES. -
.. 
ARC - .RESUlTS OF TESTS -WEDGE SHAPED MODE.TO OBTAIN THE TEM"HEAT-TRANS*5.0 
3.5HWT - -OF A OEVELOPMENT 'L TO HOLD OFI GAS'PERATURE RESPONSE' .7.3 
227 '*FLIGHT INSTRUMENT-TEMP. PROBE ~CHARACTERISTICS 
IH100 "ATION GAS TEMPERA.. .OF AN EXISTING OF-
CR-151.414*TURE PROBE IN THE* -I GAS TEMPERATURE-
.AMES RESEARCH CE • 'PROBE 
*NTER 3.5 FT. HYPE~ 
*RSONIC WI~D TUNNE' 
*L (IH100) .. .. 
.. • 't 

















'N.S. DOUGHERTY, A-DMS-DR-2416 
-.C. MAr::SFIELO/RI-*vUNE. t981 
-HUNTSVILLE 
·v. E. VAUGHN 






'ROCKWELL! ·v. CLEARY/NASA-AR*DMS-DR-2417 
I .ARC -C. R.B. KINGSLAND-vUNE. 1979 
'3.5-FOOT HYPER-/RI 
-SONIC WIND TUN·D.W.HERSEV • 






'B. U. HERRERA/RI ·OMS-OR-24!S 
·3.5-FOOT HYPER~ 













"td5 02 o~ 
::0..-
O-u 
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.. REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE~ AGENCY .. -OR COMMENTS 
LARe - .RESULTS OF AN INVoSSV OV102 ORBITER~OETERMINE AEROOYN*FORCE 
16TT - *ESTIGATION TO VER*CONFIGURATION MO *AMIC STABILITY AN' 
325 /'*IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT-DEL 104-0 INSTRUM*O CONTROL CHARACTo 
OA2708jC *ER AERO-CHARACTER-ENTED ELEVONS -ERlSTICS AND CDNT-
CR-151.762*ISTICS AND EXAMIN-SSV OV102 ORBITER*ROL SURFACE HINGE~ 
*E TRANSONIC BLOCK-CONFIGURATION MO -MOMENTS ON THE 0 • 
-AGE AND SHOCK REF-DEL 105-0 RIGID FoVl02 CONFIGURATIO· 
*LECTION EFFECTS U-ORCE MODEL oN 
• TILIZING .02-SCAL-
*E HI-FIDELITY MOD- * 
*ELS 104-0 AND 105-
~-O IN THE LANGLEY-
-RESEARCH CENTER 1~ * 
*6-FT. TRANSONIC W. 








AEOC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -MODEL 83-0 LINES·OETERMINE DETAIL ·HEAT-TRANS* 0.04 
HWTB - *ON A O.04-SCALE S*VL70-Q00140C ·HEATING RCC-RSI I~ *7.88 • 
V41B-V2A I.PACE SHUTTLE ORBI. *NTERFACE AREA ON .. -S.O 
OH103A .TER FOREBODV MODE· ~LOWER FUSELAGE 
CR-167.385~L.(83-0) IN THE A* -AND OBTAIN Res NO· 
·EOC VKF HYPeRSGNI* *ZZLE HEATING 
-C WIND TUNNEL '~'. 
-TO OBTAIN AEROOY .. 
-NAMIC HEATING DI~- ~ 
-TRIBUTION ON LOWE-" .. 
_R FUSELAGE AND RC- .• 
*5 NOZZLE AREAS (0* 
"H103A) .. 
.. 
-ROCKWElll oR. H. MULFINGER. -OMS-DR-241S 
~lARC ~~. ~. OAIlEOA/ROC·SEPT.. 1978 
w16-FOOT TRANSO~KWEll INTERNATION* 




.E. PUTNAM. W. COM-
"PTON/LARe 







/ -ROCKWELl! "P. L. t.AMOINE/RI "OMS-OR-2420 
·AEoe oJ. E. VAUGHN 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-G. R. lUTZ 
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WINO TUNNEL TEST I OMS DATA PROCESSING 314 
---------------- ______________ ~ ________________ ~_~ ____________ w ________________________________ ~ ______________________________ ~ ____ _ 
.. 
-MODEl • 










10 REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE4 AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - .CALIBRATION TESTS'99-0 *THE OBuECTIVES OF>rORCE 
97SWT - .OF THE SPACE SHU ·B74C16Nl08PR7PR8p·THESE TESTS WERE • 
282-1 /.TTLE ORBITER AIR ·R14VTI8VTI9 rTO DETERMINE AIR -
87SWT - *OATA SYSTEM USING- -DATA SYSTEM PROB • 
OA251B/C ~A O.IO-SCALE ORB' -e PITOT AND STATI' 
CR-160.495*ITER FOREBOOY MOD- *C PRESSURE ERRORS" 
*EL (99.0) IN THE" ". THE EFFECT OF p. 
.NASA AMES RESEARC* -ROBE SCALE ON STA· 
*H CENTER 9 X 7 AN' -TIC PRESSURE CALI-
*0 B X 7-FODT LEGS- 'BRATION~ CALCULAT' 
·OF THE UNITARY P - wE ANGLE-OF-ATTACK' 
·LAN ~INO TUNNEL C, .SENSOR. EVALUATE' 
·OA251B AND C) -TWO 'FLUSH PORT' • 
• .. -ALTERNATE AIR OAT' 
.. .A SYSTEMS 
.. • 
ARC - .CALIBRATION TESTS*99-0 *THE OBuECTIVES OF*FORCE 
97SWT - .OF THE SPACE SHU -B74C16Nl08PR7PRBP*THESE TESTS WERE -
282-1 /.TTLE ORBITER AIR -RI4VTI8VTI9 ·TO DETERMINE AIR -
87SWT - .DATA SYSTEM USING· .DATA SYSTEM PROB • 
OA251B/C ·A 0.10-SCALE ORB - -E PITOT AND STATI-
CP-160.496*ITER FOREBDOY MOD- -C PRESSURE ERRORS-
-' 
"'EL (99.0) IN THE. .... THE EFFECT OF p. 
.NASA AMES RESEARC· -ROBE SCALE ON STA-
*H CENTER 9 X 7 AN- -TIC PRESSURE CALI-
*0 S X 7-FOOT LEGS- TBRATIDN: CALCULAT-
.OF THE UNITARY P - °E ANGLE-OF-ATTACK. 
·LAN WIND TUNNEL (- -SENSOR: EVALUATE' 


















-ROCKWELL! -u.GAWIENOWSKI. W.-OMS-DR-242' 
-ARC ·ANOERSON! ARC -VOLUME 01 
.9-FOOT BY 7-FO.R.R.BURROWS. W.R.·VEC.. 1980 
·OT SUPERSONIC -CARLSONI RI .. 
-WIND TUNNEL CU-D.W.HERSEY • 
+NITARY) -G. W. KLUG • 
.B·FOOT BY 7-FO.-OMS 








.ROCKWELL/ .v.GAWIENO~SKI. W.*OMS-OR-2421 
.ARC -ANERSON! ARC -VOLUME 02 
.9-FOOT BY 7-FO-R.R.BURROWS. W.R.-OEC.. 1980 
tOT SUPERSONIC .CARLSON/ RI 
-WIND TUNNEL (U-D.W.HERSEY 
-NITARY) -G. W. KlUG 
-S-FOOT BY 7-FO--OMS 
'OT SUPERSONIC • 














~ ,- ~ " .'1 
-----,-------------------------~-------------~-----------------------------------~---~--~-----~-.-*---------~-----------~------------















·PUBl,. ICA nONS 
-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE. • 
AEDC - *RESUlTS OF THIN S*30/10/40-DEGREE C*TO DETERMINE THE ·HEAT-TRANS·3.0 
SWTA - ·KIN THERMOCOUPLE -ONE OGIVE .CHANGE IN HEATING- '5.5 
V41A-20 I·TESTS CONDUCTED I-
FH15 -N THE AEDC VKF TU* 
CR-151.767·NNEl A TO DETERMI. 
oNE HEAT TRANSFER • 
·RATES ON A .0275 • 











ARC - -RESUlT~ OF THIN S.30.10.40 
3.5HWT - -KIN THERMOCOUPLE .CONICAl 
237 I.TESTS CONDUCTED I.ET 
FH16 -N THE NASA/ARC • 
CR-151.768*3.5 FT. HYPERSONI' 
*C WIND TUNNEL TO .. 
:DETERMINE HEAT TR. 
*ANSFER RATES ON A* 











*.IF ANY DUE TO THo 
*E SMALL CHANGE IN· 
-THE NOSE SPIKE C • 
-ONFIGURATIONR + T-
-0 MEASURE INTERFE· 
·RENCE HEATING ON • 
-THE SURfACE AROUN. 
*0 THE FORWARD FAr· 
*RING.TRAYS.GOX LI~ • 
'NES + BRACKETS WI-
°TH + WITHOUT THES' 
°E PRoTUBERANCES. • .. 
• 
DEGREES "DETERMINE THE CHAol-lc:AT-TRANS-
SPIKE FOR*NGE IN HEATING DU' 
*E TO THE CHANGE ,# 
-ROM 10.40 OEG C0N' 
.Al SPIKE TO A ~O.· 
*10.40 DEGREES CON-
'ICAl SPIKE • 
oTO MEASURE INTERF. 
-ERENCE HEATING ON~ 
.THE SURFACE AROU .. 
-NO THE FORWARD 
.FAIRING. TRAYS. G* 
-OX LINE AND BRACK" 
·ETS 
.. 
.tfr:JJ ' r" ~~ ;~.;,~r:·"c ~ .. ,.,4~'"':.''_;.~'_"·''' .. ~"'~.;~~"" •. " -..- .~'::~~_t~";t·-.... · :.~.:~:::...~ .. lL .. ..;.,~~~:~~;::-_~,:~~ .... , ..... ~" 
-MMe I -HARRY R. CARROll/-OMS-DR-2422 
-AEoe -MMe ~APRIl,.. 1979 
·SUPERSONIC WIN·~. E. VAUGHN • 
-0 TUNNEL (A) -c. R. EDWARDS ~ 











-MMC I -HARRY R. CARROlL/·DMS-DR-2423 
.. ARC ·MMC ."'AN. • 1980 
·3.5-FOOT HYPER·~ACK ~. BROWNSON!-
.SONIC WINO TUN-ARC 
















O ~ ... .. ,. 
O-='-
"' ;:';a <C J-
t.., ~ g ;~? 
Fr 
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WINO TUNNEl.. TEST! OMS DATA PROCESSING 3-t6-















REPORT TI TLE TEST oMACH RANGE- AGENCY .. -OR CO"""ENTS 
---~------------ .. -----------~------------------------------------------------------~-.----~---~~----~----------.-----------------.--
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS ·B62C9E64F9MI6RSVS.OETERMINE THE EFF.FORCE 
11.S7.S7- ·ON THE EFFECTS OF-W131N112FD3N28 *ECT OF AEROELASTI' 
289-1 /*AEROELASTICITY 0 * *CITY OF TH~ ORBIT' 
97SWT - *F THE SPACE SHUTT· *ER VERTICAL TAIL • 
OA126A.B.C~LE ORBITER VERTIC- -ON THE LATERAL OJ" 
CR-160.506~AL TAIL USING A O' -RECTIONAL STABILI-
~.03-SCALE MODEL (0 -TV. RUDDER CONTRO· 
*47-0) IN THE NASA.-L CHARACTERISTICS-
-AMES UNITARY WIN + -ANO TAIl.. LOADS 0 • 
·0 TUNNELS (OA126A* of THE ORBITER • 
• /8) 
.. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS "B62C9E64F9MI6RSVS"OETERMINE THE EFF'-JRCE 
11.97.87- -ON THE EFFECTS OF·W131N112F03N28 -ECT OF AEROELASTI* 
289-1 /'*AEROELASTICITY 0 • "CITY 01': THE ORBIT-
97SWT -"F THE SPACE SHUTTo -ER V~R;;ICAl TAIL ~ 
OA126A.8.C·LE ORBITER VERTIC· .ON THE LATERAL OJ-
CR-160.507-AL TAIL USING A O· *RECTIONAL STASILI' 
·.03-SCALE MODEL (. "TY. RUDDER CONTRO-
-47-0) IN THE NASA- -L CHARACTERISTICS-
-AMES UNITARY WIN .. "AND TAIL lOADS 0 .. 
*0 TUNNELS (OA126A- -F THE ORBITER 
-/8) 
.. 
ARC - *RESULTS OF TESTS 'SSV 102 ORBITER C'DETERMINE EFFECT -FORCE 
11.97.87- -ON THE EFFECTS OF -ONFIGURATION 47-0'OF AEROELASTICITY" 
289-1 j-AEROELASTICITY 0 - ~OF ORBITER VERTI -
OAI26A.B.C-F THE SPACE SHUTT- -CAL TAIL ON LATER-
CR-160.508-LE ORBITER VERTIC- -AL DIRECTIONAL ST-
.Al TAIL USING A 0- ~ABILITY. RUDDER C-
•. 03-SCALE MODEL (. -ONTROL CHARACTERI-
.47-0) IN THE NASA- -STICS AND TAIL LO' 
.AMES UNITARY WIN .. -ADS OF THE ORBITE-
-0 TUNNELS (OA126A- *R VEHICLE. THREE • 
.BC) -TAILS (RIGID. PRE" 
.. -SSURE INSTRUMENTE* 
• -D. AND ELASTIC) W* 












'ROCKWELl! 'S. R. HOULIHAN/RO-OMS-OR-2424 
'ARC -CKWElL INTERNATIO.VOLUM£ 01 
·1~-Foor. 9-FOO-NAL "OCT.. 1980 
*T. 8-FOOT. UNI-M. M. MANN 
-TARY WINO TUNN--DMS • 
°EL 
o9-FOOT BY 7-FO- .. 
'OT SUPERSONIC • .. 
-WINO rUNNEL (U~ 
-NITARY) .. 
* 
-ROCKWELL/ oS. R. HOUL'lHAN/RO"OMS-OR-2"24 
-ARC ~CKWELL INTERNATIO'VOlUME 02 
·"-FOOT. 9-FOO.NAL -OCT.. 1980 
-T. a-FOOT. UNI-M. M. MANN 
~TARY WIND TUNN--OMS 
-El 
o9-FOOT BY 7'FO' 
-OT SUPERSONIC -







0.03 I 'ROCKWEll/ '5. R. HOUlIHAN/RO.OMS-OR-2424 
-0.6 -ARC .CKWE;'l -VOLUME 03 
·3.5 <1'-FOOT. 9-FOO*W. ANDERSON/ARC -OCT.. 1980 
-T. 8-FOOT. UNI.D.W.HERSEY • 















.o~ C:a> ~ E·' :! , .. w. 
t 
~ !,"",~, ~ 
















.. OR COMMENTS REPORT TI TL!; TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
LARC --A WIND TUNNEL STU'140A/B 
UPWT - -DY OF THE APPLICA~ 
1207 LG2 /·BILITY OF FAR-FiE-
LA12~ olD SONIC-BOOM THE-
TM-X -ORY TO THE SPACE .. 
TP1186 'SHUTTLE ORBITER 
,. 
ORBITER -TO DETERMINE APPl.FORCE 
*ICABILITY OF FAR-· 
-FIELD SONIC-BOOM • 
~THEORY TO THE SPA-
'CE SHUTTLE ORBITE* 
oR 
.. 










0H. W. CARLSON + 
•. J. MACK/lARC 
W*J. W. BAtl 





AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -MODEL 60-0; LINE-DETERMINE TURBULE*HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 / 'ROCK~ELl/ -".W. CUMMINGS/RI .OMS-OR-2427 
HWTB - ·OF A O_Ot75-SCAlE-S Vl70-000140C -NT HEATING ON lOW- -7.96 - -AEOC .S. R. HOULIHAN -"AN.. 1984 
V41B-V2C I-THIN-SKIN THERMO' *ER FUSELAGE AND W' -8.0 -HYPERSONIC WIN'G~ R. LUTZ 
OH103B -COUPLE WIND TUNNE. 'ING SURFACE' *0 TUNNEL (B ~ • -OMS 
CR-167.675-l MODEL (60-0) OF" 
-THE SPACE SHUTTL .. 
-E ORBrTE~ TO DETE-
-RMINE EFFECTS OF ,. 
-SURfACE ROUGHNESS. 
*IN THE AEDC VKF • 






l~RC - ·WIND TUNNEL TESTS'S4-0TS- .035 SCAl-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE •• 035 
fOSWT - -OF THE 0.035-SCA -E MODEL OF THE IN'E DATA IN THE VIC- -2.5 
045 /*LE INTEGRATED SPA-TEGRATED SPACE SH-INITY Of PROTUBER* -3.5 
IH11 ·CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-UTTLE VEHICLE -ANCES AND CONNECT-
CR-160,523-E B4-0TS IN THE N- ·INc:; HARDWARE ON T- .. 
*AStI/lEWIS 10 X 10" -HE ORBITER. EXTERN. •. 
·-FOOT SUPERSONIC • -Al TANK AND SOLID-
·WIND TUNNEL (IH1·. -ROCKET BOOSTER I • 
·f) -N ORDER TO DETERM-
·INE AERODYNAMIC H' 
-EATING RATES iN T-












I ~ROCKWElL/ ·P.R CARROL/RI, V*D~S-OR-2428 
-lERC '. GERSTENMAIER/NA*VOLUME 01 
"to BY 10-FOOT -SA .FEB.. 1981 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-S. R. HOULIHAN ... 
















"~Jik~lt'to-:.~~4.-:·,,.:A~".~'·:'·-- c+ •. : ~<. ·~~.-l'-J:.·~~':"::· .' _ ..... "" . "'- :1r-~. .., .  J .•• "till;i<,~,~ "", • .:t("a ,:0).... .,;~JI''''''';'. . ... _- "~,,,,,,~,, .... _ ... i' .... 1ioI'iIIIIll l'" . ~~U .. iC.;.;;;;": . ~ ..~ .. \, ".~ 
... 















-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE-
LERC - *WINO TUNNEL TESTso84-0TS- .035 SCALoTO OBTAIN PRESSURoPRESSURE •• OJ5 
lOSWT - -OF THE 0.035-SCA oE MODEL OF THE IN*E DATA IN THE VIC' ·2.5 
045 I~LE INTEGRATEO SPA"TEGRATED SPACE SH+1NITY OF PROTUBER' -3,5 
IH11 oCE SHUTTLE VEHICLoUTTLE VEHICLE *ANCES AND CONNECT-
CR-160.524"'E 84-0TS IN THE N~ -ING HARDWARE ON T-
"ASA/LEWIS 10 X 10- "HE ORBITER.~XTERN· 
>-FOOT SUPERSONIC • .AL TANK AND SOLIDo 
~WIND TUNNEL (IHI* oROCKET BOOSTER I • 
• 1 ) " -N ORDER TO DETERM-
'" " • JNE AERODYNAMIC !-l. 
* -EATING RATES IN T-
,. °HE~;E AREAS. 
* 
LERC - ·WIND TUNNEL TESTS*84-0TS- .035 SCAL-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE - .035 
10SWT - .OF THE 0.035-SCA °E MODEL OF THE IN"E DATA IN THE V~Co -2.5 
045 /oLE INTEGRATED SPA-TEGRATED SPACE SH*INITY OF PROTUBER- '3.5 
IHll *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL-UTTLE VEHICLE oANCES AND CONNECT-
CR-160.525~E 84-0TS IN THE N* -ING HARDWARE ON T-
·ASA/LEWIS 10 X 10· -HE ORBITER. EXTERN- • 
"-FOOT SUPERSONIC " °AL TANK ANO SOLIDo 
-WIND TUNNEL (IH1" -ROCKET BOOSTER I • 
• ,) oN ORDER TO DETERM' 
• -INE AERODYNAMIC H-
- 0EATING RATES IN To 
o 'HESE AREAS . 
• 
" LERC - -WIND TUNNEL TESTSo84-0TS- .035 SCAL"TD OBTAIN PRESSURoPRESSURE ".035 
10SWT - -OF THE 0.035-SCA "E MODEL OF THE IN-E DATA IN THE VIC' -2.5 
045 '/*LE INTEGRATED SPA.TEGRATED SPA~E SHaINITY OF PROTUBER. 03.5 
IH11 *CE SHUTTLE VEHICL.UTTLE VEHICLE 'ANCES AND CONNECT-
CR-160.526 oE 84-0TS IN THE N" ·ING HARDWARE ON To 
*aSA/LEWIS 10 x 10- -HE ORBITER.EXTERN-
*-FOOT SUPERSONIC. -AL TANK AND SOLIO' 
*WINO TUNNEL (IH1- -ROCKET BOOSTER I ~ 
*1) -N ORDER TO DETERM- • 
• *INE AERODYNAMIC H-
.. "EATING RATES IN T-





/ <ROCKWELL! 'P.R. CARROL/RI. W·OMS-OR-2428 
*LERC T. GERSTENMAIER!NA~VOLUME 02 
010 BY fO-FOOT °SA -FEB.. 198t 
-SUPERSONIC WTN-S. R. HOULIHAN 





/ -ROCKWELL! -P.R. CARROL/RI. W'OMS-OR-2428 
yLERC •. GERSTENMAJER/NA*VOLUME 03 
-to BY 10-FOOT "SA -FEB.. 1981" 
·SUPERSONIC WIN·S. R. HOULIHAN 







/ 'ROCKWELLI ·P.R. CARROL/RI. W.DMS-OR-2428 
"lERC •. GERSTENMAIER!NAoVOLUME 04 
,,0 B~ 10-FOOT -SA -FEB., 1981 
·SUPERSONIC WIN·S. R. HOULIHAN 

















~ ... , 4ft 








CONFIGURATIONS • TEST 
PURPOSE 
TYPE Of - SCALE- TESTING .. PUBLICATIONS 
-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - *THIN SKIN HEAT TR*OT FLAT PLATE ~THE PURPOSE OF TH·HEAT-TRANS-0.04 
3.5HWT - *ANSFER TESTS OF A*580TS 
239 I-SIMULATEO SPACE 
IH51B *SHUTTLE 0.04 SCAL-
CR-167.353*E SOLID ROCKET BO-
"OSTER/ET MODEL (5. 
.S-TS) IN THE NASA-
./ARC 3.5 FOOT HYP' 
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN-
*EL (IH51B) ~ 
• 
" LARC - -RESULTS OF AN INV-OV102(MODEL 
16TT - ·ESTIGATION TO VER. 





-AGE AND SHOCK REF-
*LECTION EFFECTS 
*UTIU;::-ING AN .05-. 
-SCALE HI-FIDELITY-
·REMOTE CONTROL M .. 
-OOEL(39-0) IN THE~ 
"LANGLEY RESEARCH .. 




.1~·"'t~ t '00f~,~ " ... :"'p~ z, ~,,~ .~, t~:,~.I. ~;f ,; 
~" .... ~.. ''''''0 
-IS TEST WAS TO OB' -5.3 
-TAIN AERODYNAMIC • -5.3 
-INTERFERENCE HEAT· 
-ING D~TA ON THE E-
*T AND SRB IN THE -
-PROXIMITY OF THE -
-FORWARD ET/SRB AT-
-TACHMENT AND ON T· 
-HE ATTACH STRUCTU· 
aRE 
39-0)-VERIFICATION OF L-FORCE 
-ONGITUDINAl AND L-
-ATERAL/DIRECTIONA-




-55 AND HINGE 
-MOMENTS AND EXAMI· 
'NE THE EFFECT OF • 
-TUNNEL BLOCKAGE A* 
-NO SHOCK REFLECT--
-IONS ON THESE CHA' 
'RACTERISTItS 




I -ROCKWELL/ ·u.W. CUMMINGS /RI-OMS-DR-2429 
"ARC ·A.F. OKUNO /ARC .APRIL. 1982 
-3.5-FOOT HYPfR .. S. R. HOULIHAN • 






"LARC -5. R_ HOULIHAN 
"16-FOOT TRANSO'M. M. MANN 





























-.; . "" 
'~ : ,;. c.. -.;.." 
'~-, \ ..... ~ 
~ 
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WIND TUNNEL TEST J OMS DATA PROCESSING 320 
'" 
*MODFl ,. BASIC 
TEST 
ID 








• PUBU CAnONS 
-OR COMMENTS • REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
--------------------------~------------------------------~---------------------------~--.----------~----.--~-~-------------~--------
LARC • -RESULTS OF AN INV.OV102(MDDEL 
16TT - ·ESTIGATION TO VER* 
326 !~IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT-
OA270A *ER AERO-CHARACTER. 
CR-160.818-ISTICS AND EXAMIN-
*E TRANSONIC BLOCK-
·AGE AND SHOCK REF-
~LECTION EFFECTS 
'UTILIZING AN .05-' 
·SCALE HI-FIDELITY' 
-REMOTE CONTROL M -
·ODEL(39-0) TN THE-





LARC - *RESULTS OF AN INV~OV102(MODEL 
16TT - *ESTIGATION TO VER? 
326 /·IFY SHUTTLE ORBIT~ 
OA270A .ER AERO-CHARACTER-
CR-160,819*ISTICS AND EXAMIN? 
<~ ' ..... 
oE TRANSONIC BLOCK-
'AGE AND SHOCK REF' 
'LECTION EFFECTS 
-UTILIZING AN .05-* 
·SCALE HI-FIDELITY* 
·REMOTE CONTROL M -
*OOEL(39-0) IN THE-
-LANGLEY RESEARCH -
~CENTER 16-FT. TRA' 




39-0)'VERir!CATIUN OF L'FORCE 
-ONGITUDINAL AND L-
'ATERAL!DIRECTIONA-
-L FORCE AND 
-MOMENT CHARACTERI-
·STIes. CONTROL SUo 
*RFACE EFFECTIVENE* 
.SS AND HINGE 
-MOMENTS AND EXAMI¥ 
~NE THE EFFECT" ~F • 
·TUNNEL BlOCKAC',E A-
·NO SHOCK REFLfCT-~ 
-IONS ON THESE CHA· 
• RACTER r STI CS 
39-0)'VERIFICATION OF l-FORCE 
*ONGITUDINAl AND L' 
*ATERAL/DIRECTWNA -
• L FORCE AND 
"MOMENT CHARACTERI-
-STICS. CONTROL SUo 
'RFACE EFFECTIVENE-
-5S AND HINGE 
-MOMENTS AND EXAMJ-
oNE THE EFFECT OF • 
.TUNNEl BLOCKAGE A* 
-NO SHOCK REFLECT-· 
-IONS ON THESE CHA' 
'RACTERJSTICS 
..... .. 










+lARC -5. R. HOULIHAN 
• 16-FOOT TRANSO·M. M. MANN 







+MARCH _ 1981 
.. 
.ROCKWELL! oR.H.MULFINGER/RI ·OMS-OR-2430 
-LARC oS. R. HOULIHAN'VOLUME 03 
-16-FOOT TRANSO-M. M. MANN ·MARCH. 1981 
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TEST 







TYPE OF - SCALE~ TESTING 







AEDC - ~TEST RESULTS FROM-OTS-T38S26B62C12M-TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 I -ROCKWElL/ *J.W.CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - .THE NASA/ROCKEll • 16W116E52V8R18Fl0·IVE HEAT-TRANSFER- >3.01 0AEOC TK.W.NUTT/AEOC-VKF*VOlUME Ot 
V41A-W5 /-INTERNATIONAL SP .OT-T38B62C12M16Wl.-RATE DISTRIBUTIO* ~4.02 -SUPERSONIC WIN-ISH *APRIl. 1980 
IH85 .ACE SHUTTLE INTEG·,6E52V8R18F'0 0NS ON THE SPACE S~ -0 TUNNEL (A) -J. E. VAUGHN 
CR-151.793*RATEo VEHICLE TES· .HUTTlE INTEGRATED~ -G. W. KLUG 
*T USING A 0.0175-* 'VEHICLE DURING S • • -OMS .. 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0' *IMULATEO FIRST AN' • 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN • °0 SECOND STAGE CO, • 
'·THE AEDC-VKF TUNN' *NDITIDNS OF THE F-
*EL A (IH85) -lIGHT PROFILE 
AEDC - *TEST RESULTS FROM oOTS-T38S26B62C12M'TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 I -ROCKWELL/ *J.W.CUMMINGS/RI *OMS-OR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL *16Wl16E52V8R18FIOoIVE HEAT-TRANSFER" -3.01 - *AEDC +K.W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF*VOlUME 02 
V41A-W~ I·INTERNATIONAL SP -OT-T38B62C12MI6Wl*-RATE DISTRIBUTIO' *4.02 'SUPERSONIC WIN-IsH ·APRIl. 1980 
IH85 .ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*16E52V8R18F10 *NS ON THE SPACE S' 00 TUNNEL (A) *J. E. VAUGHN • 
CR-151.794*RATED VEHICLE TES- 'HUTTLE INTEGRATED- • -G. W. KLUG 
*T USING A 0.0175-- .VEHICLE DURING S - • *-oMS • 
*SCALE MODEL (60-0·*IMULATED FIRST AN' 
-TS) CONDUCTED IN • '0 SECOND STAGE CO-
* 
*THE AEDC-VKF TUNNo *NDITIONS OF THE fo 
·EL A (IH85) "LIGHT PROFILE 
• .. • 
AEDC - -TEST RESULTS FROM-OTS-T38S26B62C12M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT'HEAT-TRANS* 0.0175 / 'ROCKWELL! -J.W.CUMMINGS/RI *OMS-OR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKElL -16W116E52V8R18Fl0~IVE HEAT-TRANSFER' *3.01 - *AEOC *K.W.NUTT/AEOC-VKF*VOlUME 03 
V41A-W5 /*INTERNATla~Al SP -OT-T38B62C12M16Wl o -RATE DISTRIBUTIO- -4.02 'SUPERSONIC WIN-IsH -APRIL. 1980 
IH85 -ACE SHUTTLE INTEG-16E52V8R18Fl0 *NS ON THE SPACE S' *0 TUNNEL (A) oJ. E. VAUGHN • 
CR-151.795*RATEo VEHICLE TES- 'HUTTLE INTEGRATED'" ·G. W. KLUG 
*T USING A 0.0175-~ 'VEHICLE DURING S • --OMS 
-SCALE MODEL (GO-D' -IMULATED FIRST AN-
-TS) CONDUCTED IN 0 *0 SECOND STAGE CO- ,. 
'THE AEDC-VKF TUNN* 0NDITIONS OF THE F* 
*EL A (IH85) *LIGHT PROFILE • 
* • 
',~::'~.M.~;;;"',,;,~." ,.l.:~ :~_~~-:. ·~,:: .• ,~.J~~ ___ :.~M •. ~·.~·~ .... - : . , ••• "'~ .. "~:i"',.ik·l ~ :. ~ 
0'0 
.-n :a 
-a§ Oz O~ 
::I:l r .... 
,0";] 
c; '; ... 





















--------------- _____________________________ .~ ___ • ~ _________ ~~ _____ ~~.,. ___________ # _______________ ~N ___ ~ __________ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~---~ ____ _ 












TYPE OF , SCALE- TESTING 
TEST TMACH RANGE- AGENCY 
• PUB LI CAT IONS 
-OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - *TEST RESULTS FROM'OTS-T38S26B62C12M'TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 / "ROCKWELLI ·v.W.CUMMINGS/RI "OMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL '-16Wl16E52V8R18Fl0.IVE H~AT-TRANSFER' '3.01 -AEOC *K.W.NUTT/AEOC-VKF*VOLUME 04 
V41A-W5 I-INTERNATIONAL SP 'DT-T38B62C12M16Wl'-RATE OISTRIBUTIO' -4.02 'SUPERSONIC WIN-ISH 'APRIL. 1960 
IH85 ·ACE SHUTTLE INTEG' 16E52V8R18Fl0 'NS ON HIE SPACE S' '0 TUNNEL (A) -J. E. VAUGHN 
CR-151.796*RATED VEHICLE TES. .HUTTLE INTEGRATED- .. 'G_ W. KLUG 
-T USING A 0.0175" 'VEHICLE DURING S ' • '-OMS-
-SCALE MODEL (60-0' 'IMULATED rI~ST AN- .. 
"TS) CONDUCTED IN • <0 SECOND S"fAGE CO, .. 
'THE AEOC-VKF TUNN' -NDITIONS OF THE F' 
*EL A (IH85) ~LJGHT PROFILE 
.. 
AEDC - -TEST RESULTS FROMoOTS-T38S26B62C12M'TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT' TRANS' 0.0175 / 'ROCKWELL/ -J.W.CUMMINGS/RI -OMS-OR-2431 
SWTA - 'THE NASA/ROCKELL ·16W116E52V8R18Fl0·rVE HEAT·TRANSFER' '3.01 'AEOC *K.W.NUTT/AEOC-VKF*VOLUME 05 
V41A-W5 I-INTERNATIONAL SP .DT-T38B62CI2M16W1'-RATE DISTRIBUTlO' '4.02 -SUPERSONIC WIN-/SH . ~MAY. 1980 
IH85 "ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*16E52V8R18Fl0 'NS ON THE SPACE S' *0 TUNNEL (A) *.J. E. VAUGHN .. 
CR-151.797*RATED VEHICLE TES- -HUTTLE INTEGRATED~ -G. W. KLUG 
*T USING A 0.0175-. 'V~HICLE DURING S - '-OMS ~ 
·SCALE MODEL (60-0. 'IMULATED FIRST AN' ... .. 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN - '0 SECOND STAGE CO," • 
-THE AEDC-VKF TUNN. 'NDITIONS OF THE F' ~ 
oEL A (IH85) 'LIGHT PROFILE 
• .. 
AEOC - -TEST RESULTS FROM'OTS-T38S26B62C12M-TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT' TRANS. 0.0175 I -ROCKWELL/ *J.W.CUMMINGS/RI *DMS-OR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL "16Wf16E52V8RI8FlO-1VE HEAT-TRANSFER- -3.01 - -AEDC ·K.W.NUTT/AEOC-VKFoVOLUME 06 
V41A-W5 /.INTERNATIONAL SP "OT-T38B62C12M16Wl'-RATE DISTRIBUTID' '4.02 #SUPERSONIC WIN'/SH -MAY. 1980 
IH85 .ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*16E52V8R18Fl0 *NS ON THE SPACE S' '0 TUNNEL (A) 'J. E. VAUGHN .. 
CR-151,798'RATED VEHICLE TES" "HUTTLE INTEGRATED' • -G. W.I<LUG 
'T USING A 0.0175-- -VEHICLE DURING S • '-OMS 
.SCALE MODEL (60-0" *lMULATED FIRST AN- .. .. 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN .. -0 SECOND STAGE CO-
-THE AEDC-VKF TUNN. TNDlT IONS OF THE F* 














~ :;:.:::p> ",,,",,,, ~ 
------------------------------------------------------ -~---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
TEST 
ID .. REPORT TITlE 






TYPE OF - SCALE· TESTING 










AEDC - -TEST RESULTS FROM·OTS-T38S26B62CI2M*TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 I -ROCKWELLI -~.~.CUMMINGS/RI -DMS-DR-243f 
SWTA - "THE NASA/ROCKELL ~16Wtt6ES2V8Rt8Fl0·JVE HEAT-TRANSFER- 03.01 *AEDC *K.W.NUTT/AEDC~VKF-VOLUME 07 
V41A-W5 I"INTERNATIONAL SP 'OOT-T38B62Ct2Mt6Wt .-RATE DISTRJBUTlO- -4.02 "SUPERSONIC WIN·/SH .MAY. 1980 
IH85 -ACE SHUTTLE INTEG*16ES2V8R18F1Q "NS ON THE SPACE S- -0 TUNNEL (A) *.1. E. VAUGHN • 
CR-151.799"RATED VEHICLE TES. -HUTTLE INTEGRATED- - .G. W. KLUG .. 
*T USING A 0.0175--< ·VEHICLE DJRING S * a-OMS" 
--SCALE MODEL (60-0* *IMULATED FIRST AN-
*TS) CONDUCTED IN .. ·0 SECOND STAGE CO- .. 
"THE AEDC-VKF TUNN" -NDITIONS OF THE F- • 




AEDC - .. TEST RESULTS FROM-OTS-T38S26B62CI2M'TO OBTAIN CONVECT-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175 I -ROCKWELL! 'J.W.CUMMINGS/RI "DMS-DR-2431 
SWTA - *THE NASA/ROCKELL ·,6W116E52V8RI8F'0'IVE HEAT-TRANSFER- -3.01 - -AEDC *K.W.NUTT/AEDC-VKF'*VOLUME 08 
V41A-WS I*INTERNATIONAL SP -OT-T38B62CI2MI6WI'-RATE DISTRIBUTIO' -4.02 .SUPERSONIC WIN*/SH .APRIL. 1980 
IH85 ~ACE SHUTTLE INTEG'16ES2V8RI8Fl0 *NS ON THE SPACE S- *0 TUNNEL (A) *'.1. E. VAUGHN ~ 
CR-151.800*RATED VEHICLE TES- -HUTTLE INTEGP.~TED- .G. W. KLUG 
·T USING A 0.0175-- -VEHICLE DURING S • "-OMS 
.SCALE MODEL (60-0. *IMULATED FIRST AN* .. 
*TS) CONDUCTED IN .. *0 SECOND STAGE Co-" .. 
-THE AEDC-VKF TUNN- *NDITIONS OF THE F' .. 
*EL A (IH8S) 'LIGHT PROFILE • 
• .. 
LARC - 'INVESTIGATION OF ooOVt02 (lOS-D) 'TO OBTAIN LATERAL-FORCE 
--DIRECTIONAL AERO' 
'DYNAMIC CHARACTER* 
*ISTICS OF THE ORB-
*ITER OVER THE MAC' 
0.02/ -LARC / *W.PELHAM PHILLIPS'ONS-DR-2422 
UPWT - ·LONGITUDINAL AND • 
1243 I-LATERAL-OIRECTION' 
LA12S *AL AERODYNAMIC CH* 
CR-160.845·ARACTERISTICS FOR-
-A 2 PERCENT (MOD -
"EL 10S-0) SPACE S* 
-HUTTLE ORBITER (V-
-EHICLE 102) IN TH* 
*E LARC UPWT AT MA* 
-CH NUMBERS FROM 2* 
*.5 TO 4.S (LAI2S)-
.. 













_ar · ...... ·· .. ",· ~_ _,~ ..... r·~: "':.:-"!';7. _~:~.:~~;«t:.!~ . .l .. ~~,i:'l.:,~~."~,i.t:::-~:~~ .. f!.~ • .-::~-j;~-:;,~t~~,~~ j~~.~-:, .~ #...ft t. 
*/NASA-LARC -OCT.. 1981 
W.~. W. BALL .. 
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'OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
NSWC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *0.02 SCALE ORBITE-OBTAIN FORCE AND -rORCE 
1310 /*USING A 0.020-SCA*R VEHICLE 102 (MO-MOMENT DATA AT FU-
DAHl -LE MODEL (105-0) .0EL 105-0). MOoIF.LL SCALE FLIGHT T-
CR-151.764'OF THE SPACE SHUT.rEO MODEL 89-0 -RAJECTORY REYNOLD~ 
-TLE VEHICLE ORBIT- ~S NUMBER AT A MAo 
-ER IN. THE NAVAL So -CH NUMBER OF 14 A* 
-URFACE WEAPONS CEo -NO TO EXPAND THE • 
-NTER HYPERVELOCIT~ ·CURRENT OATA BASE-
*Y TUNNEL 9 (OAI7t* ~ABOVE MACH to BUT-
.. ) -BELOW THE FLIGHT' 
.. - -CONDITIONS WHERE .. 
-ONSET OF VISCOUS • 




AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER (47.0) OV~TO DETERMINE AERO-FORCE 
PWT16T - *ON THE EFFECTS OF*102 WITH RIGID AN'ELASTIC EFFECTS O' 
507 /*AEROELASTICITY 0 10 FLEXl _f TAIL -F THE ORBITER VER-
OA129 ·.F THE SPACE SHUTT" -TICAL TAIL ON THE-
CR-151.7S2-LE ORBITER VERTIC- -LATERAL'OIReCTIO • 
.. AL TAIL USING A O' "NAL STABILITY. RU-
".03-SCALE MODEL (0 'DOER CONTROL CHAR-
*47-0) IN THE AEDC' tACTERISTICS AND V· 
• -16T PROPULSION W' °ERTICAl TAIL LOAD-










oJ. J. oAILEoA/ROC·oMS-0~-2433 
-KWEll INTERNATIONoOCT., 1978 
-oAL 
oW. C. WOODS. G. C • 
•• ASHBY, JR./LARC" 
-D.W.HERSEY .. 
·G. G. MCDONALD .. 
<-OMS .. 
.. 
0.03/ -ROCKWELL! *R.S.SPANGLER/RI 'oMS-oR-2434 
-OEC.. 1979 -0.8 'AEDC ~S.R.HOULIHAN!RI 
-1.55 ·TRANSONIC PROp·o.W.HERSEY 


























.. REPORT TITLE 
• 





TYPE OF ~ SCALE' TESTING 




LERC - .BASE PRESSURE AND-INTEGRATED VEHICL'TO MEASURE HEAT T.PRESSURE '0 0225 
'2.0 
'3.5 
I *ROCKWELL/ -J.W.FOUST/RI 
10SWT - .HEAT TRANSFER TE *E CONFIGURATION 5.~ANSFER + PRESSUR. 
041 /*STS OF THE 0.0225- TE DISTRIBUTIONS A-
IH39 ~-SCALE SPACE SHUT' -BOUT THE ORBITER.· 




-ION MODEL (19-0TS* -SURFACES DUE TO R-
*) IN THE NASA-LEW. -OCKET PLUME RECIR' 
-IS RESEARCH CENTE- 0CULATION; THE SAM' 
oR 10Xl0-FOOT SUPE* 0E ALONG SIDE WALL-
-RSONIC WIND TUNNE- 'S DUE TO ROCKET-P' 
°L (TEST IH39) .. "LUME-INDUCED SEPA-
-RATION: + TO DETE' 
o .. *RMINE GAS RECOVER-
.. .y TEMPERATURES. 
~ ~ 
*SPACE SHUTTLE ORB. 
-ITER TRIMMED CENT-
O'ER OF GRAVITY EXT* 
-ENSlON STUDY VOL * 




























• AUGUST, t 978 
• 
• 






/ "THOMAS E. LUNDY/L.oMS-oR-2437 
f4TWT - *Nrc TESTS IN THE -MODEL 74-0TS WITH'AMIC INCREMENTS D' 
652 /oNASA!MSFC 14-INCHoORB. MOLD LINE C .UE TO ATTACH STRU' 
FA25 *TRISONIC WIND *HANGES ON WING AN-CTURE: ORBITER .. 
CR-151.766.TUNNEL ON A 0.004.0 NOSE -MOLD LINE CHANGES-
·SCALE MODEL (74- .MODEL 74-0TS WITH"; WIRE BUNDLE FAI· 
*OTS) SPACE SHUTTL*ORB. MOLD LINE C *RINGS; FLOW ANGUL' 
°E LAUNCH VEHICLE *HANGES ON WING .ARITY 
*(FA25) 
• * 
:·~~-:!:ir:~, . .;:.:" .. ·~~·~;~:':.f_'#'~Y?': .~.::-:~:T. ~ 'L:~'~~'~ .-:. ~ _.i* .>" :.~.~ .......... - ::-\{~~ .. 
,. 
i· 



































TYPE OF - SCALE- TESTING 







____ ~ _______________________________________________ ~ ________________ ~_~ __ • ______ ~ ________ ~~ ______ 4 _________ _____________ .- ________ _ 
ARC - *RESULTS OF AN EXP'PROPOSEO VEHICLE 
97SWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI-5 
246-1 I-GATION TO DETERMI. 
IA138 *NE ORBITER AND SO-
CR-160.855*LIO ROCKET BOOSTE* 
*R JET PLUME INDUC. 
·EO EFFECTS UTILIZ-
*ING A _01'SCALE I* 
*NTEGRATED VEHICLE-
-SPACE SHUTTLE MO • 
~OEL (75-0TS) IN T· 
"HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F-
-OaT LEG OF THE UN-
*ITARY PLAN WINO T* 
*UNNEL • 
• 
ARC - .RESULTS OF AN EXP*PROPOSED VEHICLE 
97SWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI-5 
246-1 !*GATION TO DETERMI' 
IA138 *NE ORBITER AND SO-
CR-t60,856*LID ROCKET BOOSTE* 
oR JET PLUME INDUC-
-ED EFFECTS UTILIZ* 
-ING A _at-SCALE 1* 
*NTEGRATEO VEHICLE. 
·SPACE SHUTTLE MO * 
*OEL (75-GTS) IN T· 
'HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F* 
*OOT LEG OF THE UN-
-ITARY PLAN WIND T* 
*UNNEL 
.. 
oTO OBTAIN PRESSUR'FORCE 
°E COEFFICIENT INC'PRES5URE 
~REMENTS DUE TO PL" 
"UME EFFECTS ON 
-THE ORBITER. EXTE-
-RNAL TANK. AND SR-
~B. AND TO OBTAIN" 
-WING LOADS AND 
°ELEveN HINGE MOMEo 
"NTS 
• 
-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FORCE 
·E COEFFICIENT INC~PRESSURE 
oREMENTS DUE TO PL" 
~UME EFFECTS ON 
.THE ORBITER. EXTE· 
*RNAL TANK. AND SR-
~n-. ~:':D Te C~T-!..l~~ ~ 
'WING lOADS AND 











/ "ROCKWELL/ TU. MARROOUIN/RI 
-ARC ~O.W_HERSEY 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FOtR. H. LINDAHL 
-aT SUPERSONIC --OMS 




I -ROCKWELLI ·v. MARROQUIN/RI 
'AR~ ~D_W.HERSEY 
-q-FOOT BY 7-FO-R_ H. LINDAHL 
-OT SUPERSONIC >·OMS 
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• PUBLICA HONS 
oCR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- .. 
ARC - -RESULTS OF AN EXP.PROPOSED VEHICLE 
97SWT - *ERIMENTAL INVESTI-5 
24S-1 i*GATION TO DETERMI* 
IA138 oNE ORBITER AND SO-
CR-1S0,857-LID ROCKET BOOSTE-
·R vET PLUME INDUC-
-EO EFFECTS UTILIZ. 
-ING A .01-SCALE 1* 
TNTEGRATEO VEHICLE-
·SPACE SHUTTLE MO • 
-DEL (75-0TS) IN T-
-HE NASA/ARC 9X7 F-
-OOT LEG OF THE UN' 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T-
~UNNEL 
.. ,. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -MODEL 47-0TS 
PWT1ST - -USING A 0.03-SCAL-
517 I-E MODEL (47-0TS) * 
1.,82 -OF THE SPACE SHUT-
CR-167,613-TLE INTEGRATED VE-
*HICLE IN THE AEDC* 
.'6-FOOT TRANS ON I .. 
'C PROPULSION WIND* 
·TUNNEL (IA182) 
-TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-FDRCE 
-E COEFFICIENT INC-PRESSURE 
'REMENTS DUE TO PL-
·UME EFFECTS ON 
·THE ORBITER. EXTE' 
-RNAl TANK. AND SR-
-B. AND TO OBTAIN < 
-WING LOADS AND 
-ELEVON HINGE MOMf-
-NTS 
*TO OBTAIN ORBITER-FORCE 
-FORCE AND MOMENT • 
-DATA, WING LOAD 
-INDICATOR DATA. E-




-TO APPLY TO THE I' 
'A105A DATA 
~-.~" . . ...... .~:.'" _ ,_ .. ,~ ___ t* *' '~.-~_ ~ (>. ~",!.". ;'-oh-.-'Ioo i -:.. ... ;jtlf:::~~--:r~ - .......-:~ii- -'_ ~ r.,· 










• , .55 
• 
I -ROCKWELLI .v. MARROQUIN/RI 
-ARC -O.W.HERSEY 
'9-FOOT BY 7-FO-R. H. LINDAHL 
-OT SUPERSONIC .-DMS 














/ -ROCKWELll +R. H. SPANGLER/RI·DMS-OR-2439 
*AEDC -l, P. 
-TRANSONIC PROP-So R. 
-ULSION WINO TU-G. W. 
*NNEL (PWT-16TI.-DMS 
.. 










-o~ c -, 
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WIND TUNNEL TEST' OMS DATA PROCESSING 





CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST TYPE OF ~ SCALE- TESTING 
REPORT TITLE TESTEO PURPOSE TEST. -MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
LERC - *BASE PRESSURE ANO*SPACE SHUTTLE 
10SWT - .HEAT TRANSFER iE -ME SIMULATION 
PLUtTO MEASURE HEAT T-PRESSURE -0.0225 
(MooRANSFER + PRESSUR.HEAT"TRANS~2.2 
044 /rSTS OF THE 0.022S-0EL 19-0TS) -E DISTRIBUTIONS A- -3.5 
IH83 .-SCALE SPACE SHUT' -BOUT THE ORBITER." 
CR-t51.76S-TLE PLUME SIMULAT* ~EXTERNAL TANK lET-
». + SOLIO ROCKET-
'BOOSTER (SRB) AF ,. 
-TERBOOY SURFACES -
-ION MODEL (19-0TS* 
*) IN YAWED FLIGHT' 







.OUE TO ROCKET PLU· ~ 
.ME RECIRCULATION • 
.+ IMPINGEMENT. + • -
-TO DERIVE GAS REC' 
"OVERY TEMP. IN TH' • 
-E BASE REGION USI-
°NG GAS TEMP. PROB-
-E MEASUREMENTS. 
VSC -'PRESSURE AND HEAT*65-0 SS ORBITER B-TO MEASURE BASE P-PRESSURE ·0.040 
61-A-78 j*TRANSFER TESTS 0 TASE HEATING MOOEL-RESSURE + HEAT TR'HEAT-TRANS-
OH79 -"F THE 0.040-SCALE· -ANSFER RATES ON A' 
CR-151 .769*SPACE SHUTTLE OR • 'SCALEO MOOEL OF 
'.,.,,,, 
'SITER BASE HEATIN. -THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
'G MODEL (65-0) IN- -ORBITER BASE REG. 
-THE vSC THERMAL -ION WITH FIRING R-
~VACUUM CHAMBER A.~ -OCKET ENGINES.SSM-
-E. DUPLICATING TH-
o -E PLUME FLOW FrEL' 
-0 TO SIMULATE REC-
• • 'IRCULATION + IMPI· 










I -ROCKWELL/ .v.W.FOUST/RI 
'lERC .M.QUAN/RI 
.10 BY 10-FOOT -O.W.HERSEY 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-G. R. LUTZ 
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REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE' -OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS *B75C16E64FI6FR22H-TO OBTAIN FORCE A*PRESSURE -0.2 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.02-SCAL-G1M52NlOHN109Nfl0-ND MOMENT DATA ON. >1.6 
519 /*E MODEL (89-0TS) -NlI1R20UIV27VT10VoALL VEHICLE ELEM -
lA183 ·OF THE 'SPACE SHUT-Tl1VTI2VTI3VTI4 *ENTS(ORBITER.EXTE- • 
CQ-160.488*TLE INTEGRATED VE~VT15VTI6VTI7W13fT'RNAL TANK. AND EA' 
-HICLE IN THE AEDC·39S27 'CH SOLID ROCKET B- * 
-16-FOOT TRANSONI - -OOSTER). WING AND' 
-C PRuPULSION WIND· -VERTICAL TAIL 
-TUNNEL (IAI83) .LOAD INDICATORS •• 
o 
'ELEVON HINGE MOME' 
-NTS. AND BASE-BODo 
'YFlAP PRESSURE DA-
,TA FOR VERIFICATl-
-ON'OF TEST lA156Ao 
'DATA 
AEDC - 'RESULTS Of TESTS *B75CI6E64FI6FR22H-TO OBTAIN FORCE A-PRESSURE '0.2 
PWT16T - -USING A 0.02-SCAL-G1M52Nl08Nl09Nl10-ND MOMENT DATA ON- ".6 
519 /-E MODEL (89-DTS) -NllIR20U1V27VT10V*ALL VEHICLE ELEM • 
IA183 -OF THE SPACE SHUT*Tl1VTI2VT13VT14 *ENTS{ORBITER.EXTE-
CR-160.489*TLE INTEGRATED VE-VTI5VTf6VTf7WI31T-RNAL TANK. AND EA-
*HICLE IN THE AEDC-39S27 oCH SOLID ROCKET B-
.. t6-FOOT TRANSONI * -OOSTER). WING AND-
*C PROPULSION IoiINO- -VERTICAL TAIL 
-TUNNEL (IAI83) • . -LOAD INDTCATORS. -
.. -ELEVON HINGE MOME-
- -NTS. AND BASE-BOD-
-YFLAP PRESSURE DA-
o -TA FOR VERIFICATI-
-ON OF TEST IAI56A-
'OATA 
,* 
, ..~ __ ~_~ .:-:~:~> .. 1~J; r.,~:. :~.L~:~,~·?, .. ~"- ... ;.;.,,_,,r~~~ ....... .. , .... "~fJ'A,l ' 
-ROCKWELL! ·v. v. ~AILEOA!ROC-OMS-DR-2444 
-AEDC -KWELL INTERNATIONoVOLUME 01 
"TRANSONIC PROP-AL -APRIL. 1981 
*UlSION WIND TU-O.W.HERSEY 










·ROCKWELL! *v. J. DAILEDA/ROCoOMS-OR-2444 
-AEDC -KWELl INTr.~NATION·VOlUME 02 
-TRANSONIC PROP-Al -APRIL. 1981 
-ULSION WINO TU-O.W.HERSEY 




















""'~ \ _:ibSi 
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- ______________________ ~_~ __ . ____________ ._"_M. ___ ~. __ ~ _____ ~.~. __ ~_ .~~~. __ .•.• ~~"._._.~ ... ~ ... ~~~_~_. ___ ~~~~~~_W ___ ~ ____ £~_ 
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°OR COMt4ENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE· AGfNCV 
ARC - 'RESULTS OF A WIND.SSV 14DA/B/C/R 
87SWT - -TUNNEL PRESSURE -BITER 
318-1 /-LOADS TEST OF THE~ 
OA146 -O.03-SCALE SPACE. 
CR-167.652·SHUTTLE ORBITER 
-(MODEL 47-0) IN T-
'HE SX7-FOOT LEG 0-
-F THE NASA/ARC UN-
-ITARY PLAN WINO T-
·UNNEL (OA146) 
• 
ARC - -RESULTS OF A WIND'SSV 140A/B/C/R 
87SWT - .rUNNEL PRESSURE oBITER 
~18-1 '.lOADS TEST OF THE* 
OA146 -0.03-SCALE SPACE • 
CR-167,653,SHUTTLE ORBITER ~ 
-(MODEL 47-0) IN T' 
-HE 8X7-FOOT LEG 0. 
·F THE NASA/ARC UN+ 
*ITARY PLAN WIND T~ 
'UNNEL (OA146) 
ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE THI-
3.5HWT - -N SKIN HEAT TRANS-
241 /.FER TESTS OF SINU' 
IHS1C ·lATED LARGE SCALE" 
CR-160,519-PROTUBERANCES AND" 
' ..... 
°HALF SCALE TILE 
*ON FLAT PLATE MOD-
-El 58-0TS IN THE • 
9NASA AMES RESEARC-
*H CENTER 3.5-FT H* 
*YPERSONIC WIND TU-
*NNEL (1H51C) • 
OR-TO OBTAIN OV-102 -FORCE 
-DISTRIBUTED PRESS.PRESSURE 
-URES. VEHICLE FOR-
*CES AND MOMENTS ... 
-ELEVON HINGE MOME.· 
eNTS. AND WING LOA' 
"oS IN THE HYPERSO' 
-NIC FLOW REGION 
-FOR RETURN TO LAU-
-NCH SITE (RTLS) A· 
--BaRT 
OR-TO OBTAIN OV-102 -fORCE 
~OISTRIBUtFO PRESS·PRESSURF 
-URES. VEHICLE FOR~ 
*CES AND MOMENTS. ~ 
-ELE.VON HINGE MOME+ 
oNTS. AND WING LOA' 
'05 IN THE HYPERSO-
-NrC FLOW REGION 
-FOR RflURN TO LAU-







"DETERMINE AEROHEA,PRESSURE - LARGE 
-TING AROUNO PROTU- -5.3 
*BERANCES AI'olO INVE- -5.3 
"STIGATE TPS 
-TILE HEATING RATE- , 
-S USING A HALF-SC-




"ROCKWELL/ "A. ~. 
~ARC oJ. M. 
-S-FOOT BY 7·fO-S. R. 
'OT SUPERSONIC .~. E. 




-ARC 01. M. 
-S·fOOT BY 7·FO·S. R. 
'OT SUPERSONIC .~. ~. 












I -ROCKWEU/''', W. FOUST/RI ·DMS~DR-24"8 
"VOLUME 01 
-OCT.. 1980 
-ARC -0 W.HERSEY 
*:3 S'EOOT Hl'PER·"', E. VAUGHN 



















11"...1 .. \ _ ~-=_=-:ftrt~~1n_ltr.:-:: - " 
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- 'CONFIGURATIONS ~ TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE " TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
ARC - .SPACE SHUTTLE THI-
3.5HWT - *N SKIN HEAT TRANS~ 
-DETERMINE AEROHEa'PRESSURE • LARGE 
-TING AROUND PROTU- >5.3 
241 /-FER TESTS OF SIMU- 'BERANCES AND INVe- >5.3 
IH51C -LATED LARGE SCALE~ 'STIGATE TPS 
CR-160.520.PROTUBERANCES AND-
-TILE HEATING RATE· 
-HALF SCALE TILE -S USING A HAlF-SC' 
-ON FLAT PLATE MOO· -ALE TILE ARRAY • 
'EL 58-DTS IN THE • 
-NASA AMES RESEARC-
*H CENTER 3.5-FT H* 
*YPERSONIC WINO TU· 
*NNEL (IH51C) 
-. 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF SHUTTL-EXTENAL OXYGEN HY'OBTAIN A TRANSONI'FORCE 
PWT16T - 0E TRANSPORTATION -~ROGEN TANK FOREB'C CALIBRATION OF T 
505 I-SYSTEM ASCENT AIR-OOY MODEL -THE ASCENT AIR DA' 
IA132 -DATA SYSTEM CAll' 'TA SYSTEM (AAD~);' 
CR-160.497-BRATION TEST USIN' -INVESTIGATE AN AL-
*G THE 0.07~SCALE • 0TERNATE AAOS; PER-
-EXTERNAL TANK FOR- -FORM LIMITEO TUNN' 
*EBODY MODEL (68-To °Et FLOW SURVEY 
-) IN THE AEDC PWT-
-l6',-FOOT TRANSONI • 




ARC - -EXPERIMENTAL RESU-
22TWT - -LTS OF TESTS TO D' 
041.154.1/-ETERMINE THE EFFE-
'TO VERIFY FLUTTER-PRESSURE - LOS -
'PREDICTIONS MADE· -1.1 
~FOR PANELS WITH ~ 
6 /-CTS OF ORBITER TH- -AND WITHOUT THEW~~ 
OS4A -ERMAL PROTECTION • "AL PROTECTION MAt-
OS4B -SUBSYSTEM (TPS) T- ·ERIAL 
OS12 -ILES ON PANEL FLU-
CR-151.774.TTER CONDUCTED IN" 
~THE ARC 2X2 TWT .• 
.. • 




-3.5·FOOT IWPER-u. E. VAUGHN -OCT. ~ 1980 







• ROCKWELL/ +R.R.BURROWS/R.I. -DMS-DR-2449 
-AEOC -C.~.SPURLIN/AEOC -FEB.. 1981 
-TRANSONIC PROP-D.W.HERSEY -




• ROCKWELL/ 'R.B.KINGSLAND. M.*OMS-DR-2450 
-ARC -A.KOTCH/ROCKWELL -MAY. 1979 
'2-FOOT BY 2-FO·O.W.HERSEY .. 
'OTTRANSONIC WoC. R. LUTZ .. 








0=; ~, tC. 
"i/ ~~ 
:J1 f7 







-------------- _________ ~ _____ ~- _____ ~_~ _____ ~ __ ~h_. __ ._~ __ ~_~ ___ ~~ ______ . * ____ ~_. __ • __ ~-_6 .~.4 ___ ~ _~_.~.~~_~ ______ ~~~.~~ __ ~ __ * __ ~~ 














"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCV 
-------------------- ___________ ~ __ ~ __________________________________ ~ _______________ ~_~ ________________ w __ ._~ ____ ~--_~ ____________ _ 
AEDC - ~RESULTS OF BOUNDA-
HWTB - 'tRY LAYER TRANSITI" 
P4A I-ON TESTS OF THE 0-
OH90A/MA29*.025-SCALE RIGHT--
CR-151.772*HAND WING AND TRU-
'NCATED AFT FUSELA* 
.GE MODEL (94-0) I-
oN THE AECC HWTB. ~ 
• 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T-SSV SRB NOSE 
3.5HWT - -RANSFER TESTS DN -
230 I~THE SPACE SHUTTLE-
IH99 -FORWARD SRB SECT • 
CR-167.383.ION AT ASCENT CON-
*DITIONS USING THET 
-O.10-SCALE MODEL -










-TO DETERMINE THE ·HEAT-TRANS-O.10 
-HEAT TRANSFER RAT- 5.3-
-ES ON THE SPACE S- 7.3 
-HUTTLE SRB NOSE C' 
-ONE IN THE VICINI-
-TY OF THE FORWARD-
-SEPARATION MOTOR • 
~S AND AROUND SIMU- .. 
"LATED RIVET HEADS' .. 
." 
CALSPAN - *BASE PRESSURE ANO*19-0TS-B64.C16,E6-TO MEASURE HEATIN-HEAT-1RANS-O.O'25 
LT - .HEAT TRANSFER TE ·3.F14.MI8.N92.N94-G RATES AND PRESS-PRESSURE -3.5 
195-100 I*STS OF THE O.0225 •• V23,WI29.S22.Nl0-URES AND TO DETER. -4.5 
IH75 .-SCALE SPACE SHUT*6.T33 -MINE GAS RECOVERY-
CR-151.776-TlE PLUME SIMULAT- .TEMPERATURES IN 
-rON MODEL (19-0TS~ -THE BASE REGIONS' 
*) IN THE NASA/CAL" -OF A SCALEO MODEL-
-SPAN lUDWIEG TUBE- 'OF THE SPACE SHU • 
.WIND TUNNEL -TTLE VEHICLE WITH-
., 
-ORBITER + SRB FI . 
-RING ROCK~T ENGTN' 
.. 
·ES SIMULATING °LU' 
.. 
-ME RECIRCULATION . 
++ IMPINGEMENT IN 
~ .. 







- AEDC -G. R. lUTZ 
-HYPERSONIC WINo-OMS 









/ -ROCKWEll/ *M. QUAN/ROCKWELl *DMS-OR-2452 
-ARC -C.L. BERTHOlD/ROC*SEPT.. 1982 
·3.5·FOOT HVPER-KWElL 
.SONIC WIND TUN-D.W.HERSEY 











-SPAN .,JUNE. 1979 
'D.W.HERSEY 













0 2 ::o~ 
.0'"1) 
cr;; 



































- -IMPACT OF RETROFI-140A/B ORBITER-oA-TO DISCOVER IF THoHEAT-TRANS-0.01 
72661 
- *TS FOR CENTER-OF-*SELINE 
/*GRAVITY EXTENSION*140A/B 
·ON ORBITER THERM *TH S-2 
*AL PROTECTION SYS*140A/B 










*0 TO INCREASE THE-
WI-ALLOWABLE C.G. R -
-ANGE OF THE ORBIT-
-ER. WOULD ADVERSE-
-LY AFFECT THE TPS' 








AEOC - .RESULTS OF FLOW A*140C ORBITER WITH-TO DETERMINE THE -H€AT-TRANS o O.0175 
HWT8 - *NGULARITy TESTS O'SLAB SIDED VERTI -FLOW DIRECTION AT- .8.0 
418-65 /oN A 0.017S-SCALE -CAL TAIL -THE SILTS LOCATI -
OH102A ~SPACE SHUTTLE ORB· ·'fIN OF THE ORB.rTER- • 
CR:'151.778*ITER MODEL (56-0)- -VERTICAL TAIL I.E .. 
~ON THE AEDCVKF -ADING EDGE 
*8 HYPERSONIC WIND-
.TUNNEL (OH102A • 
. ) . 
• 
ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS .0.03-SCALE SHUTTL-DISTRIBUTEO CP ON-FORCE 
97SWT - .USING A 0.03-SCAL-E INTEGRATED VEHI-ELEMENTS + COMPO -PRESSURE 
347-1 I.E MODEL (47-0TS) .CLE 47-0TS +NENTS AFFECTED BY-
IA184 oOF THE SPACE SHUT- -ELEVON. WING LOA' 
CR-160.486'TLE INTEGRATED VEt -0 DATA. ORB. F+M • 
*HICLE IN THE NASA- ·OATA. ELEVON HiNG* 
*/AMES RESEARCH CEt -E MOMENTS. FOUR C· 
-NTER 9X7 FOOT SUP- *OMPONENT VT FORCE-
*ERSONIC WIND TUNN* -DATA. SECONDARY- -
*EL (IA184) -CP DATA ON SIMUL • 
-ATED AADS PROBE M-








I -LARC I -~. C. OUNAVANT/LA-OMS-OR-2454 
-LARC °RC .VOLUME 03 
·CONTINUOUS-FLO*J. w. BALL -APRIL. 1979 






-/ -ROCKWELL/ 'W.F. BRAODOCK/RI -OMS-DR-2455 
~AEOC "'J. E. VAUGHN -JUNE. 1979 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-G. R. LUTZ 




/ -ROCKWELLI oR.H. SPANGLER, J .• OMS-DR-2456 
-ARC -J. OAILEDA/RI .VOLUME 01 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FO·O.W.HERSEY .SE~T_. 1980 
-OT SUPERSONIC *J. L. GLYNN 
















:,_Jt ... .~," .;"+ ~ .. rrJ , .. ,,_./I>~:"~ .. :5:.:: .,. . ..-.;~..,,',..- 'jI'''! "'~ ,,,.;;.'Ji.::--, ..•• -:::li"':_u.;:::; ~-~r-~ .... ~ • ~;;f.;:;~".#C,..$- ",~.;r "t J .~:. 
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"OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENC:Y 
ARC - ·RESULTS OF TESTS oO.03-SCAlE SHUTTl-OISTRIBUTED CP ON-FORCE 
97SWT - -USING A 0.03-SCAl·E INTEGRATED VEHI-ElEMENTS + COMPO °PRESSURE 
347-1 /oE MODEL (47-0TS) -ClE 47-0TS °NENTS AFFECTED BY-
IA184 *OF THE SPACE SHUT- -ELEVON. WING LOA • 
CR-160,487 oTLE INTEGRATED VE" -0 DATA. ORB. F+M -
-HICLE IN THE NASA" °OATA. ELEVON HING-
./AMES RESEARCH CEo °E MOMENTS. FOUR C· 
*NTER 9X7 FOOT SUp· -OMPONENT VT FORCE" 
-ERSON1C W!NO TUNN- -DATA. SECONOARY- " 
*EL (1A184) T 0CP DATA ON SIMUL • 
-ATEO AAOS PROBE M' 
-OUNTEO IN NOSE or-
"THE ET 
LARC - -RESULTS OF SHUTTL-EXTERNAL OXYGEN H"OBTA1N A HIGH' SUP· FORCE 
UPWT - -E TRANSPORTATION -YOROGEN TANK FORE+ERSONIC ASCENT AI-
1267 j-SYSTEM ASCENT AIR.BOOY MODEL -R DATA SYSTEM (AA' 
IA180 -DATA SYSTEM HIGH" -DS) CALIBRATION; • 
CR-160.813*SUPERSONIC CALIB .. -OBTAIN SHOCK DETA" 
-RATION TEST USING- 'CHMENT DIAGNOSTIC-
-THE 0.07-SCALE E 0 '1NFOR~'ATION 
*XTERNAL OXYGEN HY' 
-OROGEN TANK FOREB-
-OOY MODEL (68-T) -
-IN THE UNITARV PL-
-AN HIGH SPEED LEG-
-OF THE LARC 4X4 
.. WIND TUNNEL (IAI8" 
"0) 
* 
ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE HRSoHRSI TILE PANEL 'TO DETERMINE OYNA-PRESSURE 
11TWT - *1 TILE TESTS OS36-CALIBRATION PANEL-MIC RESPONSE AND' 
369-1 I"'AND OS37 IN THE 'FAIlURE CHARACTER-
97SWT - -NASA/AMES RESEARC' 'ISTICS INDUCED IN-
OS36/37 'H CENTER 1IXI'-FO- °HRSI TILES DUE T + 
CR-167.668-0T AND 9X7-FOOT W" '0 COMBINED AERODY-
-IND TUNNELS USING- -NAMIC AND STRUCTUo 
*TEST FIXTURES 96 .. oRAL VIBRATION LOA" 















/ -ROCKWELL/ "R.H. SPANGLER, J.-OMS-OR-245() 
°ARC 'J. OAIlEOfl/RI .VOLUME 02 
+9·FOOT BY 7-FO"O.W.HERSEY ·SEPT.. 1980 
-OT SUPERSONIC oJ. L. GLYNN 

















oROCKWfLL/ -C. l STEVENS. R.oOMS-OR-2458 
-ARC -B. KINGSlANO/RI -NOV.. 1983 
oll-FOOT TRANSO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
*NIC WINO TUNNE-B. J. BURST 
oL (UNITARY) --OMS 
"9-FOOT BY 7'FO' 
-OT SUPERSONIC .. 






















ID REPORT TITLE 
,-=, 






TYPE OF • SCALE' TESTING 












ARC - 'SPACE SHUTTLE TES'MODEL 58-0 -TO INVESTIGATE TH·HEAT-TRANS-O.50 I 
3.5HWT - *TS OF TURBULENT B* 
244 j'DUNOARY LAYER HEA' 
IH510 'TING EFFECTS ON H* 
CR-167,677*ALF-SCALE TILE sr-
*MUlATION USING MO~ 






*ERMAl PROTECTION • 
-SYSTEM (TPS) TILE· 
'HEATING RATES US • 
~ING A HALF-SCALE • 
'TILE ARRAY WITH p. 
-ROVISIDNS TO VARY-
-TILE GAP. STEP H • 
"'EIGHT. EDGE RADII-
-AND FLOW ORIENTA • 
-TIDN 
ARC ~ -RESULTS OF SUPERS*ET FOREBOO¥ (T{l)'THE TEST OBJECTIV'FORCE 
97SWT - -ONIC ASCENT AIR 0*- LOUVERS OPEN, C*E WAS TO OBTAIN A-
283-1 I-ATA SYSTEM CALIBR*T FAIRING AND G02.SUPERSDNIC CALIB -
87SWT - 'ATION TESTS IAI31'LINE INSTALLED oRATION OF THE ASC' 
lAI31B/C -B/C USING THE O.OoET FOREBODY (T41)'ENT AIR DATA SYST-
CR-167,370*7-SCAlE EXTERNAL .- LOUVERS OPEN, CoEMS (AAOS) THROUGo 
*TANK FOREBODY MOD-T,FAIRING. AND GO'H THE MACH RANGE· 
*EL 68-T IN THE AR'2 LINE REMOVED -OF 1.55 THROUGH 3-
°C 9X7 AND 8X7 LEG-ET FOREBODY (T4t}o.5. 
*S OF THE AMES UNI'- LOUVERS FILlED,-
*TARY PLAN WIND TU-CT, FAIRING AND .. 
'NNEL *G02 LINE REMOVED -
*ROSEMONT STATIC p. 
-ROBE (PRI2) + 0.3-
• *6 SCALE FTP (PR4)' 








-ROCKWELL/ ~P. l. LEMOINE/RI 'OMS-OR-2461 
.ARC -A. F. OKUNO/RI ·MARCH. 1984 
-3.5-FOOT HYPER-S. R. HOULIHAN 






-ROCKWELL!' +J. GAWIENOWSKI. J·OMS-OR-2462 
-ARC "'. BROWNSON /ARC -VOLUME 01 
'9-FOOT BY 7-FO*'R_R. BURROWS. W.R*MARCH. 1983 
-aT SUPERSONIC *. CARLSON /RI 
oWIND TUNNEL (U+S R. HOULIHAN • 
.NITARY) -G W. KlUG ~ 
'S-FOOT BY 7-FO*-OMS • 
.OT 5UPERSONIC -




.~ 0 10 "r2~ 
"i:? fi ~} ~ .: ~.; '';J 






























REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - -RESULTS OF SUPERS*ET FDREBDDY (T41)'THE TEST OBJECTIV'FORCE 
97SWT - *ONIC ASCENT AIR 0*- LOUVERS OPEN. C'E WAS TO OBTAIN A' 
283-1 I-ATA SYSTEM CALIBR*T FAIRING AND G02'SUPERSONIC CALIB -
87SWT - ~ATION TESTS IA131*LINE INSTALLED -RATION OF THE ~SC' 
IA131B/C 'B/c USING THE O.O-ET FOREBODY (T41)'ENT AIR DATA SYST-
CR-167.371.7-SCALE EXTERNAL .- LOUVERS OPEN. C.EMS fAADS) THROUG-
'TANK FOREBODY MOD-T.FAIRING. AND GDoH THE MACH RANGE' 
*EL 68-T IN THE AR~2 LINE REMOVED 'OF 1.55 THROUGH 3-
°C 9X7 AND 8X7 LEG'ET FOREBODY (T41)·.5. 
-S OF THE AMES UNI*- LOUVERS FILLED,' 
-TARY PLAN WIND TUtCT. FAIRING AND 
-NNEL *G02 LINE REMOVED ' 
-ROSEMONT STATIC po 
"ROBE (PR12) + 0.3-
'6 SCALE FTP (PR4)' 
·.T41 OUT OF TUNN.' 
ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE LRS'f07-Q LRST TILE poTO OBTAIN PERFORM-PRESSURE 
'ANCE CHARACTERIST. llTWT - -I TPS TILE TESTS oANEL 
380-1 /-OS41.0S42 AND OS4-
381-1 /*5 IN THE NASA/AME' 
OS41 -S RESEARCH CENTER-
OS42 '11X11-FOOT WIND * 
OS45 -TUNNEL USING MODE-
CR-167.672"L 107-0 (OS41.0S4. 




,. __ ~ __ u.'4,.,~..-... ·· _, ,,,~ .. _"_t""'\- ""a.,..., 
, 
oTCS OF DAMAGED LR* 
-51 TILE AND MINI-' 
.TILE WHEN SUBJECT-
-ED TO TRANSONIC S' 
-HOCK AND TURBULEN-





; __ """"'~';"~":>;J- --,,_:w,,-,~ ____ -
0.07. 'ROCKWELL! oJ. GAWIENDWSKI. d*DMS-DR-2462 
0.36! 'ARC '. BROWNSON /ARe -VOLUME 02 
·f.55 - '9'FOOT BY 7-FO·R.R. BURROWS, W.R*MARCH. 1983 
'3.5 -OT SUPERSONIC *. CARLSON /RI 
-WIND rUNNEL (U-S. R_ HOULIHAN • 
.NITARY) ·G. W. KLUG • 
-8-FOOT BY 7-FO--DMS • 
'OT SUPERSONIC • .. 











'ROCKWELl! ·R.B. KINGSLAND/RO'DMS-DR-2463 
-ARC *CKWELL *NOV.. 1983 
'11-FOOT TRANSO·S, R. HOULIHAN 
*NIC WIND TUNNE'H. C. ZIMMERLE 








• ,.ow ."';',"\,,~,. t~.- .• 
> .' 
" . 
~ ,;c:~/, ~ 














REPORT TI TLE TEST -MACH R~NGE' AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF HEAT T~B62C12ES2Fl0M16V3~TO DETERMINE AERO-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175/ -ROCKWELL/ *J.W.FOUST AND A.C-OMS-OR-2464 
HWTB - ·RANSFER TEST IN T-OWI27 (56-0) -DYNAMIC HEAT!NG O' • 3.01- ~AEOC -.MANSFIELD/R! -VOLUME 01 
V41B-67 /-HE ARNOLD ENGINEE- 'N THE SPACE SHUTT- • 8.0 'HVPERSONIC ~IN-K.W.NUTT!VKFADP.A·AUGUST. 1981 
OH84B -RING DEVELOPMENT • ~LE ORBITER WHERE" -0 TUNNEL (Bl -EDC • 
CR-160.82B*CENTER-VON KARMAN- -DATA EXTRAPOLATIO- ·T. L. MULKEY • 
-FACILITY TUNNELS' -N OR ANALYTICAL P- ·G. W. KLUG 
*A AND B UTILIZIN • 'REOICTIONS WERE N- --OMS" 
-G SPACE SHUTTLE 0- TOT FEASIBLE OR Dr-
-RBITER THIN SKIN * '0 NOT EXIST. ALSO-
*THERMOCOUPLE MODE' 'TO OBTAIN LIMITE . • 
-LS 56-0, 60-0, AN- *0 YAW DATa AND OB' • 
-0 83-0 TESTS: OHo 'TAIN CONTINGENCY • 
084B. OH 105. IH-l' ·ABORT TRAJECTORY' 
-02 -DATA • 
• 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'B62CI2ES2F10MI6V3'TOOETERMINE AERO-HEAT-TRANSr 0.0175/ -ROCKWELL/ ·v.V.FOUST ANO A.C·OMS-OR-2464 
HWTB - *RANSFER TEST IN T-OWI27 (56-0) -DYNAMIC HEATING O' 0 3.01- -AEDC ~.MANSFIELO!Rl -VOLUME 02 
V4tB-67 I'HE ARNOLD ENGINEE- -N THE SPACE SHUTT- 8.0 -HYPERSONIC WIN-K.W.NUTT!VKFADP.A-AUGUST. 1981 
OH84B oRING DEVELOPMENT" OLE ORBITER WHERE" -0 TUNNEL (B) -EOC • 
CR-160,829-CENTER-VON KARMAN- -DATA EXTRAPOLATIO' oT. L. MULKEY 
-FACILITY TUNNELS • oN OR ANALYTICAL p. -G. W. KLUG • 
·A AND B UTILIZIN • -REOICTIONS WERE N' -'OMS 
-G SPACE SHUTTLE O' -aT FEASIBLE OR 01' 
-RBITER THIN SKIN' -0 NOT EXIST. ALSO' .. 
-THERMOCOUPLE MOOE- -TO OBTAIN LIMITE • 
*LS 56-0, 60-0, AN- -a YAW DATA AND OB' .. 
*0 83-0 TESTS: OH- -TAlN CONTINGENCY • .. 
-84B. OH 105. IH-l- -ABORT TRAvECTORY -




O~ ~ !:-; 









» A' '!.!i.iI....-iM""noi 
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'OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE TE'r -MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
AEOC - 'RESULTS OF HEAT ToB62C12ES2F 10M16V3+T0 DETERMINf" AERO-HEAT-TRANS- 0.0175/ 
HwfB - -RANSFER TEST IN ToOW127 (56-0) 'DYNAMIC HEATING O' • 3.01-
V41B-67 /-HE ARNOLD ENGINEE- oN THE SPACE SHUTT- 8.0 
DH84B -RING DEVELOPMENT - oLE ORBITER WHERE • 
CR-160.830·CENTER-VON KARMAN- -DATA EXTRAPOLATIO' 
-FACILITY TUNNELS" oN OR ANALYTICAL p. 
.A AND B UTILIZIN • 'REDICTIONS WERE N' 
.G SPACE SHUTTLE 0* -OT FEASIBLE OR 01-
.RBITER THIN SKIN - to NOT EXIST. ALSO-
~THERMOCOUPLE MODE* *TO OBTAIN LIMITE' 
·LS 56-0. 60-0. AN- -0 YAW DATA AND OS-
-0 63-0 TESTS: OH' *TAIN CONTINGENCY • .. 
·84B. OH 105, IH-l* 'ABORT fRAvECTORy • 
• 02 -DATA" 
.. .. 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T-B62CI2ES2FIOMI6V3*TO DETERMINE AERO-HEAT-TRANS' 0.0175/ 
HWTB - *RANSFER TEST IN T-OWI27 (56-0) -DYNAMIC HEATING O· • 3.01-
V41B-67 /*HE ARNOLD ENGINEE' "'N THE SPACE SHUTT' 8.0 
OH84B -RING DEVELOPMENT • oLE ORBITER WHERE' 
CR-160.831~CENTER-VON KARMANr "DATA EXTRAPOLATIO' 
~FACILITY TUNNELS - ON OR ANALYTICAL p. 
~A AND B UTILIZIN * ;REDICTIONS WERE N+ 
*G SPACE SHUTTLE O' .OT FEASIBLE OR DI-
.. RBITER THIN SKIN • ~O NOT EXIST. ALSO' 
-THERMOCOUPLE MODE- *TO OBTAIN LIMITE • 
*lS 56-0. 60-0. AN' *0 YAW DATA AND OB' ~ 
.0 83-0 TESTS: OH* -TAIN CONTINGENCY • 








~ ~ . 
-ROCKWElL/ ·v.W.FOUST AND A.C·OMS-OR-2~64 
-AEDC •• MANSFIELO/RI -VOLUME 03 
-HYPERSONIC WIN'K.W.NUTT/VKFADP.A~AUGUST. 1981 
-0 TUNNEL (B) 'EOC 
"T. L. MULKEY 




'ROCKWELLI ·v.W.FOUST AND A.C.OMS-OR-2464 
.AEDC •. MANSFIELO/RI "VOLUME 04 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-K.W.NUTT/VKFAOP.A*AUGUST. 1981 
'0 TUNNEL (B) -EOC ,. 
.. 
• 
• T. l. MULKEY 
















c.:"'" '" . ~ tj; 
j" ".' ~~< ",.:;. 
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TYPE OF - SCALE> TESTING 
AGENC~' REPORT TITlE TEST -MACH RANGF.~ -OR COMMENTS 
AEoC - -RESULTS OF HEAT T*862C12E52Fl0M16Rl-TO DETERMINE AERO-HEAT-TRANS- 00175/ 
HWTB - *RANSFER TEST IN T-SVSWl16T3SS26 (6*OYNAMIC HEATING O' - 3.01-
V41B-67 !.HE ARNOLD ENGINEE-O-O) "N THE SPACE SHUTTo a.o 
OH105 -RING DEVELOPMENT * olE ORBITER WHERE 0 
CR-160.832-CENTER-VON KARMAN- 'OATA EXTRAPOLATIO-
-FACILITY TUNNELS * oN OR ANALYTICAL p. 
*A AND B UTILIZIN * -REoICTIONS WERE N-
·G SPACE SHUTTLE 0- -OT FEASIBLE OR Dr' 
oRBITER THIN SKIN" -0 NOT EXIST. ALSO-
-THERMOCOUPLE MODE- "TO OBTAIN LIMITE -
-LS 56-0, 60-0. AN- -0 YAW DATA AND OB-
-0 83-0 TESTS: OH- -TAIN CONTINGENCY 0 
-S4B, OH 105. IH-l- -ABORT TRAJECTORY -
-02 -DATA 
• • 
AEoC - .RESULTS OF HEAT T-B60Cl0 (S3-0) °TO DETERMINE AERO-HEAT-TRANS· 0.0401 
SWTA - -RANSFER TEST IN To 
V41A-67 /-HE ARNOLD ENGINEEo 
IH102 -RING DEVELOPMENT -
CR-160.833-CENTER-VON KARMAN-
-FACILITY TUNNELS • 
-A AND B UTILIZIN • 
.G SPACE SHUTTLE 0-
-RBITER THIN SKIN -
-THERMOCOUPLE MODE-
-DYNAMIC HEATING O' • 3.01-
-N THE SPACE SHUTT- S.O 
·LE ORBITER WHERE • 
-DATA EXTRAPOLATIO-
~N OR ANALYTICAL p. 
-REOICTIONS WERE N* 
-OT FEASIBLE OR 01-
-0 NOT EXIST. ALSO-
-ROCKWEll/ -J.W.FOUST AND A.C.OMS-oR-2464 
·AEoC ".MANSFIELD!R! -VOLUME 05 
-HYPERSONIC ~IN'K.W.NUTT!VKFAOP.A.AUGUST,. 1981 
-0 TUNNEL fB) 'EoC 
°T. l. MULKEY * 






-ROCKWELL! oJ.W.FOUST AND A.C.OMS-oR-2464 
-AEoC -.MANSFIELO!RI ·VOLUME 06 
'SUPERSONIC WINoK.W.NUTT/VKFAOP.A-AUGUST. 198t 
-0 TUNNEL (A) -EOC 
oT. L MULKEY 
-G. W. KLUG 
• -'OMS 
*LS 56-0, 60-0, AN-
00 83-0 TESTS: OH-
-84B. OH 105, IH-t-
~TO OBTAIN LIMITE -
·0 YAW DATA AND OB' 
-TAIN CONTINGENCY • 







~\~i~~~~:',," ••...• ;';;E:;,;;~.;~~~:,~: .. ·~·7 -~-.:.\", "".~;:~ .. .. :;...,.~,~., :--;..,.;.~~",,'" --. ,iI., • ". ~ .r .. -~a.t:'~ .... ,-+·I~ 1'\-~. _. '" v ..... ...., <" 
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.. OR COMMENTS 10 REPORT TITLE TEST 'MACH RANGE+ AGENCY 
ARC - <AERODYNAMIC VENTI*81-0 HRSI TILE 
97SWT - ~NG CHARACTERISTIC-NEL 
464 /*S TESTS OF FULL-S. 
OS55/57 -CALE SPACE SHUTTL' 
CR-167,674'E MODEL 81-0 HRSI-
·TPS TILES UNDER 
*A SIMULATED LAUNC' 
*H ENVIRONMENT IN • 
*THE NAS /ARC 9X7--
*FOOT WIND TUNNEL ~ 
*(OS55/57) 
PA'TO DEFINE AND UND-PRESSURE 
'ERSTANO THE SURFA-




LARC - ·RESULTS OF INVEST*B75,C16.E64,F16,M·TO OBTAIN 6'COMPO-FORCE 
20HTG - .IGATIONS OF THE 0-52,N108,Nl10,Nfll'NENT VEHicLE FORC' 
6559 /*.010-SCALE OV-102-,R20,V27,W13f -E AND MOMENT DATA~ 
OA257 .CONFIGURATION SP • '. BASE AND STING-' 
CR-167,663*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC- -CAVITY PRESSURE D-
*LE ORBITER MOOEL • 'ATA, AND SPECIAL' 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/· 'THERMOCOUPLE DATA-
*LANGLEY RESEARCH • -FROM THE MODEL 
.CENTER 20-INCH MA' 
*CH 6 TUNNEL (OA25-
*7) 
• 
LARC - -RESULTS OF INVEST'B75,Cf6,E64,F16,M+TO OBTAIN 6-COMPO'fORCE 
20HT6 - *IGATIONS OF THE 0-S2,Nl08,Nl10,Nlfl+NENT VEHICLE FORC-
6559 /-.010-SCALE OV-l02'.R20,V27,W131 °E AND MOMENT DATA' 
OA257 -CONFIGURATION SP • " BASE AND STING--
CR-167,664*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC- -CAVITY PRESSURE 0-
TM-X *LE ORBITER MODEL ' 'ATA, AND SPECIAL • 




-lANGLEY RESEARCH 0 -FROM THE MODEL 
'CENTER 20-INCH MA' 





















·ROCKWELL/ +R, B. KINGSLANO,R-OMS·DR-2465 
~ARC 'OCKWELl 'MARCH, 1984 
-9-FDOT BY 7-FO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
'OT SUPERSONIC +B. ~. BURST 





I 'ROCKWELL! -M.E. NICHOLS/~I -DMS-OR-2466 
°LARC ·R.L. CALLOWAY/LAR-VOLUME 01 
-20-INCH HVPERS*C -JULY, 1983 
·ONIC TUNNEL (M'~. E. VAUGHN 






I -ROCKWELL! "M.E. NICHOLS/RI 'OMS-DR-2466 
'LARC ~R.L. CALlOWAY/lAR*VOLUME 02 
'20-INCII HYPERS'C -JULY. 1983 
'ONIC TUNNEL (M-J. E. VAUGHN .. 
-ACH 6) ·G. w. KLUG • 








0 2 :o~ 
to:!! c ~; .. 
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WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS DATA PROCESSING 341 
-MODEL .. 
TEST 





TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 







ARC - *RESULTS OF AEROTHo60-0T 
3.SHWT - °ERMODYNAMIC HEAT -56-0/60T 
245 /-TRANSFER TESTS ONo 
IH103 -0.0175-SCALE MOD • 
CR-160,834-ELS 60-0T AND 56-. 
*O/60T CONDUCTED I. 
oN THE NASA/AMES R. 
-ESEARCH CENTER 3.-
"5-FOOT HYPERSONIC-
-WIND TUNNEL (IHl t 
*03) 
ARC - -RESULTS OF A HEAT-ORBITER 
3.5HWT - -TRANSFER TEST SE .. 
247 /oRIES IN THE NASAl-
246 /-ARC 3.5 FOOT HYPE. 
OH105B -RSONIC WIND TUNNE-




-AND 83-0(TESTS a • 
*H84C AND OH105B) -
ARC - oSPACE SHUTTLE AFR-
11TWT - -SI LARGE-SCALE DE-
503-1 /*VELOPMENT TEST US. 
OS302A *ING MODEL 117-0 S' 
CR-167,367·PECIMENS AND MOOE. 
*L 96-0 TEST FIXTU* 
-RE IN THE AMES RE-
-SEARCH CENTER llX-
-11-FOOT TRANSONIC-




~"N""""~-"""";7'"-'- .... ;0'-'-', ............ _ .. ., ... . 1;41\ ~.::.", .. ~... --.-............ _,L"lt::=-..,~ __ .· ~ ",",_::::::,.::L.-;" •.. tY.~ 
-TO OBTAIN AERODYN*HEAT-TRANS-O.0175 
'AMIC HEAT TRANSfE- -5.25 
-R DATA ON THE 56-' .5.25 
'0/60T ORBITER FUS' 
-eLAGE AND ON THE • 
-60-0T ORBITER FUS' 
·ELAGE. WING, VERT-
-rCAL TAIL, AND OM' .. 
-S POD DURING SECO-
'ND STAGE FLIGHT 
.-TO DETERMINE AERO*HEAT-TRANS"S.3 
-HEATING ON THE OR· .7_3 
oBITER AT ATTITUDE-
-S WHERE DATA DID .. 
-NOT EXIST AND WHE-
*RE DATA EXTRAPOLA- • 
'TION OF ANALyTICA' 
*L PREDICTIONS WAS' 
-NOT FEASIBLE 
-ro SUBuECT LARGE--PRESSURE • 0.80-
·SCALE SPECIMENS 0' • 0.88 
-F ADVANCED FLEXIB* 
-LE REUSABLE SURFA' 
'CE INSULATION fAF' 




.CE LEVELS FOR TIM· 
tE DURATIONS EOUIV-
~ALENT TO 100 MISS-
'IONS WITH A SCATT-
-ER OF FOUR (400 Mt 
·JSSIONS). 
I -ROCKWELL/ "u. MARROQUIN_ RI 
-ARC -5. R. HOULIHAN 
'3.S-FOOT HVPER .. B. ~. BURST 




-ROCKWELLI ·S.R. HOULIHAN 






















'ROCKWELLI "u_G.R. COLLETTE/R*DMS-OR-2469 
-ARC -I ·~NE. 1982 
'1f-FOOT TRANSO·R_B. KINGSLAND/RI* 
-NIC WINO TUNNE·S. R. HOULIHAN 
*L (UNIlARY) -G. R. LUTZ .. 
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~% :C:;;~: .... ....,.:q._.-;:I< .. . :(~: .. ~.l:."bF ~:;,: ...... 
"~-.. ...-t ~ ~.JI.' 
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-OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE' AGENCY 
ARC - *SPACE SHUTTLE LRS-LRSI (THIN TILE) 
l1TWT - *1 THIN TILE TEST -
145-1 /-IN THE NASA/AMES -
OS31A .RESEARCH CENTER 1~ 
CR-167.65S·'X1'-FOOT UNITARY« 
.PLAN WIND TUNNEL • 
'USING TEST FIXTU • 
*RE 96-0 (OS31A) 
• 
• 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF ~ESTS 'LAUNCH VEHICLE -
16TT - -ON A .02 SCALE SP'890TS 
341 /.ACE SHUTTLE LAUNC' 
LA132 *H VEHICLE MODEL t· 
CR-160.514·890TS) IN THE LAR' 
'C 16-FT TRANSONIC' 
-WIND TUNNEL TO 0 • 
-ETERMINE PRESSURE-
-DISTRIBUTION ALa -
*NG THE EXTERNAL T* 
*ANK LOX CABLE TRA* 
.y (LAI32) 
* • 
'TO EVALUATE THE E'PRESSURE 
.FFECTS OF AN EXPA~ 
~NSION;RECOMPRESSI' 
-ON SHOCK ON A SAM-
-PLE OF LOW TEMPER-
-ATURE REUSABLE SUo 
'RFAGE INSULATION -
'(LRSI) THIN TILES' 
'SIMULATING THE ~ -
'EGION OF THE SPAC. 
-E SHUTTLE ORBITER' 
-OVER THE CANOPY .• 
-TO DETERMINE PRES-PRESSURE 
-SURE OrSTRIBUTIGN' 
-ALONG THE'EXTERN • 
-At TANK LOX CABLE-
-TRAY 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF AN ORB'B75CI6E64FI6M52W1'TO MEASURE HEAT T-PRESSURE 
SWTA - .ITER SILTS POD HE'31V29 'RANSFER COEFFICIE-
V418-65 I-AT TRANSFER AND F.B75CI6E64F16M52W1-NTS ON THE SILTS' 
OH400 -LOW FIELD TEST US-31V31 'TAIL CDNFIGURATIO* 
CR-160.494-ING A 0.OI75-SCAL· *N OF A SCALED SPA-
'E SPACE SHUTTLE O. *CE SHUTTLE O~ITE' 
*RBITER(92-0) IN T' oR MODEL 
-HE AEDC VKF HYPER* 










• 1 • 1 
• 1.25 
~ 
-ROCKWElL/ -R.B. KINGSlANO/RO'OMS-DR-2470 
-ARC tCKWELl -AUGUST. 1983 
o1t·FOOT TRANSO*C. aERTHOlD/ROCKW' 
'NIC WINO TUNNE'ELl 
°L (UNITARY) ·S. R. HOULIHAN • 






/ "LARe / oW.I. SCALLION/LAR-DMS~DR-2471 
'LARC'C -"AN.. 1981 
-IG-FOOT TRANSO.J. E. VAUGHN • 






-ROCKWELLI *J.A.COLLINS/RI -DMS-DR-2472 
-AEoe oK.W.NUTT/ARD.INC -MAY. 1980 
-SUPERSONIC WIN-... E. VAUGHN 
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-PUSl. ICA nONS 
'OR COMMENTS 
- REPORT TITLE TEST -MACH RANGE. AGENCY 
ARC - 'AERODYNAMIC LOADS'TPS TILE CAVITY 
22TWT - 'TEST OF 0.66-SCA 'LOW FIELD MODEL 
382-1 /'LE SPACE SHUTTLE ~ 
OA252 ~ORBITER TILE ARRA* 
CR-167.3BB*Y MODEL (106-0) I' 
'N THE NASA/ARC 2--
-FOOT TRANSONIC WI. 
*ND TUNNEL (OA252)' 
-
-ARC - .AERODYNAMIC LOADS-TPS TILE CAVITY 
22TWT - *TES' OF 0.66-SCA -LOW FIELD MODEL 
382-1 /*LE SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
OA252 'ORBITER TILE ARRA* 
CR-167.389-Y MODEL (106-0) 1* 
*N THE NASA/ARC 2--
-FOOT TRANSONIC WI. 





FoTO DETERMINE PRES-PRESSURE 
•. DISTRIBUTIONS F' 
-OR THE OML. TILE -
-CAVITY AND ON SIO-
-ES OF TILE SURROU-
-NDING CAVITY: TO • 
'OBTAIN PRES. vARI' 
·ATIONS DUE TO TIL' 
*E HEIGHT MISMATCH-
',VARIATIONS IN GA-
-P WIDTH. AND VARI' 
-ATION IN RN/FT AN-
'0 BOUNDARY lAYER -
-THICKNESS 
f-TO OETERMINE PRES'PRESSURE 
... DISTiHBUTIONS F-
-OR THE OML. TILE -
-CAVITY AND ON SIO-
tES OF TILE SURROU' 
*NDING CAVITY; TO -
-OBTAIN PRES. VARI-
'ATIONS DUE TO TIL' 
-E HEIGHT MISMATCH' 
-.VARIATIONS IN GA' 
.p WIDTH. AND VARI' 
'ATION IN RN/fT AN-
'0 BOUNDARY LAYER ~ 
-THICKNESS 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF TESTS 'ORBITER ALONE 'OETE~MINE WAYS TO'FORCE 
14TWT -"ON A .004 SCALE S-LAUNCH CONFIGURAT-ALLEVIATE O/ET F • 
656 I-PACE SHUTTLE LAUN*ION (NO PROTUBERA'WD AATTACH POINT • 
FA28 *CH CONFIGURATION 'NCES ON ET) ~lOAOS 
CR-160.826-(MODEL 74-0TS) IN-LAUNCH CONFIGURAT-VERTFV PREVIOUS 0' 
-THE NASA/MSFC 14 -ION -AlA OBTAINED AT A' 
--INCH TRISONIC WI- oEOC 
-NO TUNNEL (FA28) 0 
-









-ARC ·v. E. VAUGHN 
-2-FOOT BY 2-FO+S. lI. BURST 











-ROCKWELLI oR.B.KINGSLA~~.RI -OMS-OR-2473 
'ARC ·v. E. VAUGHN -VOLUME 02 
-2-FOOT BY 2·fO·S. V. BURST ·"'AN.. 1983 
·OT TRANSONIC W.-OMS 
-IND TUNNEL 
• 
I 'MSFC I -W.F. BRAOOOCK/lMS'DMS~OR-247~ 
oMSFC'C ,.,ULY. 198' 
- 14- INCH rJU SON-.,. E. VIIUGItN 
































TyPE OF - SCALE. 










------_____________________________________ ~ __________ ~--~----~--~M-----------.-----------------------------_____________________ " __ 
LARC - -PRESSURE DISTRIBU*LAUNCH VEHICLE 
16TT - -TION AND INTEGRAT.9-OTS) 
342 /*ED LOADS AT FOUR • 
LA140 -STATIONS ON THE S· 
C~-160.509.PACE SHUTTLE TANK-
-LOX FEEDLINE (LA -
*140) 
• 
LARC - 'RESULTS OF INVEST. ORBITER 
20HT6 - -IGATIONS ON AN 0.' 
6546 /-004-SCALE 140C MO· 
LA141A/B -DlFIED CONFIGURAT-
CR-160.825-IDN SPACE SHUTTLE. 
-VEHICLE ORBITER * 
'MODEL (74-0) IN T-
-HE NASA/LANGLEY R-
-ESEARCH CENTER 20· 






-PRESSURES ON THE • 
-LOX FEEOlINE AT 
~FOUR STATIONS 
-TO (1)DETERMINE O-FORCE 
'RBlTER OIRECTIONA' 
-L STABILITY AND C· 
'ONTROl CHARACTERI-
-STICS FROM 20-40 • 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK 
*(2)TEST ANGLES OF" 
-ATTACK AND SIDES • 
,LIP FOR CONTINGEN' 
·CY ABORT. (3)TEST-
-SMALL NEGATIVE A • 
-NGLE OF ATTACK IN" 
-CREMENTS TO VERIF' 
.y OTHER RESULTS (. 
-4)VALIDATE MACH=6' 
-DATA 
LARC - -HIGH SUPERSONIC R*B75C16E64F16FR22H*THE TEST OBJECnV·FORCE 
UPWT - -UDDER EFFECTIVENE*GtM52N10BN109N110'ES WERE TO DEFINE~ 
1299 /-SS AND EFFECT OF "N111R20V27 .ORB RUDDER EFFEC -
LA131 -SILTS POD ON A 0.*VTtOVTtlVT12VT13V*TIVENESS. DETERMI' 
CR-160.503.20-SCALE (REMOTELoT14VT15VT16VTI7Wl.NE AERO DIFF. BET· 
""'''\ ~ ~ 
~t' 
-Y DRIVEN CONTROL -31 -WEEN FILLED AND S' 
-SURFACE) MODEL 10- -CAlED OPEN SPEEDB-
·6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE' "RAKE. DETERMINE E" 
-ORBITER TESTED I I -FFECT OF SILTS po-
oN THE NASA/lARC 4- '0 ON AERO CHAR. 0-
--FOOT UNITARY PLA. *F THE ORBITER. SUo 
.N WIND TUNNEL (LA. 'PPlEMENT CONTROL • 











! -lARe / oW. I.SCAlllON/LARC'I')MS-DR-2475 
-lARe .~. E. VAUGHN .AUGUST. 1980 
-16-FOOT TRANS~'G. W. KLUG • 




/ -LARC I -R.l. CAtlOWAY/lAR-OMS-OR-2477 
-lARe -C -JUNE. 1981 
'~W-INCH HYPERS-J. E. VI!.UGHN 
-ONIC TUNNEL (M-C. R. EDWARDS 






0.2/ -lARC I 'BERNARD SPENCER ~'DNS-OR-247S 
-5 
., 
2.- 'lARC oR./LARC .VOlUME 01 
4. -UNITARY PLAN W-GEORGE M. WARE/LA·AUGUST. 1980 
-IND TUNNEL -RC 

















































LARC - -HIGH SUPERSONIC R-B75C16E64FI6FR22HoTHE TEST OBJECTIV*FORCE 
UPWT - -UDDER EFFECTIVENE*G1MS2Nl08N109Nl10-ES WERE TO DEFINE" 
1299 leSS AND EFFECT OF .Nl11R20V27 -ORB RUDDER EFFEe • 
LA131 -SILTS POD ON A 0.-VTtOVT11VTt2VT13VoTIVENESS. DETERMI-
CR-160.S04-20-SCALE (REMOTEL°T!4VTI5VTI6VT17Wl oNE AERO DIH. BET-
-Y DRIVEN CONTROL -31 -WEEN FILLED AND S· 
-SURFACE) MODEL 10° ~CALED OPEN SPEEDB' 
-6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE- -RAKE. DETERMINE Eo 
-ORBITER TESTED 1 - -fFECT OF SILTS PO-
oN THE NAS~/LARC 4- -0 ON AERO CHAR. 0-
--FOOT UNITARY PLA- -F THF ORBITER. SU-
-N W1ND TUNNEL (LA- -PPLEMENT CONTROL -
-131) -EFFECT!\'ENESS OAT-
-A 
LARC - -HIGH SUPERSONIC R'B7SCI6E64FI6FR22H'THE TEST OSJECTIVoFORCE 
UPWT - -UDDER EFFECTlVENE-G1MS2Nl08Nl09NllO-ES WERE TO DEFINE'-
1299 toss AND EFFECT OF -Nl l1R20V27-0RB RUDDER EHEC -
LA131 -SILTS POD ON A 0.-VT10VT11VTI2VTI3V·2T!VENESS. DETERMI-
CR-160.50S-20-SCALE (REMOTEL-Tt4VTI5VTI6VT17Wl'NE AERO DIFF. BET-
-Y DRIVEN CONTROL '31 ~Wl:EN FILLED AND S-
-SURFACE) MODEL 10- vChLED OPEN SPEEDS-
-6-0 SPACE SHUTTLE- ""RAKE. DETERMINE E· 
-ORBITER TESTED 1 - -FFECT OF SILTS PO' 
eN THE NA5A/LARC 4' 00 ON AERO CHAR. 0-
--FOOT UNITARY PLAt 'F THE ORBITER. SUo 
-N WINO TUNNEL (LA- 'PPLEMENT CONTROL -
*131) -EFFECTIVENESS OAT-
-A 


















,,",~~ ~:i;l:.lI,;: ... :::: 
-BERNARD SPENCER ~"DMS-OR-2478 
oR.fLARe -VOLUME 02 
Ii-GEORGE M. WAREfLA.AUGUST.1980 
°RC -






.BERNARD SPENCER ~-DMS-DR-2478 
-R.fLARe -VOLUME 03 
W-GEORGE M. WARE/LA-AUGUST. 1980 
oRe 
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.. CONFIGURATIONS • 
TESTED 






REPORT TITLE PURPOSE TEST ~MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF HEAT T'ORBITER+TANK 
3.5HWT - ~RANSFER TESTS ON * 
250 /.THE SPACE SHUTTLE~ 
IH104 ~SECOND STAGE ASC • 
CR-167,657*ENT VEHICLE AT FR' 
*EESTREAM MACH=5.3· 
*AND 7.3 IN THE N ,. 
*ASA/ARC 3.5-FOOT -
*HWT lISING THE O.O~ 
"liS-SCALE MODEL 6' 
*0-01(IH104) 
• * 
-TO OBTAIN CONVECT~PRESSURE 
'IVE HEAT-TRANSFERk 
'RATE DISTRIBUTIO ~ 
'NS ON tHE UPPER B. 
>ARREL or THE SPAC' 
*E SHUTTLE EXTERNA' 
'L TANK FOR SECOND· 
*STAGE ASCENT CON • 
9DITIONS AT- ATTI1U' 
'DES NOl ATTAINED' 
~DUP'N(~ PREVIOUS T' 
'-ES1':: 
.. 
MSFC - -RESULTS OF TESTS *OTS (MODEL 74) -TO DETERMINE INCR-~ORCE 
14TWT - *IN THE NASA/MSrC *OTS + LBM -EMENTAL AEROOYNAM< 
665 /*14-INCH TRISONIC *01S + LBM + 
lA602 _WIND TUNNfL ON A ~NG 
FAIRI*IC LOADS WITH & W· 
*ITHOUT THE THRUST-
F-AUGMENTATION PROVo 
-IDEO BY THE LIOUT' 
CR-167.371*O.OO4-SCALE MODEL-OTS + LBM + WA< 
*(14-0T5) THRUST -AIRING 
*AUGMENTED SPACE S* 
·HUTTLE INTEGRATED' 
-VEHICLE (IA602) ~ 
• 
ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER - 470 
11TWT - "fOR FORCE, MOMENT-
427-1 /-, PRESSURE AND AE' 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US~ 
OA~OO -ING THE 0.030 SCA-
CR-160,814*LE PRESSURE LOADS-
--' 
*SPACE SHUTTLE OR • 
.BITER MODEL (47-0' 
*) IN THE NASA/ARC-
,>11 FOOT UNITARY .. 









-0 BOOST MODULE_ 
" 
-TO OBTAIN AIRLOAD·FORCE 
'S INFORMATION WIT-PRESSURE 
tH AND WITHOUT SIL-
*TS POO. OBTAIN OV· 
~102 WING OISTRIBU* 
'TEO AIRlOADS, OBT-
*AIN ELEVON DISTRI' 
-BUTEO AIRLOAOS AN-
*0 HINGE MOMENTS. • 
-ANO TO DETERMINE • 
-EFFECT OF VERTICA' 
*L TAIL AEROELASTI* 
-CITY ON LATERAl-D' 
'IRECTIONAL CHAR~C' 
*TERISTICS OF THE· 
-ORBITER VEHICLE 
• 













/ .ROCKWELL/ tC.L.BERTHOlD.RI 
tARC -J.R.NAKAMDTO.RI 
*3.5-FOOT HYPER. 































I -ROCKWEll/ oR. SPANGLER AND A.,O~~-or.:-2482 
*ARC -. KANEVSKV/R, L ~,t~tO'J'JlE 1.)1 
• f I-fOOT lRANSO.S. R. HOULItu<.*i' ,~~~~_. 198' 
'NIC "'IND TUNNE-C. R. EDWAR~ ;. 




















10 .. REPORT TITLE 
'C::-
1 







T~PE OF - SCALE' 












ARC - -RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER - 470 oTO OBTAIN AIRLOAD-FDRCE 
-
.03 I -ROCKWELL/ oR. SPANGLER AND AoDMS-OR-2482 
t1TWT - .FOP FORCE, MOMENT-
42.-1 /*, PRESSURE AND AE'" 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US, 
OA400 *ING THE 0.030 SCA. 
~'160,815*LE PRESSUt.. LOADS. 
-SPACE SHUTTLE OR • 
-BITER MODEL (47-0-
.( IN THE NASA/ARC-









ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS -ORBITER - 470 
t1TWT - .FOR FORCE~ MOMENTo 
427-1 /-, PRESSURE A~O AE· 
427-2 /*ROELASTIC DATA US-
OA400 .ING THE 0.030 SCA-
CR-160,8t6 0 LE PRESSURE LOADS" 
·SPACE SHUTTLE OR .. 
-BITER MODEL (47-0-
.( IN THE NASA/ARC· 
ot1 FOOT UNITARY 










.5 '~,ORMATION WIT-PRESSURE 
.1-1 Al~iJ WITHOUT S I L-
-TS POD, OBT~IN OVo 
.'02 WING DISTRIBU· 
TTED AIRLOADS. OBT. 
.AIN ELEVON DISTRI* 
.BUTED AIRLOADS AN-
00 HINGF MOMENTS. -
'AND TO DETERMINE -




-TERISTICS OF THE • 
-lRBITER VEHICLE 
~TO OBTAIN AIRlOAD.FORCE 
.S INFORMATION WIT.PRESSURE 
*H AND WITHOUT SIL' 
-IS POD, OBTAIN OVo 
-102 WING DISTRIBU· 
.TED AIRLOADS. OBT' 
oAIN ELEVON DISTRI* 
~BUTED AIRLOADS AN' 
-0 HINGE· MOMENTS. • 
-AND TO DETERMINE • 
-EFFECT OF VERTICA' 
°L TAll AEROELASTI' 
-CITY ON LATERAL-D' 
0IRECTIONAL CHAR~C· 
*TERISTICS OF THE • 
-ORBITER VEHICU, 
.. 








-ARC 0. KANEVSKY/R.I. 
ot1-FOOT TRANSO.S. R. HOULIHAN 
.Nrc WIND TUNNE-C. R. EDWARDS 





/ <ROCKWELL/ oR. SPANGLER AND 
,ARC o. KANEVSKY/R.I. 
o11-FOOT TRANSO'S. R. HOULIHAN 
°NIC WIND TUNNE*Co R. EDWARDS 




. "~.'",r::; ~._ 
·VOLUME 02 














.. .~ ,] 
'0 ~~i 
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WIND TUNNEL TEST / OMS DATA PROCESSING 348 
" • -MODEL .. TEST 





TYPE OF - SCALE~ TESTING • 







,AEOC - .RESULTS OF A TEST-
PWT16T - ·OF THE FULL-SCAL T 
TF-556 /.E. NASA ORBITER VE* 
OS49 -RTICAL TAIL (MODE. 
CR-f67.357*L 1fl-0) IN THE A" 
-EOC 16 FOOT PROPU' 
'LSION WINO TUNNEL. 
*(0549) 
.. 
AEDC - 'RESULTS OF A T:,T-
PWT16T - .OF THE FULL-SCAl -
TF-556 /.E NASA ORBITER VET 
0549 *RTICAL TAIL (MODE-
CR-167.358+L 111-0) IN THE A* 
·EoC 16 FOOT PROPU-
.LS23[ %2[& 1[[]6* 
*.3\49. 
ARC - .RESULTS OF VENT P-CALIBRATION 
11TWT .• ORT TPS LOADS TES-HRSI PANEL 
425 /.TS IN THE AMES RE'FRSI PANEL 
425-1 !-SEARCH CENTER (AR· 
OS50 *C) '1XI'-FOOT WIN-











.TO CERTIFY TH~ iP*FORCE 
~S TILES COVERING .. 
.THE FIN/RUDDER GA' 
.p REGION OF THE N' 
*ASA ORBITER VERTI· 
"'CAL TAIL. 
*TO CERTIFY THE TP-FORCE 
-5 TILES COVERING .. 
.THE FIN/RUDDER GA-







-5 OISTRIBUTION ON-FORCE 
.TPS MATERIAL ARO • 
-UNO VENT PORTS w/~ 
-AND wlo vET MASS -
-FLOW. AND TO CER ~ 
~TIFY HRSI TILES A' 

















/ -ROCKWElL! ·S.C. CARRION/RI 
-AEnc -C.L. STEVENS/RI 
'TWANSONIC PROP.S. R. HOULIHAN 
"ULSION WINO TU-G. R. LUTZ 
'ONNEL (PWT-16T).-OMS 
.. 
/ .ROCKWELL/ -S.C. CARRION/RI 
*AEDC "C.l. STEVENS/RI 
-TRANSONIC PROP-So R. HOULIHAN 















/ -ROCKWELL! -R. B. KINGSLANO/R*DMS-DR-2485 
-ARC *OCKWELL ."'UNE. 1982 
-11-FOOT TRANSO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
-NlC WIND TUNNE-B. J. BURST .. 












,o"'ll c ... !-) 


















* CONFIGURATIONS· TEST 
PURPOSE 







REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- .. -OR COMMENTS 
AEOC - *RESUlTS OF WINO T-B64C14E63FI4MI8N9'TO DETERMINE THE *PRESSURE 
PWT16T - .oUNNEL TEST OA253 ~2N94R18U2V23W129 *STATIC & FLUCTUAT· 
572 /.IN THE AEOC 16-T -S28 "ING PRESSURE ENVI· 
OA253 ·PROPULSION WIND T*T40 *RONMENT FOR CERTI' 
CR-167,368.UNNEL USING A 0.0* -FYING THERMAL PRO* 
-35-SCALE SS LAUNC- *TECTION SYSTEM (T~ 
*H VEHICLE MODEL 8' 'PS) TILES IN CONT' 
*4-0TS & ENTRY VEH. .RDl SURFACE GAPS • 
-ICLE MODEL 84-0 *ON THE WING & VER* 
.. ~ -TICAL TAIL, & TO -
·PROVIDE STATIC PR-
*ESSURE DATA FOR A' 
* * *IRLOADS ANALYSIS • 
• .. -OF WINOSHItLD.ELE-
• ~ -VON/WING TIP.ETC .• 
• 
,. 
-AEOC - *RESULTS OF WIND To.B64C14E63F14M18N9.TO DETERMINE THE -PRESSURE 
PWT16T - *UNNEL TEST OA253 *2N94R1SU2V23W129 -STATIC & FLUCTUAT' 
572 /*IN THE AEDC 16-T *S28 -ING PRESSURE ENVr· 
OA253 ·PROPULSION WINO T*T40 *Re~ENT FOR CERTI. 
CR-167,369·UNNEL USING A O.O~ *FYING THERMAL PRO. 
-35-SCALE SS LAUNC. .TECTION SYSTEM (T-
*H VEHICLE MODEL S- -PS) TILES IN CONTo 
-4-0TS & ENTRY VEH* 0ROL SURFACE GAPS -
·ICLE MODEL 84-0 -ON THE WING & VER~ 
• • ·TICA~ TAIL. & TO • 
.. .. -PROVIDE STATIC PR-
O< • *ESSURE DATA FOR A* 
.. *IRLOADS ANALYSIS' 
* ·OF WINDSHIELD,ELE' 
- .. ·VON/WING TIP.ETC.-




















,,-_.""'.:: -..-.:. _".: .~,;:,*:::':!:';:""':l; ::;.J4 3'.;:-':1:*-~~;~~~~~· ' ...... j!:,.- lIl' '-:;r.i~1f. k."-: ~~:::'.CI!_#::;:: 
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'OR COIIIIMENTS * REPORT TITLE * TEST .MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
ARC - ~RESULTS OF AMES G*HRSI 
11TWT - -AP FILLER TESTS U* 
380-1 I·SING TEST FIXTURE. 
436-1,3 1*96-0 IN THE NASA ~ 
OS43 ~/AMES '1X"-FOOT • 





TILED PANEL >TO DEMONSTRATE TH*PRESSURE 
"AT THE TILES AND • 
'GAP FILLERS RE~AI' 
-NED ATTACHED TO T* 
~HE S,RUeTURE UNDE-
*R SIMULATED FLIGH* 
-T ENVIRONMENTS 
ARC - .PRELIMINARY SCREE*AFRSI PANEL 
22TWT - *NING TESTS OF THE'CALIBRATION 
·GATHER INFORMATIO-PRESSURE 
PANEL-N TO AID IN THE S-
• ELECTION OF AFRSI' 
'BLANKET CDNFIGUR * 
'ATION SUITABLE FO" 
*R SUBSEQUENT MATE" 
*RIAL CHARACTERIZA* 
·TION AND SYSTEM Q> 
*UALIFICATION TEST-
-PROGRA~S 
458 I·SPACE SHUTTLE AF .. 
OS300 ·RSI MATERIAL USIN* 
CR-160,S35*G MODEL 115-0 IN .' 
• THE NASA/AMES RES-
~EARCH CENTER 2X2 .. 
"FOOT TRANSONIC WI-
.ND TUNNEL (OS300)* 
.. 
.. .. 
AEOC - *RESULTS OF A WIND-
PWT16T - .TUNNEL TEST ON T • 
TF-60S /.HE SPACE SHUTTLE .. 
OS56 ~UMBILICAL PURGE C" 




·WIND TUNNEL {PWT .. 
.). USING MODEL 10* 
-8-0 (OS56) -
• .. 
*TO OETERMINE THE ·PRESSURE 
'BREAK-AWAY CHARAC· 
·TERISTICS OF THE .. 
'SS ORBITER UMBILI* 
• CAL PURGE CURTAIN-
-OURING LAUNCH. 
"--.-.-" 

















.RDCKWELL/ -R.B. KINGSLAND/RO.OMS-OR-2487 
·ARC -CKWELL .OCT.. 1982 
.,'-FOOT TRANSO*S. R. HOULIHAN 
·Nrc WINO TUNNE*G. R. LUTZ 







-ROCKWELL/ *R. B. KINGSlAND,J-OMS-OR-2488 
-ARC •. GEE. R~ -SEPT .• 1981 
*2-FDOT BY 2-FO·S. R. HLULIHAN • 
-OT TRANSONIC W-B. J. BURST .. 





/ -ROCKWELL/ *R.H. SPANGLER/RI -OMS-DR-2489 
-AEDC *R.G. MEYER/CALSPA-JUNE. 1982 
-TRANSONIC PROP-N 
.ULSION WIND TU-S. R. HOULIHAN • 




























-* REPORT TITLE 
• CONFIGURATIONS-
,. TESTEO ~ 
TEST 
PURPOSE 












AEOC - -TEST RESULTS FROM-60-0 
HWTB - -THE NASAjROCKWEL *S6-0 
V41B-G9 j-L INTERNATIONAL 5-83-0 
OH109 .PACE SHUTTLE 0.01. 
CR-167,349 0 7S-SCALE ORBITER ~ 
*MODELS 56-0/60-0 • 
·AND 0.04-SCALE OR* 
-BITER FOREBODY MO. 
-DEL 83-0 CONDUCTE* 
.0 IN THE AEDCjVKF* 
• -B SO-INCH HYPERS* 
*ONIC WIND TUNNEL ,. 
*(TESTS OH109 & OH-
·109B) -
-AEDC - -TEST RESULTS FROM-60-0 
HWTB - .THE NASA/ROCKWEL -S6-0 
V41B-G9 /-L INTERNATIONAL 5-83-0 




-BITER FORE BODY MO. 
oOEL 83-0 CONDUCTE* 
-0 IN THE AEDCjVKF-
• -B SO-INCH HYPERS. 
-ONIC WINO TUNNEL * 
-(TESTS OH109 & OH* 
·109B) -
- -
-TO OBTAIN ADOITIO-PRESSURE 
-NAL AERODYNAMTC H* 
-EATING DATA IN Fl. 
-NER DETAIL THAN P-
oREVIOUSLY TESTED • 
-FOR ORBITER STS-1' 
-ENTRY YAW ANGLES * 
-TO OBTAIN ADOITIO'PRESSURE 
-NAL AERODYNAMIC H" 
-EATING DATA IN Fl. 
*NER DETAIL THAN P* 
*REVIOUSLV TESTED * 
-FOR ORBITER STS-l~ 
























• ROCKWELL! ·~IM A. COLLINS, ~·DMS-OR-2490 
I -AEDC -1M GEE. ROCKWELL *VOLUME 01 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-KENNETH W. HUTT. "~ULY. 1982 
·0 TUNNEL (B) ~AEDC(CALSPAN) .. 
.. -S. R. HOULIHAN .. 
~ .B. ~. BURST • 
















•• ROCKWELL/ -~IM A. COLLINS. ~.DMS-OR-2490 
/ "AEDC -1M GEE. ROCKWELL -VOLUME 02 
.HYPERSONIC WIN-KENNETH W. NUTT. -~ULY. 1982 




oS. R. HOULIHAN .. 
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.. CONFIGURATIONS- TEST 
PURPOSE 






.OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE ,. TESTED TEST 'MACH RANGE· AGENCY 
AEDC - -TEST RESULTS FRDM-60-0 .TO OBTAIN ADDITIDoPRESSURE 
-NAL AERODYNAMIC H' HWTB - -THE NASA/ROCKWEL -56-0 
V41B-G9 /-L INTERNATIONAL S-83-0 
OH109 -PACE SHUTTLE 0.01-
CR-167,351-75-SCALE ORBITER .. 
-EATING DATA IN FI-
-NER DETAI~ THAN P-
.REVIOUSLY TESTED .. 
-FOR ORBITER STS-l-·MODELS 56-0/60-0 .. 
*AND 0.04-SCALE OR. 
-BITER FOREBODY MO-
-DEL 83-0 CONDUCTE* 
-0 IN THE AEDC/VKF-
--B 50-INCH HYPERS-
·ONIC WIND TUNNEL • 
-(TESTS OH109 & OH* 
*109B) 
.. 
-ENTRY YAW ANGLES· 
.. 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF INVEST*B75C16E64F16FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITER'FORCE 
HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*22HG1M52N108N109N*STATIC STABILITY" 
V41B-HO /* .020-SCALE OV-l02-11ON111R20V27VTlO-CHARACTERISTICS .• 
OA258 'CONFIGURATION SP -VT11VT12VT13VT14V-THE LATERAL DIRE • 
CR-167.659-ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC-T15VT16VT17W131 *CTIONAL TRIM LIMI-
,-' 
-LE ORBITER MODEL T oTS IN THE MACH 6 • 
-106-0 IN THE USAF- oTO 8 REGIME. TO 1* 
-/AEDC VKF TUNNEL .. *NVESTIGATE THE HY' 
*B (OA258)" *PERSONIC STABILIT* 
.. -Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM' 
• -ALI ES ENCOUNTERED-
• .. -IN TESTS LA141 & • 
.. *LA144. & PROVIDE 0 
-HIGH-ACCURACY FO -
-RCE & MOMENT HYPE-















'ROCKWELL! -vIM A. COLLINS. ~.OMS-OR-2490 
I TAEDC -1M GEE. ROCKWELL *VOLUME 03 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-KENNETH W. NUTT. -vULV. 1982 
-0 TUNNEL (B) oAEDC(CALSPAN) ~ 
* 
.S. R. HOULIHAN '" 
oB. v. BURST -
··OMS '" 






! "ROCKWELL/ *R.H. BURT!ARVIN/C*OMS-DR-2491 
<AEoe ·ALSPAN bVOLUME Of 
·HYPERSONIC WIN-A.C. MANSFIELD/RI.SEPT.. 1983 
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.. REPORT TITLE TEST .MACH RANGE' - OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF INVEST-B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITER-FORCE 
HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*22HG1M52Nl0BN109N-STATIC STABILITY • 
V~1B-HO 1*.020-SCALE OV-l02*f10Nl11R20V27VT10.CHARACTERISTICS ... 
OA258 -CONFIGURATION SP .VT11VT12VT13VTI4V-THE LATERAL DIRE' 
CR-167.660-ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC-TI5VTI6VTI7WI31 -CTIONAL TRIM LIMI-
*LE ORBITER MODEL .. -TS IN THE MACH 6 .. 
·'06-0 IN THE USAF- *TO 8 REGIME. TO r-
./AEDC VKF TUNNEL - *NVESTIGATE THE HY+ 
*B (OA258)" 'PERSONIC STABILIT* 
.. .. .V-DERIVATIVE ANOM* 
- -ALlES ENCOUNTERED· 
- ·IN TESTS LA141 & .. 
- oLA144. & PROVIDE ~ 
• .HIGH-ACCURACY FO .. 
*RCE & MOMENT HYPE· 
- • *RSONIC DATA 
• • 
AEDC - -RESULTS OF INVEST*B75C16E64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITERkFORCE 
HWTB - -IGATIONS ON THE 0-22HG1M52Nl08Nl09N*STATIC STABILITY .. 
V~lB-HO 1 •. 020-SCALE OV-l02*lfON111R20V27VT10*CHARACTERISTICS. -
OA258 .CONF.IGURATION SP *VT11VT12VTI3VTI4V··THE LATERAL DIRE .. 
CR-167.661-ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*T15VTf6VTI7WI31 ·CTIONAL TRIM LIMr-
-LE ORBITER MODEL .. -IS IN THE MACH 6 .. 
-106-0 IN THE USAF· *TO 8 REGIME. TO I' 
./AEDC VKF TUNNEL .. .NVESTIGATE THE HY* 
-B (OA258) .PERSDNIC STABILIT* 
.. - 'V-DERIVATIVE ANOM* 
• - -ALlES ENCOUNTERED' 
• 'IN TESTS LA141 & .. 
-LAI44. & PROVIDE -
'HIGH-ACCURACY Fa • 
- -RCE & MOMENT HYPE-
• • .RSONIC DATA 
-
• 













-ROCKWELL/ *R.H. BURT!ARVIN/CoDMS-DR-2491 
-AEDC .ALSPAN -VOLUME 02 
·HYPERSONIC WIN.A.C. MANSFIELD/RI'SEPT.. 1983 
-0 TUNNEL (B) *.MSFC .. 
"5. R. HOULIHAN .. 









.ROCKWELLI oR.H. BURT/ARVIN/c.DMS-OR-2~91 
'AEDC -ALSPAN -VOLUME 03 
'HVPERSONIC WIN-A.C. MANSFIELD/RI*SEPT.. 1983 
00 TUNNEL (B) -.MSFC 
.. ·5. R. HOULIHAN .. 
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.. CONFIGURATIONS - TEST 
PURPOSE 







.OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE .. TESTED .. T£ST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
AEDC - .RESULTS OF INVEST*B75CI6E64FI6FD3FR*TO VERIFY ORBITE~'FORCE 
HWTB - *IGATIONS ON THE 0*22HG1M52Nf08Nl09N*STATIC STABILITY • 
V41B-HO /*.020-SCALE OV-l02."0Nlf1R20V27VTfO*CHARACTERISTICS, .. 
OA258 -CONFIGURATION SP .VT11VTI2VTI3VT14V*THE LATERAL OIRE .. 
CR-167,662*ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC*T15VTI6VTI7WI31 -CTIONAL TRIM LIMI-
*LE ORBITER MOOEL • -TS IN THE MACH 6 .. 
·'06-0 IN THE USAF- *TO 8 REGIME, TO I' 
*/AEDC VKF TUNNEL " *NVESTIGATE THE HY' 
*S (OA258) 'PERSONIC STABILIT' 
-Y-DERIVATIVE ANOM' 
-AllES ENCOUNTERED' 
-IN TESTS LA141 & 
'LA144, & PROVIDE -
.. -HIGH-ACCURACY FD • 
.. .. -ReE & MOMENT HYPE' 








/ -ROCKWELL/ 'R.H. BURT/ARVIN/C'OMS-OR-2491 
*AEOC *ALSPAN -VOLUME 04 
-HYPERSONIC WIN'A.C. NANSFIELO/RleSEPT.. 1983 
*0 TUNNEL (B) ~.MSFC 
oS. R. HOULIHAN • 











AEDC - "RESULTS OF THE SS-OV-102 (RIGHT HAN-ELEVON GAP HEATIN~HEAT-TRANS·0.025 / -ROCKWELL/ .~. COLLINS/RI -DMS-OR-2492 
·""UNE. 1982 HWTB -.V ELEVON GAP HEAT*D WING AND TRUNCA-G RATES -S.O 
V43B-17 /-ING TESTS USING T*TED AFT FUSELAGE). -8.0 
OH107 .HE 0.025-SCALE SP. 
CR-167,359-ACE SHUTTLE ORBIT· 
*ER· MODEL (94-0) 1* 
*N THE AEOC/VKF HY* .. 
'PERSONIC WIND TUN. 
-NEL B (OHI07) 
.. 
-AEOC oS. R. HOULIHAN 
-HYPERSONIC WIN-H. C. ZIMMERLE 











AEDC - *RESULTS OF INVEST.B75,CI6,E64,F16,M*TO CONTINUE INVES*FORCE ·0.010 I <ROCKWELL! <R.H. BURT.W. CROS-ONS-OR-2493 
HWTB - *JGATIONS OF THE 0-52,NI08,N109,N110*TIGATIONS OF THE .. 
V42B-145 /*.OI0-SCALE OV-'02-,NI1'.R20,V27,WI3"MACH 6 TO 8 LATER· 
V43B-14 /-CONFIGURATION SP *1 -AL DIRECTIONAL ST" 
OA259 .ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* -ABILITY ANOMALIES-
CR-167,665*LE ORBITER MODEL" -ORIGINALLY ENCOU " 
-" 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/- *NTERED IN TESTS L* 
.AEDC VKF TUNNEL B* ·AI41,LA144. AND 0-
• (OA259) *A258 
• .. 
l' " \.~~,1) 
6.0- *AEOC +BY."".T. BEST/AEOC-VOLUME 01 
.. -HYPERSONIC WIN./CALSPAN "AUGUST. 1983 
.. -0 TUNNEL (8) .R.H. SPANGLER.M.E-
e .. *. NICHOLS/RI • 
-S. R. HOULIHAN 












tl --~ ~, '« 
















-OR COMMENTS - REPORT TITLE TEST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF INVEST*B75.CI6.E64.FI6.M"'TO CONTINUE INVES*FORCE '0.010 / -ROCKWELL/ oR.H. BURT,W. CROS.DMS-DR-2493 
HWTB - o.lGATIONS OF THE O"S2,Nl08.Nl09.Nl10.TlGATIONS OF THE .. 6.0- -AEDC "BY,~.T. BEST/AEDCrVGlUME 02 
V42B-145 /-.OIO-SCALE OV-102 •. NI".R20.V27.WI3.MACH 6 TO 8 LATER- -HYPERSONIC WIN-/CALSPAN -AUGUST. 1983 
V43B-14 /-CONFIGURATION SP *, *AL DIRECTIONAL ST-
- ·0 TuNNEL fB) *R.H. SPANGLER.M.E. 
OA259 -ACE SHUTTLE VEHIC* -ABILITY ANOMALIES. 
- *. NICHOLS/RI • 
CR-167.666*LE ORBITER MODEL - -ORIGINALLY ENCOU - .S. R. HOULIHAN 
*72-0 IN THE NASA/" *NTERED IN TESTS L* .. "G. W. KLUG .. 
*AEDC VKF TUNNEL B- *AI41.LAI44. AND O· ·-OMS .. 
• ·A258 
* 
ARC - -AERODYNAMIC HEATI*OV-102 ELEVON GAP.ELEVON/ELEVON GAP-PRESSURE '0.10 I ~ROCKWElL/ "C. L. BERTHOLD/RI-OMS-D~-2~94 
3.5HWT - -NG TESTS OF A 0.1. -AND STUB HEATING· -7.3 
254 /.O-SCALE SS ORBITE- ·DISTRIBUTION -7.3 
OH108 *R ELEVON/ELEVON G* 
CR-167,360-AP MODEL 93-0 IN .. 
.THE NASA/ARC 3.5 .. 
-FOOT HYPERSONIC W· 
*IND TUNNEL (OH108~ • 
-) . 
.. 
ARC - *TEST RESULTS FROM.56-0 
3.5HWT - -THE NASA/ROCKWEL *60-0 
253 /.L INTERNATIONAL S.83-0 
OHll0 -PACE SHUTTLE 0.01. 
CR-160.844-~~-SCALE ORBITER .. 
·MODELS 56-0/60-0 • 
o.ANO THE O.04-SCAL* 
o.E ORBITER FOREBOD. 
'.V MODEL 83-0 CO~· 
*UCTED IN THE NASA. 
-/ARC 3.5-FOOT HYP. 
-ERSONIC WINO TUNN* 




-OBTAIN ORBITER HE·PRESSURE 
*ATING DATA TO EST-
*ABLISH MACH NUMBE· 
oR -SENSITIVITY OF .. 














-ARC .S. R. HOULIHAN '~UNE, t982 
·3.S-FOOT HYPER-H. C. ZIMMERLE 











-ROCKWELLI -C. L. BeRTHOLD.~ •• ONS-OR-2495 
/ ·ARC -GEE ,ROCKWELL -OCT.. 1981 
.3.5-FOOT HVPER-S. R. HOULIHAN 
·SONIC WIND TUN·B. ~. BURST -
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TYIPE OF , SCALE- 'TESTING 
.. REPORT TITLE TIEST -MACH RANGE" AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
AEDC - *RESULTS OF THE TR-0.0175-SCALE 56-0-TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS' 8.0~ 
HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORT-0.0175-SCALE 60-0'ANSFER OATA ON OR' - 8.0 
V41B-1C I~MANEuVER TEST(OH ·O.04-SCAlE FOREBO~BITER AT ATTITUDE· 
OHlll .. 111) US'ING THE O. -OY 83-0 *S THAT WOULO BE Eo ... 
CR-167.380-0l75-SCALE 56-0 A" -NCOUNTEREO IN A T-
-NO 60-0. AND THE - OoRANSATLANTIC ABOR' • 
*0.04-SCALE 83-0 T· -T MANEUVER 
OoHIN SKIN THERMOCO* .. 
"UPLE MODELS IN THo.. .. 
-E AEOC VKF TUNNEL- .. 
*B HYPERSONIC WIN .. 
*0 TUNNEL(OH1ll) 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF THE TR-0.0175-SCALE 56-0-TO OBTAIN HEAT TI~'HEAT-TRANS" 8.0-
HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORT-0.017S-SCALE 60-0 o ANSFER DATA ON OR- 8.0 
V41B-1C '*MANEUVER TEST(OH .0.04-SCALE FOREBO-BITER AT ATTITUDE- .. 
OH1l1 "lf1) USING THE D.oDY 83-0 -S THAT WOULD BE Eo 
CR-167.~~~~0175-SCALE 56-0 A* -NCOUNTERED IN A To 
-NO 60-0. AND THE - ·RANSATLANTIC ASOR-
OoO.04-SCALE 83-0 TOo -T MANEUVER 
-HIN SKIN THERMOCO-
tUPLE MODELS IN TH-
°E AEDC VKF TUNNEL-
*B HYPERSONIC WIN • 
-0 TUNNEL{OH111) -
.. .. 
AEOC - -RESULTS OF THE TR-O_0175-SCAlE 56-0.TO OBTAIN HEAT TR*HEAT-TRANS' 8.0-
HWTB - *ANSATLANTIC ABORT*0.0175-SCALE 60-0*ANSFER DATA ON OR' 8.0 
V41B-1C I*MANEUVER TEST(OH *O.04-SCALE FOREBO.BITER AT ATTITUDE' 
OH111 .,1,) USING THE O.AoY 83-0 -S THAT WOULD SE E' 
CR-167.382*0175-SCALE 56-0 A* -NCOUNTERED IN II T* .. 
i~, 
.ND 60-0. AND THE • ·RANSATLANTIC ASOR. • 
*0.04-SCALE 83-0 T- *T MANEUVER -
'HIN SKIN THERMOCO' .. 
-UPLE MODELS I~ TH*" .. 
*E AEDC VKF TUNNEL. 
*B HYPERSONIC WIN .. .. 







-ROCKWElLI -C. L. BERTHOLO/RI-OMS-DR-2~96 
oAEoC oS. R. HOULIHAN -VOLUME 01 
'HYPERSONIC WIN-B. J. BURST -NOV.. 1982 












-ROCKWElLI -C. L. BERTHOlO/RI·OMS-DR~2496 
-AEoC ·S. R. HOULIHAN ~VOLUME 02 
-HYPERSONIC WIN·S. J. BURST 'NOV.. 1982 












'ROCKWElL! ·C. L. BERTHOLO/RI·DMS-DR-2~96 
.AEOC .S. R. HOULIHAN -VOLUME 03 
-HYPERSONIC WIN.B. J. BURST -NOV.. 1982 
































CONFIGURATIONS " TEST 
PURPOSE 






-OR COMMENTS REPORT TITLE * TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE~ AGENCY 
LARC - .RESULTS OF SPACE -102 
UPWT - -SHUTTLE ORBITER (. 
1311 I-MODEL 70-0) LATE .. 
16TT - ·ENTRY RCS YAW JET-
1358 !-EFFECTS TESTS IN ~ 
OA255 -THE NASA/LARC UP .. 









ARC - .RESULTS OF TESTS *B69C14oT1E54F14FO*MEASURE TURBULENC-PRESSURE 
40SWT - -USING A 0.36-SCAl.'FD2FR12HA1HG1M1S-E IN WAKE OF ORB· 
473 /-E MODEL (76-0) OF.N92N94N107PR1R18V*FUSELAGE USING HF· 
OA164 -THE SSV ORBITER -23VT1VT2W129 *A;DETERMINE RN/L • 
CR-160.836*101 IN THE NASA/A. -DEPENDENCE ON ORB-
*MES RESEARCH CENT- .WAKE CHARACTERIS -
-ER 40X80-:0DT SUB- -TICS.ANo ABIlTIY .. 
-SONIC WIND TUNNEL- -OF TAIlCONE/SCOOp· 
*(oA164). -5 TO REDUCE TURBU-
.. .LENCE;ANo TO OBTA· 
o -IN FLIGHT TEST PR-
-OBE DATA W/WO A T~ 
.. -AILCONE 
• 
ARC - .PHASE II SCREENIN o 115-0 AFRSI 
22TWT -·G TEST OF AFRSI M*IAL PANELS 
467-1 /*ATERIAL USING MOD. 
OS301 -EL 115-0 IN THE A-
CR-160.84S·MES RESEARCH CENT-
*ER 2X2-FoOT TRANS" 




MATER·To CONTINUE THE S-PRESSURE 
-CREENING PROCESS .. 
-INITIATED ON OS30-
*0 BY INVESTIGATINt 
-G THE RELATIVE OU· 
-RABILITY OF VARIO· 
-US CONFIGURATIONS· 
-OF AFRSI • 




.ROCKWELL/ -~. MARROOUIN/RI 
*LARC -~. V. OAllEOA/RI 
*UNITARV PLAN W.S. R. HOULIHAN 
-INo TUNNEL .~. E. VAUGHN 



















I -ROCKWELL/ "T.~. OZIUBALA.R.R-DMS-OR-2499 
-0.85 -
• 1 • t 
'ARC •• BURROWS.J.MARRO.AUGUST. 1981 
-40-FOOT BY 80"OUIN/RI .. 
-FOOT SUBSONIC oS. R. HOULIHAN 






-ROCKWELL! au. G. R. COLLETTEaDMS-DR-2500 
-ARC "/RI -DEC. • 198. 
.2-FOOT BY 2-FO-S. R. HOULIHAN 
-oT TRANSONIC WaG. R. LUTZ • 




• • 00 
-rt:tJ 
·r.J!S 0: _.
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TVPf OF - SCALE" TESTING 







ARC - ~SPACE SHUTTLE AFR' 
11TWT - *SI DMS PODS/~OINT· 
501-1 /-S OEVELOPMENT TES* 
DS304A *T USING MODEL 116-
CR-167.373--0 SPECIMENS & MD~ 
-DEL 96-0 TEST FIX· 
.TURE IN THE AMES • 
-RESEARCH CENTER 1-
~1Xl1-FOOT TRANSON-
-IC WIND TUNNEL (0· 
-S304A) 
ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE AFR* 
97SWT - *51 OMS PODS/JOINT-
501-1 /"5 DEVELOPMENT TES· 
OS304B -T USING MODEL 116-
CR-167,378*-O SPECIMENS AND-
"... 
·~ODEL 81-0 TEST F* 
-IXTURE IN THE AME* 
*S RESEARCH CENTER-
*9X7-FOOT SUPERSON-





.TO SUBJECT ADVANC'PRESSURE • 0.76' 
'EO FLfXIBLE REUSA- • 0.88 
-SLE SURFACE INSUL' 
-ATJONIAFRSI) SPEC-
·rMENS TO AN ENVIR* 
'ONP~ENT SIMULATING-
"THE FLOWCHARACT - .. 
.ERISTICS ENCOUNTE-
-REO AT THE OMS PO' 
-DS OF THE SSV DUR~ 
-ING ASCENT. & TO -
~EV4LUATE THE AFRS-
*r vOINTS IN THIS -
'"ENVIRONMENT 
-TO SUB~ECT ADVANC'PRESSURE 
-ED FLEXIBLE REUSA· 
-BLE SURFACE INSUL· 
-ATION (AfRSI) SPE-
.CIMENS TO 4N ENVr· 
-RONMENT SIMULATIN+ 
-G THE FLOW CHARAC' 
'TERISTICS ENCOUNT' 
·EREO AT THE OMS p. 
'OOS OF THE SSV DU-
-RING ASCENT & TO • 
"EVALUATE THE AFRS' 








-ROCKWELL/ oJ.G.R. COlLETTE/R*OMS·OR-2501 
-ARC -I -OCT.. 1982 
ott-FOOT TRANSOoJ.M. RIVIN/RI 
.NICWIND TUNNE-S. R. HOULIHAN 











-ROCKWELt./ ·J.G.R. COLLETTE/R·OMS-DR-2502 
-ARC *1 -AUGUST. 1982 
-9-FOOT BY 7·FO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
-DT SUPERSDNIC "G. R. LUTZ 
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TYPE OF r SCALE-






• PUBLI CATIONS 
·OR COMMENTS 
LARC - -RESULTS OF COMBIN*20A 
8TPT - *ED LOADS ORBITER .2OC 
905.6.7.9/*TEST (CLOT) IN TM-20D 
OS53A *E NASA/LARC 8-FOO-
OS53B -T TPT USING THREE-
CR-167.363-CONFIGURATION 20 • 
-TPS FLOW TEST PA .. 










ARC - .SPACE SHUTTLE AFR. 
97SWT - -SI LARGE-SCALE DE-
503-1 /-VELOPMENT TEST US. 
OS30;G -ING MODEL 117-0 S* 
CR-167.379·PECIMENS AND MODE-
eL 81-0 TEST FIXTU* 
*RE IN THE AMES RE-
·SEARCM CENTER 9X* 
• 7-FOOT SUP::::~SONIC" 













'".;~::~~::.... -:t.._~:..,". :::::. ~ ~ .~ 
~TO VERIFY THAT TP~PRESSURE 
-S TILES REMAIN AT-
-lACHED TO FLIGHT • 
·STRUCTURE UNDER A" 
·SCENT CONDITIONS:-
-COMPARE MEASURED -
-S PREDICTED TILE • 
r& SIP LOADS & TI • 
·Lf. RESPONSES: & D* 
·ETERMINE TILE ROU-
-GHNESS AFTER SING-






-TO SUBvECl LARGE--PRESSURE 1.8 
-SCALE SPECIMENS 0-
*F ADVANCED FlEXIB* 
*LE REUSABLE SURFA-
aCE INSULATION (AFr 
*RSI) TO SS ORBITE· 
-R ASCENT AERDOYNA* 
oMIC PRESSURE GRAD' .. 
-lENT LOADINGS & ;. 
-URBULENCE LEVELS * 
-FOR TIME DURaTION· 
·S EQUIVALENT iO ,. 
"00 MISSIONS WITH· 
.. A SCATTER OF FOUR-
*(400 MISSIONS) .. 
-
·.~~1~!"~~ :j.T~~~ 
-ROCKWELLI -W.I. WATSON/LARC 
-LARC -R.R. BURROWS!RI 
-S-FOOT fRANSON-So R. HOULIHAN 















.ROCKWELL! o~.G.R. COllETTE/R-ONS-OR-2504 
"ARC *' I -<;EPT. • 1982 
.9-FOOT BY 7-FO·S. R. HOULIHAN 
-OT SUPERSONIC "G_ R. lUTZ • 
·WIND TUNNEL (U.-OMS 
oNITARY) * 









, £: * c," ,-" C .; 













.. REPORT TITLE 
AEDC - "RESULTS OF ASCENT-
PWT15T - */.iERODYNAMIC LOAD • 
TF-551 /*ING TESTS OF THE -
OS46A-G -SS THERMAL PRCTEC-
CR-167.376-TION SYSTE~ (TPS)-
.IN & AROUN~ THE 
*ORBITER/ET UMBILI-
*CAL DOOR & CAVITY. 
... USING MODELS 10-
*8-0 & 1090 IN THE. 
.AEDC 16-T PROPUL .. 
·SICN WIND TUNNEL • 
.-(OS46A-G) 
... • 
ARC - -GAP FILLER REUSE .. 
11TW'r - *TESTS OF FULL-SCot. 
500,07.31/*lE SPACE SHUTTLE '" 
97SWT - -ORBITER ULE ARR"''' 
OSf09. 1.2 .• 3*YtllVOELS IN THE N" 
CR.-'167 .• 3S";"ASA/ARC 9X7-:FOOT .. 
-AND l1-FOOT UNITA* 
.. RY PLAN WIND TUNN* 
*El (OS60.0S61A,OS* 
.-618.0562.0S62A, A-
.NO OS63) T 
* 
,. 












.OR COMMENTS TEST -MACH RANGE~ ~GENCY 
.TO OETERMI.NE THE-PRESSURJ;: 
~TRANSONIC FLOW EF-
.FE~TS ON THE TPS .. 
·TILES. DOOR S CAV~ 
- lTV TfiERMAL BARR!' 
'ERS. FOAM ON THE ~ 
-UMBILICAL. PRESSU-
·RE SEAL. CLOSEOUT' 
















~ROCKWELL/ °K.G. MEYER/ARVIN/.DMS~DR-2505 
-AEDC .CAlSPAN -AUGUST, 1982 
-TRANSONIC PROP+R.R. BURROWS!RI • 
*ULSiON WINO TU-S. R. HOULIHAN 
*NNEL (PWT-16T).G. R. LUTZ • 










-ROCKWELL! -L.P. lEBLANC/ROCK.OMS·~w~506 
-ARC -WEll ~tlf.e _. 1982 
.1'-FOOT TRANSO"S_ R. 
-NICWINO TUNNE*G. R_ 
*l (UNITARY) .-OMS 
-9-FOOT BY 7-FOk 

















ARC - -RESULTS ,OF INVEST-ORBITER MODEL l06-TO CHECK THE RijOO-FORCE 




! .ROCKWELL! *R. H. SPANGlER/RI .~,,>r""l." ::::.1;;;';7 
ClARKfill .~',(~~. ~~'f~ 
HOULIHAN ~ 
11TWr - *IGATIONS OF THE S.-O 
5tO-t I-PACE SHUTTLE ORBI. 
97SWT - *TER ONE-QUARTER-H. 
NAS3A/B *ERTZ OSCIllATION • 
CR-167.6S3*A·~AlY IN THE NA· 
) 
._, 
*SA!AMES RESEARCH • 
*CENTER 11X11-FOOT. 
.AND 9X7-FOOT WIN • 
-0 TUNNELS USING 0-
•. 02-SCAlE MODEL 1* 
.06-0 (MA33A/B) 
• 
• FECTIVENESS AND T. 
.HE ORBITER LATERA-
-L/OIRECT10NAL HYS' 
• TERESIS. AND TO p. 
-ROVIDE INFORMATIO* 
'N TO AID IN UNDER· 
-STANOING STS 1-3 -
"ONE-QUARTER-HERTZ-
'ANOMAlY 









>tARe +R_ p, 
.'1-FOOT TRANSO.S. R • 
.NIC WINO TUNNE·B. ~. 
*L (UNITARY) .-O~S 
·9-FOOT BY 7-FO • 
'01T ~!"&'ERSDNIC -
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.. • -~OEL ~ 
TEST 
JD 
$" CONFIGURATIOhS ~ rEST 
PURPOSE -










"OR COMMENTS .. REPORT TITLE TEStED .. .. TEST ~MACH RANGE· 
t.RC - -SPACE SHUTTLE AFR.FIXTURE 
11TWT - *31 DESIGN CRITERI.FIXTlH~E 
548-1 /-A PEVELOPMENT 1ES· 
96-0 
81-(/ 
-TO EVALUATE DESIG·PRESSURE 
-N/ENGJNEERING CON· 
97SWT - *TS IN THE NASA/AM" 
OS306A/8 *ES RESEAKC~ CENTE-
CR-167,650-R ffX"-FOOT ~ND .. 
·9X7-FOOT WIND TUN· 







ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE FRC*FLAT PANEL 
11TWT - *1-12 TPS TILE VEN*-f2 TILES 
549-1 /.TING TEST IN THE .. 
97SWT - "NASA/AMES RESEARC~ 
OA307A/B -H CENTER 11X l1-FO. 












ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE AFR. 
11TWT - -SI FULL-SCALE CRE-
548-1 /*DIBILITY TEST IN .. 
OS309A .THE NASA/AMES RES. 
CR-167,651.EARCH CENTER 11X1-
·i-FOOT WIND TUNNE. 
*L USING MODEL 124-
*-0 INSTALLED IN T* 




-CEPTS FOR APPLICA. 
·nON AND REPAIR O· 






-(OVt03) AND TO SU~ 




W/FRCI'TO OBTAIN VENTING-PRESSURE 
-CHARACTERISTICS 
-AND INTERNAL PRES-
.SURfS OF FIBROUS ~ 
·Rt:.!i'''FORCED COMPDS-
*ITE INSULATION (F' 
oRCI-12) TPS TlLESo 
·EXPOSED TO PRESS • 
-URE GRADIENTS ASS • 
~eCIATEO WITH AERO· 
-DYNAMIC SHOCKS DU' 
"RING SS ASCENT 
-oTO DEMONSTRATE BA·PRESSURE 
*SIC AFRSI FLEXIBL* 
°E BLANKET CAPABIL* 

























-ROCKWELL/ 'B.A. MARSHAlL/RI ·OMS-OR-2508 
-ARC oR.B. KINGSLANO/RI·~AN.. 1983 
o1'-FOOT TRANSO.S_ R. HOULIHAN 
°NIC WINO' TUNNE.G_ R. lUTZ .. 
ol (UNITARY) -'DMS .. 
.9-FOOT BY 7-fO· 
-OT SUPERSONIC .. 0 










.ROCKWElll ·B_A. MARSHAll/,RI ·OMS-DR-2509 
-ARC oR_B. KINGSLANO/RloCEC.. '982 
"'-FOOT TRANSO.S. R_ HOULIHAN 
.Nrc WIND TUNNE-G_ R_ lNTZ -
ol (UNITARY) '-DMS .. 
*9-FOOT BY 7-FO. ~ 
'OT SUPERSONIC • ~ 





• ROCKWELL! oB.A. MAR5HALl/RI oDMS-OR-25tO 
~ARC oR_B_ KI~uSLANO/RI·OEC_. 1982 
~"-FOOT TRANSO'S_ R_ HOULIHAN • 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-C;« R_ lUTZ • 













:. ... ~.D 
.. 
• 























TYPE OF • SCALE- TESTING 







ARC - -RESULTS OF COLD P-75-0TS 
11TWT - -LUME TESTS OF THE-
561-1 j*O.010-SCALE MODE .. 
IA300 ~L (75-0TS) IN THE" 
CR-167,669*NASAjAMES RESEAR .. 
*CH CENTER "X"-F-
*OOT WIND TUNNEL (-
*IA300) 
* 
ARC - .oRESULTS OF COLD P.75-0TS 
llTWT - "'LUME TESTS OF THE-
561-1 j.0.Ol0-SCALE MODE -
IA300 .L (75-0TS) IN THE-
C~-167,670*NASAjAMES RESEAR • 
*CH CENTER 11Xl'-F. 
*OOT WINO TUNNEL (0 
*IA300) -
.. 
~'C - .RESULTS OF COLD p o 75-0TS 
l1TWT - -LUME TESTS OF THE-
561-1 j~O.OtO-SCALE MODE ~ 
IA300 *L (75-0TS) IN THE-
CR-167,671*NASAjAMES RESEAR -
*CH CENTER l'X"-F-
*OOT WIND TUNNEL r· 
*IA300) 
• 
ARC - .BOUNeRY LAVER TES·'22-0 
22TWT - *TS OF THE SPACE S. 
'542-1 j.HUTTLE AFRSI MATE· 








~ ~ ~ 
*TO DETERMINE THE 'PRESSURE 
-EFFECTS OF GASEOU-
*S AND SOLID PLUME-
-S ON THE FOR~OOY-
-PRESSURE DJSTRIB -
-UTION OF THE SPAC~ 
*E SHUTTLE INTEGRA-
*TED VEHICLE 
-*TO DETERMINE THE -PRESSURE 
-EFFECTS OF GASEOU' 
~S AND SOLID PLUME-
-S ON THE FOREBODY' 
-PRESSURE DISTRIB .. 
-UTION OF THE SPAC' 
-E SHUTTLE INTEGRA-
-TEO VEHICLE 
*TO OETERMINE THE ·PRESSURE 
'EFFECTS OF GASEOU-
'S AND SOLID PLUME' 
*S ON THE FORE800Y-
-PRESSURE DISTRIB -

















·TO OBTAIN DATA Fa-PRESSURE 0.6-
-R USE IN DETERMIN* 0.9 
.ING THE SKIN FRIC. • 
"TION DRAG DUE TO -
"AF~SI IMPLEMENTAT* 







j -ROCKWELlj oR. H. SPANGLER,v •• DMS-DR-2511 
-ARC ~G. R. COLLETTEjR .VOLUME 01 
·'f-fOOT TRANSO-I .OCT., 1983 
-Nrc WIND TUNNE-S. R. HOULIHAN 





I -ROCKWELlj oR. H. SPANGLER.v ... DMS'1lK-2'~11 
-ARC -G. R. COLLETTEjR .VOLUME 02 
-1'-FOOT TRANSO.r -OCT., 1983 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-S. R. HOULIHAN 







/ -ROCKWELLj oR. H. SPANGlER,v.*OMS-OR-2511 
-ARC -G. R. COlLETTEjR 'VOLUME 03 
'f1-FOOT TRANSO.I -OCT., 1983 
-NIC WIND TUNNE-S. R. HOULIHAN -






<ROCKWELLI <B. A. MARSHlLL.R .• OMS-OR-2512 
'ARC -B. KINGSFIELOjRI .SEPT., 1983 
-2-FOOT BY 2-fO.S. R. HOULIHAN .. 
"OT TRANSONIC W<G. R. LUTZ • 
















~_:]~'BW."~~..f~,:L""c..ll1.'-:~ ''. -l ". 
(3 
..,....~~- ~ 
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.. '" -MODEL 
TeST 
10 
,. CONFIGURATI~NS' TEST 
PURPOSE 






"OR CO~ENTS • REPORT TITLE .. TESTED TEST ·MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
AEDC - ·SPACE SHUTTI.E AFR'MODEL 
PWT16T - *SI GAP FIX TEST 0-
TF645 /*5313 IN THE AEDC/* 
05313 -USAF 16T TRANSONI* 
CR-t67,678*C PROPULSION WIND· 
·TUNNEl USING MOD .. 
*El 129-0 INSTAllE. 
*0 IN THE MODEL 96. 







129-0 oTO EVALUATE AfRSI*PRESSURE 
-~OINT GAPS ON A -
-PANEL TO WHICH AF-
-RSI WAS APPLIED I' 
*N ACCORDANCE TO 0* 
• v 099 OMS POD SPE-
*CS. & TO DETERMIN* 
aE THE PERFORMANCE-
-OF FIVE vOINT-ST .. 
*ABILIZER DESIGNS .. 
-UNDER ASCENT LOAO .. 
*ING CONDITIONS 
.. 
ARC - -POST-TEST DATA RE*MODEL 125-0. AfRS*EXPOSE THE AFRSI ·PRESSURE 
11TWT - -PORT FOR THE SPAC*I BONDED TO SUPPa-TO SIMULATED ASCE-
562-1/5 I·E SHUTTLE FULl-SC-RT PLATE -NT AIRLOADS ENVIR· 
OS30S-l/5 -ALE AFRSI SEOUENC- .O~~ENT AND SUPPOR' 
CR-167.684·£ OF ENVIRONMHJTS* .. T AfRSI CERTIFICAo. 
-TEST {OS305-1 TO .. -TION 
-5} IN THE NASA/A" .. 
"MES RESEARCH CENT.. .. 
-ER 11X"-FOOT WIN*-. .. 
.. 0 TUNNEL .. 
.. • .. 
0-











-ROCKWELll *8. A. MARSHALL!Rl*DMS-DR-2513 
-AEDC oR. B. kINGSLAND/R*MARCH. 1984 
-TRANSONIC PROp·I "' 
*ULSION WIND TU-S. R. HOULIHAN .. 














/ .ROCKWELL! -R.B.kINGSLAND. B.·OMS-DR-2515 
.ARC o-A.MARSHALL/ROCKWE.APRIL, 1984 
."-FOOT TRANSO'lL .. 
·NIC WIND TUNNE'O. E. POUCHER '. 























• ~_---"-"'-'_.'" ..,.'" "'te, ~ ~ ii>;:_~ .. r-;:"JI:~1,:>:J--' - -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ... : .. - .• ,~ .... lIli!l!!L_ ~~ 
WORK IN PROCESS 










TYPE OF .. SCALE-









LARC - .. ... 
CF4 - .. .. 
" 
220-237 /* 
20HT6 - '" 
456 /. .. 
.. LA 53 .. 




















- ·RESULTS OF SUBSON.VEHICLE 5 
- -IC STUDIES USING .. 
/"AN 0.030 SCALE OR" 
"BITER CONFIGUR-
-ATION 140A/B MODE~ 
• L (47-0) IN THE N~ 
*ASA/LARC V/STOL Tt 
*RANSITION • 
.RESEARCH WIND TUN-













































ORBITER.TO OBTAIN PRESSUR-PRESSURE 
*E DISTRIBUTIONS -FORCE 
-AND FORCES AND MO-
*MENTS FOR THE 
-ORBITER IN THE AP • 
·PROACH AND LANDIN° 
*C CONFIGURATIONS .. 
.WITH AND WITHOUT -
-THE INFLUENCE OF .. 
*A GROUND PLANE. V-
·ERTICAL TAIL LOAD-
-S AND ELEVON • 
"BODY FLAP. AND RUo 
"DOER HINGE MOMENT· 
-S WERE ALSO OBTIA-
·NED. 



































-LARe / *J. E. VAUGHN 
.LARC oB. J. BURST 
-FREON TUNNEL o-OMS 
*20-INCH HYPERS* 
*ONIC TUNNEL (Me 
.ACH 6) 
/ *ROCKWElL/ ~J.J.DAILEDA/RI 
'LARe ~J.MARROOUIN/P.I 
-V/STOL TRANSIT·S. R. HOULIHAN 
"ION RESEARCH WoH. C. ZIMMERLE 



















"LARC / oBIlL WOODS/LARe O'OMS-DR-2256 
-LARC O'v. E. VAUGHN • 
-22-INCH HELIUMo-DMS • 
-TUNNEL· • 
.. .. 
*LARe / oJ. E. VAUGHN -DMS-DR-2260 
-LARe --OMS 
"S-FOOT TRANSON. 













O 2 o~ 
;:Or 
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TVPE OF .. SCALE-






*TO VERIFY INTEGRI*STRUCT-OVN.1.55 - -ROCKWELL! -R.S. CROWOER!RI 
-TV OF THE ORBITER- -2.5 ~ARC -S. R. HOULIHAN 
·FRSI MATERIAL IN .. o9-FOOT BV 7-FO-H. C • ZIMMERLE 
*A PANEL fLUTTER -OT SUPERSONIC --OMS 
-ENVIRONMENT * -WIND TUNNEL CU· 
.. 'NITARY) 
.. 
"FORCE ·.0040 I *LARC I '..I. E. VAUGHN 
'NSWC -S. ..I_ BURST 
-







• *2-FOOT BY 2-FO • 
-aT TRANSONIC W • 
• ·IND TUNNEL 
.-




-IC PRES SURF TU .. 
.- .. *NNEL 
-FORCE *lARC 1 • ..1. E. VAUGHN 
• -LARe "B. u . BURST 
-S-FOOT TRANSON'-OMS 





·PRESSURE *lARC / .". E. VAUGHN 
.. 
·LARC • .1_ L. GLvNN 
-CONTINUOUS-FLO'--OMS 




-FORCE ·LARC 1 . " . E . VAUGHN 
·lTV -B. ,,- BURST 
.. 
-HIGH SPEED WIN+-OMS 
.. "'0 TUNNEL .. 
.. 
"'.,!II 

































·OMS-OR-2394 4:; ~£ ~;: ~':l 
.. 
#"-.J ~-=-












































I- , .. 
.. 























WORK IN PROCESS 

















-MODEL • .. 




PERSONNEL TEST -MACH RANGE· 
"FORCE .LARC / -J. E. VAUGt~ 




+ • *NNEL • 
-FORCE -LARC I "J. E. VAUGHN 
-LARC *B. J. BURST 
-8-FODT TRANSON--OMS 
.. 
-IC PRESSURE TU" 
-NNEL 
.. 
-FORCE -LARC / -J. E. VAUGHN 
-LARe -B. J. BURST 
-LOW-TURBULENCE*-DMS 
-PRESSURE TUNN .. 
-EL 
* 
-FORCE -LARC / .J. E. VAUGHN 
.. 
-LTV -B. J. BURST 
* -HIGH SPEED WINo-OMS 
-0 TUNNEL 
-
.. FORCE oLARC I oJ. E. VAUGHN 
-LARC -B. J. BURST 
.. 
·UNITARY PLAN W- -OMS 
·IND TUNNEL • 
.. 
-PRESSURE ~ROCkWELLI ·S. R. HOULIHAN 
.. 
-ARC *B. J. BURST 
• .. -"-FOOT TRANSO"-OMS 
-NIC WIND TUNNE • 



































0 .:.. ~ ;0 I~ 








" ... .'1' 
.... ~ ~:..~ .. 
WORK IN PROCESS 





.. CONFIGURATIONS "' TEST 
PURPOSE 






• REPORT TITLE • TESTED TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY -OR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF THE AF*AFRSI SSV PRESSUR.AFRSI DETAILED EN-PRESSURE 
11TWT - eRSI OETAILED-ENVI-E-LDADS MODEL 84-*VIRONMENT 
587-1 I*RONMENT TEST OF T.O .. '0 
OA310A *HE 0.03S-SCALE SS" 
011.3108 *V PRESSURE-LOADS .. 
OA3~OC .MODEL 84-0 IN THE* 
CR-167 • 6aS-AMES 11X! 1 FT. T .. • 
*WT AND THE LEWIS • 
.aX6 FT. AND 10X 10- .. 
*FT. SWT (OA310A. * • 
·B,C) • 
.. 
LERC - .RESULTS OF THE AF*AFRSI SSV PRES~UR'AFRSI DETAILED EN-PRESSURE 
86SWT - *RSI DETAILED-ENVr.E-LDADS MODEL 84-*VIRDNMENT .. 
046 I*RONMENT TEST OF T*O -
LERC - .HE 0.035-SCALE SS~ 
10SWT - *V PRESSURE-LOADS * .. 
074 I-MODEL 84-0 IN THE. 
OA310A .AMES 11X11 FT. T" • • 
OA310B -WT AND THE LEWIS .. 
OA31OC ·8X6 FT. AND 10X10* 
CR-167,686*FT. SWT (OA310A. • 








-DETE~MINE CAUSE A·FDRCE 














/ .ROCKWELLI *S.C.CARRION/ROCKW·OMS-DR-2459 
-ARC ·ELL -VOLUME 01 
~11-FOOT TRANSO·D. E. POUCHER .. 
-NIC WINO TUNNE-B. ~. BURST 





/ ·ROCKWELL/ -S.C.CARRION/RDCKW"'OMS-OR-2459 
-RDCKWELL/ -ELL -VOLUME 02 
+LfRC -D. E. POUCHER .. 
-8 BY 6-FOOT SUeB. ~. BURST 
,PERSONIC WINO --OMS 
·TUNNEL 
*LERC 









/ -BILL aR~DDOCK/LMS·OMS-OR-2460 
oC-HUNTSVILLE * 










*IMINATE ORBITER R* 
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------------------------------------------------------~---------------------~------~--.----~-------~~-~------------~---.------------













REPORT TITlE TEST -MACH RANGE· AGENCV -DR COMMENTS 
ARC - *RESULTS OF EXPERI" 
11TWT - *MENTAL INVESTIGAT. 
("-1.2.3/-IONS TO DETERMINE-
97SWT - .·EXTERNAL TANK 
*TO OBTAIN FORCE A.FORCE *0.60 -
-NO PRESSURE LOADS·PRESSURE '2.5 
.ON E1 PROTUBERAN .. ~ 
IA190A ·PROTUBERANCE LOAD-
'CES AND TO 
-DETERMINE LOCAL F-
-LOW VELOCITIES ON-
*ET UPPER SURFACE ~ 
"NEAR CENTERLINE 
1A190B ·S USING A 0.03 SC' 
·ALE MODEL OF THE • 
·SPACE SHUTTLE • 
"'LAUNCH CONFIGURAT-
-ION (MODEL 47-0TS. 
.) IN THE NASA/ARC. 
*UNITARY PLAN ~ 









tTV - .. 
HSWT - ... 
742 /* 
LAi44 .-





























-ORBITER FOREBODY *TO OBTAIN CALIBRA-FORCE 
-TION OATA FOR THE-
• -FLUSH-ORIFICE SH .. 
"UTTLE ENTRY AIR 
.. "DATA SYST£M IN TH' 
- *E 'SUBSONIC/TRANSO' 
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WORK IN PROCESS 
WIND TUNNEL TEST / O~S DATA PROCESSING 369 











- REPORT TITLE TESTED PURPOSE TEST -MACH RANGE- AGENCY 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
MSFC - -RESULTS OF THE OR*LAUNCH VEHICLE WI.WING LOAD Rl'·.IEF -FORCE 
14TWT - .BITER WING ANO EL*TH INTERSTAGE FAI"INVESTIGATi~~S 
692 /.EVON LOAD ALlEVIA.RINGS .. 
FA301 -nON TEST IN THE .. .. 
CR-167.687*NASA/MSFC 14-1NCH-
*TRISONIC WIND TU • .. 
*NNEL ON A 0.004-S-
*CALE MODEL (74-0T* -
*S) SP'.CE SHUTTLE .. 
~INTEGRATED VEHICL* .. 
*E (FA301) .. 
'* 
.. .. 
ARC - -SPACE SHUTTLE AFR*MODEL 127-0. AFRS~OBTAIN DATA TO AS-PRESSURE 
11TWT - *51 FULL-SCALE APP.I BONDED TO SUPPO*SIST IN SELECTION. 
562-2/5 !*LICATION DESIGN I*RT ~lATE -QF AFRSI INSTALL • 
OS311 *SSUES TEST 05311 .. "ATION DESIGNS AND-
CR-t67.688*IN THE AMES RESEA· -THE OETERMINATIO -
*RCH CENTER {ARC) * oN OF MR/DR CRITER' 
*11X1'-FT WINO TUN. orA ~ 
-NEl USING MODEL l' 
*27-0 INSTALLED IN- -
-THE 96-0 TEST FI .. 
*XTURE * 
• .. • 
ARC - .SPACE SHUTTLE AFR.AFRSI BLANKET PAN-INVESTIGATE CAUSE*PRESSURE 
97SWT - .SI OMS POO ENVIRO*ELS FORM-FITTED O.S OF AFRSI DAMAGE-
582-1 ./*NMENT TEST USING *VER A TWO-DIMENSI-ON OMS PODS DURI .. 
OS314A/B/C*MDDEL 81-0 TEST F-ONAL MOOEl OF AN .NG STS-6 -
CR-167.689*IXTURE IN THE AME-OMS POD CROSS-SEC- • 
*S RESEARCH CENTER~TION -
*9X7-FOOT SUPERSO « 
*NIC WIND TUNNEL (. 
-OS314A/B/C) .. 
• 





















.. c .. 
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TRISON-O. E. POUCHER 







/ .ROCKWELLl .R.B.KINGSlANO/ROC-OMS-OR-2516 
-ARC *KWELL -
."-FOOT TRANSO*D. E. POUCHER • 
-NlC VINO TUNNE~~. ~. GLYNN • 











/ -ROCKWElLI '~.G.R.COLLETTE.R.·OMS-DR-2517 
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-9-FOOT BY 7-fO*ERTHOLO/ROCKWELL • 
-OT SUPERSONIC *0. E. POUCHER • 
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--- ... ----_.---- -----------~----
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIfS NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- -----------
--------
-_ .... _ .... _-- .. -
-... ----- ... ----- ... ---_ ... --- ... _---_ .... 
KT LA126 2436,V-06 AUGUST, 1978 
_ ..................... _ ..... _ ......... __ ................. -................... -_ ..................................... -.......................... ~ ................................. 
VU AEDC HWTB B7A OH60 2356 MAY, 1977 
VB AEDC .HWTB B8A OH74 2263 MARCH, 1916 
VC AEDC HWTB C4A IA 114 2272,V-Ol .JUNE. 197'1 
VC AEDC HWTB C4A IA 114 2272.V-02 .JUNF. 1977 
V.J AEDC HWTB 08A OA169 2320,11-01 FEB •• 1978 
V.J AEDC HWTB 08A OA169 2320.V-02 FEB •• 1978 00 
"'n ~ -J1;,' 
V.J AEDC HWTB 08A OA169 2320.V-03 FEB .• 1978 '""'.) 
--C C'l~ ('. 
VK AEDC HWTB D9A 1A22 2327.V-Ol .JULY. 1977 1,';: 
.. ~ 
VK AEDC HWTB D9A !A22 2327.V-02 AUGUST. 1977 r 
VI( AEDC HWTB D9A !A22 2327.V-03 AUGUST. 1977 
VG AEDC HIIITB E3A OH75 2303 MAY, 1976 I 1 
vs AEDC HWTB .J7A OH98 2340,V-Ol SEPT •• 1980 ~ 
• 
VS AEDC HIIITB .J7A OH98 2340.V-02 SEf. r. . 1980 
4S AEDC HWTB P4A OH90A/MA29 2451 MAY. 1979 
40 AEOC HWTB TOA 1A148 2384.V-Ol SEPT •• 1978 
40 AEDC HWTB TOA IA148 2384.V-02 SEPT., 1918 
TN AEDC HIIITB VA289 OH3A 2100 .JUNE. 1974 
TT AEDC HIIITB VA352 OH4A 2154 .JAN •• 1975 
TZ AEOC HWTB VA352 OH4C 2225 MARCH, 1975 
...... _ ........... _ .......... ___ _.._ ....................................... __ ................... _ .... 00<-"' ........................................................... " ................ 
.. 
,.. 
B -:r~ .•.• .,..-.-.... ~.-.'. ¥ ~. If!" . , .... .; __ ... ~_ . ...,-..,.t_ ... " .... '" .,.. .... _",.i1": '1- •• ~~ _ .~~A ~:..,._~ .. ,-~ .. =%t~-~ .. ~ .' ':t,~).:~4} ~4~~~1, - ";f! C. 'to ~l'" 
IIiiii' 
---------------~------.----~~--~-------------.--~---------~----.-------------~-----------~-~~ 














... ---_.- ... ------
---.-------.----
TK AEDC HWTB VA352 OH4B 2099.V-Ot FEB •• 1975 
TK AEOC HWTB VA352 OH4B 2099.V-02 FEB •• 1975 
TK AEOC HWTB VA352 OH4B 2099.V-03 FEB •• 19.75 
V5 AEOC HWTB VA353 OH9 2251 .JUNE. 1975 
TS AEOC HWTB VA354 OH1t 2141 .JUNE. 1975 
V3 AEOC HWTB VA422 IA17B 2230 FEB ..• 1975 
TR AEOC HWTB VA422 IA17A 2156.V-Of AUGUST. 1975 
TR AEOC HWTB VA422 IAt7A 2156.V-02 AUGUST. 1975 
TR AEOC HWTB VA422 lAt7A 2156."-03 AUGUST. 1975 
TN AEOC HWTB VA474 OA77 2134.R-Ol .JAN •• 1975 
VE AEOC HWTB VA526/21BA OH50A 2285 APRIL. 1976 
VM AEOC HWTB V41B-E9A OH59 2321. v-b" AUGUST. 1978 
VM AEOC HWTB V4tB-E9A OH69 2321, \f-02 AUGUST. 1978 
·tZ AEOC HWTB V41B-G9 OH109 2490. '1-01 .JUl Y. 1982 
4Z AEDC HWTB V41B-G9 OHf09 2490. \1'··02 "t...1!.JlY. 1982 
4Z AEOC HWTB V41B-G9 OH109 2490.V-03 .JULY. 1982 
T1 AEOC HWTB V41B-HO OA258 2491.V-Ol SEPT. , 1983 
T1 AEDC HWTB V41B-HO 01'1258 2491. V-02 SEPT .• 1983 
T1 AEDC HWTS V41B-HO OA258 2491. V-03 SEPT .• 1983 
T1 AEOC HWTB V4tB-HO OA258 2491, V-04 SEPT .• 1983 
4A AEOC HWTB V41B-K3A OH57A/B 2367 MAY. 1979 


























-_ .. -.. -.-.--
---_ ... ----._--- -------------~--t TEST NASA 





-_ ........ -.. -- ... - ... - ... ...-- .... -... -_ ....... _ ......... 
HT AEOC HWTB V41B-R3A OH56 2410 ..JUNE. 1979 
4E AEOC HWTB V41B-R4A OH84A 2388 M~RCH. 1984 
4H AEDC HWTB V41B-V2A OH103A 2420 NOV .• 1982 
4M AEOC HWTB V41B-V2C OH103B 2427 .JAN •• 1984 
T6 AEDC HWTB V41B-1C OH111 2496.V-Ol NOV .• 1982 
T6 AEDC HWTB V4!B - ~~~ OU111 2496.V-02 NOV •• 1982 
T6 AEDC HWTB V41B-IC OH111 2496,V-03 NOV .• 1982 
4U AEDC HWTB V41B-67 OH84B 2464.V-Ol AUGUST. 1981 
4U -AEOC HWTB V41B-67 OH84B 2464.V-02 AUGUST. 1981 
4U AEDC HWTB V41B-P OH84B 2464,V-03 AUGUST. 1981 
4U AEOC HWTB V4tB-67 OH84B 2464.V-04 AUGUST. 1981 00 
-n::o 
4V AEOC HWTB V41B-67 OH10S 2464.V-05 AUGUST. 19S1 '"td5 0-
T3 AfDC HWTB V42B-/V43S OA259 2493.V-01 AUGUST. 1983 0 2 
...,.l::;! 
"""r-T3 AEDe HWTB V42B-/V43!l- OA259 2493.V-02 AUGUST. 1983 .o~ 
- ..,-
T2 AEOC HWTB V43B-17 OH107 2492 ..JUNE. 1982 , ];:. r', 
4T AEOC HWTB 41B-65 OH!02A 2455 dUNE. 1979 
C:, 
~ <~ 
VY AEDC HWTB 4tB-83A OH25B . 2~!:;·:: MAY. 1977 
TP AEDC HWTB 48A lA42 2132 M~Y. 1975 
va AEOC HWTB 524 OH52 2330 OCT •• 1976 
VI AEDC HWTB 57A OH49B 2222.V-Ot OCT •• 1976 
VI AEOC HWTB 57A OH498 2222.V-02 NOV •• 1976 
................ "' ............. - .... ~ -_ ........................... ~ .... ~"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' _ ...... '9-"' .. _ ....... _ ... "' ......... .., ..... ~ ..... ,.. .... _ .. _ ............. _"'_ .. 
--=r" 

































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY 











































































OCT .• 1974 
"AN •• 1976 
SEPT •• 1977 






































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY . 





























































'~Jf·~1i;:-~~~;:";:.i:~:::;::::;;::;~~;:i:U,:::r·~.r:;'·:;:2.U~:~~:;;·.;:-:::"~~~1t'~ '''~."''h'"'-._.'''' :"1~·l-'?I.;:,rr'~·C- ___ ·.H'!~'~ "I~~","··~~~. 
PUBLICATION DATE 
MAY, 1980 
NOV .• 1981 
'-'AN .• 1981 
NOV •• ISSt 
"'AN •• 1981 
NOV •• 1981 
'-'AN •• 1981 
FEB •• 1981 
DEC. , 1979 
NOV. , 1983 
APRIL. 1981 
APRIL. 1981 
OCT .• 1982 
OCT. , 1982 
IN PROCESS 








"Gi O ~", 
O .~ ~;.) 
;U ~-
0"'0 c.;; ~-, 




































~- "-.,,. __ .. _. 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 




































































.~. ~.~-.",!",," .... '--
PUBLICATION DATE 
SEPT .• 1977 
SEPT .• 1977 
SEPT _. 1977 
OCT .• 1977 




DEC .• t977 
vAN •• 1978 
"AN .. 1978 
.J .. N •• 1978 
FEB .• 1978 
FEB .• 1978 
FEB •• 1978 




NOV •• 1974 


























































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 


















































































. """'2.r"~~~~' L'·~~~;~:~=,.:.; . ..;~~~~::IL;..::;;';~~~;~:-':;:~~t.!:::~~:~~~':~7~~A.:::.~~~~::X~~~~%~ 
PUBLICATION DATE 
FEB •• 1975 
JUNE. 1977 
JAN .• 1980 
















,JULY • 1975 
•. -~ ,!:~>~ 




-0 ~c~ o ~' 
0 ' e~ ~ 
::tI i~' 
,Q«J 






'I, , __ ".r ~. 
_A:' 
----------------------------------------------------------------~~~--~-----------------~-----




-------- ------ ... --- '"'------------- ----------------
TEST NASA 




EU ARC 11TWT 014 IA19 2170.V-01 .JUNE. 1975 
EU ARC 11TWT 014 lA19 2170. V-02 ..JUNE. 1975 
EU ARC 11TWT 014 IA19 2170.V-03 ..JUNE. 1975 
ET ARC 11TWT 019 IA81A 2169.V-01 ..JAN .• 1976 
ET ARC 1 tTWT 019 lABIA 216.9. V-02 .JAN .• 1976 
ET ARC l1TWT 019 1A81A 2169.V-03 .JAN .• 1976 
ET ARC l1TWT 019 IAB1A 21G9.V-04 .JAN •• 1976 
ET ARC 11TWT 019 lABIA 2169.V-05 .JAN •• 1976 
ET ARC l1TWT 019 lABIA 2169.V-06 .JAN .• 1976 00 
"::0 
ET ARC l1TWT 019 lABIA 2169.V-07 ~AN .• 1976 
"'OC; 
0-
E4· ARC l1TWT 023 IABO 2212.V-01 OCT •. 1976 0 2 
E4 ARC lHWT 023 lABO 2212.V-02 OCT .• 1976 
::of! 
.0-0 
E4 ARC l1TWT 023 !A80 2212.V-03 OCT .. 1976 C):Il l:oG) 
E4' ARC l1TWT 023 IABO 2212.V-04 OCT .• 1976 rrr1 ~W NE ARC l1TWT 072 IAn 2258.V-Ol APRIL. 1977 
NEe ARC l1TWT 072 IA72 225B.V-02 APRIL. 1977 
NE ARC lHWT 072 1A72 225B.V-03 APRIL. 1977 
NE ARC l1TWT 072 IA72 2258.V-04 APRIL. 1917 
NE ARC l1TWT 072 1A72 2258.V-05 APRIL. 1977 
NE ARC l1TWT 072 lA72 225B.V-06 APRIL. 1977 
NE ARC l1TWT 072 IA72 225B.V-07 APRIL. 1977 
. - ... '"' ................................................................ - ..................................................................................................... '" ........................ -
" p". 
I~ ~., ~ 
e7- ,.,.".---- '-'--• 1" > "'-





















































1 HWT 073 















! HWT 1!8-! 
---------- -------------- ----------------
NASA 
SERIES NO. oMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATf. 
---------- -------------- ---~------------
lA72 2258.V-08 APRIL. !977 
IA72 2258.V-09 APRIL. !977 
OA148 2254,V-Ol .JULY. 1976 
OA148 2254.V-02 .JULY. 1976 
OA148 2254.V-03 .JULY. 1976 
OA148 2254.V-04 AUGUST. !976 
OA148 2254.V-05 AUGUST. 19'16 
OA!48 2254.V-06 AUGUST. 1976 
OA14S 2254.V-07 AUGUST. !976 
OA148 2254.V-08 AUGUST. 1970 
OA148 2254.V-09 SEPT •• !976 
OA148 2254. V-1Q SEPT .• 1976 
OA148 2254. V-1! SEPT .• 1976 
OA148 2254.V-12 SEPT .• !976 
OA148 2254.V-13 SEPT .• 1976 
OA149A 2376.V-01 .JAN .• 1980 
OA149A 2376.V-02 .JAN .• !980 
OA149A 2376.V-03 .JAN .• 1980 
OA145A 2380.V-Ol DEC .• 1980 
OA!45A 2380.V-02 DEC .• !980 










(~:; . ~ 
'1' 
'" 
, .... s II!" 
-\:!7--
--------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------









2F ARC 111I11T 118-1 
2F .ARC 111I11T 118-1 
2F ARC 11TWT 118-1 
A1 ARC 11TWT 145-1 
2A ARC 111WT 187-1 
2A ARC l1TWT 187-1 
2A ARC l1TWT 187-1 
2B ARC l11I11T 200-1 
2B ARC lHIIIT 200-1 
2£ ARC lHIIIT 213-1 
~N ARC 11TWT 228-1 
2N ARC 1HIIIT 228-1 
2R ARC lHIIIT 275-1 
~R ARC 1HWT 275-1 
2R ARC 11TIIIT 275-1 
2R ARC 1HIIIT 275-1 
3L ARC 1 HWT 369-1 
30 ARC 1HIH .380-1 
AM ARC 1HW1' 380-1 
3U ARC 11TIIIT 411-1.2.3 






























































DEC .• 1980 
DEC .• 1980 
DEC .• 1980 
AUGUST. 1983 
NOV, • 1977 
DEC •• 1977 
DEC .• 1977 
"AN .• 1980 




OCT '. 1980 
OCT .• 1980 
OCT .• 1980 
OCT .• 1980 
NOV .• 1983 
NOV •• 1983 













































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 


























































































..IAN •• 1981 
..IAN •• 1981 
..IAN •• 1981 
IN PROCESS 
DEC .• 1982 
OCT .• 1982 
uUNE, 1982 
MAPCH. 1984 
..IAN •• 1983 
DEC •• 1982 
DEC .• 1982 
OCT •• 1983 
OCT .• 1983 






NOV .• 1973 

































CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITV TEST NO. Sr.:RIES NO. OMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- -----------
-,...------ -_ ... _------
-------------- ----------------
B- ARC 1HIIIT 707, U9A.B.C 2032.V-02 NOY .• 1973 
B- ARC 1H..,T 707 U9A.B.C 2032.Y-03 OCT •• 1973 
B- liRC lHlllr 707 U9A.B.C 2032.Y-04 DEC •• 1973 
B- ARC 1HIIIT 707 IA9A.B.C 2032.v-05 DEC .• 1973 
B- ARC lHIIIT 707 U9A.B.C 2032.V-06 DEC .• 1973 
B- ARC lHIIIT 707 IA9A.B.C 2032.V-07 DEC .• 1973 
B- ARC 1 HIilT 707 lA9A .B. C 2032.V-08 DEC. , 1373 
B- ARC lfTlilT 707 IA9A.B.C 2032.V-09 .JAN •• 1974 
8- ARC 1 HIilT 707 JA9A.B.C 2032.V-'tO "AN •• 1974 
B- ARC lfTlilT 707 U9A.B.C 2032.V-11 .JAN .• 1974 
8- ARC 1 nlilT 707 U9A.B.C 2032.V-12 .JAN •• 197" 
B- ARC lfTlilT 707 1A9A.B.C 2032.V-13 MARCH, 1974 
B- ARC lHWT 707 I~9A.B.C 2032.V-I" MARCH. 197 .. 
B- ARC IfTWT 707 lA9A,B.C 2032,V-15 MARCH. 197" 
B- ARC lfTlilT 707 IA9A,B.C 2032.V-16 APRIL. 1974 
B- ARC IfTWT 707 U9A,B.C 2032,V-I'7 APRIL. '97" 
B- ARC IfTlilT 707 U9A.B.C 2032.V-18 "'A V , 1974 
82- ARC lHIIIT 716 OA22A 2130 MAY. 1975 
Bl ARC lfTlilT 716 IAl"A 2084.V-0~ FEB •• 1975 
81 ARC I1TWT 716 U14A 2084,V-02 MARCH. 1975 
Bl ARC lHWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-03 APRIL. 1975 
.... ~ .... --_ ....... "' .... ,. -.................. _-,. .......... -- ... -_ ........ _- .... ~ .. --.- .. ~ .. -'" .......... - .................................... ,.. .............. 






0 2 ;o~ 



























---------- -------------- --~------------~ 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-OR- PUBLICATION DATE 




81 ARC 11TWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-04 APRIL. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-05 APRIL. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-06 APRIL. 1975 
81 ARC 1 fTWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-07 APRIL. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 1A14A 2084.V-08 APRIL. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 IA1411 2084.V-09 MAY. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 IA14A 2084.V-1O MAY. 1975 
81 ARC 11TWT 716 !A14A 2084.V-11 MAY. 1975 
E<.I ARC fHIIIT 747 OA5'3A 2128.V-Ot AUGUST, 1974 
E<.I ARC 11TWT 747 OA53A 2128.V-02 AUGUST. 1974 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
NX ARC 11.97.87UN 074-1 SA l1F 2331. V-Of OCT •• '981 
NX ARC 11.97.87UN 074-1 SA 1 1F 2331.V-02 UCT., 198t 
E7 ARC 1'.97.~7UN 094 OA161A/B/C 2245.V-~1 SEPT .• 1976 
E7 A~C 1'.97.87UN 094 OA161A/B/C 2245.V-02 OCT .• 1976 
NO ARC 1f.97.87UN 144-1 IA135A/B/C 2306.V-01 MAY. 1982 
NO ARC 11.97.87UN 144-1 IA135A/B/C 2306.V-02 MAY. 1982 
NO ARC 1'.97.87UN 144-1 IA135A!B/C 2306.V-03 MAY. 1982 
2Y ARC ".97,87UN 289-t OA126A.B.C 2424.V-01 OCT .• 1980 
2Y ARC 1'.97.87UN 289-1 OAI26A.B.C 2424.V-02 OCT .• 1980 
3H ARC l'.97.87UN 289-1 OA126A.8.C 2424.V-03 OCT •• 1980 
.......... - .. -.... _ ................. _ ............... -..... __ ........... __ ....... .-- ..... ..- .. ,. ....... -.................. - .... - ................ _ .................. "'- .... -































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITV ~IND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
----------- -------- ---------- -~------------ -~---~----------
NASA 
SUI3FACIllTV TEST NO.' SERIES NO. DMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------_ ... - --------
----------
------ ... ~"' .... ----
----------------
11.97.87UN 705-1 IS1A/Bic 2401 .JAN •• 1978 
--------------------------------------------_._-------------------------
12PT 078 OA159 2265 ..JAN •• 1976 
12PT 086 LA65 2246 ~ULY. 1976 
12PT 135-1 LA66 2281 SEPT •• 1976 
12PT tSO-l OA173 2304 NOV •• 19S1 
12PT 218-1 OAtOl 2405.V-Ot SEPT .• 1978 
12PT 218-1 DA101 2405.V-02 SEPT .• 1978 
12PT 218-1 DA101 2405.V-03 SEPT .• 1978 
12PT 218-1 OA101 2405.V-04 SEPT •• 1978 
12PT 218-1 OA10l 2405.V-O:=-" SEPT .• 1978 
12PT 218-1 OAtal 2405.V-06 OCT •• 1978 
------------------------------------------------~-----------------------
14-TWT 080 CA23A 
14-TWT 120 CA23B 
14-TWT 120 C;A23B 
14-TWT 121 CA13 
14-TWT 143-1 IA137 
14-TWT 150-1 OA220 












"AN .• 1976 
MAY. 1976 
MAY. 1976 
OCT •• 1977 
SEPT _. 1976 







0 2 ~~ 
.0--0 C~ f:~ 
~iA 
tfII'I 








SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------~-
--------- --------









3Y ARC 22TWT 041.154.11 OS4A 2450 MAY. 1979 
2C ARC 22TWT 167-1 OS32 2339 IN PROCESS 
3T ARC 22TWT 382-1 OA252 2473 •. V-01 "AN •• 1983 
3T ARC 22TWT 382-' OA252 2473.V-02 "AN •• 1983 
AE ARC 22TWT 458 OS300 2488 SEPT •• 1981 
AI< ARC 22TWT 467-1 OS301 2500 DEC .• 1981 
AX ARC 22T1H 542-1 OA308 2512 SEPT •• 1983 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
BI ARC 3.5HVT 147 OU 2007 MARCH. 1973 
BS ARC 3.5HVT 157 OA11A 2044 OC·· .• 1973· 
BU ARC 3.5HWT 158 OH2A 2035 APRIL. 1974 
BX ARC 3.SHWT 160 OA 11B 2059 "UNE. 1974 
BY ARC 3.5HVT 163 OA58 2060 .JUNE. 1974 
85 AR:C 3.5HWT 167 OA73 2082 DEC •• 1973 
86 ARC 3.SHWT 168 OA23 2071 SEPT •• 1974 
87 ARC 3.5HWT 169 lAl0 2078 "AN •• 1974 
89 ARC 3.SHWT 171 OH10 2085 "AN •• 1982 
B8 ARC 3.5HWT 172 IH15 2098 OCT •• 1974 
ED ARC 3.5HWT 173 OH15 " 2385 SEPT •• 1977 
EG ARC 3.5HWT 175 IA15 2102 APRIL. 1974 
EF ARC 3.5HWT 176 OA87 2115 MARCH. 1974 
..... ,. ........ ,...-"" ................. ,., .............. ..,. ......... "',... ............ ,.,"' .......... .- .... '"! ......... '" .............. ., ................. - ......... - ............ ,.. ..................... 
j 










•. _. __ .,,", .. __ .. ~.c;:;:: ... ~_~_'~ ! 
- ·-------__________________ ~ _____________ w~~ _____ ~ ____ ~~ _____________ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ ___ • ________ _ 




-'------------- ~--~-----~------TEST NASA 
CODE fACILITY SUBfACIlITY TEST NO. SERIES ,.~. !"lMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
----~---- -------- ----------- -------- -------_ .... - --------- ... ---- ----------------
EH ARC 3.SHWT 177 OH44 ?:"~~.$;i SEPT •• f977 
El ARC 3.5HWT 178 IH3 ':}J6. V-Ot MAY. 1975 
El ARC 3.SHWT 178 IH3 2136.V-02 IIIIAY. 1975 
El ARC 3.5HWT 178 IH3 2136.V-03 MAY. 1975 
El ARC 3.5HWT 178 IH3 2t36.V-04 MARCH. 1976 
EIIII ARC 3.5HWT 180 lAI6 2124 MAY. '974 
NO ARC 3.5HWT 182 OH43 2250 "ULY. 1975 00 11:0 
EO ARC 3.5HWT 183 OH6 2151 NOV .• 1975 "tJQ 
EN ARC 3.SHWT 185 IH20 2148.V-01 .JUNE. 1975 02 0):) 
-::or 
EN ARC 3.5HWT 185 IH20 2148.V-02 "UNE. 1975 
.0-0 
EP ARC 3.5HWT 187 OA36 2162 NOV .• 1974 C~ t!~ EQ ARC 3.5HWT 190 OA98 2167 AUGUST. 1975 ~ii 
ES ARC 3.5HWT 191 lA18 2160 MARCH. 1975 
EW ARC 3.5HWT 194 OA83 2177 MARCH. (975 
EV ARC 3.5HWT 195 IH28 2180.V-Ot SEPT .• 1976 
EV ARC 3.5HWT 195 IH28 2180.v-02 SEPT •• 1976 
EY ARC 3.5HWT 196 TA9f 2J81 NOV •• 1974 
EZ ARC 3.5HWT 198 OH38 2171.V-Ol JAN .• 1976 
EZ ARC 3.5HWT 198 OH38 2171. V-02 JAN .• 1976 
EZ ARC 3.5HWT 1~8 OH38 2171. v-o::! "AN •• 1976 
E2 ARC 3.5HWT 199 OH26 2193 OCT •• 1977 
-
o ~ 
a ",to, ..... , ~ " 
-------------------------------~----------------~-----.-----~-----------------------~---~--~~ 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMAR~ 
--------------------------------------------------~---~-"-----------------------------~----~~ 
--------- -------- --------- ..... -------- ---------- -------------- -----------~-~--
TEST NASA 





------ .... _--_ .... _-
----------------
E3 ARC 3.5HIIIT 200 IH27 2210 .JUNE. 1979 
NB ARC 3.5HWT 211 IH48 2248 APRIL. 1976 
NT ARC 3.5HWT 215 FH14 2313.V-Of MARCH. 1977 
NT ARC 3.SHWT 215 fH14 2313.V-02 MARCH. 1977 
NT ARC 3.SHIIIT 215 fH14 2313.V-03 MARCH. 1977 
NV ARC 3.SHIIII 216 OH53ti 2317. .JAN .• 1980 
20 ARC 3.SHWT 222 IH68 2357 "'UNE. 1983 
3Z ARC 3.SHWT 227 IH100 2418 OCT •• 1978 
20 ARC 3.SHWT 228-, IH51A 2393.V-01 FEB .• 1984 
20 ARC 3.SHWT 228-1 IH5fA 2393.V-02 FEB •• 1984 
20 ARC 3.SHWT 228-1 IHS1A 2393.V-03 FEB •• 1984 
20 ARC 3.SHWT 228-1 IH51A 2393.V-04 FEB .• 1984 
2P ARC 3.SHWT 230 IH99 2452 SEPT .• 1982 
2V ARC 3.SHwT 233-1 IH73 2407 SEPT _. 1982 
2W ARC 3.SHWT 234-1 IH90 2412.V-01 DEC •• 1982 
2111 ARC 3.SHWT ;:34-f 1H90 24f2.V-02 DEC •• 1982 
2X ARC 3.SHWT 235 OH58 2417 .JUNE. 1979 
3A ARC 3.SHIilT 237 FH16 2423 "'AN •• 1980 
3C ARC 3.SHWT 239 IHS1B 2429 APRIL. 1982 
3F ARC 3.SHWT 241 IH5fC 2448.V-01 OCT •• 1980 
3F ARC 3.SHWT 241 IH5fC 2448.V-02 OCT .• 1980 
.... ~ .......................... -.......................................................... '" ....................... "" ............................................... ,. ...... '" ........ ~ ....... 
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SUBFACILITY TEST ND. SERIES NO. OMS-OR- PUBLICATION OATE 
-----------
--------
---------- --- ... ---------- ----------------
3.5HWT 244 IH5to 2461 MARCH. 1984 
3.5HWT 245 IH103 2467 AUGUST. 1981 
3.5HWT 247 DH105B 2468 JUNE. 1982 
3.SHWT 250 IH104 2480 AUGUST. 1983 
3.5HWT 253 OH110 2495 OCT .• 1981 
3.5HWT 254 OHlOB 2494 .JUNE. 1982 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
40SWT 462 OA100 2261. V-Ot .JULY. 1982 
40SWT 462 OA100 2261. V-02 .JULY. 1982 
40SWT 473 DA164 2499 AUGUST. 198t 
40SWT 479 OA 174 2302.V-01 MAY. 1982 
40SWT 479 OA t74 2302.V-02 MAY. 1982 
40SWT SOO OA237 2375 OEC .• 198Q 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ... 
66SWT 630 lA29 
66SWT 630 IA29 
66SWT 630 OA63 
66SWT 650 OA3 
66SWT 706 OA43 
66SWT 709 OAS9 
66SWT 709 OA59 














NOV .• 1973 
OCT •• 1974 



































SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 









































































DEC •. 1980 







NOV •. 1975 
DEC .• 1975 
DEC .• 1975 
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SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY 
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SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 



















































































DEC •• 1980 
DEC .• 1980 
MARCH. 1983 
MARCH. 1983 
SEPT _, 1980 
SEPT. , 1980 
MARCH. 1984 
AUGUST. 1982 
SEPT _, 1982 
IN PROCESS 
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48HST 173-100 OH12 2164~\I-02 .JAN .• 1976 
48HST 181 Il-l5 2308' OCT •• 1976 
48HST 184-120 OA93 2238 NOV .• 1976 
48HST 184-220 OA 113 2234' .JULY. 1975 
48HST 185-131 IH33 2249 JUNE. 1979 
48HST 189 IH43 2319 JUNE. 1979 
48HST 173-100 OH12 2164.V-Ol JAN .• 1976 
48HST 173-100 OH12 2164.V-03 DEC .• 1975 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
8TWT T14'053 lA36 2064.V-Ol DEC .• 1975 
8TWT T14~053 IA36 2064.V-02 DEC •• 1975 
8TWT T18-103 LA70 2269 SEPT .• 1976 
.. 
8-TWT T18-111 LA82 2374' OCT .• 1982 
_______________________________________ w ________________________________ 
96HST 131 OH66 
56-A-76 OH78 
61-A-78 OH79 
CFHT 100 LA25 












.JUNE . 1979 
CANCELLED 
OCT .• 1974 
oC 










, ~ o 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------




--------- -------- ----------- -------- ---------- -------------- ----------------
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- -----------
-'--_ .. _-- -----_ ... _--
-------------- ----------------
QU LARC CFHT 102 LA35 2127 .JULY. 1974 
HH LARC CFHT 104 LA47 2191 .JULY. 1975 
00 LARC CFHT 105 LA34 2328 AUGUST. 1976 
OK LARC CFHT 107 lA58 2133 .JULY. 1974 
H1 tARC CFHT 108 !A60 2137. V-01. R-01 SEPT .• 1974 
H2 LARC CFHT 109 OA 105 ~137.V-02 .JULY. 1974 
0'" LARC CFHT 110 OA90 2149 AUGUST. 1975 
HO LARC CFHT 112 OH51 2368 APRIL. 1977 
HL LARC CFHT 113 OA82 2195 FEB •• 1975 
HX LARC CFHT 114 LA57 2454.V-03 APRIL. 1979 ,'" 
'" ott!.1 
"'A LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267.V-01 "'UNE. 1976 
.' .  , 
"'A LARC CFHT 118 MAn 2267.V-02 .JUNE. 1976 
"'A LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267.V-03 "'UNE. 1976 "1 
"'A LARC CFHT 118 MA22 2267.V-04 .JUNE. 1976 
K2 LARC CFHT 130 LA93 2383 IN PROCESS 
OZ LARC CFHT 85 LA3 2031 .JUNE. 1973 
OT LARC CFHT 89 MA4 2008 .JAN •• 1973 
OT LARC CFHT 89 MM 2008.R-01 MAY. 1973 
PO lARC CFHT 96 LA 11 2066 NOV .• 1973 
QO lARC CFHT 97 lA32 2168 MAY. 1974 
ON lARC CFHT 98 LA31 2047 FEB •• 1974 
.. - . - .. -. .. ,.. .............................................. ,. ..................... '" -.... ,. ...... "" ................... -- " - ...... ,. .................... '. - ............... -.. ., ..... ,. .. ,. 
.ll.-r.~~~1\iiiii:··~iiiiUliiiii.iiII.iiiilE!II:iil •• 'Ii)""C·."'~.,.,.~:;::rC·"' ......• x·~_=:-~--"':__:_~-·· ~J "e~.,,,,. . '. . ;. •.• ;. " . 























:7. ~ .. 









CFHT 99 LA13 2135 CANCELLED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
CF4 121-137 OH45 2109 .JAN. , 1976 
CF4 220-237 LA 53 2213 IN PROCESS 
CF4 267-268 LA78 2311 AUGUST, 1976 
CF4 97- 118 IH18 2110 .JAN. , 1976 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
HNT 28 IH19 2157 DEC .• 1975 
HNT 30-31 OA89 2214 APRIL. 1975 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
LARC 699 LA56 2224 MARCH. 1978 
--------------------------------------------------------------~--~--~---
lTPT 130/135 lA9 2056 NOV. , 1973 
lTPT 138 OA17 2058 MARCH, 1974 
LTPT 141 LA23 2070 OCT •• 1973 
lTPT 214 lA36B 2292 IN PROCESS 
lTPT 219 LA6t 2278 CANCELLED 
lTPT 227 lA73A 2298 MAY. 1978 
lTPT 228 LA61B 2300 OCT •• 1976 
lTPT 229 lA81 2296,V-Ot AUGUST. 1976 
LTPT 229 LA81 2296,V-02 AUGUST, 1976 
j"';~~, 
V 




















SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
--------- -------- -----------
------- ... 
---------- -------------- ----------------TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-OR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- ----------- --------
---------- -------------- ----------------
I<A LARC LTPT 246 LA104 2387 CANCElLED 
I<U LARC LTPT 255 LA127 2441 IN PROCESS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
HR LARC TOT 246 OS7 2363 APRIL. 1977 
HR LARC TOT 246 OS6 2365 APRIL. 1977 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
OQ LARC UPWT 1002 MAS 2001 NOV., 1972 
OV LARC UPWT 1007 OA7 2014 MARCH, 1973 
P8 LARC UPWT 1015 LA 10 205:! NOV .• 1973 
P6 LARC UPWT 1023/1034 LASA 2054 NOV .• 1973 
PM LARC UPWT 1031 MA7 2069 .JAN •• 1974 
PN LARC UPWT 1035 OA44 2057 NOV •• 1974 
P6 LARC UPWT 1040 LA8C 2090 MARCH, 1974 
PO LARC UPWT 1041 IH16 2166 .JULY, 1975 
PV LARC UPWT 1043 OA70 2073 MARCH, 1974 
PG LARC UPWT 1046/1049 LAf4A 2106 .JAN •• 1975 
06 LARC UPWT 1056/1073 IA42A 2119 AUGUST. 1974 
02 lARC UPWT 1057 OA20A 2083 FEB. , 1974 
02 lARC UPWT 1057 OA20C 2147 MAY. 1974 
03 lARC UPWT 1059 ·IH4 2138.V-Ol MAY, 1976 
03 LARC UPWT 1059 IH4 2138.V-02 .JULY, 1976 

























































.... -~ .... , ~-,-








UPWT 1059 IH4 2138.V-03 
UPWT 1059 IH4 2138. V-04: 
UPlifT 1063 1A35 2108 
UPWT 1011 IHI 2153 
UPWT 1074 LA43A/B 2199 
UPlifT 1075 LA39 2188 
UPlifT 1087 SA25F 2150 
UPWT 1088/1119 IA44 2206 
UPWT 1092/ /1117 LA46A/B 2228 
UPWT 1097 OA208 2163 
UPlifT 1101 LA49 2182 
UPlifT 1115 SH12F 2216 
UPWT 1118 lA63A 2270 
UPWT . ,'45 LA45A/B 2297 
UPWT 1147 /1132 LA71A/B 2271 
UPWT 1151 lA63B 2279 
UPWT "52 JA94A 2323 
UPWT 1173 LA75 2318.V-Ol 
UPWT 1173 lA75 2318.V-02 
UPWT 1177 1A94B 2324 











OCT •• 1977 





SEPT .• 1974 
APRIL. 1977 
AUGUST. 1975 
DEC •• 1975 
NOV •• 1976 
FEB •• 1977 
.JUNE. 1976 
FEB •• 1977 
DEC •• 1976 
DEC •• 1976 
FEB •• 1977 
JUNE. 1980 
I._r '"T""\lipat P ;&; 
00 
-rI::lj 












SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WINO TUNNEL SUMMARY 





11 KR LARC UPWT 1201 LG2 LA124 2426 .JUN!;. 1978 
11 
'I KI LARC UPWT 1212 LA110 2396 DEC .• 1971 
f 
I KK LARC UPWT 1217 LA 114 2399 NOV •• 1971 
n KS LAI':C UPWT 1243 LA125 2432 OCT •• 1981 , 
j , 
KV LARC UPWT 1267 IA180 2451 MARCH. 1981 
, I KX LARC UPWT 1210 LA122 2446 IN PROCESS 
7A LARC UPWT 1299 LA131 2478.V-01 AUGUST. 1980 
7A LARC UPWT 1299 LA131 2418.V-02 AUGUST. 1980 
1A LARC UPWT 1299 LA131 2478.V-03 AUGUST. 1980 
78 LARC UPWT 1311 OA255 2498 AUGUST. 1983 
1H LARC UPWT 1345 11390 LA145 2336 MAY. 1983 
P1 LARC UPWT 995 11014 LA4 2033 \JULY. 1913 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
\J7 lARe V/STOL 114 OA155 2231 IN PROCESS 
..IF LARC V/STOL 129 CA8 2290.V-01 NOV •• 1976 
..IF LARC V/STOL 129 CA8 2290.V-02 NOV •• 1976 
.JF LARC V/STOL 129 CA8 2290.V-03 NOV •• 1976 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
JU LARC 16TT 312 OA224 2329 AUGUST. 1981 
KP lARC 16TT 325 OA2700/C 2419 SEPT •• 1918 
KN LARC 16TT 326 OA270A 2430.V-01 MARCH. 1981 
- ........... -............... -~ ...... ,. .................... - ... - ......... -................. - ........... -.... -- .................................................................................. 
,j 
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CODE FACILITY SUBFACIlITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-OR- PUBLICATION DATE 




KN lARC 16TT 326 OA27011 2430.V-02 MARCH. 1981 
leN lARC 16TT 326 OA270A 2430. V-03: MARCH. 1981 
KW lARC 16TT 341 lA132 2471 JAN .• 1981 
KY lARC 16TT 342 LA140 2475 AUGUST. 1980 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~----
PH lARC 2OHT6 441 LA15 2079 APRIL. 1974 
HN lARC 2OHT6 458 LA52 2220 IN PROCESS 
ICZ LARC 2OHT6 6546 LA't41A/S 2477 JUNE. 1981 
7E lARC 2OHT6 6559 OA257 2466.V-Ot .JULY. 1983 
7E LARC 2OHT6 6559 OA257 2466.V-02 JULY. 1983 
-----------------------------------~-------------------~----------------
ON LARC 22HT 405 LA22 2034 .JULY. 1973 
OS LARC 22HT .. 09 MA2 2003 APRIL. 1973 
OY lARC 22HT 411 LA2 2023 JUNE. 1973 
P2 LARC 22HT 413 lAS 2036 AUGUST, 1973 
PT LARC 22HT 415 OA72 2092 NOV.~ 1974 
QC lARC 22HT 422 OA88 2125 SEPT •• 1974 
H3 lARC 22HT 426 lUO 2176 MAY. 1978 
HE lARC 22HT .. 31 OAt09 2205 MAY, 1975 
"6 lARC 22HT .. 39 LA68 2256 IN PROCESS 
JY URC 22HT 445 LA85 2343 DEC •• 1981 
"",'" 

































CODE FACILITY SUBFACTL lTY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-DR-
--------- --------
-----------
-------- ----_ .. _--- -----------~--
PZ LARC 26TBT 544 OS2 2067 
OT LARC 26TBT 545 OSt 2094 
HF LARC 26TBT 547 IS4 2146 
H7 LARC 60VS R32S9 OA99 2172 
.IN LARC 710Hsr 999 LA SO 2299 
au lARC 8TPT 626 LAt 2002 
P4 lARC 8TPT 643 LA6 2040 
P5 lARC 8TPT 644 LA7A 2041 
PC tARC 8TPT 648 lA17 2046 
PS lARC 8lPT 655 SA2FA 2088 
P5 lA~C 8TPT 657/660 lA7B 2091 
01 LARC 8TPT 661 OA25 2089 
08 LARC 8TPT 667 IA41 2118 
OZ LARC 8TPT 668 OA106 2120 
OX LARe RTPT 669 LA38A 2121 
ox LARC 8lPT 676 LA38B 2239 
H6 lARC 8lPT 677 LA44 2200 
HI LARC 8TPT 680 LA48 2184 

















.JAN •• 1975 
CANCELLED 
IN PROCESS 
























---- -- ... -- ... -., .... ......... ---
__ 0;. ... _ ... _ 
TEST NASA 





------- ... ------ -~-~~~-- -------
HV LARC 8TPT 684 LA51 2183 FEB •• 1977 
HU LARC 8TPT 686 OA116 2186 "AN •• 1975 
tiM LARe 8TPT 687 OAta2 2229 FEB .• 1975 
HC LARC STPT 693 lA43 2204 MAY. 1975 
HZ LARC 8TPT 703 LA59 2233 "UNE. 1977 
'" 
LARe 8TPT 704 LA60A 2259 CANCELI.ED 
"'9 LARe 8TPT 714 LA69 2257 SEPT •• 1977 
K8 LARe STPT 715 LA60B 2260 IN PROCESS 
"3 LARe 8TPT 717 LA62 2264 DEC •• 1975 
"'0 LARe 8TPT 7-10 LA72 2309 NOV •• 1976 00 11:0 
"''' 
LARe 8TPT 749 lA93 2326.V-OI ..JAN. 1977 -~Q 0-
"'" 
LARe 8TPT 749 IA93 2326.V-02 FEB •• 1977 O~ 
"'6 LARe 8TPT 1978 ;of! 758 LA91 2352 "AN •• £)-G 
1<1 LARe STPT 764 LA92 2362 IN PROCESS C~ 
1<9 LARe 8TPT 769 LA99 2373 MARCH. 1981 ;:'1"1 ~a ICC LARe So'PT 776 LA106 2379 IN PROCESS 
ICE LARe STPT 779 IA244 2391 MARCH. 1982 
KF LARC STPT 780 LA107 2381 ..JUNE. 1983 
KH LARC STPT 780 LA 113 2397 APRIL. 1982 
1<" lARC STPT 7S6 LA t II 2395 .JAN •• 1978 
KL LARe S',PT 803 LAi15 2409 SEPT .• 1981 
.... - .... '" .............. "'1 ... _ ....... __ ........ ,.. "' ........................................... "' ... ~ ...... " ~ ............ ~_ ............. - - ........... "' ........ '" ............ o, .. 
c> ~ ~ 
~ 
.. -
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMAR\ 401 
--------- -------- -------_ ... _- --------
----------
.. _--------- ... -.... 
---------------. 
TEST NASA 
CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- -----------
--------
---------- ----------_ ... _- ----------------
KM LARC 8TPT 804 LA 116 2411 IN PROCESS 
KQ LARC 8TPT 813 LAt17 2425 IN PROCESS 
7C LARC 8TPT 905.6.7.9 OS53A 2503 .JULY. 1982 
OX LARC 8VDHT 3619/3670 OH40 2049 .JULY. 1973 
P3 LARC SVDHT 3778//3855 OH41 2075 OCT •• 1973 
P9 LARC 8VDHT 4060//4079 OH41A 2076 OCT .• 1973 
PA LARC S\lDHT 4080/4105 OH42A 2101 .JAN .• 1974 
OR LARC 8VDHT 4502-4601 OH46 2350 APRIL. 1977 
PB LARC 8VOHT 624 LA16 2043 .JUNE. 1973 00 "'11;0 
PO LARC 8VDHT 644 OH13 2096 AUGUST. 1974 -oC5 o ~~ 
PR LARC 8VDHT 646/647 IH17 2105 SEPT .• 1916 O~ ;0 r'" 
QL LARC 8VDHT 648 OH14 2111 SEPT .• 1916 '0 -:~ P"'-, ~. ~ 
PK LARC 8VDHT 653 LA20 2107 MARCH. 1975 !? : ' 
r .'. 
.- .... -- ........... --.- ............... __ .-.- ..... _ .. '"'-"'- . __ ... - ......... ~ ..... -. - _ ..... ---_ .. _- ... -- ....... -.............. -.............. - ~W 
GG LERC SPF OH64 2288 NOV •• 1977 
----------------------------------------~-----------------------------~-
GE LERC 10SWT 035 SA6F 2161 FEB •• 1975 
GF LERC 10SWT 038 IH34 2282 APRIL. 1978 
GK LERC 10SWT 041 IH39 2435 OCT •• 1978 
GY LERC lOSWT 042 OA234 2400 OCT .• 1980 
~.:.i~.~11 riti,~~~!Ilf,'!';..-· ':~'!. '". :,j\_:~:':::;;,'!IlIJI::I;; __ "::~~;;:"'.:;:'--'-rt~:: ... ". "_,_·nu,;:o.,,u It::::_ ',c •. -_);.-"'-.:l,-:~"".,~.;;,:::T".,,', __ '" 
~ ~. . 
1!..,< ,. ~. __ •. ,~-._ """~~"~'" "!.';".~" 
~ ~ •. t 
t •• 






CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-OR- PUBLICATION OATE 
--------- -------- ---- .. ,------ -.------ --_ ..... -----
-.----------- ... -------~--------
GZ LERC 10SWT 044 IH83 2440 FEB_ • 19,9 
GI LERC 10SWT 045 IH11 2428.V-Ol FElL. 1981 
GI LERC 10SWT 045 IH11 2428.V-02 FEB •• 1981 
GI LERC 10SWT 045 IH11 242B.V-03 FEB •• 1981 
GI LERC 10SWT 045 IH11 242B.V-04 FEB •• 1981 
A4 LERC 10SWT 074 OA31Oe 2459.V-02 IN PROCESS 
---------------------.----------------------------.---------------------
A4 LERC 86SWT 046 OA31OB 2459.V-02 IN PROCESS 







































1M 2015.V-Ol \JULY. 1973 
IA4 2015.V-02 \JULY. 1973 
OA8., 2037 SEPT. • 1974 
LA28 2280 \JAN .. 1976 
LA58 2215 FEB •• 1976 
LA67 2266 JULY. 1976 
CA26 2273.V-Oi MAY. 1976 
CA26 2273.V-02 JUNE. 1976 
CA26 2273.V-03 JUNE. i976 
CA26 2273.V-04 JUNE. 1976 
CA26 2273.V-05 JUNE. 1976 






",-:d5 0-OZ ::o~ 





1 rg j;, 
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARV 
--------- -------- -----------
--------
---------- ------------- ... -------------~-~ 
TEST NASA 




-----_ ...... _----- --~-------------
Fl LTV HSWT 573 LA76 2305.V-02 ,JUNE. 1977 
FR LTV HSWT 611 LA109 2394 IN PROCESS 
I<Y LTV HSWT 646 LA128 2442 IN PROCESS 
FS LTV HSWT 742 LA144 2484 IN PROCESS 
FG LTV LSWT 422 MA14 2283 NOV .• 1976 
DO LTV 1520SWT 5-081 MAl 2004 NOV .. 1972 
IE MSrC HRWT 033 SA29F 2207 ,JULY. 1976 
IF MSFC HRWT 034 SA13F 2277 ,JULY. 1976 
1T MSFC HRWT 039 SA31F 2369 FEB •• 1982 
lU MSFC IPBF 027 OH8 2382 NOV .• 1977 
6C MSFC TWT 668 14603 2416 ,JUNE. 1981 
72 MSFC 14TWT 545 TAIB 2010 MAY. 1973 
79 MSFC 14TWT 554 SAlr 2012 APRIL. 1973 
76 MSFC 14TWT 555 OAI 2005 NOV .• 1972 
77 MSFC 14TWT 556 IAIA 2006 OEC •• 1972 
,:_-·'+~-,u··:; :-~ --"'A_'~:» ..... J'~"':!Il''::li::~:tx:i ... _''''''', __ • <:..,:, •• ~ .. ~.~:-:-i! !,':;;':;;~:"""") --==~::..-.,..,...-"'-=-"'~,.,.~ . .:-~--. 
1" ., ..... 













• '<j, .::''':~''-... ~...,;.; ... 
" , .. . . "'~"JF.-~.!II 
'1 
~l ". 
_____________________________ w_~ ______________ h~~~~ ___ -~ ____________________ ~ ____ .-.~ --.---~~-







CODE FACILITY SUBFACILITY TEST NO. SERIES NO. OMS-DR- PUBLICATION DATE 
--.------ ------.- ----------- --------
---------- ------------ ... - ----------------
78 MSFC 14TWT 558 MA9F :2011 APRIL. 1973 
80 MSFC 14TWT 565 SA3F :2025 MAY. 1973 
81 MSFC 14TIIIT 566 IA31F 2026 SEPT •• 1973 
82 MSFC f4TWT 567 IA32F13 2027.V-OI SEPT .. 1975 
82. MSFC 14TIIIT 567 IA32FB :2027.V-02 OCT .. 1975 
82 MSFC 14TWT 567 IA32FB 2027.V-03 OCT •• 1975 
84 MSfC 14TWT 568 OA47 2029 MAY. 1973 
83 MSFC t4nH 570 IA31FB 2028.V-01 DEC •. 1974 
83 MSFC 14TIIIT 570 !ll.31FB 2028.V-02 DEC .• 1974 
85 MSFC 14TWT 571 IA6A 2039 MARCH. 1974 
86 MSFC 14TWT. 572 SA5F 2051 AUGUST. 1973 
90 MSFC 14T\o/T 573 IA31FC 2072 JAN .. 1974 
87 MSFC 14TWT 574 OM8 2055.V-OI SEPT .• 1973 
87 MSFC 14TWT 574 OMS 2055.V-02 SEPT .• 1973 
81 MSFC 14TIIIT 574 OA48 2055.V-03 NOV •• 1973 
91 MSFC 14TWT 578 SAlOF 2087 SEPT .• 1974 
88 MSFC 14TWT 579/580 lA37 2063 NOV •• 1913 
92 MSFC 14TIIIT 581 OA49 2095 SEPT .• 1974 
18 MSFC 14TWT 582 lS6A 2158 OCT .• 1976 
99 MSFC 14TWT 583 TAIF 2145 OCT .• 1974 
98 MSFC 14TWT 584 lA52 2042 MARCH. 1974 





--~ A , "-
" "' ......... 
.:-",....---- . ..--~ ~ ---~-






















CODE FACILITY SUBFACI LI TV TEST NO. SERIES NO. DMS-DI<- PUBLICATION DATE 
--------- -------- -----------
-----_ .... - --- ... -----~ --- .. ---------- ----~-----------
93 MSFC 14TWT 585 IJ\37B 2093 MARCH. 1974 
97 MSFC 14TWT 587 FA4 2142 AUGUST. 1974 
96 MSfC 14TWT 588 IA53 2123 ..JAN .• 1975 
94 MSFC 14TWT 589 IA62F 2103 APRIL. 1974 
95 MSFC 14TWT 590/595 SA26F 21 ! 1 NOV .• 1974 
Ie MSFC 14TWT 594 IA33 2174.V-Ol NOV .. 1975 
1C MSFC 14TWT 594 IA33 2174. V-02 NOV .. 1975 
1C MSFC 14TWT 594 IA33 2174. V-03 NOV. _ 1975 
1A MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2t65.V-OI DEC .• 1975 
lA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2t65.V-02 DEC .. t975 00 
"'S1?'1 
1A MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2t65.V-03 DEC .• 1975 "U f.~ o ~T 
lA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2165.V-04 ,JAN •• 1976 o i., 
;;J .~ .. 
" lA MSFC 14TWT 596 TA2F 2t65.V-05 DEC .• 1975 
cO 
to M5FC 14TWT 599 OAt08 2190 ,JUNE. 1975 r: 
,-,"'.J 
lL MSFC 14TWT 600 FA14 2274 FEB .• 1976 
11 .MSFC 14TWT 603 SA28F 2244 AUGUST. 1977 
lH MSFC 14TWT 604 SA8F 2223 ..JULY. 1975 
1M MSFC 14TWT 607 OA131 2232 ..JUNE. 1975 
lG MSFC 14TWT 609 TA3F 2208.V-Ol ..JAN .• 1976 
lG MSFC 14TWT 609 TA3F 2208.V-02 ..JAN •• 1976 
lK MSFC 14TWT 610 1A71 2227 NOV •• 1975 
, 
~ 
!Jl~ .. ,::,;,,,,,,'"", .. :oc..> '''''''~, •. "",. ."<.~ O'~_"_~W ~ "'J:_~-~o;~ 4 ;;~:>:l"':':tL:t .::. -,!.~.~ .. 
------------------------------------~--~--~-~~~~--------------------------------------~------




-------- - .... --------
----'"'--------- ----------------
TEST NASA 




hI MSFC 14TWT 611 SA30F 2235 NOV. _ 1975 
10 MSFC 14TWT 620 SA14FA 2325 NOV •• 1976 
IN MSFC 14TWT 622 IAt25 2253 .JAN .• 1976 
IP MSFC 14TWT 640 SA14FB 2310. V-O'I AUGUST. 1977 
IP MSFC 14TWT 640 SA14FB 231O.V-02 AUGUST. 1977 
10 MSFC 14TWT 641 /646 IA 140A!B 2335 DEC .. 1979 
lR MSFC 14TWT 645 SA21F 2345 OCT .• 1978 
lU MSFC 14TWT 649 IA181 2406 .JULY, 1982 00 ~.:a 
-IX MSFC 14TWT 652 FA25 2437 FEB .• 1979 "Gl 0-
lV MSFC IN PROCESS 0
2 
14TWT 655 FA27 2460 ::n~ 
lZ MSFC 14TWT 656 FA28 2474 .JULY. 1981 
.0-0 
C~ 6A MSFC 14TWT 658 IA600 2479 IN PROCESS ~. l rtl 
68 MSFC 14TWT 665 IA602 2481 .JUNE. 1983 ~ta 
A6 MSFC 14TWT 692 FA301 2514 IN PROCESS 
OF NRLAD LSWT 689 OA2 2016 APRIL, 1973 
DG NRLAD LSWT 690 OA5 20i7 APRIL, 1973 
OH NRLAD LSWT 693 IA3 2018 .JUNE. 1973 
OI NRLAD LSWT 694 OA6 2019 .JUNE. ~'~73 
Oll NRLAD LSWT 696 OA9 2020 .JUNE, 1973 
OK NRLAD LSWT 698 OAIO 2022 .JUNE, 1973 












.~ -~ ~'.~." 
--------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY .c07 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- -------- ----------- --------
- .. -------- ... -_ .. ---------- -------~--------
TEST NASA 






Ol NRL,\D lSWT 699 OMS 2021.V-Ol NOV .• 1973 
Ol NRLAO LSWT 699 OA45 2021. V-02 OCT .• 1973 
OM NRLAD LSWT 700 OA14 2030 AUGUST. 1973 
ON NRLAD LSWT 701 OA16 2038 FEB .• 1974 
DO NRLAD LSWT 704 OA18 2045 SEPT .• 1973 
OP NRlAD LSWT 705 OA218 2053.V-Ol DEC .• 1973 
OP NRLAD LSWT 705 OA21B 2053.V-02 FEB .• 1974 
OS NRLAD LSWT 708 OA71A 2068 DEC .• 1973 
OT NRLAD LSWT 709 OA57A 2074 OCT .• 1974 
DO NRLAD LSWT 711 OA69 2081. V-Ol ..JAN .• 1976 
DO NRlAO lSWT 711 OA69 2081. V-02 ..JAN •• 1976 
OU NRLAO LSWT 712 OA71C 2086 HB •• 1974 00 ,,,," :t1 
OV NRLAD LSWT 713 DA57B 2080.V-0~ OCT .• 1974 "'OS 0-
OV NRLAO LSWT 713 OA578 2080.V-02 OCT •• 1974 O~ 
;;0 i" 
OW NRLAD LSWT 715 0462A 2097 ..JUNE. 1974 rJ 
-' , .. OX NRLAD LSWT 716 OA86 2114 ..JUNE. 1974 .... 
Ol NRlAD LSWT 717 OA62B 2104.V-Ol ..JUI.Y, 1'374 "", 
OX NRLAO LSWT 717 OA62B 2104. V-02 AUGUST. 1974 
F2 NRlAO LSWT -,'.9 OA37 2140 SEPT. , 1974 
F5 NRLAD LSWT 721 OA 1 10 2155 SEPT .• 1974 
F6 NRLAO LSWT 724 OA 118 2139 OCT. , 1974 
... ~-.----- ... -.. "'- ... - ..... - .. -.. --- ..... -- ... '"' ..... --- .. ,..- ..... "' .. - ..... - ......... - .. -.......... - ............ -.... "'-- ............ ~ .. -... -.. 
l-.-.J!·> -'".I;;.Ai:ii;...~.,;;J:::':;;:;;;.;;",;~;;;.;;;:;;;~,::,::.,::.;;:;::;,::::.::; •• ~1!"~::n:.:'-'"""'~:.~ """'" ="'~'""::.'."""'''' .. .. ,- "., " ~c .. ,"" .,' •. ~-:.".,..". , ,. ~ -~::.At: .,--,:\. ~ .. 





-----.---- ------------ .... ~---------------
TEST NASA 





F8 NRLAO LSWT 726 OA 119A 2187 NOV .• 1974 
F9 NRLAD LSWT 730 OA119B 2203 APRIL. 1975 
FA NRLAD LSWT 731 OA123 2202 APRIL. 19-;5 
FB NRLAO LSWT 736 OA124 2209 ..lUNE. 1975 
FC NRLAO LSWT 737 OA143 2221 ..lULY. 1975 
FF NRLAD LSWT 751 OA163 2289.V-Ol DEC .• 1976 
FF NRLAO LSWT 751 OA163 2289.V-02 DEC .• 1976 
FF NRLAD LSWT 751 OA163 2289.V-03 DEC .• 1976 
FF NRLAD LSWT 751 OA163 2289.V-04 DEC .. 1976 00 
FG NRLAO LSWT 752 OA172 2294.V-Ol ..lUNE. 1981 "';U 
-"1lG> 
FG NRLAO LSWT 752 OA 172 2294.V-02 ..lUNE. 198~ 0-oZ 
F..l NRLAO LSWT 754 OA176 2314 FEB .• 198! ~~ 
D"tJ 
FL NRLAO LSWT 757 OA228 2322 NOV .• 1981 C~ l='-
FM NRLAD LSWT 759 OA236 2337 DEC .. 1979 ,- r;;j 
FN NRLAD LSWT 764 OA238 2351 ..lAN .• 1982 ~«l 
FO NRLAD LSWT 766 OA223 2402 NOV •• 1978 
FP NRLAD LSWT 768 OA1638 2361. './-01 OCT .• 1977 
FP NRLAD LSWT 768 OA163B 2361. v-o':! OCT .• 1977 
FQ NRLAD LSWT 775 OA250 2392 DEC .• 1977 
----------------------------~<+--~---------------------------------------
OR . NRLIID 7TWT 276 OA68 2061 DEC .• 1973 
.... - .................. -................ --- ..... - .. -......... -.......... ,.-,.~ ............ -............... _ ........... _- ..................... 
~~~~ 
. .....,... 

















SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNEL SUMMARY 
-----------
-------- ------- ... --
----------- ... _-
NASA 




7TWT 278 OA91 2116 
7TWT 280 lA69 2122 
7TWT 281 lAGS 2144 
7TWT 282 1470 2175.V-Ol 
7TWT 282 IA70 2175.V-02 
7TWT 282 IA70 2175.V-03 





OEC .• 1974 
NOV .• 1974 
DEC .• 1974 
DEC .• 1974 
DEC .• 1974 
AUGUST, 1976 
............................ ,. ................... ' .............................................................................................................................. '" ...... '" ............ ... 
G.J NSWC 1310 OA171 2433 OCT .• 1978 
.JM NSWC 8A 1275 lA79 2291 IN PROCESS 
.... -............. - ....... -...................... -............ -.... "" .................................. -,. .... --~- .. -". .............. -........... -..... -- .. "' .......... 
GM mCA BTWT ~431 CAS 221'.V-Ol SEPT _. 1975 
GN TBCA BTWT 1431 CA20 2217 .<V-Ot .JAN •• 1976 
GM TBCA BTWT 1431 CA5 22".V-02 SEPT .• 19'75 
GN TBCA BTWT 1431 CA20 2217.V-02 .JAN •• 1976 
GM TBCA BTWT 143 t CA5 22".V-03 SI;PT .• 1975 
GN TBCA BTWT 1431 CA20 2217. V-03 .JAN •• 1976 
GP TBCA BTWT 1472 CA6 2262.V-01 NOV .• 1976 
GP TBCl BTWT 1472 CA6 2262.V-02 NOV .• 1976 
GQ TBCA . BTWT 1477 CA9 2268.V-Ol JUNE. 1979 
-- .............................. - .................... -........... -............................................................................ ,. ..................................... .. 








~n o g~ 
c; ~v 
:J r~ 
to .. ,,, 
"="...:',," 
".... .-
-. ~t 5 L: 
-::; ~) 
:' ,~, ......... ,tU 
::7" 
-----~-------------------------~-------------------~-----------------~------~----------------
SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY WIND TUNNE~ SUMMARY 
--------- -------- -----------
--------
----.-.--- ------- .... --- ... - --------------~-
TEST NASA 





GO TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268.V-02 .JUNE. 1979 
GO TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268.V-03 .JUNE. 1979 
GQ TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268.V-04 .JUNE. 1979 
GQ TBCA BTWT 1477 CA9 2268,V-05 .JUNE. 1979 
GV TBCA BTWT 1490/1493 CS4/5 234 I OCT •• 1976 
GR TBCA BTWT 1496 /1497 CA14A 2307.V-Ol SEPT. , 1981 
GR TBCA BTWT 1496 /1497 CA14A 2307.V-02 SEPT •• 1981 
..... - .. ,. ...... '"' ............... - - ...... ,", .... - .... - .................................. - ................ *' - ............... - .................... -- ,. .............. - ................... '" *" ...... 
GL UW LSWT 1136 
GO UW LSWT 1146 
GU UW LSWT 1170 
GS UW LSWT 1173 
GT UW LSWT 1178 
















t • \V' 
DEC .. t981 
DEC., 1975 
NOV .. 1976 
.JUNE. 1980 
.JUNE. 1980 
NOV .• 1977 
00 
.,,~ 
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